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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering can be
bound separately Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page num-
bers given at each entry, eg, p0194 N78-16002 To assist the user in binding Supple-
ments SP-7037 (93) through SP-7037 (104). a title page is included in the back of this
Cumulative Index
NASA SP-7037 (105)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
A Continuing Bibliography
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements SP-7037 (93) through
SP-7037 (104).
Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1979
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
This Index is available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
Springfield. Virginia 22161 for $9.00 domestic, $ 18 00
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037O3) through
NASA SP-7037U04) of Aeronautical Engineering A Continuing Bibliography NASA SP-7037
and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows
1 NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N78-10000 series)
2 AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A78-10000 series)
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source
index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index
1 Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable." te, not a valid
term, and the following term or terms are used instead For example
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2 Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same
subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found For
example
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items This is because subject terms readily include more than
one class of document For example
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand •
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term
in
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
«
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in the index Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index
for variants of an author's name For example
EMELIANOV, M D
and
YEMELYANOV. M D
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements The corporate'source supplementary
(organizational component) does not appear in the' index For example - ' '
BOEING CO . SEATTLE. WASH MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV
(Source citation entry)
BOEING CO , SEATTLE. WASH (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in this index Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented
may require multiple searching for variants For example
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or
cataloging activity appear in this index Variations in initial cataloging may result in different
report number series For example
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may
be found in the appropriate Supplement The page-number range of each Supplement appears
on the inside front cover of this index Once the range of page numbers containing the selected
accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be
found in the first column For example
Page 331 will be found in Supplement 99
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering
supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement
IV
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Typical Subject Index Listing
1 SUBJECT HEADING
C08PHBSSOB BOTOBS
-Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 1:
Blading design turbofan engines
[NASA-CB-135391 1 pOSOl B78-29099
REPORT
NUMBER
J_
PAGE
NUMBER
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The lute is used to provide a description of the subject matter When the
wle is insufficiently descriptive of the document content a title extension is
added separated from the title by three hyphens The STAR or 1AA
accession numbei is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the
abstract in the abstract section of an individual issue of Aeronautical
Engineering If applicable a report number is also included as an aid in
identifying the document The page and accession numbers are located
beneath and to the right of the title Under any one subject heading the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers
appearing fust
»-« AIECB4FT
A-UF Sloe Angel flight usage data, 1976
[AD-A050161] p0317 S78-21100
»-6 AIRCRAFT
A-tE TFA1 'arget Recognition Attack
>ultis<?nsor systea retrofit for all-weather
operations
p0051 A78-13650
i-7 AIBCBAFT
A-7 J.1CF7 demonstration and economic analysis
fiber optics interface for navigation and
weapons delivery
pOOSM A78-11939
Overview of the advanced aircraft electrical
system /SAES/ A-7E prototype design
pOOM A78-15573
TF11-A-2/A7T! inflight engine condition monitoring
system /IECBS/
[MIA PAPER 78-11172] F«513 A78-47918
Application of the General Purpose Hultiple*
system to the A-7E avionics
p0532 A78-«98f7
Thj extension cf GP1S architecture for the
distribution of audio signals vithin Navy aircraft
I" AO-AOUQ739] p0090 H78-12299
Study to identify stress corrosion prone parts on
the 1A-7C aircraft
rAD-AO<»5il89] pOlOO 178-13186
Simulated lightning test on the Navy Airborne
light Optical Fiber Technology {ALOFT) A-7
aircra ft
[ AD-AO<4(:370] FOK9 "78-15030
A-7 A10FT economic analysis and EFI-EHP test results
p0202 D78-16816
Application of AIDS to the A-7E and a projected
future tactical aircraft
TAD-A053775) pO«53 1178-27118
Coffiourity noise eiposore resulting from aircraft
operations. Volume 3: Acoustic data on
military aircraft. Air Force attack/fighter
aircraft
fAD-A05370n pO.995 H78-28888
i-10 AIRCRAFT
Evolution of a cost-effective, task-oriented,
lateral-directional S*S for the A-10 aircraft
Stability Augmentation Systen
TATAA PAPER 18-MI601 p0512 A78-47910
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft
operations. Volume 3: Acoustic data on
military aircraft. Air Fcrce attack/fight»r
aircraft
t&D-A0537011 pO«95 878-28888
1-37 AIRCRAFT
Developnent tests and flight test of graphite
composite landing gear side brace assembly for
A37-B aircraft
CAD-AO«5761] p0097 N78-13050
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft
operations. Volume 3: Acoustic data on
military aircraft. Air Force attack/fighter
aircraft
[AD-A053701] pOU95 H78-28888
4-300 AIBCRAFf
Ceramic composite protection for turbine disc bursts
for the A-300 aircraft
p0026 1178-10083
Parts tests for the landing flap support of the
Airbus i-300 B
[DLR-IB-152-77/07] p0038 N78-11056
Fatigue strength of the upper guide rail of the
A-300 no. 1 landing flap support (tests,
results, and evaluation)
[DIB-IB-152-77/09] p0038 N78-11057
Hear and vibrational strength investigations on
the upper track, made of Ti A16 V4, of landing
flap a of the A 300 B
[DLB-IB-152-77/111 p0038 878-11058
AB1ATIOB
Effect of temperature-dependent heat capacity on
aerodynamic ablation of melting bodies
p0571 A78-S0155
Investigation of a side force due to ablation
reentry vehicle spin dynamic stability tests
p0571 A78-50U57
Advanced two-phase investigation in an
erosion-ablation facility including flow
diagnostics
[AD-A053809] pOBSO 878-27089
ABLATIVE HATEBIALS
Hutual effect of therBiochemical destruction of the
surface and viscous interaction for hypersonic
flow past a sharp cone
p0599 A78-53508
ABLATIVE ROSE CORES
Influence of nosetip shape on boundary layer
transition in arc heated jets
[AIAA PAPER 78-235] p0161 A78-20759
Hardened reentry vehicle development program.
Erosion-resistant nosetip technology
[AD-A056390] p0630 878-33128
ABRASIOB RESISTANCE
Experimental investigation of the abrasive wear
resistance of composites
p0131 A78-20263
Rub tolerance evaluation of two sintered NiCrAl
gas path saal materials wear tests of gas
turbine engine seals
[KASA-TH-78967] p0503 H78-29215
ABSOBPTIOS SPECTBOSCOPI
Recent results on early diagnosis of damage in
moving parts of aircraft engines
p0115 A78-18506
An atomic fluorescence systea using a continuum
source for the rapid determination of wear
metals in jet engine lubricating oils
[AD-A052721J pO«01 878-21320
ABSTRACTS
Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical
contributions announced in 1976
[8ASA-TH-738601 p0213 878-17921
Parachutes and accelerators, volume 2. A
bibliography with abstracts
[f-IS/PS-78/0320] pOU06 878-25067
lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the
HTIS data base
[B1IS/PS-78/0<l09/9) pOU51 878-27091
A-1
AC GENBBATOBS SUBJECT IIDEZ
Plow visualization, volume 1. A bibliography with
abstracts
rNTIS/PS-78/0125/5] pOqSS S78-27379
Flov visualization, volume 2. A bibliography with
abstracts
rNTIS/PS-78/0126/3] pO»59 N78-27380
Closed loop control systems. Part 1: Aircraft. A
bibliography vith abstracts
CSTIS/PS-78/0809/0] p0630 N78-33122
AC GENEBATOBS
Power conditioning systems for high-power,
airborne, pulsed applications
p0177 A78-23412
Modeling refinements for the rectified
superconducting alternator --- airborne pover
supply
pOS36 A78-H9961
ACCBLEBATED HIE TESTS
Using accelerated mission testing as a tool vithin
the F100 engine conponent improvement program
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1085] p0466 A78-13590
Accelerated laboratory corrosion test Cor
materials and finishes used in naval aircraft
[AD-A048059] p02l)8 N78-18188
ACCELBBATIOH (FBTSICS)
NT EECELEBATTOH
UT HIGH ACCELBBATION
HI HIGH GRAVITY ENVIBOSHENTS
HT SPIH BEDOCTION
Characteristics of the jet acceleration of a flow
to hypersonic speeds
p0166 A78-20953
A lifting surface theory based on an unsteady
linearized transonic flow model
[AIAA 78-501] p0280 A78-29820
Haximom likelihood estimation of translational
acceleration derivatives fro* flight data
fAIAA 78-13421 p0483 V»8-<t6S39
A conpensation technique for acceleration-induced
frequency changes in crystal oscillators
p0530 A78-49859
nininan tine acceleration cf aircraft tnrbofan
engines by using an algorithn based on nonlinear
programming
p0440 N78-26142
ACCBLEBOBBTBBS
Dynamics of a string acceleroneter
p0131 A78-20256
The dissection of an aircraft loads spectra*
produced by peak-counting accelerometers
[LTB-ST-951] p020? H78-16391
Statistical review of counting acceleroneter data
for Navy and Harine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 30 June 1977
[AD-A047857] p0207 N78-17045
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Navy and Harine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 31 December 1977
[AD-A055672] p0562 N78-31098
ACCEPTABILITY
An analysis of user acceptance and perceived
usability of C-141A job guides
tAD-AO<!7141] p0193 H78-15992
Evaluation of sllnpack style parachute in CT4A
airtrainer aircraft
[AD-AOU7083] p0195 H76-1602<»
LACV-30 test and demonstration report --- air
cushion vehicles
[AD-A053610] p0492 S78-28276
ACCBPTABCE
0 ACCEPTABILITY
ACCBSSOBIES
Maintenance of gas turbine accessory equipment
p0597 A78-53175
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NT AIBCBAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
1CCIDBHT PHBVIHTIOH
Brief ecological survey of airports and the bird
hazard problem
p0115 A78-18666
The FAA Rind shear Besearch and Development
Prograa - A status report
p0134 178-20480
How to aake an airport unattractive to birds
p0275 A78-29209
Some lessons learned from aircraft accidents - The
engineering aspects
p0281 A78-29936
Fire detector response in aircraft applications
p0599 478-53670
ACCIDENTS
NT AIBCBAFT ACCIDENTS
NT BIP5-AIBCBAFT COLLISIONS
ACCBBTIOI
0 DEPOSITION
ACCOBACI
An evaluation of the fidelity of BOtion simulators
using a model of human dynamic orientation
[AD-A047120] p0201 N78-16071
Accurate timing in landings through air traffic
control
p0433 N78-2C067
ACIDS
Quantitative mapping by remote sensing of an ocean
acid-waste dump
[HASA-TP-1275] p0634 N78-33617
ACODSTIC ATTENUATION
Study on fan noise characteristics and fan noise
abatement technology
p0060 A78-15406
A study of fan-rotating noise reduction
p0577 A78-50620
Sensitivity of aircraft runup/community noise
predictions to excess ground attenuation
[AD-A049067] p02«5 1)78-19164
High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts
[NASA-TR-78708] p0366 N78-23876
ACOOSTIC COBBOSTION
0 COH90STICN STABILITY
ACOOSTIC DOCTS
Study of the propagation of higher lodes in
cylindrical ducts with impedance walls foe
aircraft noise reduction
p0221 A78-25773
High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts
[SASA-TB-78708] p0366 878-23876
Design of an air ejector for boundary-layer bleed
of an acoustically treated turbofan engine inlet
during ground testing
[NASA-TB-78917] pO«56 N78-27143
ACOOSTIC BHISSION
Acoustic emission detection of fatigue crack
growth in a production-size aircraft wing test
article under simulated flight loads
00288 A78-31733
Hake cutting experiments -— turbulent wake-blade
(airfoil) interaction
p0336 A78-34843
On an acoustic field generated by subsonic jet at
low Beynolds numbers
[NASA-CB-156182] p0356 R78-22858
Can fatigue cracks be detected in an early stage
by acoustic emission? Application to high
resistance light alloys used in aeronautics —
A-OQ61, A-026N T6
[AAAF-NT-77-35] pO«03 "78-24587
Demonstration of acoustic emission system for
damage monitoring of full scale metallic
aircraft structures during fatigue testing
[AD-A053108] pOQOe H78-25085
Can acoustic emission detect the initiation of
fatigue cracks: Application to high-strength
light alloys used in aeronautics
[SASA-TH-75306] J0445 «7e-26»93
ACOOSTIC EXCITATION
A synthesis of the effects of noise on structures
aircraft structural fatigue
p0121 A78-19078
ACOOSTIC FATIGOE
Noise as a source of fatigue in aeronautical
structures
pOIZI A78-19077
A synthesis of tbe effects of noise on structures
—- aircraft structural fatigue
p0121 A78-19078
Fatigue crack growth in a pressure-fuselage panel
p0174 A78-22649
Development of random fatigue data for adhesively
bonded and weldbonded structures subjected to
dynamic excitation — aircraft structures
[ASHB PAPBB 77-8A/HAT-1] p0177 A78-23373
aethods and equipment for testing foe acoustic
fatigue — of aircraft structural components
p0283 A78-30354
Fatigue crack growth in pressurized fuselage panel
pOSIS A78-48231
A-2
SUBJECT IHDH iCOOStO-OPTICS
Experimental study of the endurance of the
vertical-fin sections of an aircraft subjected
to'acoustic loads
P0582 A78-50911
JCOUSTIC 6ESEBAIOBS
D SODHD GEHBBATOPS
ACOUSTIC IHPEDABCE
Investigation of ground reflection and iipedance
froa flyover noise oeasoreaents
[NASA-CB-115302] p0251 1178-18871
1COOSTIC HBASDBBBBBTS
BT BOISS H'ASOBEBEBT
In-flight measurement at aircraft acoustic signals
pOIOS A78-17364
Two point correlations cf jet noise
p0176 A78-23219
Type measurements of aiecraft interior sound
pressnre levels in cruise
(SAE ABP 1323] p0171 U8-44689
High velocity jet noise sonrce location and
reduction. lasX 1: Hctivation of facilities
and validation of source location techniques
[AD-HOI1818] ^ p0028 H78-10100
Aero-aconstic experimental verification of optimum
configuration'of variable-pitch fans fcr 10 x 80
foot subsonic wind tunnel
f NASA-CR-1520110] p0030 H78-10115
Propeller acoustics test facility (capability
description)
rAD-AOISlOg] p0102 H78-13857
Acoustic perforoance of the A/H32A-52 exhaust
muffler (modified) daring XC-13SA aircraft
ground cunup operation*
[AD-A046585] p0151 H78-15053
Physical analysis of the impulsive aspects of
helicopter noise
[AD-A039715J p0199 R78-16059
Method'of fan sound mode structure determination
[HASA-CR-135293J p0209 N78-17061
Evaluation of the in-flight noise signatnre of a
32-chute suppressor rozzle: Acoustic data report
outdoor static and 10 x 80 ft. wind tunnel
tests
[1ASA-CP-152076] p0271 N78-19899
Jet noise modelling'by geometric acoustics. Part
2: Theory and prediction inside the cone of
silence
[ISVR-TB-92-PT-2] p0367 R76-23882
Acoustic evaluation of '3 novel swept-rotor fan
noise reduction in turbofan engines
[BASA-TH-78878;) p0103 B78-2W897
& review of the theory of trailing edge noise
[SASA-CB-30211 pOil(l6 S78-26881
Acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan jet noiso
simulation- Comprehensive data report. Volume
1, section 1: Hodel scale data
[HASA-CS-135239-VOI-1-SFCT-1] p0491 N78-2809*
Acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan jet noise
simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume
1, section 2: Full size data
rNASA-CR-135239-TOL-1-SICT-2] pO«91 K78-28095
Acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan jet noise
simulation: Couprehensive data report. Volume
1, section 3: Data plots
[NASA-CB-135739-TOL-1-SECT-3] pO»S1 N78-28096
Acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan jet noise
simulation- Comprehensive data report. Volume
2: Podel design and aerodynamic test results
[11ASA-CB-135239-VOL-2] pO«92 N78-28097
iCOOSTIC HOZ2LES
dultitube turbojet noise-suppression studies using
cross-correlation techniques
p0179 A78-15391
ACOOSTIC PBOPAGATIOH
The interaction of sound vith a subsonic jet
issuing fron a sen-infinite cylindrical pipe
p0122 A78-19213
Some characteristics of sonic boom propagation in
an inhonogeneons atmosphere
p0128 A78-19691
Noise transmission into a light aircraft
TAIAA PAPEB 78-1971 p0160 A78-20739
An experimental study cf scund diffracti.cn at an
airfoil trailing edge
p0176 A78-23217
The location of the ground fccus line produced by
a supersonic aircraft
F0178 *7
A-3
Convection and refraction of acoustic «aves In an
open wind tunnel flow
pome 178-14986
Besolntion enhanced sound detecting apparatus ---
vind tunnel apparatus for airfraie noise
localization
CBlSA-CASE-HPO-1«13li-1] p0271 178-19898
Theoretical and experinental studies of acoustic
propagation in inhoaogeneoas aoviog aedia
[ESA-TT-H77] p0556 B78-30909
1COOSTIC PBOPBBTIES
81 ACOUSTIC IHPZDASCE
FT *COOSTIC SCATTEBIBG
HT ACODSTIC TELOCITY
HI SOOSD IHTBHSITT
Acoustic properties of pneumatic swirl injectors
pOO«9 A78-13161
The problem of the acoustic properties of the .
propeller and Q-fan type blower with regard to
exterior and interior noise in transport aircraft
p0283 A78-30358
Acoustical properties of materials and Baffler
configurations for the 80 by 120 foot wind tunnel
[14SA-CB-152065] p0030 H78-101U
Acoustic investigation of upper surface blown flaps
p0092 H78-13005
Investigation of acoustic properties of a rigid
foam with application to noise reduction in
light aircraft
[BAS4-CE-132333] p0102 B78-13851
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
performance, steady amd vibratory loads, surfac'e
temperatures, and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown
jet-flac configuration
tSASA-TH-D-82351 p0191 B78-15999
Effect of design changes on aerodynamic and
acoustic performance of translating-centerbody
sonic inlets
[SASA-TP-1132] p0236 S78-17998
Powered-Lift Aerodynamics an3 Acoustics
conferences
[SASA-SP-DOe} p0389 H78-21046
Flight effects on the aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics of inverted profile coannnlar
nozzles
[•)ASA-CB-3018] p0621 B78-32836
ACOOSTIC EADI4TIOB
0 SO'JND SAVES
ACOOSTIC SCATTEBISG
Experimental assessment of theory for refraction 4
of sound by a shear layer '
[USSA-CB-115359] p011? B78-25831
ACOOSTIC STABILITY
0 FREQUENCY STABILITY
ACOUSTIC STKEAHIKG
Experimental investigation of*.
laminar-to-tnrbulent-flow transition under the
effect of acoustic oscillations
p0593 A78-52763
Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibratory loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown
jet-flap configuration
[B&SA-TB-Z-72791] p0110 S78-11031
ACOOSTIC VELOCITY
Temperature characteristics of the speed 'of sound
and compressibility of standard fuels and
petroleum oils
p0225 A78-2C756
ACOOSTIC VIBRATIONS
D SOOND <IAVES
ACOOSTICS
NT JlEROACOOSTICS
ST BIOACOCSIICS
NT P3YCHOACOOSTICS
New structuralization and work of current interest
in the research area of fluid mechanics
propulsion systems, aerodynamics and acoustics
i p0337 A78-31311
Acoustic design of the QCSEE propulsion systems
p0192 N78-21067
Nonlinear acoustics. » bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0210] p0112 B78-25810
ACOOSTO-OPTICS
Self-focusing of a Gaussian beam in a supersonic
gas flow
P0585 A78-51387
ACQOISITIOH SUBJECT INDEX
ACQOISITIOH
NT DATA ACQOISITION
NT TABGFT ACQUISITION
ACTINIDE SERIES COBPODNDS
NT PiaTONIOB OXIDES
ACTISOHETEBS
IT IfFSABED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED SPICTB09ETEBS
»"• PYBOCJIEIEPS
IT RADIOBFTSSS
HT 'EECTROBACICBJTSBS
ACTOATOBS
Primary flight control actuation with electric
motors
p0067 A78-15689
Advances in primary flight control actuation using
electromechanical technology
?0067 A78-15691
Slectromagnetic force motor design using rare
earth-cobalt permanent magnets
p0067 A78-15692
Electromechanical flight control actuation
CS«E PAPER 771001] p0181 A78-23838
tolling tail design and behavior as affected by
actuator hinge moment liuits for B-1
maneuverability
fAIAA PAPES 78-1500] p0515 A78-47940
Besearch and development of aircraft control
actuation systems. The development of a direct
drive fly-by-wire flight control system and
evaluation of a force sharing fly-by-wire actuator
, [AD-AOi47283] 00200 N78-16065
A study of low-cost reliable actuattirs for light
aircraft. Part A: Chapters 1-9
fNJSA-CB-156112] p0305 N78-20110
A study of low-cost reliable actuators for light
aircraft. Part E: Appendices
fnSA-CB-1561113: F0305 N78-20111
Electromechanical flight control actuator, volume 2
rNASA-C5-15173U] pOU13 N78-25986
Electromechanical flight control actuator, volume 3
rsASA-CB-151735) p0113 N78-25987
Investigation of means for perturbing the flow
field la a suoersonic wind tunnel
rNASA-TS-739511 pOI456 N78-2711I2
&COITY
NT VISUAL ACOITY
ADAPTIVE CONTBOI
IT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTEOL SYSTEMS
Adaptive control laws for E-8 flight test
p0013 A78-12358
The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
a multiple model adaptive control /BBAC/ method.
I - Equilibrium flight
p0013 A78-12359
An implem<=ntable digital adaptive flight
controller designed using stabilized
single-stage algorithms
p0013 A78-12360
A moving window parameter Adaptive control system
for the F»-DFE>i aircraft
p0013 A78-12361
Sensor failure detection using analytical redundancy
p0182 A78-23862
Active reference null steering for spread spectrum
signals
p0226 A78-27038
Adaptive phased arrays for tactical communication
systems for ECS rejection
P0227 A78-270BO
fr adaptive interference cancellation system for
elimination of co-located interference signals
for Ate sites <
p0227 A78-270D1
Gust-alleviation control systems for aircraft
pO<nO A78-1U397
Stability augmentation by eigenvalues control and
model matching
p0507 A78-M6965
« learning flight control system for the F8-DFBB
aircraf t Digital Fly-By-Bire
T A I A A 78-1288] p0512 A78-50195
Control law design techniques
rDlP-IB-552-77/15] p01H3 H78-1H059
^ learning control system with application to
fl ight systems
p0629 H78-33112
Closed locp control systems. Part 1: Aircraft. A
bibl iography wi th abstracts
rNTIS/PS-78/0809/0] p0630 N78-33122
ADAPTIVE COSTB01 SISTEHS
0 A D A P T I V E COHTBOL
ADAPTIVE FIITBBS
Adaptive tracking filter for maneuvering targets
p0222 A78-26167
Constant, false alarm rate detector for a pulse
radar in a maritime environment
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reentry vehicle spin dynamic stability tests
p0571 478-50157
Hutnal effect of thernochemcal aestruction of the
surface and viscous interaction for hypersonic
flow past a sharp cone
p0599 A78-53508
Calculation of viscous radiant gas flovs
hypersonic reentry
p0599 A78-53556
Hypersonic flows
p0613 H78-32124
ABBODIHABIC 1STEBPEEEHCE
& photographic study of the interaction of tvo
high-velocity gas jets
p0016 478-13049
The effect of aerodynamic interference of wing and
horizontal tail assembly on the critical
velocity of flutter of a flight vehicle
p0126 478-19633
Experimental study of the induced interaction of
lifting propellers, positioned according to
transverse and longitudinal schemes for
helicopters
p0126 A78-19639
Calculation of the induction of wind tunnels
p0132 A78-20277
Experimental observations of wall interference at
transonic speeds
TAI41 PAPER 78-164] p0160 478-20716
Experimental investigation of support interference
on an ogive cylinder at high incidence
[4144 P4PER 78-1651 p0160 478-20717
Tunnel interference assessment by boundary
measuremeats
p0284 478-30689
4 parametric experimental study of the
interference effects and the boundary-condition
coefficient of slotted wind-tunnel vails
C4I44 78-805] p0296 478-32359
Rake cutting experiments turbulent wake-blade
(airfoil) interaction
p0336 478-31843
4 flutter analysis of a system of two airfoils
with aerodynamic interference
p0338 478-34968
Testing techniques and interference evaluation in
the OStJ transonic airfoil facility
[4144 P4PER 78-1118] p0420 478-41828
Induction of subsonic wind tunnels with slight
perforation
p0519 J78-48250
Blockage correction for aerodynauic measurements
in a closed subsonic wind tunnel
p0570 478-50303
application of hypersonic favorable aerodynamc
interference concepts to supersonic aircraft
[4144 PA»ER 78-1H58] p0591 478-52042
On the nonstationary boundary layer with
self-induced pressure at transonic external
stream velocities
J0591 478-52043
Aerodynamc interference in a system of two
harmonically oscillating airfoils and its
influence on flutter
p0019 H78-10016
Critical sting length as determined by the
measurement of pitch-damping derivatives for
laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary
layers at Bach no. 3 for reduced frequencies of
0.0033 and 0.0056
fAD-4042747] p0020 H78-10033
Aerodynamic interference effects on tilting
proprotor aircraft using the Green function
method
[N4S4-CR-152053] p0092 H78-13007
Contributions to steady and unsteady aerodynamics
[DLR-FB-77-34] p0204 IT8-17004
The interference problem of the oscillating
fuselage near ground
p0204 H78-17008
Analysis and comparison of several methods for
computing aerodynamic compressibility and
interference effects up to critical Bach numbers
[AD-4050267] p0302 H78-20083
Basic aerodynamic research on the airframe
integration of high bypass engines, part 1
[BBFT-FB-B-77-20] p0349 S78-22083
Bind-tnnnel testing of VTOL and STOL aircraft
[F4S4-TH-78750] p0543 H78-300UO
ABBOnlHAHIC LIFT
0 1IFT ''
4EEODIB4BIC LOAD!:
BT B14ST LOADS
HT GUST L04DS
Three-dimensional flow in highly-loaded axial
tnrbomachines
P0002 478-11631
Instantaneous longitudinal maneuvers of aircraft -
4 simple expression for the first-approximation
evaluation of tail load increments
P0122 478-19097
Dse of the vorticity method in computing the
aerodynamic characteristics of a thin ving in a
steady supersonic flow
p0126 478-19626
Computation of inductive velocity in the plane of
a lightly loaded lifting propeller
P0127 478-19658
Turbulent boundary layer on a moving surface
p0163 478-28850
Dse of a fast Fourier transformation and the Honte
Carlo method to calculate repeatibility of load
and fatigue damage of aircraft structural
elements under vibration excited by external
stationary random loads
p0166 478-20932
Rational arrangement of the structural and
load-bearing elements of the wing with allowance
for certain aerodynamic requirements
p0167 478-20984
Prediction of the unsteady airloads on
harmonically oscillating spheroids based on Lan
analytical solution of the governing wave equation
p0276 478-29338
Prediction of the unsteady airloads on oscillating
lifting systems and bodies for aeroelastic
analyses
p0333 478-34087
Deformation curve of rotary airfoil blades
p038£ 478'-39'540
On the linear superposition of aerodynamic forces
on wings in periodic gusts ' '
pOSIO 4/8-47869
Drones for aerodynamic and structural testing
/D4ST/ - 4 status report
[4144 P4PEB 78-1485] p0514 478-47929
Prediction of pressure field induced by lifting
surfaces with unsteady airloads and its
application
p0580 478-50673
Simple numerical model for calculation of entry
vehicle trim response
p0585 478-51284
The evaluation of the vortex roll-up over and
behind wings related to their non-linear
aerodynamic characteristics
p0092 H78-13013
Calculation of horizontal tail loads in
maneuvering flight
[DlB-IB-536-76/4] p0137 S78-14003
Bean number of loads and accelerations in roll of
an aircraft flying in turbulence
p0144 1178-14188
Movement of a tilted wing near a screen
[AD-4045920] p0144 H78-14347
Noise and sonic fatigue of high lift devices.*
Aeroacoustic loads *
[4D-40U5950] p0147 N78-15007
Further development of a viscous vortex/wing
interaction program
[4D-4046342] p0148 N78-15015
wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
performance, steady amd vibratory loads, surface
temperatures, and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown
jet-flap configuration
[NASA-TN-D-8235] p0194 N78-15999
Two-dimensional wind tunnel test of an oscillating
rotor airfoil, volume 2 tabulated test results
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tSASH-CB-2915') p0203 N78-16998
Dynamic stall experiments on the NACA 0012 airfoil
[NASA-TP-1100] r020U N78-17000
Further studies of aerodynamic loads at spin entry
rAD-AO»7952] p0205 S78-17028
Calculation of the horizontal tall loads from
elevator actuation
rDI.B-IB-536-76/1 ] p0238 N78-18011
Aerodynamic computer code for computing pressure
loading on complete uissile for structural
analysis SASTRAN
[AD-AOI188IK>1 p025a N78-19065
Doublet lattice aerodynamic predictions for an
oscillating F-5 ving Kith stores
[AD-A018968] p025U N78-19070
Onsteady loads due to propulsive lift
configurations. Part B: Pressure and velocity
measurements in a three dimensional wall jet
FNASA-CB-156121] p0300 N78-20068
Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift
configurations. Part C: Development of
experimental techniques for investigation of
unsteady pressures behind a cold model jet
[NASA-CB-156122] p0300 N78-20069
Unsteady two dimensional airloads acting on
oscillating thin airfoils in subsonic ventilated
Kind tunnels
[NASA-CR-2967] p0313 178-21059
Calculation of unsteady airloads on oscillating
three-dimensional vmgs and bodies
p03«6 '178-22038
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on
King-store configurations in subsonic flow
p0316 878-22012
Aerodynamic phenomena in an oscillating transonic
HCi airfoil cascade including loading effects
p0317 178-22066
Heasured and calculated steady aerodynamic loads
on a large-scale upper-surface blown oodel
p0392 H78-2II072
Wind-tunnel measurements of aerodynamic load
distribution on an NASA supercritical-wing
research airplane Configuration
[NJSA-TB-X-2t69] p0393 K78-21079
The development and application of a simple method
for determining unsteady airloads in subsonic
compressible flow
-fAD-A052<H7] p0391 N78-24096
Technical evaluation report of the Specialists'
Meeting on Onsteady Airloads in Separated and
Transonic Flos
' " fAGABD-AB-108] p0438 N78-26115
Airframe response to separated flow
p0438 N78-26116
Comments on the state of the art of transonic
unsteady aerodynamics
pOH39 N78-26118
Effect of chordwise forces and defor«aticns and
deformation due to steady lift on wing flutter
pO<4H9 H78-27077
Status and future prospects of using numerical
methods to study complex flows at High Beynolds
numbers
pOi)91 N78-28110
Application of winglets and/or wing tip extensions
with active load control on the Boeing 717
p0196 S78-29050
Development and flight evaluation of active
controls in the 1-1011 including wing load
alleviation ard stability augmentation
p0196 K78-29051
Investigating aerodynamic transverse forces in
labyrinth seals in cases involving rotor
eccentricity rotor precession in steam
turbines
CBLL-CE-TRANS-7083-(9022.09> ] pO«97 N78-29066
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on
winq-store configurations in subsonic flow
[KLB-.1P-77025-0] p0198 N78-29073
A calculator program for analyzing airloads on a
wing of arbitrary planform and camber in
subsonic flow
fAD-A05«1SO] pOS<!5 N78-30058
Flight-measured aerodynamic loads on a 0.92 aspect
ratio lifting surface TF-12A ventral fins
p0605 H78-32058
Influences of sway braces and mounting gaps on the
static aerodynamic loading of external stores
[AD-A051963] pO€07 N78-32068
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics
PaLel Symposium on Prediction of Aerodynamic
Loading
[AGABD-AR-125] p0608 N78-3207Q
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of blades
[AD-A055619] p0615 H78-32392
Effect of aircraft loading program modifications
on the fatigue life and damage cumulation. Part
1: Effect of load peaks in case of central hole
sheet specimens
ITAE-334-PT-1} p0616 »78-32«62
Aerodynamic load distributions at transonic speeds
for a close-coupled wing-canard configuration:
Tabulated pressure data
[SASA-TH-78780] p0622 H78-33045
Comparison of concurrent strain gage- and pressure
transducer-measured flight loads on a lifting
reentry vehicle and correlation with wind tunnel
predictions
[NASA-TP-1331] p0623 N78-33053
An investigation of wing buffeting response at
subsonic and transonic speeds: Phase 1: F-111A
flight data analysis. Volume 1: Summary of
technical approach, results and conclusions
[NASA-CB-152109] p0629 S78-33113
AEBODTHABIC BOBESTS
D STABI1ITT DEBIVATIVES
AEBODYHABIC NOISE
Noise of aerodynamic and, ID particular, turbojet
origin
COBEBA, TP HO. 1977-ien poo75 A78-16618
Choice of wing flap type taking into account the
noise of the approach phase
p0119 A78-190U3
Noise as a source of fatigue in aeronautical
structures
p0121 A78-19077
Influence of acoustic reflectors on the discrete
component of the noise spectrum of a supersonic
jet above the critical pressure
p0130 A78-20469
Heasnrements of noise produced by flow past
lifting surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 78-239] p0161 A78-20762
EPF noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties
• Externally Blown Flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 78-210] p0162 A78-20763
Airframe noise, the lower noise limit for aircraft
[DS1B PAPEB 77-052] p0191 A78-2U441
Noise of deflectors used for flow attachment with
STCI-OTW configurations
p0215 A78-21877
An empirical model for inverted-velocity-profile
jet noise prediction
p0215 A78-21879
Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans.
Ill - Effects of rotational frequency, blade
thickness and outer blade profile
p0224 A78-26198
A new technique for reducing test section noise in
supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA 78-817] p0297 A78-32371
Aerodynamic noise of gliders
p0328 A78-32971
Influence of the jet temperature on the
characteristics of a gas-jet sound generator
p0331 A78-33568
Azimnthal decomposition of the power spectral
density of jet noise
p0375 A78-37532
Remarks on the noise emitted by the jet of a gas
turbine engine
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1978-53] p0380 A78-38696
Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan
[AIAA PAPBB 78-1121] pO<(20 A78-H1831
The exact numerical calculation of propeller noise
[AIJA PAPEB 78-1122] pO«20 A78-U1832
Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra fro*
near-field measurements using true source location
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1153] p0422 A78-11852
Some considerations on pure tone noise generation
in an axial-flow fan
p0577 A78-50619
BOIES from separated flow of flat plate
p0577 A78-50622
Broadband noise in axial-fan blade cascade
p0579 A78-50650
HininuB on-axis noise for a propeller or
helicopter rotor
SUBJECT I8DBI ABBODTBAHIC STAB11IIT
p0590 A78-519H9
Effect of forward motion on engine noise
[SASA-CB-13»95<tJ p0028 H78-10093
Acoustic investigation of upper surface blown flaps
p0092 H78-13005
In eipirical model for inverted-velocity-profile
jet noise prediction
[BASA-TH-73838] p0098 H78-13061
A study of acoastic disturbances and Beans of
suppression in ventilated transonic wind tunnel
nails
[AD-AO«53a7) p0100 B78-13080
Boise of deflectors used for flo« attachment v'th
STOI-OTS configurations
[HASA-TH-73809] p0102 H78-13853
Noise and sonic fatigue of high lift devices.
Aeroaconstic loads
[AD-AO»5950] p01»7 B78-15007
Acoustic interference effects and the role of
Belmholtz number in aerodynamic noise
CDIB-IB-257-77/11] p0251 B78-18878
Simulated flight effects on noise characteristics
of a fan inlet with high throat Hach number
[NASA-TP-1199] p0308 H78-20132
A method for calculating externally blown flap noise
[BASA-CB-295H] p0311 N78-20920
Application of the Bernoulli enthalpy concept to
the study of vortex noise and jet impingement
noise
[BASA-C8-2987] p0356 N78-22861
Acoustic-loads research for powered-lift
con figurations
p0392 H78-2H073
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally
spaced fan rotors
[BAL-TB-526] pOH09 »78-2509q
Application of second-order turbulent modeling to
the prediction of radiated aerodynamic sound
[HASA-CB-29901 pOtl11 H78-25359
The effect of tip vortex structure on helicopter
noise due to blade/vortex interaction
[BASA-CB-152150] pOU12 U78-25832
Hoise characteristics of upper surface blown
configurations: Suamary
[BASA-CB-2918] pOilU6 S78-26880
A review of the theory of trailing edge noise
[BASA-CP-3021] pfli|l|6 N78-26881
Airframe noise of the DC-9-31
[HASA-CB-3027] p0195 S78-28887
Some pressing problems of setting
physiological-hygienic standards for noise in
aerospace medicine
p0618 K78-32673
IE60DIRAHIC STABILITY
Application of the finite element method to the
stability analysis of triangular plates in
supersonic flow
p016U A78-20866
Theory of dolphin-style sailplane flight and the
principles of dynamic flight. II
p0278 A78-29672
A theoretical technique for analyzing aeroelastic
stability of bearingless rotors
[AIAA 78-503] p0279 A78-29805
Optimization of linear stabilization systems of
flight vehicles on the basis of orthogonal filters
p0293 A78-32270
Hethod for calculating the longitudinal, lateral,
and cross aerodynamic derivatives of a flight
vehicle at subsonic speeds
p0312 A78-35905
The computation of the unsteady aerodynamics of
bodies near a grcnnd surface
p0373 A78-37108
Evolution of aircraft design through the CCV concept
pO«16 A78-!|0868
A research program for the experimental analysis
of blade instability
fAIAA PAPBB 78-1089] pO«67 A78-H3593
Some nonlinear effects in stability and control of
wing-in-ground effect vehicles
p017» A78-»lt836
Simplified formulas for lift and moment in
unsteady thin airfoil theory
p017« A78-««909
Estimation of the aerodynamic stability and
control parameters for the F-106A aircraft from
flight data - nanenver design and flight data
analysis
[AIAA 78-1326] pO«82 A78-16527
Dynamic stability of a helicopter carrying a
suspended pavload
[AIAA 78-1335] pOU83 A78-U6533
Flying qualities of an aircraft with strong
lateral-directional coupling application to
space shuttle stability control
[AIAA 78-1361] p008« 178-1)6550
Close encounters of the aeroservoelastic kind
aerodynamics, structural dynamics, and automatic
flight control systems for aircraft design ,
applications <
[AIAA 78-1289] p05«2 A78-50196
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling and active
aeroelastic control
[HASA-CB-1U8019] p0019 B78-10017
An analysis of the influence of some external
disturbances on the aerodynamic stability of
tnrbine engine axial flow fans and compressors
[AD-A013543] p0029 H78-10107
Bodero methods of aircraft stability and control
analysis
[AD-AO«3399] p0030 N78-10110
lind tunnel study of an active flutter suppression
system wing with external tank
pOOt6 >)78-1197«
Amplification of distortions in an axial
compressor stage
pOOQ6 N78-1T983
Subsonic wind tunnel tests of a canard-control
missile configuration in pure rolling motion
[AD-AOU1957] p0082 K78-120<!6
Aerodynamic and hovering control of ITA vehicles
airship configurations
[AD-AOU5315] p0082 N78-120K7
B77 flight test data processing aerodynamic
forces, coefficients, and stability during
parachute and drop tests
[SAKD-77-8010] p0082 N78-12019
The OSA? stability and control digital DSTCOH.
Volume 2: Implementation of DATCOM methods
[AB-A045172] p0089 N78-12101
The DSAF stability and control digital DJTCOM. ^
Volume 1: users manual ,
[AD-AOU5171] p0089 N78-t12102
Effects of control inputs on the estimation of'
stability and control parameters of a light
airplane
[HASA-TP-10431 p0099 N78-13071
Improvement of maneuver aerodynamics by spanvise
blowing
[HASA-TP-1065] p0116 N78-10997
Stability of helicopter slung loads
[ARL/AEBO-BOTE-360] p0196 S78-160KO
Evaluation of and operational procedures for a
helicopter simulation system utilizing an
integrated electronic instrument display
[AD-A017166] p0200 1178-16069
An analysis of the influence of some external
disturbances on the aerodynamic stability of
turbine engine axial flow fans and compressors
p0208 N78-17051I
Circulation control airfoil study wind tunnel
stability tests
[AD-AOU8677] p0237 1178-18005
Aeromechanical stability of helicopters with a
bearingless main rotor. Part 1: Equations of
motion
[NASA-TH-78459] p0210 V78;1801|3
Flight-determined stability and control
coefficients of the F-111A airplane
[SAS1-TN-72851] p0215 N78-18075
Separation problems encountered by aircraft
designers ess Div. des Etudes Avancees.
p02«9 N78-18377
Design and evaluation of a side force generator
modification for the XBQS-1 remotely piloted
vehicle '
[AD-AOII8901] p0260 N78i19122
Effec t of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 5: Stability characteristics
of a full-span wing with a generalized fuselage
at high subsonic speeds
[BASA-TP-1163] p0302 B78-20081
Flight evaluation of the transonic stability and
control characteristics of an airplane
incorporating a supercritical wing
[HASA-TP-1167] p0309 B78-201UO
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Effect of leading-edge contour and vertical-tail
configuration on the lev-speed stability
characteristics of a supersonic transport model
having a highly-swept arrow wing
[NASA-TN-786831 p0312 178-21051
Unsteady aerodynamics conference emphasizing
numerical analysis of three dimensional flows
fAGAFD-CP-227] p03U5 178-22033
Three dimensional steady ard unsteady asymmetric
flow past wings of arbitrary planforos
p03«6 178-22035
Steady, Oscillatory and Unsteady, Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics (S03SSA) for complex
aircraft configurations
p03U6 N78-2203£
Force measurements on finite wings in oscillatory
vertical gusts
p03U6 N78-22037
Calculation of unsteady airloads on oscillating
three-dimensional vings and bodies
p0316 M78-22038
Fixed wing stability and control, theory and
flight test techniques
[AD-A051864] p0363 578-23101
Invariant automatic stabilization system of
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft (VTOL)
under steady flight conditions
[AD-A051637] P03E3 N78-23102
Global stability and control analysis of aircraft
at high angles-of-attack
[4D-A051850] p0363 178-23103
Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and
deformation due to steady lift on wing flutter
pO<)«9 N78-27077
Development and flight evaluation of active
controls in the 1-1011 including wing load
alleviation and stability augmentation
fOH96 N78-29051
F-15 inlet engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 9: Stability
audits
[BASA-CK-1H4871I] p0552 H78-30131
Aerodynamic stability testing with magnetically
suspended models
p0612 S78-32108
Hybrid computer study of the sensitivity of
aircraft dynamics to aerodynamic cross-coupling
FSAND-77-1309C] p0630 H78-33121
AEEODYHABIC STALLING
A new analysis method for determination of FAA
stall speed
p0121 A78-19440
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall
progression
CAIAA PAPEE 78-155] p0160 A78-20709
Numerical solution for airfoils near stall in
optimized boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinates
[AIAA PAPES 78-284] p0163 A78-20791
An experimental study of three-dimensional
characteristics at propeller wakes under
stalling conditions
p01€8 A78-21632
Visual study of oscillating flow over a stationary
airfoil
P0337 A78-3t8l|5
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter
departure/spin susceptibility
p0337 A78-3U906
Experimental investigations concerning the
stalling characteristics of airplanes with T-tails
pOQ18 178-U1390
Laminar leading edge stall prediction for thin
airfoils
TilAA P*PEB 78-1222] pOH21 178-111903
Simple theory of spinning with particular
reference to the HS Gnat trainer
pOH67 A78-H3635
A historical overview of stall/spin
characteristics of general aviation aircraft
[AIA4 PAPEB 78-1551] pOH82 A78-4651U
A method for localizing wing flow separation at
stall to alleviate spin entry tendencies
[AIAA PAPEH 78-1P76] 00528 &78-Q9787
Surge responsibility and range characteristics of
centrifugal compressors
p0577 A78-50616
Research on the flutter of axial-turbonacbine
blading
[AD-AOI17086] p019« B78-16021
Dynamic stall experiments on the NACA 0012 airfoil
[NASA-TP-1100] p0201 S78-17000
The stall problem
p0201 V78-17006
Calculation of the lift of partially-stalled vings
[NAL-TR-U98T] p0252 S78-1905B
Dynamic stall of an oscillating airfoil
p03i)6 S78-22055
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on
oscillating airfoils
pOI|9U N78-28409
Simulation study of the oscillatory longitudinal
motion of an airplane at the stall
[NASA-fP-1242] p0552 N78-301U1
Dynamic stall: An example of strong interaction
between viscous and inviscid flows
[N1SA-TH-75II<|7] p0615 H78-3238H
AEBODYB1MIC VEHICLES
U AIBCEAF1
AEBODYHiHICS
NT AEROTHERHODYNA11ICS
NT ROTOE AERODYNAMICS
Recent developments in numerical solutions for
eguations of the boundary layer in laminar and
turbulent flow
p0118 A78-19030
Numerical study of transonic profiles
p0120 A78-19061
Boundary layers in dissipative media
F0170 A78-22091
Effect ol high levels of confinement upon the
aerodynamics of swirl burners
p0222 178-26107
Haslen analysis of power-law shocks in inviscid
hypersonic stream
p022<! A78-26II81
A unigueness proof for a transonic flow problem
p0225 A78-26599
Theory of dolphin-style glider flight and
principles of dynamic flight. I
p0231 A78-28195
A lifting surface theory based on an unsteady
linearized transonic flow model
[AIAA 78-501] p0280 178-29820
An empirical correction for wind tunnel wall
blockage in two-dimensional transonic flow
[AIAA 78-806] p0296 A78-32360
Environmental aerodynamics Book
p0332 A78-33802
Fon of free vortices of a wing of finite span
p0335 A78-3iUim
The turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement at
subsonic speeds
p0374 A78-37U13
Factorization methods in hydroaeromechanics
Russian book
p0378 A78-37887
Laser velocineter for wind tunnel measurements
p0378 A78-37979
Time-domain Green's Function Method for
three-diaensional nonlinear subsonic flows
[AIA1 PAPER 78-1201] pO«23 A78-1189U
Fountain and npwash flowfields of mnltijet
arrangements
p0473 A78-U1833
Thirty years of fluid dynamics
p0585 178-51280
Computation of two-dimensional potential flow
using elementary vortex distributions
p0590 A78-519118
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics
with a circulation controlled rotor
[N1SA-TH-7811I131 p0017 N78-10002
A survey of computational aerodynamics in the
Onited States
[NASA-SP-391] p0033 N78-11007
Aerodynamic investigation of an air-cooled
axial-flow turbine. Part 2: Rotor blade
tip-clearance effects on overall turbine
performance and internal gas flov conditions:
Experimental results and prediction methods
[NASA-TH-75138] p0038 H78-11061
Evaluation of a power-augmented-raa wing operating
free in heave and pitch over water
[AD-A015428] p0093 B78-13021
Digital spectral analysis and filtering of
experimental aerodynamic data
[SAHD-77-0225] p0093 B78-13022
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The 3m x 2n industrial aerodynamics wind tunnel
[00EL-1188/77] pOlOO H78-13085
Considerations in the design of tip-coupled
air-transport systems
[HASA-TH-78645] p01«7 H78-15001
An introdoction to the aerodynamics of flight
dynamics
rBAE-TH-AEBO-171Q] p0152 H78-15057
Project SQOID
[&D-AOU7076] p0199 S78-16056
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling and active
aeroelastic control
p0199 B78-16051
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility.
Preliminary study extension
fHASA-CB-152107] p0252 H78-19051
Preliminary stndy {or a numerical aerodynamic
simulation facility. Phase 1: Extension
[HASA-CR-152108] p0252 H78-19052
Dynamic Hind-tunnel tests of an aeromechanical
gust-alleviation system using several different
combinations of control surfaces
[NASA-TH-78638] p0253 878-19059
Sn aerodynamic investigation of a for»ard swept mng
f AD-AOI48898] p025« H78-19069
Static stability of vehicles which use the lifting
force of airfoils
[AD-A009069] p0255 H78-19074
The dynanics of non spherical particles
aerodynamic translational mobility of cubes and
cylinders
[AD-AOU71QU] p0256 1178-19080
Future Computer Requirements for Computational
Aerodynamics
[HASA-CP-2032] p0268 S78-19778
Computational aerodynamics and the numerical
aerodynamic simulation facility
p0268 N78-19779
Computational aerodynamics requirements: The
future role of the computer and the needs of the
aerospace industry
p02£9 H78-19781
Beoarks on future conputational aerodynamics
reguireaents government/industry relations
p0269 S78-19785
Future requirements and roles of computers in
aerodynamics
p0269 1178-19786
Projected role of advanced computational
aerodynamic methods at the Lockheed-Georgia
company
p0269 1178-19787
Computational aerodynamics requirements in
conjunction with experimental facilities
Hind tunnel test data
p0269 N78-19788
Viscous flow simulations in 7TOL aerodynamics
finite difference, technique
p0269 1178-19791
Viscous flow simulation requirements of
aerodynamic interest
p0270 1178-19793
Prospects for computational aerodynamics
integro-differential formulation
p0270 H78-19795
Finite element concepts in computational
aerodynamics
p0270 S78-19891
Specialized comparer architectures for
computational aerodynamics
p0270 H78-19814
Study of advanced composite structural design
concepts for an arrow ving supersonic cruise
configuration, task 3
[HASA-CB-1U5192] p0305 N78-20112
Numerical study of transonic flow over oscillating
airfoils using tbe full potential equation
[BASA-TP-1120] p0313 H78-21055
Studies in experimental aerodynamics subsonic
velocities
fHASA-TT-F-17158J pOUSO N78-27036
A "ach line panel method fcr computing the
linearized supersonic flow over planar wings
[NASA-CB-1521261 pOISO H78-27087
Air Force Flight Dynamics laboratory fiscal year
1979. Technical objective document
[AD-A055711] p0621 N78-32911
AEBOELASTICITI
HT AEBOTHEBHOE1ASTICITY
Dynamic model of a deformable aircraft for natural
vibration analysis by the finite element method
pOIOS A78-17636
Analysis of lateral dynamic stability of an
airplane with deformable control systens II -
numerical analysis
pOIOS A78-17612
Application of the method of optimal control for
elimination of aeroelastic vibrations
pOIOS A78-1776«
Determination of the aerodynamic forces for an
aeroelastic analysis of lifting surfaces
p0120 A78-19064
Complete problem of matrix eigenvalues in flutter
analysis
p0127 A78-1965S
Hatrix methods for the synthesis of the dynamic
and elastic characteristics of linear
nonconservative strnctnres aircraft
structural analysis
p0127 A78-19656
Influence of wing-attachment stiffness on the
stability of aeroelastic vibrations
p0129 A78-19736
Experimental method of determining the elastic
characteristics of flight vehicles
p0131 A78-20260
Solving the problem of numerical construction of a
model of similar rigidity to the initial
structure as a problem of quadratic programming
p016U A78-2086U
Taking into account the effect of elasticity of
the structure on the longitudinal short-period
motion of an aircraft
p0161 A78-20882
Use of the polynomial method to calculate the
parameters of the stabilized maneuver of an
elastic aircraft
p0166 A78-20930
Rational arrangement of the structural and
load-bearing elements of the wing with allowance
for certain aerodynamic requirements
p0167 A78-2098U
Bhy the flexible wing. II for glider design
p0176 A78-23058
Continuation and direct solution of the flutter
equation
p0221 A78-25703
A theoretical technique for analyzing aeroelastic
stability of bearingless rotors
[AIAA 78-503] p0279 A78-29805
nonlinear model of the wind effect in problems
involving flight vehicle dynamics
p0327 A78-32607
Prediction of the unsteady airloads on oscillating
lifting systems and bodies for aeroelastic
analyses
p0333 A78-3I1087
Contribution to the synthesis and analysis of
systems of active antiflutter control of flight
vehicles
p033« A78-3U305
Active control of airfoils in unsteady aerodynamics
p03M1 A78-35786
On the optimization of discrete strnctnres with
aeroelastic constraints
p0385 A78-39135
Deformation carve of rotary airfoil blades
p0386 A78-39510
Dynamics of gas turbine engine blades under
unsteady flow
pO«27 A78-a2872
Aeroelastic instability in F100 labyrinth air seals
[AIAA PAPEB 78-10871 pO»67 A78-13591
Investigation of turbine stages with radial blades
pOH67 A78-136U3
Identification of the stability parameters of an
aeroelastic airplane
[AIAA 78-1328] pO»82 A78-H6528
Effects of dynamic aeroelasticity on handling
qualities and pilot rating
[AIAA 78-1365] pOttSU A78-Q655U
The influence of high twist on the dynamics of
rotating blades
p0510 H78-17599
Assessment of dynamic coordinate alignment for
elastic aircraft flight control Kalman
filter estimates
p0538 A78-«9987
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Close encounters of the aeroservoelastic kind
aerodynamics, structural dynamics, and automatic
flight control systems for aircraft design
applications
[AIAA 78-1289] p05«2 478-50196
Patheaatical model of vortex-excited oscillations
of thio, weakly damped structures
p0583 A78-51153
Oscillating airfoils. I - Hedges of arbitrary
thickness in supersonic and hypersonic flow
p0597 A78-53087
Nonlinear vibrations of an asymmetric flight vehicle
p0599 A78-5350U
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling and active
aeroelastic control
[NASA-CR-1U8019] p0019 H78-10017
An influence-coefficient approach to static
aeroelastic problems and a comparison with
experiments on a flexible wind-tunnel model
fABC-CP-1379] p0093 N78-13021
Aeroelastic stability analysis of 'the AC-1 manned
obligue-ving aircraft
rNASA-T>i-78«391 p0095 N78-13037
Nonlinear aeroelastic eguations for combined
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades
in forward flight
[NASA-TM-7U059] p01«7 1)78-15002
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling and active
aeroelastic control
p0199 1178-16061
Outline of aeroelastic phenomena
p0201 H78-17003
Significance of structural nonlinearities from the
structural dynamics and aeroelasticity point of
view
p020U H78-17005
Applications of structural optimization for
strength and aeroelastic design reguirements
fAGAPD-P-66U] F0207 H78-170U8
Application of system identification to analytic
rotor modeling from simulated and wind tunnel
dynamic test data
p02«0 178-180HO
Aerosechanical stability of helicopters with a
beanngless main rotor. Part 1: Eguations of
motion
[NASA-TM-78U59] p0240 H78-18013
Aeroelastic analysis and ground vibration survey
of the NASA, Grumman American Tankee modified
for spin testing
[NASA-CB-156119] p0305 N78-20109
Transonic unsteady aeroelastic phenomena
pO»38 S78-26117
Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and
deformation due to steady lift on wing flutter
pO«Q9 N78-27077
Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and
deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter
fAD-A053640] p0502 N78-29110
Geometry reguirements for unsteady aerodynamics in
aeroelastic analysis and design
rNASA-TH-78781 ] p0622 H78-330H6
1EBOLOGT
The role of meteorology in helicopter icing problems
p0376 A78-37712
Prospects for using new flight vehicles in
aecophysical studies
p0386 A78-39189
JEBOBAGHETO FLUTTER
0 F1DT''ER
AERONAUTICAL EBGIBEERIBG
Back to the drawing board management of design
engineering
p0126 A78-195H8
Recent progress and technical and econonic
outlooks in the processing of materials for
airframe elements
p0221 A7B-26036
Applications of wind tunnels to investigations of
wind-engineering problems
fAIAA 78-612] p0296 »78-32366
Taking a new perspective on design
aeronautical engineering curricula
p0335 H78-3«6»3
Application of modern methods in civil aircraft
construction
p0382 178-38808
Cobalt-base alloys produced by powder metallurgy
for compressor and turbine disks
[OHERA, TP HO. 1978-7] p0386 178-39582
The potential of advanced technology for aircraft
structures /10th J. D. North Hemorial lecture/
p0570 178-50400
A survey of computational aerodynamics in the
Dnited States
[SASA-SP-3911] p0033 H78-11007
Rotor systems research aircraft simulation
mathematical model
[NASA-TM-78629 ] p0095 H78-13041
The role of engineering in the flight equipment
purchasing process
[HASA-CR-156839 ] p0213 1178-17915
Separation problems'encountered by aircraft
designers ess Div. des Etudes Avancees.
p02«9 1178-18377
Projected role of advanced computational
aerodynamic methods at the Lockheed-Georgia
company
p0269 B78-19787
Botorcraft linear simulation model. Volume 1:
Engineering documentation
[NASA-CE-152079-VOL-1] p0308 H78-20136
Aeronautical knowledge, selected articles
[AD-A051710] p0367 1178-23986
Can acoustic emission detect the initiation of
fatigue cracks: Application to high-strength
light alloys used in aeronautics
[NASA-TH-75306] pO»«5 878-26493
Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical
publications announced in 1977
[NASA-TH-78918] p0496 H78-28986
modifications and improvements in a structural
optimization scheme based on an optinallty
criterion
[AD-A05591(1] p0609 1178-32088
Description of a model for evaluating operational
performance of communications system
[AD-A057199] p0632 H78-33313
AEBOBADTICAL SATELLITES
HT AEBOSA-I SATELLITES
AEBOHADTICS
Projected needs of DS Army Aviation
p0261 1178-19127
Aviation weather service requirements, 1980 - 1990
p0267 F78-19713
Overview of SASA/Harshall Space Flight Center's
program on knowledge of atmospheric processes
p0267 S78-19714
An overview of aviation weather services
p0267 H78-19715
Airplane design for gusts
p0267 K78-19717
A synopsis of the weather problems facing today's
general aviation pilots
p0268 H78-19718
NASA's aviation safety research and technology
program
p0268 H78-19719
AEROSAT SATELLITES
Experimental analysis and selection of airborne
antennas for aircraft-to-satellite communication
systems
P0122 »78-191UO
Aerosat communication management
p0365 S78-23307
AEROSOLS
HI FOG
Characterization of smokes emitted by turbojet
engines
[ONEBA, TP SO. 1977-172] p0130 »78-201l|5
Fire detection devices for aircraft cabins
P0175 A78-22900
Airborne sampling system for plume monitoring
pOl)18 A78-11280
AEROSPACE EHGIHBEHING
ST AEBONAOTICAL ENGIHEEBIHG
Designing to cost /DTC/LCC/
pOIIO 478-1789*
A program foe the interactive design of wing
structures
p0120 178-19063
Back to the drawing board -— manageaent of Assign
engineering
p0126 A78-195»8
Preferred electrical connectors for aerospace
vehicles and associated equipment
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[SAE ABP 1308A] p0471 A78-11U688
Teaching design at all levels in aerospace
engineering curricula
[AIAA PAPBB 78-1155] p0511 A78-H7906
The use of the AIAA-Bendix Design Competition in
aerospace design courses
fAIAA PAPEB 78-1188] pOSia A78-07931
The value of aerospace design synthesis courses as
vieved by aerospace professionals
CiliA P4PEB 78-1193] pOSIS A78-17931
Aerospatiale is ready to develop a convertiplane
vith tethering rotors
[SASA-TII-75038] p0206 H78-17012
Bibliography of Levis Research Center technical
publications announced in 1977
[HASA-TH-78918] - p0196 H78-28986
Weldbraze airframe components
[AD-A05H012] pOSOl M78-29157
lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the
engineering index data base
[STIS/PS-78/0410/7] p0607 B78-32073
From space on a parachute
[NASA-TH-75577] p0631 H78-33HO
CAD/CAB data management needs, requirements and
options
p0635 H78-33778
AEBOSPACB EHVIEOBHBHTS
The external magnetic field environment
p0036 H78-11033
AEBOSPACB I1DOSTBY
FT AIBCRAFT ISDOS-EBT
Considerations affecting the government role in
aeronautical BSD
p0052 A78-13816
Nev production nethods gain in engine
manufacturing for 9.S. aerospace industry
p0598 A78-53239
Coapatational aerodynamics requirements: The
future role of the computer and the needs of the
aerospace industry
p02€9 578-19781
Remarks on futote coapntational aerodynamics
reguirements government/industry relations
p0269 H78-19785
ABBOSPACE HEDICIFB
Toxicologic gas evaluation of the utility tactical
transport aircraft system (DH-60)
(AD-AOU7801] p0207 N78-17016
AEROSPACE STSTBBS
Future aerospace digital signal processing concepts
CAIA4 77-13891 p0011 »78-12661
Lasers in aviation Russian book on aerospace
applications
pOUTl A78-H5067
The design process computer aided design for
complex aerospace systems
[AIAA PAPEH 78-1183] p0511 A78-17928
HAECON '78; Proceedings of the national Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Bay
16-18, 1978. volumes 1, 2 6 3
p0529 A78-19851
Spacelab hardware update
[AAS PAPEB 78-005] p0599 A78-53611
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics
applications, volume 2. A bibliography vith
abstracts
ftlTIS/PS-78/0289] p0112 H78-25787
ABBOSPACE TECBBOLOGT TBASSFBB
Koise research at DF7LB vith relevance for industry
F0115 A78-18505
Where aerospace can serve afresh - Paths to energy
independence
p0177 A78-23120
Preliminary QCSEE program test results
fHASA-TB-73732] p0151 H78-15012
AEROSPACE VEHICLES
Opportunities for cost-affordable titanium
aerospace structures
p0589 S78-51839
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 5:
Catalog of IPAD technical program elements
[NASA-CB-132395] p0194 S78-16015
BIH: A prototype for a relational information
management system
p0635 S78-33785
AEBOSTATS
D A1BSHIPS
ABBOTBBBBOCBEBISTB1
Hntaal effect of thermochemical destruction of the
snrface and viscous interaction for hypersonic
flow past a sharp cone
pOS99 A78-S3508
AEBOTBBBBODJBAB1CS
Calculation of rarefied-gas flow past a plate at
angle of attack
p0127 A78-19652
Experimental investigation of the supersonic gas
flov past a rectangular ving
p0129 A78-1971S
Calculation of the three-dimensional supersonic
viscous heat-conducting gas flov past blunted
bodies
p01B6 A78-21096
The fluid dynamics of rarefied molecular flov over
convex bodies - A nev theory and applications
p0229 A78-27588
A critical exaoination of expansion tunnel
performance
[AIAA 78-768] p0291 A78-32329
Supersonic aerothermal testing - A nev requirement
[AIAA 78-773] p0294 A78-32333
Unsteady heat transfer from a cylinder vith radial
injection
p0381 A78-39042
Investigation of turbine stages vith radial blades
p0467 A78-136U3
Experimental investigation of the thermoacoustic
fluctuations in heated channels at supercritical
pressures
pOSBO A78-50780
A computer-aided method of calculating temperature
fields in turbine disks
pO^SI A78-50796
Some problems of heat transfer in a boundary layer
on continuously moving axisymmetnc surfaces
p0598 A78-53309
KEBOTHESBOEL1SIICITT
Optimal control synthesis in distributed systems
vith incomplete information noting aircraft
applications
pOSIB A78-18215
Influence of technological factors on the
resistance to fracture of refractory materials
in high-speed air flovs
p0582 A78-50935
APCS (COSTB01 SISTEB)
0 ADTOBATIC FLIGHT COBTEOL
APTBSBODIBS
Calculated heating on the afterbody nozzle of a
hypersonic aircraft concept
p0072 A78-16186
Comparison of nozzle and afterbody surface
pressures from vind tunnel and flight test of
the IP-17 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-992] p01E3 A78-43510
An improved analytical model of the separated
region on nozzle boattails
[AIAA PAPEB 78-995] p0161 A78-43542
Hind Tunnel/Flight Test Correlation Program on the
B-1 nacelle afterbody/nozzle at transonic
conditions
. [AIAA PtPES 78-989] p0520 A78-48469
A parametric investigation of the annular jet
concept for obtaining afterbody drag data at
transonic Bach numbers
[AD-A050891] p0345 H78-22032
AFTEBBOBHEBS
0 AFTEBBDHHING
AFTEBBDBBISG
Catalytic flame stabilization for aircraft
afterburners
p0290 A78-31955
Lov fregnency angmentor instability stady
afterburning effects in turbofan engines '
[AIAA PAPEB 78-996] pOICI A78-Q3513
Aircraft afterburner catalytic flame stabilization
p0572 A78-50570
Altitude test of several afterburner
configurations on a turbofan engine vith a
hydrogen heater to simulate an elevated turbine
discharge temperature
[KASA-TP-1068] pOOII B78-11106
Development of emissions measurement technigues
for afterburning turbine engines, supplement 1
[AD-AO»5191] p0098 N78-13066
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1GC (COBTBOL) SUBJECT IBDEI
Low frequency combustion instability in augmentors
p0321 178-21138
MC (COHTBOL)
0 AUTOMATIC GAIN COHTR01
AGGREGATES
Field compaction of bituminous mixes for airport
pavements
fAD-A011335/1] p0013 N78-11120
AGIHG (BATEBIA1S)
Corrosion predictability in F-1 aircraft assigned
to the Pacific Air Forces aging of airframe
materials
fAD-A015277] p0096 H78-13019
AGEEEBESTS
Innovation in international air transportation
regulation - The US-Betherland's agreement of 10
•larch 1978
p0592 A78-52117
AGRICULTURE -3,
 L
An economic and technical perspective of the
turboprop engine in Ag-aviation
p0375 A78-37536
Status of aerial applications research in the
Langley vortex research facility and the Langley
full-scale vind tunnel
[NASA-TH-78760] p0513 178-30011
A distribution model for the aerial application of
granular agricultural particles
[NAS1-CB-157715] p0622 B78-33018
AH-61 BELICOPTEB
The attack helicopter Hughes YAB-61
p0003 A78-12035
YSH-61 advanced attack helicopter design tradeoffs
fSAE PAPER 770950] p0178 A78-23801
Black Hawk, Lamps and AAB
p0225 A78-26533
Flight controls of Army/Bnghes YAH-61 advanced
attack helicopter
TAIAA 78-1237] pOSUO A78-50160
AIIEBOBS
Effect of a nonconstant C/m-alpha/ on the
stability of rolling aircraft
p0071 A78-16180
Calculation of the flow past a vibrating airfoil
section in transonic gas flow
p0127 A78-19669
Flutter suppressor for transonic flight
CONEPA. TP NO. 1978-102] p0508 178-17306
Lateral stability of an aircraft and vibrations of
the ailerons while taking into consideration
elastic deformation of the vings and the
elasticity of the control system
fAD-AOllSIIO] p0099 N78-13072
The movement of a wing with deflected ailerons
close to a screen
fAD-A018651] p0237 N78-18001
Development of advanced composite structures
p0118 N78-27062
AIB
NT COHPBESSED AIF
NT BIGH TEHPEBATDBE AIB
IIB BLASTS
0 1EKI&L EXPLOSIONS
AIB BBEATHIHG ENGINES
NT EDCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TDBBINE ENGINES
MT J-85 EBGIBE
NT JET- ENGINES
NT BAHJET ENGINES
NT SBPEKSONIC COHBUSTIOB BiSJET ENGINES
ST TF-H1 EBGISE
ST TDBBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
Trends and research opportunities in airbreathing
propulsion
fAIAA PAPEB 78-11] p0157 A78-20652
Normal shock and restart controls for a supersonic
airbreathing propulsion system
p0357 N78-23023
Proceedings of the workshop on Engine-Airframe
Integration Short-Hani Aircraft
[AD-A053II17] pO«99 N78-29088
»IB CARGO
NT AIR HAIL
Protective equipment for cargo transport in
passenger cabins
pOOSI A78-13501
An appreciation of the dynamic problems associated
with the external transportation of loads from a
helicopter - State of the art
p0111 A78-18129
Deployment forces in towing systems by aircraft
p0188 A78-21365
Technical and economic evaluation of advanced air
cargo system concepts
p0216 178-24900
Air France's new 'freight1 installations at
Charles de Gaulle Airport at Roissy, Prance
p0219 478-25261
Minimum requirements for future vide-body aircraft -
cargo systems and compartments /intermodal/
[SAE^AEP 1395] D0171 i78-I|I|691
Design-concepts^for future air freighters
-'"'*• p0592 178-52*50
Naval Emergency Air Cargo Delivery System (BEACDS)
feasibility tests and evaluation
[AD-A018988] p0256 N78-19085
Technical and economic evaluation of advanced air
cargo systems
[BASA-TH-78672] , p0305 N73-20108
Gondola system for helicopter transport of
external cargo
[AD-A017560] p0306 N78-20120
Survey of air cargo forecasting techniques
[NASA-CR-115329] p0106 N78-25068
Preliminary analysis of hub and spoke air freight
distribution system
[NASA-TM-72656] pO»06 N78-25069
Air freight demand models: "An overview
[mSA-CB-1521«8] pO«13 N78-25979
An air passenger and air freight service study for
the Lake Charles Municipal Airport Authority
[PB-278857/8] pO«51 N78-27096
Boeing-717 aircraft with external cargo pod
[NASA-CB-153932] p060« S78-3201I7
Characteristics of future air cargo demand and
impact on aircraft development! A report on the
Cargo/Logistic Airlift Systems Study (CLASS)
project
[NSSA-TH-7877H] - p062» N78-33061
4IH COOL1BG
Stress analysis study in cooled radial inflow
turbine
[AIAA PAPEB 78-91] p0172 A78-22570
Transient expansion of the components of an air
seal on a gas turbine disc
[SAE PAPEB 770971] p0179 178-23818
Effects of film injection on performance of a
cooled turbine
p0216 A78-21902
Optimization of the cooling system of an
air-cooled internal combustion engine
p0119 A78-H510
Temperature profiles of rotating cooled blade
via infrared photography of air-cooled turbine
blades
p0573 A78-S0581
Aerodynamic and cooling performances of a film
cooled turbine
p0575 178-50599
Energy economy with high temperature gasturbine
p0575 A78-5060*
An experiment of deposit formation on surface of
an air-cooled gas-turbine blade
p0578 A78-50631
A theoretical and experimental analysis of the
influence of coolant discharge from perforated
turbine blades on their aerodynamic behavior
pOSSO A78-50777
Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in
turbine stator vanes
pOOH N78-11098
Cold-air perfomance of free-power turbine
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine
engine. 1: Design Stator-vane-chord setting
angle of 35 deg
[NASA-TP-1007] p0198 B78-16053
Bot cascade test results of cooled turbine blades
and their application to actual engine conditions
p0319 B78-21125
Effects of film injection on performance of a
cooled turbine
p0322 878-21147
The influence of jets of cooling air exhausted
from the trailing edges of a supercritical
turbine cascade on the aerodynamic data
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SOBJTCT IBDBX IIB 1ATIGATIOS
p0322 B78-21148
Emergency and microfog lubrication and cooling of
bearings for Army helicopters
fNASA-CR-135195] pOil59 B78-27H29
III CDBBEBTS
»T HERIDIOHAL FLOi
NT VEBTICAL AIB COBBESTS
Tbe In x 2m industrial aerodynamics wind tunnel
[ODEL-1188/77] pOIOD H78-13085
1IB COSBIOB VEHICLES
0 GBOOHD EFFECT HACBIHES
UB DEFEBS8
Solid-state active BP missile seeker - luture cole
in all-weather systems
pOOSS A78-14935
nodular radar display Quits - Versatility in air
defence and JTC applications
p0130 &78-20189
Simulation tests of anti-flak profiles
aircraft flight optimization for ground attack
mission
p0290 A78-31951
Early warning aircraft
p03Q2 378-35898
Modular target acquisition and designation systems
p0536 A78-49954
JIB DBOP OPBBATIOHS
Current trends in the aerial application of fire
retardants
pO«25 A78-12512
1IB DOCTS
Determination of the frequency characteristics of
an air-intake duct
p0129 478-19,730
Non-linear dact acoustics and its application to
fan noise
p0329 A78-33090
Center-loaded doct integral rocket-to-ranjet
transition testing
fAIAA PAPEB 78-937] p0520 A78-48H56
Desiqn of an air ejector for boundary-layer bleed
of an acoustically treated turbofan engine inlet
during ground testing
[HASA-TH-78917] pO<»56 B78-271H3
»IB PUT BBS
Application of self-cleaning air cleaners to
aircraft and vehicular gas turbines
p0578 A78-50633
Tests for particle contaaination of the engine
inlet airflov from tbe LACV-30 air management
systen
[AD-A053612] pOil58 B78-2T295iiB now
NT ilH COBHENTS
HT HEBIDIOBAt 710V
BT VEBTICAL AIB CORBIHTS
Antimisting fuel kinematics related to aircraft
crash landings
[AIAA PAPEB 78-270] p0163 A78-20783
Effect of high levels of confineaent upon the
aerodynamics of swirl burners
p0222 A78-26107
Experimental investigation of the tenperatore
field in a plane channel carrying a stratified
turbulent air stream
p0227 A78-27139
Investigation of the flov in a plane diffuser by
Beans of a laser Doppler anemometer
p027t A78-28969
Photon correlation techniques for wind-tunnel
anemometry
pOqSI A78-Q6376
Measurements of fila ccoling effectiveness
distributions for exhausting through a double
row of holes for high temperature gas
turbine blades
p0573 A78-50578
Vortex dynamics
p0582 A78-51051
The theory of fabric porosity as applied to
parachutes in incompressible flov
p0586 A78-51D66
Theoretical analysis of a loop type flexible skirt
air cushion
[!JTIAS-T1-20U1 p0081 1178-12029
Study on stage of centrifugal compressor Kith air
turbine
[AD-iO»5»36] p0101 N78-13052
Oil-air mist lubrication for helicopter gearing
[BASA-CB-135081] pOH07 878-25080
Gas turbine engine «ith recircnlating bleed
[HASA-CASE-LEB-12452-1] pOQ08 B78-25089
AIB FBIIGBT
0 AIB CABGO
AIB ISLETS
0 AIB IB1AKES
AIB IIT4KBS
BT EBGIBE IHLE1S
HT SUPEBSOBIC IHLETS
Study of airflow into air intake with groundplane
by the EGDA method
pOOa9 A78-13183
Tossing of objects by the vortex formed below an
air intake
p0128 A78-19682
Determination of the frequency characteristics of
an air-intake duct
1
 p0129 A78-19730
Calculation of the nean flow characteristics at
tbe inlet to the air intake located under a
delta wing
p0165 A78-20895
Investigation of the conditions of ingestion of
debris into intakes of turbojet engines
p0327 A78-32649
IIB JBIS
Decay and modification of trailing vortex
P0230 A78-27908
The mean velocity field of unsteady subsonic air
jets
p037U A78-37U17
AIB LAOICHIHG
An aerodynamic analysis of several hypersonic
research airplane concepts from B = 0.2 to 6.0
[AIAA PAPEE 78-150] p0159 A78-20706
Shuttle carrier aircraft flight tests
P023U A78-28U6H
In-flight alignment/calibration techniques fori
unaided tactical guidance of air-launched
missiles
p053« A78-1J9929
AIB Bill
An air passenger and air freight service study for
the Lake Charles Hunicipal Airport Authority
[PB-278857/8] pO«51 S78-27096
UB SAVIGATIOH
BT JLL-BEATBEH AIB B17IGATIOB
BT ABEA BAVIGATIOB
TIBS - Tactical information exchange systen — in
avionics
[AIAA 77-1«98] p0006 A78-122H6
An overview of enroute radio navigation services
for civi.1 aviation
[AIAA 77-1509] p0007 A78-12255
JTIDS - in update Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System
[AIAA 77-1521] pOOOS A78-12262
A computer controlled aircraft collision avoidance
system
[AHA 77-152»] pOOOS A78-1226t
Experience with the VOB navigation system in the
German Democratic Republic. IV
pOOSI A78-13502
Airborne navigation system performance during
BNAV/H1S transition
p006» A78-15633
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Airliner numbers game - Does it add up ——
political and technological aspects of
international aircraft industries
p0525 A78-4952U
Airfield pavement load evaluation - An
international overview
p0525 A78-19676
Proposed load evaluation system for O.S. Air Force
of airfield pavement
p0526 A78-19677,
Transport Canada airfield pavement load evaluation
P0526 A78-19678
lodel of aircraft passenger acceptance
p0526 A78-1968H
•Supermarket' airplanes aircraft replacement
cycle in ma3or airlines
[JIAA PAPEE 78-1533] p0527 A78-II9769
Operations and economics of n.S. air transportation
CAIAA P4PEE 78-1515] p0528 A78-B9770
European air transport ap to the year 2000 /Lord
Douglas of Kirtleside Lecture/
P0587 A78-5152Q
Technical-economic analysis of the direct
operating costs of air transport companies
German thesis
pOS39 A78-51752
International jurisdiction related to the Warsaw
Convention during the years from 197K to 1976. II
p0589 A78-51822
Innovation in international air transportation
regulation - The OS-Netherland's agreement of 10
Harch 1978
p0592 A78-52«»7
The changing environment of international air
commerce
p0592 A78-52UH8
Aviation futures to the year 2000
p0595 A78-52966
Cost/benefit tradeoffs for reducing the energy
consumption of the commercial air transportation
system
[SASA-CR-137925] p0020 S78-10035
Emergency escape of handicapped air travelers
[AD-A043269/0] p0020 H78-10036
High density stable collisionless air traffic:
Computer simulations of traffic management in
the ITV system
CEP-552] p009t H78-13033
Supporting investigations during testing of the
WDL-1 airship in Ghana and Upper Volta
[DLB-IB-536-76/31 p0137 878-11002
Remoteness-compensation methodology for
benefit/cost establishment and discontinuance
criteria
[AD-A013836] p0201 S78-1607I1
Federal policy options to effect fuel conservation
in the air industry
p0250 H78-18518
Measuring the impact on scheduled air lines
operations of restrictions in fuel availability
p0250 H78-18519
Implementation plan for an air transportation
research information service
[AD-AOC9301] p0256 S78-19081
Benefit-cost evaluation of an intra-regional air
service in the Bay area
[NASA-CR-1520811] p0256 H78-19082
An overview of aviation weather services
p0267 N78-19715
The promise of advanced technology for future air
transports
[HASA-TS--78712] p0348 S78-22075
Airport activity statistics of certificated route
air carriers
[AD-A052728] p0395 N78-2410Z
Aircraft size and air transport costs
p0395 N78-28112
Supersonic transportation faced with energy savings
[AAAF-BT-77-28] p0397 R78-20131
An investigation of short haul air transportation
in the southeastern United States
[HASA-CB-152166] pOH51 H78-27094
An air passenger and air freight service study for
the Lake Charles Hnoicipal Airport Authority
[PB-278857/8] pO«51 H78-27096
CTOL Transport Technology, 1978 conferences
[NASA-CP-2036-PT-2] p0196 H78-290I16
Demand modelling of passenger air travel: An
analysis and extension, volume 2
[SASA-CR-157U02] p0515 878-30069
Characteristics of future air cargo demand and
impact on aircraft development: A report on the
Cargo/Logistic Airlift Systems Study (CLASS)
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SUBJECT IHDBZ AIBBOBIE/SPACEBOB1B C01PB5BBS
project
[SASA-TB-7877B] p062U H78-33061
1IB MUB IBIEBiCTIOIS
Atmospheric transformation of solar radiation
reflected fro» the ocean
p0052 178-13803
AIBBOBIB EQOIP1BHT
8T AIBBOBSB/SPACEBOBBB COHPUTEBS
IT LIGHT AIHBOBHB BOLTIPOBPOSE STSSEH
IT TEBCOB
Atmospheric transformation of solar radiation
reflected from the ocean
p0052 A78-13B03
Airborne Oceanographic Lidar System
p0053 A78-1U878
Ose of an inertial navigation system for accurate
track recover; and coastal oceanographic
measurements
p0053 A78-14892
A contractor's perception of design to life cycle
cost
p0060 178-15553
Life cycle costingf a design tool - Nuances and
caveats
p0060 178-1555U
Base motion sensitivity analysis for airborne ILIC
pointing and tracking systens In-loop
Integraticn Control
p0063 A78-15593
Vibration control of optical packages in aircraft
p0063 A78-15594
Airborne navigation system performance daring
BBAV/HLS transition
p006t A78-15633
An advanced computer calculation of ground clatter
in an airborne pulse Doppler radar
p0066 A78-15662
Shop test success is a function of the airborne
system design F-16 veapon avionics
p0068 A78-15699
Moving target analysis utilizing side-looking
airborne radar
p0105 A78-17196
Design and operation of an airborne air quality
measurement systen
p0107 A78-17575
A single site passive collision avoidance system
p0111 878-17912
Douglas Aircraft Company laser tracker
p012<l a78-19B3£
Airborne navigation systems
p0170 A78-22347
Power conditioning systems for high-power,
airborne, pulsed applications
P0177 A78-23412
Concorde AIDS - Poverplant applications
Airborne Integrated Data Systems
[SAE PAPER 770995] p0181 A78-23831
RSP/ITHL airborne measuring system
p0231 A78-28196
The next generation E« system - ASPJ Airborne
Self Protection Jammer
p0288 A78-31700
The BFB 320 airborne simulator of DFVLB as test
instrument for determining flight characteristics
[DGLB PAPEB 77-082] p0289 A78-3191U
A test using simulated mission profile environments
Airborne Instrumentation Subsystem pod
reliability
P0291 A78-32126
A spectroradiometer for airborne remote sensing
for geological, vegetation and hydrological
mapping
p0298 A78-32396
ASPJ - Partners at last Airborne Self
Protection Jammers
p0336 A78-3I1676
Color displays for airborne weather radar
p03"'2 A78-36980
Evaluation of airborne radar Doppler processors
P0371 A78-37I177
CBT update for airborne displays
p037» A78-37Q90
Hodern millimeter wave instrumentation radar
development and research methodology
P0375 A78-37501
Susceptibility testing of airborne equipment - The
way ahead
p0381 A78-39086
An approach to EBP testing of complete strike
aircraft
p038H A78-39088
Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at
121.5 BHz, 203SHZ and 406BHZ
p0385 A78-39105
Study of magnetic noise in the Ka-26 helicopter
p0385 A78-39188
Flight-testing of a continuous laser remote
sensing system
p0387 A78-39632
Airborne sampling system for plume monitoring
pO<H8 A78-IH288
The employment of a dye laser vita high peak power
and great pulse length for the aircraft-based
measurement of 'air velocity1
pfl«18 A78-41393
Lasers in aviation Bnssian book on aerospace
applications
pO«7« A78-«5067
Airborne television transmission
p0077 A78-B5218
Results of laser synchronization by overflight
between Paris and San Fernando in Spain
[OHEBA, TP »0. 1978-HO] pO»79 A78-OS277
Flight application of optical fiber transmission
on a Falcon 10 aircraft
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1978-105] p0508 A78-B73H9
Application of rare earth/transition metal
permanent magnets to 400 Bz aircraft systems -
An AF overview
p0535 A78-4993S
Prediction of angular disturbances from airfrane
members to airborne electro-optical packages
p0536 A78-Q9952
Modeling refinements for the rectified
superconducting alternator airborne power
supply
p0536 A78-«9961
Inpact of aircraft electrical power quality on
utilization equipment
p0537 A78-099«2
Dual band airborne SATCOH terminal
p0537 A78-I19972
Infrared receiver performance airborne warning
system by detection of target spectral signature
p0538 A78-M9985
High-accuracy three-dimensional image
reconstruction for an airborne line-scanning
system
p0538 A78-Q9988
Combinatorially derived limits on the surface
return for an air/surface monopnlse ranging radar
p0539 A78-50001
A frequency-selective tlG limiter for airborne
FB/CB X-band radar
p0539 A78-50002
Airborne eguipment for all weather operations
p0570 A78-5011U8
Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the
proximity warning device
p0585 A78-51223
The use of pyranometers onboard aircraft
[DLB-FB-77-2U] p01*5 S78-1H379
Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas
[HASA-TH-78327] p0153 H78-15321
General aviation avionics statistics: 1971
[AD-AOH5209] p0198 S78-16050
A-7 ALOFT economic analysis and EHI-EHP test results
p0202 S78-16816
The use of pyranometers in aircraft
[ESA-TT-433] p0250 B78-18»08
Derivation of gronndspeed information from
airborne Distance Beasnring Equipment DUE
interrogators wind shear
[AD-A049277] p0257 B78-19089
AIBBOBBE SOBVEILLAHCE EADAB
Aircraft tracking problems from range rate
•turbine modulation1
p0063 A78-15631
Fire power fighter aircraft target acquisition
and tracking radar
p0288 A78-31t2S
A modular side looking airborne radar to fulfill a
multitude of surveillance missions
p0587 A78-51503
AIBBOBBE/SPACBBOBBE COHPOTBBS
An approach to system integration /BASIC/
Basic Avionic Subsystem Integration Concept for
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Havy weapons system program
[AliA 77-1500] p0006 A78-12248
A compater controlled aircraft collision avoidance
system
fAIAA 77-15214] pOOOS A78-12264
Digital real time simulation of the F-5F./F flight
director computer
[AIAA 77-1528] pOOOS A78-12267
The flight control computers of the F-18
electronics set-flight control
[AIAA 77-1*79] p0009 A78-12275
Application of an airborne digital computer in the
F-15 engine air inlet control system
[AIAA 77-1480] p0009 A78-12276
B-1 Central Integrated Test System /CITS/
[AIAA 77-1502] p0009 A78-12280
Seal-time simulation as a tool for F-16
operational flight program development and testing
[AIAA 77-15271 p0009 A78-12281
Banned simulation testing of digital avionic systems
[AIAA 77-1531] p0009 A78-12282
Future aerospace digital signal processing concepts
' FAIAA 77-1389] p0014 A78-12661
Computer redundancy for aircraft flight control
[AIAA 77-11110] p001« A78-12694
Dual device redundancy management for EPV
automatic flight control computer reliability
[AIAA 77-1441] p0015 A78-12695
Avionic Central Information System /A.C.I.S./
pOOSS A78-1H915
Panlt tolerant digital flight control using
analytical redundancy
p0061 A78-15565
Airborne defensive fire control algorithms
p0063 A78-15627
Performance monitor and data acquisition system
for real-time embedded computers for 5-111
avionics
p0064 A78-15636
Computer Monitor and Control /CHAC/ - A real time
systems window
p0064 A78-15637
HIRA - The multifunction inertial reference assembly
p0065 A78-15643
Hicroprocessor controlled testing of Air Data
Computers
p0065 A78-15649
Hodeling of Air Data Computers in test system
software
p0065 A78-15650
Advances in prinary flight control actuation using
electromechanical technology
p0067 A78-15691
Digital avionic communication computer system
design to improve interegnipment transmission
p0068 A78-15694
A microprocessor interface between an inertial
measurement unit and the B-1 avionics multiplex
data bus
p0068 A78-15695
Computerized test set for the Air Combat
Maneuvering Instrumentation
p0068 A78-15700
A Plight line Computer loader/Test Controller for
improved avionic maintenance
p006fl A78-15701
A flexible approach to on-board computer simulation
'p0068 A78-15706
Development of an on-board minicomputer system
p0124 A78-19435
The digital airplane military avionics
p0126 A78-19547
Condition monitoring experience on CP6 engines
[SAE PAPEB 770994] p0180 A78-23830
Organization of a programmed matrix-operation
system in an airborne digital computer
p0192 A78-24585
B-1 terrain following development
p0233 A78-28456
Optimal control of the longitudinal motion of a
helicopter on the basis of an operational
algorithm
p0293 A78-32272
Testing of the YC-14 flight control system software
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1077] p0385 A78-39183
Automatic airborne spectrometer
[OSEBA, IP SO. 1977-176] p0419 &78-41420
Simulation testing via mini computer of
inertial navigation systems
p0428 A78-H3057
BNAV - Corporate operators set the pace
p0509 A78-47424
AIDS in military aircraft Airborne Integrated
Data Systems Computer
pOSIO A78-47866
Use of onboard computerized flight test analysis
systems
[AIAA PfPEB 78-1462] p0512 A78-47912
Software engineering a must for success in
computerized flight test
[AIAA PIPE? 78-11)63] pOS12 A78-I)7913
L-1011 flight data recording systems - Background,
features, implications and benefits
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1471] p0513 A78-47917
NABCON '78; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May
16-18, 1978. Volumes 1, 2 S 3
p0529 A78-49851
Sodnlar Bissionization Systems /HHS/, an adaptive
system interface concept
p0530 A78-49852
Pattern recognition as an aid to radar navigation
p0530 A78-49855
In-line monitoring of digital flight control
computers
p0531 A78-49860
A qualitative analysis of redundant asynchronous
operation
p0531 A78-49863
MIL-STD-15533 proposed data bus development in
avionic architecture
p0531 A78-49866
A hierarchical network for avionic systems
p0532 A78-49868
Bon-volatile memory system for severe environment
flight recorders
p0532 A78-49872
Software structured weapon delivery
p0532 A78-49875
Peace Bhine - A digital Weapon Control System for
the F-4 aircraft
p0532 A78-119876
Approach for identifying avionics flight software
operational support requirements - PAVE TACK an
example
p0533 A78-49900
Comparison study of MLS airborne signal processing
technigues
p0533 A78-49904
Digital simulation and flight verification of the
F-5E/? Flight Director Computer
p0534 A78-49905
An interface management approach to software
development
p0535 478-49933
A study of the P-3C Omega navigation system
[AD-A044474] p0084 N78-12064
Simulated lightning test on the Navy Airborne
Light Optical Fiber Technology (ALOFT) A-7
aircraft
[AD-A046370] p0149 878-15030
Stand-alone development system using a KIB-1
microcomputer module
[NASA-CB-156067] p0303 N78-20100
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics
applications, volume 2. A bibliography with
abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/0289] p0412 S78-25787
The on-board calculation of optimal climbing paths
p0434 B78-26078
Development and flight tests of a Kaloan filter
for navigation during terminal area and landing
operations
[NASA-CB-3015] p0452 R78-27105
AIBCBAFT
Beapon system costing methodology improved
structural cost analysis
[AD-A044037] p0024 B78-10059
Thin conformal antenna array for microwave power
conversions
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13886-1 ] p0402 S78-24391
Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized
repair handbook
[AD-A055684] p0614 H78-32270
AIBCBAFT ACCIDENT IHVESTIGATIOH
Analysis of aviation accidents with light planes
and helicopters
p0053 A78-14081
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The status of flight recorders in modern aircraft
p0122 A78-19291
Some lessons learned fron aircraft accidents - The
engineering aspects
p0261 A78-29936
General aviation crash survivability
rsAE PAPBB 780017] p0331 A78-33360
A reviev of hnnan factors investigation studies in
aircraft accidents daring the period 1957-1977
in Aeromedical laboratory. JiSDP
p0587 A78-51H97
The 1975 accident experience of civilian pilots
with static physical defects
rAD-AO»5<l29J p0083 B78-12050
^ The analysis of Rational Transportation Safety
Board large fixed-King aircraft
accident/incident reports for the potential
presence of low-level vind shear
fAD-AOU835H] p0239 1178-18021
in analysis of three weather-related aircraft
accidents
r8ASK-CB-155363] p0239 B78-18024
Aircraft accident report: Knob Bill. Inc.*
Cessna-121, H999BB, Hogales, Arizona, 22 January
1977
tHTISOB/C/1014-011] p0256 B78-19086
Aircraft accident report: Texas International
Airlines, Inc., Donglas DC-9-m, 1910*,
Stapleton International Airport, Denver,
Colorado, 16 Novenber 1976
[BTISDB/C/10Q-010] p0257 878-19087
Aircraft accident report: Southern Airways Inc.,
DC-9-31, H1335D, Sew Hope. Georgia, April », 1977
[BTSB-AAB-78-3] p031U S78-2106<4
Aircraft accident report: Contnonvealth of
Pennsylvania, Piper PJ-31T, B631PT, Bressler,
Pennsylvania, 14 February 1977
CNTISnB/D/101-001] pO«51 H78-27095
Preliminary design of an accident Inforoation
Betrieval System (AIBS)
[AD-A055590] p0568 H78-31952
Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS
general aviation, calendar year 1976
CPB-281330/1 ] p0621 H78-33061
Annual reviev of aircraft accident data, as air
carrier operations, 1976
[PB-281329/3] p0621 878-33065
SI8CSAFT JCCIDBHTS
HI BIBD-AIBCBAJT C01IISIOHS
Survival after a crash
p0072 A78-16280
The endangerment of flight safety due to wind shear
fDGLH PAEEB 77-033] p0191 A78-2H4U8
Clear air turbulence accidents
p0273 A78-28833
Bov to make an airport unattractive to birds
p0275 A78-29209
Reliability of aviation techniques and flight safety
Bussian book
p0371 A78-36491
Optimal flare in presence of wind shears for
aircraft in automatic approach
p0385 A78-39186
The principles of underwater escape from aircraft
[AGABD-AG-230] p009i( 878-13032
The analysis of national Transportation Safety
Board large fixed-wing aircraft
accident/incident reports for the potential
presence of low-level wind shear
[AD-A018351I] P0239 H78-18021
An analysis of three weather-related aircraft
accidents
[SASA-CB-155363] p0239 R78-18024
HASA's aviation safety research and technology
program
P0268 N78-19719
Light airplane crash tests at three flight-path
angles
[NASA-TP-1210] pO»»5 S78-2619*
Fall scale crash test experiment verification of a
method of analysis for general aviation
structural crashworthiness
[AD-A0511511 pO<!90 B78-28082
Overview of safety research
pOH97 H78-2905»
The analysis of National Transportation Safety
Board snail multiengine fixed-wing aircraft
accident/incident reports for the potential
presence of low-level wind shear
[AD-A056780] p0624 B76-33063
Annual review of aircraft accident data, DS
general aviation, calendar year 1976
[PB-281330/1] p0624 B78-3306Q
Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS air
carrier operations, 1976
[PB-281329/3] p062« B78-33065
AIBCBAFT ABtBHBAS
Rn Band linear phased array
p0003 A78-11821
High perforaance antenna assembly — for aircraft
communication with satellite
p0062 A78-15588
Flight measurement of aircraft onboard antennas
p0115 A78-1850"
Experimental analysis and selection ot airborne
antennas for aircraft-to-satellite coamanication
systems
p0122 A78-19140
EBP response of aircraft antennas
p01£9 178-21992
Broad-band analysis of TIP/IP aircraft wire antennas
p0169 A78-21995
Bull steering antennas in the tactical scenario
p0226 A78-27037
Special problems in the determination of the
radiation characteristics of antennas on
aircraft and satellites with the aid of
geometric diffraction theory ,
p0288 A78-31582
Current and scattering field of a long
short-circuited receiving vibrator aircraft
antenna compatibility
p0339 »78-35<l67
Experimental evaluation of an array technique for
zenith to horizon coverage aircraft to
satellite comnunication links
p0370 A78-36380
Comnnnication and navigation antennas for aircraft
Bussian book
p0522 A78-48S23
Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas
p0524 A78-Q9H27
Conformal microstrip phased array for aircraft
tests with ATS-6
p052H A78-<|9K28
scan-limited near field testing for directive
airborne antennas
p0533 A78-U9897
Antenna fairings for flight vehicles /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p0598 A78-53U26
Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas
C8ASA-TH-78327) p0153 H78-1532D
Airborne antenna coverage requirements for the TC7
B-737 aircraft for operation with microwave
landing systems
[NASA-TB-78647] p0153 S78-15325
Aircraft response effect on E-field measnrenents
[AD-AOP7986] p0218 S78-18272
The geometrical theory of diffraction - a method
for the solution of electromagnetic boundary
value problems of complicated structures in the
high frequency case satellite and aircraft
antennas
p0248 S78-18290
The integral equation method - a computational
method for diffracted and scattered fields of
complicated structures satellite and
aircraft antennas
P0248 878-18291
BF radiation characteristics of the BH-53D
helicopter and the Hark 105 AHCH system
[AD-A049795] p0325 N78-21358
Hultiband antenna system for tactical aircraft
[AD-A049699] p0325 878-21363
The geometrical theory of diffraction - A method
for the solution of electromagnetic boundary
problems of complicated structures in the high
frequency case satellite and aircraft antennas
CESA-TT-135] p0365 H78-23310
The integral equation method - a computational
method for diffracted and scattered fields of
complicated structures satellite and
aircraft antennas
[ESA-TT-1363 p0365 S78-23311
Test and evaluation of air/ground communications
antennas
[AD-A0561H8] p0567 878-31325
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AlBCBAFT APPBOACB SPSCISG SUBJECT IBDEI
Analysis of monopole antenna arrays on cylinders
by the geometrical theory of diffraction
fAD-A0551973 p0567 H78-31335
An airborne meteorological data collection system
using satellite relay (ASDAB)
[NASA-TB-78992J p0632 H78-33283
Hear field pattern computations for airborne
antennas
[AD-A057244] p0632 N78-33311
AIBCBAFT APPBOACB SPACIBG
Aircraft separation in the controlled airspace of
the United States ATC systens
p0059 A78-15250
Calculating VOR/DUE holding procedures for
aircraft approach
p0114 A78-18503
A net hod of calculating IIS approach surfaces
p027S A78-29207
Doppler HLS - The OK solution
p0280 A78-29934
Concerning the logical comparison of ATC
separation standard assessment models
p0370 A78-36455
Strategic or tactical air traffic control
P0570 A78-504H7
A system concept of metering and spacing for
aircraft landing approach
p0595 A78-52968
Basic analysis of terminal operation benefits
resulting from reduced vortex separation minima
for aircraft operation in terminal area
[mSA-TB-7862(i:l p0035 N78-11023
Concepts for determination of longitudinal
separation standards on final approach
[PB-274590/9] D02I40 N78-18038
Program for simulation of air traffic and air
, space structure of the Frankfurt near range, a
planning control and a collision avoidance
system with situation dependent avoidance
maneuvers
posou H78-20105
Parameters of future ATC systems relating to
airport capacity/delay
[1D-A055482] p0566 878-31130
Parameters of future ATC systems relating to
airport capacity/delay
[AD-A057059] p0620 1178-33068
AJECBAFT BASES
0 BILITABT JIB FACI1ITIF.S
AIECBAFT SHAKES
BT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT IBAHING-EDGE FLAPS
NT SING FLAPS
Hear studies on aircraft brake materials
p0177 A78-23133
Description of transient notion of aviation
mechanisms with double-winding electromagnetic
clutches
P0220 A78-25584
Evaluation of aircraft brake materials
C A S L E PBEPBINT 77-LC-6B-2] p0232 A78-28439
Tribological tests involved in designing aircraft
brakes
p0327 A78-32647
Beryllium in aircraft brakes - A summary
pO«73 A78-44736
AIBCBAFT CABIHS
D AISCHAFT COBPABTBE11S
AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
Pool fire induced cockpit degradation
pOOSO A78-13H15
A1IDADE - The alignment on board aircraft carriers
of the inertial navigation units of
Super-Etendard aircraft
P0217 A78-25149
Metallurgical behavior of arresting gear deck
pendants
p0218 A78-25185
Alignment of inertial navigation units on the
Snper-Etendard aircraft carrier
p03i(2 A78-35895
Key beam weapons tests slated for aircraft
carrier particle beam defense against cruise
•issiles
p0597 A78-53238
Deadload calibration program of C7H 68 catapult
configuration
[AD-A042225] p0043 B78-11123
A comparison of V/STOL handling requirements with
the VAK-1913
p0258 H78-19100
Evaluation of the CVB 68/CVB 69 launching system
[AD-A0490IKI] p0265 H78-19167
Environmental requirements for simulated
helicopter/VTOL operations fron small ships and
carriers
[AD-A053078] p0407 B78-25084
Development of corrosion resistant fastening
systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults
[AD-A053656] p0503 878-29112
The influence of throttle augmented stability
(APCS) and short period control characteristics
on the landing approach
[AD-A055892] p0565 N78-31123
AIBCBAFT COSHUSICATIOH
An airplane fiber optic multiplex data bus design
and feasibility demonstration system
[AIAA 77-1475] pOOOS A78-12232
TIES - Tactical information exchange system -— in
avionics
[AIAA 77-1498] pOOOS A78-12246
JTIDS - An update Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System
[AIAA 77-1521] pOOOS A78-12262
ARItiC communications addressing and reporting
system /ACABS/ - The data link that got
implemented and why
tilAA 77-1522] pOOOB J78-12263
Data relay packages for commercial ships and
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1560] p0051 A78-13685
Satellite images to aircraft in flight GEOS
image transmission feasibility analysis
p0056 &78-14982
The relationship between simulation and flight test
p0062 A78-15586
High performance antenna assembly for aircraft
communication with satellite
P0062 A78-15588
BPT video digital multiplexing system
p0063 A78-15613
Implementation of the discrete address beacon
system /DABS/ sensor
p0064 A78-15634
Digital avionic communication computer system
design to improve interegnipment transmission
P0068 A78-15694
Navigation procedure - Present systens and
development trends
[DGI8 SAPBB 77-018] p0189 A78-2l»nl1
Active reference null steering for spread spectrum
signals
p0226 A78-27038
The year for shaping a. digital operations BSD
program for ATC
P0231 A78-28218
Flight tests of digital data transmission HSK
- a quadrature PSK system
p0285 A78-3105D
SBF/EHF satellite communication terminal
onboard C-135 aircraft
[AIAA 78-581] p0328 A78-32921
Aircraft Satellite Data Link
p0338 A78-34971
A three-dimensional finite-difference solution of
the external response of an aircraft to a
complex transient EH environment. I - The method
and its implementation. II - Comparison of
predictions and measurements
p0372 A78-37124
Hodern BF system design for aircraft tactical
information exchange system
p0373 A78-37341
Assessment procedure application utilizing DBF
transistor BF pulse susceptibility data BBC
studies of approach radar and of aircraft
DBF-receiver
p038H A78-39101
Experimental determination of a acre powerful
burn-in
p0481 A78-46321
Communication and navigation antennas for aircraft
Russian book
p0522 A78-48523
conforial microstrip phased array for aircraft
tests with ATS-6
p0524 A78-49428
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fading at 9.6 GHz on an experimentally simulated
aircraft-to-ground path
p0521 A78-H9139
The 4H/APX-100/V/ transponder for military
aircraft
p0537 A78-49971
Dnal band airborne SATCOH terminal
pOE37 A78-49972
Applications for airborne digital communications
p0590 A78-51896
Atnospheric attenuation statistics at 15 and 35
GHz for very low elevation angles of
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Energy savings - The viewpoint of an aircraft
manufacturer
p0003 A78-12031
The Dash 7 - An aircraft for today's environment
pOOOB A78-12213
Digital avionics overview airframe manufacturers'
update
[AHA 77-1170] pOOOS A78-12229
FAA role of certification - Advanced aircraft
systems
[AIAA 77-1472] pOOOS A78-12230
Tandem-wing aircraft
p001« A78-12616
Facing up to the military V/STO1 challenge
p0016 S78-13070
Toward a new V/STOL generation
p0016 A78-13071
Application of fracture mechanics data to
aerospace design
p0050 A78-1311U
The technical conception of the IL-62H. VII -
Landing flap control
pOOS1 A78-13503
Considerations affecting the government role in
aeronautical BSD
pOOS2 A78-13816
The next commercial transport aircraft - What,
when, why: The American Airlines view
p0057 A78-15085
An optimistic view of the plane facts
cost-efficient airliners developoent
p0057 A78-15086
Commercial air transport - The next ten years
p0058 A78-15091
The new medium range jet transport - Heed,
economics and technology
p0058 A78-15092
Navy to seek design proposals for new V/STOLS
p0069 A78-15876
Advanced Harrier pushed for fleet use
p0069 A78-15877
The design of aircraft and helicopter protection
systems Bussian book
p0070 A78-15937
An application of stochastic control theory to the
gust-alleviation system for a transport airplane
P0071 A78-16179
Structural wing-fnselage static interaction by a
combined method of tests and numerical analyses
for Kfir aircraft
p0071 A78-16181
Protection for aircraft from lightning
p0072 A78-1627U
Clearance of new stores for military aircraft - An
overview of the techniques used
p0074 A78-16597
The development of the first pressurized sailplane
p0075 A78-16598
Hoving 7/STOL from technology to system
p0075 A78-16693
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Tilt-proprotor perspective VT01 aircraft
characteristics and development
p0075 A78-16694
Lift/cruise fan VTOI aircraft
p0076 A78-16695
How good is jet lift VTOI technology
p0076 478-16696
Advancing transport aircraft technology towards 2000
p0078 A78-17135
Design considerations in formulating V/STOI lift
plus lift/craise supersonic fighter concepts
p0109 A78-17878
Advanced technology emphasis for a 1985 tactical
supersonic cruise airplane
p0109 A78-17879
V/STOI presentation for fnture Davy applications
p0109 A78-17880
Height and cost in the design arena in
aircraft development
p0109 A78-17884
Techniques for evaluating alrfrane structural
elements and their applications to design-to-cost
p0109 A78-17886
Design problems associated with the B-1 Composite
Horizontal Stabilizer
p0109 A78-17890
The vehicle design evaluation program - A
computer-aided design procedure for transport
aircraft
p0109 A78-17891
Designing to cost /DTC/1CC/
p0110 A78-17894
The aerodynamic vane control for 7/STOL
p0110 A78-17895
Influence of mechanical transmission concepts on
Davy Type "A1 operational aircraft weight
p0110 478-17896
C-5 wing modification - Height and design to cost
statns
p0110 A78-17897
Some opportunities in the development of light
aircraft
p0112 A78-18036
Semi-analytic methods for frequencies and mode
shapes of rotor blades
p011t 478-18430
A potential flow design method for multicomponent
airfoil sections
p0115 A78-18637
Inlet boundary-layer shapes on four aircraft
forebodies at nach 6
p0115 A78-18638
Backfire - The bogeyman bomber Soviet
strategic aircraft
p0116 A78-18699
An integrated computation program for polars of
the finite wings of general aviation aircraft
p0118 A78-18915
A new mathematical method for the aerodynamic
smoothing of profiles
p0118 A78-19039
Choice of wing flap type taking into account the
noise of the approach phase
p0119 A78-19043
The influence of engine position on aircraft noise
p0121 A78-19083
Effects of engine cycle parameters on the
dimensions of a commercial aircraft with low
community noise levels
p0121 A78-19090
The fighter control configured vehicle /CCV/
program development and flight test summary
p0125 A78-1911HI)
Influence of the principal parameters of a
high-aspect-ratio wing /through its construction
weight/ on the magnitude of the payload
p0128 A78-19693
F'ighters for the 1990s - Building on today's
technology
p0130 A78-20188
Designing the elements of a structure of a given
guaranteed indestructibility
p0131 A78-20259
Bachine algorithm for determining the cross
sectional parameters of end-fairings of wing and
tail assembly
p0131 A78-20268
Aerodynamic heating to the hypersonic research
aircraft, X-21C
[AIAA I-APEB 78-37] p0157 A78-20647
Eelating take off gross weight and mission
requirements for geometrically optimized aircraft
[AIAA PAPEH 78-98] p0158 A78-20684
Transonic wing analysis using advanced
computational methods
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1051 p0158 J78-20686
Calculation of the flow past a fuselage of
arbitrary configuration at low velocities
p0163 A78-20845
Solving the problem of numerical construction of a
model of similar rigidity to the initial
structure as a problem of guadratic programming
p0164 A78-20864
Dse of a fast Fourier transformation and the Boots
Carlo method to calculate repeatihility of load
and fatigue damage of aircraft structural
elements under vibration excited by external
stationary random loads
p0166 A78-20932
Aerodynamic optimization and analysis as part of
the computer-aided design process
[AIAA PAPEB 78-97] p0172 A78-22572
Distributed load aircraft concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 78-100] p0172 A78-22573
Real flow limitations in supersonic airplane design
[AIAA PAPEB 78-11)7] p0173 A78-22586
Configuration development of a supersonic cruise
strike-fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-148] p0173 A78-22587
Arrow wings for supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-151] p0173 A78-22588
Determination of the longitudinal lines of an
aircraft fuselage by the special-contour method
p0174 A78-22640
The weight of fuel tanks in aircraft
p0175 A78-22848
Vlhy the flexible wing. II for glider design
p0176 A78-23058
The impact of emerging technologies on tactical
V/STOL airplane design and utility
[SHE PAPEB 770985] p0180 478-23824
Flight on 0.33 horsepower - The Gossamer Condor
[AIAA PAPEB 78-308] pOISK A78-24009
The challenge of advanced fuel-conservative
aircraft - A manufacturer's view
[AIAA PAPEB 78-362] p0186 A7B-24034
Future development of commercial aircraft:
Technological challenge - Economic constraints
[DG1B PAPEB 77-005] p0188 478-24402
Problems of supersonic transport
[DGIE PAPEB 77-007] p0188 A78-24404
Design of a transonically profiled wing
[DGIB PAPEB 77-026] p0189 A78-24Q17
Profile design for an advanced-technology airfoil
for general aviation aircraft
[DGIB PAPEE 77-027] p0189 A78-24418
Aircraft performance improvenent through
retrofitting of winglets
[DGIB PAPEB 77-031] p0190 A78-24022
The integrated shielded propeller as a drive
system for general aviation aircraft
[DGIE PAPEB 77-045] p0190 478-24434
Localization and shielding of noise sources
generated by the interaction of free jets vith
flat surfaces
[DGIB PAPEB 77-049] p0191 A78-24438
Hethod for solving problems of flow past a wing
with fuselage bounded by an ideal fluid flow
p0220 A78-25585
Experimental research on high lift airfoil section
HL235
p0221 478-25945
Optimum design of a landing gear shock absorber
system
P0224 478-26480
Some aspects of the thermal design of flight
vehicles and processing of heat-test data
P0228 A78-27452
Future CTOI aircraft characteristics
p0229 478-27542
Integrated controls for a new aircraft generation
p0231 478-28219
F-184 configorational development from IF-17
prototype
p0233 478-28454
IC-14B prototype testing
p0233 478-28459
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Tn-Gull amphibian development
p0233 178-28160
OS Navy examining a vide range of V/STOl concepts
p0271 A78-29175
Optimum tail plane design for artificially
stabilized aircraft
p0276 A78-29331
Determining the reliability requirements of
aircraft engine control systens daring design
stage
p0277 A78-29590
Computation of the pressure on the surface of a
fuselage with a ving in an ideal fluid
P0278 178-29712
^Future trends in aircraft structural design and
materials
[AHA 78-1165] p0280 A78-29822
Beight design and the efficiency of passenger
aircraft. Volume 2 - Calculation of the center
of gravity and moments of inertia of aircraft.
Height analysis Russian book
p0282 A78-30175
The An-26 aircraft: Construction and use
Pussian book
p0283 A78-30273
Effect of noise on life cf aircraft structure and
design of parts resistant to acoustic loads
p0283 A78-30352
Eemotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0283 A78-30506
Supersonic transports drag minimization
techniques
p0286 R78-31152
The 1ASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
p0286 A78-31302
Prospects for energy conserving STOL transports
using prop-fans
p0286 A78-31303
Some aspects cf powerplant airfrane integration
affecting fuel conservation
p0286 A78-3130U
Improved energy efficiency for small CTOL
transport aircraft
p0286 A78-31305
Fuel saving potential of Bach 0.8 twin engine
prop-fan transports
p0287 178-31306
Fuel efficiency - where we are heading in the
design of future jet transports
p0287 A78-31307
Hirage 2000 French (lighter aircraft design
characteristics, SNECHA B53 engine and avionics
p0288 A78-31755
rise of and experience with simulation in the
development of the VFS 614 and the V1K 191
FDG1E PAPEF 77-083] p0289 A78-31942
The error function of analytical structural design
in aircraft component failure in static tests
p0291 A78-32123
The problem of choosing design parameters for
unpiloted flight-vehicles control configured
optimization
p0292 A78-32258
Optimization of the structure of a multibulkhead
large-aspect-ratio wing
p0293 A78-3227S
A rev propeller for agricultural aircraft
p0327 A78-326»5
Tribological tests involved in designing aircraft
brakes
p0327 178-32647
Interavia combat aircraft design analysis. I -
Passault-Breguet nirage 2000
p0328 A78-32850
Aircraft noise aerodynamic engineering for
noise reduction
1=0329 A78-33085
Development of fatigue cracks in real structures -
Applications to aircraft design
p0332 A78-33609
Taking a new perspective on design
aeronautical engineering curricula
p0335 178-31613
Dormer 1SK - light combat aircraft with hover
capability for anti-tank missions and shipboard
deployment
p0336 A78-31822
Flight mechanics today and tomorrow - Balance and
perspectives aircraft design, control and
dvnacics simulation
p0337 i78-31912
1 flatter analysis of a systen of tvo airfoils
vitb aerodynamic interference
p0338 178-31968
Soae advances in design techniques for Ion noise
operation of propellers and fans
p0310 A78-35659
Supercritical wing sections III Book
p0311 478-35728
Supersonic transport in terns of energy savings
p0312 A78-35893
Early warning aircraft
p03i|2 A78-35898
Rethod for calculating the longitudinal, lateral,
and cross aerodynanic derivatives of a flight
vehicle at sabsonic speeds
p0312 178-35905
Characteristics of flow past fuselages and
wing-fuselage systems of gliders
p0369 178-36203
Discussion of results of studies on the design of
laminar airfoils for stunt gliders
p0369 178-3620*
Calculation of airfoil drag
p0369 178-36210
The design of future cockpits for high perforaance
fighter aircraft
p0370 A78-36116
Design for flying Book
p0371 178-36198
The computation of the unsteady aerodynamics of
bodies near a ground surface
p0373 178-37108
Flow past nonconical wings with separation
p0377 A78-37775
Theoretical investigation on the crash behavior of
cell structures aircraft structural design
p0382 178-38805
Haterial selection for the Tornado taileron
p0383 178-38811
Airships - The next generation and beyond
p0386 178-39396
Deformation curve of rotary airfoil blades
p0386 178-39510
The BF-15: Reconnaissance derivative of the F-15
pOIIS 178-10219
Evolution of aircraft design through the CCV concept
p0116 178-10868
Tornado development simulation computerized
aircraft design
p0117 178-11025
Application of supercritical airfoil technology to
compressor cascades - Comparison of theoretical
and experimental results
[RIAA PIPEE 78-1138] p0121 178-11812
An experimental and computational investigation of
a swept-mng flow at sabsonic speeds
[1IA1 PAPEB 78-1200] p0123 178-11890
Strake-wing analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 78-1201] p0123 178-11891
lirframes and aerodynamics aircraft design in
NASA Energy Efficient Transport program
p0161 178-13359
Effects of inlet airframe integration on the inlet
of an upper surface blowing four-engine STOL
aircraft
[AHA PAPEE 78-959] p0163 178-13521
A review of thrust-vectoring schemes for fighter
applications
[AIAA P»PEB 78-1023] p0165 178-13556
A solar airship - Bore than a flight of fancy
solar cell powered transport aircraft
p0169 178-11226
Alpha Jet - 1 great leap forward overview of
lightweight fighter-bomber
pO«70 178-11617
Ring design for a future airliner
pO«71 178-11619
Impact protective design of occupant environment
transport aircraft
fSAE IBP 7671] p0171 178-11687
Verification of landing gear design strength
(SAE WB 1191] p0172 178-11701
Integrated time, cost, and performance planning in
aircraft development - Computer-aided project
management in the development and construction
of a modern aircraft
p0173 178-11823
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Nonlinear aerodynamics of wing-body combination
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1206] p0176 A78-45143
Theoretical and experimental study of the drag of
multielement airfoils
fAIAA PAPEB 78-1223] p0476 A78-45118
Transonic potential flow computations by finite
elements - Airfoil and wing analysis, airfoil
optimization
[DG1E PAPEB 78-065] pflil77 A78-45227
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an
18* thick shock-free airfoil /MLE 750V
[NBL-HP-78016-U] p0477 A78-45228
Aerodynamic design of thick, supercritical wings
through the concept of equivalent subsonic
pressure distribution
[N1B-HP-78011-0] p0477 A78-45230
Development of lov sweep, high aspect ratio wings
designed for high Beynolds number
p0477 A78-45233
An extended vortex-lattice-metbod for the
application on subsonic/transonic transport
aircraft configurations
[DGLB PAPEB 73-071] p01|78 A78-45238
Design and experimental verification of tvo
supercritical airfoils
[DGIB PAPEE 78-075] p0178 A78-45240
A critical look at V/STOI technology
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1526] fOIBI A78-46502
A perspective of laminar-flow control aircraft
energy efficiency program
TAIAA PAPEE 78-1528] p0481 A78-46503
Estimation of the aerodynamc stability and
control parameters for the F-106A aircraft from
flight data - Maneuver design and flight data
analysis
UIAA 78-1326] p0482 A78-46527
Modeling and parameter uncertainties for aircraft
flight control system design
fAIAA 78-1371] p0484 A78-46558
Progress in propeller aerodynamics
p0507 A78-47173
The promise of tilt rotor
p0508 A78-47266
Design philosophy for airframes
p0509 A78-17153
From Challenger to winner Canadair executive
jet design and development
pOSIO A78-17570
On the linear superposition of aerodynamic forces
on wings in periodic gusts
pOSIO A78-47869
Gates learjet Hodel 28/29, the first 'Longhorn'
Lear jet
[AIAA PAPEB 78-11Q5] p0510 A78-47901
The effect on block fuel consumption of a strutted
versus cantilever wing for a short-haul
transport including strut aeroelastic
considerations
TAIAA P*PER 78-1454] p0511 A78-47905
The Hi.lAT PPBV system
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1157] pOE11 A78-47908
Conceptual design study of power augmented ram
wing in ground effect aircraft
TAIAA PAPEB 78-1166] p0512 A78-17915
Quiet, Short-Haul Research Aircraft - Current
status and future plans
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1168] p0512 A78-47916
Vhitcomb winglet applications to general aviation
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1178] p0513 A78-17923
The design process computer aided design for
complex aerospace systems
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1183] pOSII A78-47928
Application of advanced high speed turboprop
technology to future civil short-haul transport
aircraft design
C A T A A PAPEF 73-1187] posil A78-17930
The use of the AIAA-Eendix Design Competition in
aerospace design courses
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1188] pOSII A78-17931
A computerized undergraduate aircraft design course
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1192] p0515 A78-17933
The value of aerospace design synthesis courses as
viewed ty aerospace professionals
fAIAA PAPEB 78-1193]
 P0515 A78-47934
Effect of performance objectives on the design and
cost of future OSAF pilot training aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-1198] p0515 A78-17938
Studies of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL
fighter/attack aircraft
[AIAA FAPEB 78-1511] p0516 A78-17916
Aerodynamic hull design for HASPA 1TA optimization
High Altitude Soperpressure Powered Aerostat
lighter Than Air
p0517 A78-48100
Definition of airplane fuselage longitudinal lines
by the special contour method
p0518 A78-48222
Status of a nozzle-airfraue study of a highly
maneuverable fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-990] p0520 A78-18470
Non-axisymmetric nozzle design and evaluation for
F-111 flight demonstration
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1025] p0520 A78-48183
Propulsion system airframe integration studies -
Advanced supersonic transport
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1053] p0521 A78-48188
Highly snrvivable integrated avionics
p0523 A78-49163
Birage 2000 - Dassault's better delta
p0523 A78-19169
The O.S. Navy bets on V/STOL technological
integration for next generation aircraft design
p0525 A78-49550
Hodel of aircraft passenger acceptance
p0526 A78-49681
Design of a horizontal tall unit and related
adjustments
p0527 A78-B9736
Piloted flight simulation for active control
design development
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1553] p0528 A78-19771
Design evolution of a supersonic cruise
strike-fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1152] p0528 A78-49783
Prospects for commercial commonality in military
transports
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1467] p0528 A78-49784
A method for localizing wing flow separation at
stall to alleviate spin entry tendencies
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1176] p0528 A78-19787
The influence of propulsion and control system
concepts on design of a Navy Type A V/STOI
airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1505] p0529 A78-49788
nodular Missionization Systems /BUS/, an adaptive
system interface concept
p'fl530 A78-49852
The terrain following task for the advanced
tactical fighter using discrete optimal control
p0531 A78-49862
Interface design considerations for F-16 sensors
and weapons
p0532 A78-49874
BPV flying qualities design criteria
[AIAA 78-1271] p0540 A78-50181
Close encounters of the aeroservoelastic kind
aerodynamics, structural dynamics, and automatic
flight control systems for aircraft design
applications
[AIAA 78-1289] p0542 A78-50196
The short-haul jet designed with ATC in mind
p0587 A78-51516
The shape of airliners to come
p0589 A78-51817
Boeing launches the 767
pOS91 A78-52244
The 1-1011-500 long-range Tristar
p0591 A78-52245
Design concepts for future air freighters
p0592 A78-52450
The development and evaluation of advanced
technology laminar-flov-control subsonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEH 78-96] p0592 A78-52626
An improved higher order panel method for
linearized supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 78-15] p0593 A78-52628
Aircraft developments that hold promise for
increased compatability with an advanced ATC
system
p0595 A78-52967
Selected papers on advanced design of air vehicles
[AGABD-AG-226] p0017 H78-10005
Dnsteady aerodynamic modeling and active
aeroelastic control
[HASA-CB-1«8019] p0019 878-10017
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Innovative aircraft design stndy. Task 2: Design
sobtask 1. chemically fueled aircraft. Volume
2: Appendices
[AD-»0£|I1319] p0023 S78-1005H
Hotor bnrst protection criteria and implications
p0025 H78-10071
Designing the 1-1011 to mininize rotor failures
effects
p0026 H78-10075
Lightning* protection of aircraft
[BiSA-HP-1008] p0035 B78-11021
Aircraft lightning attachment phenoaena
p0035 H78-11026
lightning effects on aircraft
p0035 H78-11028
Strnctaces protection
p0035 S78-11031
Design to minimize indirect effects
p0036 B78-11039
Hake Vortex flinimization
[HASA-SF-409] p0079 B78-12017
The XBQB-108A vertical attitude takeoff and
landing vehicle
[AD-AO«in5«] p0085 N78-12074
Simulation stndy of gust alleviation in a tilt
rotor aircraft, volume 1
tBASA-CB-152050] p0095 H78-13038
Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt
rotor aircraft, volume 2
[NASA-CF-152051] p0095 H78-13039
A preliminary stndy of the performance and
characteristics of a supersonic executive aircraft
[•8ASA-TB-74055] p0095 H78-13040
Investigation of a variable camber ving design
CAD-A085951] p0137 N78-14000
Design and analysis of vinglets for military
aircraft, phase 2
CAD-AOU6152] pOIIO N78-14035
Avionics and the HBCA
p01K1 B78-14016
Considerations in the design of tip-coapled
air-transport systems
tHASA-TH-78615] p0147 1178-15001
Factors of safety: Historical development, state
of the art and future outlook
[AGAFD-S-661] p0153 S78-15311
GEHPAK: An arbitrary aircraft geometry generator
fSASA-TP-1022] p0197 H78-160U2
Study of metallic structural design concepts for
an arrow tiing supersonic cruise configuration
rSASA-CF-2713] p0197 N78-16043
Conceptual design of single turbofan engine
povere3 light aircraft
[SASA-CB-151972] p0197 N78-16045
Hinimum induced drag configurations vith jet
interaction
[SASA-CB-145344] p020U H78-17002
Prelimnary study of propulsion systems and
airplane ving parameters for a OS Navy subsonic
V/STO1 aircraft
[HASA-TH-73652] p0206 N78-17041
Applications of structural optimization for
strength and aeroelastic design requirements
[AGABD-B-661] p0207 K78-17048
Effects of structural non-linearities on aircraft
vibration and flutter
r AGABD-B-665] p0211 1178-17076
Analytical study of a free-ving/free-tnuuer concept
for gust alleviation and high lift
[»ASA-CR-29<(6] p0236 N78-18000
Separation problems encountered by aircraft
designers ess Div. des Etudes Avancees.
p0249 N78-18377
BI1-F-83300; vie* from an aircraft designer
P0258 N78-19101
Airplane design for gusts
p0267 N7B-19717
Technical and economic evaluation of advanced air
cargo systems
[NAS4-T1-78672] p0305 UTS-20108
Hulti-variate optimization problems of flight
vehicle synthesis
[PB-276123/7] 00318 H78-21103
Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric
flov past nings of arbitrary planforms
p0316 S78-22035
Application of advanced technologies to small,
short-haul aircraft
[SASA-CB-152089] p031B N78-2207")
Civil components program "Bing Section'.
Preliminary design of model ving and pylon
mock-ups
CBHFT-PB-H-77-27] p03SO B78-22085
Civil components program "Ring Section'.
Preliminary design of engine mounting and
nacelle mounting
[BBPT-PB-8-77-28] p0350 H78-22086
Engine procurement for the test program "Civil
Components Program Ring Section'
[BBPT-PB-H-77-29] p0350 B78-22087
Civil components program "Ring Section'. Ring
structure parameter study effects on ving
weight
[BHPT-PB-R-77-30] p03SO 878-22088
civil components program "Ring Section'. Concept
for large model tests at flodane
[BBFT-PB-R-77-31] p0350 B78-22089
Civil components program "Ring Section1. Position
of structure transition joints, arrangement of
landing gear
CBBFT-FB-R-77-36] p0350 S78-22090
Civil components program "Ring Section'.
naterials selection
[BBFT-PB-R-77-37] p0351 N78-22091
Technical evaluation report on the multi-panel
symposium on fighter aircraft design
tAGABD-»B-119] p0351 N78-22093
Flight service evaluation of an advanced composite
empennage component on commercial transport
aircraft. Phase 1: Engineering development
CSASA-C8-1I11986] p0360 H78-23080
A non-stationary model for atmospheric turbulence
patches for the prediction of aircraft design
loads
[ SLB-TB-76131-0] p0361 B78-23085
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system. Part 2:
User's nanual and program description
[BASA-CB-1115300] p0389 F78-2UO»3
A study of commuter airplane design optimization
[NASA-CS-157210] pOi)06 N78-25078
Preliminary study of a large span-distributed-load
flying-ving cargo airplane concept
[NASA-TP-1158] pOH07 N78-25079
Aircraft sonic boom: Studies on aircraft flight,
aircraft design, and measurement. A
bibliography vith abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/0238] pO«10 N7B-25100
nodal control theory and application to aircraft
lateral handling gualities design
[BASA-TP-123* J p O l t I O B78-25101
Computational ving optimization and comparisons
vith experiment for a semi-span ving model
[HASi-TH-78»80] pOt38 N78-26106
Bon-destructive inspection relationships to
aircraft design and materials conferences
[AGASD-CP-23U] - pOH13 K78-26I160
HD! techniques in aerospace ,
pOK43 N78-26161
Critical reviev of various structural safety
concepts taking into account RDI methods
pO««3 H78-26162
The economic implications of BDE: Opportunities
and payoff
p01«3 R7S-26153
Unfulfilled needs of non-destructive inspection of
military aircraft
P0143 B78-26161
CTOi transport technology, 1978 conferences
[SASA-CP-2036-PT-1 ] pOU16 S78-270I16
Overviev of SASA CTOL program
p0116 N78-270I17
Key issues in application of composites to
transport aircraft
pOtOS 878-27063
Advanced structural sizing methodology
pO««8 N78-2706H
Application of laminar flov control technology to
long-range transport design
pO«49 N78-27070
Touard a laminar-flov-control transport
P0449 B78-27071
Study to determine operational and performance
criteria for STOl aircraft operating in lov
visibility conditions
tBASA-CB-15216«] pO<490 878-28083
Airfoil design by the method of singularities via
parametric optimization of geometrically
constrained least squares object function >
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[NlE-TB-76139-0] p0191 N78-28087
Aims and progress of a battle damage repair
capability in the Boyal air force
p0191 N78-28091
Boundary separation problems faced by aircraft
designers
POI493 N78-28399
Phenomenological aspects of goasi-staticnary
controlled and uncontrolled three-dimensional
flow separations in relation to aircraft
design considerations and swept wings
pOi)93 N78-28102
Sone unsteady separation problems for slender bodies
pO!|93 N78-28105
C1OI Transport Technology, 1978 conferences
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integrated reference assembly evaluation
[AD-AOUI18H9] p0083 H78-12062
Electrical systems (vehicles and weapon subsystems)
[AD-A0453U3] p0090 H78-12335
Fluid resistance testing of electrical wire used
in aircraft and missiles, part 3
[AD-A015323] p0091 N78-12313
ASD strobe light evaluation luminous intensity
requirements for aircraft anticollision lights
[AD-A045533] p0095 N78-13036
Ejection under deceleration
[AD-AO<I6117] p0138 N78-1M018
I-band air-to-air Diultipath measurements for
airborne collision avoidance systems
[ AD-A045941 ] p01<II| B78-1H212
Capacitors for aircraft high power
[AD-A0163401 pOISI K78-15052
Arrival inspections/pre-operational inspections
(aviation aateriel)
(AD-A047260] p0202 878-16376
The role of engineering in the flight equipment
purchasing process
[KASA-CB-156839] p0213 1178-17915
Determination of the flight equipment maintenance
costs of commuter airlines
[HASA-CB-152069] p0213 S7C-17931
Exploratory development of conductive coating
materials for use on aircraft radomes
[AD-A048253] pO?17 N78-18138
Investigation of a high speed data handling system
for use with mnltispectral aircraft scanners
[HASA-TS-78689] p0310 S78-20181
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Battery alarm
unit
[AD-A039521] p0310 N78-20631
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Papid
electrolyte exchange technique
[AD-A039335] p0311 N78-20632
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Single sensor
temperature monitoring
[AD-A037722] p0311 S78-20635
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Hulticbannel
gassing-rate meter
rAD-*039735] p0311 S78-20636
Design, fabrication, and testing of a full-scale
breadboard in nitrogen generator for fuel tank
inerting application
[AD-A019459] p0317 N78-21097
Air speed and attitude probe
[NASA-CASE-FEC-11009-11 pOUOS S78-25088
Becess fasteners
TAD-A05322n p01!U3 N78-26HU9
On the benefit-to-cost ratio of base-level
stocking decisions for low demand items
[AD-A053953] p0460 B78-27979
Study to determine operational and performance
criteria for STOl aircraft operating in low
visibility conditions
[HASA-CB-152164] p0490 N78-28083
The feasibility of estimating avionics support
costs early in the acquisition cycle. Volume 2:
Appendixes
[AD-A053886] p0491 H78-28093
Interaction of thick film dielectric, conductor,
and alumina substrate for DCIJ201 aircraft
controller
[SAHD-78-OC69] pO«93 B78-28319
High performance composites and adhesives for
v/STOt aircraft
[AD-A054637] p0503 H78-29150
Damping, static, dynamic, and impact
characteristics of laminated beams typical of
windshield construction
[AD-A05I1U63] p0548 H78-30093
Computer program for vibration prediction of
fighter aircraft equipments
[AD-A05H598] p05«8 H78-30094
BBSD demonstration model development[AD-A058H37] pOSSI N78-30120
Fundamentals of noncuring sealants for aircraft
fuel tanks
[AD-A05«627] p0553 B78-30247
Hodified helicopter icing spray system evaluation
[AD-A055039] p0561 N78-31091
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Davy and Harine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 31 December 1977
[AD-i055672] p0562 N78-31098
An extended Caiman filter fire control system
against air-to-air missiles, volume 2
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Aircraft defogging and defrosting (transparent area)
fAD-A056976] p0626 B78-33090
An airborne neteorological data collection systea
using satellite relay (ASDAB)
rHASA-TI-78992) p0632 B78-33283
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The effects of vibration on an aircraft fuel
density meter
pOIOS A78-17298
Backfire - The bogeyman bomber Soviet
strategic aircraft
p0116 A78-18699
Corrosion of fuel assembly components of turbine
engines and its prevention
p0231 A78-28197
Dynamic analysis of an in-flight refueling system
p0333 A78-3I1015
Fire testing of flexible boss, tube assemblies,
coils, fittings and sinilar systea components
[SAB AS 1055B] pO«71 A78-44681
Solid-state displays for fuel management systems
for aircraft
p0510 478-47900
Investigation of electrostatic discharge in
aircraft fuel tanks during refueling
fAIAA PAP^B 78-1501] p0516 A78-47941
Double ro« radial hydraulic pistcn pimps for
aircraft hydraulic systems
p0598 A78-53249
Fuel system protection
p0035 H78-11030
Alternative aircraft fnels
[HASA-T1-73836] p0212 H78-17229
Study of fuel systems for IH2-fneled subsonic
transport aircraft, volume 1
[1ASA-CB-145369-70I-1 ] p0560 H78-31085
Study of fuel systems for IH2-faeled sabscnic
transport aircraft, volune 2
rHASA-CB-1U5369-70L-2] p0560 B78-31086
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Increasing the resources of jet fuels
P0003 A78-11699
Future fuels for aviation
rOBEBA, TP HO. 1977-156] p0057 A78-15021
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels for aviation
p0060 A78-15400
Current and future fuels for transport aircraft
P0116 A78-18669
Hydrogen fueled subsonic aircraft - A prospective
p0118 A78-188U3
Future aviation turbine fuels
fAIAA PAPEB 78-268] p0162 S78-20781
Antimisting fuel kinematics related to aircraft
crash landings
fAIAA PAPEB 78-270] p0163 A78-20783
Static electricity in aviation and methods for
preventing its effects. II
P0229 A78-27568
The wear of aluminum-bronze on steel in the
presence of aviation fuel
[ASIE PSEPFINT 77-IC-5C-11 p0232 A78-28436
Properties of fnels used in the Czechoslovak
aircraft industry
p0277 A78-29588
Aviation fuels - A supplier's perspective
P0287 A78-31308
Bese-. rch in a pre-vaponzation combustion chamber
on natural gas in liquid and gaseous states
p03»2 A78-35897
Air terminals and liquid hydrogen commercial air
transports
F0427 A78-02860
CTOL concepts and technology development
pO«61 A78-83358
Propulsion NASA program for aircraft fuel
consumption redaction
P0461 A78-43360
Let's put fuel efficiency into perspective
p0508 A78-K7269
The Liquid Hydrogen Option for the Subsonic
Transport: A status report
[NASA-TH-74089] p0031 B78-10306
Fuel system protection
p0035 F78-11030
Alternative fuels
pOOUO B78-11074
Full-scale aircraft crash tests of nodi fled jet fuel
[AD-A043843] pOOflS S78-11251
Effective fuel conservation programs could save
millions of gallons of aviation fuel
[PB-2712U9/5] p0091 B78-12552
Effect of fuel properties on performance of single
aircraft turbojet combnstor at simulated idle,
cruise, and takeoff conditions
[NASA-TH-73780] p0097 H78-13056
Suspension fnels. One type of hopeful high energy
fuel
[AD-A045908] p01S3 878-1529«
Alternative aircraft fnels
[HASA-TH-73836] p0212 B78-17229
Jet aircraft hydrocarbon fuels technology
[BASA-CP-2033] p0266 B78-19325
Fuel conservation merits of advanced turboprop
transport aircraft
[BASA-CB-152096] p0316 S78-21095
Some practical limitations to fuel-conservative
civil engine technology
[AAAF-HT-77-29] p0351 B78-22092
Characteristics and combustion of future
hydrocarbon fnels aircraft fuels
[BASA-TH-78865] pO»01 B78-24370
Evaluation of methods to produce aviation turbine
fnels from synthetic erode oils, phase 3, volume 3
[AD-A053106] p0410 H78-25239
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
[BASA-TB-78696] pOQ12 878-25515
Aviation fuels beyond the 1980's liquefied
gases and synthetic fnels
tBASA-TH-79510] pO<U2 H78-26223
Egoipnent to neutralize aircraft fuel spills
[AD-A053862] pOi>60 B78-27628
Progress on coal-derived fnels for aviation systems
p0197 B78-29063
Effects of high availability fuels on combustor
properties
[AD-&051229] p0553 B78-30259
Ignition of a liquid fuel under high intensity
radiation laser weapon systems
[AD-A05I197Q] p0614 N78-32199
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The feasibility of an airborne thermal infrared
position updating system
[ A I A A 77-1477] pOOOS A78-1223H
Kalaan filter divergence and aircraft notion
estimators
p022S A78-2C785
Advances in inertial navigation
p0509 A78-47481
Improving the accuracy of HDD approaches in
vindshear with a new control law - •
[AIAA PAPEB 78-149Q] p0515 A78-47935
InterScan - A new microwave approach and landing
guidance system
p0522 A78-U873f
Comparison study of HLS airborne signal processing
techniques
p0533 A78-B990*
Advanced pattern matching for navigation and
guidance t
P0539 A78-19998
Guidance and control problems in semiautomatic^
recovery of the Aguila BPV
[AIAA 78-1272] pOSUO A78*50182
Approach guidance logic for a tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA 78-1295] p0542 A78S50202
Guidance and navigation for automatic landing,"
rollout, and turnoff using HLS and magnetic
cable sensors
[AIAA 78-1296] p0542 A78-50203
Precision approach monitoring and guidance using
interferometer techniques
p0587 A78-51551
An approach guidance system for remotely-piloted
vehicles
CAD-A011561] p0022 B78-10043
Technical evaluation report on the Avionics
Panel/Guidance and Control Panel Joint Symposium
on Avionics/Guidance and Control for Bemotely
Piloted Vehicles (BPVs)
[AGABD-AB-113] p0211 B78-17075
Navigation, guidance and control for high
performance military aircraft
p0316 B78-21090
Laser-gyro strapdown inertial system applications
p0439 N78-26130
Technical evaluation report on the 2«th Guidance
and Control Panel technical meeting: Symposium
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Guidance and Control
rAGABD-AH-115] p0452 N78-27109
Guidance logic for decelerating spiral approach of
a tilt-rotor aircraft in the presence of wind
p0452 N78-27110
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Tegucigalpa, Honduras
[AD-A054452] p0489 N78-28072
Characteristics of constrained optimum
trajectories with specified range
[1ASA-TH-78S19] p0546 N78-30072
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An analysis of the aircraft trailing vorter system
[AIAA PAPER 78-312] pOISS A78-24013
The Low-Level Hind Shear Alert Program
p0187 A78-24346
Hake turbulence - Gone with the wind airport
advisory system for aircraft generated vortices
p0188 A78-24347
A severe dowrslope windstorm and aircraft
turbulence event induced by a mountain wave
p0188 A78-24356
Antimisting fu-?l kinematics related to aircraft
crash landings
p0230 A78-28147
Report on aircraft engine containment
[SAJ AIB 1537] 00472 A78-44705
Investigation of electrostatic discharge in
aircraft fuel tanks during refueling
fAIAA PAPER 78-1501] p0516 A78-47941
An Assessment of Technology for Turbojet Engine
Potor Failures
[NASA-CP-2017] p0025 N78-10068
Wind shear modeling for aircraft hazard definition
[»fSA-CB-155223] p0034 N78-11022
fn evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard,
lalmstrom AF6, Montana
[AD-A049637] p0303 1178-20095
Fire resistivity and toricity studies of candidate
aircraft passenger seat materials
[NASA-TH-784681 p0324 N78-21214
Flight safety hazards by shear winds
[TaBS/SFB53/E2] p0359 N78-23073
Hind shear modeling for aircraft hazard definition
[NASA-T1-79523] p0451 N78-27093
Aircraft hazard detection and control utilizing an
, * aircraft data acguisition system
[AD-A054416] pOSOO N78-29092
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and
inside cabins of two B-747 airliners and a Gates
lear^et business ]et
f')ASA-'"1-739831 p0558 N78-31061
CH-47 crash test (T-40) structural, cargo
restraint, an^ air crev inflatable restraint
experiments
CAD-A05?30i|] p0608 f78-32077
AIBCBAFT HYDRAOLIC SYSTEBS
An investigation on the cracking of aircraft pipe
line sleeves
p0123 A78-19415
Flight testing an 8000 psi Lightweight Hydraulic
System
fSAE PAPEF 771007] p0181 A78-23839
Halogenated solvent-induced corrosion in hydraulic
systems hydraulic drives for aircraft radar
antennas
[ASLE PBEPPIX'T 78-A1-4A-2] p0378 A78-38083
The effect of hydraulic feed systems on the
dynamic characteristics of hydraulic amplifiers
of helicopter control systems
pOi47<l A78-44893
Double row radial hydraulic piston pumps for
aircraft hydraulic systems
p0598 A78-53249
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Energy savings - The viewp'oint of an aircraft
manufacturer
p0003 A78-12031
Commercial aviation future progress, programs,
proposals and problems - A prognosis /B. Rupert
"urnbull Lecture/
p0112 A78-18034
* rising sun in aircraft Japanese commercial
aircraft development programs
p0379 A78-38524
Airliner numbers game - Does it add up
political and technological aspects of
international aircraft industries
p0525 A78-Q952U
•Supermarket1 airplanes aircraft replacement
cycle in major airlines
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1533] p0527 A78-D9769
Impact of federal noise abatement policy on
aircraft financing
p0583 478-51131
Research requirements to reduce civil helicopter
life cycle cost
[HASA-CB-145379] p0498 S78-29082
Civil helicopter design and operational requirement
[NASA-CB-145377] p0499 B78-29083
Study of the turbine engine industry
[AD-A055895] p0612 N78-32103
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NT SPEED INDICATORS
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 2nd, Los
Angeles, Calif., November 2-4, 1977, Collection
of Technical Papers and Supplement
p0004 A78-12226
Analog to digital airplanes - One easy step
[AIAA 77-1469] pOOOS A78-12228
The integration of helmet mounted sight and
display systems with automated target handoff
technology
p0066 A78-15668
Advanced Head-Op Display technology - The
Integrated HOD
p0067 A78-15671
Helmet Mounted Sights - Closing the loop with an
open-loop system
p0067 A78-15672
Computerized test set for the Air Combat
Maneuvering Instrumentation
pOOeB A78-15700
Real-time digitally driven graphic-display systems
in aircraft simulations
p0069 J78-15707
Cockpit 2000 aircraft control and display
device innovations
p0078 A78-17136
Development and test of an airborne range
instrumentation system /ARIS/
p0105 A78-17371
Aircraft display design using analytical pilot
models
p0113 A78-18068
An electronic integrated pilot display is
evaluated in North Sea operations
p0114 A78-18428
Recent flight test results using an electronic
display format on the NASA B-737
p0117 A78-18800
F-4E austere heads-up display/gunsight evaluation
p0124 A78-19434
Dynamics of a string accelerometer
p0131 A78-20256
In search of a better approach concept - MLS and HOD
Head-Op Display/Microwave Landing System
p0134 A78-20479
Airborne navigation systems
p0170 A78-22347
Testing a modern strike aircraft navigation system
p0175 A78-22852
Application of light-emitting diodes /LEDs/ in
aircraft analog indicators
p0176 A78-23059
Generalized algorithm of the analytical method of
gyrocompassing
p0216 A78-25013
Automatic airspace automatic flight control of
terminal configured vehicle for ATS
p0273 A78-28834
Advanced flight decks for the 80s cockpit
design for transport aircraft
p0273 A78-28835
Systematic analysis of safety in aviation. II
p0278 A78-29674
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Further experimental evaluation of the
electrostatic roll sensor at Bach 2.3 and 3.5
[1I1A 78-802] p0296 478-32357
The role of avionics in oodern aircraft
p0328 478-32651
lircraft radar systems Eassian book
p0377 A78-37873
The iir Conbat Hanenvering Range/Instrumentation
system
p0425 A78-I12513
In-flight utilization of aircraft radio-navigation
instruments inssian book
p0473 A78-44799
Onboard radio-navigation and landing aids for
aircraft Bussian book
p0473 A78-44B06
Flight tests of a simple airborne device for
predicting clear air turbulence encounters
[Alii 78-1375] p0485 478-1(6560
COSED - The cockpit display of the future
Combined Hap and Electronic Display
p0508 478-117268
Flight deck display trends
p0510 478-47899
Solid-state displays for fuel management systems
for aircraft
F0510 478-117900
The airborne detection of low-level vind shear
CAIAA PAPER 78-1195] p0515 478-47936
Aviation control systen devices Hussian book
p0529 478-49850
In-flight alignment/calibration techniques for
unaided tactical guidance of air-laanched
missiles
p0534 478-49929
Hulti-Function Inertial Reference Assembly /HIRA/
update digital aircraft systems
p0535 478-49941
Digital area correlation tracker
p0536 478-49951
Autothreshold autoscreener/FHE system
airborne target screener/Forward-Looking
Infrared imaging system
p0538 478-49984
Infrared passbands for clear-air-turbulence
detection
p0591 478-51971
The use of multifunction keyboards in single-seat
Air Force cockpits
C4D-A044076] p0096 B78-13044
Avionics and the HEC4
p0141 B78-14046
The use of pyranometers onboard aircraft
[DlR-FB-77-24] p014E N78-14379
The effects of eliminating minor graduations on
dial reading performance
T4D-4046709] p0150 N78-15039
The dissection of an aircraft loads spectrum
produced ty peak-counting accelerometers
CLTS-ST-95n
 P0202 H78-16391
Analysis of single and double coverage aircraft
multispectral scanner arrays for positional data
p0267 N78-19553
Development of a binary frequency synthesis as
control element for frequency correction in
time-synchronous collision systems without
onboard atomic frequency standard avoidance
p0304 N78-20106
4PI radiometer wind tunnel test program with
simulated aircraft radome
[BSE-4230] p0325 H78-21402
Application of 4IDS to the A-7E and a projected
future tactical aircraft
[AD-A053775] p0453 N78-27118
Display systems and cockpit design
p0550 H78-30116
The FAA concept for a Beacon Collision Avoidance
System (8CAS). Volume 1: Executive summary
[4D-40569301 p0625 N78-33072
An aircraft radiometer front end, addendum
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The effect of radar disturbances on aircraft
runway arrival time in a four-dimensional
navigation terminal approach
[4144 77-1512] pOOOT A78-12257
A flight path correlation technique for assessing
the impact of turbulence in the atmospheric
boundary layer on aircraft during the landing
approach
p0055 A78-10961
Aircraft response to boundary layer turbulence and
wind shear associated with cold-air-outflow froa
a severe thunderstorm
pOOSS 478-14964
Airspeed control under wind shear conditions
p0071 478-16185
Direct identification of dynamical systems with
application to air-vehicles
p0073 478-16331
The Interim Standard flicrowave landing System
p0112 478-17915
The interaction between the characteristics of the
operational environment and the flight
performance of second-generation STOL aircraft -
Some preliminary results
p0121 478-19073
On the application of dual-phase damping to
landing gears
p0123 478-19105
Effect of wind turbulence and shear on landing
performance of jet transports
[AIAA PAPER 78-249] p0162 478-20771
Lateral stability of a light aircraft during landing
p0167 478-21020
Heasnred wake-vortex characteristics of aircraft
in ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 78-109] p0173 478-22578
Airports for short takeoff and landing
p0178 478-23471
The technical potential of instrument landing^
systems in the present and in the future
[DGLB PAPER 77-019] p0189 478-74412
Rission management in the airport vicinity
digital flight control for terminal maneuvering
area
[DG1R PAPER 77-037] p0190 478-24427
Precision DHE for new landing system - Fast or
slow pulse
p0225 A78-26549
Optimal control of the longitudinal motion of a
helicopter on the basis of an operational
algorithm
p0293 J78-32272
Results of Concorde monitoring
p0340 478-35655
Observed variability of aircraft noise footprint
measurements
p0341 A78-35662
Ergonomics in commercial aircraft landing
p0371 A78-36621
A theoretical study of the effect of blade ice
accretion on the power-off landing capability of
a Wessex helicopter
p0372 478-16948
Soviet landing aid draws FAA scrutiny laser
approach guidance
p0381 A78-38773
Use of simulation in evaluating an ea^ly warning
system for avoidance of jumbo }et trailing ^
vortex turbulence in airports
p0428 478-43053
V4SI-S - 4 visual landing aid ',
p0468 A78-43800
Onboard radio-navigation and landing aids for
aircraft Russian book
p0473 A78-44806
VAIT parameter identification flight test V?OL
Approach and landing Technology
p0480 478-45439
Probabilistic model of an instrument landing system
p0509 478-47407
Improving the accuracy of HOD approaches in
windshear with a new control law
[AIAA PAPER 78-1494] p0515 A73-U7935
Improved aircraft dynamic response and fatigue
life during ground operations using an active
control landing gear system
[AI44 F4PES 78-1499] pO'rIS A78-'47°39
InterScan - 4 new microwave approach and landing
guidance system
p0522 478-48736
3se of the O.S. interim standard microwave landing
system in Canada
p0523 478-49333
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Landing aircraft under poor conditions
p0525 A78-1|95<|9
Flight investigation and theory of direct
side-for^e control
[AIAA 78-12871 p05M1 A78-50194
Visual flight simulator for the investigation of
the learning process during aircraft landing
p0569 A~'8-50302
Airborne equipment for all weather operations
p0570 A78-50148
The Turboclair process fog dispersal techniques
p0571 A78-50M9
The missed approach psychological factors in
aircraft instrument landing decisions
p0587 A78-51517
Comparison of linear and nonlinear dampers for
landing gears
p0590 A78-519H7
VTOI aircraft dynamics Russian book
00598 A78-53428
Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Take-Cff and
landing Analysis (FATOLA)
[NASA-TP-1025 'J p0022 B78-10019
The investigation of take-off and land ing
characteristics of jet shortened take-off and
landing aircraft (STOL)
f AD-AOIH1292] p0023 1178-10055
Basic analysis of terminal operation benefits
resulting f rom reduced vortex separation minima
for aircraft operation in terminal area
C N A S A - T B - 7 8 6 2 1 ] p0035 878-11023
Effects of landing approach methods and separation
intervals on single runvay landing capacity
ri lSA-TP-1112] p0091 H78-13029
C-12A landing gear capability tests
[ A D - A O l i e S S a ] p01<!9 B78-15029
Piloted flight simulator study of low-level wind
shear, phase 1
f A D - A O « 7 9 8 5 ] p0211 878-17078
Effec t of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport ving. <*: Stability characteristics
for a full-span model at Hach 0.30
[NASA-TP-1119] p0235 N78-17997
Concepts for estimating capacity of basic runway
configurations
CPB-271578/1 ] p0210 N78-18036
Benefits of HLS guidance for curyed approaches.
Volume 2: Operational benefits for New York
Airports
f PB-27H585/9] p02<10 S78-18037
Concepts for determination of longitudinal
'separation standards on final approach
[PB-2711590/9] p02<10 H78-18038
The application of techniques for predicting STOL
aircraft response to vind shear and turbulence
during the landing approach
[OTIAS-215] p02« N78-18077
Flight test of stick force stability in
attitude-stabilized aircraft
[NLB-HP-77015-0] p0216 S78-18080
Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
'landing aids
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10903-1] p02<!6 1178-18083
A piloted simulation of V/STOL landings aboard a
non^aviation ship
p0259 B78-19106
A summary of ship deck motion dynamics as applied
to VSTOL aircraft
p0260 S78-19116
Seakeeping considerations in the employment of
V/STOL on Naval ships
p0260 B78-19117
Requirements for VLA systems
p0260 H78-19118
Wind models for flight simulator certification of
landing and approach guidance and control systems
p0268 N78-19723
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard,
Aalmstrom AFB, Hontana
TAD-AOq9637] p0303 1178-20095
Development of systems and techniques for landing
an aircraft using onboard television
[NASA-TP-1171] p0305 B78-2011«
Ground distance covered during airborne horizontal
deceleration of an airplane
[VASA-TP-1157] p0306 B78-20115
Development of automatic and nanual flight
director landing systems for the XV-15 tilt
rotor aircraft in helicopter mode
[SASA-CS-1521HO] p0308 178-22071
Establishment criteria for Visual Appioach Slope
Indicator (VASI)
[AD-A003735] p035« 178-22117
Inertially-aided, all-weataer landing systems for
C/TOL ' '
p0356 878-23017
loise from engine thrust reversal of landing
aircraft
[NPL-AC-831 p0362 878-23098
Evaluation of a 100-watt elevated higt-intensity
runway edge light ' •
IAD-A051651] pOUOO 873-21153
Airline pilot scanning behavior during approaches
and landing in a Boeing 737 simulator
p0432 N78-26061
Evaluation of digital flight control design for
VTOL approach and landing
p0133 B78-26065
Accurate timing in landings through air traffic
control
pO«33 B78-26067
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Buenos Aires, Argentina
[AD-A05UH51] p0189 178-28071
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Tegucigalpa, Honduras
r \D-AOSHIt52] p01fl<< S78-28072
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Dakar, Senegal
rAD-A05D6115] pOH89 878-28073
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Nairobi, Kenya
[AD-A051616] p0199 B78-28071
Simulation and analysis of wind shear hazard —-
for aircraft landing and takeoff
[HASA-CB-157P70] p050» H78-29699
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at John F. Kennedy International
Airport, long Island, New York, USA
[AD-A055flt7] p0559 S78-31070
The influence of throttle augmented stability
(APCS) and short period control characteristics
on the landing approach
[AD-A05589''] p0565 S78-31123
Investigations of simulated aircraft flight
through thunderstorm outflows
[NASA-CB-3052] p0603 B78-32037
Dynamic response of aircraft to unloaded and
loaded pavement profiles
[AD-A055703] p0610 B78-32090
Vortex advisory system simulation of Chicago
C'Hare Airport
[AD-A057112] pOt25 B78-33069
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The SIO dec<c launch problem
p0259 B78-19107
Evaluation of the CV11 69/CVS 69 launching system •
[AD-AO&9014] p0265 "78-19167
Haximnm likelihood identification of the
longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients of the
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p0332 A78-33700
Prediction of fail-safe strength of realistic
stiffened skin aircraft structures
p0332 A78-33769
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Analysis of semimonocogue beam sections by the
displacement method
p0336 A78-34670
Applications of variational techniques to
non-linear problems in panel mechanics
p0336 A78-34672
composite structures for commercial transport
aircraft
p0337 A78-34901
LOv energy impact behavior of composite panels
p0339 A78-35397
NUT of DC-10 graphite-epoxy rodder
p0339 A78-35445
Stress intensity factors, for collinear cracks in
a stiffened sheet aircraft structures
p0318 A78-38122
Titanium and titanium alloys in aircraft
maintenance and repair. I
p0378 A78-382U6
problems of the theory of strength related to
aircraft construction and civil engineering;
Structural Mechanics meeting, Cttobrnnn, Vest
Germany, June 1, 2, 1977, Lectures and
Discussion Contributions
p0382 A78-38802
Hew technologies for aircraft structures
p0382 A78-33803
On the optimization of discrete structures vith
aeroelastic constraints
p0385 A78-39135
A computer-controlled system for fatigue testing
under simulated service loading for aircraft
structures
p0420 A78-41519
Dynamic coefficient of an elastically supported,
pre-stressed beam in air craft structures
p0424 A78-42100
The effect of strain rate on mechanical properties
of adhesives and adhesive bonded joints
p0425 A78-«2569
large electroformed nickel moulds for aircraft parts
pOEOS A78-47267
targe deflection static analysis of typical
tail-wheel structure of light aircraft by finite
element method
p0522 A78-48864
ninimnm weight design of stiffened panels vith
fracture constraints
p0529 A78-49837
The potential of advanced technology for aircraft
structures /10th J. D. north nemorial lecture/
p0570 A78-50400
Diffusion brazing titanium sandvich structures
p0587 A78-51524
Opportunities for cost-affordable titaniuit
aerospace structures
p0589 A78-51839
A feasibility study to develop optimization
algorithms for aircraft structures
rAD-AOitU190] p0023 S78-10057
Weapon system costing methodology improved
structural cost analysis
[AD-A044037] p0024 878-10059
Structures protection
p0035 878-11031
The external magnetic field environment
p0036 878-11033
The internal magnetic fields created by diffusion
p0036 878-110311
The internal fields coupled through apertures
p0036 878-11035
Advanced manufacturing techniques in joining of
aerospace materials
fAGARD-LS-91] p0045 878-11391
Advanced joining techniques in aerospace cell
structures
p0045 B78-11392
Bon-welding joining, cutting and thermal spraying
methods
p0046 878-11395
Beview of investigations on aeronautical fatigue
in the federal Republic of Germany, Hay 1975 -
April 1977
[IEF-S-133] p0046 878-11*26
Substructure coupling: A different approach
p0091 878-12455
Structural analysis of ultra-high speed aircraft
structural components
[HASA-CB-155334] p0101 878-13476
Construction and testing of a carbon fibre primary
structure for a nan-powered aircraft wing
[BU-208] p01l|1 B78-1H043
Study to improve airframe turbine engine rotor
blade containment
[AD-A046255] p0142 B78-14049
An exposition on aircraft response to atmospheric
turbulence using power spectral density analysis
techniques
[AD-A046108] p0143 H78-11I057
Effects of heat on fatigue in aircraft structure
[ABC-B/H-3798] p01U3 878-14158
Epoxy and polyurethane paint compositions for
agricultural airplanes
[AD-A045914] p0144 H78-14173
The effect of design and production parameters on
the fatigue strength of joints
[BAE-LIB-TBA1S-1921] pOIIS 1178-14909
Application of failure analysis in aviation
[KLB-.1E-77002-0] p0145 H78-14449
Optical evaluation of F/FB-111 field-service-test
windshields
[AD-A046490] pOISO 878-15034
On some structure-turbulence interaction problems
p0193 878-15996
Significance of structural nonlinearities from the
structural dynamics and aeroelasticity point of
vie*
p0204 H78-17005
An introduction to the problem of dynamic
structural damping
tAGARD-B-663] p0211 B78-17074
Evaluation of a large capacity beat pump concept
for active cooling of hypersonic aircraft
structure
[SiSA-CB-145301} p0212 S78-17339
Including fleet usage variability in reliability
analyses for both safety and economic limit
[AD-A047714] p0212 878-17398
Calculation methods for fatigue life and crack
propagation
p0241 S78-18049
Tests on details and components
p0242 878-18050
Current standards of fatigue test on strike aircraft
[AGABD-AB-921 p0242 S78-18051
Fatigue load monitoring
p0242 B78-18052
Development of thermoplastic composite aircraft
structural elements
[AD-A048468] p0258 S78-19097
Analysis and synthesis of operational loads
aircraft structures
[ISD-193] p0310 H78-20551
Beport on aircraft fatigue studies in-flight
•onitoring and stress measurements
[AD-A049876] p03l7 878-21102
An analytical and experimental study of the
dynamic response of a seni-monocoque aircraft
mng structure
p0348 B78-22072
Boron aluminum composite materials
[AAAF-BT-77-38] p0355 178-22170
Redinm and high resistance steels
[AAAF-BT-77-36] p0355 878-22223
Studies on reinforced plastics boron fiber
composites
[AiiF-ST-77-40] p0355 B78-22240
Electron beai welding titanium elements of an
aircraft structure
[AAAF-BT-77-44] p0355 S78-22383
The macroscopic detection of corrosion in aluminum
aircraft structures vith thermal neutron beams
and film imaging methods
[PB-277074/1] p0364 878-23214
Evaluation of soil resistant coatings for exterior
aircraft surfaces
[AD-A051449] p0365 B78-23235
Can fatigue cracks be detected in an early stage
by acoustic emission? Application to high
resistance light alloys used in aeronautics —
A-D461, i-0268 T6
[AAAF-BT-77-35] p0403 B78-24587
Low frequency cabin noise redaction based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept: Tbe theory
and the experimental results, phase 2 --- jet
aircraft noise
[BASA-CB-145262] p0404 B78-24900
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The damage sum in fatigue of structure components
aircraft structures
CICAF-1032] pO«11 H78-2515II
Compilation of Measures to increase the fatigue
strength of aircraft structures
[B»E-1IB-TB»HS-1912] p0039 H78-26131
BPI techniques in aerospace
p0113 B78-26Q61
Application of small-angle neatron scattering to
BDI of materials and manufactured cooponents
p0113 B78-26165
Application of X-ray diffraction stress measuring
technigaes to aircraft structures
pO«13 178-26167
On the detection and measurement of cracks in
critically leaded holes
pOIII B78-26169
BDI eethods on full-scale fatigue tests and their
service usage
pOIII N78-26171
Bon-destructive inspection of composite materials
for aircraft structural applications
pOIII N78-26II71
The resonance-impedance method as a Deans for
quality control of advanced fibre reinforced
plastic structures
pOUtl H78-26175
Detectability of flavs in boron and carbon
composite parts
pOIII N78-26177
The present status and evolution of the inspection
of carbon composite aircraft structures in France
point B78-26178
Detection of flavs in metallic and non-metallic
composite structures using liquid crystal
technology
p0445 N78-26480
Environmental effects on composites for aircraft
p0148 S78-27061
Development of advanced composite structures
p0148 S78-27062
Key issues in application of composites to
transport aircraft
p0118 B78-27063
Transition from glass to graphite in manufacture
, of composite aircraft structure
p0418 878-27065
Composite structures for commercial transport
aircraft
[NASA-TH-78730] pO«57 N78-27183
Load and environment interactions in fatigue crack
growth under spectran loading
C&D-A053901] pOU59 B78-27U55
Fatigue crack propagation analysis of aircraft
structures
[AD-A053835] . p0459 N78-27156
Combat damage tolerance and repair of aircraft
structures
rAGASD-R-667] p04S1 B78-28088
Some considerations of the likely tolerance to,
and repair of, battle damage in combat aircraft
structures
p0191 N78-28090
Aims and progress of a battle damage repair
capability in the Royal air force
pOU91 B78-28091
Analytical predictions and correlation tilth
experiments for thermal/Hast exposure of
aircraft panels
TAD-A053389] F0491 B78-2818U
Active controls technology to maximize structural
efficiency
pO<t97 H78-29053
Aircraft structural fatigue
CABL/STBOC-SEPT-363] p0553 B78-30271
Hechanisms of fatigue and fracture
p0553 S78-30273
Fracture mechanics fundamentals vith reference to
aircraft structural applications
p0551 K78-302TU
Gust measurements and the V sub o problem
p055t K78-30276
Development of a load sequence for a structural
fatigue test
P055I) "(78-30277
Fatigue S/B data in relation to variability in
predicted life
p055<( K78-30278
Structural fatigue testing
p055» H78-30279
Current developments in the life of aircraft
structure
pOSSQ 878-30280
Aircraft structural life monitoring and the
probler of corrosion
pOSSQ S78-30281
BDI and the detection of fatigue
pOSSQ N78-30282
The development of the theory of structural fatigue
p0555 B78-30283
Load interaction effects in fatigue crack
propagation
p0555 B78-30285
A model of crack-tip behaviour for fatigue life
determination
p0555 S78-30286
Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft
structures
pOSSS N78-30288
The influences of residual stresses on oscillating
tensile strength and the measurement of residual
stress, with eophasis on aircraft construction
fatigue life of aircraft construction
materials
(BH7G-FBST-77-23-) p0555 S78-30603
Recent developments in analysis of crack
propagation and fracture of practical materials
stress analysis in aircraft structures
[NASA-TB-78766] p0556 N78-30606
A study of analog programming for prediction of
crack growth in aircraft structures subjected to
random loads
[AD-A055789] p0562 B78-31097
Estimated costs of extended loo-rate airfraoe
production
[AD-A05H83I1] p0562 B78-31100
The influence of the environment on the
elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal
bonded Joints in aircraft structures
[DLH-FB-77-63] p0561 K78-31251
Effect of aircraft loading program modifications
on the fatigue life and damage cumulation. Part
1: Effect of load peaks in case of central hole
sheet specimens
[TAE-334-PT-1] p0616 B78-3?it62
Piezoelectric polymer transducers for detection of
structural defects in aircraft
CAD-A055729] p0621 B78-32903
AIBCBAFT SDS7IVABII.ITY
Pool fire induced cockpit degradation
pOOSO A78-13115
A Honte Carlo method for analyzing and enhancing
flight control system snrvivahility
p0061 A78-15561
Crashnorthiness of aircraft fuselage structures
[AIAi 78-177] p0279 A78-29785
General aviation crash survivability
[SAE PAPER 780017] p0331 S78-33360
Highly survivable integrated avionics
p0523 A78-19163
Technology analysis - Candidate advanced tactical
fighters
[ A I A A PAPEB 78-1151] p0528 A78-U9782
Improved combat survivability for fly-by-wire
sensor systems
[AIAA 78-1277] p0541 A78-50186
Approaches to rotor fragment protection
p0026 B78-10076
Sensitivity of the Shoe-Box in P001 analysis
[AD-AOU3707] p0038 H78-11055
Increasing the survivability of combat aircraft
[AD-A015910] p0110 B78-1U038
A review of methodologies and concepts to measure
and evaluate aircraft snrvivability/vulnerability
CHD-A050152] p0317 B78-21099
The collection and analysis of fatigue damage
occurring in aircraft in service
[BAE-IIB-THANS-1931] p03«9 B78-22077
Optimal missile evasion
CAD-A053267] pO«39 H78-26135
Approaches to combat damage repair
pO"91 S76-2808S
Computerized aircraft attrition program
[AD-A055780] p0561 N78-3109H
AIBCBAFT TIBES
Friction characteristics of three 30 by 11.5-11.5,
type 8, aircraft tires with various tread groove
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patterns and rubber compounds
fHASA-TP-1080] p0095 N78-130t3
Rolling resistance of aircraft wheels in dry snov
[VTI-128] pOIUO N78-1401I1
Definition of tire properties required for landing
system analysis
FNASA-CB-156171] p032i( N78-21326
Chevron catting: Experiment with new runway
mixtures
f NASA-Tf-75«<l8:) p0616 H78-32127
AIHCBAFT RAKES
NT HELICOPTEB HAKES
HT PBOPEILEB SLIPSTBIAHS
Some aspects of aircraft wake behavior near the
ground
pOOSS A78-K1960
WaJce turbulence detection and economic impact of
proposed improvements
[SAE PAPEB 770583] p0059 A78-15385
Sake vortex turbulence and its effect on the
flight operations - Possibilities for its
exploration and prediction
p007t| A78-16378
Thick, two-dimensional wake roll-up behind a wing
of finite span - Extended calculations
p0078 A78-17131
Flight test of combat aircraft loads and dynamic
behavior encountering aircraft trailing vortices
p0125 A78-19143
Application of the method of matching outer and
inner asymptotic expansions to the solution of
problems in viscous fluid dynamics
p0127 A78-19649
A method for calculating the flow around arbitrary
airfoil sections with separation
p0133 178-20372
An experimental study of three-dimensional
characteristics of propeller wakes under
stalling conditions
p0168 A78-21632
Measured wake-vortex characteristics of aircraft
in ground effect
[AIAA PA"EB 78-109] p0173 A78-22578
The role of atmospheric shear, turbulence and a
ground plane on the dissipation of aircraft
vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPER 78-110] p0173 A78-22579
Two-dimensional separated wake modeling and its
( use to predict maximum section lift coefficient
[AIAi PAPEF 78-156] p0174 A78-22590
Hake turbulence - Gone with the wind airport
advisory system for aircraft generated vortices
p0188 A78-243U7
Aircraft vortex effects on ground level pollutant
concentration
fAPCA PAPEB 77-41,5] p0220 A78-2538U
Bemote sensing of aircraft wake vortex movement in
the airport environment aircraft exhaust
products tracking
[APCA PAPEB 77-1(1,a] p0220 A78-25385
Use of simulation in evaluating an early warning
system for avoidance of jumbo jet trailing
vortex turbulence in airports
pO«28 A78-43053
Trailing vortices. II
p0507 A78-47172
Vortex dynamics
p0582 A78-51051
Minimum on-axis noise for a propeller or
helicopter rotor
p0590 A78-51949
Development and evaluation of a wake vortex
advisory system
p0595 A78-52965
Aircraft developments that hold promise for
increased conpatability with an advanced ATC
system
pfl595 A78-52967
Aircraft vortex wake decay near the ground
CAD-AOH2I478/8] p0019 H78-1002H
Basic analysis of terminal operation benefits
resulting from reduced vortex separation minima
for aircraft operation in terminal area
[HASA-TH-78624] p0035 H78-11023
Rake Tortex Minimization
| [NASA-SP-B09] p0079 H78-12017
1 Inviscid modeling of aircraft trailing vortices
pOOSO H78-12018
Viscous effects in aircraft trailing vortices
pOOSO N78-12019
Ground-based facilities for evaluating vortex
minimization concepts
pOOSO N78-12020
Application of laser velocimetry to aircraft
wake-vortex measurements
pOOSO H78-12021
Flight test techniques for wake-vortex
minimization studies
pOOSO H7B-12022
Unsuccessful concepts for aircraft wake vortex
minimization
pOOSO H78-12023
Thrust-augmented vortex attenuation
pOOSO 178-12024
Ground development and flight correlation of the
vortex attenuating spline device
pOOSO H78-12025
Aircraft wake-vortex minimization by use of flaps
p0081 S78-12026
The development and use of spoilers as vortex
attenuators
pOOBI N78-12027
Vortex attenuation flight experiments
p0081 N78-12028
An approximate method of calculating downwash
behind a straight wing with unsteady aperiodic
motion at subsonic flight speeds
[AD-AO»1293] p0084 K78-12069
A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric
near wake behind bluff-base bodies
p01U6 N78-14995
Aircraft wake vortices: A state-of-the-art review
of the United States B and D program
[AD-HOI(2U<I2] p0195 N78-16025
Some measurements of an E3F powered-lift wake
p0390 H78-2H054
Status of aerial applications research in the
Langley vortex research facility and the Langley
full-scale wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-78760] p0543 878-300111
Engineering and development program plan: Hake
vortex
[AD-A0511<43] pOSlie "78-30071
ilECBEiS
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AIBDBOFS
The effect of a parachute on the motion of an
axisymmetric object dropped from an aircraft
p0288 A78-31811
Development of an ultra high level airdrop
container concept
[AD-AOP6156] p0138 H78-14017
AIBPIELD SOBFACE BOVEMEHTS
Harning and marking colours on the apron
•p0072 A78-16278
Ground radar - Vital tool or luxury for
aircraft surface movements
p0289 A78-31869
Mitsubishi Passenger Transfer Vehicle Model 150
pO«29 A78-X3298
Airfield pavement load evaluation - An
international overview
p0525 A78-49676
Proposed load evaluation system for D.S. Air Force
of airfield pavement
p0526 A78-49677
Transport Canada airfield pavement load evaluation
p0526 A78-19678
French procedures for airfield pavement load
evaluation
p0526 A78-U9679
Airfield pavement evaluation - The airline view
p0526 A78-49680
Airfield pavement evaluation - FiA viewpoint
p0526 A78-I19681
Impact of FiA E and D elements: Eight airport
summary
[AD-A0512<!5] pOQ89 B78-28077
AIBFIELDS ,
0 AIBPOBTS
AIBFOII CHABACTBBISTICS
0 AIBFOIIS
AIBFOII PBOFILES
HT BIHG PBOFILES
HT IIHG SPAH
On the boundary layer displacement effect near the
trailing edge of an aft-loaded airfoil
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p0002 276-11636
Calculation of transonic potential flovfields
aboat complex, three-dimensional configurations
p0011 178-12300
Analysis of unsteady viscous flov past an airfoil.
I - Theoretical development
p0076 178-16809
Integral equation formulation for transonic
lifting profiles
p0076 478-16820
A potential flow design method for mnlticOBponent
airfoil sections
p0115 178-18637
inoencal stud; of transonic profiles
p0120 178-19061
The aerodynamic design of cascade airfoils - 1 nev
exact method based on conforaal napping
p0121 178-19072
Determination of the vave drag of an airfoil
profile by means of interferometry in near-sonic
flov
p0126 178-196<)0
Application of the method of matching outer and
inner asymptotic expansions to the solution of
problems in viscous fluid dynamics
p0127 A78-196U9
Obtaining exact solutions for shock-free flov past
a symmetrical airfoil profile iiith a local
supersonic zone
p0127 A78-19668
Aerodynamic characteristics of a system of airfoil
profiles
p0132 A78-20275
A method for calculating the flov around arbitrary
airfoil sections with separation
p0133 A78-20372
Perfornance calculation for multi-element airfoil
sections vith separation
p0133 178-20375
Computational transonic airfoil design in free air
and a vind tunnel
[1111 P1PS8 78-103} pOISS 178-20685
The prediction of tvo-dimensional airfoil stall
progression
[1IAA PIPES 78-155] pOieo 178-20709
Steady and unsteady transonic flov
[AIAA PIPES 78-160] p0160 178-20713
Effect of blade loading and thickness on the
aerodynamics of oscillating cascades
[AIAA PIPES 78-227] p016V A78-20756
Approximate method of calculating the lifting
force and the longitudinal moment of an airfoil
section at lov velocities vith allovance for
viscosity
p0163 178-20849
In aerofoil with control surface in incompressible
viscous flov
p0175 A78-23050
Analysis of unsteady viscous flov past an airfoil.
II - Numerical formulation and results
p0176 178-23185
An experimental study of sound diffraction at an
airfoil trailing edge
p0176 178-23247
Hethod of calculating the compressible flov round
an aerofoil or a cascade up to the shcckfree
transonic range
p0176 178-23274
Successive-approximation calculation of a steady
subsonic gas flov aboat an airfoil lattice
F0186 178-21085
Turbulent airfoils for general aviation
p0188 178-24364
Profile design for an advanced-technology airfoil
for general aviation aircraft
[DGLF P1PEB 77-027] p0189 178-24418
Rings vith controlled separation
[DGIF PAPEB 77-028] p0189 178-24419
The significance of ving end confignraticn in
airfoil design for civil aviation aircraft
[DGIB PAPEF 77-030] p0189 178-24421
1 nev airfoil family for rotor blades
[ONBB1, TP NO. 1977-113] p0192 178-24463
Experimental research on high lift airfoil section
B1235
p0221 A78-25945
Experimental verification of an annular aerofoil
theory
p0230 U8-27938
Transonic flovs past a lift profile
p0274 178-28961
Variational principles for the transonic airfoil
problem
p0285 178-30891
Hixed ventilated foils design for inmersed
hydrofoils
p0286 178-31127
Geometric properties of B1C1 profiles
P0328 178-33005
Snpercntical ving sections ill Book
p0341 178-35728
Discussion of results of studies on the design of
laninar airfoils for stunt gliders
p0369 178-36204
Bot-vire velocity measurements in thin boundary
layers
p0369 178-36205
Calculation of airfoil drag
p0369 A78-36210
Aerodynamics of the annular ving
p0379 178-38475
Investigations of the transonic flov around
oscillating airfoils Thesis
p0383 A78-38978
The closed spline functions applied to
interpolation problems for airfoils
p0415 A78-40493
Testing techniques and interference evaluation in
the OSt) transonic airfoil facility
[1111 PIPEE 78-1118] p0420 178-41828
Application of supercritical airfoil technology to
compressor cascades - Comparison of theoretical
and experimental results
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1138] p0421 A78-418H2
Design and test of transonic airfoils under
consideration of drag divergence Bach number
[1IAA PAPEB 78-1221] p0424 178-41902
Second order transonic small perturbation flov
p0424 178-42198
A nev method for designing shock-free transonic
configurations
[1111 PAPEB 78-1114] p0475 178-45127
Theoretical and experimental study of the drag of
multielement airfoils
[1111 PAPEB 78-1223] p0476 178-45148
Tvo element airfoil systems designs - An inverse
method
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1226] p0476 A78-45150
Transonic potential flov computations by finite
elements - lirfoil and ving analysis, airfoil
optimization
[DG1E PAPEB 78-065] p0177 178-45227
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an
18X thick shock-free airfoil /NLB 7501/
[HBI-HP-78016-D] p0477 178-45228
A method for the calculation of 2D and 3D
transonic interference flovs
p0478 178-U5236
The prediction of viscous effects on aerofoils in
transonic flov
pfli!78 178-45237
The supercritical ving - In evolution or a
revolution
pO»78 178-45239
Design and experimental verification of tvo
supercritical airfoils
[DGIB PAPEB 78-075] p0478 178-45240
In experimental investigation of the drag of thick
supercritical aerofoils - A progress report
p0478 178-45243
The numerical solution of viscous flovs at high
Reynolds number
p0481 178-46360
Construction of airfoil profiles approximating a
given profile
p0485 178-46588
Progress in propeller aerodynamics
p0507 A78-47173
On the theory of drag calculation and profile
optimization in shockless near free molecular flov
pOSIO A78-47887
Some fflixed boundary value problems for subsonic
flov past oscillating profiles
p0584 178-51198
A surface vorticity theory for propeller ducts and
turbofan engine covls in non-axisymmetric
incompressible flov
p0593 178-52648
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1ISFOI1 SECTIONS SUBJECT INDEX
The thickness distribution of profiles for
shock-free flow without lift
[DLB-IB-151-77/9] p0138 N78-14008
Description of a five-parameter profile family
Geckeler-lneller conformal mapping method 'for
airfoil profiles
[VTH-LR-220] p0138 N78-14011
Hoveoent of a solid profile near a solid boundary
[AD-A045926] p01<!7 N78-15006
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of an 18
percent thick airfoil section designed for the
all-flying tailplane of the H-300 sailplane
[VTH-LB-226] p0148 N78-15019
The effect of Hhitcomb winglets and other wingtip
modifications on wake vortices
p0203 N78-16988
Collection of supercritical aerofoils obtained
with the MLB hodograph method
[NLR-TR-75115-U] p0237 H78-18009
Airfoil profile in a nonuniform flow
[NASA-TF-752721 p0312 N78-21048
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional
aerofoil sections. Determination of pressure
distribution and drag for an aerofoil with a
modified >!ACA 65 sub2-215 section in PFA wind
tunnel 55, part 2
[FFA-TN-AO-725] p0313 N78-21062
The dynamic flow on a wing profile in the movement
of a screen. The influence of oscillation
parameters
p03it7 N78-22061
Investigations of the influence of the profile
thickness of the compressible plane flow through
compressor cascades
[NASA-T1-75277] p0393 N78-24084
Instead? airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil
[NLR-HP-77008-0] p0438 N78-26113
Design and analysis of a hodograph method for the
calculation of supercritical shock-free aerofoils
[NLB-TB-77046-'J] p0488 N78-28059
A mean camberline singularity method for
two-dimensional steady and oscillatory aerofoils
and control surfaces in inviscid incompressible
flow
[ABC-CP-1391 ] P05145 N78-30066
Two-dxmensional aerofoils and control surfaces in
simple harmonic motion in incompressible
inviscid flow
f ABC-CP-1392] p0515 1178-30068
Profile design for an advanced-technology airfoil
for general aviation aircraft
[NASA-TH-75323] p0605 N78-32054
AIBFOIL SECTIONS
0 AIRFOIL PBOFILES
AIBFOIL TBICKSESS
0 AIBFOIL PBOFILES
AIBFOILS
NT AERIAL BDDCEPS
NT AILEROHS
NT ABBOH KINGS
NT EEABINGLESS BOTOBS
NT CAHBEBED HINGS
NT CABET HINGS
NT CSDCIFOF" HI1GS
NT DELTA KINGS
NT ELEVJTOBS (CCNTBOL SUBFACF.S)
NT ELEVOKS
NT EXTEBNALLTt BLOHH FLAPS
•7T FUED WINGS
NT FLAPS (CCN1BOL SOBFACES)
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS
NT GAH-1 AIBFOIL
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SOBFACES
NT INFINITE SPAS BINGS
NT JET FLAPS
NT LAHIVAP FLOH AIRFOILS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT LIFTING BOTORS
HT LOW ASPECT BATIO BINGS
NT OBLIQOE WINGS
NT PBOPELLER BLADES
NT BECTANGOLAR BINGS
NT RIGID BOTOBS
NT BIGID BINGS
NT RCTAPT BINGS
NT SLENDER HINGS
NT SPOILERS
NT SUPERCRITICAL BINGS
ST SOPEBSOHIC AIRFOILS
NT SBEPT FCEBABD BINGS
NT SHEPT HINGS
NT SBEPTBACK BINGS
NT THIN AIBFOILS
NT THIH WINGS
NT TILTING ROTOBS
NT TIP DRIVEN BOTORS
NT TRAILING-EDGB FLAPS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL BINGS
NT TBISTED BINGS
NT ONSBEET WINGS
NT VARIABLE SWEEP BINGS
NT BING FLAPS
NT BINGS
Airfoil trailing edge noise measurements with a
directional microphone
[AIAA PAPER 77-1269] p0001 A78-10116
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of attack and sideslip
[HASA-TM-X-62360] p0019 N78-10019
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral directional
static stability characteristics of a variable
sweep fighter configuration employing various
control surface deflections at angles of attack
of 0 deg to SO deg and large sideslip angles
tKASA-T1-710501 p0092 H78-13010
• Aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes at high
angles of attack
[HASA-TH-7II097] p0092 878-13011
Theoretical and experimental analysis of
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of skewed vings at subsonic
speeds to high angles of attack
[HASA-TB-D-8512] p0093 B78-13015
The movement of a wing with deflected ailerons
close to a screen
[AD-A048651 J p0237 B78-1800H
& method for calculation of the pressure
distribution of wing-body configurations for
large angle of attack at subsonic speed
based on potential theory
[BHVG-FBWT-77-15] p0238 878-18013
Laser velocimeter survey about a RACA 0012 wing at
low angles of attack
[BASA-1ri-7U040] p02t7 B78-18081
An experimental investigation of steady asymmetric
vortex shedding from a slender body of
revolution at high angles of attack
[AD-A018370] p0253 N78-19062
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
0.08-scale TF-17 airplane model at high angles
of attack and sideslip
CHASA-irH-78038] p0315 H78-22025
Global stability and control analysis of aircraft
at high angles-of-attack
[AD-A051850] p0363 K78-23103
High angle canard missile test in the Ames 11-foot
transonic wind tunnel
[HASA-CR-29931 pOIOS N78-25057
Static aerodynamic characteristics of a typical
single-engine low-wing general aviation design
for an angle-of-attack range of -8 deg to 90 deg
[HASA-CB-2971] pOSta S78-30018
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine
low-wing general aviation design for an
angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to 90 deg
[NASA-CE-2972] p05U« N78-300"9
Three dimensional fully viscous shock-layer flows
over sphere-cones at high altitudes and angles
of attack
p0603 N78-320UO
The flow field calculation in supersonic
mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of
attack using the three-dimensional method of
characteristics vith discrete shock wave fitting
pOe03 578-32011
High argle of incidence implications upon air
intake design and location for supersonic cruise
aircraft and highly maneuverable transonic
aircraft
[BASA-TH-78530] " p0603 B78-32011
Angle detector
[NASA-CASS-AEC-11036-1] p0616 B78-32395
Hybrid computer study of the sensitivity of
aircraft dynamics to aerodynamic cross-coupling
TSAND-77-1309C] p0630 B78-33121
ABGLBS (CEOHBTBT.)
BT ANGLE OP ATTACK
»T E1EVATIOS ASGLE
NT LOOK ASGLES (TRACKING)
ARSDLAB SOTION
0 ANGOLAP VEIOCITI
ANGULAR BESOLDTIOB
Dual-control guidance strategy for homing
interceptors taking angle-only measurements
p0225 A78-2678U
ABGOLAB VELOCITY.
Generalized algorithm of the analytical method of
gyrocompassing
p0216 &78-25013
Prediction of angular disturbances from airframe
members to airborne electro-optical packages
p0536 478-19952
Diverse forms and derivations of the equations of
motion of deformable aircraft and their mutual
relationship
[E»E-TS-77077] pOSUP N78-30097.
ABHIDBIDES
BT PEBOJTIDES
AJIHALS
BT IBSECIS
AHSDLAB FLOW
A research program for the experimental analysis
of blade instability
[AIAA PJPEB 78-1089] pOU67 A78-U3593
Performance of the Vortex-Controlled Diffuser
/VCD/ in an annular coobustor flowpatb
p0572 A78-5057U
A-71
JHHOLAR NOZZLES SUBJECT INDBZ
ASHOLSE NOZZLES
An empirical model for inverted-velocity-profile
jet noise prediction
p0215 H78-2H879
Calculating the interaction of a turbulent near
wake behind a step and a supersonic jet
p0230 A78-28057
Calculation of interaction of a turbulent
near-wake behind a step with a supersonic jet
pOMBO A78-16092
AHNUIAH PLATES
Experimental verification of an annular aerofoil
theory
p0230 478-27938
Aerodynamics of the annular wing
p0379 A78-38175
AHNOLI
An experimental study of the annular diffusers in
axial-flcw compressors and turbines
p0576 A78-50610
An annular wing
[1ASA-CASE-FRC-11007-1] p0253 N78-19055
ANODIC COATINGS
Eutectic anodizing of aluminum for extended
service life
p0468 A78-I4U111
ANTENNA ARRAYS
NT ENDFIEE ARRAYS
NT 1INEAE ARRAYS
NT STEEBABLE ANTENNAS
NT YAGI ANTENNAS
Optimal aperture-shape for an antenna array
for radio navigation of flight vehicles
p0228 A78-27406
The optimum shape of the aperture of an antenna
ariay for radio navigation of aircraft
p0598 A78-53257
Thin conformal antenna array for microwave power
conversions
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13886-1 ] pO«02 N78-21391
Analysis of monopole antenna arrays on cylinders
by the geometrical theory of diffraction
[AD-A055197] p0567 N78-31335
ANTENNA DESIGN
Ku Band linear phased array
p0003 A78-11821
Hiqh performance antenna assembly for aircraft
communication with satellite
p0062 A78-15588
Experimental analysis and selection of airborne
antennas for aircraft-to-satellite communication
systems
p0122 A78-191i(0
Null steering antennas in the tactical scenario
p0226 A78-27037
The ABEIL1/E electronic scanning antenna for
fighter aircraft fire control radar
p0338 A78-35050
Experimental evaluation of an array technique for
zenith to horizon coverage aircraft to
satellite communication links
p0370 A78-36380
On the compensation of radio direction finders
antenna optimization in airport environments
p0379 A78-382U7
A high-power switching network fcr a dual-mode
antenna for airborne transmitter application
p0383 A78-388DI)
Communication and navigation antennas for aircraft
Russian took
p0522 A78-U8523
Conformal microstrip phased array for aircraft
tests with ATS-6
p052« A78-H9128
Antenna fairings for flight vehicles /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p05S8 A78-53U26
Bultiband antenna system for tactical aircraft
[AD-A019699] p0325 178-21363
Near field pattern computations for airborne
antennas
[AD-A0572U1I1 p0632 N78-33311
AITEHNA FIELDS
U ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
AITEHNA RADIATION PATTEHBS
Ku Band linear phased array
p0003 A78-11821
High performance antenna assembly for aircraft
communication with satellite
p0062 A78-15538
Plight measurement of aircraft onboard antennas '
p0115 A78-18500
Special problems in the determination of the
radiation characteristics of antennas on
aircraft and satellites with the aid of
geometric diffraction theory
p0288 A78-31582
Current and scattering field of a long
short-circuited receiving vibrator aircraft
antenna compatibility
p0339 A78-35167
Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas
p0521 A78-491I27
Scan-limited near field testing for directive
airborne antennas
p0533 A78-t9897
Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas
[BASA-TI«-78327] p0153 N78-1532U
Characteristics of 5- to 35- turn uniform helical
antennas
[AD-A046t87] p0153 N78-15368
Determination of antenna radiation patterns, radar
cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios by
flight tests
[NLR-1P-76023-U] p02«8 N78-18289
HF radiation characteristics of the PH-53D
helicopter and the Hark 105 AHCH system
[AD-A019795] p03?5 N78-21358
liultiband antenna system for tactical aircraft
[AD-AOU9699] p0325 N78-21363
Verification of DABS sensor surveillance
performance (ATCRBS mode) at typical ASB sites
throughout CONOS
[AD-A051128] p0395 N78-2H105
System definition and investigation of the on site
processing of en route sensor signals.
Addendum: Investigation into possible en route
on site beacon nag around discriminants
[AD-AO 5691)1] p0625 S7S-33070
Near field pattern computations for airborne
antennas
[JD-A057211] p0632 S78-33311
ANTENNAS
HT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
NT CTLINDEICAL ANTENNAS
NT DIP01E ANTENNAS
Vf DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
NT HELICAL ANTENNAS
NT BICRCSAVE ANTENNAS
NT HONOPOLE ANTENNAS
NT B010EOLSE ANTENNAS
NT PARABOLIC ANTENNAS
NT RADAB ANTENNAS
NT RADIO ANTENNAS
NT SATELLITE ANTENNAS
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS
NT YAGI ANTENNAS
EFC antennas and antenna factors - Bow to use them
[SAE AIR 1509] p0172 A78-141703
ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS
NT BALL BEARINGS
NT ROLLER BEARINGS
Transient response of a rotor in damped bearings
[ASHE PAPER 77-DET-21 ] p0131 A78-20592
An experimental study of the steady-state respons=
of oil-film dampers
[ASHE PAPER 77-DET-33] p0135 A78-20598
Estimating the service life of rolling contact
bearings when synthetic oils are used in
aircraft gas turbine engines
p033<t A78-34324
ANTIOXIDANTS
Study of the influence of the composition of
additions on the antioxiflation stability of jet
fuels
pOK18 A73-41202
Investigation of phenolic antioxidants in the
stabilization of T-7 fuel
pO«7lt A78-U5001
Influence of compositions of KG 22-16 additive
with phosphorus-containing compounds on the
antiOTidative stability of T-7 fuel
p0598 A78-53371
AHTISDBHABINE WARFARE AIRCRAFT
NT P-3 AIRCRAFT
ST S-3 AIECRAFT'
NT SB-3 HELICOPTER
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SUBJECT HDBI iPPBOIIBATIOS
HISSIIBS
Braiding composites - Adapting the process for the
mass production of aerospace components
p0077 A78-16901
inOROV AIBCBAFJ
HT AH-21 AIBCBAFl
The An-26 aircraft: Construction and use
Russian book
p0283 A78-30273
IHTODOV AH-24 AIBCBAFT
D AB-21 AIBCPAFT
APSBTOBES
Optiaal apertare-shape for an antenna array —*
for radio navigation of flight vehicles
p0228 A78-27106
The optimum shape of the aperture of an antenna
array for radio navigation of aircraft
p0598 A78-53257
The internal fields coupled tbroagh apertures
p0036 878-11035
APPLICATIONS OF BATHEHATICS
Seal-gas version of the gasdynaaic formulas of
Saint-venant and wantzel
p0570 A78-50300.
Gesellschaft foer angevandte Bathematik and
nechanik. Annual Scientific Meeting, lyngby,
Denmark. Pay 31-June 3, 1977, Reports. Part 2
p0583 A78-51151
Bethod of fan sound mode structure determination
computer program user's manual: Bodal
calculation program
flASA-CR-135295] p0209 K78-17066
Rew computation method of turbine blades film
cooling efficiency
P0322 H78-21151
Calculation of temperature distribution in disks
and cooling flow in a. transient state
p0323 N78-21157
APPEOSCB
HT IRSTBUBENT APPROACH
Choice of ving flap type talcing into account the
noise of the approach phase
p0119 A78-190U3
VALT parameter identification flight test TTOL
Approach and Landing Technology
p0180 A78-45139
Effects of landing approach nethods and separation
intervals on single runway landing capacity
rNASA-TP-1112] p0091 H78-13029
The application of techniques for predicting STOL
aircraft response to wind shear and turbulence
during the landing approach
firriAS-2151 p0246 S78-18077
APPROACH AND LABDIHG TESTS (STS)
1977 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Twenty-first Symposium,
Beverly Hills, Calif., October 12-15, 1977
p0232 A78-28051
TC-11 flight test program
p0233 A78-28US8
Shuttle carrier aircraft flight tests
p0231 A78-28U61*
APPEO1CB COHTB01
NT EADAR APPROACH CONTROL
The effect of radar disturbances on aircraft
runway arrival time in a four-dimensional
navigation terminal approach
FAIAA "J7-1512] pOOOT A78-12257
Automatic flight performance of a transport
airplane on complex microwave landing system paths
p0117 A78-18799
System reguirements for transition from enroute to
approach guidance
p0370 A7B-36U53
Soviet landing aid draws FAA scrntiny laser
approach guidance
p0381 A78-38773
InterScan - A new microwave approach and landing
guidance system
p0522 A78-18736
Guilance and control problems in semiautomatic
recovery of the Aguila BPV
fAIAA 78-1272] pOSUO A78-50132
Approach guidance logic for a tilt-rotor aircraft
tAIAA 78-1295) p05H2 A78-50202
A more fully Automated En Route ATC system
p0595 A78-52959
An operational evaluation of flight technical error
(AD-AOU2796/3] p0021 H78-100ttO
An approach guidance system for remotely-piloted
vehicles
[AD-A011561] p0022 B78-10013
Effects of control and display parameters on
piloted VT01 decelerating instrument approach
p0142 H78-1Q053
Benefits of BIS guidance for curved approaches.
Volume 2: Operational benefits for Hew York
Airports
f PB-27n.585/9 ] p02»0 B78-18037
Concepts for determination of longitudinal
separation standards on final approach
(PB-270590/9] p0240 B78-18038
VTOL/Helicopter approach and landing guidance
sensors for Bavy ship applications
p0260 B78-19119
Bind models for flight simulator certification of
landing and approach guidance and control systems
p0268 B78-19723
A ID approach control nsing 7OB/DHE/I1S guidance
P0315 B78-21083
Optimal control theory (ORE!)) applied to a
helicopter in the hover and approach phase
CFASA-CB-152135] P0323 S78-21161
Steep gradient approach systems research for
all-weather operations
P0132 N78-26062
Guidance logic for decelerating spiral approach of
a tilt-rotor aircraft in the presence of wind
p0152 H78-27110
Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of
low-speed handling characteristics of two
supersonic cruise transport concepts
[KASA-TP-1210] pO«53 N78-27111
Analysis and in-simulator evaluation of display
and control concepts for a terminal configured
vehicle in final approach in a windshear
environment
[HASA-CB-3034] p0495 H78-28861
Project plan for joint FAA/NASA head-up display
concept evaluation
[BASA-TB-78512] p0195 S78-28979
The influence of throttle augmented stability
(APCS) and short period control characteristics
on the landing approach
[AD-A055892] p0565 H78-31123
A preliminary study of the benefits of flying by
ground speed during final approach
[HASA-TB-7B777] p0608 B78-32076
APPBOACB IHDICATORS
Precision approach monitoring and guidance using
interferometer techniques
p0587 A78-51551
Development of a frangible approach light
[AD-A013859] p0013 B78-11122
Establishment criteria for Visual Approach Slope
Indicator (VASI)
[AD-A013785] p035H H78-22117
Optimization of BIS receivers for multipath
environments
[HASA-CR-157736] p0609 N78-32080
APPHOXIHATIOB
BT FISITE DIFFEBEBCE THEORY
HT FIKITE EIEBEKT BETHOD
HT LEAST SQOABES HETHOD
HT RELAXATIOH BETHOD (BATHEHATICS)
Chordwise variation of vorticity - A comparison of
approximations for use in panel methods
solution to Laplace equation for wing-body
configurations
p0130 A78-20191
Approximate method of calculating subsonic
compressible flows past a lifting ving profile
p016i) A78-20883
The application of the Hooth approximation method
to tnrbofan engine models
p0183 A78-23891
Solution of an integral equation describing the
flow past a lifting surface
p03«3 A78-35968
Numerical solution of the supersonic and
hypersonic viscous flow around than delta wings
'[AIAA PAPEB 78-1136] pOO.21 A78-D1810
Construction of higher approximations in the
problem of special flows in plane Laval nozzles
pOH26 A78-02760
Construction of airfoil profiles approximating a
given profile
pOU85 A78-K6588
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APPBOXIHATION METHODS SUBJECT IHDEI
Approximate nonlinear theory of rectangular wing
of snail aspect ratio moving near a fluid screen
at large Froude numbers
[AD-A044693] p0091 B78-12387
Approximate dynamic model of a turbojet engine
CNASA-TH-75263] p0261 H78-19159
Nonlinear theory of a bearing surface of arbitrary
CAD-A051385] P0394 N78-24090
A distributed vortex method for computing the
vortex field of a missile
fNASA-TP-1183] pOU05 B78-25058
APPBOIIBATIOB BETBODS
D AFJROXIHATIC1
ABC HEATING
Influence of nosetip shape on boundary layer
transition in arc heated jets
fAIAA PAPER 78-235] p0161 <78-20759
ABC HELDIHG
NT GAS T-JNGSTEN ABC WELDING
NT PLASMP ADC WELDING
ARCHITECTURE
Glass airports building design
p0570 A78-50434
The 4m z 2m industrial aerodynamics wind tunnel
ro3EL-1188/77] p0100 N78-13085
ARCHITECTOBE (COHPOTEES)
TIES - Tactical inforoation exchange system in
avionics
TAIAA 77-1498] pOOOS A78-12246
DAIS - Design and performance Digital Avionics
Information System
[AIAA 77-111991 p0006 A78-12247
Future aerospace digital signal processing concepts
rjIAA 77-1389] p0014 A78-12661
Digital avionic communication computer system
design to improve intereguipment transmission
p0068 A78-1569I1
Solution of multitarget, multisensor tracking
problems on the Illiac IT parallel processor
p0113 A78-18063
MII-STD-1553B proposed data bus development in
avionic architecture
p0531 A78-149866
Digital system architecture for a 1980's jammer
for military aircraft and ships
00537 A78-49973
^.Preliminary study for a numerical aerodynamic
simulation facility. Phase 1: Extension
[NASA-CF-152108] p0252 H78-19052
Specialized computer architectures for
computational aerodynamics
p0270 178-1981*
ABCT1C BEGIOSS
Nansen-Drift Station Project: Remote sea-ice
runway construction
rAD-A05i(720] p0503 N78-29113
ABEA NAVIGATIOB
Multi-system position determination - An
innovative approach to low cost area navigation
[AIAA 77-1513] p0007 A78-12258
Airborne navigation system performance during
RHAV/1LS transition
p0064 A78-15633
Inertially aided scanning DHE for area navigation
p0110 A78-17B99
Jeppesen charting for area navigation
p0370 478-36454
Hew model VOfi/DHE
p0373 A78-37246
RNAV - Corporate operators set the pace
P0509 A78-47424
Area navigation - Fast-time/real-time simulations
in a high-altitude center environment
p0596 A78-52977
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities 'of a general aviation
area navigation system
fAD-AOU2846/6] p0021 N78-10041
Simulation tests of flight technical error in
2D/JD area navigation (RNAV) using a multiple
waypoint RNAV system with and without a flight
director system
fAD-A0072U6] p0195 H78-16029
High-altitude area navigation (BNAV) enronte
sioulation
[AD-AOU931<=] p0257 H78-19088
Area navigation systems and procedures
p0316 N78-21091
ABGBB1IHA
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Buenos Aires, Argentina
[AD-A054451] p0489 N78-28071
ABIP (IBPACT PREDICTION)
0 COBPOTERIZED SIMULATION
0 IMPACT PBEDICTION
ARKANSAS
TRACAIS evaluation report. Communications station
evaluation report, little Rock AFB, Arkansas
ground based control
[AD-A053938] p0452 B78-27106
ABBED FOBCES
NT ARMED FORCES (POBEIGN)
HT ABBED FOBCES (DHITED STATES)
»T NATI
ABBED FOBCES (FOREIGN)
German Army helicopter development and prospects
for the future
p0261 N78-19128
Canadian Navy experience with small ship
helicopter operations
p0261 N78-19129
ASHED FOBCES (ONITED STATES)
The mnltirole cruise missile
p0600 A78-53716
The 3SAF stability and control digital DATCOB.
Volume 2: Implementation of DATCOR methods
[AD-AOU5172] p0089 H78-12101
The OSAF stability and control digital DATCCB.
Volume 1: Users manual
[AD-A005171] p0089 N78-12102
Projected needs of OS Army Aviation
p0261 N78-19127
The OS Army OTTAS and AAH programs
p0262 N78-19131
Encyclopedia of OS Air Force aircraft and missile
systems. Volume 1: Post-Horld War II fighters
1945 - 1973
[AD-A057002] p0622 N78-33036
ABHOB
Increasing the survivability of combat aircraft
[AD-A045910] p0140 N78-14038
ABRUS
NT ASTENRA ABHAIS
NT EBOFIBE ARRAYS
NT LINEAR ARRAYS
NT PHASED ARRAYS
NT SOLAR ARRAYS
NT STEEBABLE ANTENNAS
NT TAGI ANTENNAS
Analysis of single and double coverage aircraft
multispectral scanner arrays for positional data
p0267 H78-19553
ARRESTING GEAR
Metallurgical behavior of arresting gear deck
pendants
p0218 A78-25185
ABEOi WINGS
Arrow wings for supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-151] p0173 A78-22588
Effect of a simulated engine jet blowing above an
arrow ving at Bach 2.0
[NASA-TP-1050] p0020 S78-10030
Study of metallic structural design concepts for
an arrow wing supersonic cruise configuration
[SASA-CB-27U3] p0197 N78-16043
Theoretical evaluation of high speed aerodynamics
for arrow wing configurations
ISASA-TB-78659] p0235 B78-17992
Study of advanced composite structural design
concepts for an arrow wing supersonic cruise
configuration, task 3
[NASA-CB-145192] p0305 N78-20112
Study of advanced composite structural design
concepts for an arrow wing supersonic cruise
configuration
[BASA-CB-2825] p0306 N78-20116
Effect of leading-edge contour and vertical-tail
configuration on the low-speed stability
characteristics of a supersonic transport model
having a highly-swept arrow wing
IHASi-TH-78683] p0312 B78-21051
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics from
wind-tunnel tests of a large-scale advanced
arrow-wing supersonic-cruise transport concept
[NASA-CR-145280] p0312 N78-21053
Stability and performance characteristics of a
fixed arrow wing supersonic transport
SUBJECT IIDBX ATBOSPHEBIC CIBCULATIOH
configuration (SCAT 157-9898) at Bach numbers
from 0.60 to 1.20
[SASA-TB-78726] p05<!7 H78-30087
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fixed arrow-wing
supersonic crnise aircraft at Bach noibers of
2.30, 2.70, and 2.95 Langley Unitary Plan
wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TH-78706] p0601 S78-32050
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on the
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
low-aspect-ratio highly svept arrow-«ing
configuration
[NASA-TB-78787] p0622 H78-330I17
aBTHBOPODS
HT INSECTS
ABTIFICIAL SATSILIIES
NT AEBOSAT SATELLITES
BT ATS 5
HT ATS 6
HT COBBOH1CATION SATELLITES
HT EOSS
HT GEODETIC SATELLITES
HT GEOS SATELLITES (BS1)
HI BABITIBE SATELLITES
HT CABOTS (ESA)
HT BETEOBOLOGIC4L SATELLITES
HT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
HT NAVSTAB SATELLITES
NT TRANSIT SATELLITES
ASCENT
HT CLIBBING FLIGHT
ASCENT PBOPDLSION SISTERS
The conditions of stationary flight for
distributed-jet helical rotors
p0120 A78-19066
The impact of current V/STOL flying qaality
control requirements on the propulsion system
[AIAA PAPEB 78-921] pOU62 A78-43502
ASCENT TEAJECTOBIES
Sone aspects of the problem of flights in ascent
p0119 A78-190U1
Strategic positioning and traffic regulation in
the teruinal zone
p0217 A78-25150
ASDE
D AIBPOBT SOBFACE DETECTION EQOIPBENT
ASPECT BATIO
ST HIGH ASPECT BATIO
NT LOS ASPECT BATIO
Experimental observations of vail interference at
transonic speeds
tAIAA PAPER 78-16H] p0160 A78-20716
Unsteady pressure distribution neasurements at two
trapezoidal wings with unit aspect ratio
p0205 N78-17020
ASSEHBLIES
HT TAIL ASSEHBLIES
ASSEBBLISG
NT OBBITAl ASSEBBLY
Investigation of the guality of airframe
force-structures and optimal technical decisions
during production planning
p0132 A78-20291
ASSESS PBOGRAB
Assess II - A simulated mission of Spacelab
pOS69 A78-50276
ASSESSBEHTS
HT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSBENT
Baseline data requirements for assessing
environmental impact
[PB-2811U8/7] P0617 N78-32620
ASTBIOHICS
SAECON '78; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Bay
16-18, 1978. Volumes 1, 2 S 3
p0529 A78-«9851
ASTBODYRABICS
Spacecraft flight control systems Bussian hook
P0599 A78-5313H
ASTBONAOT PEBFOBBAHCE
Safety of space flights
p0516 A78-H7952
iSTBBETEI
Calculations of flows in flat asymmetric nozzles
for overexpanded conditions
p0581 178-50782
ASYBPTOTIC BETBODS
Asymptotic theory of the swept ving
p0052 A78-1U053
An alternative treatment of lifting-line theory as
a perturbation problem
P0582 A78-5090H
Two-dimensional model for the formation of vortex
sheets shed by the lateral edge of a ving
[ESA-TT-<413] p0093 B78-13025
ASYBPTOTIC SEBIES
Application of the method of matching outer and
inner asymptotic expansions to the solution of
problems in viscous fluid dynamics
p0127 A78-196U9
ASYNCHEOHODS BOTOBS
The currents absorbed by the motor with double
rotor casing during operation expressed ty means
of parameters to be determined experimentally
[BEPT-1600] p03£6 B78-233H5
ATBODYDS
0 BABJET EBGINES
ATLIT PBOJSCT
Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light
twin-engine airplane (ATLIT)
p008» N78-12065
ATBOSPHEBIC ABSOBPTIOH
U ATHOSPHEBIC ATTBBOATION
ATHOSPHEBIC ATTESUATIOH
Atmospheric attenuation statistics at 15 and 35
GHz for very low elevation angles of
ground-to-aircraft wideband data links
p0592 A78-52360
Atmospheric-absorption adjustment procedure for
aircraft flyover noise measurements computer
program
[AD-A051700] p0403 S78-21899
ATBOSPBEBIC BOONDABY LATEB
A flight path correlation technique fof assessing
the impact of turbulence in the atmospheric
boundary layer on aircraft during the landing
approach
p0055 A78-1H961
Aircraft response to boundary layer turbulence and
wind shear associated with cold-air-outflow from
a severe thunderstorm
p0055 A78-1l»961
Some characteristics of sonic boom propagation in
an inhomogeneous atmosphere
p0128 A78-19691
Preliminary comparison of model and prototype wakes
building wake effects on atmospheric
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 78-2511] p0162 A78-2077U
Applications of wind tunnels to investigations of
wind-engineering problems
[AI1A 78-812] p0296 178-32366
Numerical study on the stability dependence of
geostrophic drag and cross-isobar angle
p0580 A78-50691
Research on various aspects of atmospheric flight
[AD-A033681] p0302 S78-20088
Measurement of vertical velocity fluctuations in
the atmospheric boundary layer with a spall
aircraft
[BBL-23633] pOU60 N78-27711
ATBOSPBEBIC CHEBISIBY
Simulation of airport air quality by box
photochemical and Gaussian models
p0216 A78-25033
Photochemistry and dynamics of the ozone layer
p0381 A78-38766
Feasibility of an orbital simulator of
stratospheric photochemistry
p0589 A78-51816
ATBOSPHEBIC CIBCOLATIOH
Environmental aerodynamics Book
p0332 A78-33802
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heavily loaded centrifugal compressor impeller
fDLB-FB-77-32] p02H5 N78-18073
CENTRIFUGAL FOBCE
Counter pumping debris excluder and separator
gas turbine shaft seals
[NASA-CASE-LEH-11855-1] pO<408 H78-25090
CEBTBIFUGAI POHPS
The effect of fluid oscillations in a fuel line on
the pressure head of a pump operating in a
*-egime without reverse streams
p0187 A78-21259
10 years of contract research for the
pump/compressor industrial concern
p0523 A78-49175
CEHTBIPBTAL JOBCE
Experimental investigation of a centripetal
turbine with adjustable guide vanes
p0338 A78-3U975
CBB1BAL PBOTBCTIVB COATINGS
0 PEOTECTIVE COATINGS
CEBAHIC COATINGS
Evaluation of a ceramic combustion chamber for a
small gas turbine engine
p0322 N78-21145
CEEABICS
The state of development of ceramic components for
gas turbines
FDGLR PAPEE 77-072] p0116 A78-18703
Aluminous keatite - A durable ceramic material for
rotary regenerator cores for automotive gas
turbine engines
p057i) A78-50588
Silicon nitride ceramics for gas turbine engines
p0578 A78-50630
Development of ceramic components for an
automotive gas turbine
p0578 A78-50632
New materials in the Si-C-Al-O-S and related systems
for gas turbine and high temperature
applications
p0601 A78-53864
Ceramic composite protection for turbine disc bursts
for the A-300 aircraft
p0026 N78-10083
Ceramics in gas turbine: Powder and process
characterization
[NASA-T1-73875] p0208 178-17059
Evaluation of tantalum fiber reinforced Si3N4
fAD-A051657] p036t N78-23152
Ceramic technology readiness program
CPE-2661-3] pO<457 N78-27279
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine. Volume 1: Ceramic component
fabrication and demonstration
TAD-A055252] p0611 N78-32099
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine. Volume 2: Ceramic turbine rotor
technology
[AD-A055276] p0611 N78-32100
Stress analysis of ceramic gas turbine blades by
the finite element method, part 2
fAD-A055538] p0611 N78-32102
High-temperature ceramics for automobile gas
turbines
CNASA-TH-75U57] p061t N78-3226U
High temperature ceramics for automobile gas
turbines. Part 2: Development of ceramic
components
[NASA-TH-75302] p06U S78-32265
Ceramics technology readiness development program.
Phase 1: Conceptual designs and material
screening erosion/corrosion resistance
[FE-2786-12] p0632 878-33243
CEBTIFICiTIOH
FAA role of certification - Advanced aircraft
systems
[AIAA 77-1172] pOOOS A78-12230
Problems of noise certifying business aircraft
p0015 A78-12824
Flyover noise - Measurement and analysis
p012i» A78-19U1H
FAA's certification position on advanced avionics
p0335 A78-34642
Status report on aircraft noise certification
p03«0 A78-35652
The certification of light aircraft
p03€9 A78-36280
The airline's role in the certification of
aircraft - Criteria for air transport selection
pO<H7 A78-40995
Certification study of a derivative model of a
small jet transport airplane using a piloted
research smulator
[AD-A046442] p01tO K78-14033
CESSHA ilBCBAFT
NT A-37 AIBCBAPT
NT T-37 AIECPAFT
Airborne sampling system for plume monitoring
p0018 A78-I11280
Aircraft accident report: Knob Bill, Inc.,
Cessna-421, N999HB, Nogales, Arizona, 22 January
1917
[NTISOB/C/104-011] p0256 B78-19086
CESSHA HII.ITABY AIECHAFT
tJ BIL1TABT AIPCBAFT
CF-104 AIBCBAFT
0 CAHADAIB AIECEAFT
CFBP
0 CABBON FIBEB REINFORCED PLASTICS
CB-53 HEUCOPTEB
U H-53 HSLICOP1EB
CH-H7 HEUCOPTEB
limitations of the CH-17 helicopter in performing
terrain flying with external loads
[AD-A048580] p02«2 B78-1805B
Doctrine versus capabilities: A project manager's
dilemma with the CH-47 helicopter
[AD-A052376] " pOi!13 N78-25970
aodified helicopter icing spray system evaluation
[AD-AOS5039] pOS61 S78-31091
CH-U7 crash test (T-UO) structural, cargo
restraint, and air crew inflatable restraint
experiments
[AD-A055801] p0608 K78-32077
CH-62 HEUCOPTEB
UTTAS/HIH rotor blade fabrication and testing
YOH-61A and XCH-62A helicopters
pOOSO A78-13I156
CBAIBS
D SEATS
CHA1COGENIDES
NT CABBON DIOXIDE
NT CABBOS HOHOXinE
NT NITHIC OXIDE
NT 1ITBCGEN OXIDES
NT PEROXIDES
NT PIOTONIDB OXIDES
NT SDETZITE
NT ZIBCONItin OXIDES
CHAHCE-TOOGHT HHITABY ilBCBAFT
0 HIIITABT AIRCRAFT r
CHAHHEL CAPACITY
!JHF demand assigned multiple access /DHF DAHA/
system for tactical satellite communications
p0226 A78-27032
CHANNEL FLOB
Calculation of 3-dimensional choking mass flow in
turbomachinery with 2-dimensional flow models
pOOlO A78-12289
Three-dimensional transonic shear flow in a channel
pQQIO A78-12290
Aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular wing
with a tip clearance in a channel
p0106 A78-17II27
Sudden expansion of a supersonic jet in a
cylindrical duct
p0128 A78-19670
Large amplitude shock wave motion in two
dimensional transonic channel flows
[AIAA PAPEB 78-217] p0162 A78-20770
Analysis and calculation of plane skew symmetric
contours of second-order smoothness for
channel surface design
p017l| A78-22636
Study of the propagation of higher modes in
cylindrical ducts with impedance walls for
aircraft noise reduction
p0221 A78-25773
Experimental investigation of the temperature
field in a plane channel carrying a stratified
turbulent air stream
p0227 A78-27139
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SUBJECT IHCII CHBOBilOGBJPBI
•
^
^e numerical solation of viscous flovs at high
Reynolds nuaber
pO«ai A78-H6360
^xparinental investigation of the thermoaconstic
fluctuatiors in heated channels at supercritical
pressures
pOSSO 478-50780
Calculation of viscous flo» in straight weaKly
divergent liffusors
p0583 A78-51158
Hodel calculations of the generation of
self-excited oscillations in a supersonic duct
with stepwise widening of cross section
p058<l A78-51165
Influence of rarefaction and conpression waves on
base pressure
p0600 A78-53781
CHANNELS (DATA TBANSBISSION)
An airplane fiber optic multiplex data bus design
and feasibility demonstration system
fAIAi 77-1U751 pOOOS .178-12232
Aircraft F-"<av system connected on optical bos
pOOSI A78-1«9«1
Compatibility testing and integration of DAIS
multiplex bus eguipnents Digital Avionics
Information System
pOOel A78-15638
Fiber optir data bases for avionics - A systems view
p0066 A78-15656
Stores management and data bus systems for
F-16 aircraft
pOO£6 A78-15660
A microprocessor interface between an inertial
measurement unit and the B-1 avionics multiplex
data bus
p0068 A78-15695
The ."AROTS maritime satellite programme
p0227 A78-27049
Data transmission aboard aircraft
pOH17 A78-H0869
,
MIi-£TD-1553B proposed data bus development in
avionic architecture
p0531 A78-09866
CHAOTIC CLOOD PATTBBNS
0 CIOnDS (1ETEOFOLOGY)
CHAPBAS SHEAB LAYER
'} IhEAP LATEITS
CHAPBAJP-aoDSET FLAHE
0 FLAPS PBOE\GATION
CHiBACTESISTIC BQDATIOSS
n EIGENVALUES
D EIGEl-VECTrPS
CHiBACTEBISTIC FDBCT10SS
D EIGESVJ1DES
0 'JIGEIVFCToaS
CHAS4CTEBISTIC HETHOD
0 l-ETROD OF CHAEACTEBISTICS
CHABACTEES
D STBB01.S
CHARGE DISTBIBDTIOF
Surface current and charge density induced on
aircraft
p0169 A78-21990
The lightning environment
p0035 S78-11025
CBABTS
Jeppesen charting for area navigation
p0370 A78-3645II
Simplified sonic-boom prediction using
aerodynamic configuration charts and calculators
or sli^e rules
rt'ASf-T-1122;) p0301 N78-20078
CBECKOOT
Arrival inspections/pre-operational inspections
(aviation nateriel)
fHD-AOH7260] p0202 H78-16376
CBECKOOT EQOIPflBUT
0 TZST EQUIPB3NT
CHEBICAL ABALTSIS
"• CAS A K A I T S I S
IT CZONO'ETBI
K T C J A L I T A T I V E AMALYSIS
NT QnANTIf^TIVE ANA1TSIS
ST SPECTKOSCCPIC ANALYSIS
Pylrocarbon group type determination in jet fuels
by hiqh perfornance liquid chromatography
F0216 A78-2H906
Hydrocarbon group type deternnation in jet fuels
by high perfornance lignid chroiatography
[BASJ-TH-73829] p0101 S78-13233
Baterial evaluation of polyurethane foaa, 0.05 g/
ca 3 density
[BDX-613-1836-BEV] p0567 B78-31219
CBEBICiL E12BESTS
BT A1DBIKDH
ST BEBYI1IDB
FT BOBOH
HT CABBOB
HI CHHOHIO?
ST BYDEOGEN
HT LIQOID HYDROGE8
BT BITBCGEB
HT PHOSPHOBtJS
HT BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
HT BftBE EABTB ELEBECTS
HT TAHTMOB
NT TITAHIOil
NT ZIBCOBIDS 95
CBEBICAL EITIBGOISHEBS
0 PIBE EITIHGOISHEHS
CBEBICIL FOELS
NT AIBCBAFT FOB1S
HT DIESE1 PD3LS
NT HYDBOCABBOH FDELS
HT BIDBOGEH FUELS
NT JET ENGIBE FDELS
BT JP-» JET FDEL
BT JP-5 JET FtJEL
HT SLDBHY BBOPBLLAHTS
HI SYHTHETIC FOELS
Innovative aircraft design study. Task 2: Design
subtask 1. Chenically fueled aircraft. Volume
2: Appendices
[AD-AOUH319] p0023 H78-1005H
CHEHICAL IHDICATOES
Hydrocarbon group type determination in jet fuels
by high performance liquid chromatography
p0216 A78-24906
CBEBICA1 KIBETICS
0 BEACTIOH KINETICS
CHEBICAL HACBTHING
HT ELECTBOCHEHICA1 BACHIHIHG
CHEBICAL EEOPERTIES
»T THEHBOCHEaiCAL PBOPEBTIES
CHEHICAL BEACTIOHS
NT HALOGEHATION
NT HYDBOGEHATION
HT OXIDATION
NT PBOTOCHESICAL BEACTIOHS
CHBHICAL TESTS
NT CHEBICAL ANALYSIS
HT GAS ANALYSIS
NT OZOBOBETBY
HT QUALITATIVE AHALYSIS
HT COASTITATIVE AHALYSIS
HT SALT SPBAY TESTS
HT SPBCTROSCOPIC AHALYSIS
CHEBOHOCLEAB PBOPOLSION
0 HDCLEAB PBOPDLSIOH
CBILDBER
Research into effects of aircraft noise on hearing
of children in exposed residential areas around
an airport
p0117 A78-1B779
CHILLING
D COOIIBG
CHINA
Preparing today, to Beet the ATC challenges of
tooorrov for civil aircraft operations in
Taiwan
p0596 A78-52973
CHINOOK HELICOPTBB
0 CH-«7 BELICOPTEB
CHIPS (ELECTBOHICS)
A new chip detector component failure
detection in aircraft and helicopter propulsion
and transnissioE svsteas
p0058 A78-15158
CHIBP
HT CHIBP SIGNALS
CBIBP SIGNALS
Some result:: on digital chirp radar design
B0222 A78-26160
A high duty factor chirp radar
p0538 A78-119 976
CHBOBATOGBAPHY
NT LIQOID CHBOHATOGBAPBY
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CBBOBE SUBJECT INDEX
CBBOHB
0 CHBOHIOH
CBROBIOH
Extending the service life of aircraft components
made of high-strength steels Snssian book
p0522 A78-48518
CBEOHIOH 1110TS
Bob tolerance evaluation of two sintered NiCrAl
gas path seal materials wear tests of gas
turbine engine seals[NASA-TH-78967] p0503 178-29215
CBBOBOTBOHS
D TIME IAG
CBDGGISG
0 COHBUSTION STABILITY
CINEFLOOBOGBAPBY
D RADI06RAPBY
CIHEHiDIOGBiPHY
D RADIOGRAPHY
CIBCDIT JBOTECTIOB
Aircraft lightning vulnerability testing
p0062 A78-15585
CIBCOITS
NT ANALOG CIECDITS
NT CANCELLATION CIRCUITS
NT DIGITAL INTEGRATORS
NT EQUIVALENT CIBCOITS
NT F10IPIC CIBCtJITS
NT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
NT LIMITEH CIBCOITS
NT LOGIC CIRCUITS
NT MATRICES (CIBCOITS)
NT POWEB SDEELY CIRCUITS
NT SWITCHING CIRCUITS
NT TRANSISTOR CIBCDITS
CIBCOLAB CYLIHDEBS
Techniques for the experimental investigation of
the near wake of a circular cylinder
fAIAA PAPEE 78-1197] pO«23 A78-41888
Flow of highly rarefied gas past a circular
cylinder at low Hach numbers
p0424 A78-42200
CIBCDliTIOS
NT ATHOSPHEBIC CIRCULATION
An assessment of circulation control airfoil
development
[AD-A043826] p0033 N78-11012
CITIES
NT SAN FBANCISCO (CA)
CIVIL 1VI»TIOB
World commercial air transport market to 1991
p0003 A78-11799
An overview of enroute radio navigation services
for civil aviation
[AIAA 77-1509] p0007 A78-12255
The use of CRT displays in future civil transport
aircraft - Some human 'factor and engineering
implications
[AIAA 77-1517] p0010 A78-12285
The geriatric jet problem
p0014 A78-12600
Technical exploitation of aircraft /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ Russian book
pOOlU 878-12606
Hathematical planning and bulk service methods of
civil aviation Bussian book
p0015 A78-13000
Feasibility of modern airships - Preliminary
assessment
pOOSO A78-13I116
20 years IL-18 aircraft design features,
capabilities and applications
pOOSO A78-13497
Further improvement of the efficiency of
computational procedures in flight operations
p0051 A78-13499
Protective equipment for cargo transport in
passenger cabins
p0051 A78-13501
Aircraft maintenance scheduling
p0052 A78-13849
The quiet battle over aircraft noise
p0058 A78-15167
Airport aircraft economic interface
[SAE PAPEB 770580] p0060 A78-15387
Remotely piloted aircraft in the civil environaent
p0070 A78-16100
The assessment of noise, with particular reference
to aircraft
p0074 A78-16595
Why fly sopersonically flight time reduction
vs fuel consumption and low payload
p0109 A78-17889
Future domestic air navigation system analysis
[977-52] p0111 A78-1790U
Advances in aircraft efficiency
p0112 A78-18022
Commercial aviation future progress, programs,
proposals and problems - A prognosis /H. Bupert
Tnrnbnll Lecture/
p0112 A78-18034
The status of flight recorders in modern aircraft
p0122 A78-19294
A review of HASA'S propulsion programs for civil
aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 78-43] pO157 A78-20651
Technology readiness for an SST
[AIAA PAPEB 78-356] p0186 A78-2H031
Fuels outlook I - Transportation and the O.S.
petroleum resource, an aviation perspective
[AIAA PAPEB 78-357] p0186 A78-24032
Planning for the next generation aircraft - An
airline view
[AIAA PAPEB 78-361] p0186 A78-24033
Prospects for a new generation air transport
[AIAA PAPEB 78-363] p0186 A78-2«035
The future determines the past - Bermuda I in the
light of Bermuda II air transportation
agreement
P0223 A78-26470
Bermuda II and after
p0223 A78-26471
The impact of Bermuda II on future bilateral
agreements
p022» A78-26172
The year for shaping a digital operations RSD
program for ATC
p0231 A78-28218
Product support for French equipment used by civil
aviation companies
p0278 A78-29657
Whither HLS Microwave Landing System civil and
military applications
p0281 A78-30096
Profile of the airport-development crisis
p0282 A78-30244
Bemotuly piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0283 A78-30506
The division of air transport markets between
carriers - Local service operations
p0284 A78-30697
Bide technology applications to large passenger
aircraft
p0331 A78-334M3
The strategy of traffic regulation in Western Europe
p033l| A78-34374
Expansion potential for the local service air
carrier
p0376 A78-37539
Application of modern methods in civil aircraft
construction
p0382 A78-38808
The effect of fuel consumption on cost developments
p0469 A78-U4197
wing design for a future airliner
p0471 A78-44619
Hinimnm requirements for future wide-body aircraft
cargo systems and compartments /intermodal/
[SAE ABP 1395] p0471 A78-44691
Requirements for aircraft on board weight and
balance system
[SAE ABP 1409] pO«72 A78-U4692
Aircraft guidance and flight safety - Current and
future problems for research and industry
p0569 A78-50263
Toulouse combines elegance with economy French
airport design
p0570 A78-S0436
Sounding the runway
p0582 A78-50822
Airline contributions to better air traffic control
p0587 A78-51518
Future large civil turbofans and poverplants
/Seventeenth Short Bros. Commemorative Lecture/
p0587 A78-51519
European air transport up to the year 2000 /Lord
Douglas of Kirtleside Lecture/
p0567 A78-51520
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SUBJECT IIDBX CLOSED CTC1BS
The shape of airliners to come
Boeing launches the 767
"he 1-1011-500 long-range TriStar
p0589 A78-51817
p0591 A78-5224Q
p0591 A7B-52245
Innovation in international air transportation
regulation - The OS-HetherlanS's agreement of 10
Barch 1978
p0592 A78-52««7
The changing environaent of international air
commerce
p0592 A78-52448
Aviation futures to the year 2000
p0595 478-52966
Overview of potential ATC developments
p0596 178-52970
Preparing today, to meet the ATC challenges of
tomorrow for civil aircraft operations in
Taivan
p0596 178-52973
Selected papers on advanced design of air vehicles
[AGABD-AG-226] p0017 B78-10005
Possibilities and goals for the future SST
[AIAA-PAPEB-75-251) p0017 H78-10006
Preliminary candidate advanced avionics system for
qeneral aviation
[BASA-CB-1S2025] p0024 178-10060
The impact of microcomputers on aviation: A
technology forecasting and assessment stndy.
Volooe 1: Onconstrained forecasts of
microcomputer technology
[AD-A006217] p0154 H78-15712
The impact of microcomputers on aviation: 1
technology forecasting and assessment stndy.
Volume 2: constrained forecasts and assessment
of microcomputer technology
f AD-A046218] F0154 B78-15713
research reguirenents to improve safety of civil
helicopters
tHASA-CB-115260] p0195 H78-16026
Terminal area forecast 1978-1988
[AD-A0465U3] J0195 H78-16027
General aviation avionics statistics: 1974
(AD-A045209] p0198 B78-16050
A review of NASA's propulsion programs for aviation
[NASA-TH-73831] p0199 B78-16055
Technical evaluation report on the Plight
Mechanics Panel Symposium on rotorcraft Design
[AGABD-AB-114] p0207 B78-17049
Combined military and commercial application of
light helicopters
p0262 H78-19136
Accuracy considerations on new Hicrowave Landing
Systems (BIS) from an operational point of view
p0315 B78-21081
Area navigation systems and procedures
p0316 K78-21091
Supporting project activities in the civil
components program "Sing Section"
fBHFT-PB-B-77-26] p0350 178-2208U
Civil components program "fling Section'.
Preliminary design of model wing and pylon
mock-ups
[B1PT-PB-B-77-27] p0350 H78-22085
Civil components program "Sing Section'.
Preliminary design of engine mconting and
nacelle mounting
rBBPT-PB-B-77-28] p0350 B78-22086
Engine procurement for the test program "Civil
Components Program Ring Section*
rBHPT-PB-S-77-291 p0350 H78-22087
Civil components program "fling Section*. Ring
structure parameter study — effects on wing
weight
[BBPT-FB-S-77-30] p0350 N78-22088
Civil components program "wing Section1. Concept
for large model tests at Hodane
[BBFT-FB-B-77-31] p0350 B78-22089
Civil components program "fling Section1. Position
of structure transition joints, arrangement of
landing gear
[BHPT-FE-B-77-36] p0350 B78-22090
Civil components program "fling Section'.
Materials selection
tBMFI-FB-B-77-37] p0351 K78-22091
Precision positional data of general aviation air
traffic in terminal air space
CHASA-BP-1020] p0404 B78-25048
Research requirements to reduce civil helicopter
life cycle cost
[BASA-CB-145379] pO»98 B78-290B2
Civil helicopter design and operational requirement
CHASA-C8-145377] pO«99 H78-29083
Avionics performance analysis: A historical
review and a current assessment of flight
instrumentation and control systems in civil
aviation
fNASA-CB-115378] p0610 B78-32094
Airline delay trends, 1972-1977
[AD-A056867] p0624 H78-33062
Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS air
carrier operations, 1976
[PB-281329/3] p0624 878-33065
loran-C, Omega, and Differential Omega applied to
the civil air navigation requirement of COB&S,
Alaska, and offshore. Volume 2: Analysis
[AD-A056741] p0625 B78-33075
CLABK T A1BFOIL
0 AIBFOIL PBOFILES
CLASSIC AlfiCBiFT
0 IL-62 AIBCBAFT
CLASSICAL HBCBASICS
BT ASTBODYBAHICS
BT OBBITAL HECBABICS
CtBAH PDBLS
Evaluation of coal-derived JP-5 fuels
pO«61 A78-43417
CLEABBBS
HT AIB FILTEBS
CLEiBIBG
A high-frequency reverse-flow flnidic
self-cleaning fuel filter
p013q A78-20523
CLBAE AIB TOBBOIBHCB
Clear air turbulence accidents
P0273 A78-28833
NASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety
[SAE PAPEB 780020] p0331 A78-33361
Flight tests of a simple airborne device for
predicting clear air turbulence encounters
[AIAA 78-1375] pO»85 A78-H6560
Infrared passbands for clear-air-turbulence
detection
p0591 &78-51971
ClBiBABCES
Checking the effectiveness of negative allowance
in blush bolted joints ia aircraft structures
p0131 A78-20261
Gas path sealing in turbine engines
[NASA-TB-73890] p0318 B78-21109
In-place recalibration technique applied to a
capacitance-type system for measuring rotor
blade tip clearance
[BASJ-TP-1110] p0352 878-22101
Turbine tip-clearance measurement
[AD-A0520H2] p0362 B78-23097
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally
spaced fan rotors
[BAL-TB-526] pOi»09 B78-25091
Advanced optical blade tip clearance measurement
system
[HASA-CB-159402] p0563 »78-31106
CLIBBIBG FLIGHT
Some aspects of the problem of flights in ascent
p0119 A78-19041
Prediction of the ascending speeds of gliders in
thermal convection over a plain
p0177 A78-23398
Bore about flight-path-angle transitions in
optimal airplane climbs
p0291 A78-32098
Compressible flow about helicopter rotors
p0372 A78-36947
lost range, fuel and time due to climb and
descent: Propeller-driven aeroplanes
[ESDD-77015] p0084 B78-12066
A new formulation for the epsilon method applied
to the minimam-tioe-to-climb problem
p0357 B78-23028
The on-board calculation of optimal climbing paths
p0434 B78-26078
CLOCKS
ST ATOMIC CLOCKS
CLOSED CICLES
Thermodynamical performances of closed-cycle
gas-turbine
p0575 A78-50605
A-101
CLOSED LOOP STSTEIS SUBJECT IHDEI
CLOSED LOOP SISTERS
0 FEEDBACK COHT10L
CLOTBINS
HT HELHETS
C100D SEBDIHG
Aircraft use in weather modification
p0056 A78-14995
Preliminary experience tilth the use of the lak-tO
aircraft in studies of cloud physics and
artificial modifications
p0370 A78-36483
Initial development of a tactical system for
dispersing supercooled stratus
[AD-A056570] p0635 H78-33677
CLOUDS
HT CLOUDS (HETEOBOLOGY)
CLOUDS (BETEOBOLOGY)
The lightning environment
p0035 N78-11025
CLDICBES
A clutch for V/STOl
[SAP. PAPEB 770989] p0180 A78-23826
Description of transient motion of aviation
mechanisms with double-winding electromagnetic
clutches
p0220 A78-2558U
Helicopter freewheel unit design guide
[AD-A0147559] p0307 N78-20124
Advanced overrunning clutch technology for use
in helicopters
[AD-A052635] pO«03 N78-2H557
CLOTTEB
An advanced computer calculation of ground clutter
in an airborne pulse Doppler radar
p0066 A78-15662
Padio interference in helicopter-borne pulse
Doppler radars
p0285 A78-31038
The effect of correlated missed detections,
correlated false alarms and interclutter
visibility on the performance of an automated
radar tracking system
p0374 A78-371I85
Constant false alarm rate detector for a pulse
radar in a maritime environment
F0538 A78-H9975
A high duty factor chirp radar
p0538 A78-U9976
caos
Don-volatile memory system for severe environment
flight recorders
p0532 A78-119872
COAL IIQUBFACTIOH
Jet fuels from synthetic crudes
pOI(61 A78-U3415
Gas turbine engine fuel from synthetic crude
pOt61 A78-U3U16
Evaluation of coal-derived OP-5 fuels
pOU61 A78-U3U17
Progress OD coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
[HASA-TH-78696] pO<H2 K78-255I45
COAL OTILIZATIOH
CTOL concepts and technology development
pO»61 A78-43358
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
pO«97 H78-29063
COAHDA EFFECT
An investigation of corner separation within a
thrust augmenter having Coanda jets
[AD-A052131] F0366 N78-23392
COASTS
Air-sea rescue operations. Search and rescue
experience
p0262 N78-19134
COATING
HT ELECTBOPLATIHG
COATINGS
HT AHODIC COATINGS
HT CEBAHIC COATINGS
HT ELECTROPLATING
HT HFTA1 COATIHGS
HT PAINTS
HT PLASTIC COATIHGS
HT PROTECTIVE COATIHGS
HT SPRAYED COATINGS
HT THERBAL CCSTPOl CCATIHGS
COBALT ALLOTS
Cobalt-base alloys produced by powder metallurgy
for compressor and turbine disks -
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1978-7] p0386 A78-39582
Reaction diffusion in the HiCrAl and CoCrAl systems
p0597 A78-53063
Cobalt-base alloys for hot corrosion protective
coatings
p0321 N78-211U2
COCKPIT SIHDLATOBS
The role of cockpit simulators in the integration
of pilot/controller ATC system related avionics
and procedures
[AIAA 77-1516] pOOlO A78-12281
Peripheral processors for high-speed simulation
helicopter cockpit simulator
p0052 A78-1U063
Advanced flight decks for the 80s cockpit
design for transport aircraft
p0273 A78-28835
Hew aspects in the movement simulation of the
research flight simulator of DFVLB
[DGLR PAPEB 77-086] p0290 A78-31950
High acceleration cockpit simulator evaluation
[AD-A015165] p0100 N78-13081
Wide-angle, multiviewer infinity display design
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•jet engine simulation
p0277 1178-29589
A reliable modular automatic system adapted to
avionics controls: Design through successive
refinements - Production French book 9
p0281 A78-30021
COBPOTEB GBAPBICS
Touch input as alternative to keyboard and rolling
ball for the radar controller at the
display-screen place of operation in
ground-based flight control
(DGLE PAPEB 77-0211 p0189 A78-21U11
Proposal and construction of a hybrid flight-sight
simulator with large picture projection
C D G L B PAPEB 77-087] p0290 A78-3i9«s
The Boeing Aerodynamic Labs data system
(AZAA 78-789) p0295 A78-32316
Computer aided design of aircraft electrical systems
p0179 A78-H51110
A flight qualified graphics generator for B-1
defense system
p0539 A78-50007
Circles, texture, etc. - Alternate approaches to""-
CIG scene detail computer image generation
for flight simulators
[AIAA 78-1578] p0579 A78-50659
COHPtTTSOI, - A new technique in image generation
advanced computerized visual environment
simulator
[AIAA 78-1579] p0579 A78-50660
Advancements la ATC information displays and
controller-computer interaction -1
p0596 A78-52975
Description of path-in-the-sky contact analog "
piloting display '
[NASA-TB-71057] p002H 1178^10062
System Avionics Value Estimation (SAVE) : J\n aid
-cost analyse
p0627 H78-33097
aid
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Organization of a progranmed matrix-operation
system in an airborne digital computer
p0192 A78-215fa5
Note on the spanwise quadrature in lifting-ving
calculations
pOU67 A78-13690
The DAIS Executive - An introduction avionics
computer software
p0531 A78-19932
The versatility of Jovial J73 in avionics systems
p0536 A78-19956
A flight simulation high order language study
p0536 A7B-19957
Higher order languages for avionics software - A
survey, summary and critique
p0536 A78-U9959
Specifications for IDABST software for short
takeoff aircraft avionics
[AD-A047163] p0198 N78-16019
Prospects for computational aerodynamics l
integro-differential formulation
p0270 N78-19795
Design and construction of a flight monitor and
data recorder component selection and
software design
[AD-A052105] p0398 N78-21135
Operational Software Concept OSC executive
evaluation/refinement
[AD-A055902] p0618 H78-32751
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An approach to system integration /BASIC/
Basic Avionic Subsystem Integration Concept for
Navy weapons system program
[AIAA 77-1500] p0006 A78-12218
Computation of steady and periodic two-dimensional
nonlinear transonic flows in fan and compressor
stages
pOOlO A78-12292
Modeling of Air Data Computers in test system
software
p006S A78-15650
An advanced computer calculation of ground clutter
in an airborne pulse Doppler radar
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, p0066 178-15662
Software controlled multiranging Vortac navigation
of NASA 3-2 aircraft
p0112 A78-179HI
Pn irtearated computation program for polars of
the finite wings of general aviation aircraft
p0118 A78-18915
Calculation of the performance of a turbine engine
in the off-design condition
p0120 A78-19057
7HFSDI - ^ free-field EflS coupling and scattering
code electromagnetic scattering from aircraft
p0126 A78-19590
A least square finite element technique for
transonic flow with shock
[AIAA PAPEB 78-328] p01P6 478-214022
Dse of structural analysis programs fcr
calculating states of stress in helicopter rotor
elements
p0382 A78-38807
A programmable display test unit
pOD17 J78-10917
A viscous-inviscid interactive compressor
calculation
[AIAA PAPEF 78-1100] pOM21 "178-1)181)3
Second order transonic small perturbation flow
pOH21 A78-U2198
Theoretical and experimental study of the drag of
multielement airfcils
[AIAA PAPER 78-1223] pOU76 P78-H51U8
Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multielement
airfoils
[A1AJ PAPEB 78-122U] pOD76 A78-!)511|9
Methods for calculating the transonic boundary
layer separation for V/STCL inlets at high
incidence angles
[AIAA 78-1340] pOl>63 A78-<46537
The influence of unsteady aerodynamics on
extracted aircraft parameters
[AIAA 78-131)3] pfll)83 A78-l)651)0
SoftKare engineering a must for success in
computerized flight test
[AIAA PJP'EB 78-1H63] p0512 A78-47913
A computerized undergraduate aircraft design course
[AIAA PAPEE 78-11)92] p0515 A78-l)7933
Software structured weapon delivery
p0532 A78-U9875
Approach for identifying avionics flight software
operational support requirements - PAVI TACK an
example
p0533 A78-D9900
An interface management approach to software
development
p0535 A78-49933
High-accuracy three-dimensional image
reconstruction for an airborne line-scanning
system
p0538 A78-i)9988
A computer-aided method of calculating temperature
fields in turbine disks
p0581 A78-50796
Splined version of FLEXSTAB: A critical analysis
of alternate schemes
[NASA-CB-152030] p0020 N78-10027
Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Take-Off and
Landing Analysis (FATOLA)
[PASA-TP-1025] p<>022 N78-10fll)9
Sensitivity of the Shoe-Bo* in P001 analysis
[AD-AOU3707] p0038 S78-11055
Digital avionics cassette transfer system and a
program loader for IBB System/<)Pi CP-2
[AD-AOili)020] p0085 1178-12075
Intrasystem electromagnetic compatibility analysis
program (IEHC4P) F-15 validation. Part 2:
Interpretation of the integrated margin
[AD-A01)5035] p0086 N78-12078
ENGINE!: A single rotor turbojet engine cycle
match performance program
[NASA-CS-1i)5267] p0087 N78-12089
The DSAF stability and control digital DATCOB.
Volume 2: Implementation of DATCOB methods
[AD-AOi)5172] p0089 N78-12101
The OSAF stability and control digital DATCOB.
Volume 1: Users nanual
[AD-A01)5171 ] p0089 N78-12102
F-106 scheduled maintenance study. User's manual
computer programs
[AD-AOD5625] p0091 K78-13001
The generation of motion cues on a
six-degrees-of-freedom motion system
computer program
[VTH-LR-2D8] pO1D3 N78-1M062
Generalized helicopter rotor performance predictions
[AD-A01)6368] p01l)9 S78-15031
Computer program for calculation ot a gas
temperature profile by infrared emission:
Absorction spectroscopy
[Hf SA-^M-7381)8] p0151 N78-1EOU3
A generalized vortex lattice method for snbsonic
and supersonic flow applications
[NASA-CP-2865] p0191 1178-16002
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Voiuce 5:
Catalog of IPAD technical orogram elements
[HASA-CB-132395] p019« N78-16015
GEMPAK: An arbitrary aircraft geometry generator
[NASA-TP-1022] p0197 "178-160D2
A discrete-event digital simulation model of the
F-16 fire control computer operational flight
program using sinscript 2.5
[AD-?OI(8161>] p0207 N78-17007
An examination of selected digital flight generators
[AD-AO!|78!>5] p0212 N78-1708")
Cambered jet-flapped airfoil theory with tables
and computer programs for application
[ AD-AO!)8528] p0237 N78-1800e
A simulation model for an
enplaning-passenger-vehicle curbside at
high-volume airports
p0239 N7S-18020
Improvement of flight measuring data with a Kalman
filter
[PBVG-FB»T-77-6] p02l>3 N78-18057
Palefac
[AD-A01)8331 ] p02Ul) N78-18065
1ASTOP: A computer code for laser turrets
optimization of small perturbation turrets in
subsonic or supersonic f low
[ A D - A O U 9 2 7 2 ] p0255 N78-19076
Analysis and design of a cooled supercritical
airfoil test model wall temperature effect
on boundary layer stability
[AD-A018895] p0265 N78-19168
Computer model for refinery operations vith
emphasis on jet fue l production. Volume 2:
Data and technical bases
[NASA-CR-135331) ] p0266 178-1932t
N O I S E R A P computer program operator manual.
A d d e n d u m for version 3.0 of NOISEBAP
[AD-AOC9070] p0271 H78-198U9
A critical evaluation of the predictions of the
NASA-Lockheed multielement airfoil computer
program
f NASA-CE-11)5322] p0301 N78-20076
An improved version of the NASA-Lockheed
multielement airfoil analysis computer program
[NASA-CP-1115323] p0301 1178-20077
Rotorcraft linear simulation model. Volune 2:
Computer implementation
[NASA-CS-152079-VO1-2] p0309 N78-20137
A three-dimensional potential-flow program with a
geometry package for input data generation
[H&SA-CB-11J5311] p0312 H78-210D1
A vectorization of the Jameson-Caughey NYD
transonic swept-wing computer program FLO-22-V1
for the STAP-100 computar
[NASA-Tfl-78665] p0312 B78-21050
Steady, Oscillatory and Unsteady, Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics (SOOSSA) for complex
aircraft configurations
p031)6 178-22036
A computer program for calculating symmetrical
aerodynamic characteristics and
lateral-directional stability derivatives of
wing-body combinations with blowing jets
[NASA-TH-78681)] p0358 N78-23051)
Jet noise modelling by geometric acoustics. Part
3: A computer program for the prediction of jet
mixing noise
[ISVS-TS-93-PT-3] p0367 N78-23883
Simplified input for certain aerodynamic nose
configurations to the Grumean quick-geometry
system. A KHIKNOSE user's manual
[AD-A051«25] p039» S78-2W089
Ose of simulation techniques in the problem of air
traffic control
[QDAD-CALC-ELETT-21 ] p0395 N78-2M11
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Atoosphenc-absorption adjustment procedure for
aircraft flyover noise neasurements coaputer
program
tAD-AOS1700) p0403 H78-21S99
Naval aircraft operating and support cost model —
Fiscal Year 1976 revision
fAD-A053180] p0405 H78-25051
Paneling techniques foe use with the VOBLAX
coaputer program
[NASA-CP-1«5364J pOUOS 878-25054
Cooputer model for refinery operations with
emphasis on 3et fuel production. Volute 3:
Detailed systems and programming documentation
[NASA-CB-135315] p0410 N78-2S235
Slerder bcdy theory programmed for bodies with
arbitrary cross section including fuselages
r«ASA-CR-145383] p0437 878-26102
Trajectory module of the NASA Ames Besearch Center
aircraft synthesis program ACSYKT
[PASA-TH-78497J p0439 H78-26I33
A computer program for full-coverage film-cooled
bladinq analysis including the effects of a
thermal barrier coating
[8ASA-TH-78951] p0454 N78-27126
Applications guide for propagation and
interference analysis computer programs (0.1 to
20 GHz)
fAD-A0532421 p0158 878-27311
Fatigue crack propagation analysis of aircraft
structures
[AD-A053835] p0459 N78-27456
Calculation of laminar boundary layers on infinite
swept wings based on Thwaites two-dimensional
method
[FFA-Aa-1431] p0188 K78-28061
User's guide for a modular flutter analysis
software system (fast version 1.0)
[NASA-T1-7S720] p0192 N78-28101
FAA reiote terminal system
[AD-A054f04 ] p0493 1178-28295
General aviation airplane structural
crashwortbiness user's manual. volume 2:
Input-output, technigues and applications
fAD-A05«317] p0199 1178-29084
Propulsion/flight control integration technology
(PEOFIT) software system definition
(NASA-CB-14U8761 p0501 1178-29102
Computer proqram for relaxation solutions of the
nonlinear small disturbance equations for
transonic flow in an axial compressor tlade row
[40-4053740} p0504 878-29412
REXOR 2 rotorcraft simulation model. Volume 1:
Engineering documentation
f NASA-CS-1145331] p05U3 878-30042
REXOR 2 rctorcraft simulation model. Volume 2'
Computer implementation
fBASA-CK-145332] p0543 878-30043
A calculator program for analyzing airloads on a
wing of arbitrary planform and camber in
subsonic flow
[4D-40541801 p0515 1178-30058
Computer program for vioration prediction of
fighter aircraft equipments
TAD-A0545981 p0518 (178-30091
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction program. Volume 2: Oser's manual
[AD-A054S27] p05H8 N78-30095
Computer program for the design and off-design
performarce of turbojet and turbofan engine cycles
fNASA-TH-78653] pOSSI S78-30122
General aviation airplane structural
crashworthiness user's manual. Volume 1*
Program ^8458 theory
[AD-A055898] p0560 N78-31088
Computerized aircraft attrition program
CAD-A05E784] p0561 N78-3109U
A study of analog programming for prediction of
crack growth in aircraft structures subjected to
random loads
fAD-A0557891 p0562 N78-31097
A study of alternatives fcr VSTOL computer systems
[AD-A056105) p0627 S78-33098
DYGASCD: A program for calculating linear A, 8,
C, and 0 matrices from a nonlinear dynamic
ergire simulation
CHASA-TP-1295] p0628 H78-33110
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Hon-volatile memory system for severe environment
flight recorders
p0532 A78-H9872
A synopsis of the weather probless facing today's
general aviation pilots
p0268 878-19718
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in approach to systen integration /BASIC/
Basic Avlonic Subsystem Integration Concept for
navy weapons system program
[AIAi 77-1500] p0006 &78-12218
Peripheral processors for high-speed simulation
helicopter cockpit simulator
p0052 H78-14063
Performance monitor and data acquisition system
for real-ti«e embedded computers for F-111
avionics
p006« A78-15636
Computer Bonitor and Control /CBAC/ - A real time
systems window
p0061 478-15637
Digital avionic communication computer system
design to improve interequipment transmission
p0068 478-15691
A flexible approach to on-board computer simulation
p0068 478-15706
Instrumentation complex for Langley Research
Center's National Transonic Facility
p0106 478-17372
Conversion of a wind tunnel data acquisition
system to minicomputer control
p0106 478-17373
Increasing data productivity with a minicomputer
based data acquisition system
p0106 478-17371
Development of an on-board minicomputer system
p0124 478-19435
Integrated flight control system for future
transport aircraft
[DGLB PiPEB 77-035] p0190 478-2(425
A hierarchical network for avionic systems
p0532 A78-49868
Digital avionics support - A retrospective view of
the future
p0533 478-49903
An interface management approach to software
development
p0535 478-49933
Hulti-Function Inertial Reference 4ssembly /HIB4/
update digital aircraft systems
p0535 478-49941
Digital flight control system - Advanced
technology of flight control
p0569 478-50266
Correlated data bases for the present and future
aircrew training simulator acquisitions
flexibility
[4144 78-1583] p0579 478-50662
The Central Flow Control /CFC/ system for 4ir
Traffic Control System Command Center
p0595 478-52960
System measurement improves computer responses to
the controller for air traffic control
p0596 478-52974
Coaputer system requirements analysis device
2F112, F-14 weapon system trainer
[40-4043578] p0031 1178-10126
Prelioinary study for a nuaeneal aerodynamic
simulation facility. Phase 1: Extension
[N4S4-CR-152108] p0252 1178-19052
Future Computer Requirements for Computational
Aerodynamics
[HASA-CP-2032] p0268 N78-19778
Computational aerodynamics and the numerical
aerodynamic simulation facility
p0268 878-19779
Computational aerodynamics requirements: The
future role of the computer and the needs of the
aerospace industry
p0269 N78-19784
Remarks on future computational aerodynamics ~
requirements government/industry relations
p0269 1178-19785
Future requirements and roles of computers in
aerodynamics
p0269 878-19786
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Projected role of advanced computational
aerodynamic methods at the Lockheed-Georgia
company
p0269 B78-19787
Computational Plaid Dynamics (CFD): Future role
and requirements as viewed by an applied
aerodynamicist computer systems design
p0269 H78-19789
Specialized computer architectures for
computational aerodynamics
p0270 H78-1981Q
Computer-controlled video instrumentation
technique for wind tunnel testing of fall-scale
lifting parachutes
[SASD-77-1773C] pO»57 H78-27115
Application technigues for digital flight control
systems
p0550 H78-30117
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Fault tolerant flight controls
p027« A78-28900
Reduction of transient gas turbine test data using
a hybrid computer
p0381 A78-38782
Testing of the YC-11 flight control system software
[AIAA PAPEE 77-1077] p0385 A78-39183
The role of system performance analysis in the
independent assessment of B-1 navigation software
p0533 A78-«9r902
The DAIS Executive - An introduction avionics
computer software
p053<t A78-«9932
Higher order languages for avionics software - A
survey, summary and critigue
p0536 A78-49959
Beal-time simulators for augmented inertial
navigation systems
p0537 A78-U9967
Software development for fly-by-vire flight
control systems
TAIAA 78-1276] p0511 S78-50185
Banagement of software development for advance ATC
systems
p0595 A78-52961
Splined version of FLEXSTAB: A critical analysis
of alternate schemes
fUASA-CE-152030] p0020 S78-10027
Flight test results of the strapdown hexad
inertial reference unit (SIBD). Volume 2: Test
report
[BASA-TM-73223] p0239 B78-18025
Fault-tolerant software for aircraft control systems
[NASA-CR-115298 ] p02E1 H78-18797
Trends of future turbine life prediction: Time
phase automated analysis and test verification
F0321 K78-21113
Aerosnace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics
applications, volume 2. A bibliography with
abstracts
rsiIS/PS-78/0289] p0112 N78-25787
Software design for a Visually-Coupled Airborne
Systems Simulator (VCASS)
[AB-A055226] p0566 B78-31133
A data management system for weight control and
design-to-cost
p0635 N78-33780
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Further improvement of the efficiency of
computational procedures in flight operations
pOOE1 A78-13U99
EAR navigation update modes Electronically
Agile Radar
p0066 A78-15667
Computerized test set for the Air Combat
Maneuvering Instrumentation
p0068 A78-15700
A Flight Line Computer loader/Test Controller for
improved avionic maintenance
pOOeS A78-15701
Remote maintenance monitor systems for air
navigation eguipment
* p0111 A78-17911
Computer-aided statistical analysis of the
stress-strain state of load-carrying structures
p0131 178-20267
Applications of variational techniques to
non-linear problems in panel mechanics
p0336 A78-3H672
Computer-aided holographic vibration analysis for
vectorial displacements of bladed disks
p0373 A78-37183
Second order accurate calculation of transonic
flow over turbomachinery cascades
[AI»A PAPEB 78-1149] pO»21 A78-U18U9
Bethods available to ONEEA for analysis of
combustion chambers
[OHERA, TP 10. 1978-93] p0507 A78-U6915
A review and application of the equivalent
deterministic variable technique: The
estimation of a STOI aircraft's response to
turbulence
[OTIAS-2.M] p0353 H78-22112
Formulas fur takeoff performance P3-A, B and C
airplanes
[AD-A05235K] p0396 H78-21121
Project plan for joint FAA/NSSA head-up display
concept evaluation
[BASA-TB-78512] pOU95 S78-28979
Engineering and Scientific Data Banagement
[BASA-CP-2055] p0635 N78-33776
CAO/CAH data management needs, requirements and
options
p0635 B78-33778
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Optimization of helicopter design. I
pOOOtt A78-12225
Design and implementation of mode control logic in
digital autopilots
[AIAA 77-11188] pOOOS 878-12238
Some formulation considerations in 3D transonic
flow computation
pOOlO A78-12291
An implementable digital adaptive flight
controller designed using stabilized
single-stage algorithms
p0013 A78-12360
Automated channel and trough-shaped surface design
system algorithm for aircraft
pOO»9 A78-1317U
Optimalization of helicopter design. II
p0053 A78-1U085
Application of polynomial techniques to
multivariable control of jet engines
p0073 A78-16327
On the design of aerospace shell structures
p0075 A78-16600
A comparison of three computerized design
algorithms for control systems for missle
and aircraft autopilots
p0107 A78-17527
Techniques for evaluating airframe structural
elements and their applications to design-to-cost
p0109 A78-17886
The vehicle design evaluation program - A
computer-aided design procedure for transport
aircraft
p0109 A78-17891
Robustness in linear quadratic feedback design
with application to an aircraft control problem
p0113 A78-13059
A potential flow design method for multicomponent
airfoil sections
p0115 A78-18637
Three-dimensional analysis of flow in axial flow
turbouachines
p0122 A78-19228
Bachine algorithm for determining the cross
sectional parameters of end-fairings of wing and
tail assembly
p0131 A78-20268
Fast algorithm for calculating a family of wing
structures
p0132 A78-20281
The rigidity and performance of a helicopter
gearbox with a cantilevered housing and two
taper roller bearings
[ASBE PAPEE 77-DET-103] p0135 A78-20607
Solving the problem of numerical construction of a
model of similar rigidity to the initial
structure as a problem of quadratic programming
p016» A78-2086B
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Calculation of nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of ving of complex planform
allowing for nose vortex sheet
p0170 A78-22359
Aerodvnamic optimization and analysis as part of
the computer-aided design process
[AIAA PAPER 78-97] p0172 A78-22572
Computational wing optiaization and mud tunnel
test of serai-span model \
tA!A» PAP^E 78-102] p0172 J78-22575
Transonic computational design modifications of
the F-111 TACT
[AIAA PAPEP 78-106] p0172 178-22577
Determination of the longitudinal lines cf an
aircraft fuselage by the special-contour method
p017l» A78-226I10
System identification principles applied to
multivanable control synthesis of the F100
turbofan engine
p0183 A78-23889
Frequency domain compensation of a DYMGEW turbofan
engine model
p0183 A78-23890
Plight on 0.33 horsepower - The Gossamer Condor
' [JIAA PAPEE 78-308] p018tt A78-2U009
Some aspects of the thermal design of flight
vehicles and processing of heat-test data
p0228 A78-27U52
Preliminary design of composite wings for
bucXling, strength and displacement constraints
[AISA 78-M66] p0278 A78-29777
The problem of choosing design parameters for
unpilotel flight-vehicles centre! configured
optimization
p0292 A78-32258
Semispan Kind tunnel test cf a computer-controlled
self-optmizing flexible technology wing
[AIAA 78-786] p0295 *78-3234»
taking a new perspective on design
aeronautical engineering curricula
p0335 A78-3«6tt3
Hinimum draq surfaces for traveling projectiles
p03«2 J78-35787
Method for calculating the longitudinal, lateral,
and cross aerodynamic derivatives of a flight
vehicle at subsonic speeds
p0312 A78-35905
HybjTid computer models as an aid in design of gas
'turbine control systems for helicopters
p0381 A78-38783
On the optimization of discrete structures with
aeroelastic constraints
p0385 A78-39135
Tornado development simulation computerized
aircraft Design
p0417 378-41025
Computer aided design of radial gas turbines - A
method for determining the overall rotor
dimensions
p0419 A78-41509
Summary of the 1977 DSAF/OSB/ASEE Summer Design
Study program on the integration of wind tunnels
and computers
fAlAA PAPES 78-1144] p0421 A78-41845
Numerical simulation of cottbustor flow fields -
The development and application of a primitive
variable design capability
[AIAA PA"*F 78-9U9] p0462 A78-13511
Integrated time, cost, and performance planning in
aircraft development - Computer-aided project
management in the development and construction
of a modern aircraft
pOU73 A78-1U823
Two element airfoil systems designs - An inverse
method
[ATAA PAPEB 78-1226) p0476 A78-U5150
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an
18* thick shock-free airfoil /NIP 7501/
f NK1-«P-78016-'J] P047"7 A78-H5228
An extended vortex-lattice-method for the
application on subsonic/transonic transport
aircraft configurations
[DGLB PAt>EB 78-071] p0478 A78-H5238
Computer aided design of aircraft electrical systems
pO«79 A78-U5410
"be design process computer aided design for
complex aerospace systems
[»IA» FAPSF 78-1481] p0514 A78-Q7928
Definition of airplane fuselage longitudinal lines
by the special contour method
p0518 A78-48222
Minimum weight design of stiffened panels with
fracture constraints
p0529 A78-49837
Development of the can-type gas turbine combustors
p057» A78-50590
EBGINEL: A single rotor turbojet engine cycle
match performance program
[HASA-CR-145267] p0087 B78-12089
Stfect of inlet distortion on performance of a
compressor stage. Part 1. Pneumatic data
[AD-A046055] p0142 B78-K1050
Aerodynamic computer code for computing pressure
loading on complete missile for structural
analysis NASTRAN
[AD-AOU88UO] p025« N78-19065
A study of commuter airplane design optimization
[BASA-CE-157210] pOUOt N78-25078
Plotit-method of interactively plotting input data
for the vorlax computer program computerized
aircraft configuration design
[KASA-CB-158896] p0095 N78-28830
AFA1 simulation facility/capability manual.
Volume 1: Executive summary and Systems
Avionics Division
[AD-A055591] p0562 B78-31102
RIB: A prototype for a relational information
management system
p0635 S78-3378S
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The influence of runway irregularities on the
dynamic behavior of aircraft at takeoff
[ONERA, IP NO. 1977-117] p0003 A78-12031
Coupled inviscid/boundary-layer flow field
predictions for transonic tnrbomachinery cascades
p0012 A78-12311
Simulation as a routine tool for resource and
workload planning for aircraft engine repair
and overhaul cycles
p0052 A78-13850
A simulation procedure for the optimization of
jammer efficiency against search radars
pOOSK A78-1U936
A Navstar/GPS simulator
p0062 A78-15592
Modeling solid-fuel ramjet combustion
p0076 A78-16709
Procedure for computerizing stability calculations
during establishment of force element dimensions
for thin-wall aircraft construction
p0133 A78-20301
OSLY - A minicomputer-based instrument flight
training simulator
p013« A78-20I481
Numerical simulation of the interaction of jet and
freestream flows in engine exhaust systems '
[AIAA PAPER 78-1IKO p0173 A78-2258U
Gas path analysis applied to pre and post overhaul
testing of JT9D turbofan engine
[SAE PAPER 770993] p0180 A78-23829
A singular perturbation analysis of optimal
aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control
p0183 A78-23900
Rultipath fading simulation model and full-scale
results polarized electromagnetic signal
transmission
p0221 A78-25879
Principles and simulation of JTIDS relative
navigation joint Tactical Information
Distribution System
P0222 478-26156
Access study and simulation of the Barots
communication system
p0226 478-27027
•Chain pooling* model selection as developed for
the statistical analysis of a rotor burst
protection experiment
p0276 478-29327
Use of and experience with simulation in the .
development of the VPB 611 and the VAK 191
[DGLR CAPEB 77-083] p0289 A7B-31942
The HFB 320 airborne simulator of DFVLR as test
instrument for determining flight characteristics
[DGLR PAPEE 77-082] p0289 178-319HH
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Proposal and construction of a hybrid flight-sight
simulator vith large picture projectior
[DGLF PAPEB 77-087] p0290 176-31945
The Dual-Flight-Simulator on the evaluation of air
combat effectiveness
[DGLP PAPEE 77-080] p0290 A78-31948
New aspects in the movement simulation of the
research flight simulator of DPV1B
TD6LR PAPEB 77-086] p0290 A78-31950
Hybrid computer models as an aid in design of gas
turbine control systems for helicopters
p0381 A78-38783
Time delay measurements for flight simulators
p0381 A78-38788
Simulation replay - Implementation and flight
simulation applications
p0381 A78-38789
Design and optimization of the Tornado control
system by means of simulation '^ -^
p0417 A78-4102U
A computer-controlled system for fatigue testing
under simulated service loading for aircraft
structures
p0420 A78-1I1519
Summary of the 1977 OSAF/OSB/ASEE Summer Design
Study program on the integration of wind tunnels
and computers
[AIAA PAPEB 78-11UU] p0421 A78-418U5
General aviation dynamics aircraft activity
forecasting by computerized simulation
pO«28 A">8-43041
Simulation cf the uncontrolled terminal area air
traffic to evaluate the 'see and avoid1 concept
pOi)28 A78-43042
Dse of simulation in evaluating an early warning
system for avoidance of jumbo jet trailing
vortex turbulence in airports
pO»28 A78-43053
Hierarchy of simulation models for a turbofan gas
engine
p0428 A78-i»3055
Simulation testing via mini computer of
inertial navigation systems
pOD28 A78-U3057
Computer simulation of terminal utilization
for airport planning
pfll)69 A78-4U225
Optimal data processing for the Decca radio
navigation system
pOH75 S78-KS119
Identification of the stability parameters of an
aeroelastic airplane
[AIAA 78-1328] p0482 A78-46528
Solution of an adjoint problem of steady-state
heat transfer associated with the cooling of
gas-turbine blades, by means of a
guasi-analog/digital system
p0508 A78-47402
V/STOL aircraft simulation - Beguirements and
capabilities at Ames Research Center
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1515] p0529 A78-I19790
A Costas loop with tangent error signal for use in
Havstar GPS avionics
p0530 A78-49858
The terrain following task for the advanced
tactical fighter using discrete optimal control
p0531 A78-49862
Subsystem verification of an AFIC organically
developed F-15 simulation Air Force
logistics Command
p0533 A78-49901
Beal-time simulators for augmented inertial
navigation systems
p0537 A78-49967
Improved passenger flow through simulation
p0570 A78-50X37
Circles, texture, etc. - Alternate approaches to
CIS scene detail computer image generation
for flight simulators
[AIAA 78-1578] pOS79 A78-50659
COMPDTPOL - A new technigue in image generation
advanced computerized visual environment
simulator
[AHA 78-1579] p0579 A78-50660
Area navigation - Fast-tme/real-ti«e simulations
in a high-altitude center environment
p0596 A78-52977
Automated landing, rollout, and turnoff using HLS
and magnetic cable sensors
[HASJ-CE-2907] p0021 N78-10012
Evaluation of an F100 multivariable control using
a real-time engine simulation
[NASA-T(1-X-736I)8] p0028 1178-10097
F-4E fire control system simulator, F-4E
austere/heads up display (HOD), SEJFAC programs
[AD-A04225"i] p0031 N78-1012*
Simulation model for air traffic control
communications
[AD-A044256] p0037 B78-11045
Concepts for the design of a completely active
helicopter isolation system using output vector
feedback
[NASA-TB-75161 ] p0012 N78-11114
Flight simulators. Part 1: Present situation and
trends^ Part, 2: Implications for training
[NASA-T()-7515,6[] " " p0013 H78-11119
Simulation of an air traffic control terminal area
[AD-A044211] p0083 JO8-12056
Development of capability for multifunction
integrated reference assembly evaluation
[AD-A044849] p0083 S78-12062
High density stable collisionless air traffic:
Computer simulations of traffic management in
ths ITV system
[RP-552] pOO<)4 N78-13033
Rotor systems research aircraft simulation
mathematical model
[NASA-T"-78629] p0095 N78-13041
High fregnency dynamic engine simulation TF-30
engine
[NASA-CB-135313] p0097 N78-13059
Computer simulations of ATCBBS processing
equipment for use with the aims and transient
effects performance prediction models
[AD-A046758] p0139 B78-1402S
Aircraft model prototypes which have specified
handling-quality time histories
[fASA-CB-143848] p01U2 N78-1U05U
Stress history simulation. Volume 2: A users
manual for a computer program to modify stress
history simulations crack propagation in
fighter aircraft
[ AD-AOD2785] p0206 B78-170it1
Airport improvement task force delay study: Delay
model validation plan
[AD-S018112] p0211 N78-17077
An examination of selected digital flight generators
[AD-A0178H5] p0212 N78-17081
Z simulation model for an
enplaning-passenger-vehicle curbside at
high-volume airports
p0239 H78-18020
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility.
Preliminary study extension. Executive summary
[MASA-CB-152106] p0252 B78-19050
Preliminary study for a numerical aerodynamic
simulation facility. Phase 1: Extension
[NASA-CB-152108] p0252 N78-19052
Sensory mechanism modeling
[AD-AOU9278] p0266 H78-19170
Computational aerodynamics and the numerical
aerodynamic simulation facility
p0268 N78-19779
Computational aerodynamics requirements in
conjunction with experimental facilities
wind tunnel test data
p0269 N78-19788
Viscous flow simulations in VTOl aerodynamics
finite difference technigue
p0269 N78-19791
Viscous flow simulation requirements of
aerodynamic interest
p0270 N78-19793
Finite element concepts in computational
aerodynamics
p0270 H78-19801
Review of the Air Force summer study program on
the integration of wind tunnels and computers
p0270 B78-1980H
Multiprocessing tradeoffs and the wind-tunnel
simulation problem
p0270 S78-19805
The impact of a proposed active BCAS on ATCBBS
performance in the Washington, D. C., 1981
environment
[AD-AOII8589/6] p0303 B78-20099
Program for simulation of air traffic and air
space structure of the Frankfurt near range, a
*""--,
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planning control and a collision avoidance
system with situation dependent avoidance
maneuvers
p030U H78-20105
Prediction aodel of ATCBBS transient effects
performance
[AD-10i»9811/3] p0348 178-22069
Use of simulation techniques in the problea of air
traffic control
[QOAD-CALC-E1FTT-21] p0395 H78-2H111
Modeling of the OB-1B tail boon for analysis by
the HASTRAN computer program
rAD-A052303] pO«07 H78-25081
Compnter model for refinery operations with
emphasis on ]et fnel production. -Volume 3;I"'
-.Detailed systems and programing docnDentation
[HHSA-CF-135335] pO«10 H78-25235
A computerized aircraft performance system
pO»35 H78-26081)
Advanced structural sizing methodology
pOaie H78-27064
Problem-solving with simulation in the world of an
air traffic controller
pOi!51 1178-27098
Application of special-purpose digital computers
to rotorcraft real-tine simulation
[ NASA-TF-12671 00453 H78-27113
Digital simulation of flexible aircraft response
to symmetrical and asymmetrical runway roughness
[AD-A053E88] p0199 1178-29087
EEXOS 2 rotorcraft simulation model. Volume 1:
Engineering documentation
[NASA-C5-1U5331] p05M 178-30042
RFXOR 1 rotorcraft sinolation model. Volume 2:
Computer uplementation
[NASA-CR-1115332] p0543 N78-30043
REXOR 2 rotorcraft simulation model. Volume 3:
Oser's manual
[NA=J-CB-1it5333] p05«3 N78-3004H
Description and performance of the Langley visual
landing display system
rHASA-TH-787l)2] p05«6 1178-30073
Procedures for generation and redaction of linear
models of a turbofan engine
[NASA-TP-12611 p0556 1178-30896
Graphics for the hybrid stores separation
simulation of the 877 system
rSASD-78-82121 p0562 H78-31099
AFA1 Emulation facility/capability manual.
Volume 1: Executive summary and Systems
Avionics Division
[AD-A055591] p0562 N78-31102
Botor wake effects on hub/pylon flow. Volume 2:
Program SHAPES user's manual
[jr-A0557F7] p0607 N78-32071
A method for validating missile system simulation
models
[AD-A0556893 pO€13 N78-32169
Mechanization of blended A sub 1 mode for CCV 7F-16
TAO-JI0565531 p0626 H78-33089
DTGABCD A program for calculating linear A, B,
C, and D matrices from a nonlinear dynamic
engine simulation
[NASA-rP-1295] p0628 1178-33110
COBPOTEBS
NT AIBBOPHE/SPACEBOBNE COBPOTEBS
HT A1A1CG COIPaTIBS
NT DIGI1M COHPDTE8S
IT HYBRID COHPDTEBS
ST IBB COnPOT'EBS
HT IHIAC H COBPDTER
NT HINICOSPOTEBS
HT PDF 8 COHPDTEB
HT DNIVAC 1100 SERIES COBPOTEBS
A state-of-the-att assessment of air data sensors
for Naval aircraft
[AD-AOU6500] pOlSO N78-15038
COBCENTRATIOB (COBPOSITJOS)
HT MOISTOEE COHTEHT
Ozone concentration in the cabin of a Gates
Lear^et measured sinultaneonsly with atmospheric
ozone concentrations
[NASA-TF-13D01 p063H N78-33618
COHCOBDE IIBCRAFT
Some operational experience of Concorde weight and
balance
p0110 A78-17892
Concorde AIDS - Powerplant applications
Airborne Integrated Data Systems
[S»B P4PEB 770995] p0181 A78-23831
Problems of supersonic transport
[DGIB PJPEB 77-007] p0188 A78-2U10II
The Concorde v. the Dmtea States - Some conclusions
p022» A78-2607U
The Concorde and cosaic rays
p0225 A78-26739
Besults of Concorde monitoring
p03»0 A78-35655
SST flight planning and navigation - The first
year's experience
p0372 A78-3715U
Concorde - Bide quality and passenger reactions
p0418 S78-11166
long-distance focusing of Concorde sonic booD
p0517 A78-D8052
British Airways v. Port Authority - Its impact OB
aircraft noise regulation
p0582 A78-51128
Aircraft noise - Federal pre-emption of local
control, Concorde and other recent cases
p0583 878-51129
Concorde emissions at Dulles International Airport
- Results of measurements
p0597 J78-53050
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations:
International Airport Dulles studies Joy
langley Research Center
tHASA-TH-7H083] p0032 1178-10839
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations John F.
Kennedy International Airport
[NASA-TH-786601 p0251 1178-18873
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations, John
P. Kennedy International Airport
[NASA-TH-78676] p0311 1178-20919
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind
tunnel tests and the results from cruising
flight (Airbus and Concorde)
p0136 1178-26093
Comparison of low-frequency noise levels of the
Concorde supersonic transport with other
commercial service airplanes
[NASA-TB-78736] p0635 1178-33873
COBCBBTBS
Quick bearing strength tests for concrete pavements
p0169 A78-UU22H
Design and construction of continuously reinforced
concrete airport pavements
[AD-AOU9970/7] p0354 N78-22118
COBDEHSATES
Transonic flow past an airfoil with condensation
[HASA-Tn-75201] p0252 N78-19053
COHDESSATIOH
Onset of condensation effects with a HACA 0012-6U
airfoil tested in the langley 0.3-meter
cryogenic tunnel
[BASA-TH-78666J p0301 N78-2007K
COBDESSATION TRAILS
0 COSTRAILS
COHDIBSIHG
Condensation and its growth down the test-section
of the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel
[AIAA 78-811] p0296 A78-32365
COSDITIOHS
ST ADIABATIC CONDITIOHS
KT FLIGHT COSDITIOHS
ST BDH8AT CONDITIOHS
Expansion of flight simulator capability for study
and solution of aircraft directional control
problems on runways
[HASA-CH-2970] p0306 H78-20118
COBDOCTIVE BEAT TBiSSFEB
Steady-state bulk temperature field in cooled
turbine blades
p0187 A78-21156
Calculation of the thermal state of turbine blades
with film cooling "
p0187 A78-2U27U
Heat transfer from two-phase flow to the nozzl'e
walls in the presence of a condensate film on
the nozzle surface
p0581 A78-50791
COHDOCTOBS '•
HT BOS CONDUCTORS 3
NT ELECTRIC SIBE
HT ELECTROLYTES
CORES
HT ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
HT CONICAL BODIES
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C01FBBEFCBS SUBJECT IHDEI
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HI SLENDER CONES
COBPEEBBCES
Digital Ivionics Systems Conference, 2nd, Los
Angeles, Calif., November 2-1, 1977, Collection
of Technical Papers and Snpplenent
pOOOU A78-12226
Design to cost/life cycle costing; Proceedings of
the Conference, Washington, D.C., November
16-18, 1977
p0169 478-21838
Materials and processes - In service performance;
Proceedings of the Ninth National Technical
Conference, Atlanta, Ga., October «-6, 1977
p0217 A78-25176
All-Union Seminar on Inverse and Conjugate
Problems of Beat Transfer, 2nd, Hoscov, USSR,
October 19-21, 1976, Proceedings
p0228 A78-27B51
1977 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Twenty-first Symposium,
Beverly Hills, Calif., October 12-15, 1977
p0232 S78-28151
Problems of the theory of strength related to
aircraft construction and civil engineering;
Structural Mechanics Meeting, Cttobrnnn, Rest
Germany, June 1, 2, 1977, Lectures and
Discussion Contributions
p0382 A78-38802
Beryllium 1977; International Conference, Uth,
London, England, October u-7, 1977, Conference
Preprints
pO«72 A78-1I0706
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Palo
Alto, Calif., August 7-9, 1978, Technical Papers
pO«82 A78-U6526
Tokyo Joint Gas Turbine Congress, Tokyo, Japan,
Say 22-27, 1977, Proceedings
p0573 A78-50576
Gesellschaft fuer angevandte Hathematik und
Mechanik, Annual Scientific Meeting, Lyngby,
Denmark, Hay 31-June 3, 1977, Reports. Part 2
p0583 A78-51151
Air Traffic Control Association, Annual Meeting,
22nd, Las Vegas, Nev. , October 10-13, 1977,
Proceedings and Supplement
p0594 A78-52951
An Assessment of Technology for Turbojet Engine
Botor Failures
[NASA-CP-2017] p0025 N78-10068
Research in airport pavements conference
[AD-AOU31791 p0031 N78-10120
Aircraft engine emissions conference
[NASA-CP-2021 ] p0038 H78-11063
Secondary flows in turhomachines
CAGAFD-CP-2ia] pOOlH N78-11083
Wake Vortex Minimization
[NASA-SP-«09] p0079 N78-12017
Proceedings of the 1977 Image Conference
simulating visual perception for flight simulators
[AD-AOU4582] pOOSO N78-12109
Control theory and Navy applications
[AD-AOU5603] F0099 N78-13075
Technical evaluation report on the 19th (B)
Propulsion and Energetics Specialists Meeting on
Power Plant Reliability
[AGAPD-AB-110] p0111 N78-11018
Technical evaluation report on the 19th (A)
Propulsion and Energetics Panel Specialists1
Meeting on Secondary Flows in turbomachines
[AGABD-AP-109] p0112 H78-11052
Preliminary QCSEE program test results
[NASA-TH-73732] p0151 H78-15042
Technical evaluation report on the Flight
Mechanics Panel Symposium on rotorcraft Design
rAGARD-AE-111] p0207 N78-17019
Technical evaluation report on the Avionics
Panel/Guidance and Control Panel Joint Symposium
on Avionics/Guidance ana Control for Remotely
Piloted Vehicles (EPVs)
CAGABD-AP-1131 p0211 N78-17075
Proceedings of the Navy/NASA VSTOL Flying Qualities
[N1SA-CP-155810] pO?58 N78-19099
Rotorcraft Design
fAGA"D-CF-233] p0261 N78-19126
Future Computer Requirements for Computational
Aerodynamics
fNASA-CP-2032] p0268 N78-19778
High temperature problems in gas turbine engines
[AGASD-CP-229] p0319 N78-21118
Onsteady aerodynamics conference emphasizing
numerical analysis of three dimensional flows
[AGAHD-CP-227] p03l|5 N78-22033
Technical evaluation report on the multi-panel
symposium on fighter aircraft design
[AGARD-AH-119] p03S1 N78-22093
Powered-Lift Aerodynamics and Acoustics
conferences
[HASA-SP-106] p0389 N78-21006
Guidance and control design considerations for
Low-Altitude and Terminal-Area Flight
[AGARD-CP-2UO] p0131 S78-260II9
Performance Prediction Methods
[AGARD-CP-212] p013<t H78-2607H
Non-destructive inspection relationships to
aircraft design and materials conferences
[AGABD-CP-231] pOUI(3 B78-26<160
CTOL transport technology, 1978 conferences
[NASA-CP-2036-PT-1] p0116 N78-27016
Technical evaluation report on the 21th Guidance
and Control Panel technical meeting: Symposium
on Applications of Advances in Navigation to
Guidance and Control
[AGARD-AR-115] p0152 N78-27109
Technical evaluation report on the 50th feeting of
the Propulsion and Energetics Panel: A
Symposium on High Temperature Problems in Gas
Turbine Engines
[AGARD-AB-116J pO«55 N78-27135
CTOL Transport Technology, 1978 conferences
[NASA-CP-2036-PT-2] p0196 N78-29016
Proceedings of the Workshop on Bngine-Airframe
Integration Short-Haul Aircraft
[AD-AOSSIT'l pO«99 1178-29088
Fighter aircraft design conferences
[AGABD-CP-2U1] p05«9 B78-30099
YF-12 experiments symposium, volume 1
[NASA-CP-205II] p0605 N78-32055
Technical evaluation report on the 51st (A)
Specialists' Meeting of the Propulsion and
Energetics Panel on Icing Testing for Aircraft
Engines
[AGABD-AH-12t] p0612 N78-32105
Helicopter Acoustics
[NASA-CP-2052-PT-1] p0618 N78-32816
Engineering and Scientific Data Management
[SASA-CP-2055] p0635 N78-33776
CONFIGDBATION HANAGERENT
A method for augmenting the advanced configuration
management system for nations operating F-U
aircraft under the Onited States International
Logistics Program
[AD-A0111731 p0088 S78-12068
CONFIBBATIOS
U PBOVIBG
CONFLOEHCE
0 CCNVEEGENCE
CONFORBAL HAPPING
Calculation of transonic potential flowfields
about complex, three-dimensional configurations
p0011 A78-12300
The aerodynamic design of cascade airfoils - A new
exact method based on conformal mapping
p0121 A78-19072
Uniformly precise conformal mapping of the
exterior of a circle onto the exterior of a wing
section
p0174 A78-22612
Construction of airfoil profiles approximating a
given profile
p0485 A78-46588
Uniformly exact conformal transformation of
exterior of circle onto exterior of wing profile
p0518 A78-1822t
Description of a five-parameter profile family
Geckeler-Hueller conformal mapping method for
airfoil profiles
[VTH-LB-220] p0138 N78-1I1011
Numerical solution for some problems concerning
unsteady motion of airfoils
p0193 N78-15995
CONFOBHAL TRANSFORMATIONS
0 CONFOFKAL MAPPING
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
Airport and aircraft noise reduction
[GPO-91-591] p0326 N78-21891
A-118
SUBJECT IBDE1 COBTOORS
Future needs and opportunities in the air traffic
control system
CGPO-98-931] p0559 N78-31076
COHICA1 BODIES
NT SLEHDER COSSS
Pressure distribution over sharp-nosed cones
situated at angles of attack from 0 to 10
degrees in supersonic flow
pOUE 478-20889
Swirl flow in conical diffnsers
p0230 A78-27910
Linearized Newtonian aerodynamics of slender
inflated cones
[AD-A018695] •*<p0251 N78-1°06it
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over Selta
wings with sharp subsonic leading eiges
rNASA-T"-78500] p0037 178-26101
Three dimensional fully viscous shock-layer flows
over sphere-cones at high altitudes and angles
of attach
p0603 N78-320I10
CONICAL CABBEB
Kemarks on conical supersonic wings with subsonic
leading edges
p0333 A78-3<»016
CONICAL PLOW
Supersonic flow near a thin trapezoidal wing
p01f6 A78-20921
Rvpersonic flow past a conical wing with detached
shock wave at the leading edges
p0169 A78-22078
Study of supersonic separated flow past conical
wings and inside a right angle
p0170 A78-22079
A study of the inviscld flow about conically
cambered delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 78-58] p0171 A78-22561
Investigation of the flow in a plane diffu^er by
Deans of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0271| A78-28969
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta
wings with sharp subsonic leading edges
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1137] pO<J21 A78-I»181)1
Tnfluence of the transverse curvature of the lower
surface in the conical supersonic flow field of
a delta configuration
p0129 478-1(3107
Chaages in conical diffnser performance by swirl
addition
pOE8€ A78-51<I63
Mutual effect of thernochemical destruction of the
surface and viscous interaction for hypersonic
flow past a sharp cone
p0599 A78-53508
COBICiL BOZZ1ES
Evaluation of the in-flight noise signature of a
32-chute suppressor noz2le: Acoustic data report
outdoor static and 10 x 80 ft. wind tunnel
tests
f mSA-CB-152076 ] p0271 N78-19899
COBICil SHELLS
Dnsteady aerodynamic forces on harmonically
oscillating pointed circular conical shells with
small aperture angle
p020« N78-17007
comes
NT HYPERBOLAS
CORRECTIONS
D JOINTS (JONCTICNS)
COBBECT08S
NT ELECTRIC CONHIC'CRS
Fiber optic development for tactical fighter
applications
p053l; A78-U9906
COHHECTORS (ELECTRIC)
J ELECTRIC COmiECTORS
COROIDS
0 CC1ICAL ECDIIS
COBSEBVATIOR
CT EKEPGT CONSERVATION
COBSOLES
Dulles control tower console design study
rAD-A05£200] p0566 178-31132
C01STABT SPEED PBOPELLEBS
3 VARIABLE PITCH PROEELLEBS
CO»STABT VOLOBE BALLOOIS
U SVPE^PRFSSIRE BALLOONS
COlStBlIITS
NT HETEOROLOGICAL P»B»HETERS
Powered inertia reel retraction during ejection
[LD-A05U157] pOU98 H78-29077
COHSTEOCTIOH
Design and construction of continuously reinforced
concrete airport pavements
[AD-A01I9970/7] p035« B78-22118
COHSTBOCTIOB IHDOSTBY
The eoployment of helicopters in construction
engineering and assembly operations in the
German Democratic Republic
p0050 A78-13<!98
COBSTBOCTIOB HATEHIALS
Design and preliminary results of a
seoitranspiration cooled /Lamilloy/ liner for a
high-pressure high-temperature combustor
[AISA PAPER 78-997] POQ61 A78-«35im
Glass airports bnilding design
P0570 A78-50q3«
^aval structural materials - Eequirements, issues,
and opportunities
p0583 A78-51119
Analysis of permanent deformations of flexible
airport pavements
[&B-AOI4H269/9] p0099 H78-13079
Engineering behavior of pavement materials: state
of the art
[SD-JOU5272/2] p01"J1 M78-11183
COSSOBPTIOH
NT ENERGY COHSOHPTIOH
NT FDEL COBSOHETION
COBT&CTS (ELBCTBIC)
5 ELECTBIC CONTACTS
CONTftlSEES
Development of an ultra high level airdrop
container concept
[SD-AOH6156] p0138 »78-11017
Gondola system for helicopter transport of
external cargo
[AD-AOH7560] p0306 S78-20120
COHTSIHKEBT
Report on aircraft engine containment
CSAE AIR 1537] pOit72 A78-1»705
Study to improve turbine engine rotor blade
containment
[AD-AOH5311O p0087 H78-12088
Study to improve airframe turbine engine rotor
blade containment
[AD-AOU6255] p01U2 N78-1101I9
COHTiBIBAIITS '
Modification of an ambient air quality model for
assessment of U.S. naval aviation emittants -
p0231 A78-28273
Filtration effects on bal'l bearing life and
condition in a contaminated lubricant
f MSA-TH-78907) p01<!2 N78-526I(U6
COBIA8IHAIIOB
Driver gas contamination in a high-enthalpy
reflected shock tunnel ^
p0223 A78r2623S
Plight investigation of insect contamination and
its alleviation
pOUia N78-27067
Tests for particle contamination of the engine
inlet airflow from the LACV-30 air management
system
[AD-A0536«2] pO«58 H78-27295
COHTIHBHTS
MT EOEOPE
COBTIBDODS HIVE RADAR
A frequency-selective YIG limiter for airborne
FH/CB x-band radar i
p0539 A78-50002
COSTISOIB BECHAHICS
Applications of the continuum theory of
subcritical flaw growth under nniaxial tensile
fatigue stresses to service life cycle analysis
pO«25 A78-I12555
Sone problems of continuum mechanics Bnssian
book
pOSSO A78-50751
COBTOOES -
Analysis and calculation of plane skew symnetric
contours of second-order smoothness for i
channel surface design 3
pOnq A78-22636
Determination of the longitudinal lines of an .
aircraft fuselage by the special-contour method
p017U A78-226HO
CONTRACT MAHAGBHBNT SUBJECT INDEX
Definition of airplane fuselage longitudinal lines
by the special contour method
p0518 A78-U8222
B
 study of test section configuration for shocV
tube testing of transonic airfoils
( NASS-CS-157237] pOtH2 H78-26153
COHTEACT HA»»GBHEHT
On setting avionic subsystem unit production cost
goals contract management and procurement
policy
[AD-AG51337] p0398 N78-24133
COHTBACTS
Peliability, Improvement Warranty (Rm) mid
contract evaluation
[AD-»0«82')'J] p02EO B78-18IHI1
CONTBAILS
assessment of atmospheric condensation nuclei
associated with jet aircraft traffic
TAD-A05U319] pOSOU N78-29705
COHTBOL
Conceptual design study of a Harrier V/E101
research aircraft
fN1SA-CP-152086] p0257 N78-1909U
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p0059 A78-15348
Study on fan noise characteristics and fan noise
abatement technology
p0060 A78-15406
Generation and suppression of fan-compressor noise
p0075 A78-16599
Noise as a source of fatigue in aeronautical
structures
p0121 A78-19077
Core engine noise reduction - Definition and trends
aircraft turboengine noise
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1273] p0130 A78-19978
On some singular acoustic signatures observed in
the cockpit of a twin engined ]et aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-242] p0162 A78-20765
Combustor fluctuating pressure measurements
in-engine and in a component test facility - A
preliminary comparison
p0215 A78-24878
Effectiveness of an inlet flow turbulence control
devAe to simulate flight fan noise in an
anechoic chamber
p0215 A78-24880
Investigation of interior noise in a twin-engine
light aircraft
p0277 A78-29641
Aircraft noise and its sources
p0283 A78-30351
Aircraft noise aerodynamic engineering for
noise reduction
p0329 A78-33085
Hon-linear duct acoustics and its application to
fan noise
p0329 A78-33090
State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control
p0340 A78-35658
On the use of relative velocity exponents for jet
enqine exhaust noise
p0376 A78-37683
Bemarks on the noise emitted by the ]et of a gas
turbine engine
[OH3BA, TP 10. 1978-53] p0380 A78-38696
Noise control analysis for gas turbine installations
p0577 A78-50621
Effect of forward motion on engine noise
[HASA-CB-134954] p0028 B78-10093
Flight-effects on predicted fan fly-by noise
[HASA-TH-73798] p0098 N78-13060
Investigation of acoustic properties of a rigid
foam with application to noise reduction in
light aircraft
[BASA-CB-132333] p0102 N78-13851
Variable thrust nozzle for quiet turbofan enqine
and method of operating same
[NASA-CASE-lEH-12317-1 ] p0208 H78-17055
Method of fan so'jnd mode structure determination
computer program user's manual: Microphone
location program
[HASA-CB-135294] p0209 N78-17065
Hethod of fan sound mode structure determination
computer program user's manual: Modal
calculation program
[BASA-CB-135295] p0209 S78-17066
GE core engine noise investigation, low emission
engines
[AD-A048590] p0245 B78-18069
Experimental determination and comparison with
theory of thrust, noise and driving weight of
propeller drives light aircraft Sportavia S5
[BSVG-FBHT-77-16] p0245 N78-18072
Sensitivity of aircraft runup/community noise
predictions to excess ground attenuation
[AD-A049067] p0265 N78-19164
Evaluation of the xn-flight noise signature of a
32-chute suppressor nozzle: Acoustic data report
outdoor static and 40 x 80 ft. wind tunnel
tests
[NASA-CB-152076] p0271 B78-19899
Design of propellers for minimum noise
p0351 N78-22098
Low noise propulsion system for general aviation
[BHFT-FB-B-77-23] p0353 N78-22108
Propulsion systems noise technology
p0447 N78-27056
Boise suppression in jet inlets
[AD-A054173] p0502 B78-29107
EBG1IE PABTS
The state of development of ceramic components for
gas turbines
[3G1B PAPEB 77-072] p0116 A78-18703
Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in
a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for
aircra'ft gas turbine engines
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fAIAA PAPEE 78-93] p0158 478-20683
Progress in advanced high temperature turbine
materials, coatings, and technology
p0216 A78-24910
service experience and materials evolution in Sir
Force jet enqines
p0219 A78-25208
Formation of residual stresses in the thermal
strengthening of gas-turbine engine components
pOt26 A78-42740
Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine
coaponents in simulated operational environments
p0468 A78-44115
Identification of material for AN, US, and AS
engine and propeller standard utility parts and
also for company parts
[S*2 *S 269G] p0471 478-44680
Preferred electrical connectors for aerospace
vehicles and associated equipment
fSAE A8P 1308A1 p0471 A78-44688
lethods of achieving electromagnetic compatibility
of qas turbine engine accessories, for
self-propelled vehicles
[S\E AIR 1025] p0472 478-110700
lASA/3eneiral Electric Engine Component Improvement
Program
TAIAA PAPER 78-920] POUTS 478-45098
Operation of oil seales of aircraft piston engines
under conditions of cavitation. I
p0507 A78-Q7175
Aspects of the thermal fatigue strength of
gas-turbine engine components
p0523 478-49176
Development of ceramic components for an
automotive gas turbine
F0578 A78-50632
High temperature elastomers in gas turbine engine
fuel sealing
p0593 A78-52686
Maintenance of gas turbine accessory equipment
p0597 478-53175
Investigation of the heat regime of gas turbine
enqine bearings Russian book
p0598 A78-53II31
F. Ticdtion and assembly of cable strands for
iircraft engines Russian book
p0599 478-53132
-•.Jiqn o' rotors for improved structural life
p0027 N78-10085
Materials and manufacturing processes for
increases life/reliability of turbine wheels
p0027 B78-10086
ND2; A key to engine rotor life prediction
p0027 N78-10087
Turbine disks for improved reliability
p0027 N7B-10089
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced material
technologies for small aircraft turbine engines
[N4SA-CB-135265] p0086 H78-12083
An investigation of the relationship of section
Production costs to total production ccsts of
gas turbine engines
[AD-A044172] p0087 N78-12091
Some problems of exploitation of jet turbine
aircraft engines of Lot Polish Air lines
[AD-A046221] p0151 N78-15048
Studies of heat transfer to gas turbine components
[AD-A048551] p0245 N78-18071
Gas patn sealing in turbine engines
fmSA-TH-738901 p0318 N78-21109
The measurement of film cooling effectiveness on
turbine components in short duration wind tunnels
p0322 N78-21152
Hachine casting of high temperature alloys for
turbTne engine components
[AD-A050698] F0355 N78-22211
Titanium damage tolerant design data for
Propulsion systems gas turbine engine
components
[AD-A053252] pO<!«2 >)78-26202
Engine component improvement: JT8D and JT9D
performance improvements
p04<!7 N78-27052
Advanced materials research for long-haul aircraft
turbine engines
p0447 N78-27057
Impact of broad-specification fuels on future jet
aircraft engine components and performance
p04i|8 N78-27059
Ceramic technology readiness progran
[PE-2664-3] p0457 H78-27279
long-term CF6 engine performance deterioration:
Evaluation of engine S/N 451-380
CB4SA-CR-159390] p0501 H78-29103
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft
turbine enqines
[AD-A054045] p0504 B78-29458
Turbine tip clearance measurement
[AD-A055765] p056« B78-31115
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine. Volume 1: Ceramic component
fabrication and demonstration
[AD-A055252] p0611 B78-32099
BHGIHE STAHTEBS
The start-up of a gas turbine engine using
compressed air tangentially fed onto the blades
of the basic turbine
p0187 A78-24149
aircraft auxiliary power units Russian book
p0377 478-37885
Expendable design concept applied to gas
generator for jet fuel starter
[AIAA SAFER 78-964] p0463 478-43523
Pneumatic ground poirer supplies for starting
aircraft
[SAE AIH 9444] p0472 478-44693
Bydrazine-fueled aircraft starter feasibility
demonstration
[AD-4042U63] p0042 H78-11107
A portable device particularly suited for use in
starting air-start units for aircraft
[NAS4-C4SE-FRC-10113-1] p0265 N78-19166
Normal shock and restart controls for a supersonic
airbreathing propulsion system
p0357 H78-23023
Evaluation of a pressurized air start system for
advanced army helicopters gas turbine engines
[AD-A051967] p0360 H78-23082
EHGIHE TEST1BG IABOBATOHIES
Review of experimental work on transonic flow in
turbomachinery
p0012 478-12312
Instrumentation and control for a large engine
test facility
p0107 478-17584
TF-30-P-7 installed trim correction
[AD-4047023] p0199 N78-16058
General aviation energy-conservation research
programs at NASA-lewis Hesearch Center
[NASA-TB-73884] p0208 N78-170fO
EHGIBE TESTS
NT COXD F10H TESTS
SI STATIC FIRING
Energy conservation in aeronautical ground testing
P0002 478-11103
Direct-connect test of a hydrogen-fueled
three-strut injector for an integrated modular
scramjet engine
p0053 478-14254
Calibration of gas turbine instrumentation
p0105 478-17361
Sound separation probes for flowing duct noise
measurements jet engine diagnostics
p0106 A78-17396
Calculation of in-flight thrust and estimation of
the uncertainty for turbine powered aircraft
p0106 A78-17410
Recent results on early diagnosis of damage in
moving parts of aircraft engines
p0115 A78-18506
Analysis of the determination of
acceptance-inspection parameters for gas-turbine
engines
p0174 A78-22630
Toward scramjet aircraft progress in engine
development
p0177 478-23421
Development of low pressure ratio vectoring
nozzles for V/STOL aircraft
[S4E PAPER 770988] p0180 478-23825
Gas turbine module performance analysis
CS4E PAPER 770992] p0180 478-23828
Gas path analysis applied to pre and post overhaul
testing of JT9D turbofan engine
[S4E PAPER 770993] p0180 478-23829
Condition monitoring experience on CF6 engines
[SAE PAPER 770994] p0180 A78-23830
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Preliminary QCSEE program - Test results Quiet
Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
[SAB PAPEB 771008] p0181 A78-23810
Theory of two frequency ranges of unstable
oscillations of turbulent combustion in a
jet-engine chamber. I - Formulation of the
stability problem, the characteristic equation
p0187 A78-21253
combustor fluctuating pressure measurements
in-engine and in a component test facility - 1
preliminary comparison
p0215 178-2*878
•Chain pooling1 model selection as developed for
the statistical analysis of a rotor burst
protection experiment
p0276 A78-29327
Onigue test capabilities of the Eglin AFB McKinley
Climatic Laboratory
F0291 A78-32127
An engine nozzle vibration phenomenon encountered
in B-1 flight tests
p0292 A78-32129
Design and subscale tests of a diffuser system for
a Bach 4 scramjet test facility
[AIAA 78-771] p0291 A78-32332
Data acquisition in the case of a jet-engine test
stand
p033S A7B-31488
The investigation of blade vibrations in the case
of impellers of highly leaded radial compressors
by means of data telemetry
F0335 A78-31489
Aircraft engine design - Development through
lessons learned
p0335 A78-31641
Operational experience with long-safe-life
gas-turbine engines having shrouded turbine
rotor blades
p0426 A78-42712
A subsonic ramjet engine for expendable drones
[AIAA PAPEB 78-962] p0163 A78-13522
Design and verification of a turbofan swirl
augmentor
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1010] p0165 A78-13568
Dsing accelerated mission testing as a tool within
the F100 engine component improvement program
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1085] pOP66 A78-13590
T58 propulsion system duty cycle
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1088] p0167 A78-13592
Investigation of turbine stages with radial blades
p0167 A78-13613
Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine
components in simulated operational environments
p01€8 A78-11115
TF11-A-2/A7E inflight engine condition monitoring
system /IECHS/
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1172] p0513 A78-47918
Analysis of GTE tolerance monitoring parameter
formation gas turbine engine
p0517 A78-18212
Ground test facility for integral rocket ramjets
[AIAA PAPEE 78-931] p0519 A78-18454
Bamjet engine testing and simulation techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 78-935] p0519 V78-18U55
Center-loaded duct integral rocket-to-raffijet
transition testing
[AIAA PAPEB 78-937] p0520 A78-18156
Use of a field bench for testing turbojet engines
p0527 A78-49731
Sotary combustion engine hydrocarbon source studies
p0572 A78-50561
Variability of emissions measurements on a small
gas turbine engine
p0572 A78-50569
A study on a premixed combustor for a vehicular
gas turbine
pOSTi &78-50592
An automatic processing system for vibration data
analysis of gas turbine engines
p0578 A78-50623
HASA/Pratt and Whitney experimental clean
combustor program: Engine test results
p0039 N78-11068
Turbine engine diagnostics development report,
phase 3
[AD-A011471] p0067 -J78-12090
Effect of fuel properties on performance of single
aircraft turbojet combustor at simulated idle,
cruise, and takeoff conditions
[NASA-TH-73780] p0097 S78-13056
Internal performance predictions for Langley
scranjet engine module
[NASA-TH-x-74038] p0208 1178-17057
Low speed test of a high-bypass-ratio propulsion
system with an asymmetric inlet designed for a
tilt-nacelle V/STOL airplane
[RASA-CB-1520721 p0209 H78-17062
Evaluation of the extended use of ferrocene for
test cell smoke abatement engine and
environmental test results
[AD-A017659] p0211 N78-17079
Hot cascade test results of cooled turbine blades
and their application to actual engine conditions
p0319 (178-21125
Lightweight, low compression aircraft diesel engine
converting a spark ignition engine to the
diesel cycle
[NASA-CB-135300] p0325 B78-21471
Altitude calibration of an F100, S/H P680063,
turbofan engine
[BASA-TP-1228] p0362 S78-23095
Pilot model air cushion vehicle (LACV-30) program
[AD-A053686] p0492 N78-28275
long-term CF6 engine performance deterioration:
Evaluation of engine S/N 151-380
[NASA-CB-159390] p0501 S78-29103
Turbine engine, rotor dynamic evaluation, volume
2: Engine and test rig balancing
[AD-A054533] p0502 1178-29108
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 1: Technical
discussion
[KASA-CB-111866] p0551 K78-30123
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 2: Time variant
data quality analysis plots
[NASA-CE-114867] p0551 N78-30124
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 3: Power
spectral density plots
[NASA-CB-144868] pOSSI 1178-30125
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and .distortion
methodologies studies. voluie 1:
Autocorrelation functions
[NASA-CE-114869] p0551 H78-30126
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 5: Effect of
filter cutoff frequency on turbulence clots
[HASA-CB-111870] p0552 K78-30127
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 7: Cross
correlation functions.
[SASA-CB-111872] p0552 N78-30129
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 8: Cross
spectral density plots
[NASA-CB-111873] p0552 B78-30130
F-15 inlet engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 9: Stability
audits
[NASA-Crt-111871] p0552 K78-30131
Large scale static tests of a tilt-nacelle V/STOL
propulsion/attitude control system
[NASA-CB-152181] p0611 N78-32098
ENGIHEEBISG DEVELOPMENT
0 PBODOCT DEVELOPMENT
ENGIBEEBIBG HABAGEHEHT
Back to the drawing board management of design
engineering
p0126 A78-19548
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory fiscal year
1979. Technical objective document
[AD-AO->5711] p0621 S78-32911
EBGINES
NT AIB BBEATHIBG ENGINES
NT DIESEL ENGINES
NT DUCTED FAH ENGINES
NT GAS TDBBIBE ENGINES
NT HELICOPTEB ENGINES
NT BYDBOGEN ENGINES
NT INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PISTON ENGINES
NT PtJLSED JET ENGINES
BT BARJET EBGIHSS
NT EETEORgCKET EBGINES
NT BOCKET ENGINES
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SUBJECT IBDEI EBVIBOBBEHTAL SOBVEIS
HT SOLID PBOP'XLANT ROCKET ESGI1ES
BT SDPERSOBIC C01BOSIIOB RABJET EBGIBES
HT T-38 FNGINE
HT T-55 EBGINE
ST T-58 EHGISE
NT TF-30 EHGI'13
NT TF-ttl EhGIFE
HT TORBJMJ EBGINES
HT TOBBOFAN INGIBES
ST TURBOJET ENGINES
HI T3RBOP8OP ENGINES
HT VARISEL2 C7CLE EHGIBES
HT SANKEL E1GINES
EHGIISH ELECTBIC AIRCRAFT
HT CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
EI6LISH ELECTRIC CAHBBRRA AIBCEAFT
0 CANB5BBA AIRCRAFT
EHHAHCEHENT
0 ATGHBNTATIOB
EHTBALPY
Driver gas contamination in a high-enthalpy
reflected shock tunnel
p0223 A78-26235
Application of the Bernoulli enthalpy concept to
the study of vortex noise and jet impingement
noise
f1ASA-CB-29871 p0356 H78-22861
EHTEAIHHENI
Sntrainment cnaracteristics of unsteady subsonic
lets
p0223 A78-26238
Prediction of nearfield jet entrainment by an
interactive miring/afterburning model
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1189] fOH22 A78-01882
EWTROPY
•"•he interaction of entropy fluctuations with
turbine blade rows - A mechanism of turbojet
enqine noise
p0059 A78-15348
Interaction of a shock nave with an entropy layer
p016tt A78-20886
Entropy layer in two-dimensional flows
hypersonic ideal gas flew behind shock wave
p0168 A78-21132
ES7IBON8EST EFFECTS
The effect of ambient conditions on the emissions
of an idling gas turiine
[AIAA PAPEB 78-3] p0171 A78-22551
Evaluation of protective coatings applied under
adverse conditions
p0218 478-2519U
f pplication of composites on civil aircraft
p0218 A78-25199
Durability of adhesive bonded honeycomb sandwich
in accelerated adverse environments
p0219 A78-25202
More public consultation on airport plans
p0275 A78-29208
Planning and design of small airports in Canada
P03141 A78-35668
Stud/ on problems of terminal site location
environmental effects on airport, harbor or
truck depot
p0369 A78-36323
A three-diaensional finite-difference solution of
the external response of an aircraft to a
complex transient EH environment. I - The method
and its implementation. II - Comparison of
predictions and measurements
p0372 A78-37124
Activities of thf T1O Research Institute for
?nvironi»ental Hygiene
pOOB6 B78-11536
Environmertal effects on composites for aircraft
fNASA-TI-78716] p0410 B78-25135
An assessment of the effect of supersonic aircraft
operations on the stratospheric ozone content
[NASA-BS-1026] p0556 178-30774
The influence of the environment on the
"lastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal
bonded joints in aircraft structures
[DlR-FB-77-63] p05€7 B78-31251
Baseline data requirements for assessing
environmental impact
fPB-281118/7) p0617 B78-32620
EITIBOIREBI BODELS
Air quality impact of aircraft at ten U.S. Air
Force bases
p0292 A78-32222
ESVIBOBHEBT PO1IOTIOH
HT AIR EOI10TIOB
ST BATES POLLUTIOB
Characterization of smokes emitted by turbojet
engines
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1977-172] p0130 A78-20!a5
Engine development toward lower energy consumption
and reduced environmental impact
CJIAA PAPER 78-307] p0181 478-24008
EHVIBOBHBST PROTECTIOH
The Dash 7 - An aircraft for today's environment
pOOOU A78-12213
Aircraft noise control
p0015 A78-12811
Development of the next commercial jet aircraft -
Boat the powerplant can contribute
p0057 A78-15089
The effect of ambient conditions on the emissions
of an idling gas turbine
[AISA JAPEE 78-3] p0171 A78-22551
Airport/community environmental planning
p0281 A78-30678
Results of Concorde monitoring
p03UO A78-35655
Interior acoustic environment of STOL vehicles and
helicopters
p0310 A78-356S6
Acoustical standards and their application to
aircraft noise
p03H1 A78-35661
Study on problems of terminal site location"
environmental effects on airport, harbor or
truck depot
p0369'478-36323
Hoise pollution: Federal program to control it
has been slow and ineffective. Environmental
Protection Agency. Department of Transportation
[PB-268690/5] p0032 H78-10621
EH7IBOHBEBT SIHOLATIOH
HT SPACE EKVIROHHEBI SIM01ATIOH
HT THBRHAL SIMULATION
Applications of wind tunnels to investigations of
wind-engineering problems
[AIAA 78-812] p0296 478-32366
Simulation of single and double-stage
reciprocating compressor systems with allowance
for frictional effects and heat transfer
pOq20 A78-U1512
A computer-controlled system for fatigue testing
under simulated service loading for aircraft
structures
p0420 A78-H1519
Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine
components in simulated operational environments
p0468 A78-it«115
Satellite communications mode simulation tests for
oceanic air traffic control
[AD-A052546] pOM58 H78-27313
Compressor seal rub energetics study
[B»SA-CB-159«2t] p0610 H78-32096
EB7IROBHEHT SIBOLATORS
HT LAHGIET COBPIEX COORDINATOR
Optical simulator with a holographic component
infinity display system
[AIAA 78-1581] p0579 A78-50671
EHVIROHBENTAL CBABBERS
D TEST CHABBERS
EB7IBOHBEBTAL COBTBOL
Aircraft avionics cooling, present and future
p0060 A78-15558
Advanced environmental control for avionic systems
p0060 A78-15559
Fault isolation in environmental control systems
of commercial transports
[SAE AIR 1266] pO«72 A78-U4696
EBVIBOBBEBTAL QHAIITT
HT AIR QBALITY
HT HATEB QOALIT!
Boise in airports, its measurement, and its effect
on the communities in the vicinity
p0519 A78-U8374
EIVIBOHBEBTAL SOHVETS
Quantitative mapping by remote sensing of an ocean
acid-waste damp
[HASJ-TP-1275] p063» H78-33617
Urban noise pollution. A bibliography with
abstracts
[HTIS/PS-78/0686/2] p063» S78-33634
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EB7IBONUEBTAL TESTS
NT COEECSIO"i TESTS
NT HIGH 7ENP2SATORE TESTS
NT SALT SPBJY TESTS
Environmental sensitivity tests of graphite-epoxy
bolt bearing properties
pOOOD A78-12080
Environmental tests ana logistics support costs
F0061 A78-15560
Development of a combined environment test for
reliability assessment of avionics systems
p0061 A78-15561
Joint ASD/AFHAL Combined Environment Beliability
Test /CEBT/ Evaluation Program
p0291 A78-32118
A test using simulated mission profile environments
Airborne Instrumentation Subsystem pod
reliability
p0291 A78-32126
Inique test capabilities of the Eglin APE KcKinley
Climatic laboratory
p0291 A78-32127
Practical experience in vibration testing external
avionics systems
p0292 *78-3213<l
The AEDC Bange K facility for erosion testing
[AIAA 78-775] p02St A78-3233U
Fioer optic development for tactical fighter
applications
p053U A78-«9906
Evaluation of the extended use of ferrocene for
test cell smoke abatement engine and
environmental test results
[ AD-AOI176593 p0211 N78-17079
Environmental effects on composites for aircraft
pOM8 H78-27061
EN7IBOBHEBTS
NT AEEOSPACE ENVIBOSHENTS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIBONMENTS
NT HIGH GBAVITT ENVIRONMENTS
NT HIGH TBMfEBATOBE EN7ISONHENTS
NT HAEINE ENVIRONMENTS
NT BABS ATMOSPHERE
NT MESOSPHEBE
Characterization of current tower cab environments
[ AD-A0183061 p0239 N78-18026
BOSS
Earth-to-orbital station radio bridge
p0621 N78-33019
EPNL
U EFFECTIVE PEECEIVED SOISE LEVELS
EPOCHS
D TIME MEASUBEMEBT
EPOXY COMPOUNDS
NT BOBON-EPOXY COMPOONDS
EPOXY BESIBS
Epoxy and polyurethane paint compositions for
agricultural airplanes
fAD-A04591U] pOIUU N78-1U173
The application of ultraviolet cure resins for
repair cf composites
[AD-A0557311 p061U N78-32273
BQOATIOSS OP HOTIOB
NT EULEB EQUATIONS OP MOTION
NT HYDBODYNAHIC EQOATIONS
NT KINEMATIC EQUATIONS
NT NAVIER-STOKES EQDATION
Semi-analytic methods for frequencies and node
shapes of rotor blades
pOIHI A78-18130
Numerical study on the stability dependence of
geostrophic drag and cross-isobar angle
pOSeO A78-50691
Aeromechanical stability of helicopters with a
beanngless main rotor. Part 1: Equations of
motion
[NASA-TM-78459] p0240 N78-18043
Eotorcraft linear simulation model. Volume 1:
Engineering documentation
[NASA-CH-152079-VOL-1] p0308 N78-20136
BEXOB 2 rotorcraft simulation model. Volame 2:
Computer inpleaentation
rNASA-CB-1(|5332] p05<!3 B78-30043
A study of the precision hover capabilities of the
aerocrane hybrid heavy lift vehicles
[AD-A05U281] p0518 N78-30091
Diverse forms and derivations of the equations of
motion of deformable aircraft and their mutual
relationship
[BAE-TR-77077] p0518 N78-30097
Dynamic analysis of flexible rotor-bearing systens
using a model approach
p0616 N78-32H20
Forced vibration of thin elastic shells with
application to fractional horsepower hermetic
refrigeration compressor shells
p0616 H78-32457
EQOILIBBIDH PLOi
Blockage correction for aerodynamic measurements
in a closed subsonic wind tunnel
p0570 A78-50303
Radial equilibrium of flows in shock-in-rotor type
rotors
p0576 A78-50611
EQOIPBEBT
BT PERIPHERAL EQOIPHEBT (COI1P1TEBS)
EQOIPB2RT SPECIPICiTIOBS
Identification of material for AN, OS, and AS
engine and propeller standard utility parts and
also for company parts
(SAE AS 269G] pfla71 A78-H1I680
Aeronautical procurement - The primary
specification system
[AIAA PAPER 78-1U89] p051lt A78-I17932
ASD strobe light evaluation luminous intensity
requirements for aircraft anticollision lights
[AD-AOH5S33] p<>095 N78-13036
The 0.1m subsonic cryogenic tunnel at the
University of Southampton
[NASA-CR-145305] p02U7 H78-18086
Botor design implications for composite material
properties
[UCRL-80117] p0553 N78-30182
Physical characteristics: Aviation materiel
Army test facilities and equipment
[AD-A055803] p0610 N78-32093
EQUIVALENT CIHCDITS
EHP response of aircraft antennas
p0169 A78-21992
Broad-band analysis of V1P/LF aircraft wire antennas
p0169 A78-21995
EBBCTION
D CONSTBDCTIOB
EEGOIOSICS
D HUMAN FACTOBS ENGINEERING
BBOSIOI
NT 1ATEB EBOSION
NT HIND EBOEION
Erosion resistant coatings for aircraft parts
p0120 A78-19056
Aerodynamic effects on erosion in turbomachinery
p0578 A78-50635
Some effects of temperature on the erosion of metals
p0588 A78-51591
Mathematical analysis of impact erosion of
supersonic flight vehicles
p0588 A78-51711
Erosion prevention and filo cooling on vanes
p0320 N78-21128
Hardened reentry vehicle development program.
Erosion-resistant nosetip technology
[AD-A056390] p0630 B78-33128
Ceramics technology readiness development program.
Phase 1: Conceptual designs and material
screening erosion/corrosion resistance
[FE-2786-12] p0632 N78-332U3
EBBOB ANALYSIS
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the aultipoint excitation of flight-vehicle
vibrations
p0293 A78-32268
Optimization of linear stabilization systems of
flight vehicles on the basis of orthogonal filters
p0293 A78-32270
Optimization technigues for air traffic control
problems Russian booh
P0522 A78-48504
Hethodology questions involved in systeas
engineering for devising an optimum
radio-engineering systen for trajectory
measurements of space vehicles
p0598 A78-53253
Antenna fairings for flight vehicles /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0598 A78-53426
Nonlinear vibrations of an asymmetric flight vehicle
p0599 A78-53504
FLIB DETECTOES
Autothreshold autoscreener/FLIR system
airborne target screener/Forvard-Looking
Infrared inaging system
P0538 A78-49984
FLOODS
Nansen-Dnft Station Project: Bemote sea-ice
tunvay construction
[AD-A054720] p0503 B78-29113
FLOS CHABACTEEISTICS
HI BOJNDABY 1AYEB STABILITY
NT FLAHE STABILITY
NT FLOW DIS1BIBUTIOB
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT FLOW VELOCITY
NT HAGNETOHYDBODYNAHIC STABILITY
Calculation of the mean flow characteristics at
the inlet to the air intake located under a
delta wing
P0165 A78-20895
The low-speed air tnnnel of the Institute of
Hydromechanics at the University of Karlsruhe
p0176 A78-23297
A critical examination of expansion tunnel
performance
TAIAA 78-768] p0294 A78-32329
Experimental investigation of the characteristics
of unsteady-state breakaway zones arising in a
supersonic flov at a needle vith a screen
p0331 A78-3a<(36
Characteristics of flov past fuselages and
wing-fuselage systems of gliders
P0369 A78-36203
The German-Dutch loo speed wind tnnnel BUB
p0370 A78-36447
Cross-flow characteristics on a cylindrical body
at incidence in subsonic flow
p0373 A78-37406
Investigation of flov in centrifugal impeller vith
tandtim inducer
p0577 A78-50614
"ffect of perturbed flov on the transition from
the supersonic laminar boundary layer to the
turbulent
rnASA-Tn-75196] p0252 878-19048
An experimental investigation of oscillating flovs
over an airfoil rotary wings
p0299 H78-20058
Theoretical flov characteristics of inlets for
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft
[1ASA-TP-1205] p0318 H78-21114
The dynamic flow on a wing profile in the movement
of a screen. The influence of oscillation
parameters
p0347 N78-22061
USB flov characteristics related to noise generation
p0391 H78-24060
Characteristics of DSB noise
p0391 B78-24061
Flight effects on noise by the JT8D engine vith
inverted primary/fan flov as measured in the
NASA-Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tnnnel
[NASA-CB-2996] p0441 B78-26149
noise characteristics of upper surface blown
configurations: summary
[NASA-CB-2918] p0446 B78-26880
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of upper-surface-blovn wing-flap
configurations
[NASA-CB-3004] p0544 B78-30050
Hypersonic flovs
p0613 B78-32124
7101 COEFFICIENTS
NT DISCHABGE COEFFICIENT
not DEPLECTIOB
Boise of deflectors used for flov attachment vith
STOL-OTi configurations
p0215 A78-24877
Effect of flap deflection on the lift coefficient
of wings operating in a biplane configuration
[NASA-TB-75059] p0033 N78-11003
Noise of deflectors used for flov attachment vith
STOL-OTW configurations
[NASA-TH-73809] p0102 N78-13853
PLOI DISTOBTIOS
A study on the mechanism of compressor surge due
to inlet pressure disturbances
[AIAA PAPETi 78-246] p0162 A78-20769
Wake cutting experiments turbulent vake-blade
(airfoil) interaction
p0336 A78-34843
Inlet flov distortions in axial flov compressors
p0419 A78-41508
A finite element solution of cascade flov in a
large-distorted periodic flov
p0427 A78-42997
Estimating maximum instantaneous distortion from
inlet total pressure rns measurements
[AIAA PAPBB 78-970] p0463 A78-43525
Distortion of a flat jet in a bounded cross-stream
in the presence of a wake space
p0580 A78-50779
Axisynmetric unsteady flov past obstacles in a
cylindrical tube
p0586 A78-51441
Linear theory of supersonic flovs past ruled
bodies of three-dimensional configuration
pOS86 A78-51443
Amplification of distortions in an axial
compressor stage
p0046 N78-11983
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 1: Technical
discussion
[NASA-CH-144866] p0551 H78-30123
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 3: Power
spectral density plots
[BASA-CB-144868] p0551 N78-30125
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 4:
Autocorrelation functions
[NASA-CB-144869] p0551 B78-30126
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 5: Effect of
filter cutoff frequency on turbulence plots
[NASA-CB-144870] p0552 B78-30127
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 6: Distortion
analysis plots
[SASA-CB-144871] p0552 H78-30128
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 7: Cross
correlation functions.
tNASA-CB-144872] p0552 B78-30129
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 8: Cross
spectral density plots
fNASA-CB-144873] p0552 H78-30130
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FLOW DISTBIBOTIOH SUBJECT IHDF.I
F-15 inlet engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 9: Stability
audits
[NiSA-CB-1448711] p0552 878-30131
FLOH DISTHIBOTIOH
Application of time~dependent finite volume method
to transonic flow in large turbines
p0011 A78-12297
New findings in centrifugal compressor development
[DGLB PSfEB 77-0633 p0116 A78-18704
Improvements in the calculation of the centrifugal
conpressor flow by experimental study of the
complex rotor flo«
tDGLE PAPEB 77-062] p0117 S78-18707
Three-dimensional analysis of flow in axial flow
turtomachines
p0122 A78-19228
Effects of spanwise circulation distribution on a
limit of circulatory lift on wings with finite
span
p0133 A78-20373
Effect of the thickness of profile and trailing
edge on the flow field and the aerodynamic
characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio delta wing
at a = 3
p0166 178-20909
A method for the construction of flew nozzles and
wind tunnel contraction sections
p0168 A78-21635
Measurements of unsteady vortex flow fields
[AIAA PAPEB 78-18] p0171 A78-2255U
Wake vortex measurements of bodies at high angle
of attack
[AIAA PAP3B 78-23] p0171 A78-22555
An interaction solution algorithm for viscous
aerodynamic performance prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 78-153] p0173 A78-22589
A solution to the direct problem of an open
propeller using the streamline curvature method
[AIAA PAPES 78-310] p0185 A78-2U011
Flowfield and pressure field of a model propeller
p0191 A78-24451
Method for solving problems of flow past a wing
with fuselage bounded by an ideal fluid flow
p0220 A78-25585
On the flow in a centrifugal impeller. II -
Effects of change in impeller width
p0230 A78-27907
Decay and modification of trailing vortex
p0230 A78-27908
Heated three-dimensional turbulent jets
[ASHB PAPES 77-BA/HT-27] p0330 A78-33179
Minimisation of relaxation drag
p0374 A78-37I123
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta
winqs with sharp subsonic leading edges
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1137] p0421 A78-41841
Aircraft operating environments around high speed
ships BEV feasibility for hydrofoil ships
fAIAA PAPEB 78-1184] p0422 A78-U1877
The spanwise lift distribution on a wing from
flow-field velocity surveys
[AIAA PAPER 78-1195] p0422 A78-41886
Three-dimensional supersonic interacting turbulent
flow along a corner
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1210] p012« A78-41897
Flow of highly rarefied gas past a circular
cylinder at low Hach numbers
p0424 A78-42200
Application of modular modeling to ramjet
performance prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 78-91111] p0462 A78-43512
Numerical simulation of conbustor flow fields -
The development and application of a primitive
variable design capability
[AIAA PAPEB 78-9119] pOi!62 A78-4351Q
Computation of a supersonic flow past an
axisymmetnc nozzle boattail with jet exhaust
[AIAA PAPEB 78-993] p0464 A78-43541
The influence of V/STOl vehicle configuration
variables on vectored jet induced flow fields in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1021] p0465 A78-43555
Study of pitot-type supersonic inlet-flowfields
using the finite-Volume approach
[AIAi PAPEB 78-1115] p0475 A78-45128
Generalized area rules and integral theorems for
hypersonic wing-todies
P0571 A78-50461
Measurements of film cooling effectiveness
distributions for exhausting through a double
row of holes for high temperature gas
turbine blades
p0573 A78-50578
Numerical implementation of solid-body boundary
conditions for the 2uler equations in fluid
dynamics
p05811 A78-51175
Viscous flowfields and airframe forces induced by
two-dimensional lift ]ets in ground effect
[AD-A043518] p003I| >J78-11013
Investigation of velocity field behind low-±lymg
wing with fuselage
[AD-A015073] p0093 N78-13020
Iterative calculation of subcritical flov around
thick cambered wings: DiiPct and design problems
[BA-E-TH-AERO-1709] p0148 S78-15017
Pressure measurements near the tip of a hovering
model rotor blade and a preliminary
investigation of the flow in the rotor wake
p0358 S78-230SO
A distributed vortex method for computing the
vortex field of a tnssile
[SASA-TP-1183] pOllOS B78-25058
Evaluation of a method for the predicton of
]et-airframe interference
[BLB-TB-76132-0] pOU38 878-26111
Investigation of means for perturbing the flow
field in a supersonic wind tunnel
[SASA-TB-78951)] p0456 878-2711)2
New nodel upwind distributions and their influence
on the design of gliders
[DLB-IB-151-76/12] pOU88 N78-28062
Status and future prospects of using numerical
methods to study complex flows at High Beynolds
numbers
pOU9q N78-28410
Mixing and combustion in high speed air flows
combnstor design
[AD-A051398] p0503 N78-29188
The flow field calculation in supersonic
mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of
attack using the three-dimensional method of
characteristics with discrete shock wave fitting
p0603 N73-32041
Hind tunnel evaluation of YF-12 inlet response to
internal airflow disturbances with and without
control lewis 10 by 10 ft supersonic wind
tunnel tests
p0605 N78-32062
A theoretical and experimental study of
circulation control with reference to fixed wing
applications
[BE-582] p0623 N78-33052
FLOW EQOATIOHS
NT VON KABBAH EQOATI01
NT VOBTICITT EQUATIONS
An analytic study of free molecule flow fields at
the front and back edges of a plate
p0274 A78-28972
Analysis of two-dimensional gas flow in
turbomachinery cascades by means of integral
equations
p033fl A78-34435
Solution of an integral equation describing the
flow past a lifting surface
p0343 A78-35968
Calculation of transonic flow through a turbine
cascade by the time-step method
p0379 A78-38248
The calculation of transonic flow over
three-dimensional swept wings using the exact
potential equation
pO«77 A78-45232
Integral equation formulation for transonic flow
past lifting wings
p0571 A78-50459
Investigation of the convergence of a method of
computing the flow around cascades in a variable
thickness layer
p0588 A78-51687
Application of the method of integral equations to
the calculation of subsonic gas flows through
turbine blade cascades
p0600 A78-53783
Conservative implicit schemes for the full
potential equation applied to transonic floss
[H1SA-1B-78469] p0271 N78-19868
A-188
SUBJECT IHDSI PLOW VELOCITY
Engineering calculation methods for turbulent
flow, volnae 1
[IC-AEHO-77-102-VOL-1] p0302 B78-20091
Engineering calculation Bethods for tarbalent
flow, voluae 2
[IC-AEHO-77-102-VOL-2] p0302 H78-20092
Engineering calcnlation Bethods for tarbalent
flow, volnae 3
[IC-AEBO-77-102-VOL-3] p0303 B78-20093
FLO! FIELDS
0 FLOW DISTBIBOTIOH
FLOW GEOSETBY
The coapatation of self-similar three-dimensional
separated flows
p0127 A78-19657
Rearrangement of the flow between a pair of
bodies, one of which is sitaated in the other's
wake, in supersonic flow
p0165 A78-20913
Hydrodynamic effect on a contour produced by an
ideal inconpressible flow of constant vorticitj
p027l» A78-28956
Discussion of results of studies on the design of
laminar airfoils for stunt gliders
p0369 A78-36204
An experimental stady of the annular diffusers in
axial-flow conpressors and turbines
p0576 A78-50610
Effect of wall thickness /height of the injection
pipe/ on the nixing process in a system of
chordal jets in a flow
p0582 378-50797
Three-dimensional boundary layer theory using
shell geometrical concepts
p0584 A78-51176
Critical issues in viscous flow computations
F0270 B78-19792
High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts
[NASA-TS-78708] p0366 B78-23876
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of
trailing-edge geometry on a RASA supercritical
airfoil section
[SASA-TB-T-2336] pO»50 B78-27079
Propagation of sound through a sheared flow
[HASA-CB-152196] p0636 N78-33876
FLOW HBASOBBBBBT
Beview of experimental work on transonic flow in
turbomachinery
p0012 A78-12312
Comparison of prediction of transonic flow in a
fan with flow measurements taken using a laser
Doppler velocimeter
p0012 A78-12314
Nonintrusive measurements of the flow vectors
within the blade passages of a transonic
compressor rotor
p0012 A78-12315
Measurements of unsteady vortex flow fields
[AIAA PAPEB 78-18] p0171 A78-22554
Wake vortex measurements of bodies at high angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 78-23] p0171 A78-22555
Investigation of the flow in a plane diffuser by
means of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0271! A78-28969
Tunnel interference assessment by boundary
measurements
p0284 A78-30689
Some measurements in two-dimensional turbulent wakes
p0289 A78-31836
A technigue for vorticity measurement in unsteady
flow
fAIAA 78-801] p0295 A78-32356
Hot-wire velocity measurements in thin boundary
layers
p0369 A78-36205
Characteristics of the near wake of a compressor
or fan rotor blade
fAIAA PAPEB 78-1141] pO<!21 A78-41844
Techniques for the experimental investigation of
the near wake of a circular cylinder
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1197] pO«23 A78-U1888
Investigation of two-tier blade diffnsors of
centrifugal compressors
pO!467 A78-43644
Probe measureBents of velocity and losses from a
small axial transonic rotor
fAIAA PAPEB 78-1198] p0176 A78-45138
Operational two-disensional laser velocimeter for
various wind tunnel measurements
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1978-7*] pO«79 A78-45276
Boundary layers in axisyaaetric inlets at angle of
attack. I - Measurements
(AIAA PAPEB 78-1109] p0522 A78-48499
Flow measurements behind a rotor operating in a
boundary layer
[AD-AOU6359] p0148 N78-15012
FLOW PATTEBHS
0 F10I DISTBIBBTIOB
F10W BATE
0 FLOB VELOCITY
FLOW BEGOLATOBS
BT FUEL FLOW BEGOLATOBS
FLOW BESISTAHCB
BT AEBODYBAHIC DBAG
BT FBTCTIOB DBAG
BT SDPEBSOBIC DBAG
BT VISCOOS DBAG
Calculation of the induction of wind tunnels
P0132 A78-20277
FLOW SEPABATIOB
D BOUNDABY LAYO SEPABATIOH
D SEPABATED FLOW
FLOW STABILITY
BT BOOHDABY LAYEB STABILITY
BT 7LAHE STABI1ITI
BT HAGHETOHYDBODYNASIC STABILITY
Some aspects of the calculation of flows with
tangential discontinuities
P0128 A78-19689
Stability of subsonic gasdynamic flows
P0274 A78-28959
Operation of an axial-flow compressor in the case
of radially nonuniform inlet flow
p0581 A78-50793
Introduction to unsteady aspects of separation in
subsonic and transonic flow
p0249 N78-18381
FLOW THEOBf
Snail perturbation expansions in unsteady aerofoil
theory
P0074 478-16*01
Uniqueness theorem for an integral equation of a
rectangular thin-section wing
p0130 A78-20201
Viscous thin airfoil theory and the Kutta condition
[AIAA EAPEB 78-152] p0159 A78-20707
Investigations of the transonic flow around
oscillating airfoils Thesis
P0383 A78-38978
Basic model concepts of fluid mechanics in wing
theory
P0580 A78-50752
A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric
near wake behind bluff-base bodies
p01U6 S78-14995
FLOW VELOCITY
Comparison of prediction of transonic flow in a
fan with flow measurements taken using a laser
Doppler velocimeter
p0012 A78-12314
Nonintrusive measurements of the flow vectors
within the blade passages of a transonic
compressor rotor
p0012 A78-12315
Computation of inductive velocity in the plane of
a lightly loaded lifting propeller
p0127 A78-19658
The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in
a temperature stratified fluid
[AIAA PAPEB 78-209] p0161 A78-20746
Velocity profiles in the Laval nozzle throat for
uniform compressible swirling flow
p0165 A78-20905
Driver gas contamination in a high-enthalpy
reflected shock tunnel
p0223 A78-26235
Laser velocimeter for wind tunnel measurements
p0378 A78-37979
Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a
small axial transonic rotor
[AIAA PAPER 78-1198] pOU76 A78-45138
Irrotational flow around a spherical segment
aerodynamic brakes application
p0588 A78-51688
Experiments on the laminar flow in a rectangular
streamwise corner
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P1OB VISUALIZATION SUBJECT IHDBX
p0600 A78-53765
Investigation of velocity field behind Icw-flying
wing with fuselage
[AD-A045073] p0093 N78-13020
in analytical model for the study of highly
separated flov on lov speed airfoils
p0203 1178-16995
flean velocity, turbulence intensity and turbulence
convection velocity measurements for a
convergent nozzle in a free jet vind tunnel
[HASA-CB-2949] D0313 H78-21058
The YF-12 gust velocity measuring system
p0605 H78-32061
1.OB VISOALIZiTIOB
HI NBHEBICAL FlOg VISUALIZATION
Study of airflow into air intake with groundplane
by the EGDA method '
p0049 A78-13183
Flow in a hydraulic model of an axial turbomachine
COHEBA, TP no. 1977-1573 p0075 A78-16619
An investigation of strut-wall intersection losses
CAIAA PAPEB 78-205] p0161 A78-207I43
Flow visualization in the region of intersection
of aerodynamic surfaces
p0166 A78-20951
The induction driven tunnel T2 at ONEBA-CERT -
Flow qualities, testing technigues and examples
of results
[AIAA 78-767] p0294 A78-32328
Study of gas flows with shearing interferometers
p0327 A78-32622
Visual study of oscillating flow over a stationary
airfoil
p0337 A78-34845
Developnent of the can-type gas turbine combustors
p0574 A78-50590
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on
oscillating airfoils
p0250 B78-18387
An experimental investigation of oscillating flows
over an airfoil rotary wings
p0299 N78-20058
Vortex breakdown. Some observations in flight on
the HP 115 aircraft
[ARC-R/H-3805] p0359 H78-23068
Flow visualization, volume 1. A bibliography with
abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0425/5] p0458 178-27379
Flow visualization, volume 2. A bibliography with
abstracts
[BTIS/PS-78/0426/3] p0459 N78-27380
Heasarements and analysis of the forces acting on
a small aircraft flying in the npwash of a large
aircraft
[AD-A055286] p0558 N78-31048
FLOSBETERS
The effects of vibration on an aircraft fuel
density meter
p0105 A78-17298
FIDID AHPLIFICATION
0 F10ID ABP1IFIERS
FLDID AMPLIFIERS
The effect of hydraulic feed systems on the
dynamic characteristics of hydraulic amplifiers
of helicopter control systems
p0474 A78-44893
FIDID BOUNDARIES
NT GAS-SOLID ISTERFACES
Boundary layers in dissipative media
p0170 A78-22091
Hydrodynanic effect on a contour produced by an
ideal incompressible flow of constant vorticity
p0274 A78-28956
Numerical uplenentation of solid-body boundary
conditions for the Euler equations in fluid
dynamics
F0581I A78-51175
Hovement of a solid profile near a solid boundary
rAD-»0<t5926] p0147 B78-15006
FLOID DTBAHICS
HT AEBODYHAHICS
NT AEBOTHEPBODYNAMICS
HT GAS DYBAHICS
HT HYDBODYUAMICS
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
NT ROTOB AERCDY1AHICS
Investigation of two-tier blade diffnsors of
centrifugal compressors
p0467 A78-43644
Thirty years of fluid dynamics
p0585 A78-51280
Analysis of fluid dynamics of supersonic
combustion process controlled by mixing
p0018 N78-10009
A cascade in unsteady flow
CAD-A045319] p0091 H78-12381
Optimization study for high speed radial turbine
with special reference to design variables
[NASA-CB-1 52094] p0209 B78-17063
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD): Future role
and regairements as viewed by an applied
aerodynamicist computer systems design
p0269 B78-19789
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium on Prediction of Aerodynamic
Loading
[AGABD-AR-125] p0608 B78-32074
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of blades
[AD-A055619] p0615 B78-32392
FLUID FILDS
Some experiments on instability of rotors
supported in fluid-film bearings
p0134 A78-20593
Analysis and experimental investigation of the
stability of intershaft sgueeze film dampers. II
- Control of instability
[ASBE PAPER 77-DET-26] p0134 A78-20595
An experimental study of the steady-state response
of oil-film dampers
[ASHE PAPER 77-DET-33] p0135 A78-20598
Squeeze film damper characteristics for gas
turoine engines
[ASHE PAPEB 77-DET-23] p0226 A78-26796
H°at transfer from two-phase flow to the nozzle
walls in the presence of a condensate filia on
the nozzle surface
p0581 B78-50791
FLOID FILTERS
BT AIR FILTERS
A high-frequency reverse-fIon fluidic
self-cleaning fuel filter
p0134 A78-20523
Comparison tests on the 100-GPH electrokinetic
fuel decontaminator and a 100-GPB military
standard filter/separator
[AD-A048655] p0248 H78-18226
FLDID FLOH
BT AIR COBBENTS
NT AIB FLOS
NT AIR JETS
BT ANB3LAR PLOW
BT AXIAL FLOS
BT ATISYHHETRIC FLOH
BT BASE FLOS
BT BLASIDS FLOS
BT BODNDABY LAYEB FLOS
NT BODBDARY LAYEB SEPABATION
NT CASCADE FLOS
NT CAVITATION FLOS
HI CHANNEL FLOS
NT COCBDSTIBLE FLOS
NT COMPRESSIBLE FLOS
NT CONICAL FLOS
NT CONVECTIVE FLOS
NT CCRBER FLOH
BT CROSS FLOU
BT DOCTED FLOS
BT EC3ILIBBIIJH FLOS
BT ?BEE FLOS
BT FREE BOLECDLAB FLOS
BT FUEL FLOS
NT GAS FLOS
NT HYPEPSONIC FLOW
HT INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOS
NT ISLET FLOS
NT ISVISCID FLOS
BT JET FLOS
NT JET HIXIBG FLOS
NT LAHINAH FLOS
NT BASS FLOS
NT 1EBIDIONAL FLOS
NT "OLECDLAB FLOW
NT BULTIPHASE FLOS
ST NONECOILIBBIDB FLOS
NT NONNESTONIAB FLOS
NT NONUNIFORB FLOS
NT BOZZlffi FJOi
NT OSCILLATING FLOS
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SOBJECt IIDBX FLOTTBB
RT OUTLET FLOS
RT PABALLEL FLOS
•T PIPE PLOS
RT POTEBTIA1 tl09
NT RADIAL FLOS
RT REHTTACHED FLOB
HT RECIRCDLATIVE FLDID FLOS
RT REVERSED FLOW
RT SECONDARY FLOW
RT SEPARATED FLOS
RT SHEAR FLOB
NT SLIP FLOB
RT SHALL PERTURBATION FLOS
»T STEADY FLOB
HI STRATIFIED FLOB
RT S3BCIUTICAI FLOS
R* SUBSONIC FLOW
RT SDPBBCAVITATIHG FLO*
»T SUPERCRITICAL FlOB
NT SHPEHSORIC FLOB
RT SUPBBSOHIC JET FLOI
RT THREE DIHERSIORAL FLOB
JW IBAHSITIOR FLOH
RT TBAHSOSIC FLOS
RT TORBULERT FLOS
RT THO DIHEBSIOHAL FIOB
»T TOO PHASE FLOW
RT UNIFORM FLOB
RT UNSTEADY FLOB
RT VERTICAL AIR COHBEBTS
RT VISCCBS FLOB
HT WALL FLOH
RT HEDGE FLOB
Summary of the 1977 3SAF/OSB/ASEE Summer Design
Study program on the integration of wind tannels
and computers
[AIAA PAPER 78-1141] pO«21 A78-U18H5
Research on the statically thrusting propeller
[NASA-CB-15721Q] pfli|09 N78-25092
Blade-surface boundary layer and vake
computational models for estimation of
axial-flow compressor and fan blade-rev turning
angles and losses
p0603 R78-32038
Heat transfer augmentation in flcvs over and
normal to high-porosity perforated surfaces
p0615 R78-32371
FLUID INJECTION
»T GAS IRJECTIOH
Investigation of the efficiency of dehydrating jet
fuel in the monocogne fuel tank of an AN-2U
aircraft while the aircraft is on the ground
p0131 A78-20273
Effects of fila injection on performance of a
cooled turbine
p0216 A78-2H902
Unsteady heat transfer fro a cylinder «ith radial
injection
p038U A78-39042
Unsteady fluid flov in a svirl injector
p0581 A78-50781
Effect of vail thickness /height of the injection
pipe/ on the miling process in a system of
chordal jets in a flo«
p0582 A78-50797
On noderate injection into a separated supersonic
boundary layer, with reattachment
p0582 A78-50896
FLUID JET ABPIIFIBRS
U FLOID AHP1IFIEBS
FLUID JETS
RT AIB JETS
RT FREE JETS
HT GAS JETS
FLDID BECHABICS
HT AEBODYSAHICS
HT AEBOTHEBHODYBAHICS
HT FLUID DYRAfl lCS
HT GAS DYHABICS
RT HYDBODYNABICS
RT HYDROHECBANICS
NT SAKEFIED GAS DIHAHICS
HT BOTOB AEBODYHAHICS
Hev structuralization and vork of current interest
in the research area of fluid mechanics
propulsion systems, aerodynamics and acoustics
p0337 A78-3«941
Basic model concepts of fluid mechanics in ving
theory
pOSBO J78-50752
Gesellschaft fuer angevandte Hathematik nnd
Hechanik, Annual Scientific Meeting, Lyngby,
Denmark, Bay 31-June 3, 1977, Reports. Part 2
p0583 A78-51151
Aerodynamics of cascades
[AGAED-AG-220] p0353 R78-22111
Nonlinear theory of a bearing surface of arbitrary
extent
[AD-A051385] p039« N78-2U090
FLUID TBAHSPIBATIOH
U TRARSPIBATIOH
FLUIDIC CIBCUITS
A high-freguency reverse-floir flnidic
self-cleaning fuel filter
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Fabrication and test of a fluidic fuel-control and
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Application of the method of optimal control for
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Comment on 'Effect of stabilizer dihedral and
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Aerodynamic interference in a system of two
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The characteristics, prediction and test analysis
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Continuation and direct solution of the flutter
equation
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Contribution to the synthesis and analysis of
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Nonlinear formulation for low-frequency transonic
flow
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applications
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An analysis of the flutter and damping
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Flutter analysis of a glider made of synthetic
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Development and application of an optimization
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Research on aeroelastic phenomena in airfoil
cascades an experimental investigation of the
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Navy advanced sensor programs for fly-by-wire
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Preliminary design study of an integrated tail
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Description and theory of operation of the
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Volume 1: Production recommendations
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A HD approach control using VOR/DB2/ILS goidance
p0315 H78-21083
GUIDE TABES
NT J2T VASES
The aerodynamic vane control for v/STOl
p0110 »78-17895
Experinental investigation of a centripetal
turbine with adjustable guide vanes
p0338 A78-34975
The effect of splitter vane circumferential
location on the aerodynamic performance of a
supersonic compressor cascade
[AD-AOU1860] pOOI(2 N78-11112
Ose of leaning vanes in a two stage fan
MASJ-CP-15213IO F0319 H78-21115
Expernental evaluation of a transpiration cooled
nozzle guide vane
p0320 N78-21131
SOSPIEE
An investigation of the tracking performance of
the fire fly manual director gnnsight for
air-to-air gunnery
[AD-A0533U8] pOU07 N78-25083
GOBNEBY TEAIBIBG
F-1E avionics update ,
[AD-A017909] p02U3 N7_8-18061
GOBS (OBDBABCB) t
Hazard assessment of aircraft gun compartments
TAD-A055026] p0558 178-3106K
GOST A1LETIATOES
An application of stochastic control theory to the
gust-alleviation system for a transport airplane
p0071 A78-16179
Gust-alleviation control systems for aircraft
p0470 478-1B397
Simulation study of gost alleviation in a tilt
rotor aircraft, volume 1
[NASA-CR-152050] p0095 N78-13038
Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt
rotor aircraft, volume 2
[NASA-CR-152051] p0095 N78-13039
Analytical study of a free-wing/free-trimmer concept
for gust alleviation and high lift
[NASA-CB-29U6] p0236 N78-18000
Dynamic wind-tunnel tests of an aeromechanical
gust-alleviation system using several different
combinations of control surfaces
[NASA-TB-78638] p0253 B78-19059
Open loop gust alleviation exemplified for
DO-28 aircraft
[BBFT-FB-B-77-22] p0353 N78-2211«
Direct lift control for flight path control and
gust alleviation
pOU3« N78-26072
COST LOADS
Helicopter response in gusty vinds about a building
pOOSS A78-1»95»
Gust response experiments of an airplane dynamic
model in the DAL gust wind tunnel
p0133 A78-20374
Reliable lifting surface solutions for unsteady flow
[AIAA PAPER 78-228] p0161 A78-20757
Atmospheric turbulence loads on aircraft
p0175 A78-230i(9
On lateral stability of aircraft under random
parametric excitations due to vertical gusts
p0333 A78-3H158
Active control of airfoils in unsteady aerodynamics
p0311 478-35786
High-frequency subsonic flow past a pulsating thin
airfoil. II - Gust-type upwash
pO<!16 A78-10837
The unsteady motion of a two-dimensional aerofoil
in incompressible inviscid flow
pOU68 A78-43916
Gust response of a wing near the ground through
the lifting surface theory
p017U A78-»483«
An experiment on the gust response of a transport
airplane by free-flight model
pOUTl A78-»tt835
On the linear superposition of aerodynamic forces
on wings in periodic gusts
pOBIO A78-U7869
Unsteady dynamic responses of subsonic cascades to
sinusoidal gust. Ill - Stator and rotor blade
cascades in oscillation
p0577 A78-50617
Force measurements on finite wings in oscillatory
vertical gusts
p03Q6 B78-22037
An analysis of the gust-induced overspeed trends
of helicopter rotors
[NASA-TP-1213] pO»88 N78-28056
Experimental investigation of gust response of
hingeless helicopter rotors
[AD-A054752] p0552 N78-30102
Gust measnrenents and the N sab o problem
p055» H78-30276
The YF-12 gust velocity measuring system
p0605 S78-32061
Dynamical model of gust front
[PB-283H25/7] p0635 B78-33692
COSTS
Characterization of nonGanssian atmospheric
turbulence for prediction of aircraft response
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GYRATION SUBJECT INDEX
statistics
[NSSA-CF-2913] p019/ N78-160I(H
Influence of gust modelling on the identification
of the derivatives of the longitudinal motion of
an aircraft
[RSE-LIE-TRANS-19IIU] p0210 N78-17071
Development and application of an optimization
procedure for flutter suppression using the
aerodynamic energy concept
[HJSH-TP-1137] p0250 N78-18159
A non-Gaussian gust model for aircraft response
analysis
fNOR-76-223] p0265 K78-19165
Airplane design for gusts
P026T N78-19717
GYBATIOH
NT iOTOBOTATION
NT PRECESSION
GYBOCOBPASSES
Generalized algorithm of the analytical method of
qyrocompassing
p0216 A78-25013
Gyroscopic instruments of orientation and
stabilization systems Bussian book
F0280 A78-29S59
GYBOPLANES
D HELICOPTERS
GYBOS
D GYROSCOPES
GYBOSCOPES
NT CONTROL BOHEN1 GYROSCOPES
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT GYROSTABILIZEBS
NT OPTICAL GYROSCOPES
Error analysis and simulation concerning an
inertial navigation system with vehicle-fixed
sensors German book
p0228 A78-27383
Gyroscopic instruments cf orientation and
stabilization systems Russian book
p0280 A78-29859
Two extensions of a theorem of Levi-Civita to
gyroscopic systems and some applications
p0570 A78-50311
The response of a Hooke's-joint gyroscope to
linear vibration
p0593 A78-52617
Laser-gyre strapdovn inertial system applications
pO«39 N78-26130
A pyramid s>ewed axis sensor set for multiplex
flight control systems
[ARC-R/B-3808] p0553 N78-30143
GYEOSCOPIC DRIFT
D GYROSCOPES
GYHOSTABILIZEBS
Gyroscopic instruments of orientation and
stabilization systems Russian book
p0280 A78-29859
Influence of constrained arresters on the
operation of gyroscopic stabilizers
p0585 A78-51355
GYBOSTATS
0 GYROSCOPES
H
B-53 BBLICOPTBB
Is production of the CH-53E helicopter warranted
fPB-278815/6] pO«53 N78-27116
H-5H BELICOPIBB
Rotary-wing aircraft operational noise data
[AD-A051999] p0367 N78-23879
BALL CBRBENTS
0 ELECTBIC CORRENT
BALOCABBOSS
NT FLOOBOCABBONS
HALOGEN COBPOONDS
NT FLOO80 COBPOUHDS
NT FLOOEOCARBONS
NT FLUO8OPO1YBEES
HALOGENATION
Halogenated solvent-induced corrosion in hydraulic
systems hydraulic drives for aircraft radar
antennas
[AS1E PBEPBINT 78-AH-«A-2] p0378 A78-38083
HAHBUBGEB AIBCBAFT
NT BFB-320 AIRCRAFT
HABBOBGEB BFB-320 AIBCBAFT
0 BFB-320 AIRCRAFT
HABILTOBIAN FUNCTIONS
Two extensions of a theorem of Levi-Civita to
gyroscopic systems and some applications
pOS70 A7B-50311
HANDBOOKS
NT USER HANOALS (COHPUTER PROGBAMS) -
Stability and control flight test theory, volume 1
[AD-AOH2583] pOOU2 N78-1111S
OSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
83: KC-135A aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-A05in381 pO!495 S78-28893
BAIDICAPS
Emergency escape of handicapped air travelers
[AD-10432e9/0] p0020 1178-10036
HANDLEY PAGE AIBCBAFT
NT HP-115 AIHCBAFT
HAHDLEY PAGE HP-115 .AIBCBAFT
D HP-US AIRCRAFT"
BAHDLIHG EQDIPHENT
HI CRANES
HANDLIBG QUALITIES
D CONTBOLLABILIIY
HARDENING (HATEBIALS)
NT HOT PRESSING
NT STRAIN HAEDENING
HABBONIC ANALYSIS
PHAROS, processor for harmonic analysis of the
response of oscillating surfaces Hind tunnel
models
[NLR-HP-77012-0] p0238 N78-18019
BARBOHIC BOTION
NT SIBP1E SARDONIC BOTIOB
HABBORIC OSCII.LATION
Calculation of unsteady transonic flows using the
integral agnation method
[AIAA PAPER 78-131 p0157 A78-20632
Study of a supercritical profile with oscillating
control surface in sub- and transonic flows
tO5EHA,,TP SO. 1977-136] p0192 A78-2I»<»68
A guasisteady theory for incompressible flow past
airfoils with oscillating jet flaps
p0222 A78-26229
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on harmonically
oscillating pointed circular conical shells with
small aperture angle
p020« N79-17007
A note on multicyclic control by swashplate
oscillation
[NASA-TM-78U75] p0323 N78-211S9
Theoretical determination of subsonic oscillatory
airforce coefficients
[AEC-R/B-38011] p0359 N78-23067
HABBONICS
NT HARBONIC OSCILLATION
NT SIBPLE HABHONIC BOTION
BABBIBR AIBCBAFT
Advanced Harrier pushed for fleet nse
p0069 A78-15877
YAV-8B/AV-8B advanced Harrier program
p0233 A78-28«55
Launching the Harrier from a ski jump
p0234 A78-28H63
Planning and procedures for aircraft
demonstrations - V/STOL aircraft
p0380 A78-387H9
Conceptual design study of a Harrier V/STOL
research aircraft
CNASA-CR-157086] p0257 N78-19090
Shipboard testing of the AV-8A Harrier
p0259 N78-19108
HASTELLOY (TBADEBAEK)
Nickel brazing honeycomb for aircraft gas turbine
engines
p0600 A78-53751
BAOLIRG
Preliminary analysis of hub and spoke air freight
distribution system
[NASA-TB-72656] pOU06 S78-25069
BAiKBB P-1127 AIBCBAFT
n P-1127 AIRCRAFT
HAiKEB SIDDELEY AIBCBAFT
NT HABRIEH AIBCBAFT
NT P-1127 AIECEAFT
BAZABDS
NT AIBCBAFT HAZARDS
HT FLIGHT HAZABDS
NT OPEBATIONAL BAZABDS
NT RADIATION BAZABDS
NT TOXIC HAZARDS
A-212
SUBJECT IHDEZ HEAT TBABSPEB
HC-1 HELICOPTEB
0 CH-17 HEIICCPTEB
BEAD (PBESSOEB)
0 PPSSSOBE HS^DS
HEAD-DP DISPLAYS
Advanced Head-Dp Display technology - The
Integrated HOD
C0067 A78-15671
F-1E anstece heads-np display/gnnsight evaluation
p0121 A78-19131
In search of a better approach concept - PIS and HOD
Head-Op Display/Hicrowave Landing System
p0131 A78-20U79
The F-IIE Austere BOD/Gunsight project
p0380 178-38716
Improving the accuracy of HDD approaches in
windshear with a new control law
niAA PAPEB 78-111911 p0515 178-47935
F-IS fire control system simulator, F-1E
austere/heads up display (HOD), SEAFAC programs
[AD-A012255] p0031 178-101211
Experimental testing of flight control bead up
displays
[NASA-T1-75205] p0208 1178-17053
A comparison of integrated and conventional
cockpit warning systems pilot performance
and reaction time in man machine systems
[AD-A0186701 p0239 R73-18022
Holographic combiners for head-up displays
[AD-A017998] j>0211 H78-18061
A feasibility study of a manual bomb release while
in a turn
[AD-fOt8882] p02ei N73-19123
Project plan for joint FAA/NASA head-up display
concept evaluation
[NASA-TH-78512] pOI|95 H78-28979
Simulation and flight evaluation of a head-up
landing aid for general aviation
fliASA-TP-1276] p0562 "H78-31101
Human factors engineering for head-up displays: A
review of military specifications and
recommendations for research
[AD-A05691U] pO«27 N78-33099
HEALTH
HT PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH FHTSICS
HT P3BLIC HEALTH
HBABIBG
HT ACODSTIC FATIGDE
Besearch into effects of aircraft noise on hearing
of children in exposed residential areas around
an airport
p0117 A78-18779
BEAT BALABCE
Calculation of combustion efficiency in
gas-turbine-engine combustion chambers
p0588 A78-51670
BEAT CAPACITY
D SPECIFIC HEAT
BEAT COHDOCTIOH
0 CONDDCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
HEAT COHTEHT
0 EHTHALPY
BEAT DISSIPATION
0 CCOLISG
HEAT DISSIPATIOH CHILLHG
0 COOLIHG
BEAT EFFECTS
0 TEHPEBATOBE EFFECTS
BEAT EICHAHGEBS
The spray cooling of gas turbine exhaust gases
p0119 A78-11511
BEAT HBASUBEHEHT
Systematic studies of heat transfer and film
cooling effectiveness
p0322 N78-211Q6
BEAT PDHPS
Evaluation of a large capacity heat pump concept
for active cooling of hypersonic aircraft
structure
[NASA-CB-1Q5301] p0212 H78-17339
HEAT BEGOLATIOB
0 TEHPEBATOBE COHTBOL
BEAT BESISTASCE
0 THEBBAL BESISTANCE
BEAT BESIStABT ALLOTS
HT TDNGSTE1I ALLOYS
Progress in advanced high temperature turbine
materials, coatings, and technology
p02U ^76-21910
Statistical analysis and prediction of the
heat-resistance characteristics of cast alloys
for gas-turbine engine /GTD/
p0181 A78-16108
Influence of technological factors on the
resistance to fracture of refractory materials
in high-speed air flows
p0582 A7.8-50935
Hew production methods gain in engine
 r
manufacturing for 9.S. aerospace industry
p0598 A78-53239
Investigation of the weldability of heat-resistant
titanium alloys
p0598 A78-53321
Development of hot isostatically pressed Bene 95
turbine parts
[AD-A013688] p0029 h7S-10109
Process and metallurgical factors in joining
superalloys and other high service temperature
materials
pOP16 "73-11393
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades
[SASA-T1-73912] p026H 178-19157
New materials for high temperature turbines:
OBZBVs OS composites confronted with the blade
problems
p0321 N7S-21139
FES composites for advanced gas turbine engine
components
[AD-A050595] p0355 N78-22165
Hachine casting of high temperature alloys for
turbine engine comoonents
[AD-1050698] p0355 N78-22211
Advanced materials research for long-haul aircraft
turbine engines
P0117 H78-27057
Evaluation of cyclic behavior of aircraft turbine
disk alloys
[^ASA-CE-159133 ] pOf33 076-33178
HEAT SHIELDIHG
HT EEEHTBY SHIELDING
Evaluation of a large capacity heat pump concept
for active cooling of hypersonic aircraft
structure
[HASA-CR-115301 ] p0212 '178-17J39
BEAT SIHKS
Study of heat sink thermal protection systems for
hypersonic research aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-38] p0157 A78-20618
Hypersonic airbreathing missile
[BASA-CASE-LAF-12264-1] p0613 B78-32163
BEST SODBCES
Downed Airman Power Source (DAPS) for inclusion
into the ESSK-8A aircraft ejection seat to te
used by downed pilots for environmental
anti-exposure protection
[AD-A011183] p0083 B78-12052
Downed Airman Power Source (DAP?) for inclusion
into the PSSK-1A aircraft ejection seat to be
used by downed pilots for environmental
anti-exposure protection
[AD-A011481] p0083 B78-12053
BEIT TESTS
0 HIGH TF.1PEBATOBE TESTS
HEAT TBAHSFEB
NT AESODY1IA11IC HEAT TEANSFEB
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TBAHSFEB
NT COHVECTIVE HEAT TBAHSFEB
HT HYPEBSOBIC HEAT TBANSFEB
NT BADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
HT SOPEBSCBIC HEAT TEAHSFEB
NT TOBBOLEHT HEAT TBAHSFEE
Analysis of heat transfer in a simulated
wing-elevon cove in hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 78-10] p0171 A78-22556
All-Onion Seminar on Inverse and Conjugate
Problems of Heat Transfer, 2nd, Moscow, OSSB,
October 19-21, 1976, Proceedings
p0228 A78-27151
Some aspects of the thermal design of flight
vehicles and processing of heat-test data
p0228 A78-27152
Application of a new test method and a new :
wind-tunnel-data processing technique to the
study of unsteady heat conduction processes
p0228 A78-27155
A-213
HEAT TB4HSFEB COEIFICIBHTS SUBJECT IHDBI
Onsteady beat transfer from a cylinder with radial
injection
p038!| A78-39012
Simulation of single and double-stage
reciprocating compressor systems with allowance
for frictional effects and heat transfer
p0120 A78-1I1512
Application of electrical analogy to the
substantiation and comparison of some analytical
methods of determining temperature fields in
gas-turbine tlades
p0509 A78-<17<IOt
Near-hole region heat transfer in fnil-coverage
film cooling for high temperature gas turbines
p0573 A78-50579
on the nature of jets entering a turbulent flow. A
- Jet-mainstream interaction. B - Film cooling
performance
F0573 A78-50582
Impingement cooling and its application to
combustor design
p0573 A78-5058Q
Influence of surface roughness on skin friction
and heat transfer for compressible turbulent
boundary layers
[AIA» PAPEB 77-178] p0593 A78-52629
Some problems of heat transfer in a boundary layer
on continuously moving axisymmetric surfaces
p0598 A78-53309
Investigation of the heat regime of gas turbine
engine bearings Bussian book
p0598 A78-53431
Studies of heat transfer to gas turbine components
[ID-AOH8551] p02«5 B78-18071
Heat transfer characteristics of the closed
thermosyphon system
p0320 N78-21132
Systematic studies of heat transfer and fila
cooling effectiveness
p0322 N78-21146
The measurement of film cooling effectiveness on
turbine components in short duration wind tunnels
p0322 N78-21152
The effect of free-stream turbulence upon heat
transfer to turbine bidding
p0323 N78-21155
Heat transfer augmentation in flows over and
normal to high-porosity perforated surfaces
p0615 N78-32371
HE»T TBiNSFBB COBFFICIEHTS
Experiment on aerodynamic and heat transfer
characteristics of a cooled turbine cascade
losing a few blades
pOS75 A78-50600
Investigations of the local heat transfer
coefficient of a convection cooled rotor blade
p0319 N78-21126
Configuration heating for a hypersonic research
airplane concept having a 70 deg swept
double-delta King
[NASA-TP-1143] p0366 N78-23389
HEAT TBABSBISSIOB
NT AEBODTNAHIC HEAT TEANSFEB
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TSANSFEB
NT CONVECTI7E HEAT TBANSFEB
NT HEAT TBANSFEB
NT HiPEBSONIC BEST TB4NSFEB
NT B&DIATIVE HEAT TBASSFEB
NT SOPEBSOSIC HEAT TBAHSFEB
NT T08BU1ENT HEAT TBAHSFEB
BEIT TREATMENT
The effect of microstrncture on fracture of a new
high toughness titanium alloy
p0332 A78-33633
Formation of residual stresses in the thermal
strengthening of gas-turbine engine components
pO<!26 A78-U27(tO
Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy type 7050
forgings. The effect of heat treatnent on a
variety of engineering properties
[NLB-TB-76008-D] p0110 N78-25199
HEATING
NT AEBODYNAHIC HEATING
NT &BC HEATISG
NT ATHOSPHEBIC HEATING
NT GAS HEATING
NT KIHETIC HEATING
ST TBAHSIENT HEATING
HBSTIHG BQUIPHEHT
A modern Harm fog dispersal system
p0056 A78-14999
The use of fluidized beds for heating air for wind
tunnels
[AIAA 78-818] p0297 A78-32372
HBAVI LIFT HBLICOPTBBS
NT CH-62 HELICOPTEP
DST8/501-H62B dynamic interface critical speed
problem
[AD-AOIl2l)<t1] pOOI»2 S78-11108
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system,
volume 2: Primary flight control systea
development and feasibility demonstration
[AD-A019580] p0323 N78-21163
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system.
Volume 3: Automatic flight control system
development and feasibility demonstration
[AD-A050059] p032H N78-21160
H1H rotor blade manufacturing technology
development report
[AD-A050592] p03«9 N78-22081
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system.
Volume 1: Production recommendations
[AD-A050618] ' p0353 N78-22113
Heavy lift helicopters. Advanced Technology
component program: Hub and upper controls
[AD-A051318] p0396 N78-21122
Heavy lift helicopter - advanced technology
component program - rotor blade
[AD-A053«23] pO«99 N78-29089
H1H drive system
[AD-A05I1021] pOSOO S78-29091
Design and development of helicopter external
cargo sling legs made with Kevlar
[AD-A056951] p0626 S78-33093
HEAT! LIFT LAONCH VEHICLES
An experimental and analytical investigation of
the hovering and forward flight characteristics
of the aerocrane hybrid heavy lift vehicle
[AD-A049080] p0255 N78-19075
HEIGBT
Problems in world-wide standardization of the
units of height measurement
[AD-A051150] pO«02 S78-2i»385
HELICAL ANTEHHAS
Characteristics of 5- to 35- turn uniform helical
antennas
[AD-A016I187] p01E3 S78-15368
HELICAL IIHDINGS
Braiding composites - Adapting the process for the
mass production of aerospace components
p0077 A78-16901
HELICOPTEB ATTITUDE INDICATOBS
0 ATTITODE INDICATOBS
U HELICCPTEBS
HEIICOPTEH CONTBOL
Automatic control of airplanes and helicopters
Bussian book
p0015 A78-12849
Helicopter response in gusty winds about a building
p0055 A78-1U954
Aircraft display design using analytical pilot
models
p0113 A78-18068
UTTAS testing
p0233 A78-28161
The helicopter as a control object Bussian book
p0276 A78-29»01
Sensitivity reduction in aircraft control systems
p0285 A78-31031
Optimal control of the longitudinal motion of a
helicopter on the basis of an operational
algorithm
p0293 A78-32272
The effect of hydraulic feed systems on the
dynamic characteristics of hydraulic amplifiers
of helicopter control systems
pO»74 A78-14893
Piloting and control systems for airplanes and
helicopters Bnssian book
p0185 A78-16565
Design and development of a inltifunctional
helicopter control system
p052« A78-H9396
Flight controls of Amy/Hughes YAH-61 advanced
attack helicopter
[AIAA 78-1237] p05«0 A78-50160
A-214
SUBJECT IBDEZ BBLICOPTEE EHGIBBS
Shipboard launch and recovery of BPv helicopters
in high sea states
[Alii 78-1269] pOEUO A78-50179
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics
with a circulation controlled rotor
[BlSi-TH-78»«31 p0017 H78-10002
Three-cue helicopter flight director evaluation
[AD-AOH6261) p01B3 B78-1H058
Systematic investigation of models of helicopter
with a slung load
p01«9 N78-15026
BBLICOPTBB DESIGB
The attack helicopter Hughes Y1H-61
p0003 A78-12035
Optimization of helicopter design. I
pOOOtt A78-12225
Helicopter manufacturing technology. II - Drive
system and turbine engine technology
p001U &78-12610
OTTAS/HLH rotor blade fabrication and testing
YOH-614 and XCH-62A helicopters
pOOSO A78-13156
Optimalization of helicopter design. II
p0053 A78-1U085
Helicopters and energy savings
p0056 A78-15020
Reversing the trend of cockpit complexity with
smart displays for helicopters
p0059 A78-15381
The design of aircraft and helicopter protection
systems Eussian book
p0070 478-15937
Design and fabrication of an unproved performance,
low cost, composite main rotor fclade for the
Cobra helicopter
p0077 A78-16906
Static and dynamic analysis of helicopter
structures with the finite element method
p011U A78-18126
Sikorsky YDH-60A UTTAS helicopter flight test
program
p0125 A78-19119
Experimental study of the induced interaction of
lifting propellers, positioned according to
transverse and longitudinal schemes -— for
helicopters
p0126 A78-19639
The rigidity and performance of a helicopter
gearbox with a cantilevered housing and two
taper roller bearings
[ASME PIPES 77-DET-103] p013S A78-20607
A superelement technique for designing helicopter
fuselages
p017<J A78-22627
Mechanism of wear in helicopter hydraulic systems
p0178 A78-23U39
TAH-6H advanced attack helicopter design tradeoffs
[SAE PAPEE 770950] p0178 178-23801
The Bell Model 222 twin engine executive
transport helicopter
[SAE PAPEE 770951] p0179 A78-23802
Array 3TTAS program 0B-60A helicopter for
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
[SAE PAPEE 770952] p0179 U8-23803
Status report on the Advancing Blade Concept /ABC/
technology demonstrator program
[SAE PAPEE 770951] p0179 478-23805
A new airfoil family for rotor blades
[ONEEA, IP NO. 1977-113] p0192 A78-2HH63
The Mi-6A helicopter Bussian book
P0221 A78-26000
Black Hawk, Lamps and AAB
P0225 A78-26533
Plight evaluation of helicopter rotor isolation
system
p0331 A78-33115
Natural, flexnral-torsional vibration analysis of
helicopter rotor blades by the finite element
method
p0338 A78-3!|9<|9
The guest for new technologies in the helicopter
field
p0339 A78-35325
Interior acoustic environment of STOI vehicles and
helicopters
p03«0 478-35656
Plight experiments on aerodynamic features
affecting helicopter blade design
p0372 A78-36949
IDS - An advanced hingeless rotor system
P0372 A78-36950
Dse of structural analysis programs for
calculating states of stress in helicopter rotor
elements
"p0382 A78-38807
Helicopter fuel economy evaluation
fSAE AS 1516) pO«71 A78-1H682
Dynamic stability of a helicopter carrying a
suspended payload '
[HAA 78-1335] pO«83 A78-16533
Snperelement method for helicopter fuselage analysis
p0517 A78-18209
Plight controls of Army/Hughes TAS-6« advanced
attack helicopter
[AIAA 78-1237] pOSOO A78-50160
Helicopter manufacturing technology. Ill - Future
manufacturing technologies
, , p0597 A78-S3174
Concepts for the design of a completely active
helicopter isolation system using output vector
feedback
[HASA-TS-75161 ] pOO»2 N78-11111I
Single bladed torqneless helicopter design
[AD-AQIJ5375] p0097 H78-13052
An assessment of some forms of follower-tooth
reduction gear and its application to helicopter
aain rotor gearboxes
[BAE-TB-770UO] p0150 N78-15035
Superelement method of designing a helicopter
fuselage
P0206 B78-170U3
Technical evaluation report on the Flight
Bechanics Panel Symposium on rotorcraft Design
[ AGABD-AB-1K;] p0207 N78-170U9
A new hellcostat from SNIAS helicopter division
[NASA-TB-75063] p02"0 N78-18011
Advanced technology helicopter landing gear
[AD-AOU8891] p0261 N78-19121
Hotorcraft Design
[AGABD-CP-233] p0261 «78-19126
Long term experience mth a hingeless/composite
rotor
p0262 N78-19137
The Bell Hodel 222
P0263 178-19138
The Sikorsky 5-76 program
p02t3 IJ7S-1V139
The AS 350 light helicopter
pO?63 N78-19110
The Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) rotor program
p0263 -)78-191!»3
Uestland wisp
p0261 378-191119
Civil and military design requirement's and their
influence on the product
p0261 B78-19151
A technique for monitoring flight-test envelope
expansion
[AD-A051163] p0361 1178-23083
Heavy lift helicopters. Advanced Technology
component prograa: Hub and upper controls
[AD-A051318] p03S6 S78-2U122
Is production of the CH-53E helicopter warranted
[PB-278815/6] pO«53 N78-27116
Civil helicopter design and operational requirement
[1IAS1-CB-1«5377] pOU99 S78-29083
Theoretical study of oulticyclic control of a
controllable twist rotor
[:!ASA-CP-151959] p0625 N78-33085
HELICOPTEB ESGIBES
Helicopter manufacturing technology. II - Drive
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EAE navigation update modes Electronically
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program
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VSTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stresses
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The effect of over-the-wing nacelles on wing-body
aerodynamics
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Nacelle effects on stability of VSTOI
configurations including conventional, canard,
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Rind Tunnel/Flight Test Correlation Program on the
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combinations: Effect of wing-pylon mounted
nacelles
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nacelle drag
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Integrated gas turbine engine-nacelle
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Test data report, low speed wind tunnel tests of a
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at high angles of attack
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Theoretical flow characteristics of inlets for
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Preliminary design of engine mounting and
nacelle mounting
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role
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assessment
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Active controls for transports
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aviation
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Advanced supersonic transport propulsion systems
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Technology readiness for an SST ,.
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The challenge of advanced fuel-conservative
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The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
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NASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety
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Aircraft flyover noise prediction
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Program
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NASA engine system technology programs - An overview
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The Liguid Hydrogen Option for the Subsonic
Transport: A status report
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Preliminary QCSEE program test results
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Conceptual design of single turbofan engine
powered light aircraft
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A review of NASA's propulsion programs for aviation
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 t
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Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical
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A critical evaluation of the predictions of the
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Alternate-fueled transport aircraft possibilities
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Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical
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Summary of NASA landing-gear research
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TF-12 experiments symposium, volume 1
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RASA aviation safety reporting system
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Results and statas of the HASA aircraft engine
emission redaction technology programs
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HASTBAH
Use of structural analysis programs for
calculating states of stress in helicopter rotor
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Substructure coupling: A different approach
p0091 H78-12I155
The effects of external stores on the flutter of a
non-uniform cantilever
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Aerodynanic computer code for conpnting pressure
loading on complete missile for structural
analysis HASTBAH
[AD-A008810] p025« H78-19065
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[AD-A052303] pOU07 N78-25081
Effect of steady flight loads on JT9D-7
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Aviation futures to the year 2000
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Aircraft developments that hold promise for
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IASA aviation safety reporting system
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The next approximation after boundary layer theory
, , machine blade associated unsteady flo* effects
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A new method of nozzle design
pOt16 A78-40839
Numerical solution of the supersonic and
hypersonic viscous flow around thin delta vings
[AIAA PAPER 78-1136] p0121 A78-H18KO
Calculation of supersonic viscous flov over delta
vings with sharp subsonic leading edges
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1137] pOQ21 A78-IH811
Laminar hypersonic wake of a lifting body
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As experimental and numerical study of
three-dimensional turbulent jets
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The evaluation of the operational characteristics
of navigation systems
p0070 A78-15918
Navigation, guidance and control for high
performance military aircraft
p0316 878-21090
An evaluation of modified BBAV terminal procedures
using a single-vaypoint BRAV system
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An overview of enroute radio navigation services
for civil aviation
[AIAA 77-1509] p0007 A78-12255
Multi-system position determination - An
innovative approach to lov cost area navigation
[AIAA 77-1513] p0007 A78-12258
A computer controlled aircraft collision avoidance
system
[AIAA 77-152U] pOOOS A78-1226*
The communications aspects of the DABS transponder
[AIAA 77-1525] pOOOS A78-12265
Experience with the VOB navigation system in the
German Democratic Republic. IV
pOOSI A78-13502
Advanced navigation techniques using multiple
systems
[AIAA 77-1554] p0051 A78-13652
Navigating Canada, to the end of the twentieth
century
p0111 A78-17907
The Interim Standard Bicrovave Landing System
p0112 A78-17915
New generation of radio navigation equipment
p0115 A78-18665
Airborne navigation systems
p0170 A78-223U7
Navigation procedure - Present systems and
development trends
[DGLS SAPES 77-018] p0189 A78-2UH11
Generalized algorithm of the analytical method of
gyrocompassing
p0216 A78-25013
VHF/OBF direction-finding in air traffic control
p0217 A78-250H6
Principles and simulation of JTIDS relative
navigation Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System
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Choice of optimal ellipsoid-surface projection
onto a sphere in solving problems of air
navigation
p0273 A78-28523
System requirements for transition from enroute to
approach guidance
p0370 A78-36I153
Jeppesen charting for area navigation
p0370 A78-36B5*
New model VOB/DHE
p0373 A78-37246
The distance measurement procedure DBE. I for
air navigation
pO<(69 A78-84198
Onboard radio-navigation and landing aids for
aircraft Russian book
pOM73 A78-»11806
Investigation of the accuracy of one-vay range
measurements for radio navigation systems
p0176 A78-B5158
Aviation controj. system devices Russian book
p0529 A78-X9850
The role of system performance analysis in the
independent assessment of B-1 navigation software
p0533 A78-«9902
Advanced pattern matching for navigation and
guidance
p0539 A78-09998
Aircraft guidance and flight safety - Current and
future problems for research and industry
p0569 A78-50263
Current and future navigation and landing systems
p0569 A78-50265
Strategic or tactical air traffic control
p0570 A78-50««7
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An operational evaluation of flight technical error
[AD-A042796/3J p0021 H78-10040
Description of path-in-tbe-sky contact analog
piloting display
[HASA-TB-74057] p0024 H78-10062
A study of the P-3C Omega navigation system
[AD-A044474] p0084 878-12064
A state-of-the-art assessment of air data sensors
for Haval aircraft
[AD-A046500] pOISO B78-15038
Evaluation of STOL navigation avionics
[1ASA-CB-155566] p0208 B78-17051
Flight test results of the strapdovn hexad
inertial reference nnit (SIHO). Voluie 2: Test
report
[RASA-TH-73223] p0239 B78-18025
Be» techniques for lo« cost strapdonn inertial
systems
p0315 B78-21073
Precise enroute navigation based on ground-derived
techniques
p0315 B78-21078
DHE-based systen for enroute/terminal navigation,
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Bases of radio direction finding, part 1
UD-A051951] p0395 B78-24107
The effect of landing system coverage and path
geometry on lateral position errors at the
rnnvay threshold
[RASA-TB-78744] pOI|51 B78-27100
Technical evaluation report on the 24th Guidance
and Control Panel technical meeting: Symposium
on Applications of Advances in navigation to
Guidance and Control
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Airborne navigation system performance during
BRA7/8LS transition
p0064 A78-15633
Bemote maintenance monitor systems for air
navigation equipment
p0111 A78-17911
In search of a better approach concept - BLS and BOD
Head-Op Display/Hicrovave landing System
p0134 478-20479
Testing a modern strike aircraft navigation system
p0175 A78-22852
ALIDADE * The alignment on board aircraft carriers
of the inertial navigation units of
Snper-Btendard aircraft
p0217 A78-25149
Future of electronic equipment for multipurpose
light aircraft, agricultural aircraft, coobat
trainees, and helicopters. II
p0338 A78-34959
On the compensation of radio direction finders
antenna optimization in airport environments
p0379 A78-38247
In-flight utilization of aircraft radio-navigation
instrnaents Bussian book
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Communication and navigation antennas for aircraft
Bussian book
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A modular adaptive, variable function flight
control sensor
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satellite navigation systems
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Satellites for position determination
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Ionospheric effects on satellite navigation and
air traffic control systems
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Positioning and navigation by satellite for
marine operations
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A Navstar/GPS simulator
p0062 A78-15592
Future domestic air navigation system analysis
[B77-52J p0111 A78-17904
Bavstar GPS field test results
p0530 A78-49856
A Costas loop *ith tangent error signal for use in
Havstar GPS avionics
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The Havstar Global Positioning System /GPS/
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7STOL - Can Havy needs be met
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Landing systems - The Ravy vievpoint
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A rigid airship concept for future naval operations
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integration for next generation aircraft design
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Haval structural materials - Requirements, issues,
and opportunities
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The Havy's approach /Air traffic control/
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Control theory and Ravy applications
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Simulated lightning test on the Ravy Airborne
Light Optical Fiber Technology (ALOFT) A-7
aircraft
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A state-of-tbe-art assessment of air data sensors
for Raval aircraft
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Proceedings of the Ravy/HASA VSTOL Flying Qualities
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Beviev of OS Havy VSTOL handling qualities
requirements
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Capabilities of the Ravy variable stability X-22A
for V/STOL flying qualities B and D
p0259 H78-1910S
NAVTOLAHD and flying qualities
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OS Havy/Barine Corps rotary ving requirements
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A proposed mini-management information system for
the program manager for Avionics Raval Air
Systems Command Headquarters
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Haval aircraft operating and support cost model -
Fiscal Year 1976 revision
[AD-A053180] p0405 H78-25051
Status of the Havy's vertical shOLt takeoff and
landing aircraft
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aircraft configurations for high-speed ships
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Some singular aspects of three-dimensional
transonic flov
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Prediction of nearfield jet entrainuent by an "
interactive mixing/afterburning model
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Scan-limited near field testing for directive
airborne antennas
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Some laser velocimeter measarements in the
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An experimental study of sound diffraction at an
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Spanvise structure of the plane turbulent vake
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Effect of blockage ratio on the turbulent near
vake of a bluff body
p0224 A78-26489
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Calculating the inteeaction of a turbulent near
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subsonic speeds
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Characteristics of the near wake of a compressor
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p0426 A78-42721
Noise in airports, its measurement, and its effect
on the communities in the vicinity
p0519 A78-48374
Flight-effects on predicted fan fly-by noise
[BASA-TM-73798] p0098 B78-13060
Description of noise measurement and analysis
procedures developed for light general aviation
aircraft
CVTH-lB-216] p01«6 H78-14874
Practice and principle in environmental noise rating
[IP1-AC-81] p0367 N78-23885
Evaluation of the annoyance due to helicopter
rotor noise
[BASA-C8-3001] p0404 B78-24903
Boise suppression in jet inlets
[AD-A054173] p0502 B78-29107
Some pressing problems of setting
physiological-hygienic standards for noise in
aerospace medicine
p0618 B78-32673
Comparison of low-frequency noise levels of the
Concorde supersonic transport vith other
commercial service airplanes
[BASA-TH-78736] p0635 S78-33873
BOISE HElSDBEBEn
Airfoil trailing edge noise measurements with a
directional microphone
[AIAA EAPEH 77-1269] p0001 A78-10U16
Problems of noise certifying business aircraft
p0015 A78-12824
The assessment of noise, with particular reference
to aircraft
p0074 A78-16595
sound separation probes for flowing duct noise
measurements jet engine diagnostics
p0106 A78-17396
Boise research at DFV1E with relevance for industry
P0115 A78-18505
Flyover noise - Measurement and analysis
p0124 A78-19441
Measurements of noise produced by flow past
lifting surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 78-239] p0161 A78-20762
Airframe noise, the lower noise limit for aircraft
[DG1R PAPER 77-052] p0191 A78-24441
Investigation of interior noise in a twin-engine
light aircraft
p0277 A78-29641
Measuring noise in aircraft cabins
p0283 A78-30353
Boise component method for airframe noise
p03«0 A78-35660
Acoustical standards and their application to
aircraft noise
p03U1 A78-35661
Observed variability of aircraft noise footprint
measurements
p03H1 A78-35662
Airport noise monitoring
p0341 A78-35663
Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from
near-field measurements using true source location
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1153] pfll|22 A78-41852
An acoustic range for the measurement of the noise
signature of aircraft during flyby operations
p0508 A78-47242
The use of co-flowing airstreams for the
simulation of flight effects on jet noise
[BGTE-H-345] p0046 B78-11802
Description of noise measurement and analysis
procedures developed for light general aviation
aircraft
[VTH-LH-216] p0146 B78-14874
Investigation of ground reflection and impedance
from flyover noise measurements
[BASA-CB-145302] p0251 N78-18874
Comparison of measured and calculated helicopter
rotor impulsive noise wind tunnel test data
and prediction analysis techniques
[BASA-TM-78473] p0311 H78-20917
A method for calculating externally blown flap noise
[BASA-CB-2954] p0311 B78-20920
Metrology of aircraft overflight noise. Errors
due to its nonstationary character
p0358 K78-23038
Boise from engine thrust reversal of landing
aircraft
[HPL-AC-83] p0362 1178-23098
Atmospheric-absorption adjustment procedure for
aircraft flyover noise measurements computer
program
[AD-A051700] pOU03 B7B-24899
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurement, volume 1
[BASA-CB-135404-VOL-1] p0412 B78-25827
IF 102 in-dnct combnstor noise measurement, volume 3
[KASA-C8-135404-VOL-3] p0412 N78-25829
The effect of tip vortex structure on helicopter
noise due to blade/vortex interaction
[NASA-CB-152150] pO«12 N78-25832
Flight effects on noise by the JT8D engine with
inverted primary/fan flow as measured in the
BASA-Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel '
[BASA-CB-2996] pOUMI H78-261U9
Boise characteristics of upper surface blown
configurations: Summary
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[HASA-CB-2918] p0446 H78-26880
Acoustic tests of duct-burning tarbofan jet noise
simulation
fHASA-CB-2966] p0487 878-28043
Airframe noise of the DC-9-31
[NASA-CB-3027] p0495 878-28887
Noise-induced building vibrations caused by
concocde and conventional aircraft operations at
Dulles and Kennedy International Airports
[HASA-TB-78769] p0635 878-3387*
HOISB POLLOTIOS
Changes in ground noise levels of general aviation
aircraft derived from changes in cockpit noise
levels
p0002 478-111188
Aircraft noise control
pOOIS A78-12814
status of aircraft noise control in Israel
pOOIS A78-12823
Research into effects of aircraft noise on hearing
of children in ezposed residential areas around
an airport
p0117 A78-18779
Psychological Assessment of Aircraft Noise Index
p0291 A78-32058
Status report on aircraft noise certification
p0340 A78-35652
Results of Concorde monitoring
p0340 A78-35655
Interior acoustic environment of STOL vehicles and
helicopters
p0340 A78-35656
Aircraft flyover noise prediction
p03<10 A78-35657
noise component method for airframe noise
p03«0 A78-35660
Airport noise monitoring
p03«1 A78-35663
synthesis of social surveys on noise annoyance
p0517 A78-48051
Noise in airports, its measurement, and its effect
on the communities in the vicinity
p0519 A78-48374
Current state of the lav in aircraft noise
pollution control
p0583 A78-51130
Subjective ratings of annoyance produced by
rotary-wing aircraft noise
rAD-AO*3ll3S] p0032 N78-10609
Noise pollution: Federal program to control it
has been slov and ineffective. Environmental
Protection Agency. Department of Transportation
[pB-268690/5] p0032 878-10624
Environmental Pollution. Noise pollution-noise
effects on human performance
fAD-AOtieOO] p0145 878-14691
Physical analysis of the impulsive aspects of
helicopter noise
[AD-A039715] p0199 H78-16059
Sensitivity of aircraft runup/community noise
predictions to excess ground attenuation
f AD-AOU90671 p0265 878-19164
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft
operations. Volume 3: Acoustic data on
military aircraft. Air Force attack/fighter
aircraft
[AD-A0537011 p0495 878-28888
c'o'mmnnity noise exposure resulting from aircraft
operations. Volume 2: Acoustic data on
military aircraft. Air Force bomber/cargo aircraft
CAD-A053700] p0495 578-28889
Helicopter external noise requirements: FAA
perspective
p0618 H78-32817
Helicopter noise regulations: An industry
perspective
p0618 878-32818
Boise requirements from a military point of view
p0619 1178-32819
The impact of urban operations on helicopter noise
requirements
p0619 878-32820
Theoretical models of helicopter rotor noise
, P0619 878-32822
Boise due to rotor-turbulence interaction
p0619 878-32823
Annoyance due to the interaction of community
noise sources
P0634 878-33613
Commercial airport operations and community noise
criteria
[AD-A057451] p0634 878-33615
Drban noise pollution. A bibliography vith
abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0686/2] p0634 878-33634
BOISE PBOPAGATIOI
Noise transmission into a light aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 78-197] p0160 178-20739
Aircraft flyover noise prediction
p03UO VT8-35657
On the noise generated by an imperfectly expanded
supersonic jet
P0341 A78-35769
Long-distance focusing of Concorde sonic boom
p0517 178-48052
Convection and refraction of acoustic vaves in an
open find tunnel flow
p01H6 H78-1U986
Jet noise modelling by geometric acoustics. Part
2: Theory and prediction inside the cone of
silence
[ISVB-TB-92-PT-2] p0367 878-23882
Jet noise modelling by geometric acoustics. Part
3: A computer program for the prediction of jet
mixing noise
[ISVB-TB-93-PT-3] p0367 878-23883
Aircraft noise propagation —- sound diffraction
by wings
p0445 878-26879
& review of the theory of trailing edge noise
[BASA-CB-3021] p04»6 878-26881
Theory on acoustic sources
p0619 878-32824
A study of the noise radiation from four
helicopter rotor blades tests in Ames 40 by
20 foot wind tunnel
p0621 878-32835
•OISE BEDDCTION
Aircraft noise control
pOOtS 178-12814
Noise abatement at general aviation airports - 1
regulator's dilemma
p0015 A78-12821
New airport in Gothenburg - How the noise problems
have been handled
p0015 A78-12822
Status of aircraft noise control in Israel
pOOIS A78-12823
The guiet battle over aircraft noise
pOOSS 178-15167
The analysis of helicopter rotor noise
p0059 178-15295
Study on fan noise characteristics and fan noise
abatement technology
p0060 A78-15406
Generation and suppression of fan-compressor noise
p0075 »78-16599
Choice of wing flap type taking into account the
noise of the approach phase
p0119 178-19043
The influence of engine position on aircraft noise
p0121 178-19083
Effects of engine cycle parameters on the
dimensions of a commercial aircraft with low
community noise levels
p0121 178-19090
The policy problems and economics of aircraft noise
p0122 178-19128
Core engine noise reduction - Definition and trends
aircraft tnrboengine noise
[1IAA PAPEH 77-1273] p0130 178-19978
Boise transmission into a light aircraft
[111* P1PEB 78-197] p0160 178-20739
E6F noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties
Externally Blown Flaps
[AIAi PAPEB 78-240] p0162 178-20763
Big fans for the airlines
p0170 178-22269
Advanced quiet propulsion for general aviation
[DGLB PAPEB 77-0443 p0190 178-24433
Seducing aircraft noise through retrofitting
[DGLB PIPBB 77-047] p0190 178-24436
localization and shielding of noise sources
generated by the interaction of free jets with
flat surfaces
[DGLB P1PEB 77-049] p0191 178-24438
Effectiveness of an inlet flow turbulence control
device to simulate flight fan noise in an
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aneehole chamber
p0215 178-24880
Stud; of the propagation of higher modes in
cylindrical tacts with impedance vails for
aircraft noise redaction
p0221 A78-25773
Aircraft noise and its sources
p0283 A78-30351
(lethods of reducing aircraft noise
p0283 178-30355
The problem of the acoustic properties of the
propeller and Q-fan type blover vith regard to
exterior and interior noise in transport aircraft
p0283 478-30358
The energy costs of some noise abatement procedures
P0288 178-31313
A nev technique for reducing test section noise in
supersonic vind tunnels ' *
[1IAA 78-817] "' p0297 J78-32371
Aircraft noise aerodynamic engineering for
noise reduction
p0329 A78-33085
Prospects for supersonic jet noise suppression
p0329 A78-33089
Ron-linear duct acoustics and its application to
fan noise
p0329 A78-33090
Botor-stator interaction noise with hindsight
tnrbonachine acoustics
p0329 A78-33093
Status report on aircraft noise certification
p03«0 178-35652
Interior acoustic environment of 5101 vehicles and
helicopters
p03«0 A78-35656
State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control
p0340 A78-35658
Some advances in design techniques for low noise
operation of propellers and fans
p0340 A78-35659
The reduction of the annoyance caused by subsonic
jet aircraft noise
p0343 A78-35975
Acoustic evaluation of a novel suept-rotor fan
[AIAA PAPEF 78-1121] p0420 178-11831
Hultitube turbojet noise-suppression studies using
cross-correlation techniques
p0479 A78-05394
Sone sound transmission loss characteristics of
typical general aviation structural materials
fAIlA PIPES 78-1480] p051U 178-U7925
A study of fan-rotating noise reduction
p0577 A78-50620
Hoise control analysis for gas turbine installations
p0577 A78-50621
Broadband noise in axial-fan blade cascade
p0579 A78-50650
Inpact of federal noise abatement policy on
aircraft financing
p0583 A78-51131
Reflections on the economic implications of
current noise abatement financing proposals
p0583 A78-51132
High velocity jet noise source location and
reduction. Task 1: Activation of facilities
and validation of source location techniques
[AD-A041848] p0028 078-10100
High velocity jet noise source location and
reduction. Task 1 supplement: Certification of
the General Electric jet noise anechoic test
facility
[1D-10Q2327/7]
 P0031 H78-10119
A study of acoustic disturbances and means of
suppression in ventilated transonic vind tunnel
vails
tAD-A045347] p0100 H78-13080
Investigation of acoustic properties of a rigid
foam nitb application to noise reduction in
light aircraft
tHA SA-CB-132333] p0102 H78-13851
Acoustic performance of the A/H32A-52 exhaust
muffler (modified) during KC-135A aircraft
ground runup operation
[AD-A046585] p0151 H78-1505J
EBF noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties
[HASA-TB-73823] p0155 1178-15852
Exploratory investigation of decelerating
approaches of a tvin-engined jet transport.
Volume 2: Boving-base simulation and cooparison
vith related experiments
[BLB-TB-76150-0] p0155 1178-15659
Variable thrust nozzle for quiet tnrbofan engine
and method of operating same
[BAS1-C1SE-LEH-12317-1] p0208 "78-17055
Bethod of fan sound mode structure determination
[BASA-CB-135293] p0209 878-170*11
Besearch acquirements for the improvement of
helicopter operations
p0263 B78-19147
Evaluation of the in-flight noise signature of a
32-cbute suppressor nozzle: Acoustic data report
-— outdoor static and 40 x 80 ft. vind tunnel
tests
CHASA-CB-152076]
 P0271 B78-19899
Use of leaning vanes in a tvo stage fan
[BASA-CB-152134] p0319 B78-21115
Airport and aircraft noise reduction
[GPO-91-591] p0326 B78-21891
Generation and suppression of fan-compressor noise
[POK-3-1823] p0353 B78-22107
Lov noise propulsion system for general aviation
[BBFT-PB-W-77-23] p0353 878-22108 ,
QCSEE task 2: Engine and installation preliminary
design
[BASA-CB-134738] p0361 B78-23089
Optimal guidance and control for investigating
aircraft noise-impact reduction
[HASA-TP-1237] p0363 B78-23100
BSB noise reduction by nozzle and flap modifications
p0391 R78-24064
EBF noise reduction through nozzle/flap positioning
p0391 B78-24065
Acoustic-loads research for povered-lift
configurat ions
p0392 B78-24073
Acoustic evaluation of a novel svept-rotor fan —
noise reduction in tnrbofan engines
[HASA-TH-78878] pOU03 878-2*897
Lov frequency cabin noise reduction based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept: The theory
and the experimental results, phase 2 jet
aircraft noise
[BASA-CB-145262] p0404 B78-24900
Aircraft noise propagation sound diffraction
by vings
pOUUS B78-2S879
Prediction of aircraft sideline noise attenuation
[HASA-TB-78717] p0460 B78i27«71
Acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan jet noise
simulation
[BASA-CR-2966] p0487 S78-28QH3
Acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan jet no^se
simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume
1, section 1: Bodel scale data :
CHASA-CB-135239-VOL-1-SECT-1] p0491 H78r2809«
Acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan jet noise
simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume
1, section 2: Pull size data
[HASA-CB-13S239-VOL-1-SECT-2] p0491 B78-28095
Acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan jet noise
simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume
1, section 3: Data plots
[BASA-CB-135239-VOL-1-SECT-3] p0491 H78-28096
Acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan jet noise
simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume
2: Bodel design and aerodynamic test results
[H1S1-CB-135239-VOL-2] p0492 B78-28097
Noise suppression in jet inlets
[AD-A054173] pOSOZ B78-29107
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction program. Volume 2: Oser's manual
[AD-A054827] p0548 B78-30095
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise
reduction program. Volume 1: Technical report
[AD-A055104] p0560 H78-31089
A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes: Boise reduction
through a cavity-backed flexible plate
[HASA-CB-157588] p0567 B78-31873
A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes: Investigation of
the characteristics of an acoustic panel test
facility
[HASA-CB-157587] p0567 B78-3187*
Beference aircraft for ICAO Dorking Group B
[HASA-CR-158929] p0609 B78-32087
Laboratory and community studies of aircraft noise
effects '
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[NASA-TM-78776] p0618 N78-32815
Prediction and redaction of rotor broadband noise
p0619 N78-32821
Bounds on thickness and loading noise of rotating
blades and the favorable effect of blade sweep
on noise reduction
p0621 H78-32834
HOISE SPECTBi
Influence of acoustic reflectors on the discrete
conponent of the noise spectrun of a supersonic
jet above the critical pressure
p0134 A78-20469
The noise fron the large-scale structure of a jet
p0227 A78-27144
Evaluation of airframe noise prediction nethods
p0329 A78-33088
Azimuthal decomposition of the power spectral
density of jet noise
p0375 A78-37532
Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from
near-field measurements using true source location
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1153] p0422 A78-41852
An acoustic range for the measurement of the noise
signature of aircraft during flyby operations
p0508 A78-47242
Hiniinnm on-axis noise for a propeller or
helicopter rotor
p0590 A78-51949
BOISE SOPPEESSOBS
0 HOISE BBDDCTIOH
HOISE TEHPEPATDEE
Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at
121.5 HHz, 243HHZ and 406MHz
p0385 A78-39105
HOISE TBBESHOLD
Synthesis of social surveys on noise annoyance
p0517 A78-48051
IOISE TOLEBANCE
Aircraft and helicopter cockpit noise
p0278 A78-29673
Psychological Assessment of Aircraft Hoise Index
p0291 A78-32058
The reduction of the annoyance caused by subsonic
jet aircraft noise
p03<13 A78-35975
A further survey of some effects of aircraft noise
in residential communities near London
(Heathrow) airport
[TT-77051 p0556 N78-30910
A comparison of annoyance caused by aircraft noise
near London, Manchester and Liverpool airports
[TT-7706] p0557 N78-30911
HOMIHAL VALUES
D APPBOXIHATIOH
HOHADIA-BATIC PBOCESSBS
D HEAT TBAHSFEB
HONCONDUCTOBS
D ELECTRICAL IFSDLATION
HOHDBST80CTIVE TESTS
NT STATIC FIBIFG
Manufacture of titanium components by hot
isostatic pressing
p0013 A78-12456
Becent developments in automatic testing
p0108 A78-17663
Current status and examples of nondestructive
testing for aircraft materials
p0119 A78-19055
Holographic inspection of jet engine composite fan
blades
[SAE PAPEB 770975] p0179 A78-23819
HDT of DC-10 graphite-epoxy rudder
p0339 A78-35445
nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded structure
p0480 A78-45937
HDE: A key to engine rotor life prediction
p0027 H78-10087
nondestructive pavement evaluation
[AD-A052707] pOlOO H78-2II159
Hon-destructive method for applying and removing
instrumentation on helicopter rotor blades
' [HASA-CASE-LAB-11201-1] p0402 H78-24515
Non-destructive inspection relationships to
aircraft design and materials conferences
[AGABD-CP-234] p0443 H78-26460
HDI techniques in aerospace
p0443 B78-26461
Critical review of various structural safety
concepts taking into account HDI methods
pOU43 H78-26462
The economic implications of HDE: Opportunities
and payoff
p0443 H78-26463
Unfulfilled needs of non-destructive inspection of
military aircraft
p0443 H78-26464
Application of small-angle neutron scattering to
HDI of materials and manufactured components
p0443 H78-26465
Surface corrosion evaluation by relative magnetic
susceptibility measurements
p0443 H78-26466
Application of X-ray diffraction stress measuring
techniques to aircraft structures
p0443 H78-26467
X-ray diffraction: Prom structural X-ray
diffractography to X-ray oscillographic
diffractoscopy jet engine compressor blades
pO«44 N78-26U68
On the detection and measurement of cracks in
critically loaded holes
p0444 H78-26469
Dynamic nondestructive testing of materials
p044« H78-26470
HDI methods on full-scale fatigue tests and their
service usage
p0444 H78-26471
Critical inspection of bearings for life extension
p0444 H78-26472
Hon-destructive inspection of composite materials
for aircraft structural applications
p0444 H78-26474
The resonance-impedance method as a means for
quality control of advanced fibre reinforced
plastic structures
p0444 H78-26475
Inspection of carbon fibre parts after fabrication
and during service
pO«44 B78-26476
Detectability of flaws in boron and carbon
composite parts
p0444 H78-26477
The present status and evolution of the inspection
of carbon composite aircraft structures in France
pO»44 N78-26478
Detection of flaws in metallic and non-metallic
composite structures using liquid crystal
technology
p0445 H78-26480
Preliminary investigation into the application of
magnetic rubber inspection (H.B.I.)
[HLB-TB-76083-U] p0445 H78-26507
HDI and the detection of fatigue
p0554 H78-30282
Piezoelectric polymer transducers for detection of
structural defects in aircraft
[AD-A055729] p0621 H78-32903
BOBBQUILIBBIUM DBAG
D FBICTIOH DBAG
BOBEQDILIBBIOH FLOW
Boneqnilibrinm reverse flow in a Laval nozzle
p0128 A78-19681
Similar solutions in nonequilibrium nozzle flows
p0221 A78-25728
Boundary-layer interaction with a noneqnilibrinm
two-phase stream on a surface being burned out
in an axisymmetric Laval nozzle
p0273 A78-28610
Investigation of nonequilibrinm two-phase flows in
axisymmetric Laval nozzles
p0518 A78-48244
Similarity considerations for nonequilibrium
nozzle flows
p0583 A78-51163
BOHFLABMABLE MATBBIALS
Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft
passenger seat materials, phase 1
[HASA-CB-152056] p0036 H78-11042
Development of a high temperature silicone base
fire-resistant fluid for application in future
military aircraft hydraulic system designs
[AD-A046824] p0153 P78-15287
HORHOHOGEIEin
D IHHOBOGBHEITI
HOHLIHEAB EQUATIONS
Continuation and direct solution of the flutter
equation
p0221 A78-25703
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nonlinear model of the nind effect in problems
involving flight vehicle dynamics
p0327 178-32607
nonlinear aerodynamics of "ing-body combination
fllll P1PBB 78-1206] p0476 178-45143
BOILIBEIB FXLTBBS
Study of the ose of a nonlinear, rate-limited
filter on pilot control signals
[BlSl-tP-1147] p0309 B78-20142
BOBLIBEAB PfiOGBABSIBG
solntion of transient optimization problems by
asing an algorithm based on nonlinear programming
p(>184 178-23909
ninimnm tine acceleration of aircraft tnrbofan
engines by osing an algorithm based on nonlinear
programming
1
 p0440 H78-26142
•oiLiBBiB STSTBHS
Observability criteria for nonlinear dynamic
systems subjected to maltiparameter neasareaents
noting air navigation applicability
p0274 178-29089
Applications of variational techniques to
non-linear problems in panel mechanics
p0336 178-34672
Determination of nonlinearities of dynamic stability
of wind tannel models
[ONEBl. It no. 1978-52] p0479 178-45280
Verification of fighter aircraft conaand
augmentation control laws by nonlinear simulation
[1111 78-1372] p0494 178-46559
Nonlinear vibrations of an asymmetric flight vehicle
p0599 178-53504
Flatter of control sarfaces with structural
nonlinearities missile control surfaces
[AD-4045221] p0099 R78-13073
A perturbation method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shimmy
p0325 N78-21464
Global stability and control analysis of aircraft
at high angles-of-attack
[AD-1051850] p0363 H78-23103
Nonlinear acoustics. A bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-78/0240] p0412 N78-25840
1 theory for longitudinal short-period pilot
induced oscillations
[AD-1056982] p0630 H78-33120
BOHXIHBABITt
Calculation of the nonlinear coefficients of low
and medium aspect ratio wings using the vortex
lattice procedure in incompressible flov
[DLB-I8-151-76/18] p0034 N78-11016
Modification of aerojet cumulative damage
criterion to utilize nonlinear stress allowable
p0100 N78-13223
Significance of structural nonlinearities from the
structural dynamics and aeroelasticity point of
view
p0204 S78-17005
Effects of structural non-linearities on aircraft
vibration and flutter
[1GABD-B-665] p0211 N78-17076
nonlinear- theory of a bearing surface of arbitrary
extent
[AD-1051385] p0394 N78-24090
•OBIBBTOHI1B FLOV
Basic problem of control of the motion of a
non-Newtonian fluid in a gap roll forming of
aircraft plastics
p0292 178-32257
NOBSTABILIZED OSCILLATION
Theory of two frequency ranges of unstable
oscillations of turbulent combustion in a
jet-engine chamber. I - Formulation of the
stability problem, the characteristic equation
p0187 A78-24253
•OBOBIFOBH PIOB
Some aspects of the calculation of flows with
tangential discontinuities
p0128 178-19689
Honnniformity of the flow, exciting vibrations in
working turbine blades
p0228 A78-27266
Operation of an axial-flow compressor in the case
of radially nonnniform inlet flow
P0581 A78-50793
Airfoil profile in a nonnniform flow
[NASA-TS-75272] p0312 N78-21048
Analysis of multistage, axial flow tnrbonachine
wake production, transport, and interaction
[AD-1055754] p0564 H78-31118
10SVISCOOS FLOW
0 TORBOLEBT FLOI
HOBBAL FOBCB DISTBIBOTIOB
D FOBCE DISTB1BOTIOB
SOBH1L SHOCK SAVES
Turbulent boundary layer separation on a carved
vail with normal compression shock
p0583 178-51155
normal shock and restart controls tor a supersonic
airbreathing propulsion system
p0357 H78-23023
•OBTB ABEBICAB AIBCB1FT
BT B-1 1IBCB1FT
BT F-100 AIBCBAFT
BOEIB ATLANTIC TBE1TI OBG1BIZ1TIOB (HATO)
Tornado vital for NATO's changing requirements
' ' p0059 178-15383
BOBTHBBB 8BB1SPBEBE
BT 1BCTIC BEGIOBS
BOBTHBOP 1IBCB1FT
NT F-5 1IBCBIFT
BT F-18 AIBCB1FT
BOBiAT
Air-sea rescue operations. Search and rescue
experience
p0262 B78-19134
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Kristiansand, Norway
[1D-1055317] p0559 B78-31071
NOSE CAPS
D HOSE CONES
BOSE CORES
NT 1BIATI7E ROSE CODES
Viscous carbon dioxide flow past a blunted cone
p0586 178-51444
Further studies of aerodynamic loads at spin entry
CAD-1047952] p0205 B78-17028
A procedure for the determination of the effect of
fuselage nose blnntness on the wave drag of
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CB-145306] p0235 N78-17994
BOSE FIBS
Theoretical and experimental aerodynamics of •>
strake-wing interactions up to high
angles-of-attack .1
[AHA PIPES 78-1202] pO»23 178-41892
SOSES (FOBF.BOOIES)
NT 1B11T1VE NOSE CONES
BT BOSE CONES
Side-force alleviation on slender, pointed ,
forebodies at high angles of attack ,1
[AHA 78-1339] p0483 178fr46536
Simplified input for certain aerodynamic nose '
configurations to the Grunaan quick-geometry/
system. A KRTKBOSE user's manual
[1D-A051425] p0394 H78-24089
HOTATIOB
0 CODING
BOTCB TESTS
Structural fatigue reliability based on test
results. I
p0057 A78-15025
Relationship between scatter of fatigue life and
S-B curve of 2024-T4 aircraft structural
aluminum alloy specimens with a sharp notch (Kt
equals 8.25) under a constant temperature and
humidity condition
[BAL-TB-412T] p0411 B78-25453
BOTCHED BBTALS
0 BOTCH TESTS
HOIIOOS BATEBIALS
0 COHTAHIBABTS
BOZZLB COEFFICIENT
D NOZZLE PLOB
BOZZLB DESI6I
A photographic study of the interaction of two
high-velocity gas jets
p0016 A78-13049
Selection of spray nozzle and its operating
regimes for removing ice deposits, frost, and
frozen-on snow from airplane surfaces
p0049 A78-13184
A method for the construction of flow nozzles .and
wind tunnel contraction sections
p0168 A78-21635
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•OKIE BFFICIBHCT SDBJBCI IIDKI
Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval
nozzles
p0170 A78-22361
Development of low pressure ratio vectoring
nozzles for V/STOl aircraft
[SAE PAPER 770988] p0180 A78-23825
A nev technigae for reducing test section noise in
supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA 78-817] P0297 A78-32371
Onigueness 'in the large' of the solution to the
direct problem of the Laval nozzle
p0376 A78-37613
Comparison of nozzle and afterbody surface
pressures from wind tunnel and flight test of
the YF-17 aircraft
fAIAA PAPEB 78-992] p0463 A78-q35«0
A review of thrust-vectoring schemes for fighter
applications[AIAA PAPBB 78-1023] pones A78-U3556
The effects of nozzle geometry on the performance
of an axisymmetric thrust augnentor in
aircraft design
p0181 A78-1I63511
canard configured aircraft with 2-D nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 78-11150] p0511 A78-H790a
An experimental and numerical study of
three-dimensional turbulent jets
CAIAA PAPEB 78-99»] p0520 A78-48Q71
Non-axisyametric nozzle design and evaluation for
F-1-11 flight demonstration
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1025] p0520 A78-48183
Variable thrust nozzle for guiet tnrbofan engine
and method of operating same
[HASA-CASE-LBW-12317-1] p0208 H78-17055
F-15/nonaxisymmetric nozzle system integration
study support program
[HASA-CB-135252] p02U5 N78-18070
OSB noise reduction by nozzle and flap modifications
p0391 U78-2406II
EBF noise reduction through nozzle/flap positioning
p0391 N78-2U065
Design of an air ejector for boundary-layer bleed
of an acoustically treated tnrbofan engine inlet
during ground testing
[NASA-TB-78917] pOI|56 H78-27143
Advance nozzle technology
p0550 H78-30111
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
Effect of nozzle inclination on the efficiency of
a single-nozzle microturbine
p0585 A78-51400
ITOZZLB FLOB
The time response of an aspirating probe in gas
sam'pling
a pOOOl A78-10600
Flow starting times in constant-area supersonic
dif'fusers
p0076 A78-16810
Axisymmetric flow in nozzles with or without
vortices
p0121 A78-19079
The interaction of sonnd with a subsonic jet
issuing from a semi-infinite cylindrical pipe
p0122 A78-19213
Hypersonic flow of a viscous gas in a nozzle
p0127 A78-19651
Noneguilibrium reverse flow in a laval nozzle
p0128 A78-19681
The prediction of the performance of low
pressure-ratio thrust-augmenter ejectors
[AIAA PAPEB 78-U5] p0159 A78-20704
The basic characteristics of the variation of
aerodynamic parameters in the transition region
at hypersonic flow velocities
p0165 A78-20900
Velocity profiles in the laval nozzle throat for
uniform compressible swirling flow
p0165 A78-20905
Characteristics of the jet acceleration of a flow
to hypersonic speeds
p0166 A78-20953
Calculation of the laval-nozzle flow by a modified
Lax-Hendroff method of second-order accuracy
p0166 A78-20970
Experimental investigation of the characteristics
of small-sized nozzles
p0167 A78-21090
Effect of nozzle shape on characteristics of
three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows
p0168 A78-21093
Computation of the base pressure in ejector
nozzles of different length with zero
coefficient of ejection
p0168 A78-21098
A method for the construction of flow nozzles and
wind tunnel contraction sections
p0168 A78-21635
The start-up of a gas turbine engine using
compressed air tangentially fed onto the blades
of the basic turbine
p0187 A78-24149
Investigation of the inclination of nozzle blades
on the alternating stress level in working
turbine blades
p0187 A78-2«t273
An empirical model for inverted-velocity-profile
jet noise prediction
p0215 A78-2D879
Similar solutions in noneqnilibrinm nozzle flows
P0221 A78-25728
Swirl flow in conical diffnsers
p0230 A78-27910
Boundary-layer interaction with a nonegnilibrinm
two-phase stream on a surface being burned out
in an axisymmetric laval nozzle
p0273 A78-28610
Effect of inflow nonuniformity on low-speed
wind-tunnel nozzles
p0333 A78-34160
Contribution to the theory of rotational swirling
flows of an ideal gas in laval nozzles
p03<12 A78-35910
The turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement at
subsonic speeds
P0371 A78-37013
Experimental investigation of gasdynamic processes
at sudden start-up of a supersonic nozzle
p0379 A78-386U1
Prediction of nearfield jet entrainment by an
interactive mixing/afterburning model
[ilAA BiPEB 78-1189] pO<122 A78-B1882
Possibilities of phase separation in supersonic
two-phase flows
pOQ26 A78-42630
Construction of higher approximations in the
problem of special flows in plane Laval nozzles
p0426 178-1*2761)
Experimental study of overexpansion flows in a
flat nozzle
p0427 A78-429811
Numerical study of flow in axisymmetric Laval
nozzles, taking account of overexpansion with
flow separation
pO«29 A78-1I311II
The effect of two-dimensionality of the flow of a
gas with stepwise distribution of total
parameters on the integral characteristics of a
Laval nozzle
p0029 A78-I13116
Fountain and npwash flowfields of mnltijet
arrangements
P0473 A78-IU833
Experimental determination of propulsion induced
ground effects of typical three fan type A
V/STOL configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1507] p0516 A78-H7943
Investigation of noneguilibrinm two-phase flows in
axisymmetric Laval nozzles
pOSIS A78-48241)
Wind Tunnel/Flight Test Correlation Program on the
B-1 nacelle afterbody/nozzle at transonic
conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 78-989] p0520 A78-U8U69
status of a nozzle-airframe study of a highly
manenverable fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-990] p0520 A78-18U70
Calculations of flows in flat asymmetric nozzles
for overexpanded conditions
p0581 A78-50782
Similarity considerations for nonegnilibrinm
nozzle flows
p0583 A78-51163
Theoretical analysis of a loop type flexible skirt
air cushion
[OTIAS-TH-200] pOOSI H78-12029
NOZZLE GEOBEIBT
Flow starting times in constant-area supersonic
diffnsers
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SUBJECT IHDBI HOHBBICAL ABSLYSIS
p0076 A78-16810
Effect of nozzle shape on characteristics of
three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flovs
p0168 A78-21093
Experimental study of overexpansion flows in a
flat nozzle
p0427 A78-42984
An investigation of the induced aerodynamic
effects of a vectored non-axisymnetric exhaust
nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1082) p0466 A78-43588
Tbe effects of nozzle geometry on the perfornance
of an axisymaetric thrust angmentor in
aircraft design
p0481 A78-46354
Installed perfornance of vectoring/reversing
non-ajcisyBnetric nozzles i~- < tj
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1022] .. _ f p0520 A78-48482
Vectoring non-axisymmetric nozzle jet induced
effects on a V/STOL fighter model
CAIAA PAPER 78-ioso) p052i A78-48496
The effects of can and nozzle configurations on
the perfornance of a circulation control rotor
pnennatic valving system
tAD-A05049IO p0352 B78-22103
OSB flov characteristics related to noise generation
p0391 H78-24060
HOZZIE IHSEBTS
The aerodynanic perfornance of a freely hinged
door between tvo flovs for supersonic
transport propulsion nozzles
p0586 A78-51464
Performance of twin two-dimensional wedge nozzles
including thrust vectoring and reversing effects
at speeds op to Bach 2.20
rHASA-TF-D-8449] p0081 H78-12037
BOZZLE THBOST COEFFICIEBTS
Thrust characteristics of thrust vector control
systens with blowing injection of chemically
nonreactive gases
p0187 A78-24254
Static tests of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust
deflector
[BASA-CB-152091] p0352 H78-22100
BOZZLB BALLS
Heat transfer from two-phase flow to the nozzle
walls in the presence of a condensate film on
the nozzle surface
p0581 A78-50791
NOZZLES
An improved analytical model of the separated
region on nozzle boattails
[AIAA PAPEB 78-995] p0464 A78-43542
HOCLEAB EZPLOSIOBS
NT THEBHOHOCLEAB EXPIOSIOBS
Correlation study of the OH-18 helicopter blast
test results from the DICE-THBOH event
[AD-A050463] p0307 B78-20122
BHCLB1B HA6BBTIC BBSOBABCE
Hydrogen content of hydrocarbon fuels by a
low-resolution nuclear resonance method
[AD-A050465] p0503 B78-29262
HOCLEAB POREBEO SHIPS
Deadload calibration program of CVH 68 catapult
configuration
[AD-A042225] pOO<>3 H78-11123
BOCLEAB PBOPOLSIOB
Bnclear Bi-Brayton systen for aircraft propulsion
study
rAD-A054672] p0502 H78-29106
BOCLEAB BADIAIIOB
BT BEOTROB BEADS
External interaction of the nuclear EHP with
aircraft and missiles
p0169 A78-21989
An approach to EHP testing of complete strike
aircraft
p0384 A78-39088
BOCLBAB BBACTIOBS
BT BEOTBOB SCATTEBIBG
BOCLE1B BEACTOBS
BT TOKAHAK DEVICES
BOCLE1B SCATIBBIH6
BT BEOTROB SCATTEBIBG
IOCLBATIOI
BT CLOOD SEEDIBG
Onset of condensation effects with a BACA 0012-64
airfoil tested in the Langley 0.3-neter
cryogenic tunnel
[HASA-TH-78666] p0301 B78-20074
Assessment of atmospheric condensation nuclei
associated with jet aircraft traffic
[AD-A054319] p0504 B78-29705
B0CLIDBS
BT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
BT ZIRCOHItJH 95
BOBBBICAL ABALTSIS
BT APPBOIIBATIOH
BT EBBOB ABALTSIS
BT FIHITE DIFFEBEHCE THEORY
BT FIBITE ELEHEHT HBTHOD
BT IBTERPOLATIOB
BT ITERATIVE SOLOTIOB
BT LE4ST SQOABES BETBOD
BT HONTE CARLO METHOD
BT HOHEBICAL IBTEGHATIOB
BT BELAXATIOB HETHOD (BATHEBATICS)
Analysis of lateral dynamic stability of an
airplane with defornable control systens. II -
Numerical analysis
p0108 A78-17642
A numerical procedure for the solution of the
direct problen of supercritical transonic wing
profiles, with a hodograpbic method
p0118 A78-19040
Factorization nethods in hydroaeronechanics
Bussian book
p0378 A78-37887
Viscons-inviscid coupling - A numerical method and
applications to two-dimensional transonic and
supersonic flows
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1978-55] p0380 A78-38698
The closed spline functions applied to
interpolation problems for airfoils
pOitIS A78-40493
The exact numerical calculation of propeller noise
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1122] p0420 A78-U1832
Viscous flow around an oscillating airfoil - A
numerical study '
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1225] p0124 A78-41904
Dynamics of gas turbine engine blades under >
unsteady flow
p0427 478-42872
An experimental and numerical study of
three-dimensional turbulent jets
[AIAA PAPEB 78-991] p0520 A78-48471
Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas
p0524 A78-49427
Hernite closed splines
p0527 A78-49713
Gesellschaft fner angewandte Bathenatik und
flechanik. Annual Scientific Meeting, lyngby,
Denmark, Bay 31-June 3, 1977, Reports. Part!c2
p0583 A78-51151
Calculation of local three-dinensional supersbnic
fields '
p0584 A78-51184
Hathenatical analysis of impact erosion oTE
supersonic flight vehicles
p0588 A78-51711
The numerical analysis of air combat engagements
dominated by maneuvering performance
[AD-A042483] p0023 H78-10053
An analysis of the inviscid transonic flow over
two-element airfoil systems
[BD-A043460] p0033 B78-11011
Numerical solution for some problems concerning
unsteady motion of airfoils
p0193 B78-15995
A numerical study of incompressible viscous flow
around airfoils
p0203 B78-16996
A theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics of
low-aspect-ratio wings with partial leading-edge
separation
[NASA-CB-145304] p0235 B78-17993
Compressor and fan wake characteristics
[HASA-CH-155766] p0235 H78-17995
Analytical study of a free-wing/free-trimner concept
for gust alleviation and high lift
[FASA-CH-2946] p0236 B78-18000
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on
oscillating airfoils
p0250 B78-18387
Preliminary study for a numerical aerodynamic
simulation facility. Phase 1: Extension
[HASA-CB-152108] p0252 B78-19052
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BOIBBICAL COHTBOL SDBJBCT INDEX
Future Conpater Begnirements for Computational
Aerodynamics
[HASA-CP-2032] P0268 H78-19778
Computational aerodynamics and the numerical
aerodynamic simulation facility
p0268 N78-19779
Critical issues in viscous flow computations
p0270 1178-19792
Prospects for computational aerodynamics
integro-differential formulation
p0270 N78-19795
Unsteady aerodynamics conference emphasizing
numerical analysis of three dimensional flows
[AGAED-CP-227] p0315 N78-22033
numerical study of laminar unsteady flow over
airfoils
p0358 H78-23019
Numerical calculation of transonic flo« past a
swept mng by a finite volume method
[NASA-CB-157012] p0403 H78-2t808
A finite volume method for calculating transonic
potential flow around wings from the pressure
minimum integral
[NASA-TH-75324] pO«50 H78-27081
•ORBBICAL COBTBOL
The flight control computers of the p-18
electronics set-flight control
[AIAA 77-1479] p0009 A78-12275
Application of an airborne digital computer in the
F-15 engine air inlet control system
[AIAA 77-1U801 p0009 A78-12276
Automated channel and trough-shaped surface design
system algorithm for aircraft
pOOi)9 A78-13174
Software controlled multiranging Vortac navigation
of NASA 0-2 aircraft
p0112 A78-179K1
Introduction of NC machines in aircraft industry
p0123 A78-19H11
nnltivariable quadratic synthesis of an advanced
turbofan engine controller
p0226 A78-26793
Integrated -ontrols for a new aircraft generation
p0231 A78-28219
Automatic airborne spectrometer
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-176] p0119 A78-aiU20
A computer-controlled system for fatigue testing
under simulated service loading for aircraft
structures
pOU20 A78-11519
Real time digital propulsion system simulation for
manned flight simulators
[AIAA P4PES 78-927] pOIVi A78-45095
Verification of fighter aircraft command
augmentation control laws by nonlinear simulation
[AIAA 78-1372] pOISI A78-16559
Digital control law synthesis in the w prime domain
p0507 A78-M6962
Design and development of a multifunctional
helicopter control system
p052t A78-19396
The evolution of a remotely piloted vehicle
microprocessor flight control system
[AIAA 78-1273] p0541 A78-50183
Software development for fly-by-wire flight
control systems
[AIAA 78-1276] pOSHI A78-50185
Besearch and development of digital jet-engine
controls
p0578 A78-50626
numerical aerodynamic simulation facility.
Preliminary study extension. Executive summary
[HASA-CB-152106] p0252 H78-19050
•OHBBICAL FLO! TISOA1IZATIOB
Calculation of the flow past a fuselage of
arbitrary configuration at low velocities
p0163 A78-2081I5
Application of a finite difference scheme to the
numerical solution of the direct problem of a
two-dimensional cascade of airfoils
p0220 A78-25636
application of modular modeling to ramjet
performance prediction
CAIAA PAPBB 78-911] pO«62 A78-H3512
Bonlinear mathematical modeling of unsteady flow
past a lifting propeller
p0585 A78-51379
Numerical simulation of the unsteady two-stage
axisymmetric efflux of a gas into an immersed
space
p0586 A78-511H8
An analytical model for the study of highly
separated flow on low speed airfoils
p0203 N78-16995
Future Computer Begnirements for Computational
Aerodynamics
[NASA-CP-2032] p0268 H78-19778
Computational aerodynamics and the numerical
aerodynamic simulation facility
p0268 N78-19779
Computational aerodynamics requirements: The
future role of the computer and the needs of the
aerospace industry
p0269 H78-1978U
Remarks on future computational aerodynamics
requirements government/industry relations
p0269 B78-19785
Future requirements and roles of computers in
aerodynamics
p0269 H78-19786
Projected role of advanced computational
aerodynamic methods at the Lockheed-Georgia
company
p0269 B78-19787
Computational aerodynamics requirements in
conjunction with experimental facilities
wind tunnel test data
p0269 N78-19788
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD): Future role
and requirements as viewed by an applied
aerodynamicist computer systems design
p0269 H78-19789
Viscous flow simulations in VTOL aerodynamics
finite difference technique
p0269 H78-19791
Critical issues in viscous flow computations
p0270 B78-19792
Viscous flow simulation requirements of
aerodynamic interest
p0270 B78-19793
Prospects for computational aerodynamics
integro-differential formulation
p0270 H78-19795
BOHEBICAL IHTEGBATIOB
numerical solution of the integral equation of a
subsonic lifting surface
p0120 A78-19071
Methods available to OHEBA for analysis of
combustion chambers
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1978-93] p0507 A78-M6915
Modification of aerojet cumulative damage
criterion to atilize nonlinear stress allowable
p0100 H78-13223
RIQOTST FBBQOEHCIES
Design of aircraft autostabilisation systems using
the inverse Nyquist array method
p0073 A78-16331
0 EIBG SEALS
Operation of oil ring seals for aircraft turbine
engines under cavitation conditions. II
p0588 A78-51600
High temperature elastomers in gas turbine engine
fuel sealing
p0593 A78-52686
OBLIQUE SHOCK HIVES
Supersonic axial compressors with predeceleration
by oblique shocks
p0119 A78-19045
Experimental investigation of gasdynamic processes
at sudden start-up of a supersonic nozzle
p0379 A78-38611
Shock obliquity effect on transonic shock-boundary
layer interaction
p0581 A78-51185
OBLIQOE ilBGS
Theoretical and experimental analysis of
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of skewed wings at subsonic
speeds to high angles of attack
[BASA-TH-D-8512] p0093 H78-13015
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned
oblique-wing aircraft
[BASA-TH-78»39] p0095 B78-13037
OBSBBVATIOB
HT VISUAL OBSEBVATIOB
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SUBJECT I1DEI OPBBATIOHAL PBOBLBHS
OBSBBTATI01 AIRCRAFT
HT F-5 AIRCRAFT
HT OH-6 BELICOPTBB
HT P-1127 AIBCBAFT
HI 0-2 AIBCBAFT
OBSTBOCTING
0 B1OCKI1G
OCEAI DMA ACQBISHIOIS SfSIBHS
7se of an inertial navigation system for accarate
track recovery and coastal oceanographic
measurements
p0053 A78-1H892
OCEAH DATA PLATFOBHS
0 OCEAH DATA ACQOISITIOHS SYSTEHS
OCEAB DATA STATIOBS
0 OCEAH DATA ACQOISITIOHS SYSIEHS
OCEAH SDBFACE
Atmospheric transfornation of solar radiation
reflected from the ocean
p0052 A78-13803
Quantitative mapping by remote sensing of an ocean
acid-waste dump
(NASA-TP-1275] p063» H78-33617
OCEABOGRAPBY
Airborne Oceanographic Lidar Systea
p0053 A78-10878
OCEASS
HT PACIFIC OCEAN
ODAS
a OCEAB DATA ACQBISITIOHS SYSTEHS
OFF-OH C08TB01
Visaally Activated Switching System using
helmet-mounted 18 transmtter for avionics control
p0067 A78-15669
Solution of transient optimization problems by
using an algorithm based on nonlinear programming
p018« 673-23909
OFFSBOBE ENERGY SOOBCES
Sons aspects of offshore operations in the
Netherlands
p0262 H78-19135
OFFSBOBE P1ATFOBBS
Looking offshore at the airport future
p0282 A78-302II5
OGEE SHAPE
Pressure distribution on a symmetrical butterfly
ving
pOil15 A78-110799
Full-scale testing of an Ogee tip rotor in the
Langley whirl tower
p0620 H78-32830
OGEE RINGS
0 VARIABLE SHEEP KINGS
OGIVES
Experimental investigation of support interference
on an ogive cylinder at high incidence
[AIAA PAPEB 78-165] p0160 A78-20717
Hypersonic heat transfer test program in the VKI
longshot facility ogive body configuration
[AD-A050295] p0302 N78-20086
OH-6 HBLICOPTEB
OH-6A tail rotor transmission grease evaluation
and fail detection system test
[AD-AOHU635] p0085 N78-12072
Evaluation of a circulation control tail boom for
yaw control OH-6 helicopter
[AD-A055116] p056U H78-31119
OH-58 BELICOPTEB
OH-6A tail rotor transmission grease evaluation
and fail detection system test
[AD-A04U635] p0085 N78-12072
OILS
HT C80DE Oil
NT LOBRICATIHG OILS
HT SHALE OIL
OBBGA NAVIGATION SISTBH
Comparisons of tabular and observed Omega
corrections through use of spectral analysis
techniques
p0070 A78-15920
A simplification in position determination with
the Oiega system
P0070 A78-15921
Omega ambiguity resolution techniques
p0111 A78-17913
Omega Navigation System - Present status and plans
1977-1980
p0112 A78-17916
Airborne navigation systems
p0170 A78-22347
Correlation of the errors o£ the Omega radio
navigation system
pOU75 A78-H5118
BBAV - Corporate operators set the pace *•
p0509 A78-«7fl24
Ike Oaega raflionavigation svstec comes to the
pacific Ocean area
p0525 A78-a9660
Station deselection procedures to support
automatic Omega receiver operation
p0537 A78-U9965
Performance of a differential Omega-ring laser
strapdown aircraft navigator
p0537 A78-M9966
A study of the P-3C Omega navigation system
[AD-AOIW71I] p008» B78-1206H
Investigation of new techniques for aircraft
navigation using the omega navigation
[NASA-CB-115303] p0206 N78-17037
Loran-C, Omega, and Differential Omega applied to
the civil air navigation requirement of CONOS,
Alaska, and offshore. Volume 2: Analysis
t AD-A056741] p0625 1178-33075
OBSIDIBECTIOHAL ANTBHNAS
HT BONOPOLE AHTEHHAS
OHSIDIBECTIOHAL BADIO BAHGES
Hew model VOB/DHE
p0373 A78-37216
High-altitude area navigation (BHAV) enronte
simulation
[AD-A019315] p0257 H78-19088
OBSIBAHGE HAVIGATIOJ
0 VHP OHHIBAHGE HAVIGATIOB
ONBOiBD COHPOTEBS
D AIBBOBNE/SPACEBORHE COHPDTEBS
OHBOABD EQIIIPHBHT
HT AIBBOBNE EQOIPHERT
NT AIBBORHE/SPACEBOBHE COBPDTEBS
HT AIBCBAFT EQOIPHEHT
NT BOBBING EQDIPMENT
HT LIGHT AIBBOBBE BDLTIPOBPOSE SYSTEB
HT TEBCOB
An On-Board Test, Honitor and Maintenance System
for the E-3A
p0055 A78-149U8
ALIDADE - The alignment on board aircraft carriers
of the inertial navigation units of
Super-Etendard aircraft
p0217 A78-25149
Applications of new visualization techniques to
on-board equipment
P03H3 A78-35974
Data transmission aboard aircraft
pO<H7 A78-I10869
Requirements for aircraft on board veight and
balance system
[SAE ABP 1109] p0172 A78-H1692
In-flight utilization of aircraft radio-navigation
instruments Russian book
pOU73 A78-4I4799
Onboard radio-navigation and landing aids for
aircraft Russian book
pOU73 A78-11806
AIDS - Aircraft-integrated-data-system
p0600 A78-53675
OPEBIHGS
HT APEBTORES
Cutout reinforcenent of stiffened cylindrical shells
[AIAA 78-512] p0279 A78-29811
OPEBATIHG SYSTEBS (COBPOTBBS)
The DAIS Eiecutive - An introduction avionics
computer software
p053» A18-U9932
Preliminary study for a numerical aerodynamic
simulation facility. Phase 1: Extension
(NASA-CR-152108) p0252 H78-19052
OPBBATIHG TBUPEBATOBE
The 0.1m subsonic cryogenic tunnel at the
Oniversity of Southampton
[BASA-CR-105305] p02<47 H78-18086
OPBBATIOHAL HAZARDS
NASA's aviation safety research and technology
program
p0268 H78-19719
OPEBATIONAL PBOBLBBS
thy fly supersonically flight time reduction
vs fuel consumption and low payload
A-2B1
OPESATIOHS EESE4ECH SOBJECT IHDBX
p0109 A78-17889
A critical look at V/ST01 technology
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1526] p0081 178-46502
1TC system current and projected problens and
recommended solutions - in airline pilot's view
[Alii PIPES 78-1539] p0082 178-06511
An integrated analysis of the fundamental problems
of air transport
p0525 A78-i»9»U7
Operational regularity in air transport
p0525 A78-49009
Supporting investigations daring testing of the
BD1-1 airship in Ghana and Upper Volta hall
temperature, flight data, operational problems
[DLB-IB-536-77/1] p0238 B78-18012
Problems pilots face involving wind shear
p0268 H78-19722
Improving readiness: i cost-effective approach
[AD-1050765] p03«5 H78-22021
OPBB1TIOHS BBSE1BCH
Simulation as a routine tool for resource and
workload planning for aircraft engine repair
and overhaul cycles
p0052 A78-13850
Estimating the average taxi sp'eed of departing
aircraft
p0571 178-50150
An operational evaluation of flight technical error
[!D-iOU2796/3] p0021 S78-100UO
Characteristics of future air cargo demand and
impact on aircraft development: A report on the
Cargo/logistic Airlift Systems Study (CLASS)
pro ject
[B1SA-TS-7877U] p062« R78-33061
OPEBATOBS (BiTHEBiTICS)
Optimal digital simulation of aircraft via random
search techniques
p0385 A78-39182
OPEBATOBS (PEBSOHBEI)
HT AIRCBAFT PILOTS
HI TEST PILOTS
OPTICAL ABSOBPTIOS
D LIGHT TB1HSBTSSIOB
OPTICAL COBBOHIC1TIOH
Space optical communications vith the Bd:YlG laser
p0285 A78-30886
Results of laser synchronization by overflight
between Paris and San Fernando in Spain
rONEEA, TP HO. 1978-00] p0079 178-05277
A-7 ALOFT economic analysis and EBI-EBP test results
p0202 H78-16816
OPTICAL CODPLIBG
Aircraft B-Nav system connected on optical bus
pOOSU A78-1H9H1
OPTICAL EQD1PBEST
BT CAMERAS
HT COLLIBiTOBS
HI ELLIPSOMETEBS
HT IHFSAEED SPECTEOBETEBS
HT LASEE DOPPLEB VELOCIHETEBS
BT BOLTISPECTB11 BABD SC1BBEBS
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consumption in aeronautical maintenance
[AAAF-HT-77-26] p0397 H78-2U129
A study of commuter airplane design optimization
[BASA-CB-157210] p0006 N78-25078
An air passenger and air freight service study for
the Lake Charles Rnnicipal Airport Authority
[PB-278857/8] p0451 H78-27096
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CiTil helicopter design and operational requirement
[H1S1-CB-145377] p0499 H78-29083
The technology assessment of LT1 aircraft systens
—- hybrid airships for passenger and cargo
transportation
[B1S1-TH-75535] p0603 K78-32043
P1SSBIGEBS
Bide quality assessient. Ill - Questionnaire
results of a second flight programme
pOOSO 178-13478
Tandem-queue algorithm for airport user flows
p028» 178-30677
Concorde - Bide quality and passenger reactions
p0418 178-41166
Ritsubishi Passenger Transfer Vehicle Hodel 150
p0429 178-1)3298
Hodel of aircraft passenger acceptance
p0526 478-1(968(1
I(proved passenger flow through sinnlation
p0570 178-50437
P1TTBBB BZC06BITIOS
Pattern recognition as an aid to radar navigation
p0530 178-49855
Advanced pattern latching for navigation and
guidance
p0539 178-49998
1 learning flight control system for the F8-DFBH
aircraft Digital Ply-By-Hire
tllll 78-1288] p0542 178-50195
P17BHBHTS
In-state delivery and reinforcement of rigid
airport causeways - Some technical problems and
attempts using special coatings
p0188 178-24375
Analysis of pavements designed by CBB equation
California Bearing Batio for airfield pavenents
p0426 178-42856
Quick bearing strength tests for concrete pavenents
p0469 178-44224
Airfield pavement load evaluation - In
international overview
p0525 178-49676
Proposed load evaluation system for O.S. lir Force
—- of airfield paveient
p0526 178-49677
Transport Canada airfield pavenent load evaluation
p0526 178-49678
French procedures for airfield pavenent load
evaluation
p0526 178-49679
Airfield pavement evaluation - The airline view
p0526 178-49680
Airfield paveient evaluation - FAA viewpoint
p0526 178-49681
Paveient strength rating lethods as viewed by
airfraie lannfacturers
p0526 178-49682
Besearch in airport paveients —- conference
[1D-1043179] p0031 K78-10120
Field compaction of bitniinons lizes for airport
paveients
[1D-1041335/1] p0043 H78-11120
Porous friction surface runway at DSHAS Dallas,
Texas
[10-1042181] p0043 H78-11124
Analysis of permanent detonations of flexible
airport paveients
C1D-1044269/9] . p0099 H78-13079
Engineering behavior of paveient laterials: state
of the art
T10-1045272/2] p0144 H78-14183
Experiiental relationships between icduli for soil
layers beneath concrete paveients
[10-1046239/0] p0200 H78-16068
Developient of a paveient laintenance system.
Volume 1: airfield paveient condition rating
[10-1048884] . p0310 H78-20147
Development of a paveient laintenance lanageient
systei. Voluie 2: Airfield paveient distress
identification lannal
tlD-1049029] p0324 H76-21170
Design and construction of continuously reinforced
concrete airport paveients
f10-1009970/7] p0354 H78-22118
nondestructive paveient evaluation
[10-1052707] pOUOO H78-24159
Preese-thav tests of liquid deicing cheiicals on
selected paveient laterials
[10-1051771] p0493 B78-28279
Airfield paveient smoothness requirements
based on riding quality and aircraft response to
runway roughness
[1D-1050921] p0502 H78-29111
PAIL01DS
The use of long-duration balloons for scientific
research
p0113 178-18184
Distributed load aircraft concepts
[1111 PAPEB 78-100] p0172 178-22573
Dynanic stability of a helicopter carrying a
suspended payload
[1111 78-1335] p0483 178-46533
Stability of a helicopter carrying an nnderslung
load
p0524 178-49398
Limitations of the CB-47 helicopter in performing
terrain flying with external loads
[1D-1048580] p0242 H78-18054
Naval Emergency lir Cargo Delivery Systen (HE1CDS)
feasibility tests and evaluation
[1D-1048988] p0256 H78-19085
A-4F Blue Angel flight usage data, 1976
[ID-1050169] p0317 H78-21100
Design of a large span-distributed load
flying-wing cargo airplane with laiinar flow
control
[H1S1-CB-1U5376] p0543 B78-30045
Prospects for a civil/iilitary transport aircraft
[NASA-TR-78724] p0623 H78-33060
Preliminary design characteristics of a subsonic
business jet concept employing laiinar flow
control
[N1SI-CB-158958] p0626 H78-33087
PDP COHPOTEBS
HT PDP 8 COHPOTEB
PDP 8 COHPOTBB
Modifications to F1IST1FF that were required for
operation on a 16 K PDP-8e minicomputer
[LTB-ST-899] p0202 H78-16392
PBBETBATIOB
The gronnd-attack/penetration model: 1 Route
Carlo simulation node! to assess the
sarvivability and to evaluate tactics for
low-altitude military nissions in an environment
of gronndbased air defence systems
p0431 R78-2E051
PBBBSTL71BI1
Aircraft accident report: Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Piper P1-31T, N631PT, Bressler,
Pennsylvania, 14 February 1977
[HTISOB/D/104-001 ] p0451 H78-27095
PEBCEPTIOB
HT HOTIOB PEBCBPTIOB
HT PROPBIOCEPTIOR
HT SENSOBY PEBCBPTIOB
HT SOOBD LOCALIZ1TIOB
HT SPICE PERCEPTIOB
HT VISOAL PBBCEPTIOB
PEBFECI 613
0 IDEAL G1S
PBIFOB1TBD PLATES
Analytical representation of the initial quality
of fastener holes —- for aircraft structures
p0217 A78-25180
Stresses and detonations in stiffened panels with
rectangular cut-outs. I - On case of uniform
tensile loads
p0223 178-26266
1 major refurbishing prograi for the BIB 5-ft. x
5-ft. blowdown wind tunnel
p0415 178-40725
PBBFOBH1HCZ
1 critical examination of expansion tunnel
performance
[1111 78-768] p0294 178-32329
PEBPOBB1HCB PBEDICTIOI
HT PEEDICTIOH AHALISIS TBCHHIQOBS
Liiitations on GPS receiver perforiance imposed by
crystal-oscillator g-sensitivity
p0062 178-15591
Controller productivity in the pre-data link era
p0064 178-15635
Calculation of the performance of a turbine engine
in the off-design condition
p0120 178-19057
Perforiance calculation for multi-element airfoil
sections with separation
p0133 178-20375
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The rigidity and performance of a helicopter
gearbox vith a cantilevered bousing and two
taper roller bearings
T A S H E PAPEB 77-DET-103] p0135 A78-20607
The prediction of the performance of Ion
pressure-ratio thrust-augmenter ejectors
T A I A A PAPEB 78-145] p0159 A78-20704
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall
progression
[AIAA PAPEB 78-155] p0160 A78-20709
An interaction solution algorithm for viscous
aerodynamic performance prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 78-153] p0173 A78-22589
A solution to the direct problem of an open
propeller using the streamline curvature method
[AIAA PAPEB 78-310] p0185 A78-24011
A new airfoil family for rotor blades
CONBRA, TP NO. 1977-113] pd92 A78-24463
node of operation and characteristics of oarrieas
rotors
p0273 A78-28560
The, effect of hub fairings on vind turbine rotor
performance
p0281 A78-30039
Some contributions to aerodynamic theory for
vertical-axis wind turbines
p0327 A78-32534
Aerodynamic design and verification of a two-stage
turbine vith a supersonic first stage
p0329 A78-33103
Prediction of fail-safe strength of realistic
stiffened skin aircraft structures
p0332 A78-33769
The effect of correlated missed detections,
correlated false alarms and interclutter
visibility on the performance of an automated
radar tracking system
p037<t A78-37485
A high-power switching network for a dual-mode
antenna for airborne transmitter application
p0383 A78-38844
Loss prediction in axial compressors - A
bibliographic study
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-65] p0383 A78-38892
Applications of the continuum theory of
subcritical flaw growth under uniaxial tensile
fatigue stresses to service life cycle analysis
p0425 A78-42555
Hierarchy of simulation models for a tnrbofan gas
engine
pO«28 A78-II3055
Application of modular modeling to ramjet
performance prediction
[AIAA PAPER 78-911] p0462 A78-43512
A method of predicting stress corrosion cracking
pOU68 A78-44105
The effects of nozzle geometry on the performance
of an axisymmetric thrust augmentor in
aircraft design
p0481 A78-46354
Analysis of optimal turning maneuvers in the
vertical plane for high thrust aircraft
[AIAA 78-1333] p0482 A78-16531
Effects of wind on aircraft cruise performance
CAIAA PAPEB 78-1496] posi5 A78-47937
Operational regularity in air transport
p0525 A78-49449
Performance of the Vortex-Controlled Diffuser
/VCD/ in an annular combustor flowpath
p0572 A78-50574
Broadband noise in axial-fan blade cascade
p0579 A78-50650
Pilot evaluation of an advanced hingeless rotor
XI-15 simulation
tSASA-CB-152034] p0022 878-10046
Intrasystem electromagnetic compatibility analysis
program (IEHCAP) F-15 validation. Part 1:
Validation and sensitivity study
[AD-A045034] p0085 H78-12077
Reliability prediction for combustors and
turbines, volume 1
[AD-4045670] p0101 N78-13446
Generalized helicopter rotor performance predictions
[AD-A046368] p01<!9 N78-15031
Assessment of the performance of an active ATCRBS
mode for beacon collision avoidance
[AD-A047670] p0196 N78-16032
Investigation of new techniques for aircraft
navigation using the omega navigation
[NAS4-CB-145303] p0206 B78-17037
Internal performance predictions for langley
scranjet engine module
[BASA-TB-X-74038] p0208 H78-17057
Including fleet usage variability in reliability
analyses for both safety and economic limit
[AD-R047714] p0212 B78-1739B
A critical evaluation of the predictions of the
HASA-Lockheed multielement airfoil computer
program
[BASA-CB-145322] p0301 B78-20076
A review of methodologies and concepts to measure
and evaluate aircraft survivability/vulnerabillty
{AD-A050152] p0317 N78-21099
High temperature problems in gas turbine engines
tAGABD-CP-229] p0319 N78-21118
Prediction model of ATCEBS transient effects
performance
[AD-A099811/3] p0348 N78-22069
Performance Prediction Bethods
[AGAHD-CP-242] p0434 N78-26074
Performance methods for aircraft and missiles
p0434 H78-2607S
A simple criterion to distinguish between point
and integral performance problems and its use to
simplify flight profile optimizations
p0434 H78-26076
Prediction of off-design performance of turbojet
and turbofan engines
p0434 B78-26077
Performance implications of some recent advances
in weapon carriage research
p0435 N78-26081
VTOL performance estimation for jet lift aircraft
p0435 N78-26082
Comparison of estimated and flight data for
rolling take-off and transition of a VTOL aircraft
p0435 B78-26083
A computerized aircraft performance system
p043S B78-260B4
Performance predictions of Harcell
Dassaalt-Bregnet Aviation aircraft
p0435 N78-26085
Flight test verification of F-15 performance
predictions
pO«36 N78-26090
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind
tunnel tests and the results from cruising
flight (Airbus and Concorde)
p0436 B78-26093
The theoretical performance of a straight-bladed,
vertical axis wind turbine
[ATN-7802] p0445 B78-26561
JT9D jet engine performance deterioration
p0446 B78-27050
Engine component improvement: JT8D and JT9D
performance improvements
p0447 N78-27052
Effect of steady flight loads on JT9D-7
performance deterioration
[BASA-CB-135407] - pOSOl B78-29105
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of upper-surface-blown wing-flap
configurations
[BASA-CH-3004] p0544 N78-30050
A theoretical study of the performance of a number
of different axial-flow turbine configurations
under conditions of pulsating flow
[AHL/BECH-BHG-REPT-149] p0562 H78-31104
Avionics performance analysis: A historical
review and a current assessment of flight
instrumentation and control systems in civil
aviation
[NASA-CB-145378] p0610 N78-32094
A validation of mathematical models for turbojet
test cells
[AD-A055991] p0611 N78-32101
Mechanization of blended A sub B mode for CCT IF-16
[AB-A056553] p0626 H78-330B9
PBHFOBBANCB TESTS
Flight testing of radars
p0054 A78-14933
Test pilot report on the angle rate bombing system
p0055 A78-14946
Life cycle testing for avionics development
p0060 A78-15557
Performance monitor and data acquisition system
for real-time embedded computers for F-111
avionics
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p006Q 178-15636
Clearance of ne* stores for military aircraft - in
overview of the techniques used
p0074 A78-16597
F-16 progress in performance flight testing using
an inertial navigation unit
p0123 A78-19427
F-4E austere heads-tip display/gnnsight evaluation
p012« A78-19434
Bright-Patterson Air Force Ease laser tracker
p012» A78-19437
Soae experiments on instability of rotors
supported in fluid-fill bearings
p013« A78-20593
An experimental study of the steady-state response
of oil-film danpers
[ASHE PAPBB 77-DET-33] p0135 178-20598
Gas turbine nodule perfornance analysis
FJ5AB PAPEB 770992] p0180 A78-23828
Flight testing an 8000 psi lightweight Hydraalic
System
[SAE PAPEB 771007J p0181 A78-23839
Test of an aviation oil, increased-density BS-20
p0220 A78-25175
The German-Dutch lov speed vind tunnel DSB
p0370 A78-36117
Investigating the efficiency of gas turbines in
off-design operation multistage experimental
data
p0377 A78-37860
Bedaction of transient gas turbine test data nsing
a hybrid computer
p0381 478-38782
Integration, postdevelopnent, and life tests in
the case of the closed-loop simulation of the
HBCA flight control system
p0417 A78-41023
Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1121] pOI»20 A78-11831
Hinimnm safe performance over speed naming
instruments for subsonic aircraft
[SAE AS 8007] p0471 A78-44683
The role of system performance analysis in the
independent assessment of B-1 navigation software
p0533 A78-49902
Performance of a differential Omega-ring laser
strapdovn aircraft navigator
p0537 A78-49966
Design and verification of a turbofan Swirl
angmentor
p0572 A78-S056U
Recent status on research and development of FJK
710 turbofan engine for subsonic civil
transport aircraft
p0573 A78-S0577
High temperature elastomers in gas turbine engine
fuel sealing
p0593 A78-52686
Aero-acoastic experimental verification of optimum
configuration of variable-pitch fans for 40 i 80
foot subsonic wind tunnel
tNASA-CB-152040] p0030 H78-10115
Experimental performance of a
13.65-centimeter-tip-diameter tandem-bladed
sweptback centrifugal compressor designed for a
pressure ratio of 6
[NASA-TP-1091] p0032 H78-11002
Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft
passenger seat materials, phase 1
tNASA-CR-152056] p0036 N78-11042
Sooe current problems in simulator design, testing
and use
(AD-A0132I10] p0044 N78-11127
Design considerations in mechanical face seals for
improved performance. 1: Basic configurations
CNASA-TS-73735] p0101 H78-13439
Performance evaluation of thin layer
thermoelectric device
tAD-A045361] p0103 H78-13918
Hicrowave scanning beam landing system, ground
station: Performance test report. Volume 1:
Executive summary
tNASA-CB-151582] p0139 H78-lq021
Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed to
drive a lift fan. 3: Effect of simulated fan
leakage on turbine performance
fHASA-TP-1109] p0194 H78-16001
Verification of DABS sensor surveillance
performance (ATCBBS mode) at typical ASB sites
throughout COFOS
CAD-A051128] p0395 H78-24105
Performance evaluation of a catalytic partial
oxidation hydrogen generator using tnrbine
engine fuels
[AD-A047355] pO«01 878-24380
Test operations procedures physical
characteristics aviation material
[AD-A053196] p0408 H78-25086
Performance tests and design modifications of a
Wankel type rotary combustion automobile engine
in order to determine its suitability for
aircraft application
CCSIB-BB-1521] p0409 878-25095
IACV-30 test and demonstration report air
cushion vehicles
[AD-AOS3610] p0492 S78-28276
Long-term CF6 engine performance deterioration:
Evalaation of engine S/H 451-380
[HASA-CB-159390] pOSOl H78-29103
Short-term performance deterioration in
JT9D-7A(SP) engine 695743
[HASA-CB-135431] p0551 H78-30121
Aerodynamic design and performance testing of an
advanced 30 deg swept, eight bladed propeller at
Bach numbers from 0.2 to 0.85
[HASA-CB-3047] p0606 N78-32066
Aircraft defogging and defrosting (transparent area)
[AD-A056976] p0626 1178-33094
PEEIODIC TABIiHOHS
Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution
measurements in rotating systems
IDLB-FB-77-43] p0566 H78-3113S
PEBIODICITI
0 PEBIODIC VABIATIOBS
rZBIPHEBAl IQOIPHEBT (COHPOTEBS)
BT COHPOTEB STOBA6E DEVICES
DT COHSOIES
Peripheral processors for high-speed simulation
helicopter cockpit simulator
p0052 A78-14063
PSBOIIDES
Oxidation products of fuels obtained by
hydrogenation processes
p0334 A78-34319
PBBSOHBEL
ST AIR TBAFFIC COBTROLLEES (PEBSONHEL)
HT AIBCBAFT PHOTS
HT FLIGHT CBEWS
HT FLTING PEBSOHSEL
HT TEST PILOTS
PEBSOBBBL BISAGEHEST
Controller productivity in the pre-data link era
p0064 A78-15635
PEBTOBBATI01
New method of dynamic stabilization of flying
vehicles in the case of large perturbations
p0073 A78-16328
PEBTOBBATIOB THEOBT
Perturbation solutions for blade-to-blade surfaces
of a transonic compressor
p0012 A78-12307
Use of the singular perturbation method to
investigate automatic control systems for
automatic pilot
p0163 A78-20802
& singular perturbation analysis of optimal
aerodynamic and throst magnitude control
p0183 A78-23900
Singular perturbation analysis of optimal flight
profiles for transport aircraft
p0183 A78-23901
Small perturbation theory for supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1151] p0421 A78-11851
An alternative treatment of lifting-line theory as
a perturbation problem
p0582 A78-50904
Application and comparison of nodal perturbation
methods and modal correction procedures
exemplified by a swept wing with two external
stores
[DI.B-FB-77-21 ] p0238 H78-18014
A perturbation method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shimmy
p0325 B78-21464
Structural modifications on a swept wing model
with two external stores by means of oodal
perturbation and modal correction methods
[ESA-TT-463] p0488 H78-28064
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PBTBOLEOa SUBJECT XBDEX
Investigations of the transonic flow around
oscillating airfoils
[RLB-TB-77090-D] p0498 H78-29074
PBTBOLEOB
0 CBDDE OIL
PETBOLEOB PBODDCTS
NT DIESEL FOELS
NT GBEASBS
HT LOBBICATIRG OILS
Coapater model for refinery operations »ith
enphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 2:
Data and technical bases
CHASA-CB-135334;] p0266 H78-19326
PFH (HODOLATIOB)
0 PULSE FBEQOEHCY SODOLATIOH
PHARTOB 1IBCBAFT
HT F-4 AIBCBAFT
PHASE COHTBOL
Optimal data processing for the Decca radio
navigation system
p0475 A78-45119
PHASE EBBOB
Limitations on GPS receiver performance imposed by
crystal-oscillator g-sensitivity
P0062 A78-15591
Station deselection procedures to support
automatic Omega receiver operation
P0537 A78-49965
PHASE LOCKED STSTEBS
Phase-locked tracking loops for LOBAR-C
CRASA-CB-157582] p0558 R78-31068
PHASE HODOLATION
HT PHASE SHIFT KBYIHG
PHASE SHIFT KETIHG
DBF demand assigned multiple access /DBF DANA/
system for tactical satellite communications
p0226 A78-27032
Flight tests of digital data transmission HSK
- a quadrature PSK system
p0285 A78-31050
PHASE TBAHSFOBB4TIOHS
HT COAL LIQOEFACTIOH
HT EVAPOBATIOH
HT BBLTIHG
NT TBAHSPIBATION
The evolution of the gamma prime phase in aircraft
turbine blades of Inconel 700
p0118 A78-19035
Hodern materials, selection, testing, application.
II - Surveys about special areas of materials
technology for study and practice - Titanium and
titanium alloys
pO<127 A78-43015
The promise of entectics for aircraft turbines
[HASA-TB-73714] p0028 N78-10098
PHASED ABBAIS
Kn Band linear phased array
p0003 A78-11821
Distributed processor control of a multiple beam
adaptive array for telemetry, command and
control of airborne vehicles /BPY's/
CAIAA 77-1481] p0009 A78-12283
Adaptive phased arrays for tactical communication
systems for ECH rejection
p0227 A78-27010
The ABEILLE electronic scanning antenna for
fighter aircraft fire control radar
p0338 A78-35050
Conformal microstrip phased array for aircraft
tests with ATS-6
p0524 A78-49428
PBEBOLS
Study of the influence of the composition of
additions on the antiozidation stability of jet
fuels
p0418 A78-41202
Investigation of phenolic aotioxidants in the
stabilization of T-7 fuel
p0474 A78-115001
Influence of compositions of HG 22-46 additive
vith phosphorus-containing compounds on the
antiozidative stability of T-7 fuel
p0598 A78-53371
PBOSPBOBOS
Influence of compositions of NG 22-46 additive
with phosphorus-containing compounds on the
antioxidative stability of T-7 fuel
p0598 A78-53371
PBOTOCHEHIC1L BEACTIOHS
Simulation of airport air quality by box
photochemical and Gaussian models
p021« A78-25033
Photochemistry and dynamics of the ozone layer
p0381 A78-3876C
Feasibility of an orbital simulator of
stratospheric photochemistry
p0589 A78-51816
PBOTOCHSBISIBT
0 PHOTOCHBHICAl BEACTIOHS
PBOTOCOBBBHfS ,
0 ELECTBIC COBHEHT
PBOTOBLAS1IC ABALTSIS
Dildhaber-Rovikov profiles for aircraft gears - A
photoelastic study of the efficiency of
strength-utilisation
P0224 A78-26982
Aircraft engine design - Development through
lessons learned
p0335 A78-34641
PHOTOELASTIC STBESS BEASOBBBBHT
D PBOTOELASTIC ARALYSIS
PBOTOEIECTBOHAGSBTIC DETECTOBS
0 RADIATION BEASDBING IHSTBDHERTS
PBOTOGBABBETBT
Geometric restitution of single coverage aircraft
mnltispectral scanner data
p0280 &78-29854
PBOT06BAPBIC EQOIPHEBT
RT CABEBAS
HT TELEVISIOH CABEBAS
Elastic deformations of rapidly-rotating prismatic
mirrors
p0168 A78-21374
PHOTOGBAPHIC BEASOBEHEIt
RT PHOTOGBABBETBT
Photographic measurements of USAF aircraft plume
rise
[AD'A05<)004] p0455 H78-27131
PHOTOGBAPHY
HT AEBIAL PHOTOGBAPBY
HT COLOB PHOTOGBAPHI
RT FBACTOGEAPHI
RT HOLOGBAPBt
HT IRFBABED IBAGEBY
HT IHFBABED PBOTOGBAPHY
HT HOLTISPECTBAL PHOTOGBAPHY
HT BADAB PHOTOGHAPHY
RT SATELLITE-BOBRE PHOTOGBAPHY
NT SCHLIEBEH PHOTOGBAPHY
PHOTOLOHIHESCEHCE
HT I BAY FLDOBESCEHCE
PHOTOB BEABS
RT LIGHT BEABS
PHOTOHIC PBOP0LSIOH
A laser-povered flight transportation system
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1484] pOS28 A78-49781
PBOTOHS
RT LIGHT BEABS
PHOTOBEDOCTIOH
a PHOTOCHEHICAL BBACTIOHS
PBOTOSEISOBS
D RADIATION BEASOBIHG IHSTBOHEHTS
PHOTOTBEBHOTBOPISB
D TEHPEBATDBB EFFECTS
PH060ID OSCILLATIOHS
0 OSCILLATIOHS
D PITCH (IRCLIRATIOH)
PBYSICAl PBOPEBTIES
Properties and evaporation of jet-engine fuels at
pressurized conditions
p0574 A78-50S94
Physical characteristics: Aviation materiel
Army test facilities and equipment
[AD-A0558031 p0610 R78-32093
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
Pool fire induced cockpit degradation
pOOSO A78-13415
PICKOFFS
D SEHSOBS
PICKUPS
D SEHSOBS
PIEIOELECIBIC TBAHSOUCBBS
Piezoelectric polymer transducers for detection of
structural defects in aircraft
[AD-A055729] p0621 H78-32903
PILOT EBBOB
Systems analysis of safety in aviation. I.
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p0178 A78-23470
Optiaal flight control synthesis via pilot modeling
[AIAA 78-1286] p0541 A78-50193
in operational evalaation of flight technical error
[AD-A042796/3] p0021 H78-10040
Simulation tests of flight technical error in
20/3D area navigation (BBAV) using a Multiple
waypoint BSAV system with and without a flight
director system
[AD-A047246] p0195 B78-16029
PILOT PBBFOH8ABCB
The role of cockpit simulators in the integration
of pilot/controller ATC systen related avionics
and procedures
Cilii 77-1516] p0010 A78-12284
The integration of helnet counted sight and
display systems with automates target handoff
technology
pOOee A78-15668
Air Force electronically generated symbology
standardization
p0067 A78-15670
Aircraft display design using analytical pilot
oodels
p0113 A78-18068
Becent flight test resnlts using an electronic
display format on the BASA B-737
p0117 A78-18800
Discrete maneuver pilot nodels for flying
qualities evalaation
p0226 A78-26791
F-15/16 canopy off testing
p0233 A78-28453
Current problems of flight simulators for research
p0275 A78-29214
Aircraft and helicopter cockpit noise
p0278 A78-29673
Systematic analysis of safety in aviation. II
p0278 A78-29674
Digital computer program maneuver pilot
p0290 A78-31946
Ergononics in commercial aircraft landing
p0371 A78-36621
Hethod of calculating the landmark density of
aeronautical charts
p0475 A78-45124
Effects of dynamic aeroelasticity on handling
qualities and pilot rating
(AIAA 78-1365] p0484 A78-46554
Piloting and control systems for airplanes and
helicopters Russian book
pO»85 A78-46565
Flight investigation and theory of direct
side-force control
[AIAA 78-1287] p05l|1 A78-50194
The 1975 accident experience of civilian pilots
with static physical defects
[4D-A045429] p0083 H78-12050
Hicrowave landing systen utilization and
conventional avionics
[AD-A044297] p0083 H78-12055
Statistical and flight dynamic studies on conflict
detection and resolution in civil aviation
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1903] p0139 H78-14020
The effects of eliminating minor graduations on
dial reading performance
[AD-A046709] p0150 878-15039
simulation tests of flight technical error in
2D/3D area navigation (BBAV) using a multiple
vaypoint BHAV system with and without a flight
director system
[AD-A047246] p0195 B78-16029
Piloted flight simulator study of low-level vind
shear, phase 1
[AD-A047985]
 P0211 H78-17078
A comparison of integrated and conventional
cockpit warning systems pilot performance
and reaction tiee in nan machine systems
[AD-A048670] p0239 B78-18022
Analytical study of ride smoothing benefits of
control system configurations optimized for
pilot handling qualities
[HASA-TP-1148] p0246 B78-18076
Survey of piloting factors in V/ST01.aircraft with
implications for flight control system design
p0259 H78-19111
Problems pilots face involving wind shear
P0268 H78-19722
Study of the use of a nonlinear, rate-limited
filter on pilot control signals
[BASA-TP-1147] p0309 B78-20142
Pilot-model analysis and simulation study of
effect of control task desired control response
[HASA-TP-1140] p0309 878-20143
An approach to the determination of aircraft
handling qualities using pilot transfer functions
p0356 H78-23018
Evalaation of jet 2 inch standby flight instrument
system
[AD-A051798] p0361 S78-23087
Airline pilot scanning behavior daring approaches
and landing in a Boeing 737 simulator
p0432 B78-26064
Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion
time delays on pilot tracking performance with
an audio side task
[HASA-TP-1216] p0517 H78-30090
IPC design validation and flight testing
CAD-A05S529] p0559 S78-31074
Effects of dynamic aeroelasticity on handling
qualities and pilot rating
p0560 B78-31084
A theory for longitudinal short-period pilot
induced oscillations
[AD-A056982] p0630 H78-33120
PILOT TBAIHIHG
OBLT - A minicomputer-based instrument flight
training sinalator
p0134 A78-20481
The Onal-Flight-Simulator as an aid for a
government mission specialist
[DG1B PAPEB 77-079] p0290 178-31919
Air-to-air combat simulation
p0510 A78-47868
Effect of performance objectives on the design and
cost of future DSAF pilot training aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1498] p0515 A78-47938
A flight simulation high order language study
p0536 A78-49957
Visual flight simulator for the investigation of
the learning process during aircraft landing
p0569 A78-50302
Stability and control flight test techniques,
volume 2 pilot training handbook
CAD-A042593] p0030 H78-10113
Flight simulators. Part 1: Present situation and
trends. Part 2: Implications for training
[BASA-TH-75156] p0043 B78-11119
Assessing instrument sensitivity for heading and
attitude information
[AD-A046065] p0141 878-14045
Instructor pilot's role in simulation training,
phase 2
[AD-A047919] p0212 B78-17082
Expansion of flight simulator capability for study
and solution of aircraft directional control
problems on runways
[SASA-CB-2970] p0306 B78-20118
Evaluation of jet 2 inch standby flight instrument
system
[AD-A051798] p0361 B78-23087
riLOTLBSS AIHCBiFT
MT DROHE AIBCBAFT
VI FIBZBBE 2 TABGET DBOBE AIBCBAFT
•NT TABGET DBOBB AIBCBAFT
High-flying dini-Sniffer BPV - liars bound
p0379 A78-38521
Aerodynamic design and analysis of propellers for
mini-remotely piloted air vehicles. Volume 1:
Open propellers
[AD-A050593] p0352 B78-22104
PILOTS (PEBSOHHBL)
ST AIBCBAFT PHOTS
HT TEST PILOTS
PIPE FLOS
The interaction of sound with a subsonic jet
issuing from a semi-infinite cylindrical pipe
p0122 A78-19213
Axisymmetric unsteady flow past obstacles in a
cylindrical tube
pOS86 A78-51441
PIPBLIBBS
An investigation on the cracking of aircraft pipe
line sleeves
p0123 A78-19415
PIPEB AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident report: Commonwealth of
A-291
PISTOH BBGISBS SOBJBCI IIDEI
Pennsylvania, Piper PA-31T, N631PT, Bressler,
Pennsylvania, 14 February 1977
[HTISDB/D/10H-001] pOI)51 N78-27095
PISTOH ENGINES
NT DIESEL ENGINES
Test of an aviation oil, increased-density (IS-20
p0220 A78-25U75
General aviation piston-engine exhaust emission
reduction
pOOlO N78-11073
Engines for siall propeller-driven BPVs, report of
Sub-Gronp 5 of AGARD Working Group on Propulsion
and Power supplies for unmanned vehicles, volume 1
fAGABD-AB-101-VOL-1] p0151 N78-1505U
Analysis of a high speed ring valve system for a
single cylinder reciprocating conpressor
p0633 N78-33142
PITCH (INCLINATION)
A free-oscillation test rig for pitch-damping
measurements in D.A.L. trisonic Hind tunnels
p0224 A78-26487
Effect of nozzle inclination on the efficiency of
a single-nozzle microtnrbine
P0585 A78-51100
Static stability derivatives in pitch and roll of
a model circulation control rotor
[AD-A046710] p0118 N78-15010
Measurement of the pitch danping on two AGARD B
models in the FFA S» and S5 wind tannels
[FFA-AD-556] pOi»38 H78-26112
Closed-form egaations for the lift, drag, and
pitching-moment coefficients of airfoil sections
in subsonic flov
[NASA-TH-78U92] p0098 N78-29068
Investigations of the transonic flov around
oscillating airfoils
[NLB-TB-77090-0] pOH98 H78-29070
Effects of dynamic aeroelasticity on handling
qualities and pilot rating
p0560 N78-3108H
A theory for longitudinal short-period pilot
induced oscillations
rAD-A05.6982] p0630 N78-33120
PITCH ANGLES
0 PITCH (INCLINATION)
PITCH ATTITDDB COHTB01
0 LONGITUDINAL COHTBOL
PITCHING ROBENTS
Normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients of
ving-body combinations at very high angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPEB 78-63] p0158 A78-20664
A summary of ship deck motion dynamics as applied
to VSTOl aircraft
p0260 H78-19116
Force measurements on finite vings in oscillatory
vertical gusts
p0316 H78-22037
PITOT TOBBS
A critical examination of expansion tunnel
performance
[AIAA 78-768] p029H A78-32329
Study of pitot-type supersonic inlet-flowfields
using the finite-volume approach
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1115] p0175 A78-H5128
Investigation of pitot and static system leak
effects
[AD-A044956] p0086 N78-12079
. PLANAB STBDCTDBBS
A Hach line panel nethod for computing the
linearized supersonic flow over planar vings
[NASA-CB-152126] pOISO N78-27087
PLANE SiTBS
Lifting force of a plane B-polarized
electromagnetic wave
p0293 A78-32296
Influence of internally generated pure tones on
the broadband noise radiated from a jet
p0335 A78-34658
PLANETARY ATBOSPHEBBS
HT USES ATBOSPHEBB
PLANETARY ENTBY
0 ATHOSPHEBIC ENTBY
PLANETARY EHVIBONHBNTS
NT BABS ATHOSPHEBE
PLASFOBBS
NT ABBOW RINGS
NT CABET RINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN RINGS
NT BECTANGOLAB PANELS
NT RECTANGOLAB PLANFOBRS
NT BECTANGOLAB PLATES
NT RECTANGOLAB RINGS
FT SREPT FOHRABD RINGS
NT SREPTBACK RINGS
NT TBAPEZOIDAL RINGS
NT VABIABLE SREEP RINGS
NT RING PLANFOBHS
Flow past nonconical wings with separation
p0377 A78-37775
PL1BBIBG
NT AIBPOBT PLANNING
NT HANAGERBNT PLANNING
NT MISSION PLANNING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
NT PBOJECT PLANNING
NT REGIONAL PLANNING
NT OBBAN PLANNING
PLANTS (INDUSTRIES)
0 INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CLASU ABC RBLDIBG
Advanced manufacturing techniques in joining of
aerospace materials
[AGABD-LS-91] pOO*5 N78-11391
PLASHA DIAGNOSTICS
Heasnrement of the flow behind a hypersonic sphere
in air, using open microwave resonators
p0586 A78-5TH9
PLASHA DYNAHICS
Simulation of the flight conditions in the
ionosphere
p0165 A78-20915
PLASHA GENEBATOBS
NT TOKABAK DEVICES >
PLASHA INSTABILITY
D HAGSETOHYDBODYNABIC STABILITY
PLASBA PBOBBS
ST ELECTROSTATIC PBOBES
PL1SBA STABILITY
O BAGNETOHYDBODYNABIC STABILITY
PLASTIC AIRCBAFl STBOCTORBS
Quiet revolution - An update on carbon fibres for
aircraft structures
p0070 178-15952
Selecting plastics for aircraft applications
p0232 A78-2837«
Sailplanes of carbon-fiber construction
p0382 A78-38801
Application of modern methods in civil aircraft
construction
p0382 A78-38808
Beavily loaded carbon-fiber-reinforced-plastic
primary structure with the Tornado taileron as
an example
p0383 &78-38810
Baterial selection for the Tornado taileron
p0383 A78-38811
PLASTIC COATINGS
Rater borne coatings
p0069 A78-15852
Fatigue of AHg6R sheet with Sprut 5H and TAK
coatings in the linear and plane states of
stress under high-frequency loads
p0170 A78-22108
Fatigue of ABg6H sheet material with coatings of
Sprnt 5B and 7AK in the linear and plane
stressed conditions under conditions of
high-frequency loading
pOt70 A78-13513
An exploratory investigation of the effects of a
thin plastic film cover on the profile drag of
an aircraft wing panel
[NASA-TB-70073] p0019 N78-10023
PLASTIC DEFOBBAIION
Determination of velocity fields of displacement
and deformation during the forming of thin and
very thin profiles
p0132 A78-20292
PLASTIC PILBS
0 POLYBEBIC FILBS
PLASTIC HATEBIALS
0 PLASTICS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
PLASTIC TAPES
Adhesion of erosion resistant tapes on several
surface configurations
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SUBJECT max POLLDTIOB COITBOL
[FOK-E-2132] p0442 B78-26220
FUSTIC IIJLDIB6
0 FUSTIC DEPOBBATIOH
FUSTICS
NT CABBOH P1BEB BEIHFOBCED PLASTICS
HT EPOXT BESIHS
HT POLYETHTLEBBS
HT HBIBPOBCED PLASTICS
BT THBBHOPLASTIC BESIBS
Basic problem of control of the »otion of a
non-Hevtonlan fluid In a gap -— roll toning of
aircraft plastics
p0292 A78-32257
ALC/50/ values for some polymeric materials
Apparent lethal Concentration fire toxicity
p0371 A78-36596
PLiSTISOLS
BT SBOKE
P11TE THEOBI
Transmission of a concentrated force to a plate
p0129 A78-19726
PLATES
Brake-plates for aeroplanes
[AD-A045932] p01il3 B78-14150
An experimental study to determine the redaction
in ultimate bending moment of a composite plate
doe to an internal delamination
[AD-A052662] pO«11 H78-25466
PLATES (STBOCTUBAL HESBBBS)
HT AHHOLAB PLATES
HT COBHOGATED PI1TES
HT ELASTIC PLATES
HT PEBPOB4TED PliTES
HT POBOOS PLATES
HT BEIHFOBCED PLATES
A research proqraa to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes: Roise redaction
through a cavity-backed flexible plate
[HASA-CR-157588] p0567 B78-31873
PIATIHG
HT E1ECTBOPLATIHG
PLBHOB CBABBEBS
Dnct effects on the heave stability of plenai air
cushions
p0592 A78-52616
PLOTTIHG
Plotit-aethod of interactively plotting input data
for the vorlaz computer program computerized
aircraft configuration design
CBASA-CB-158896] p0495 H78-28830
PLOHES
BT BOCKBT EXHAUST
Airborne sampling system for plume monitoring
p041B A78-41280
Photographic measurements of USAF aircraft plume
rise
tAO-A05«OOitJ p0455 H78-27131
Development of base pressure similarity parameters
for application to space shuttle launch vehicle
power-on aerodynamic testing
[BASA-CB-150826] p0631 H78-33134
PLOTOBIOB COHPOUHDS
HT PLOTOHIUH OXIDES
PLOTOSIOH OXIDES
Assessment of the risk of transporting plntoninm
dioxide by cargo aircraft
fBHSL-2030) p0138 B78-14019
PLOTIOGRAPHS
0 HBCOBDI8G IHSTBUBBHTS
PBBDBATIC COBTBOL
An investigation on thrust vector control
using a pneumatic technique
[DLB-IB-151-76/15] pOO«3 B78-11118
PHEDBATIC EQDIPBEBT
BT GAS VALVES
Acoustic properties of pneuaatic svirl injectors
p0019 A78-13161
Bethod for evaluating the effect of the mass of
the mechanism for actuating high-speed pneumatic
machines for the pressure vorxing of materials
on the motion parameters of nachine parts
p0132 A78-20288
Optimum design of a landing gear shock absorber
system
p022« A78-26180
Pneumatic ground power supplies for starting
aircraft
[SAE AIB 944A1 pOH72 A78-44693
The effects of cam and nozzle configurations on
the performance of a circulation control rotor
pneumatic valving system
[AD-A05049«] p0352 B78-22103
PIBOUIIC 5BOBES
Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a
small axial transonic rotor
(AIAA PAPEB 78-1198] p0476 A78-45138
PHBUBATIC BESET
0 PBEOBATIC COHTBOL
PODS (BXTBBBU STOBBS)
A test using siaolated mission profile environments
Airborne Instrumentation Subsystem pod
reliability
p0291 A78-32126
Plight performance of the BQR-34A target drone
with wing-tip mounted pods
[AD-A050834] p0349 S78-22079
Boeing-717 aircraft with external cargo pod
tHASA-CB-158932] p0604 H78-32047
POUT HATCHIB6 BETHOD (BATBBBATICS)
0 BODHDABI 7ALOB PHOBLEBS
POIBTEBS
0 DIALS
POISTUG COBTfiOL SISTEBS
Base motion sensitivity analysis for airborne ILIC
pointing and tracking systems In-Loop
Integration Control
p0063 B78-15593
Modular target acquisition and designation systems
p0536 A78-49954
POISEOILLE FLOW
D LAHIHAB FLOB
PO1SOBS
HT OBETHAHES
POISSOB PBOCBSS
0 STOCHASTIC PBOCESSES
POIAHD
Some problems of ezploitation of jet tnrbine
aircraft engines of Lot Polish Air Lines
[AD-A046221] p0151 B78-150H8
POLAB BB6IOHS
HT ABCTIC BEGIOBS
POLiBIZATIOH (SPIH A1I6HHEBT)
Turbine tip clearance measurement
[AD-A055765] p0564 H78-31115
POLABIZED ELECTBOHAGHETIC BAD1ATIOH
Hultipath fading simulation aodel and full-scale
results polarized electromagnetic signal
transmission
p0221 A78-25879
Lifting force of a plane H-polarized
electromagnetic wave
p0293 A78-32296
POLABIZED BADIATIOB
HT POLABIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC BADIATIOB
POLICIES
BT BHEBGY. POLICT.
HT PBOCOBEBEHT POLICT
Boise pollution: Federal program to control it
has been slow and ineffective. Environmental
Protection Agency. Department of Transportation
[PB-268690/5] p0032 H78-10624
POLLUTABTS
0 COBTABIBABTS
POLLOTIOH
BT AIB POLLUTION
HT EBVIBOHBEHT POLLDTIOB
HT BOISE POLLOTIOH
HT RATES POLLOTIOH
POLLDTIOB COHTBOL
Aircraft noise control
pOOIS A78-12814
Status of aircraft noise control in Israel
p0015 A78-12823
Influence of combustion chamber geometry on toxic
coapound emissions
p0049 A78-13169
Preliminary QCSEE program - Test results Quiet
Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[SAE PAPEB 7710081 p0181 A78-238QO
Ground and near-ground maneuvers of aircrafts with
minimal exhaust emission
p0328 A78-32810
Status report on aircraft noise certification
p0340 A78-35652
State-of-the-art of tnrbofan engine noise control
p0340 A78-35658
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POLLOTIOB BOBITOBIB6 SUBJECT IIDEI
Some advances in design techniques for low noise
operation of propellers and fans
p03«0 A78-35659
The catalytic combnstor - An approach to cleaner
combustion by reaction control in gas
tarbine engines
pO«16 A78-H0820
Coibnstor concepts for aircraft gas tarbine
low-power emissions redaction
[llii PAPEB 78-999] p0465 A78-035I46
Redaction of aircraft gas tarbine engine pollutant
emissions - A status report
pOilSO A78-05929
Gas turbine engine emissions - Problems, progress
and future
p0524 A78-49336
Smoke and nitric oxide control for gas turbine
engines burning light/heavy fuels
p0575 A78-50598
Development of the experimental gas turbine has
p0575 A78-50601
Current state of the lav in aircraft noise
pollution control
p0583 A78-51130
Aircraft engine emissions conference
CBASA-CP-2021] p0038 1178-11063
Environmental protection agency aircraft emissions
standards
p0038 N78-1106q
Emissions reduction technology program
p0039 H78-11065
Status of the NASA/General Electric experimental
clean combustor program, phase 3
p0039 H78-11066
Pollution reduction technology program for class
T<4 (JT8D) engines
p0039 578-11067
HASA/Pratt and Rhitney experimental clean
combnstor program: Engine test resalts
p0039 H78-11068
Pollution reduction technology program for
turboprop engines
p0039 S78-11069
Pollution reduction technology program for small
jet aircraft engines: Class T1
p0039 H78-11070
Summary of emissions reduction technology programs
p0039 N78-11071
Emissions control for ground power gas turbines
p0039 N78-11072
General aviation piston-engine exhaust emission
reduction
pOOlO N78-11073
Global atmospheric sampling program
pOOqO H78-11076
Stratospheric cruise emission reduction program
pOOtO N78-11077
Advanced lov-RO(x) combustors for supersonic
high-altitude gas turbines
p0040 H78-11078
Laboratory studies of lean combustion
pOOilO H78-11079
Effect of ambient temperature and hunidity on
emissions of an idling gas turbine
pOOin N78-11080
Augmentor emissions reduction technology program
for tnrbofan engines
[NASA-CB-135215} p0097 N78-13057
Reduction of aircraft gas turbine engine pollutant
emissions
[ NASA-TH-78870] p0351 B78-22098
QCSEE task 2: Engine and installation preliminary
design
[NASA-CB-134738] p0361 N78-23089
Gas turbine engine emission reduction technology
program
p0447 S78-27058
Supercritical fuel infection system
[NASA-CASE-LEB-12990-1] p0454 N78-27122
Aircraft gas turbine low-power emissions reduction
technology program
[NASA-CB-13543U] p0611 N78-32097
Helicopter external noise requirements: FAA
perspective
p0618 N78-32817
Helicopter noise regulations: An industry
perspective
p0618 N78-32818
Boise requirements from a military point of view
p0619 B78-32819
The impact of urban operations on helicopter noise
requirements
p0619 S78-32820
Theoretical models of helicopter rotor noise
p0619 S78-32822
Pollution Seduction Technology Program for small
jet aircraft engines, phase 2
[BASA-CB-1591415] p0628 B78-33104
PO11DTIOH BOBITOBIBG
New airport in Gothenburg - Row the noise problems
have been handled
p0015 A78-12822
Design and operation of an airborne air quality
measurement system
p0107 A78-17575
Results of Concorde monitoring
p0340 A78-35655
Airport noise monitoring
p0341 A78-35663
High-flying Hini-Sniffer BPV - Bars bound
p0379 A78-38521
Snbisokinetic sampling errors for aircraft turbine
engine smoke probes
p0379 A78-38575
Flight-testing of a continuous laser remote
sensing system
p0387 A78-39632
Airborne sampling system for plume monitoring
pOtlS A78-I41280
Concorde emissions at Dulles International Airport
- Results of measurements
p0597 A78-S3050
POLY*BIDE BESIBS
HI KEVLAB (TBADEHABK)
POLTATOBIC GASES
HT DIATOHIC GASES
POLYETBYLENES
Scientific ballooning in India for
stratospheric cosmic ray measurements
p0113 A78-18182
POLYGONS
NT TBIANGLES
POLYBBDBORS
NT CDBES (BATHEBATICS)
NT PYBAHIDS
POLYIIIDE BESIBS
Low density bismaleimide-carbon oicroballoon
composites aircraft and submarine
compartment safety
[NASA-CASE-ABC-110HO-2] pO«57 H78-27181I
POLYBEB BATBIX COHPOSITE HATEHIAIS
The prospects for composites based on boron fibers
[NASA-TH-75305] pO»57 N78-27185
P01YHEBIC PUBS
Thermal flux protection for aircraft
p0072 A78-16267
Scientific ballooning in India for
stratospheric cosmic ray measurements
p0113 A78-18182
Fatigue of AHg6H sheet with Sprat SB and VAK
coatings in the linear and plane states of
stress under high-frequency loads
p0170 A78-22108
Fatigue of AHg6fl sheet material with coatings of
Sprnt 5B and VAK in the linear and plane
stressed conditions under conditions of
high-frequency loading
pO«70 A78-U1513
POLYBOBIALS
NT BINOBIALS
FT HEBKITIAN POLYHOSIAL
Application of polynomial techniques to
multivariable control of jet engines
p0073 A78-16327
Dse of the polynomial method to calculate the
parameters of the stabilized maneuver of an
elastic aircraft
p0166 A78-20930
POLYOBETHANE FOAB
Investigation of acoustic properties of a rigid
foam with application to noise redaction in
light aircraft
[NASA-CB-132333] p0102 N78-13851
Electrostatic charging of JP-4 fuel on
polyarethane foams
(AD-A053831] p0457 N78-27278
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Material evaluation of polyurethane foam, 0.05 g/
cm 3 density
[BDT.-613-1836-BEV] p0567 S78-312I19
POLTOBBTBABB BESIHS
In-service performance of polynrethane and
flnorocarbon rain erosion resistant radome
coatings
p0219 178-25205
Epoxj and polynrethane paint compositions for
agricultural airplanes
[1D-A045914] p01«q B78-10173
Evaluation of soil resistant coatings for exterior
aircraft surfaces
[1D-A05W9] p0365 H78-23235
PORES
0 POBOSITT.
POBOSITI
The theory of fabric porosity as applied to
parachutes in incompressible flov
p0586 A78-S1H66
POBODS BATBBIALS
Some problems of GTE blade transpiration cooling
p0049 178-13166
Application of porous materials for laminar flov
control
pflil»9 H78-27072
Beat transfer angnentation in flovs over and
normal to high-porosity perforated surfaces
p061S H78-32371
POBOOS PI1TBS
Investigation of the laminar sublayer on blovn
porous surfaces
p0074 178-16184
Three dimensional free convection flov and heat
transfer along (t porous vertical plate
p0569 A78-50288
POBOOS VAILS
Second-order boundary-layer flov with hard suction
p0076 A78-16812
Experimental investigation of gas flovs iu the
perforated test section of a transonic
effuser-induction wind tunnel
p0129 &78-197H1
1 parametric experimental study of the
interference effects and the boundary-condition
coefficient of slotted vind-tnnnel vails
[llil 78-805] p0296 A78-32359
An empirical correction for vind tunnel vail
blockage in two-dimensional transonic flov
[1111 78-806] p0296 A78-32360
Unsteady incompressible flov past thin porous
airfoils
pO»27 A78-H2918
Induction of subsonic vind tunnels with slight
perforation
p0519 A78-H8250
POBT1BLE EODIPBEHT
1 portable device particularly suited for use in
starting air-start units for aircraft
[NASA-CASE-PRC-10113-1] p0265 S78-19166
Portable earth station antenna study system
[AD-A050.791] p061U S78-32321
POSITION (LOCATIOH)
Observational computation in the case of redundant
measurements for position sensor data in
radio navigation systems
p0176 A78-23133
Calculation of fat-field jet noise spectra from
near-field measurements using true source location
[AIAA PAPBB 78-1153] pO«22 A78-11852
The Navstar Global Positioning System /GPS/
p059i| A78-52952
Satellites for position determination
p0601 A78-53911
Oncertainties in airport cost analysis and their
effect on site selection
p0089 N78-1210H
Cockpit displayed traffic information study, part 2
[HAS1-CB-156115J p0300 H78-20102
A multi-sensor implementation for navigation,
position location, position update,
reconnaissance, and veapon delivery:
AB/ABB-101(V)
P0315 H78-21082
Performance in a jamming environment of a lov-cost
GPS user receiver algorithm for aiding a
tactical IRS
CAD-A055239] p0560 H78-31078
POSITIOH BBBOBS
Velocity aiding of noncoherent GPS receiver
p0062 178-15590
The evaluation of the operational characteristics
of navigation systems
p0070 A78-15918
Comparisons of tabular and observed Omega
corrections through use of spectral analysis
techniques
p0070 A78-15920
A simplification in position determination with
the Omega system
p0070 A78-15921
Some experiments vith satellite-navigation Doppler
receivers Hagnavox •8X-9021 and 'ITT-eooi'
p0343 A78-3611II
Besnlts of the HASA/RABAD L-band satellite
navigation experiment
p0375 A78-37525
Investigation of the accuracy of one-vay range
measurements —- for radio navigation systems
p0476 A78-45158
Station deselection procedures to support
automatic Omega receiver operation
p0537 A78-U9965
Precision approach monitoring and guidance using
interferometer techniques
p0587 A78-51551
POSITIOS INDICATORS
HT B1DIO DIRECTIOH FIBDBBS
Dse of an inertial navigation system for accurate
track recovery and coastal oceanographlc
measurements
p0053 A78-1II892
Automatic flightpath calculation and position
reporting using a single 7OB receiver and a
microprocessor system
p0107 A78-17598
Utilization of precilec information /aircraft
attitude and position/ for geometric ioage
corrections
p0232 A78-28399
Tvovay - k position and orientation measurement
system helicopter/VTOL landing aid application
p0525 A78-09661
tow airspeed sensor location tests AR-16 helicopter
[AD-AOB4327] p0025 B78-10067
Analysis of single and double coverage aircraft
multispectral scanner arrays for positional data
p0267 H78-19553
POSITIOHXBG
Antoiatic continental land mobile position fixing
via satellite
p0111 A78-17908
POSITIOHIBG DBTICBS (HACHIBBBI)
BT BOOBS (EQOIPBBBT)
POTEHTIJI EIEBGI
HT E1ECTBIC POTENTIAL
POTEHTIAL FLOS
Computation of transonic potential flovs in
turbomachinery
p0011 A78-12293
Calculation of transonic potential flovfields
about complex, three-dimensional configurations
pOOII A78-12300
A potential flov design method for multicomponent
airfoil sections
p0115 A78-18637
Aerodynamic characteristics of a system of airfoil
profiles
p0132 A78-20275
A method for calculating the flov around arbitrary
airfoil sections vith separation
p0133 A78-20372
Performance calculation for multi-element airfoil
sections vith separation
p0133 A78-20375
Development and test of an inlet and duct to
provide airflov for a ving boundary layer
control system
I A I A A PAPBB 78-im]
 Poi59 A78-20701
A combined potential and viscous flov solution for
V/STOL engine inlets
(IIAA PAPEB 78-1H2] p0159 A78-20702
The prediction of tvo-dimensional airfoil stall
progression
[AI»» PAPEB 78-155] p0160 A78-20709
An analysis method for the viscous flov over
circulation-controlled airfoils
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POTENTIAL THBOBY SUBJECT IHDEX
[1IAA PAPER 78-157] p0160 A78-20710
High-frequency approximation for a nonlifting thin
airfoil in subsonic flov
[AIA4 PAPER 78-226] p<>161 A78-20755
Calculation of the flow past a fuselage of
arbitrary configuration at low velocities
p0163 A78-208115
perturbing forces in the hydrodynamic interaction
of thin-blade cascades in a potential flow
p0168 A78-21219
A split-recoupled-semidirect computational
technique applied to transonic flow over lifting
airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 78-11] p0171 A78-22553
Method of calculating the compressible flow round
an aerofoil or a cascade up to the shockfree
transonic range
p0176 A78-23271
potential flow around axisyanetric bodies - Direct
and inverse problems
P0223 A78-26230
A uniqueness proof for a transonic flow problem
p0225 A78-26599
Finite-element analysis of three-dimensional
potential flow in tnrbomachines
pO«16 A78-G0831
High-frequency subsonic flow past a pulsating thin
airfoil. II - Gust-type npwash
pO<!16 A78-U0837
Unsteady transonic thin-airfoil theory for
power-law upwash
pO<!18 A78-I1111I6
Time-domain Green's Function Method for
three-dimensional nonlinear subsonic flows
[AIAA PAPEB 78-120Q] p0123 A78-1H89U
Transonic potential flow computations by finite
elements - Airfoil and wing analysis, airfoil
optimization
[DOLE PAPEB 78-065] pO<!77 A78-U5227
Calculation of cascade flow by means of spline fit
singularity
p0576 A78-50606
I(rotational flow around a spherical segment
aerodynamic brakes application
p0588 A78-51688
computation of two-dimensional potential flow
using elementary vortex distributions
p0590 A78-5191I8
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to unsteady three dimensional potential
flows
[AIAA PAPEB 78-229] p0593 A78-52630
Theoretical aspects of dromedaryfoil
[AD-AOM7150] P019I4 N78-16023
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating
free stream
p0203 N78-16994
Modification of the Douglas Neumann program to
improve the efficiency of predicting component
interference and high lift characteristics
[NASA-CB-3020] p05i|4 B78-30051
A mean camberline singularity method for
two-dimensional steady and oscillatory aerofoils
and control surfaces in inviscid incompressible
flow
[ABC-CP-1391] p05U5 H78-30066
POTEBTIA1 THEOBI
Variational principles for the transonic airfoil
problem
p0285 A78-30891
The calculation of transonic flow over
three-dimensional swept wings using the exact
potential equation
pO<!77 A78-»5232
A method for calculation of the pressure
distribution of wing-body configurations for
large angle of attack at subsonic speed
based on potential theory
[BSVG-FBWT-77-1S] p0238 B78-18013
POTES1IOHBTEBS
Angle detector
(HASA-CASE-ABC-11036-1] p0616 B78-32395
POBDEB (PABTICIES)
NT BBTAL POBDEB
Ceramics in gas turbine: Powder and process
characterization
[BASA-TH-73875] p0208 B78-17059
POBDEB BETALLURGY
Banufactnre of titanium components by hot
isostatic pressing
p0013 A78-12U56
Cobalt-base alloys produced by powder metallurgy
for compressor and turbine disks
[OBERA, TP NO. 1978-7] p0386 A78-39582
Brake-plates for aeroplanes
[AD-AOU5932] p0113 N78-11150
Evaluation of cyclic behavior of aircraft turbine
disk alloys
[NISA-CR-159U33] p0633 878-33178
POWDERED BETALS
0 BETA! POWDER
POSBB COBDITIOBIBG
Power conditioning systems for high-power,
airborne, pulsed applications
p0177 A78-23112
A high-power switching network for a dual-mode
antenna for airborne transmitter application
p0333 A78-38811
POHBB EFFICIENCY
Effect of boundary layer suction through slits on
the efficiency of tnrbomachine outlet diffusors
p0281 A78-30572
POWEB GAIH
Experimental evaluation of an array technique for
zenith to horizon coverage aircraft to
satellite communication links
p0370 A78-36380
POIEB GEBEBATOBS
0 ELECTRIC GEBEBATOBS
POSER IIBITEBS
A frequency-selective TIG liniter for airborne
FB/Cl X-band radar
p0539 A78-50002
POBEB LUES
Effects of shields on cables
p0036 B78-11037
Examples of induced voltages measured on aircraft
p0036 B78-11038
Component damage analysis
p0036 B78-110UO
POWER PLANTS
Aerodynamic design and verification of a two-stage
turbine with a supersonic first stage
p0329 A78-33103
POWER PBOCESSIBG SISTEBS
D POWER COBDITIONIBG
POWEB SPECIE!
Azimnthal decomposition of the power spectral
density of jet noise
p0375 A78-37532
An exposition on aircraft response to atmospheric
turbulence using power spectral density analysis
techniques
[AD-AOII6108] p01M3 878-1U057
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 3: Power
spectral density plots
[BiSA-CB-1»1868] p0551 B78-30125
POWEB SUPPLIES
Electrical systems (vehicles and weapon subsystems)
[AD-AO<!53a3] p0090 B78-12335
Advanced technology servicing equipment for army
aircraft
[AD-A052652] pO«00 B78-21158
Inductor network development for aircraft high
power supplies
[AD-A052750] p0409 B78-25096
POWEB SUPPLY CIRCUITS
YC-11 electrical power system - Unique features
and probles solutions
p0061 A78-15572
Overview of the advanced aircraft electrical
system /AABS/ A-7E prototype design
p0061 A78-15573
High-voltage power supply problems and design
techniques
p0065 A78-1565I1
Variable speed constant frequency /VSCF/ aircraft
electrical power
[SAE PAPEB 771002] p0181 A78-23836
POWBB TRABSBISSIOB
Influence of mechanical transmission concepts on
Navy Type 'A1 operational aircraft weight
p0110 A78-17896
POWERED LIFT AIBCB4FT
Some aspects of powerplant airframe integration
affecting fuel conservation
p0286 J78-3130Q
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Simulator studies of povered-lift aircraft
handling qualities in the presence of
naturally-occurring and computer-generated
atiosphetic disturbances
[ A I A A 78-13621 p0084 A78-46551
Conceptual design study of power augmented ram
wing in ground effect aircraft
f A I A A PAPEB 78-1166] p0512 A78-47915
Powered-Lift Aerodynamics and Acoustics
conferences[SASA-SP-H06 ] p0389 H78-21016
Overview of powered-lift technology as used on
the TC-m aircraft and C-15 aircraft
p0389 H78-24047
Opper-surface-blowing flow-turning perfomance
p0389 H78-2HOM8
• Results of static tests of a 1/4 scale model of
the Boeing YC-14 povered-lift system
p0389 N78-240«9
Summary of lov-speed aerodynanic characteristics
of upper-sarface-blovn jet-flap configurations
p0389 H78-24050
Application of powered-lift concepts for iiproved
cruise efficiency of long-range aircraft
p0390 H78-24051
Comparison of aerodynamic theory and experiment
for jet-flap wings
p0390 H78-24052
Externally blown flap inpingement parameters
p0390 H78-24053
Some measurements of an EBF powered-lift wake
p0390 H78-24054
Aerodynamic characteristics in ground proximity
p0390 H78-21055
Distributed upper-surface blowing concept
p0390 H78-2U056
Cruise aerodynamics of OSB nacelle/wing geometric
variations
p0390 H78-20057
Effects of nozzle design and power on cruise drag
for upper-surface-blowing aircraft
p0391 N78-21058
Theoretical predictions of jet interaction effects
for USB and OWB configurations
p0391 H78-2H059
USB flow characteristics related to noise generation
p0391 H78-2U060
Characteristics of OSB noise
p0391 B78-2U061
Analytical developments for definition and
prediction of OSB noise
p0391 S78-2W062
Analytical modeling of under-the-wing externally
blown flap powered-Hft noise
p0391 N78-2U063
OSB noise reduction by nozzle and flap modifications
p0391 N78-2H064
EBP noise reduction through nozzle/flap positioning
p0391 H78-2U065
Overview of the QCSEE program
p0392 H78-2H066
Acoustic design of the QCSEE propulsion systems
p0392 N78-2H067
Inlet/nacelle/exhaust system integration for the
QCSEE propulsion systems
p0392 S78-21068
Inlet technology for powered-lift aircraft
p0392 H78-2D069
Beverse-thrast technology for variable-pitch fan
propulsion systems
p0392 N78-2K070
Acoustics and aerodynamics of over-the-wing thrust
reversers
p0392 N78-2B071
Measured and calculated steady aerodynamic loads
on a large-scale upper-surface blown model
p0392 R78-23072
Acoustic-loads research for powered-lift
configurations
p0392 H78-24073
Investigations of scaling lavs for jet impingement
p0393 H78-2U07H
DSB environment measurements based on full-scale
static engine ground tests
p0393 H78-2U076
Study of a safety margin system for powered-lift
STOL aircraft
[HASA-CB-152139] p0396 H78-2H117
PBAHDTL HDBBBB
Calculation of the compressible boundary layer
around a profile
[AAAF-BT-77-08] p0030 H78-11019
PBAHDIL-BBTBB BIPiBSIOB
Interaction of a shock wave with an entropy layer
p0164 A78-20886
PBBCAOTIOBS
D ACCIDEBT PBEVEHTIOH
PBECESSIOB
Investigating aerodynamic transverse forces in
labyrinth seals in cases involving rotor
eccentricity rotor precession in steam
turbines
[BLI-CE-TBAHS-7083-(9022.09) ] p0497 H78-29066
PBECIPITATIOB (BETBOBOLOGT)
HT DEW
HT BAIB
ST SHOW
PBBDICTIOB ASALYSIS TECHHIQOBS
Improved operational maintenance forcasting
techniques
p0052 A78-138a8
An analysis of the aircraft trailing vortex system
[AIAi PAPEB 78-312] p0185 A78-21013
Evaluation of airframe noise prediction methods
p0329 A78-33088
Prediction of the unsteady airloads on oscillating
lifting systems and bodies for aeroelastic
analyses
p0333 A78-31087
Aircraft flyover noise prediction
p03»0 A78-35657
Noise component method for airframe noise
p03tO A78-35660
Prediction of the ground effect - Side-line noise
from aircraft
p0375 A78-37530
Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from
near-field measurements using true source location
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1153] pO«22 A78-B1852
Laminar leading edge stall prediction for thin
airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1222] pOU2« A78-II1903
DDE: A key to engine rotor life prediction
p0027 H78-10087
Modern methods of aircraft stability and control
analysis
[AD-AOU3399] p0030 H78-1011H
application of fracture mechanics at elevated
temperatures
[AD-A010239] p001!2 N78-11113
Corrosion predictability in F-U aircraft assigned
to the Pacific Air Forces aging of airfrane
materials
IAD-A085277] p0096 S78-130«9
Prediction of the severity of buffeting wind
tunnel tests
p0219 N78-18382
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic
characteristics of two helicopter rotor airfoils
[RASA-TB-78680] p0301 H78-20075
Simplified sonic-boom prediction using
aerodynamic configuration charts and calculators
or slide rules
[HASA-TP-1122] p0301 H78-20078
Comparison of measured and calculated helicopter
rotor impulsive noise wind tunnel test data
and prediction analysis techniques
[HASA-TB-78473] p0311 H78-20917
Correlation of laser velocimeter measurements over
a wing with results of two prediction techniques
in the Langley v/STOL tunnel
[HASA-TP-1168] p0325 878-21410
An aerodynamic coefficient prediction technique
for slender bodies with low aspect ratio fins at
Bach numbers from 0.6 to 3.0 and angles of
attack from 0 to 180 degrees
[AD-A051797] p0359 S78-23060
Jet noise modelling by geometric acoustics. Part
3: A computer program for the prediction of jet
mixing noise
[IS7B-TB-93-PT-3] p0367 H78-23883
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in
subsonic and supersonic flow
[ A D - A 0 5 2 H Q 9 ] p0394 H78-2H094
Survey of air cargo forecasting techniques
[SASA-CB-1H5329] pO«06 H78-25068
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PREDICTIONS SOBJECI IHDBI
Conpater model for refiner; operations with
enphasis on jet fuel production. Volume 3:
Detailed systems and programming documentation
[NASA-CB-135335] p0410 H78-25235
Propulsion-airframe interactions predictability
P0434 N78-26079
Noise characteristics of upper surface blown
configurations: Analytical studies
[NASA-CR-2812] p0460 B78-27870
Prediction of aircraft sideline noise attenuation
[NASA-TH-78717] p0460 B78-27871
Prediction of the severity of buffeting
structural response to the aerodynamic
excitation produced by separated flow
pO<!93 N78-28404
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on
oscillating airfoils
, p0494 S78-28409
Status and future prospects of using numerical
methods to study complex flows at Bigh Reynolds
numbers
p0494 N78-28410
Analytical predictions and correlation with
experiments for thermal/blast exposure of
aircraft panels
[AD-A053389] p0494 N78-28484
Noise prediction technology for CT01 aircraft
p0497 H78-29057
Fatigue S/N data in relation to variability in
predicted life
p055M N78-30278
Prediction and reduction of rotor broadband noise
p0619 N78-32821
Theoretical models of helicopter rotor ncise
p0619 H78-32822
Helicopter external noise prediction and
correlation with flight test
p0620 N78-32829
Improved methods for calculating the thickness noise
p0620 N78-32832
PBBDICTIOHS
NT IMPACT PREDICTION
NT LINEAR PREDICTION
BT PERFOBBANCE PREDICTION
Sensitivity of aircraft runup/community noise
predictions to excess ground attenuation
[AD-A049067] p0265 N78-1916H
Noise prediction technology for CTOI aircraft
CNASA-TS-78700] p0366 N78-23875
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics
Panel symposium on Prediction of Aerodynamic
Loading
[AGABD-AH-125] p0608 N78-32074
PBEDICTOBS
0 PREDICTIONS
PHEFLIGHT ANALYSIS
Verification of landing gear design strength
[SAE AIR 1494] p0472 A78-44701
PBEFLIGHT OPERATIONS
Arrival inspections/pre-operational inspections
(aviation materiel)
[AD-A047260] p0202 N78-16376
PREHEATEBS
0 HEATING EQDIPHENT
PBELAONCH TESTS
NT STATIC FIRING
PBELOADING ,
0 PRESTRESSING
PBEHIIED FLABBS
Review of flashback reported in
prevaporizing/premixing conbustors
p0377 A78-37772
A study on a premized combnstor for a vehicular
gas turbine
p0574 A78-50592
PREPARATION
NT PHESTRESSING
PBESSBRE
NT ATHOSPHERIC PRESSDBE
NT BASE PBESSORE
NT HIGH PRESSURE
NT INLET PRESSURE
NT INTERNAL PRESSURE
NT ISOSTATIC PRESSURE
NT LOW PRESSURE
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITI
BT SOUND PRESSURE
HT STAGHATIOH PBESSDRE
NT STATIC PRESSURE
NT SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES
NT TRANSIENT PBESSDBES
BT SAIL PBZSSUBE
Evaluation of a pressurized air start system for
advanced army helicopters gas turbine engines
[AD-A051967] p0360 N78-23082
PBESSDRE CABINS
D PRESSURIZED CABINS
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Asymptotic theory of the swept wing
P0052 A78-14053
Pressure distribution over sharp-nosed cones
situated at angles of attack from 0 to 10
degrees in supersonic flow
p0165 A78-20889
Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval
nozzles
p0170 A78-22361
Computational transonic flow about realistic
aircraft configurations
CAIAA PAPER 78-104] p0172 A78-22576
Flowfield and pressure field of a model propeller
p0191 A78-24451
Some singular aspects of three-dimensional
transonic flow
p0223 A78-26234
Response of periodic beam to supersonic
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
p0229 A78-27886
Experimental verification of an annular aerofoil
theory
p0230 A78-27938
Computation of the pressure on the surface of a
fuselage with a wing in an ideal fluid
p0278 A78-29712
Pressure distribution on a symmetrical butterfly
wing
p0415 A78-40799
Comparison of nozzle and afterbody surface
pressures from wind tunnel and flight test of
the IF-17 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-992] p0463 A78-43540
Surface pressure measurements at the tip of a
model helicopter rotor in hover
p0473 A78-44832
Two element airfoil systems designs - tn inverse
method
[AIAA PAPER 78-1226] p0476 A78-45150
Aerodynamic design of thick, supercritical wings
through the concept of equivalent subsonic
pressure distribution
[NLB-HP-78011-D] p0477 A78-4S230
Distortion of the sonic-boom pressure signature by
high-speed Jets
p0479 478-45393
Pressure at shroud and flow in a supersonic
centrifugal impeller
p0576 A78-50613
Prediction of pressure field induced by lifting
surfaces with unsteady airloads and its
application
p0580 A78-50673
Some comments on sonic boom focusing
p0584 A78-51172
Waves and wave resistance for air-cushion vehicles
with time-dependent cushion pressures
p0591 A78-51968
Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
[DLR-FB-77-12] p0034 N78-11017
Numerical calculation of unsteady aerodynamic
pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating wings in subsonic flow. Theory and
results for compressible flow, part 2
[DLR-FB-77-15] p0138 B78-14015
Unsteady pressure distribution measurements at two
trapezoidal wings with unit aspect ratio
p0205 N78-17020
A numerical method for calculating the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wings with control
surfaces in subsonic flow. Theory and results
for compressible flow, part 2
[ESA-TT-430] p0205 N78-17029
A method for calculation of the pressure
distribution of wing-body configurations for
large angle of attack at subsonic speed
based on potential theory
[BHVG-FBHT-77-15] p0238 B78-18013
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Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flo»
[ESA-TT-426] p0238 H78-18018
Investigation of the unsteady pressure
distribution on the blades of an axial flov fan
[SASA-CB-155771] p02«« S78-18068
Aerodynamic computer code foe computing pressure
loading on complete eissile for structural
analysis HASTBAB
[AD-A018800] p025« 878-19065
Effect of vinglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 3: Pressure and spanvi.se load
distributions for a senispan nodel at Bach 0.30
— in the £angley 8 ft transonic tunnel
[SASA-TB-D-8»78] p0299 H78-20063
Effect of vinglets on a first-generation jet
transport ving. 2: Pressure and spanvise load
distributions for a semispan model at high
subsonic speeds in tie langley 8 ft
transonic tunnel
CHASA-TH-D-8B7II] p0299 H78-20065
Experimental investigation of effect of jet decay
rate on jet-induced pressures on a flat plate
CKASA-CB-2979) p0317 R78-21096
Problems concerning high temperatures in snail
tnrbonachines
p0319 N78-21121
Pressure inside a roon subjected to sonic boon
[UTIAS-TH-207] p03<!5 H78-22029
Reverse-flow conbnstor for snail gas turbines with
pressure-atomizing fuel injectors
CHS.SA-TP-1260] pOt55 H78-27130
Calculation of pressure distribution, forces and
moments for the fighter configuration lAe 60 by
panel method
[DLH-IB—151-77/13] pOaga H78-29072
Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution
measurements in rotating systems
[DLB-FB-77-II3] p0566 S78-31135
Flight-neasnred pressure characteristics of
aft-facing steps in thick boundary layer flow
for transonic and supersonic Hach numbers
p0606 H78-32063
Technical evaluation report on the Pluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium on Prediction of Aerodynamic
Loading
[AGABD-AB-125] p0608 H78-3207q
Design -and overall performance of four highly
loaded, high speed inlet stages for an advanced
high-pressure-ratio core compressor
[BASA-TP-1337] p0628 N78-33108
PBESSOBE DBAG
RT IHTBBFEBEBCE DBAG
HI SOPE8SOBIC DBAG
NT RATE DBAG
Boundary layer, skin friction, and boattail
pressure measurements from the TF-12 airplane at
Bach numbers up to 3
p0606 N78-3206»
PBESSDBE EFFECTS
An auxiliary array with decelerating blades -
Secondary losses and back pressure in the
transonic regime
p0119 A78-19050
A study on the mechanism of compressor surge due
to inlet pressure disturbances
[AIAA PAPBB 78-246] p0162 A78-20769
Dynamic response of lift fans subject to varying
backpressure for Surface Effect Ships
[AIAA PAPEB 78-756] p0292 A78-32176
Pressure dependence of turbulent jet noise
pOi»70 A78-W357
Properties and evaporation of jet-engine fuels at
pressurized conditions
P057H A78-5059U
PHBSSUBE FIELDS
1 PRESSURE DISTBIBOTIOH
PBBSSOBB GASBS
RT BA80HETEBS
PBESSOBB GBADIB1TS
Unsteady boundary layer with self-induced pressure
P0230 A78-28102
On the nonstationary boundary layer with
self-induced pressure at transonic external
stream velocities
P0591 A78-520U3
Investigation of the unsteady pressure
distribution on the blades of an axial flow fan
[BASA-CB-155771] P02HQ B78-18068
Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift
configurations. Part C: Development of
experimental techniques for investigation of
unsteady pressures behind a cold eodel jet
[SASA-CB-156122] p0300 H78-20069
PBBSSOBB HEADS
The use of the total-head rise across the
propeller of the De Bavilland Canada DHC-2
beaver as a similarity parameter to simulate
pover-on flight in the wind tunnel
[VTB-190] p01«9 H78-15022
PBESSOEB aBASaBEBESTS
Determination of airfoil lift from pressure
measurement at the test section walls in a
subsonic wind-tunnel
p0167 478-20973
The induction driven tunnel T2 at OHEBA-CEBT -
Flow qualities, testing technigues and examples
of results
[AIAA 78-767] p0294 A78-32328
loss prediction in axial compressors - A
bibliographic study
[OSEBA, TP HO. 1978-65] p0383 A78-38892
Testing techniques and interference evaluation in
the 030 transonic airfoil facility
[AIAA PAPER 78-ni8] pO«20 A78-ai828
Estimating maximum instantaneous distortion from
inlet total pressure rms measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 78-970] pO»63 A78-U352S
Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a
small axial transonic rotor
C&IAA PAPEB 78-1198] pO»76 A78-15138
Blockage correction for aerodynamic measurements
in a closed subsonic vind tunnel
p0570 A78-50303
Experimental performance of a
13.65-c«ntimeter-tip-diameter tandem-bladed
sweptback centrifugal compressor designed for a
pressure ratio of 6
[HASA-TP-1091] p0032 H78-11002
Unsteady, surface pressure and near-wave hotwire
measurements of a circulation control airfoil
[AD-A050025] p0313 S78-21061
Transonic vind tunnel tests on two-dimensional
aerofoil sections. Determination of pressure
distribution and drag for an aerofoil with a
modified NACA 65 sub2-215 section in FFA vind
tunnel S5, part 2
[FFA-TN-AO-725] p0313 H78-21062
Pressure measurements near the tip of a hovering
model rotor blade and a preliminary
investigation of the flov in the rotor vake
p0358 N78-23050
Tabulated pressure measurenents of a NASA
supercritical-wing research airplane model with
and without fuselage area-rule additions at Hach
0.25 to 1.00
tSAS&-TB-X-263a] p0393 R78-2H077
Hind-tunnel measurements of aerodynamic load
distribution on an NASA supercritical-wing
research airplane configuration
[HASA-TH-I-2H69] p0393 S78-21079
Methods and results of boundary layer measurements
on a glider
[HASA-TH-752911] p0390 578-21085
Unsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil
[HLB-HP-77008-O] p0438 S78-26113
Heasurements of blast pressures on a rigid 65 deg
sweptback wing at Hach 0.76 from rocket
propelled sled tests. Volume 1: Test
documentation
[AD-A053068] pO»90 B78-28085
Boundary layer, skin friction, and boattail
pressure measurements froB the TF-12 airplane at
aacn numbers up to 3
p0606 H78-32064
Static pressure orifice system testing and apparatus
[HASA-CASE-1AB-12269-1] p0630 1178-33123
PBBSSOBE OSCILLATIOBS
Strong interaction of a boundary layer and a
hypersonic flow in the presence of local
perturbations of the boundary conditions
p0127 A78-19650
Conbnstor fluctuating pressure measurements
in-engine and in a component test facility - A
preliminary comparison
p0215 A78-2U878
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Experimental investigation of the thermoacoustic
-fluctuations in heated channels at supercritical
pressures
p0580 A78-50780
PBBSSOBB FBOBES
0 PBESSOBE SEHSOES
PBESSOBE POISES
Pressure pulsations on a flat plate normal to an
nnderexpanded supersonic jet
p0377 A78-377<I3
PBBSSDSE BBCOVBBY
Swirl flow in conical diffusers
p0230 A78-27910
Changes in conical diffuser performance by swirl
addition
p0586 A78-51U63
PBESSOBE BEGOXATOBS
Description of the new regulating valve for the
transonic supersonic wind tunnel
[DLB-IB-151-76/6] pOOtl H78-11130
PBBSSOBB SEBSOBS
Ose of US LX1600A as a short-range altmeter
p0273 A78-28880
section drag coefficients from pressure probe
traverses of a wing wake at low speeds
[AIAA PAPBB 78-1479] p051« A78-17921
A rotor-mounted digital instrumentation system for
helicopter blade flight research measurements
[HASA-TP-11U6] P0307 N78-20128
Atmospheric pressure jumps measured with arrays of
sensitive pressure sensors in the vicinity of
Chicago's o'Hare International Airport
[PB-277518/7] p0356 N78-22551
The measurement and interpretation of flow within
rotating stall cells in axial compressors
[COBD/A-TDBBO/TB-90] p0361 N78-23091
Comparison of concurrent strain gage- and pressure
transducer-measured flight loads on a lifting
reentry vehicle and correlation with wind tunnel
predictions
[UASA-TP-1331] p0623 N78-33053
PBESSOBE THAHSDOCB8S
0 PBESSDBE SEHSOBS
PBESSUBE SAVES
0 E1ASTIC WAVES
PBESSOBE BELDIHG
NT DIFFOSION HELDIBG
PBESSOBIZED CABIHS
The development of the first pressurized sailplane
p0075 A78-16598
Fatigue crack growth in a pressure-fuselage panel
p017« A78-22649
Fatigue crack growth in pressurized fuselage panel
p0518 A78-18231
PEESTOH IOBES
0 PITOT TOBES
0 SPEED IHDICATOBS
PEESTBA1HIHG
0 PBESTBESSING
PEESTBESSIHG
Determination of the stress-strain state in the
end region of a stress-raiser rib
p0165 A78-20917
Upgrading the carrying capacity of stretched
panels with a stress-raiser rib by the technique
of strain-compensating holes
p0166 A78-20918
Dynamic coefficient of an elastically supported,
pre-stressed bean in eir craft structures
pO<!2B A78-»2100
PBETBEATHEHT
NT EBESTBESSIBG
PBETBISTIBG
0 PBESTEESSING
0 TBISTING
PBBVBHTXOB
HI ACCIDENT P8EVBHTIOH
HT COBBOSIOS PBEVEHTIOH
HT FIBE PBEVEHTIOH
BT ICE PBEVEBTIOB
PBIHTED CIBCDITS
HT 1ABGE SCALE IBTEGBATIOH
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NT SHAFTS (MACHINE E1EBEHTS)
NT TOBBOSHAFTS
Transient response of a rotor in damped bearings
[ASBE PAPEB 77-DET-21] p0134 A78-20592
Analysis and experimental investigation of the
stability of intershaft squeeze film dampers. II
- control of instability
[ASBE PAPEB 77-DET-26] p013» A78-20595
BOTATIHG STALLS
Determination of the type of rotating stall in an
axial compressor stage
p0131 A78-20255
Simple theory of spinning with particular
reference to the HS Gnat trainer
pQ«67 A78-113635
The measurement and interpretation of flow within
rotating stall cells in axial compressors
[COED/A-TUBBO/TB-90] p0361 N78-23091
BOTATIHG VEHICLES
0 BOTATING BODIES
0 VEHICLES
BOTATIOR
NT AUTOBOTATIOH
BOTATIOHAL FLOR
D FLDID FLOR
0 VOETICES
BOTOB AERODYNAMICS
Three-dimensional flow in highly-loaded axial
turbomachines
p0002 A78-11631
DFVLB studies on rotary-wing flight mechanics
p011H A78-18502
Experimental study of the induced interaction of
lifting propellers, positioned according to
transverse and longitudinal schemes for
helicopters
p0126 478-19639
Computation of inductive velocity in the plane of
a lightly loaded lifting propeller
p0127 A78-19658
Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans.
Ill - Effects of rotational frequency, blade
thickness and outer blade profile
p022» A78-26198
Bode of operation and characteristics of Darrieus
rotors
p0273 478-28560
Low-speed test limit of V/STO1 model located
vertically off-center
p0277 A78-29642
Helicopters: Calculation of integral aerodynamic
performance and air-technical data Russian
book
p0281 A78-3012H
Influence of dampers on ground resonance systems
by the example of the DFVLB rotor test stand
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p0333 A78-34161
Compressible flow about helicopter rotors
p0372 478-36917
i theoretical study of the effect of blade ice
accretion on the pover-off landing capability of
a vessel helicopter
p0372 A78-36948
Flight ezperinents on aerodynamic features
affecting helicopter blade design
p0372 A78-36949
Progress in propeller aerodynamics
p0507 A78-47173
The influence of high twist on the dynaaics of
rotating blades
p0510 A78-U7599
Radial equilibrium of flo*s in shock-in-rotoc type
rotors
p0576 A78-50611
Search-oethod optimization of the balancing of
flexible rotors of gas tnrbine engines
p0581 A78-50795
nonlinear mathematical modeling of unsteady flow
past a lifting propeller
p0585 A78-51379
Inviscid flow through wide-angle diffnser with
actuator disk for vind turbine augmentation
p0597 A78-53095
Investigation of the compliant rotor concept
f A D - A 0 4 2 3 3 8 ] p0022 H78-10051
»ind-tunnel tests of wide-chord teetering rotors
with and without outboard flapping hinges
[NASA-TP-1046] p0037 H78-11053
Compressor and fan wake characteristics
[NASA-CB-155766J p0235 S78-17995
Application of system identification to analytic
rotor modeling from simulated and vind tunnel
dynamic test data
p0240 H78-18040
Modern concepts for aerodynamic rotor design
[D1B-IB-151-77/11] p02H3 N78-18058
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic
characteristics of two helicopter rotor airfoils
[KASA-TH-78680] p0301 F78-20075
Botorcraft linear simulation model. Volume 1:
Engineering documentation
[HASA-CB-152079-VOI-1] p0308 H78-20136
Botorcraft linear simulation model. Volume 2:
Computer implementation[HASA-CR-152079-VOL-2] p0309 H78-20137
Botorcraft linear simulation model. Volume 3:
User's manual
tHASA-CH-152079-VOL-3] p0309 H78-20138
The theoretical performance of a straight-bladed,
vertical axis wind turbine(ATH-7802] pO««5 H78-26561
Turbine engine rotordynaoic evaluation, volume 1
[AD-A055262] p0563 H78-31111
EOTOB BLADES
OTTAS/HLH rotor blade fabrication and testing
TOH-61A and XCB-62A helicopters
pOOSO A78-13456
Studies to gain insight into the complexities of
blade vibration phenomena
p0058 A78-15175
Status report on the Advancing Blade Concept /ABC/
technology demonstrator prograi
[SAE P A P E R 770951]
 P0179 A78-23805
Holographic inspection of jet engine composite fan
blades
[ S A E PAPER 770975] p0179 A78-23819
Comment on 'Dynamic characteristics of rotor
blades - Integrating matrix method1
p0336 A78-34659
The influence of high tvist on the dynamics of
rotating blades
pOSIO A78-47599
Some considerations en pare tone noise generation
in an axial-flow fan
p0577 A78-50619
Plight test of a composite multi- tubular spar main
rotor blade on the AB-1G helicopter. Volume 1:
Materials, design and test
[AD-A046176] p O I U O N78-14037
The Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) rotor program
p0263 878-19113
O R E R A aerodynamic research vork on helicopters
p0261 S78-19148
BIB rotor blade manufacturing technology
development report
CAD-A050592] p03«9 H78-22081
Son-destructive method for applying and removing
instrumentation on helicopter rotor blades
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11201-1] p0102 N78-24515
Tarbine engine rotor dynamic evaluation. Volone
2: Engine and test rig balancing
[AD-A054533] p0502 N78-29108
Demonstration of the microwave ice protection
concept
[AD-A055824] p0561 H73-31096
Botor vake effects on hub/pylon flov. 7clone 2:
Program SHAPES user's nannal
[AD-A055767] p0607 H78-32071
EOTOB BLADES (IOBBOHACBIBEBI)
Honintrnsive measurements of the flow vectors
within the blade passages of a transonic
compressor rotor
p0012 A78-12315
Semi-analytic methods for frequencies and node
shapes of rotor blades
p011Q 178-18430
The state of development of ceramic components for
gas turbines
[DGLR EAPEB 77-072] p0116 A78-18703
Rode of operation and characteristics of Darrieus
rotors
P0273 A78-28560
Rake cutting experiments turbulent wake-blade
(airfoil) interaction
p0336 A78-3S343
Probabilistic estimate of the creep-rupture
strength of aircraft gas-turbine rotor blades
P0338 A78-35129
Computer aided design of radial gas turbines - A
method for determining the overall rotor
dimensions
p0419 A78-41509
Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1121] p0420 A78-41831
Characteristics of the near wake of a compressor
or fan rotor blade
[AIAA PAPER 78-1141] p0421 A78-11844
Operational experience with long-safe-life
gas-turbine engines having shrouded turbine
rotor blades
p0426 A78-42712
Effect of long service on the fine structure of
the surface of gas turbine engine rotor blades
P0470 A78-44522
Investigation of flow in centrifugal impeller with
tandum inducer
P0577 A78-50614
Unsteady dynamic responses of subsonic cascades to
sinusoidal gust. Ill - Stator and rotor blade
cascades in oscillation
p0577 A78-50617
A modification of flutter characteristics by
changing elastic nature of neighbouring blades
ia cascade
p0577 A78-50618
Blade fragment energy analysis
p0025 N78-10074
Designing the 1-1011 to minimize rotor failures
effects
p0026 878-10075
Botor burst protection program: Experimentation
to provide guidelines for the design of turbine
rotor burst fragment containment rings
p0026 N78-10077
Design of rotors for improved structural life
p0027 S78-10085
Sone airline experience in preventing engine rotor
failures
p0027 N78-10090
Improved resistance to engine bird ingestion
[AD-AOK1203] p0041 R78-11105
Stndy to improve turbine engine rotor blade
containment
[AD-A095314] p0087 H78-12088
Study to improve airfrane torbine engine rotor
blade containment
[AD-A046255] p01U2 878-14049
Effect of inlet distortion on performance of a
compressor stage. Part 1. paeuiatic data
[AD-A046055] p0142 H78-14050
An analysis of the rotor blade stresses of the
three stage compressor of the Ames Research
Center 11- by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel
[HASA-C8-152083] p0209 H78-17061
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Investigation of the unsteady pressure
distribution on the blades of an axial flow fan
[NASA-CB-155771] p02HH S78-18068
A note on multicyclic control by swashplate
oscillation
[HASA-TH-78U75] p0323 N78-21159
In-place recalibration technique applied to a
capacitance-type system for measuring rotor
blade tip clearance
[HASA-TP-1110] p0352 H78-22101
The effect of rotor-stator axial spacing on the
tine-variant aerodynamic response of a
compressor stator
[AD-A0506118] p0352 N78-22106
Experimental study on blade bending vibration
[COED/A-TOEBO/TB-88] p0361 H78-23090
Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan
noise reduction in turbofan engines
CHASA-TH-78878] pO«03 S78-2U897
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally
spaced fan rotors
CHAL-TB-526] pOQ09 N78-2509U
VSTOI tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stresses
[HASA-TB-78899] p0437 N78-26099
The theoretical performance of a straight-bladed,
vertical axis vind turbine
[ATH-7802] pOIHS H78-26561
Performance vith and without inlet radial
distortion of a transonic fan stage designed for
reduced loading in the tip region
[HASA-TP-1294] p05U5 N78-30057
Advanced optical blade tip clearance measurement
system
[NASA-CB-159102] p0563 H78-31106
BOTOB DISKS
D TOEBINE WHEELS
SOTOB BDBS
0 HOBS
a BOTOBS
BOTOB LIFT
Rind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and
propulsive force at high speed: Data analysis
[NASA-CB-115217-APP-1 ] p0019 H78-10020
Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and
propulsive force at high speed. Test data
appendix
tHASA-CB-1I|5217-APP-2] p0019 N78-10021
Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and
propulsive force at high speed: Test data
appendix
[SASA-CB-1lt5217-APP-3] p0019 S78-10022
BOTOB SPEED
Transient speed response of a gas turbine
p0122 A78-19229
BOTOBCBAFT
0 BOTARY MING AIBCBAFT
BOTOBCBAFT AIBCBAFT
Application of special-purpose digital computers
to rotorcraft real-time simulation
[HASA-TP-1267] p0153 H78-27113
BEXOB 2 rotorcraft simulation model. Volume 1:
Engineering documentation
[HASA-CB-1I(5331] p05B3 H78-30012
BEXOB 2 rotorcraft simulation model. Volume 2:
Computer iuplementation
CNASA-CB-1U5332] p05«3 H78-300U3
BEXOB 2 rotorcraft simulation model. Volume 3:
Dser's manual
[BASA-CE-1H5333] p0513 H78-3004I1
BOTOBS
HT BBABIHGLESS BOTOBS
HT COHPBESSOB BOTOSS
HT BBLICOPTEB TAI1 BOTOBS
HT IBPELLEBS
HT IIFTIHG BOTOBS
HT BIGID BOTOBS
HT BOTABT RINGS
HT TAIL BOTOBS
HT TILTIHG BOTOBS
HT TIP DEIVEH BOTOBS
HT TOBBIHE WHEELS
The effect of leading-edge thickness on the bov
shock in transonic rotors
p0013 A78-12320
Transient response of a rotor in damped bearings
[ASBE PAPEB 77-DET-21] p013t A78-20592
Some experiments on instability of rotors
supported in fluid-film bearings
p0134 A78-20593
Steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk
flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
p0275 A78-29326
Botor-stator interaction noise with hindsight
turbomachine acoustics
p0329 A78-33093
Beport on aircraft engine containment
[SAE AIE 1537] pOH72 A78-<tU705
Eotary combustion engine hydrocarbon source studies
p0572 A78-50561
The response of a Hooke's-joint gyroscope to
linear vibration
P0593 A78-52617
An Assessment of Technology for Turbojet Engine
Eotor Failures
[HASA-CP-2017] p0025 H78-10068
Botor burst protection criteria and implications
p0025 H78-10071
Engine non-containment: OK risk assessment methods
p0025 H78-10072
Types of rotor failure and characteristics of
fragments
p0025 H78-10073
Approaches to rotor fragment protection
p0026 H78-10076
Concepts for the development of light-Height
composite structures for rotor burst containment
p0026 N78-10084
DDE: A key to engine rotor life prediction
p0027 H78-10087
Influence of oil-sgueeze-film damping on
steady-state response of flexible rotor
operating to supercritical speeds
[SASA-TP-1094] p0098 N78-13061
Flow measurements behind a rotor operating in a
boundary layer
[AD-A046359] p01»8 H78-15012
Application of system identification to analytic
rotor modeling from simulated and Hind tunnel
dynamic test data
p02«0 H78-180HO
The currents absorbed by the motor with double
rotor casing during operation expressed by means
of parameters to be determined experimentally
[BEPT-1600] p0366 H78-233H5
Botor design implications for composite material
properties
[DCBL-80117] p0553 N78-30182
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine. Volume 2: Ceramic turbine rotor
technology
[AD-A055276] p0611 H78-32100
Dynamic analysis of flexible rotor-bearing systems
using a model approach
p0616 N78-32U2D
> Transient dynamics of a flexible rotor with
squeeze film dampers
[HASA-CR-3050] p0616 H78-32H33
BOOGHHBSS
NT SDEFACE BOQGHHESS
Effects of roughness size on the position of
boundary-layer transition and on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 55 deg. swept delta wing at
supersonic speeds
[UASA-TP-1027] p0093 H78-13016
BODIES
Stochastic properties of conflict frequency at
multiple connected air route intersections
p0590 A .,-519145
BPV
0 BEHOTBLY PILOTED VEHICLES
BOBBEB
HT ELASTOHEBS
Friction characteristics of three 30 by 11.5-11.5,
type 8, aircraft tires with various tread groove
patterns and rubber compounds
CHASA-TP-1080] p0095 H78-130«3
Preliminary investigation into the application of
magnetic rubber inspection (R.B.I.)
[HLB-TB-76083-0] p04U5 H78-26507
EODDEBS
HT AEBIAL BDDDERS
BOIES
HT FLIGHT BOLES
HT IHSTBOHEHT FLIGHT BOLES
HT VISUAL FLIGHT BOLES
BOH TIHE (COHPOTBBS)
Solution of m'nltitarget, multisensor tracking
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SUBJECT non SAFETY DEVICES
problems on the Illlac IV parallel processor
p0113 A78-18063
Bote on the spanvise quadrature in lifting-wing
calculations
p0467 A78-H3690
BUBBAY AlICBHEBT
Expansion of flight simulator capability for study
and solution of aircraft directional control
problems on runways, appendixes
CHASA-CB-195281] p0200 H78-16066
Comparison of slant and runway visnal range
relationships for 100, 121, and 155 feet -— low
visibility regimes
[AD-A052870] pO»52 B78-27103
BOIBAY COBDITIOBS
The inflnence of runway irregularities on the
•» dynamic behavior of aircraft at takeoff
[OBEBA, IP NO. 1977-107] p0003 A78-12034
The FAA slant visibility Range measurement system
p0056 A78-14996
Vertical fog classifications and slant/runway
visual range ratios
p0056 A78-14997
A lethod of calculating ILS approach surfaces
p0275 A78-29207
Bnnvay roughness characterization by DOS approach
Dynamic Data System
p0284 A78-30679
Aircraft takeoff froa dirt airstrips
p0293 A78-32273
Sounding the runway
p0582 A78-50822
Hethodology for deternining, isolating, and
correcting runway roughness —- using aircraft
dynamic response
CAD-A044328/3] p0099 N78-13078
Experimental relationships between moduli for soil
layers beneath concrete paveaents
[AD-A046239/0] p0200 H78-16068
Cooparison of slant and ronvay visual range
relationships for 100, 124. and 155 feet low
visibility regimes
[AD-A052870] p0452 B78-27103
BOHfAI LIGHTS
Development of a frangible approach light
[AD-A043859] pOO<13 H78-11122
Evaluation of a 100-watt elevated high-intensity
runway edge light
[AD-A051651] p0400 N78-24153
BUBSATS
A study on the capacity of runway systems
p0188 A78-24374
Launching the Barrier from a ski jump
p023» A78-28463
Prediction of the ground effect - Side-line noise
from aircraft
p0375 A78-37530
Analysis of paveaents designed by CBE equation
California Bearing Batio for airfield paveaents
p0426 A78-42856
Quick bearing strength tests for concrete pavements
p0469 A78-44224
Collection of commercial aircraft characteristics
for study of runway roughness
[AD-A042623/9] p0030 H78-10118
Field conpaction of bituminous nixes for airport
pavenents
[AD-AOM1335/1] pOO<»3 N78-11120
Porous friction surface runway at DSBAS Dallas,
Texas
[AD-A042181] p0043 H78-1112I»
Effects of landing approach methods and separation
intervals on single runway landing capacity
tHASA-TP-1112] p009« H78-13029
Analysis of permanent deformations of flexible
airport pavements
[AD-A04«2«9/9] p0099 H78-13079
Test report on the application of the Linde fog
removal equipment at the Erding air base
Germany
[DLB-IB-75/83 p0145 B78-11763
Airport surface traffic control TAGS planning
alternatives and cost/benefit analysis
TAD-A037790] p0196 B78-16038
Concepts for estimating capacity of basic runway
configurations
[PB-274578/4] p0240 B78-18036
Concepts for determination of longitudinal
separation standards on final approach
[PB-270590/9] p0200 878-18038
Expansion of flight simulator capability for study
and solution of aircraft directional control
problems on runways
[BASi-CB-2970] p0306 B78-20118
Development of a pavement maintenance system.
Volume 1: Airfield pavement condition rating[AD-A048884] p0310 878-20107
Bnnway roughness evaluation laser profilometer
implementation study
[AD-A049440] p0324 878-21165
Development of a pavement oaintenance management
system. Volume 2: Airfield pavement distress
identification manual
[AD-A049029] p032« B78-21170
Nondestructive paveoent evaluation
[AD-A052707] p0400 B78-2Q159
Adaptive landing gear for improved taxi performance
[AD-A053733] p0453 H78-27115
Freeze-thaw tests of liquid deicing chemicals on
selected pavement materials
[AD-A051771] p0493 B78-28279
Airfield pavenent smoothness requirements —-
based on riding quality and aircraft response to
runway roughness
[AD-A050921] p0502 B78-29111
Haosen-Drift station Project: Bemote sea-ice
runway construction
[AD-A054720] p0503 B78-29113
Engineering and development program plan: Rake
vortex
[AD-A0511H3] p05«6 B78-30071
Analysis of runway occupancy times at major airports
CAD-A056052] p0566 B78-31131
Dynamic response of aircraft to unloaded and
loaded pavement profiles
(AD-A055703] p0610 B78-32090
Chevron catting: Experiment with new runway
mixtures
tSASA-TH-75<Kt8] p0616 B78-32H27
Parameters of future ATC systems relating to
airport capacity/delay
tAD-A057059] p062l> B78-33068
BDFA1 ABBAS
Airport choice in low demand region
P0229 A78-27547
B7AR AIECBAFI
BT FIBEBEE 2 TABGET DBOBE AIBCBAFT
S BABD
D SBPEBHIGH FBEQOEBCIES
0 DLTBAHIGH FBEQOEBCIES
S-H DIAGBABS
Beliability of fatigue-stressed structures based
on experimental results. II
p0130 A78-20147
Basic fatigue curves of aircraft structures
P0283 A78-30356
Belationship between scatter of fatigue life and
S-R curve of 2024-T4 aircraft structural
aluminum alloy specimens with a sharp notch (Kt
equals 8.25) under a constant temperature and
humidity condition
[BAL-TB-K12T] pO«11 H78-25<»53
S-3 AIBCBAFT
S-3A composite spoiler in-service evaluation
p0219 A78-25209
Program analyses for the S-3 weapon system
improvement program
[AD-A055887] p0561 B78-31093
SAAB AIBCBAFT
HT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
Experience in using high-modulus carbon fibre
in Viggen wing panels
p0077 A78-16896
SiFBTT
BT AIBCBAFT SAFETY
BT F1IGBT SAFETI
Crashworthy troop seat testing program
[AD-A048975] p0256 B78-1908*
SAFETY DEVICES
BT ABBESTIBG GEAB
BT EJECTIOB SEATS
BT BSCAPE CAPSDLBS
BT BELRETS
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SIFBTt FACTOBS SUBJECT IIDEX
Protective equipment for cargo transport in
passenger cabins
pOOSI A78-13501
Survival after a crash
p0072 A78-16280
Sooe test results concerning visibility of
obstacle and hazard beacons
p0280 A78-29907
General aviation crash snrvivability
[SAE PAPEE 780017] p0331 A78-33360
NASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety
[SAE PAPEB 780020] p0331 A78-33361
SAFETY FACTOBS
Factors of safety: Historical development, state
of the art and future outlook
[AGABD-B-661] p0153 H78-15311
SAFETY BAHA6BHEBT
Hov to make an airport unattractive to birds
p0275 A78-29209
airport fires and their causes
p0339 A78-3527II
Research reguirenents to improve safety of civil
helicopters
[NASA-CB-145260] p0195 H78-16026
SAILPLANES
U GLIDERS
SilHT YEHAHT FLEIOBB PBOBLEB
D SAINT VENAHT PBINCIPLE
S&IH1 ?EHiHT PBIHCIPIE
Seal-gas version of the gasdynamic formulas of
Saint-Venant and Rantzel
p0570 A78-50301
SALT SPRAT TESTS
Galvanic corrosion fatigue testing of 7075-T6
aluminum bonded Kith graphite-epoxy composite
CAD-A0557111] p0631 H78-33197
SAMPLED DATA
D DATA SAHPLING
SAMPLED DATA SYSTBHS
D DATA SAMP1ISG
SAHELIHG
8T AIE SiHPLISG
NT DATA SAMPLING
HT PiSTICULATE SAHPLISG
Subisokinetic sampling errors for aircraft turbine
engine smoke probes
[AD-A053867] pOQ55 H78-27132
SiH FBAHCISCO (CA)
Benefit-cost evaluation of an intra-regional air
service in the Bay area
,[HASA-CB-15208it] p0256 N78-19082
S&HDilCH COHSTBOCTIOI
D SANDWICH STRUCTURES
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
Stress-strain state of simply-supported
three-layer trapezoidal plates
p01€8 A78-21205
Durability of adhesive bonded honeycoib sandwich
in accelerated adverse environments
p0219 A78-25202
Diffusion brazing titanium sandwich structures
p0587 A78-51521
Preliminary design of low-cost titanium structure
B-1 aircraft engine nacelles
rBD-A053327] pOIOS N78-25087
Impact tests on fibrous composite sandwich
structures
[KASA-TH- 787193 p0631 S78-33152
SATAN (SEHSOB)
a TEHRAIH AHSLYSIS
SATELLITE iHTEHHAS
Special problems in the determination of the
radiation characteristics of antennas on
aircraft and satellites with the aid of
geometric diffraction theory
p0288 A78-31582
Experimental evaluation of an array tecbnigue for
zenith to horizon coverage aircraft to
satellite communication links
p0370 A78-36380
The geometrical theory of diffraction - a method
for the solution of electromagnetic boundary
value problems of complicated structures in the
high frequency case satellite and aircraft
antennas
p02i(8 S78-18290
The integral equation method - a cocputational
method for diffracted and scattered fields of
complicated structures satellite and
aircraft antennas
p0218 H78-18291
The geometrical theory of diffraction - A aethod
for the solution of electronagnetic boundary
problems of complicated structures in the high
frequency case satellite and aircraft antennas
[ESA-TT-435] p0365 B78-23310
The integral equation method - a computational
method for diffracted and scattered fields of
complicated structures satellite and
aircraft antennas
[ESi-TT-l»36] ' p0365 1178-23311
SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE
0 ATTITUDE STABILITY
SATELLITE COHHDNICATIOHS
D SPACECRAFT COHHOBICATIOH
SATELLITE NAVIGATION STSTEHS
positioning and navigation by satellite for
marine operations
[AIAA 77-1553] p0051 A78-1368H
A Navstar/GPS simulator
P0062 A78-15592
Satellite-aided ATC system concepts employing the
Navstar Global Positioning System
[H77-59] p0111 A78-17903
Automatic continental land mobile position fixing
via satellite
p0111 A78-17908
Some experiments with satellite-navigation Doppler
receivers Hagnavox "MX-9021 and 'ITT-6001'
p03«3 A78-3611U
Besults of the NASA/HARAD L-band satellite
navigation experiment
p0375 A78-37525
Accuracy of ship-position determination by means
of NNSS Transit
p0590 A78-51889
SATELLITE DEBITS
Differential altimetry for satellite orbit
determination
p0289 A78-31915
Evaluation of geometric performance of global
positioning system
p0378 A78-37987
SATELLITE POWER TRAHSRISSIOR (TO EABTB)
A laser-powered flight transportation system
tAIAA PAPEB 78-118H] p0528 A78-49781
SATELLITE SOLAH ENERGY COHVEHSIOH
A laser-powered flight transportation system
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1181] p0528 A78-19781
SATELLITE SOLAS POBEB STATIONS
Solar power satellite construction and maintenance
- The first large-scale use of man-in-space
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1637] p0591 A78-51977
SATELLITE TB6HSBISSIOH
A comparative evaluation of modem techniques for
simultaneous data and range measurement
aircraft position location and data
communication via satellite
[AIAA 77-147U] pOOOS A78-12231
Satellite images to aircraft in flight GEOS
image transmission feasibility analysis
p0056 A78-11982
High performance antenna assembly for aircraft
communication with satellite
p0062 A78-15588
Space optical communications with the Nd:TAG laser
p0285 A78-30886
SATELLITE-BOBHE INSTRUMENTS
Differential altimetry for satellite orbit
determination
p0289 A78-31915
Satellites for position determination
p0601 A78-53911
SATELLITE-BOBNE PHOTOGRAPHY
Satellite images to aircraft in flight GEOS
image transmission feasibility analysis
p0056 A78-1H982
SATELLITES
NT AEHOSAT SATELLITES
ST ATS 5
NT ATS 6
ST COHBOBICATIOH SATELLITES
NT BOSS
NT GEODETIC SATELLITES
BT GEOS SATELLITES (ESA)
NT HABITIHE SATELLITES
NT HAROTS (ESA)
HT HETEOHOLOGICAL SATELLITES
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BT BAVIGATIOB SATELLITES
BT BAYSTAB SATELLITES
HT TBAHSIT SATELLITES
SCALE EFFECT
Experimental investigation on the scale effects of
gas turbine combustion chambers
p0574 A78-50591
Onsteady loads due to propulsive lift
configurations. Part D: The development of an
experimental facilitj for the investigation of
scaling effects on propulsive lift configurations
[BASA-CB-156123] p0300 H78-20070
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 6: Distortion
analysis plots
[HASA-CB-144871] p0552 K78-30128
SCALE BODELS
Hodel stud; of dynamic response of landing mat
p0117 A78-18755
Preliminary comparison of model and prototype wakes
building wake effects on atnospheric
boundary layer
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Hew rotation-balance apparatus for measuring
airplane spin aerodynamics in the wind tunnel
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F-5E/F spin avoidance testing
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A historical overview of stall/spin
characteristics of general aviation aircraft
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Bagnns effects on ballistic trajectories
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service evaluation
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service evaluation
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Fly-by-wire flight control
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Transonic static and dynamic stability
characteristics of a finned projectile
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A computer program for calculating symmetrical
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Modular packaging approaches
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Acoustical standards and their application to
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standards
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Some pressing problems of setting
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A portable device particularly suited for use in
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Optimal control of a supersonic inlet to minimize
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Static and dynamic analysis of helicopter
structures with the finite element method
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static aerodynamic characteristics of a general
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sheet vortex generator
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static aerodynamic characteristics for a model
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Effect of turbulent jet nixing on the static lift
performance of a power augmented ram wing
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Static aerodynamic characteristics of a typical
single-engine low-wing general aviation design
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Static aerodynamic characteristics of a winged
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Static electricity in aviation and methods for
preventing its effects. II
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Evaluation of the in-flight noise signature of a
32-chnte suppressor nozzle: Acoustic data report
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tests
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An influence-coefficient approach to static
aeroelastic problems and a comparison with
experiments on a flexible wind-tunnel model
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An auxiliary array with decelerating blades -
Secondary losses and back pressure in the
transonic regime
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effects
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Static and dynamic stability aircraft
longitudinal control
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static stability characteristics of a variable
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a model circulation control rotor
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Analysis of stability contributions of high
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Development of a nonlinear switching function and
its application to static lift characteristics
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Computer-aided statistical analysis of the
stress-strain state of load-carrying structures
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The error function of analytical structural design
an aircraft component failure in static tests
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Farts tests for the landing flap support of the
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characteristics of a finned projectile
configuration
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Computer-aided statistical analysis of the
stress-strain state of load-carrying stroctores
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Statistical evaluation of the effect of a jet
reverser on the parameters of a turbofan engine
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A stody on the capacity of runway systems
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'Chain pooling1 model selection as developed for
the statistical analysis of a rotor burst
protection experiment
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The error function of analytical structural design
in aircraft component failure in static tests
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Probabilistic estimate of the creep-rupture
strength of aircraft gas-turbine rotor blades
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Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
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Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
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automatic sustainment of resonance conditions in
the multipoint excitation of flight-vehicle
vibrations
p0293 478-32268
Comparative vibration environments of
transportation vehicles
p0331 478-33442
Bide technology applications to large passenger
aircraft
p0331 478-33443
Vibration in helicopters
p0331 478-33444
Engine vibration in flight
[4IAA PAPEB 78-1475] p0513 478-47921
Measurement of vibratory displacements of a
rotating blade
p0524 478-49397
Ose of ground vibration test equipment to
determine unsteady aerodynamic forces
p0526 478-49708
Prediction of angular disturbances from airframe
members to airborne electro-optical packages
p0536 478-49952
Hathematical model of vortex-excited oscillations
of thin, weakly damped structures
p0583 478-51153
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Captive carriage vibration of air-to-air missiles
on fighter aircraft P-15 flight measurements
P0587 A78-51470
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations:
International Airport Dalles studies by
Langley Besearch Center
[HASA-TB-74083] p0032 H78-10839
Lateral stability of an aircraft and vibrations of
the ailerons while taking into consideration
elastic defor»ation of the vings and the
elasticity of the control system
[AD-A045440] p0099 878-13072
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations John F.
Kennedy International Airport
[HASA-TB-78660] p0251 N78-18873
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations, John
F. Kennedy International Airport[HASA-TB-78676] p0311 N78-20919
A perturbation method for predicting amplitudes of
nonlinear wheel shinny
p0325 S78-21464
Computer program for vibration prediction of
fighter aircraft equipments
fAp-A054598] p05<!8 H78-30094
Considerations on ving stores flutter: Asymmetry,
flatter suppression
[AGABD-B-668] p0565 H78-31126
Theoretical study of multicyclic control of a
controllable twist rotor[HASl-CB-151959] p0625 N78-33085
Hoise-induced building vibrations caused by
Concorde and conventional aircraft operations at
Dulles and Kennedy International Airports
[NASA-TB-78769] p0635 N78-33874
STBUCTOBAL WEI6BT
Height and cost in the design arena in
aircraft development
p0109 A78-17884
Some operational experience of Concorde Height and
balance
p0110 A78-17892
C-5 ving modification - Weight and design to cost
status
p0110 A78-17897
Relating take off gross veight and mission
requirements for geometrically optimized aircraft
I&IAA PAPEB 78-98] p0158 A78-2068U
The veight of fuel tanks in aircraft
p0175 A78-22848
Flight testing an 8000 psi lightweight Hydraulic
System
[SAB PAPEB 771007] p0181 A78-23839
Height design and the efficiency of passenger
aircraft. Volume 2 - Calculation of the center
of gravity and moments of inertia of aircraft.
Height analysis Bussian book
p0282 A78-30175
Evolution of the aircraft gas turbine engine
p0282 A78-30257
Requirements for aircraft on board veight and
balance system
[SAE ABP 1109] p0172 A78-44692
Influence of the bypass ratio on jet-engine weight
p0581 A78-S0787
Lightweight engine containment Kevlar shielding
p0026 N78-10080
Concepts for the development of light-weight
composite structures for rotor burst containment
p0026 F78-10084
Civil components program "Ring Section*. Ring
structure parameter study effects on wing
weight
[BBFT-FB-H-77-30] p0350 N78-22088
STBOTS
An investigation of strut-wall intersection losses
[AIAA PAPEB 78-205] p0161 A78-20743
The effect on block ; L consumption of a strutted
versus cantilever wing for a short-haul
transport including strut aeroelastic
considerations
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1154] p0511 J78-47905
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics at Hach
0.60 to 2.86 of a fighter configuration with
strut braced wing
[HASA-TP-1102] p0194 N78-16000
Buckling of struts. Lipped and unlipped Z sections
[ESDO-77030] p0366 H78-23469
Analysis of a suspension system for a wheel
rolling on a flat track
[SASA-CB-157563] p0555 H78-30583
SOBCEITICAL FIOH
Iterative calculation of subcritical flow around
thick cambered wings: Direct and design problems
[BAE-TB-AEBO-1709] p0148 1178-15017
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SOBBABIHES
Low density bisnaleimide-carbon microballoon
composites aircraft and submarine
compartment safety
[NASA-CASB-ABC-11040-2] p0457 H78-27184
SOBBBBGED BODIES
Bized ventilated foils design for immersed
hydrofoils
p0286 A78-31127
The principles of underwater escape from aircraft
[AGABD-AG-230] p0094 B78-13032
SDBBERGING
Fluid resistance testing of electrical wire used
in aircraft and missiles, part 3
[AD-A045323] p0091 H78-12343
SOBBILLIBETEB WAVES
The installation of a submillimetre Bichelson
interferometer into Canberra aircraft HE173
[HPL-QO-38] p0154 B78-15635
SOBS01IC AIBCBAFT
Engineering aluminum alloys for subsonic airframes
p0053 A78-14087
The improvement of various engine installation
components in a subsonic transport aircraft
P0057 A78-15022
The measurement of performance and stability and
control characteristics of a high subsonic jet
aircraft in non-steady flight conditions
employing high accuracy instrumentation techniques
p0074 A78-16596
Hydrogen fueled subsonic aircraft - A prospective
p0118 A78-18843
Determination of the aerodynamic forces for an
aeroelastic analysis of lifting surfaces
p0120 178-19064
Getting ready for 7/STOL TEE in the 80's Test
and Evaluation for subsonic and supersonic options
p0123 A78-19431
Application of laminar flow control to large
subsonic military transport airplanes
[AIAA PAPEB 78-95] p0172 A78-22571
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
p0286 A78-31302
The reduction of the annoyance caused by subsonic
jet aircraft noise
p0343 A78-35975
Engine/airframe matching considerations for
subsonic V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-922] p0461 &78-43501
An extended vortex-lattice-method for the
application on subsonic/transonic transport
aircraft configurations
[DGLS PAPEB 78-071] p0478 A78-45238
Hhitcomb Kinglet applications to general aviation
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1478] p0513 A78-47923
The development and evaluation of advanced
technology laminar-flow-control subsonic
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 78-96] p0592 A78-52626
The Liguid Hydrogen Option for the Subsonic
Transport: A status report
[SASA-TH-74089] p0031 S78-10306
Aircraft configurations for high-speed ships
[AD-A055540] p0610 H78-32092
SDBSOHIC FLOH
Calculation of supercritical flow past a double
wedge by Telenin's method
p0011 A78-12301
A method for determining the induced resistance of
wings with high aspect ratio in a subsonic regime
p0120 A78-19065
Numerical solution of the integral equation of a
subsonic lifting surface
p0120 A78-19071
The interaction of sound with a subsonic jet
issuing from a semi-infinite cylindrical pipe
p0122 A78-19213
Solution of the problem of three-dimensional flow
past a delta wing with subsonic edges by a
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•edification of the Lax-Hendroff method
p0128 A78-19696
A combined potential and viscous flow solution for
V/STOL engine inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1(12] p0159 A78-20702
Subsonic vortex-flov design study for slender wings
[AIAA PiPEB 78-154] p0159 A78-20708
High-frequency approximation for a nonlifting thin
airfoil in subsonic flo«
[AIAA PIPEB 78-226] p0161 A78-20755
Approximate method of calculating subsonic
compressible flows past a lifting wing profile
p0164 A78-20883
Effect of nozzle shape on characteristics of
three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows
p0168 478-21093
Successive-approximation calculation of a stead;
subsonic gas flow about an airfoil lattice
p0186 A78-24085
Study of a supercritical profile with oscillating
control surface in sub- and transonic flows
[OSEHA, TP BO. 1977-136] p0192 A78-24468
Entrainment characteristics of unsteady subsonic
jets
p0223 A78-26238
Stability of subsonic gasdynanic flows
p0274 A78-28959
Application of the integral-transformation nethod
to three-dinensional unsteady problems of the
theory of cascades
p0370 A78-36366
Cross-flow characteristics on a cylindrical body
at incidence in subsonic flow
p0373 A78-37406
Boundary layer blowing tests on a radial diffnser
in low and subsonic Bach range
p037U A78-37411
The aean velocity field of unsteady subsonic air
Jets
p0374 A78-37417
High-frequency subsonic flow past a pulsating thin
airfoil. II - Gust-type npwash
p0416 A78-40837
A viscous-inviscid interactive compressor
calculation
[AIAA PAPBB 78-11110] pO«21 A78-41803
Application of the viscons-inviscid iteration
technigue using surface transpiration to
calculate subsonic flow over wing-body
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1203] p0423 A78-41893
Time-domain Green's function Method for
three-dimensional nonlinear subsonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 78-1204] pO«23 A78-41894
Simplified formulas for lift and moment in
unsteady thin airfoil theory
p0474 A78-H4909
Bach number and temperature effects on jets
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1152] pO«76 A78-45134
On the nature of jets entering a turbulent flow. A
- Jet-mainstream interaction. B - Film cooling
performance
p0573 A78-50582
Unsteady dynamic responses of subsonic cascades to
sinusoidal gust. Ill - stator and rotor blade
cascades in oscillation
p0577 A78-50617
Some mixed boundary value problems for subsonic
flow past oscillating profiles
p0584 A78-51198
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient nethods
applied to unsteady three dimensional potential
flows
[AIAA PAPEB 78-229] p0593 A78-52630
Application of the method of integral equations to
the calculation of subsonic gas flows through
turbine blade cascades
p0600 A78-53783
Regnlarization of the singular integral equation
for a wing in an unsteady subsonic gas flow
[AD-A04U670] p0082 H78-12044
Subsonic, inviscid flow by the finite element method
[»BE-TR-1858(B) ) p0147 H78-15005
A generalized vortex lattice method for subsonic
and supersonic flow applications
[HASA-CB-2865] p0194 H78-16002
Fundamental studies of subsonic and transonic flow
separation. Part 2: Second phase summary report
[AD-A048615] p0237 878-18007
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics of a general
research fighter configuration employing a jet
sheet vortex generator
[HASA-TB-74049] p0300 H78-20071
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics for a model
with swept back and swept forward wings
[SASA-TB-74093] p0300 H78-20073
Steady, Oscillatory and Unsteady, Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics (SOOSSA) for complex
aircraft configurations
p0346 B78-22036
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on
wing-store configurations in subsonic flow
p0346 B78-22012
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in
subsonic and supersonic flow
[AD-A052449] p0394 B78-24094
The development and application of a simple method
for determining unsteady airloads in subsonic
compressible flow
[AD-A052417] p0394 B78-24096
A viscons-inviscid interactive compressor
calculations
[HASA-TB-78920] p0437 878-26100
Induced velocity field of a jet in a crossflow
[HASA-TP-1087] p0442 B78-26392
A Hach line panel method for computing the
linearized supersonic flow over planar wings
[HASA-CB-152126] pO«50 H78-27087
Closed-form equations for the Lift, drag, and
pitching-moment coefficients of airfoil sections
in subsonic flow
[UASA-TH-78092] p0498 H78-29068
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on
wing-store configurations in subsonic flow
[N1B-8P-77025-0] p0498 H78-29073
A calculator program for analyzing airloads on a
wing of arbitrary planform and camber in
subsonic flow
[AD-A054180] pOSIS H78-30058
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Adaptation for economization, or adaptation for
the economization of energy in transport
aircraft design and operation
p0003 A78-12030
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a wing moving with subsonic velocity under a
slight effect of a shock wave
p0334 A78-34442
Hethod for calculating the longitudinal, lateral,
and cross aerodynamic derivatives of a flight
vehicle at subsonic speeds
p0342 A78-35905
The turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement at
subsonic speeds
p0374 478-37413
The exact numerical calculation of propeller noise
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1122] p0420 A78-41832
An experimental and computational investigation of
a swept-wing flow at subsonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1200] p0423 A78-11890
An approximate method of calculating downwash
behind a straight wing with unsteady aperiodic
motion at subsonic flight speeds
[AD-A044293] . p0084 H78-12069
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral directional
static stability characteristics of a variable
sweep fighter configuration employing various
control surface deflections at angles of attack
of 0 deg to SO deg and large sideslip angles
[HASA-TH-74050] p0092 H78-13010
Theoretical and experimental analysis of
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of skewed wings at subsonic
speeds to high angles of attack
[BASA-TS-D-8512] p0093 B78-13015
Effects of acoustic and vortical disturbances on
the turbulent boundary layer at free-stream Bach
number 0.5
[AD-A047921] p0205 B78-17026
A method for calculation of the pressure
distribution of wing-body configurations for
large angle of attack at subsonic speed —-
based on potential theory
[BSVG-FB1T-77-15] p0238 B78-18013
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 1: longitudinal aerodynamic
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characteristics of a semispan model at subsonic
speeds in the Langley 8 ft transonic tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-8473] p0299 N78-20064
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 5: Stability characteristics
of a fall-span wing with a generalized fuselage
at high subsonic speeds
tNASA-TP-1163] p0302 N78-20081
Some practical limitations to fuel-conservative
civil engine technology
[&A4F-HT-77-29] p0351 N78-22092
Amelioration of various components of a subsonic
transport aircraft engine
fAAAF-NT-77-31] p0353 N78-22109
A finite-step method for estimating the spanvise
lift distribution of wings in synmetric, yawed,
and rotary flight at low speeds
[NASA-CR-158901] p0405 N78-25056
Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach number 0.2 of
a wing-body concept for a hypersonic research
airplane
[NASA-TP-11891 p0405 N78-25059
Studies in experimental aerodynamics subsonic
velocities
fNASA-TT-F-17158] p0450 N78-27086
Measurements of blast pressures on a rigid 65 deg
sweptback mng at Hach 0.76 from rocket
propelled sled tests. Volume 1: Test
documentation
[AD-A053468] p0490 N78-28085
Subsonic dynamic stability characteristics of tvo
close-coupled canard-wing configurations
[NASA-IP-1291] p0622 N78-33050
An investigation of wing buffeting response at
subsonic and transonic speeds: Phase 1: F-111A
flight data analysis. Volume 1: Summary of
technical approach, results and conclusions
[NASA-CR-152109J p0629 1178-33113
An investigation of wing buffeting response at
subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 1: F-111A
flight data analysis. Volume 2: Plotted power
spectra
[NASA-CTi-152110] p0629 N78-33114
An investigation of wing buffeting response at
subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 1: F-111A
flight data analysis. volume 3: Tabulated
power spectra
[NASA-CR-152111] p0629 H78-33115
An investigation of wing buffeting response at
subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A
flight data analysis. Volume 1: Summary of
technical approach, results and conclusions
[NASA-CB-152112] p0629 S78-33116
An investigation of wing buffeting response at
subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A
flight data analysis. Volume 2: Plotted power
spectra
rHASA-CH-152113] p0629 K78-33117
An investigation of wing buffeting response at
subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A
flight data analysis. Volume 3: Tabulated
power spectra
[BASA-CB-152114] p0629 N78-33118
SOBSOHIC BTHD TDNHELS
Effect of inflow nonuniformity on low-speed
wind-tunnel nozzles
p0333 A78-34160
Photon correlation techniques for wind-tunnel
anemometry
p0481 A78-46376
Induction of subsonic wind tunnels with slight
perforation
p0519 A78-48250
Blockage correction for aerodynamic measurements
in a closed subsonic wind tunnel
p0570 A78-50303
Aero-acoustic experimental verification of optimum
configuration of variable-pitch fans for 40 x 80
foot subsonic wind tunnel
[NASA-CB-152010] p0030 H78-10115
Subsonic wind tunnel tests of a canard-control
missile configuration in pure rolling motion
CAD-A044957] p0082 B78-12046
Research on unsteady turbulent boundary layers
p0146 H78-14992
Unsteady two dimensional airloads acting on
oscillating thin airfoils in subsonic ventilated
wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-2967] p0313 B78-21059
Beat transfer augmentation in flows over and
normal to high-porosity perforated surfaces
p0615 N78-32371
SOBSYBOCTOBES
Substructure coupling: A different approach
P0091 H78-124S5
Superelement method of designing a helicopter
fuselage
p0206 N78-17043
SOCTIOH
Second-order boundary-layer flow with hard suction
p0076 A78-16812
Effect of boundary layer suction through slits on
the efficiency of tnrbomachine outlet diffusors
p028<l A78-30572
Transition behavior of a Blasius-type boundary
layer subjected to uniform blowing or suction
pO»18 A78-41149
Three dimensional free convection flow and heat
transfer along a porous vertical plate
pOS69 A78-50288
Development of advanced stability theory suction
prediction techniques for laminar flow control
on swept wings
p0449 B78-27068
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Isoperimetric problems of the theory of
supercavitated mechanisms
p0477 A78-45172
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SOPERCOHDOCTIHG POWER TRAHSHISSIOB
Modeling refinements for the rectified
superconducting alternator airborne power
supply
p0536 A78-49961
SOPBBCOOLIHG
Initial development of a tactical system for
dispersing supercooled stratus
[AD-A056570] p0635 H78-33677
SUPERCRITICAL FLOR
Calculation of supercritical flow past a doable
wedge by Telenin's method
p0011 A78-12301
i Supercritical cascade design
p0012 A78-12302
Experiments on supercritical flows in a
self-correcting wind tunnel
p0295 A78-32345
Application of supercritical airfoil technology to
compressor cascades - Comparison of theoretical
and experimental results
[»IAA PAPER 78-1138] p0421 A78-41842
Approximate transonic profile flow at incidence
with shock
p0582 A78-51096
Influence of oil-squeeze-filn damping on
steady-state response of flexible rotor
operating to supercritical speeds
[NASA-TP-1094] p0098 N78-13064
The thickness distribution of profiles for
shock-free flow without lift
[DLB-IB-151-77/9] p0138 N78-1U008
Comments on the state of the art of transonic
unsteady aerodynamics
p0439 S78-26118
Design of a laminar-flow-control supercritical
airfoil for a swept wing
p0449 H78-27069
Asymmetric supercritical flow past a double wedge
with embedded shocks
p0603 078-32002
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Study of a supercritical profile with oscillating
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control surface in sob- and transonic flows
[OBEBA, It HO. 1977-136) p0192 A78-21168
Experimental investigation of the thermoaconstic
fluctuations in heated channels at supercritical
pressures
p0580 478-50780
SOPBBCBITICAl SUSS
On the boundary layer displacement effect near the
trailing edge of an aft-loaded airfoil
p0002 A78-11636
A numerical procedure for the solution of the
direct problem of supercritical transonic ving
profiles, with a hodaqraphic nethod
pOIIB A78-19040
Study of a supercritical profile with oscillating
control surface in sub- and transonic flovs
"* [OHEBA, TP HO. 1977-136] p0192 A78-24468
Hew strnctnralization and work of current interest
in the research area of fluid mechanics
• propulsion systems, aerodynamics and acoustics
p0337 A78-34S1I1
Supercritical »ing sections III Book
p0311 A78-35728
A new method for designing shock-free transonic
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1114] p0475 A78-45127
Transonic potential flow computations by finite
eleaents - Airfoil and ving analysis, airfoil
optimization
[D6IB PAPBB 78-065] p0477 A78-15227
Aerodynamic design of thick, supercritical wings
through the concept of equivalent subsonic
pressure distribution
[HLH-HP-78011-0] p0477 A78-U5230
Design and wind tunnel testing of the
supercritical wing vith manoeuvre flaps for the
Alpha Jet as experimental aircraft
p0177 A78-45231
Flow development on a supercritical wing
pOi|77.A78-4523K
The supercritical wing - An evolution or a
revolution
pOU78 A78-H5239
Design and experimental verification of two
supercritical airfoils
[DGIB PAPEB 78-075] pOH78 A78-U5240
The DPV1B Transonic Wind Tunnel Braunschweig -
Hall interference corrections for the modified
test section and results for the supercritical
airfoil CAST 7
p0478 A78-«52<!2
An experimental investigation of the drag of thick
supercritical aerofoils - A progress report
p0178 A78-05243
Theoretical aspects of dromedaryfoil
[AD-A047150] p0194 H78-16023
Collection of supercritical aerofoils obtained
with the HLB hodograph method
[HL8-TB-75115-0] p0237 H78-18009
An aerodynamic investigation of a forward swept wing
[AD-A048898] p0251 B78-19069
Analysis and design of a cooled supercritical
airfoil test model wall temperature effect
on boundary layer stability
[AD-A048895] p0265 H78-19168
Plight evaluation of the transonic stability and
control characteristics of an airplane
incorporating a supercritical wing
[HASA-TP-1167] p0309 H78-201IIO
Plight-measured buffet characteristics of a
supercritical wing and a conventional wing on a
variable-sweep airplane
[NSSA-TP-1244] P0358 H78-23056
Tabulated pressure measurements of a BASA
supercritical-wing research airplane model with
and without fuselage area-rule additions at Hach
0.25 to 1.00
[NASA-TH-X-2634] p0393 H78-24077
Rind-tunnel investigation of basic aerodynamic
characteristics of a supercritical-wing research
airplane configuration
[HASA-TH-X-2470] p0393 H78-24078
Wind-tunnel measurements of aerodynamic load
distribution on an NASA supercritical-wing
research airplane configuration
[HASA-TH-I-2469] p0393 H78-20079
Aerodynamic characteristics of an NASA
supercritical-wing research airplane model with
and without fuselage area-rule additions at Hach
0.25 to 1.00
[HASA-TH-I-2633] p0393 H78-24080
Dnsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil
[HlB-BP-77008-0] p0438 H78-26113
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of
trailing-edge geometry on a RASA supercritical
airfoil section
[8ASA-T8-I-2336] pO<450 H78-27079
Design and analysis of a hodograph nethod for the
calculation of supercritical shock-free aerofoils
[HLB-TB-77046-0] pO<»88 N78-28059
Investigations of the transonic flow around
oscillating airfoils
[BLB-TB-77090-U] p0098 H78-29074
Aerodynamic characteristics induced on a
supercritical wing due to vectoring twin nozzles
at Hach numbers from 0.40 to 0.95
[HASA-TH-78746] p0543 S78-30039
Theoretical estimation of the transonic
aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TP-1253] pOSII S78-30056
Control-surface hinge-moment calculations for a
high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing
[HASA-TH-78664] p0557 H78-31043
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On the linear superposition of aerodynamic forces
on wings in periodic gusts
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lighter Than Air
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Advanced design composite aircraft program
p0077 A78-16919
Design considerations in formulating 7/STOL lift
plus lift/cruise supersonic fighter concepts
p0109 A78-17878
Advanced technology emphasis for a 1985 tactical
supersonic cruise airplane
p0109 A78-17879
Getting ready for V/STOL T6E in the 80's Test
and Evaluation for subsonic and supersonic options
p0123 A78-19431
Configuration development of a supersonic cruise
strike-fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-118] p0173 A78-22587
Arrow wings for supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-151] p0173 A78-22588
The location of the ground focus line produced by
a supersonic aircraft
p0178 A78-23157
Interavia combat aircraft design analysis. I -
Dassault-Breguet Hirage 2000
p0328 A78-32850
Integration of a variable cycle engine concept in
a supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1049] p0466 A78-43574
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in extended vortex-lattice-method for the
application on subsonic/transonic transport
aircraft configurations
[DGLB PAPEB 78-071] p0478 A78-45238
Birage 2000 - Dassault's better delta
p0523 A78-49169
Design evolution of a supersonic cruise
strike-fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1452] p0528 A78-49783
• Application of hypersonic favorable aerodynamic
interference concepts to supersonic aircraft
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[AD-A055952] p0607 H78-32072
SDPPOBT IBTBBFBBBKCB
Experimental investigation of support interference
on an ogive cylinder at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 78-165] p0160 A78-20717
Sting effects as determined by the measurement of
pitch-damping derivatives and base pressures at
Hach number 3
CAIAA 78-830] p0297 A78-32381
SOPPOfif SISTERS
BT GBOOBD OPEBATIOSAL SDPPORT SYSTEH
HT GBODHD SOPPOBT SYSTEHS
F-15 Avionics Intermediate Shop - Hilitarized
design for maintenance and support
P0055 A78-14947
Hodel support system interference on zero-lift
drag at transonic speeds
[AIAA 78-809] p0296 A78-32363
Approach for identifying avionics flight software
operational support requirements - PAVE TACK an
example
p0533 478-49900
Digital avionics support - A retrospective view of
the future
p0533 A78-II9903
SDPPOBTS
HT PY.LOBS
Natural vibrations of a rigid lotor mounted on
elastic ball bearings
p0582 A78-51015
Critical sting length as determined by the
aeasnrement of pitch-damping derivatives for
laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary
layers at Nach no. 3 for reduced frequencies of
0.0033 and 0.0056
[AD-A042747] p0020 H78-10033
Design study of a centerplate mount for wind
tunnel models
[AD-A047204] p0201 N78-16073
SOPPBESSOBS
Application of second-order turbulent modeling to
the prediction of radiated aerodynamic sound
[NASA-CB-2994] pOUII H78-25359
SOBFACE COO1IHG
Protection of cooled blades of conplex internal
structure
p0321 B78-21141
SOBFACE CBACKS
Hicrofractographic fractore analysis of some
aircraft parts
p0273 A78-28789
On the detection and measurement of cracks in
critically loaded holes
point) B78-26i)69
SOBFACE DISTOBTIOH
Elastic deformations of rapidly-rotating prismatic
mirrors
p0168 A78-21374
SOBFACB EFFECT SHIPS
Some specific hydrodynamic and aerodynamic
problems of surface-effect ships with sidewalls
p0286 A78-31126
Dynamic response of lift fans subject to varying
backpressure for Surface Effect Ships
[AIAA PAPEB 78-756] p0292 A78-32176
A compass for the crystal ball naval research
on surface and ground effect vehicles
P0429 A78-43225
SDBFACB FIBISHIBS
Article quality index realization logic-block
diagram in aircraft industry qnality control
p0049 A78-13179
Using snrface plastic deformation to increase the
fatigue strength of aircraft gas-turbine
compressor disks
p0133 A78-20390
In-state deliver; and reinforcement of rigid
airport causeways - Some technical problems and
attempts using special coatings
p0188 A78-24375
Quality assurance in the fabrication of products
in aviation technology
p0291 A78-32267
Evaluation of soil resistant coatings for exterior
aircraft surfaces
[AD-A051449] p0365 B78-23235
Adhesion of erosion resistant tapes on several
surface configurations
[FOK-B-2132] p0442 B78-26220
SOBFACE GBOHBTBT
Analysis and calculation of plane skew symmetric
contours of second-order smoothness for
channel surface design
p017U A78-22636
Minimum drag surfaces for traveling projectiles
p0342 A78-35787
Circles, texture, etc. - Alternate approaches to
CIG scene detail computer mage generation
for flight simulators
[AIAA 78-1578] p0579 A78-50659
SOBFACE IBTSBACTIOBS
0 SDBFACE BEACTIONS
SOBFACE IAIEBS
Effect of long service on the fine structure of
the snrface of gas turbine engine rotor blades
pO«70 A78-44522
Snrface corrosion evaluation by relative magnetic
susceptibility measurements
p0443 B78-26466
SOBFACB HAVIGATIOH
Advanced navigation techniques using multiple
systems
[AIAA 77-1554] p0051 A78-13652
Positioning and navigation by satellite for
marine operations
[AIAA 77-1553] pOOSI A78-13689
Considerations on the selection of a
radionavigation system for the coasts of France
p0073 A78-16352
navigating Canada, to the end of the twentieth
century
p0111 A78-17907
Automatic continental land mobile position fixing
via satellite
pOIII A78-17908
Some experiments with satellite-navigation Doppler
receivers Bsgnavox 'BX-902' and 'ITT-60011
p0343 A78-36111
The Onega radionavigation system comes to the
Pacific Ocean area
p0525 A78-49660
Accuracy of ship-position determination by means
of BBSS Transit
p0590 A78-51889
The use of Doppler-shift position lines in
satellite navigation systems
p0590 A78-51890
SOBFACE PBESSOBB
0 PBESSDHE
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SUBJECT INDEX SDEVEIS
SURFACE PROPERTIES
HT SURFACE CHICKS
HT SUBFACE BOOGHHESS
HT SURFACE TEBPEBATUBE
HT WAIL TEBPEBATOHE
Bodeling the influence of the ground effect on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a wing by means
of a flat screen of finite dinensions
P0174 A78-22634
Bodeling ground plane influence on wing
aerodynamic characteristics using a finite plane
screen
p0518 A78-48216
Some problems of heat transfer in a boundary layer
on continuously moving azisymoetric surfaces
p0598 A78-53309
Mutual effect of theraochemical destruction of the
surface and viscous interaction for hypersonic
flow past a sharp cone
p0599 A78-53508
SURFACE REACTIOHS
Surface current and charge density induced on
aircraft
P0169 A78-21990
Aerodynamic effects on erosion in turbomachinery
p0578 A78-50635
SURFACE BOOGBBBSS
Runuay roughness characterization by DOS approach
Dynamic Data System
p028« A78-30679
Collection of commercial aircraft characteristics
for study of runvay roughness
[AD-A042623/9] p0030 H78-10118
Methodology for determining, isolating, and
correcting runway roughness using aircraft
dynamic response
[AD-A044328/3] p0099 U78-13078
Runway roughness evaluation laser profilometer
implementation study
[AD-AOU91IK3] p0324 N78-21165
A flight investigation of the spanvise lift
requirements of a helicopter rotor blade
[ARC-R/B-3812] p0361 H78-23086
Digital simulation of flexible aircraft response
to symmetrical and asymmetrical runway roughness
[AD-A053588] pOU99 N78-29087
Airfield pavement smoothness requirements
based on riding quality and aircraft response to
runway roughness
[AD-A050921] p0502 H78-29111
Flight measurements of the effects of simulated
leading-edge erosion on helicopter blade stall,
torsional loads and performance
tARC-R/B-3809] p0548 N78-30098
Kllipsometric determination of properties of films
on rough surfaces such as aluminum alloy
aircraft skin
[AD-A056782] p0633 H78-33413
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
Influence of surface roughness on skin friction
and heat transfer foe compressible turbulent
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 77-178] p0593 A78-52629
Study of rough ground and grading criteria for IIS
GS site preparation
[AD-A053294] p0452 H78-27101
Aerodynamic performance of conventional and
advanced design labyrinth seals with
solid-smooth abradable, and honeycomb lands
gas turbine engines
[SASA-CB-135307] p0459 N78-27427
SURFACE TEHPERATDBE
NT BAIL TEHPERATOBE
Dear studies on aircraft brake materials
p0177 A78-23433
Dnsteady heat transfer from a cylinder with radial
injection
p0384 A78-39042
Effect of temperature-dependent heat capacity on
aerodynamic ablation of melting bodies
p0571 A78-50455
Temperature profiles of rotating cooled blade -—
via infrared photography of air-cooled turbine
blades
p0573 A78-50581
SURFACE TO SURFACE BISSIIES
NT AHTITABK HISSILES
NT C80ISE BISSILES
SURFACE TREATHEHT
0 SURFACE FIHISHIH6
SURFACE VEHICLES
HT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
HT AUTOHOBILES
ST BAGNETIC LEVITATION VEHICLES
HT BOTOR VEHICLES
HT HDCLEAB POWERED SHIPS
HT SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS
HT SWATH (SHIP)
HT TBUCKS
Automatic continental land mobile position fixing
via satellite
p0111 A78-17908
Comparative vibration environments of
transportation vehicles
p0331 A78-33442
Bitsnbishi Passenger Transfer Vehicle Bodel 150
p0429 A78-43298
The development of a regenerator seal for
vehicular use for automatic gas turbine
engines
P0574 A78-50587
SURFACE RAVES
Interaction of a surface wave with a dielectric
slab discontinuity
[AD-A055956] p0615 H78-32327
SURFACES
Flight-measured aerodynamic loads on a 0.92 aspect
ratio lifting surface TF-12A ventral fins
p0605 H78-32058
SDBGES
A study on the mechanism of compressor surge due
to inlet pressure disturbances
[AIAA PAPER 78-246] p0162 A78-20769
Surge responsibility and range characteristics of
centrifugal compressors
p0577 A78-50616
SDRVEILLAHCE
ST SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
SDBVEILLAHCE BADAR
 ;
ST AIRBORNE SDRVEILLAHCE RADAR
Implementation of the discrete address beacon i
system /DABS/ sensor
p0064 A78-15634
The technology for the automatic tracking of
targets of surveillance and secondary radar
p0073 A78-16377
A millimeter wave surveillance radar for RPVs
p0107 A78-17548
Ground radar - Vital tool or luxury for
aircraft surface movements
p0289 A78-31869
Airport traffic surveillance
p059« A78-52957
Hoving target detector /BTD/ radar system
p0595 A78-52963
DABS coverage
tAD-A045940] p0139 H78-14022
The Single-Site Collision Avoidance System (SS-CAS)
[AD-A045977] p0196 H78-16035
Airport surface traffic control TAGS planning
alternatives and cost/benefit analysis
[AD-A037790] p0196 H78-16038
Preliminary limited surveillance radar (LSB)
cost/benefit analysis
CAD-A046829] p0201 S78-16245
Development of a discrete address beacon system
testing monopulse beacon antennas
[AD-A048247] p0206 N78-17036
Verification of DABS sensor surveillance
performance (ATCRBS mode) at typical ASB sites
throughout COHUS
[AD-A051128] p0395 N78-24105
SURVEYING
D SURVEYS
SUBVEIS
NT GEODETIC SURVEYS
Synthesis of social surveys on noise annoyance
p0517 A78-48051
An analysis of user acceptance and perceived
usability of C-141A job guides
[AD-A047141] p0193 H78-15992
Las Vegas graphic study
[AD-A052772] p0452 N78-27104
Baseline data requirements for assessing
environmental impact
[PB-281148/7] p0617 S78-32620
A-359
SURVIVAL EQOIPHBST SUBJECT INDEX
SDBVIVAL BQOIPHBNT
Survival after a crash
p0072 A78-16280
Downed Airman Power Source (DAPS) for inclusion
into the BSSK-8A aircraft ejection seat to be
used by downed pilots for environmental
anti-exposnre protection
[AD-A044083] p0083 N78-12052
Downed Airman Power Scarce (DAPS) for inclusion
into the BSSK-1A aircraft ejection seat to be
used by downed pilots for environmental
anti-exposure protection
[AD-A04fl481 ] p0083 1178-12053
SOSCBPTIBILIIT (BA6BEIISB)
0 HAGNETIC PEBHEABILITT
SOSPBNDING (BANGING)
NT HAGNETIC SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION SISTEBS (VEHICLES)
Duct effects on the heave stability of plenum air
cushions
p0592 A78-52616
Analysis of a suspension systen for a wheel
rolling on a flat track
[NASA-CP-157563] p0555 N78-30583
SWASB
D SPLASHING
SHATH (SHIP)
A compass for the crystal ball naval research
on surface and ground effect vehicles
p0429 A78-43225
SWEAT COOLIBG
Some problems of GTE blade transpiration cooling
p0049 A78-13166
Performance and design of transpiration-cooled
tnrbide blading
p0320 H78-21129
Turbojet' engine perfornance at high turbine entry
temperatures with transpiration cooled turbine
blading
p0351 N78-22095
SWEDES
Sweden's latest- and last airport
p0289 A78-31868
SHEEP EFFECT
Bounds on thickness and loading noise of rotating
blades and the favorable effect of blade sweep
on noise reduction
p0621 878-32834
SWEPT FOBHABD WIHGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL RINGS
Grumman ' s radio-controlled experimental air force
p0379 A78-38522
Subsonic roll damping of a model with swept-back
and swept-forward wings
[NASA-TH-78677] p0299 N78-20061
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics for a model
with swept back and swept forward wings
[NASA-TH-74093] p0300 N78-20073
The performance of a conceptual mnltinission
power-augmented-ram wing-in-ground effect vehicle[AD-A051433] p0359 N78-23064
SWEPT WISGS
NT ABHOR RINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
NT SWEPT FOBRtBD RINGS
NT SWEPTBACK RINGS
NT TBAPEZOIDAL RINGS
Asymptotic theory of the swept wing
p0052 A78-14053
Influence of wing-attachment stiffness on the
stability of aeroelastic vibrations
p0129 A78-19736
Beal flow limitations in supersonic airplane design
[AIAA PAPEB 78-147] pO173 A78-22586
The supersonic flow past cnsped wings
p0230 A78-28056
An experimental and computational investigation of
a swept-wing flow at subsonic speeds[AIAA PAPBB 78-1200] p0023 A78-<11890
The calculation of transonic flow over
three-dimensional swept wings using the exact
potential equation
p0477 A78-45232
Supersonic flow over sharp-edged wings
p0480 A78-46091
Ground simulation and tunnel blockage for a swept,jet-flapped wing tested to very high lift
coefficients
[NASA-CH-152032] p0092 N78-13008
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-scale
straight and swept-back wing with knee-blown jet
flaps
[N4SA-TH-78427] p0137 N78-13998
Low-speed wind-tnnnel tests of the longitudinal
stability characteristics of some swept-wing
quiet Airbus configurations
[ABC-H/H-3801] p0141 N78-1H042
Leading edge transition on swept wings
pOKltt N78-14336
Influence of wing tapering on the development of a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer *
exemplified with a transonic wing
[BHVG-FBRT-77-7] p0237 N78-18010
Application and comparison of modal perturbation
methods and modal correction procedures
exemplified by a swept wing with two external
stores
[DLK-FB-77-21 ] p0238 H78-18014
An aerodynamic investigation of a forward swept wing
[AD-A048898] p0254 H78-19069
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics for a
close-coupled wing-canard model in both swept
back and swept forward configurations
[NASA-TH-74092] p0312 N78-21049
A vectorization of the Jameson-Canghey NIC
transonic swept-wing computer program FLO-22-V1
for the STAB-100 computer
[NASA-TH-78665] p0312 N78-21050
Effect ol leading-edge contour and vertical-tail
configuration on the low-speed stability
characteristics of a supersonic transport model
having a highly-swept arrow wing
[NASA-TH-78683] p0312 N78-21051
Supporting project activities in the civil
components program "Ring Section1
[BHFT-FB-R-77-26] p0350 N78-22084
Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a
swept wing by a finite volume method
[NASA-CB-157012] p0403 N78-24808
Computational wing optimization and comparisons
with experiment for a semi-span wing model
[NSSA-TH-78480] p0438 N78-26106
Development of advanced stability theory suction
prediction techniques for laminar flow control
on swept wings
p04»9 N78-27068
Design of a laminar-flow-control supercritical
airfoil for a swept wing
pO»49 N78-27069
Calculation of laminar boundary layers on infinite
swept wings based on Thwaites two-dimensional
method
[FFA-AU-1431] pO«88 N78-28061
Structural modifications on a swept wing model
with two external stores by means of modal
perturbation and modal correction methods
[ESA-TT-463] pO»88 N78-28064
Phenomenological aspects of quasi-stationary
controlled and uncontrolled three-dimensional
flow separations in relation to aircraft
design considerations and swept wings
pOH93 N78-28402
Approximate indicial lift function for tapered,
swept wings in incompressible flow
[NASA-TP-12H1] p0544 N78-30054
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a 70 deg swept
double-delta wing at Hach number 0.2
[NASA-TP-1252] p0557 N78-31045
Rind tunnel tests on a tail-less swept wing
span-distributed cargo aircraft configuration
[NASA-TH-78767] p060H S78-32048
SREPTBACK RINGS
NT ABBOR RINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
NT TBAPEZOIDAL RINGS
Design of a transonically profiled wing
[DGLB PAPEB 77-026] p0189 A78-24417
Design and analysis of winglets for military
aircraft, phase 2[AD-A046152] p0140 N78-14035
Calculation of the lift of partially-stalled wings
[NAL-TH-H98T] p0252 H78-1905B
Subsonic roll damping of a model with swept-back
and swept-forward wings
[NASA-TH-78677] p0299 N78-20061
A-360
SUBJECT IIDIX STSIKR MILOBBS
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics for a model
*ith svept back and svept forward wings
[HASA-TH-74093] p0300 H78-20073
neasnreients of control-surface oscillatory
derivatives on a sveptback, tapered aodel King
in t«o transonic tunnels
rARC-R/H-3806] p0363 N78-23104
Measurenents of blast pressures on a rigid 65 deg
sveptback wing at Bach 0.76 from rocket
propelled sled tests. Volume 1: Test
documentation
fAD-A053468J p0190 H78-28085
SHIELIHG
Stady of a tnrbomachine combustor with swirling flow
[ O N E B A , It NO. 1977-170] p0108 A78-17662
Transonic swirling gas flow through a nozzle
p0170 »78-22355
Effect of high levels of confinement upon the ,
aerodynamics of swirl burners
p0222 878-26107
Swirl flow in conical diffusers
p0230 878-27910
Unsteady fluid flow in a swirl injector
p0581 878-50781
Changes in conical diffnser performance by swirl
addition
p0586 A78-51463
SHIB1IHG RAKES
0 TBKBDIBHT UAKBS
SWITCBBS
HT SWITCHING CIRCOITS
The use of multifunction keyboards in single-seat
Air Force cockpits
[AD-A041076] p0096 N78-13044
SWITCHING
»T BEAH SWITCHING
SWITCHING CIHCOITS
Visually Activated Switching System using
helmet-mounted IB transmitter for avionics control
p0067 878-15669
A high-power switching network for a dual-mode
antenna for airborne transmitter application
p0383 878-38844
SWITCBIHG BLEBBNTS
B SWITCHING CIBCOITS
SBITCBISG THEOST
Development of a nonlinear switching function and
its application to static lift characteristics
of straight wings
[N8S8-TB-78737] p0604 N78-32051
SYMBOLS
Air Force electronically generated symbology
standardization
p0067 A78-15670
ATE and avionics display systems
p0417 878-40924
Development of a synbology exerciser for display
generation and analysis on the visually-coupled
airborne systems simulator (VCASS)
CAD-8055464] p0630 H78-33124
SIHHETHICAL BODIES
ST 8XISYBHETBIC BODIES
HT BODIES OF BEVOLOTIOH
ST CONICAL BODIES
NT CTLISDBICAL BODIES
NT ELLIPSOIDS
NT FAIRINGS
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS
NT SLENDEB CONES
BT SPHERES
NT STREAMLINED BODIES
SYBCHROBISH
NT FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION
Results of laser synchronization by overflight
between Paris and San Fernando in Spain
[ONERA, IP NO. 1978-110] pOI|79 A78-II5277
SYHCBHOHIZATION
0 SYNCHBONISB
SYNCHRONOUS DETBCTOBS
0 COBBEL8TOBS
SYNCHRONOUS BOTOBS
Linear machine power requirements and system
comparisons for German magnetic levitation
revenue vehicles
p0585 A78-51271
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
NT AEROSAT SATELLITES
SIITTBETIC FIBERS
ST GLASS FIBEBS
Development of fiber shields for engine containment
mathematical models
p0026 B78-10079
Lightweight engine containment -— Kevlar shielding
p0026 N78-10080
Flutter analysis of a glider made of synthetic
materials
[NASA-TB-75160] p0079 B78-12012
Design and development of helicopter external
cargo sling legs made with Kevlar
[AD-iOS6951J p0626 878-33093
SYNTHETIC FUELS
Future fuels for aviation
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1977-156] p0057 A78-15021
Jet fuels froB synthetic crudes
p0461 178-43415
Gas turbine engine fuel from synthetic crude
p0461 478-43416
Evaluation of coal-derived JP-5 fuels
p0461 £78-43417
Effect of fuel properties on performance of single
aircraft turbojet combnstor at simulated idle,
cruise, and takeoff conditions
[NAS8-TB-73780] p0097 B78-13056
Evaluation of methods to produce aviation turbine
fuels from synthetic crude oils, phase 3, volume 3
[AD-A053106] p0410 N78-25239
Alternate fuels nitrogen chemistry
CAD-A053299] p0411 B78-25240
Aviation fuels beyond the 1980's liquefied
gases and synthetic fuels
[NASA-TB-79510] p0442 H78-26223
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
p0497 B78-29063
SYHTHBTIC BESIBS
NT EPOXY BESIHS
NT KE7LAB (TBADEBARK)
NT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS
SIHTHBTIC BOBBEBS
NT ELASTOBERS
SYSTEB EFFECTIVENESS
Belmet Mounted Sights - Closing the loop with an
open-loop system
p0067 A78-15672
Increasing data productivity with a minicomputer
based data acquisition system
p0106 A78-17374
Evaluation of geometric performance of global
positioning system
p0378 A78-37987
A programmable display test unit '
p0417 478-40917
Technology analysis - Candidate advanced tactical
fighters "*
£8188 PAPEB 78-1451] p0528 A78-49782
Bodnlar target acquisition and designation systems
p0536 A78-49954
A parametric analysis of TEBCOB false fix
probability TEBrain contour Batching
p0539 878*49997
F-106 scheduled maintenance study. Phase 3:
Predictions and recommendations
[AD-A045399] p0091 N78-13000
Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS); active
mode
[AD-A046757] p0139 N78-14028
TBACALS evaluation report. Communications station
evaluation report. Little Bock AFB, Arkansas
ground based control
[AD-A053938] p0452 N78-27106
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Buenos Aires, Argentina
[8D-A054451] p0489 N78-28071
TBSB microwave landing system demonstration
program at Tegucigalpa, Honduras
[AD-8054452] p0489 N78-28072
SYSTEB FAILURES
F-8 DFBH sensor failure identification using
analytic redundancy
p0013 878-12362
Sensor failure detection using analytical redundancy
p0182 878-23862
Effect of reliability programs on life cycle cost
- A case history of TAC8N test set
p0276 A78-29478
A major refurbishing program for the NAB 5-ft. x
5-ft. blowdown wind tunnel
8-361
SISTERS ASALTSIS SUBJECT IIDEI
p0415 A78-II0725
General aviation flight instrument displays
p0125 A78-42514
Triplex digital fly-by-wire redundancy management
technigaes
[AIAA 78-1279] p05l)1 A78-50187
Flight test results of the Strapdown hexad
Inertial Reference nnit (SIBO). Volume 3:
Appendices A-G
tNASA-TM-7322<l] p0303 N78-20098
Reliable daal-redundant sensor failure detection
and identification for the NASA F-8 DFBW aircraft
[NASA-CF-2944] p0309 N78-20141
SYSTEMS ABALYSIS
TIES - Tactical information exchange system in
avionics
[AIAA 77-1498] p0006 A78-12246
Future domestic air navigation system analysis
[H77-52] p0111 A78-17904
B-1 terrain following
p0125 A78-19447
Systems analysis of safety in aviation. I
t p0178 A78-23470
Technical and economic evaluation of advanced air
cargo system concepts
, p0216 A78-24900
Get acguainted with scanning-beam HIS
reviewing capabilities and parameters
p0416 A78-40844
The value of aerospace design synthesis courses as
viewed by aerospace professionals
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1493] p0515 A78-U793H
The role of system performance analysis in the
independent assessment of B-1 navigation software
p0533 A78-49902
Dynamic analysis of electrical systems
p0535 A78-19934
Strategic or tactical air traffic control
p0570 A78-50447
A system concept of metering and spacing for
aircraft landing approach
p0595 A78-52968
System measurement improves computer responses to
the controller for air traffic control
p0596 A78-52974
Aircraft alerting systems criteria study. Volume
1: Collation and analysis of aircraft alerting
system data
[AD-AOH2328/5] p0021 H78-10037
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities of a general aviation
area navigation system
[ADrA042846/6] p0021 N78-10041
Identification of Spey engine dynamics in the
aug-uentor wing jet STOI research aircraft from
flight data
[NASA-CB-152054] p0028 N78-10094
Simulation of an air traffic control terminal area
[AD-AOt«211] p0083 H78-12056
Accuracy considerations on new Microwave Landing
Systems (HIS) from an operational point of view
p0315 N78-21081
& 4D approach control using VOB/DME/I1S guidance
p0315 N78-21083
A maintenance model for k-out-of-n subsystems
aboard a fleet of advanced commercial aircraft
[NASA-CB-145272] p0345 N78-22020
logistics and operational effectiveness of the P-3
aircraft
[AD-A052239] p0404 U78-25050
An investigation of short haul air transportation
in the southeastern United states
[NASA-CB-152166] p0451 N78-27094
Las Vegas graphic study
[AD-A052772] p0452 N78-2710<!
STSTEHS DESIGN
D SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
STSTEHS EHGIBBEBING
NT COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
Advanced Digital Avionics System for general
aviation
[AIAA 77-1494] pOOOS A78-122B3
Airline viewpoint on systems development and
integration avionics information processing
(AIAA 77-1496] p0006 A78-12244
DAIS - Design and performance Digital Avionics
Information System
[AISA 77-114991 p0006 A78-12247
An approach to system integration /BASIC/
Basic Avionic Subsystem Integration concept for
Navy weapons system program
[AIAA 77-1500] p0006 A7B-12248
Technical, economic and operational aspects of an
PAA engineering study and feasibility
determination for a ground-based warm fog
dispersal system
p0056 A78-14993
A modern warn fog dispersal system
p0056 A78-14994
A contractor's perception of design to life cycle
cost
p0060 A78-15553
Advanced environmental control for avionic systems
p0060 A78-15559
Design of aircraft autostabilisation systems using
the inverse Nyguist array method
p0073 A78-16334
Robustness of linear quadratic state feedback
designs in the presence of system uncertainty
application to Angmentor Wing Jet STOI
Research Aircraft flare control autopilot design
p0184 A78-23917
Aircraft electrical equipment Russian book
p0192 A78-2i)i»75
Sultivanable quadratic synthesis of an advanced
turbofan engine controller
p0226 A78-26793
Summary of the 1977 OSAF/OSB/ASEE Summer Design
Study program on the integration of wind tunnels
and computers
[AIAA PAPER 78-1144] p0421 A78-41845
Requirements for aircraft on board weight and
balance system
[SAE ARP 1409] p0472 A78-44692
Avionics first principles. IV - Automatic flight
control
p0480 A78-0.5926
Modeling and parameter uncertainties for aircraft
flight control system design
[AIAA 78-1371] p0481 A78-46558
Teaching design at all levels in aerospace
engineering curricula
[AIAA PAPER 78-1455] p0511 A78-47906
Integrated avionics for future general aviation
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1U82] pOSIU A78-47927
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Henotely piloted aircraft in the civil environnent
p0283 A78-30506
An overview of aerospace gas turbine technology of
relevance to the development of the automotive
gas turbine engine
[NASi-TB-73849] p0098 H78-13062
The problem of technology transfer: Beal or
imagined
[AD-A042961] p0213 B78-17943
Technical and financial fall-oat on armed forces
from commercial and export helicopter programmes
p0264 H78-19150
An industry survey on managing the timely
introduction and utilization of large scale
integrated circuits in military avionics
[AD-A053951] p0458 H78-27337
TECBB010GT UTILIZATION
Bemotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0070 A78-16100
Application of skin technology to turbine blades
zero gravity manufacture
[AIAA PAPEB 78-285] p0163 A78-20792
Future development of commercial aircraft:
Technological challenge - Economic constraints
[DGLR PAPEB 77-005] p0188 A78-24402
Applications of new visualization techniques to
on-board equipment
p0343 A78-35974
New technologies for aircraft structures
P0382 A78-38803
Lighter-than-air concepts and recent developments
p0386 A78-39395
Lasers in aviation Russian book on aerospace
applications
p047<l A78-45067
The D.s. Havy bets on V/STOl technological
integration for next generation aircraft design
p0525 A78-«9550
The potential of advanced technology for aircraft
structures /10th J. D. North Hemorial lecture/
p0570 A78-50400
Haval structural materials - Requirements, issues,
and opportunities
p0583 A78-51149
Emissions reduction technology program
p0039 B78-11065
Fuselage structure using advanced technology metal
matrix fiber reinforced composites
IHiSA-CASE-LAB-11688-1] p0241 B78-18045
TEETBBIBs
Wind-tunnel tests of wide-chord teetering rotors
with and without outboard flapping binges
[HASA-TP-1046] p0037 H78-11053
TBLBCOBBOIICATIOH
BT AIBCBAFT COBBONICATION
ft COLOB TELEVISION
BT COBROBICATIOH
HT DAT* LIHFS
HT DEFEBSE COBBONICATIORS SATELLITE STSTEH
IT GBOUHD-AIB-GBOOND COBBDNIC&TIOHS
»T OPTICAL C01HOB1CATIOB
NT POLSE CORBONICATIOR
HT BADIO COBBONICATION
HT RADIO BELAY SISTEBS
HT BADIO TELEBETBI
HT SELECTIVE DISSEBIHATIOH OF IHFOBHATIOH
HT SPACE COBBOH1CATIOH
BT SPACECBAFT ANTEHHAS
HT SPACECBAFT COBBOHICATIOH
BT TELEBETBY •
HT TIBE DIVISIOH BOLTIPLE ACCESS
BT TBAHSOCEAHIC COBBOHICATIOH
HT VOICE COBBOHICATIOH
HT MIDEBAHD COHBOHICATIOH
The BABOTS maritime satellite programme
p0227 A78-27049
TBACALS evaluation report. Coamonlcations station
evaluation report. Little Bock AFB, Arkansas
ground based control
[AD-A053938] p0452 H78-27106
Earth-to-orbital station radio bridge
P0621 H78-33019
Description of a model for evaluating operational
performance of communications system
[AD-A057199] p0632 H78-33313
TELESETEBS 1
0 TELEBETBY t
TELBBBTBT I
BT BADIO TELEBBTRY 3
The investigation of blade vibrations in the case
of impellers of highly loaded radial compressors
by means of data telemetry
p0335 A78-34489
TBLBVISIOI CAHEBAS
Guidance and control problems in semiautomatic >
recovery of the Aquila RPV
CAIAA 78-1272] P0540 A78-50182
TELEVISIOH EQOIPHEHT
HT TELEVISION CABEBAS
Display angaentation in manual control of remotely
piloted vehicles
p0231 A78-28148
Proposal and construction of a hybrid flight-sight
simulator with large picture projection
[DGLB PAPEB 77-087] p0290 A78-319H5
TELEVISIOH EECEPTIOS
A visual simulation procedure for the processing
of television images with reduced frame rates in
the case of representations of outside views
from remotely piloted vehicles German thesis
p0592 A78-52498
TELEVISIOH STSTEBS
HT COIOB TELEVISION
CRT update for airborne displays
p0374 A78-37490
Simultaneous sensor-presentation techniques study
for attack aircraft
[AD-A043355] p0024 N78-10066
Liquid crystal airborne display ~>
[AD-A048198] p0243 H78-18062
Development of systems and techniques for landing
an aircraft using onboard television
tNASA-TP-1171] p0305 N78-20114
Description and performance of the Langley visual
landing display system J
[HASA-TH-78742] p0546 H78-30073
TELEVISIOB TEASSaiSSIOH
Airborne television transmission
p0477 A78-45218
TELLEGEH TBEOBI
0 HETSORK SYHTHESIS
TEBPEBATOBE
NT ABBIENT TEBPEBATDBE
HT STBOSPHEBIC TBHPEHATDBE
HT FLASH POINT
HT GAS TEHPEBATOBE
NT HIGH TEBPEBATORE
NT NOISE TEBPERATORE
HT OPERATING TEHPEBATOBE
HT SURFACE TEBPEBATOBB
NT TRANSITION TEBPEBATOBE
HT BALL TBHPERATOBB
TEBPEBATDBE CONTBOL
The experimental determination of the parameters
of a mathematical model of an aircraft passenger
compartment as a control plant with respect to
air temperature
p0175 A78-22652
Some aspects of the thermal design of flight
vehicles and processing of heat-test data
P0228 A78-27452
A-367
TBBPBBATDBB DISTEIBDTIOH SUBJECT IHDEX
Experimental determination of parameters of
mathematical model of airplane cabin as
regulated object with respect to air temperature
in the cabin
P0518 A78-I48234
TBHPEB&TUBB DISTBIBOTIOH
Semi-analytical calculation of temperature
transients in jointed structures
P0001 A78-10315
Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in
a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for
aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 78-93] p0158 A78-20683
Economical method for calculating unsteady
temperature fields in thin-vailed aircraft
structures
P0165 A78-20903
Steady-state bulk temperature field in cooled
turbine blades
P0187 A78-24156
Experimental investigation of the temperature
field ID a plane channel carrying a stratified
turbulent air stream
p0227 A78-27139
Calculation of exchange coefficients for
high-temperature turbine blades
[OHEEA, IP NO. 1978-101] p0508 A78-17318
Application of electrical analogy to the
substantiation and comparison of some analytical
methods of determining temperature fields in
gas-turbine blades
P0509 A78-47401I
A computer-aided method of calculating temperature
fields in turbine disks
p0581 A78-50796
Effect of coolant flow ejection on aerodynamic
performance of low-aspect-ratio vanes. 2:
Performance with coolant flow ejection at
temperature ratios up to 2
[HASA-TP-1057] P0033 B78-11008
Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in
a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for
aircraft gas turbine engines
[NASA-TH-73818] p0151 N78-150U1
Investigation on temperature distribution near
film cooled airfoils
p0320 N78-21127
Calculation of temperature distribution in disks
and cooling flow in a transient state
p0323 B78-21157
TBHPBBATOBB EFFECTS
Temperature characteristics of the speed of sound
and compressibility of standard fuels and
petroleum oils
P0225 A78-26756
Influence of the jet temperature on the
characteristics of a gas-jet sound generator
p0331 A78-33568
Bach number and temperature effects on jets
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1152] p0476 A78-<t513a
Some effects of temperature on the erosion of metals
p0588 A78-5159Q
Effect of ambient temperature and humidity on
emissions of an idling gas turbine
pOOm N78-11080
High temperature environmental effects on metals
fHASA-TB-73878] p026i) S78-19158
Thermal design for areas of interference heating
on actively cooled hypersonic aircraft
[BASA-CB-28281 p0306 H78-20117
TEBPEBATOEE FIBlDS
0 TEBPEBATOBE DISTRIBUTION
TEHPEBATOBE IHDICATOBS
0 INDICATING IHSTBOBENTS
TEHPEHATDBE BEASOBEBEBT
A current weather information display system for
use at airports
P0213 N78-17600
TEBPBBATOBE BBASOBIHG ISSTB0BEHTS
NT PNE0BATIC PBOBES
NT TEBPEBATOBB PBOBES
TEBPEBATOBE PBOBES
NT PNEOBATIC PBOBES
Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a
small axial transonic rotor
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1198] pO<l76 A78-H5138
TBBPEBATDBE PBOJILES
Temperature profiles of rotating cooled blade
via infrared photography of air-cooled turbine
blades
p0573 678-50581
Computer program for calculation of a gas
temperature profile by infrared emission:
Absorption spectroscopy
[SASA-TB-73848] p0151 B78-15043
TEHPEBATOBE SENSOBS
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Single sensor
temperature monitoring
[AD-A037722] p0311 N78-20635
TENSILE DEFOBSATIOB
The damage sum in fatigue of structure components
aircraft structures
[ICAF-1032] p0411 N78-25454
TENSILE STBENGTH
Quiet revolution - An update on carbon fibres for
aircraft structures
p0070 A78-15952
Evaluation of tantalum fiber reinforced Si3N4
[AD-A051657] p036P B78-23152
The influences of residual stresses on oscillating
tensile strength and the measurement of residual
stress, with emphasis on aircraft construction
fatigue life of aircraft construction
materials
[BBVG-FBBT-77-23] p0555 N78-30603
TENSILE STBESS
Transmission of a concentrated force to a plate
p0129 A78-19726
Deployment forces in towing systems by aircraft
p0188 A78-2U365
Stresses and deformations in stiffened panels with
rectangular cut-outs. I - On case of uniform
tensile loads
p0223 A78-26266
Applications of the continuum theory of
subcritical flaw growth under nniaxial tensile
fatigue stresses to service life cycle analysis
p0425 A78-02555
TENSILE TESTS
Experimental investigation of composite wing failure
[AIAA 78-509] p0279 A78-29809
TEBCOB
A parametric analysis of TEBCOR false fix
probability TEBrain Contour Batching
p0539 A78-49997
Terrain Contour Batching {TEBCOB): Sensitivity to
heading and ground-speed errors
[AD-A056127] p0609 N78-3208H
TEBBIBAL CONFIGOBED VEHICLE PBOGBAB
Airborne navigation system performance during
HNA7/BLS transition
p006« A78-15633
Terminal-area flight experience with the NASA
Terminal Configured Vehicle
p0291 A78-31972
CTOL concepts and technology development
pO«61 A78-13358
Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
[NASA-TH-78685] p0359 N78-23070
Analysis and in-siaulator evaluation of display
and control concepts for a terminal configured
vehicle in final approach in a windshear
environment
[BASA-CB-3034] p0495 N78-28861
Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
p0497 N78-29058
Flight demonstrations of curved, descending
approaches and automatic landings nsing time
referenced scanning beam guidance
[NASA-TB-78745] p0546 N78-3007*
TEBBHAL FACILITIES
NT SBIP TEBHINALS
Acceptance testing of the JTIDS Class II terminal
by augmented minicomputer Joint Tactical
Information Distribution System for TDNA digital
communication and navigation
[AIAA 77-H15J p001« 178-12677
Lighting in airport terminals
p0072 A78-16279
A new approach to future airport planning
p0130 A78-20082
Air France's new 'freight' installations at
Charles de Gaulle Airport at Boissy, France
p0219 A78-25261
International trends in airport construction
p0328 A78-328U
A-368
SUBJECT IBDEI TEST FACILITIES
SBP/EHF satellite communication terminal
onboard C-135 aircraft
[AIAA 78-581] p0328 A78-32921
Terminal airspace/airport congestion delays
p0330 178-33121
Haicobi's future has began Kenya international
airport facilities
p0339 A'8-35275
Study on problems of terminal site location
environmental effects on airport, harbor or
track depot
p0369 178-36323
User delay cost model for a terminal control area
pO«27 A78-03039
Simulation of the nncontrolled terninal area air
traffic to evaluate the 'see and avoid' concept
p0128 A7B-43042
PA* facilities naintenance cost redaction model
pO«28 A78-»30fl3
Mitsubishi Passenger Transfer Vehicle Hodel 150
p0429 A78-H3298
Computer simulation of terminal utilization
for airport plaining
pO«69 A78-4U225
Application of the General Purpose Haltiplez
System to the A-7E avionics
p0532 A78-U9867
Airports in the year 2000 - Suggestions for
inproving capacity
p0570 A78-50H35
Toulouse conbines elegance vith economy French
airport design
p0570 A78-50136
Improved passenger flow through simulation
p0570 A78-501I37
ATC in the year 2000
p0596 A78-52978
simulation of an air traffic control terminal area
[AD-A011211] p0083 H78-12056
Aviation weather service reguirements, 1980 - 1990
p0267 H78-19713
Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
[NASA-T1-78685] p0359 H78-23070
Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
p0197 H78-29058
TESHIHA1 GDIDABCB
NT LASER GDIDANCE
Hission management in the airport vicinity
digital flight control for terminal maneuvering
area
[DGLB PAPEB 77-037] p0190 A78-2<U27
Strategic positioning and traffic regulation in
the terminal zone
p0217 A78-25150
Dual-control guidance strategy for homing
interceptors taking angle-only measurements
p0225 A78-26784
System requirements for transition from enroute to
approach guidance
p0370 A78-36153
Strapdown seeker guidance for tactical weapons
p053« A78-49928
Concepts for determination of longitudinal
separation standards on final approach
[PB-27IJ590/9] p02HO N78-18038
DHE-based system for enroate/terminal navigation,
all-weather landing and air traffic control
p0360 N78-23078
Guidance and control design considerations for
low-Altitude and Terminal-Area Plight
[AGABD-CP-200] pflq31 N78-26009
Proposal for a cost effective radar navigation
system for low altitude and terminal area flight
p0431 N78-26057
Microprocessor-controlled communications in air
terminal navigation systems
[AD-1052819] pO<!58 N78-27311
TBBN1BT ALLOYS
Beaction diffusion in the NiCrAl and CoCrAl systems
p0597 A78-53063
TEBHABI STSTEBS (DIGITAL)
D DIGITAL SYSTEHS
TEBBA1B ABALISIS
Pattern recognition as an aid to radar navigation
p0530 A78-09855
TBBBAIH COITOOB BATCHI1G HAV1GATIOS SYSTEB
0 TBBCQH
TBBBAIB POLLOBIB6 AIBCBAPT
Helicopter TF radar Pavelow III
B-1 terrain following
B-1 terrain following development
p0068 A78-15697
p0125 A78-194H7
p0233 A78-28I156
High-flying flini-Sniffer BP7 - Bars bound
p0379 A78-38521
The terrain following task for the advanced
tactical fighter using discrete optimal control
p0531 A78-B9862
Optical terrain-aided navigation systems
[AIAA 78-1213] pOSUO A78-50163
Limitations of the CH-<47 helicopter in performing
terrain flying with external loads
[AD-AOU8580] p02U2 H78-18051
Limitations of the DTTAS helicopter in performing
terrain flying with external loads
[AD-AOU7568] p0306 S78-20121
Design considerations for a ground avoidance
monitor for fighter aircraft
pOQ32 R78-26058
terrain following criteria: The need for a cannon
measure
pOII32 H78-26060
B-1 terrain-following development
pO«32 H78-26061
The terrain following task for the advanced
tactical fighter using discrete optimal control
[AD-A055196] p0565 S78-31121
Optimal terrain following controller for an
optimized spline reference path
[AD-A0552311] p0565 H78-31122
Acquisition of operational data daring DOE missions
[AD-A055922] p0609 S78-32089
TEST BEDS
0 TEST EQOIPHEHT
TEST CHAHBEBS
NT SBECHOIC CHAHBEBS
Onigae test capabilities of the Eglin AF6 RcKinley
Climatic Laboratory
p0291 A78-32127
Feasibility of an orbital simulator of
stratospheric photochemistry
p0589 A78-51816
Operational experience in the Langley expansion
tube with various test gases for atmospheric
entry simulation
[NASA-TB-78637] p0152 H78-15060
TEST EQOIPHEHT
A note on adaptive-wall wind tunnels
p0002 A78-1163P
Hicroprocessor controlled testing of Air Data
Computers
p0065 A78-156U9
Bodeling of Air Data Computers in test system
software
p0065 A78,-15650
Effect of reliability programs on life cycle cost
- A case history of TACAN test set
p0276 A78-29Q78
French procedures for airfield pavement load
evaluation
p0526 A78-M9679
Powered inertia reel retraction during ejection
[AD-A05M157] pOi(98 S78-29077
Physical characteristics: Aviation materiel
Army test facilities and equipment
[AD-A055803] p0610 S78-32093
A validation of mathematical models for turbojet
test cells
(AD-A055991] p0611 H78-32101
TEST FACILITIES
NT AHECHOIC CHAMBERS
HT BALLISTIC BAHGES
»T BLOSDOWH BIND TDNNELS
NT CASCADE RIND TOHHELS
VI EBGINE TESTING LABOBATOBIES
ST HOTSHOT BISD TONNELS
NT HIDBAOLIC TEST TONNELS
NT BIPEBSONIC BIND TONKELS
NT HTPBBVELOCITT HIND TONHELS
NT LOB SPEED BIND TDNSELS
NT BOCKET TEST FACILITIES
NT SHOCK TONNBLS
NT SLOTTED BIND TONNELS
ST SOBSOBIC BIND TONNELS
NT SOPEBSONIC BIND TONNELS
i-369
TEST FIRING SUBJECT IIDEX
HT TEST GANGES
NT TEST STANDS
NT TRANSONIC HIND TDNNELS
NT RIND TONNELS
Energy conservation in aeronautical ground testing
p0002 A78-11103
Instrumentation complex foe Langley Research
Center's' National Transonic Facility
p0106 A78-17372
Getting ready for V/STOL TEE in the 80's Test
and Evaluation for subsonic and supersonic options
p0123 A78-19431
A critical examination of expansion tunnel
performance
[AIAA 78-768] p029<l A78-32329
Status and operational characteristics of the
- National Transonic Facility
[AIAA 78-770] p029<l A78-32331
Design and subscale tests of a diffnser system for
a Bach 1 scramjet test facility
[ A I A A 78-771] p029d A78-32332
An experimental facility for wind engineering
research
[AIAA 78-813] p0297 A78-32367
Propulsion test facilities - Capabilities and use
[AIAA PAPER 78-933] p0519 A78-18453
Ground test facility for integral rocket ramjets
[AIAA PAPER 78-934] p0519 A78-U8USU
Aerodynamic effects on erosion in tarbomachinery
p0578 A78-50635
Test instrumentation system for flight simulator
handling characteristics
[AIAA 78-1595] p0579 A78-50669
The determination of some requirements for a
helicopter flight research simulation facility
[NASA-CR-152066] p0030 S78-10117
High velocity jet noise source location and
reduction. Task 1 supplement: Certification of
the General Electric jet noise anechoic test
facility
[AD-A042327/7] p0031 1178-10119
Design, construction and testing of a sub-scale
turbojet test cell
[AD-A043005] pOOII S78-11126
Ground-based facilities for evaluating vortex
ntiuiiaization concepts
p0080 1178-12020
An evaluation of the Navy undersea weapons tank
for testing aircrew escape, survival, and rescue
procedures and equipment
[AD-A044847] p0083 N78-12051
Propeller acoustics test facility (capability
description)
[AD-AOU5109] p0102 N78-13857
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility.
Preliminary study extension. Executive summary
-,« [NASA-CB-152106] p0252 N78-19050
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility.
Preliminary study extension
[NASA-CB-152107] p0252 N78-19051
Hypersonic heat transfer test program in the VKI
longshot facility ogive body configuration
[AD-A050295] p0302 N78-20086
Smoke abatement for DOD test cells
[AD-A050223] p0310 N78-201U8
A sub-scale turbojet test cell for design
evaluations and analytical model validation
[AD.-A049862] p032» N78-21166
A high-pressure, sector-shaped model combnstor
test facility for development of turbofan engines
[NAL-TB-517] pOU.09 N78-25093
Safe air-space requirements above an
explosive-ordnance test facility
[MRL-R-711] pO«51 N78-27092
A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes: Investigation of
the characteristics of an acoustic panel test
facility
[NASA-CR-157587] p0567 H78-31874
Physical characteristics: Aviation materiel
Army test facilities and equipment
[AD-A055803] p0610 N78-32093
TEST FIRIH6
NT STATIC FIRING
TEST PHOTS
Test pilot report on the angle rate bombing system
p0055 A78-14946
Helicopter flight demonstration
p0380 A78-38750
TEST BADGES
NT BALLISTIC RANGES
Some applications of a test track for aerodynamic
testing
[AIAA PAPEB 78-167] p0160 478-20719
TEST STAHDS
Influence of dampers on ground resonance systems
by the example of the DFVLB rotor test stand
p0333 A78-34161
Data acquisition in the case of a jet-engine test
stand
p0335 A78-34488
Ose of a field bench for testing turbojet engines
P0527 A78-49731
Experimental study of the endurance of the
vertical-fin sections of an aircraft subjected
to acoustic loads
P0582 A78-50941
Two-dimensional oscillating airfoil test apparatus
p0251 N78-19042
Combnstor design and operation for a sub-scale
turbojet test cell
[AD-A053791] pO<155 B78-27134
TEST VEHICLES
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
Analysis of spread multi-jet VTOL aircraft in hover
[NASA-CR-155582] p0197 N78-16046
TESTERS
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TESTING MACHINES
0 TEST EQUIPMENT
TETHERED BALLOONS
Lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the
NTIS data base
[NTIS/PS-78/0409/9] p0451 N78-27091
TETHERING
Aerospatiale is ready to develop a convertiplane
with tethering rotors
[BASA-TH-75038] p0206 N78-17042
TETBOONS
D SDPERPHESSOBE BALLOONS
TEXTILES
Aerodynamic fluid-fiber interactions
[NT-77-CN-1] p0299 H78-20060
TF-30 EBGIHE
High frequency dynamic engine simulation TF-30
engine
[NASA-CR-135313] p0097 H78-13059
Numerical parametric stress analysis of the TF-30
turbine engine third-stage fan-blade/disk
dovetail region
[AD-A051299] p0399 N78-24143
TF-41 ENGINE
TF41-A-2/A7E inflight engine condition monitoring
system /IECHS/
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1472] p0513 A78-47918
TFI AIRCRAFT
0 F-111 AIRCRAFT
TEASING
0 BELTING
THBOBEHS
NT BAYES THEOREM
NT BERNOULLI THEOBEH
NT SIMILARITY THEOBEM
NT ONIQOENESS THEOBEH
THEOBETICAL PHYSICS
NT NEiTON THEOBT
THEBHAL BODNDAHY LAYER
The flov about a slender propeller-driven body in
a temperature stratified fluid
[AIAA PAPEB 78-209] p0161 A78-20746
THEBHAL CONDUCTIVITY
All-Onion Seminar on Inverse and Conjugate
Problems of Heat Transfer, 2nd, Hoscov, USSR,
October 19-21, 1976, Proceedings
p0228 A78-27451
Exploratory development of conductive coating
materials for use on aircraft radomes
[AD-A048253] p0247 N78-18138
THEBBAL CONTROL COATINGS
Thermal flux protection for aircraft
p0072 A78-16267
An analytical study of thermal barrier coated
first stage blades in a JT9D engine
[NASA-CB-135360] p0198 N78-16054
Analytical study of thermal barrier coated
first-stage blades in an F100 engine
[NASA-CH-135359] p0208 N78-17058
A-370
SUBJECT IHDEI THBBBODYSABIC F BOPEBTIBi I
A computer program for full-coverage film-cooled
blading analysis including the effects of a
thermal barrier coating
[FASA-TB-78951] pO»54 H78-27126
THEBHAL COBVECTIOH
0 FBEE COFVECTIOH
THEBHAL COBBEBTS
0 COHVECTIVE FLO»
TBEBHAL CICLIB6 TESTS
Investigation of turbine blade endurance daring
thermal cycling and vibration in a gas stream
p0001 A78-10267
Aatonated vibrating bench for studying fatigne in
gas turbine blades with programmed changes in
load and temperature
p0228 A78-27267
Durability of foam insulation for IH2 fuel tanks
of future subsonic transports
pO«24 A78-41924
Aspects of the theraal fatigne strength of
gas-turbine engine components
p0523 A78-U9176
Presbdre cycling fatigue tests of F-111 crew
nodule glass transparencies
[AD-A049625] p0306 B78-20119
THEBHAL EFFECTS
0 TEBPEBATORE EFFECTS
TBBBHAL EFFICIEBCY
0 THEBBODIHABIC BFFICIBBCY
THEBHAL EXPABSIOB
Transient expansion of the components of an air
seal on a gas -turbine disc
fSAE PAPEB 77097H] p<>179 A78-23818
THEBBAL IBSDLATIOH
Durability of foam insulation for LH2 fuel tanks
of future subsonic transports
, p0424 A78-41924
THBBHU KAPPIHG
Automatic Ion frequency gain limiting for A-C
coupled signal processing systems thermal
imaging
p0054 A78-14938
THEBHAL POBBB
0 TURBOGENERATORS
THEBHAL PBOPEBTIBS
0 THEBSODYHABIC PBOPEBTIES
THEBHAL FBOTECTIOB
Thermal f lux protection for aircraft
p0072 A78-16267
study of heat sink thermal protection systems for
hypersonic research aircraft
CAIAA PAPEB 78-38] pd57 A78-206H8
Protection of cooled blades of complex internal
structure
[HASA-TH-75217] p0087 H78-12086
Thermal design for areas of interference heating
on actively cooled hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-2828] p0306 N78-20117
A review of techniques for the thermal protection
of the vails of the combustion chamber and
reheating ducts of tnrboreactors
p0320 N78-211311
THEBHAL BBSISTABCB
Semi-analytical calculation of temperature
transients in jointed structures
pOOOt A78-10315
statistical analysis and prediction of the
heat-resistance characteristics of cast alloys
for gas-turbine engine /GTD/
p0481 A78-46108
Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of candidate
aircraft passenger seat materials
[BASA-TB-78468] p0324 H78-21214
THEBHAL SHIELDII6
0 HEAT SBIELDIBG
THEBH1L SHOCK
Analytical predictions and correlation with
experiments for thermal/blast exposure of
aircraft panels
CAD-A053389] p0494 H78-28484
THEBHAL SIHOIATIOB
Sole aspects of the thermal design of flight
vehicles and processing of heat-test data
p0228 &78-27H52
Application of a new test method and a new
vind-tunnel-data processing technique to the
study of unsteady heat conduction processes
p0228 A78-274S5
THEBHAL STABILITY
Investigation of high-temperature propert ies of
aircraft oils
p03.')4 A78-34322
Investigation of phenolic antioxidants 11 a the
stabilization of T-7 fuel
p04 74 A78-45001
Effect of Jet fuel autooxidation product_s on
thermooxidation stability
pO 523 A78-49025
Aluminous keatite - A durable ceramic Material for
rotary regenerator cores for automotive gas
turbine engines '
P'05V4 A78-50588
THEBHAL STBESSES
Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in
a graded zirconia/metal gas path seeil system for
aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 78-93] p0158 478-20683
stress analysis study in cooled radial inflow
tnrbine
[AIAA PAPEB 78-90] p0172 A78-22570
Calculation of the thermal state of tnrbime blades
with film cooling
p018 J A78-24274
The development of a regenerator seal for
vehicular use for automatic gas tnrlbine
engines
p057U A78-50587
Investigation of the heat regime of gas turbine
engine bearings Russian book
p059 8 A78-53431
Temperature distributions and thermal str esses in
a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal s fstem for
aircraft gas turbine engines
[BASA-TH-73818] p015 1 H78-15044
Turbine tip-clearance measurement
t AD-AOS2M2] p036 2 878-23097
Becent load calibrations experience with the IF-12
airplane thermal stresses on Delta wing
p060 5 B78-32057
THEBHOCHEHICAL PROPERTIES
Assessment of relative flammability and
thermochenical properties of some then oplastic
materials
p05:.'6 A78-H9693
THBBHOCHBBISTBT
HT AEBOTHEBHOCHEHISTBI
TBERBODIBABIC CYCLES
BT BBAITOH CYCLE
Mathematical model of the combustion-chanber
filling process in a pulsating jet eng ine
pOI 31 A78-202S3
Impact of engine cycle parameters on V/S TOL Type A
configuration and commonality
[SAE PAPEB 770980] pOI 79 A78-23821
Choice of cycle for a regenerative bypaE.s turbojet
for long-range aircraft
pOI>27 A78-49723
Use of a field bench for testing tnrbojc't engines
pO!.27 A78-49731
THEBHODYBAHIC EFFICIBBCY
Rear-hole region heat transfer in full-c'overage
fila cooling for high temperature gas turbines
p0573 A78-50579
Thermodynamical performances of closed-cycle d
gas-turbine
pOS 75 A78-50605
THEBHODYHABIC EQDILIBBIDB
Problems concerning high temperatures in small
tnrbomachines
p03 19 H78-21121
TBEBBODYBABIC PBOPBBTIBS
ST EHTHALPY
BT EHTBOPY
BT SPECIFIC HEAT
BT SUPEBCBITICAL PRESSORES
BT THEBHAL COFDDCTIVITY
BT TBEBBAL EXPABSIOB
BT THEBHAL STABILITY
HT TBEBHOCHEHICAL PBOPEBTIES
Calculation of the performance of a tnrbjue engine
in the off-design condition
pOli'O »78-19057
flinimisation of relaxation drag
p03:i* A78-37423
Properties and evaporation of jet-engine fuels at
pressurized conditions
pOS 74 A78-50594
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Theore tical study of the thermal regime of
none, oolcd combustion chambers of flight vehicle
engn les
p0599 A78-53511
Characteristics and combustion of fntnre
hydrocarbon fuels aircraft fuels
[NASA- TB-78865] pOIOI N78-24370
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HT AEBOTHEi5BODYHABICS
NT COMBOST1 ON PHTSICS
TBBRHOELASTI CITY
NT AEHOTHEBHOELASTICITZ
THEBBOELEOTB 1C COOLIB6
An evaluation of thermoelectric cooling as applied
to emgliie control electronics
[AD-A042378] p0029 S78-10101
Performance evaluation of thin layer
thermoelectric device
CAD-AOI15.161] p0103 H78-13918
THBBB06B1HS
•3 BECOBt'ING INSTBUBBNTS
THEEHOHECHAHICiM TREATBBHI
The effect o'f nicrostructnre on fracture of a new
high toughness titanium alloy
p0332 A78-33633
Influence of technological factors on the
resistance to fracture of refractory materials
in high-speed air flows
p0582 A78-50935
TBBBHOHBT BT
0 TEHPEB&TOBE BEASUBEBENT
TBERHOHOC LEAE BIPIOSIOIS
On the use of zirconium 95 data from Chinese
atmo spheric thermonuclear explosions to study
stra tospheric transport in a one-diaensional
parai neter ization
p0517 A78-48062
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HT SPECII'IC HEAT
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HT THEE NIL CONDUCTIVITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY
TBEBBOPLSSTIC BESIHS
The relative fire resistance of select
thermoplastic materials for aircraft interiors
p0480 A78-H5175
Assessmnnt of relative flammability and
thermochenical properties of some thermoplastic
materi als
p0526 A78-49693
Developm ent of thermoplastic composite aircraft
struct oral elements
[AD-AOi»8<168] p0258 H78-19097
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THEBHOSTABIMTY
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TBEHBOTBOPISB
0 TEBPEBATtlBE EFFECTS
THICK FILHS
Interacts on of thick film dielectric, conductor,
and alumina substrate for DCU201 aircraft
controller
[SARD- 78-0069] p0493 H78-28349
TBICKHESS
Improved 'methods for calculating the thickness noise
p0620 H78-32832
Elli'psoH'etric determination of properties of films
on rou gh surfaces such as aluminum alloy
aircra ft skin
IAD-&0567825 p0633 878-331(13
TBICKHESS B.1TIO
The effect of leading-edge thickness on the bov
shock in transonic rotors
P0013 &78-12320
The thicl.ness distribution of profiles for
shock-f ree flow without lift
[DLB-D3-151-77/9] p0138 H78-11008
Investigations of the influence of the profile
thicknoss of the compressible plane flow through
compressor cascades
[NASA-TH-75277] p0393 H78-24084
Shockles 3 airfoils with thicknesses of 20.6 and
20.7 percent chord analytically designed for a
Bach number of 0.68 and a lift coefficient of 0.40
[HASA-VH-X-73917] p05«3 H78-30016
Design of a transonically profiled wing
[NASA-TB-75440] p060H H78-32052
Bounds on thickness and loading noise of rotating
blades and the favorable effect of blade sweep
on noise reduction
p0621 H78-32834
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Viscous thin airfoil theory and the Kutta condition
[AI8A PAPEB 78-152] p0159 A78-20707
Bigh-frequency approximation for a nonlifting thin
airfoil in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 78-226] p0161 A78-20755
Perturbing forces in the hydrodynamic interaction
of thin-blade cascades in a potential flow
P0168 A78-21219
Artificial control of the laminar-turbulent
transition of a two-dimensional wake by external
sound
p0227 A78-27143
Nonlinear formulation for low-frequency transonic
flow
p0376 478-37733
Aerodynamics of the annular wing
p0379 A78-38475
High-frequency subsonic flow past a pulsating thin
airfoil. II - Gust-type npvash
p0416 A78-40837
Dnsteady transonic thin-airfoil theory for
power-law npwash
p0418 A78-II1146
Laminar leading edge stall prediction for thin
airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1222] p0424 A78-41903
Viscous flow around an oscillating airfoil - A
numerical study
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1225] p0424 A78-41904
Dnsteady incompressible flow past thin porous
airfoils
p0427 A78-42918
Simplified formulas for lift and moment in
unsteady thin airfoil theory
p007q A78-44909
Approximate transonic profile flow at incidence
with shock
p0582 A78-51096
Unsteady two dimensional airloads acting on
oscillating thin airfoils in subsonic ventilated
wind tunnels
[NASA-CB-2967] p0313 N78-21059
THII BODIES
Calculation of the induction of wind tunnels
p0132 A78-20277
Mathematical model of vortex-excited oscillations
of thin, weakly damped structures
p0583 A78-51153
Linear theory of supersonic flows past ruled
bodies of three-dimensional configuration
p0586 A78-51443
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Performance evaluation of thin layer
thermoelectric device
[AD-A045361] p0103 N78-13918
Studies of heat transfer to gas turbine components
[AD-A048551] p0245 N78-18071
Transient dynamics of a flexible rotor with
squeeze film dampers
[N1SA-CB-3050] p0616 S78-32433
Ellipsometric determination of properties of films
on rough surfaces such as aluminum alloy
aircraft skin
[AD-A056782] p0633 S78-33U13
THII BILLED SHELLS
On the design of aerospace shell structures
p0075 A78-16600
Determination of velocity fields of displacement
and deformation during the forming of thin and
very thin profiles
p0132 A78-20292
Procedure for computerizing stability calculations
during establishment of force element dimensions
for thin-wall aircraft construction
p0133 A78-20301
Economical method for calculating unsteady
temperature fields in thin-walled aircraft
structures
p0165 A78-20903
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Design of load-bearing structures of maximal
rigidity
p0129 A78-19707
load-bearing capacity of a single-contour thin rod
daring the combined action of transverse force
and bending moment
p0132 178-20286
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Experimental study of "ing skin friction at
supersonic speeds
p0118 A78-18983
Use of the vorticity method in computing the
aerodynamic characteristics of a thin ling in a
steady supersonic flov
, p0126 478-19626
The computation of self-similar three-diiensional
separated flows
p0127 A78-19657
Dnigneness theorem for an integral egnation of a
rectangular thin-section ving
p0130 478-20201
Asymptotic theory of a ving moving at small
distances from a solid vail
p0133 178-20462
Three-dimensional hypersonic gas flov past a thin
ving
p0163 178-20795
Inviscid supersonic flov about a thin rectangular
plate
p0165 178-20906
Supersonic flov near a thin trapezoidal ving
p0166 178-20921
1 uniqueness proof for a transonic flow problem
p0225 178-26599
Calculation of supersonic flovs past vings vith
allovance for trailing tangential
discontinuities within the framework of a model
employing a system of Euler equations
p0274 178-28958
Three-dimensional flov of hypersonic gas past a
thin airfoil
p0281 178-30002
1 flutter analysis of a system of tvo airfoils
vith aerodynamic interference
p0338 178-34968
Numerical solution of the supersonic and
hypersonic viscous flow around thin delta vings
[1111 PAPEB 78-1136] p0021 178-111800
Three-dimensional hypersonic gas flov past a thin
ving
p0474 178-44850
Nonlinear dynamic-aerodynamic interaction
[1111 78-1316] p0485 178-46563
Asymptotic theory of a ving moving near a solid vail
p0518 178-482148
Unsteady hypersonic gas flov past a thin ving of
finite span
p0529 178-49792
Movement of a tilted ving near a screen
[AD-1045920] p01«4 N78-14347
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of
v-vings near solid surface
[1D-1048555] p0236 878-18003
Supersonic flov-aronnd of thin bodies with Bach
number close to unity
[1D-1051884] p0358 B78-23059
Aerodynamic characteristics of a jet sheet vortex
generator --- vind tunnel tests nsing thin, low
aspect ratio vings
[H1SA-CB-158904] p0487 H78-28054
The lifting ving vith minimus drag in supersonic
flov
[VTH-lH-234] p0488 N78-28065
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Influence of constrained arresters on the
operation of gyroscopic stabilizers
p0585 178-51355
THBBB DIBERSIORAl BODND1BI 11IBB
Bind tunnel model and measuring techniques for the
investigation of three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layers
[A1AA 78-781] p0295 178-32340
Unsteady three-dimensional compressible
stagnation-point boundary layers
p0571 178-50456
Three-dimensional and relaminarization effects in
turbine blade cascades - An experimental study
p0576 178-50608
Three-dimensional boundary layer theory using
shell geometrical concepts
p0584 178-51176
Streamline coordinates and similarity
transformation for the 3-D boundary layer
p0584 178-51181
Influence of wing tapering on the development of a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
exemplified with a transonic wing
[BBVG-FBBT-77-7] p0237 N78-18010
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Three-dimensional flow in highly-loaded axial
tnrbomachines
p0002 178-11631
Three-dimensional inviscid flow through a
highly-loaded transonic compressor rotor
pOOlO 178-12288
Calculation of 3-dinensional choking mass flow in
turbomachinery vith 2-dimensional flov models
pOOlO 178-12289
Three-dimensional transonic shear flov in a channel
pOOlO 178-12290
Some formulation considerations in 3D transonic
flov computation
p0010 A78-12291
Finite-difference calculations of
three-dimensional transonic flov throngh a •
compressor blade rov, using the i
small-disturbance nonlinear potential equations
p0011 A78-12298
Calculation of transonic potential flow fieIds
about complex, three-dimensional configurations
p0011 178-12300
Displacement thickness distributions in transonic
flovs about 3-D wings
p0108 178-17612
Three-dimensional analysis of flow in axial flow
turbomachines
p0122 A78-19228
The computation of self-similar three-dimensional
separated flovs
p0127 178-19657
Solution of the problem of three-dimensional flov
past a delta wing with subsonic edges by a
modification of the Lax-Bendroff method
p0128 178-19696
Hethod for calculating the aerodynamic
coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies of
arbitrary cross section
p0133 178-20459
Three-dimensional hypersonic gas flov past a thin
wing
p0163 178-20795
Effect of nozzle shape on characteristics of
three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows
p0168 178-21093
In experimental study of three-dimensional
characteristics of propeller wakes under
stalling conditions
p0168 A78-21632
1 study of the inviscid flow about conically
 (
cambered delta wings £
[AI11 P1PEB 78-58] p0171 178-r22561
Calculation of general three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layers
p0176 178-23188
Calculation of the three-dimensional supersonic
viscous heat-conducting gas flow past blunted
bod les
p0186 178-24096
Some singular aspects of three-dimensional
transonic flow
p0223 178-26234
Three-dimensional flov of hypersonic gas past a
thin airfoil
p0281 178-30002
Heated three-dimensional turbulent jets
[ASBE PIPES 77-BA/HT-27] p0330 178-33179
Application of the integral-transformation method
to three-dimensional unsteady problems of the
theory of cascades
p0370 A78-36366
Finite-element analysis of three-dimensional
potential flov in tnrbomachines
pOQ16 A78-40831
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Time-domain Green's Function Method for
three-dimensional nonlinear subsonic flows
[ A I A A PAPEB 78-1200] p0423 A78-41894
Three-dimensional supersonic interacting turbulent
flow along a corner
[AIAi ?APEB 78-1210] p042<l A78-41897
Three-dimensional hypersonic gas flow past a thin
King
p0474 A78-44850
1 method for the calculation of 2D and 3D
transonic interference flows
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Hethod of calculating aerodynamic coefficients of
some three-dimensional bodies vith arbitrary
cross section
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An experimental and numerical study of
three-dimensional turbulent jets
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Three divensional free convection flow and heat
transfer along a porous vertical plate
p0569 A78-50288
Onsteady laminar compressible boundary-layer flow
at a three-dimensional stagnation point
p0571 A78-50503
Contribution to the theory of three-dimensional
hypersonic viscous gas flow past blunted bodies
in the presence of injection
p0580 A78-50757
Linear theory of supersonic flows past ruled
bodies of three-dimensional configuration
' p0586 478-51443
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to unsteady three dimensional potential
flows
[AIAA PAPEB 78-229] p0593 A78-52630
A surface vorticity theory for propeller ducts and
tnrbofan engine cowls in non-axisymmetric
incompressible flow
p0593 A78-526II8
Two-dimensional model for the formation of vortex
sheets shed by the lateral edge of a wing
[ESA-TT-413] p0093 N78-13025
A computational model for three-dimensional
incompressible small cross flow wall jets
[AD-A048450] p0237 N78-18008
Inviscid fluid models, based on rolled-up vortex
sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high
Reynolds number
p021|9 N78-18384
Boundary layer over spinning blant-body of
revolution at incidence including magnus forces
[AD-A049199] P0255 N78-19072
A three-dimensional potential-flow program with a
geometry package for input data generation
[NAS4-CB-145311] p0312 N78-21047
Unsteady aerodynamics conference emphasizing
numerical analysis of three dimensional flows
[AGABD-CP-227] p0345 N78-22033
Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric
flow past wings of arbitrary planforms
p0346 N78-22035
A finite volume method for calculating transonic
potential flow around wings from the pressure
minimum integral
[N*SA-TB-75324] pOUSO N78-27081
Numerical calculation of three-dimensional
unsteady flows with vortex sheets
1
 p0487 N78-28047
Phen'omenological aspects of gaasi-stationary
controlled and uncontrolled three-dimensional
flow separations in relation to aircraft
design considerations and swept wings
p0493 N78-28<t02
Inviscid fluid model, based on rolled-up vortex
sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high
Beynolds number
p0494 B78-28406
Structure of turbulence in complex flows
effects of unsteadiness and three dimensionality
p0494 N78-28407
Three dimensional fully viscous shock-layer flows
over sphere-cones at high altitudes and angles
of attack
p0603 N78-32040
The flow field calculation in supersonic
mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of
attack using the three-dimensional method of
characteristics with discrete "shock wave fitting
P0603 R78-32041
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Nonlinear dynamic-aerodynamic interaction
[IIAA 78-1346] p0485 478-46563
THBOATS
Velocity profiles in the Laval nozzle throat for
uniform compressible swirling flow
p0165 478-20905
Dual throat thrnster cold flow analysis
[NASA-CB-150822] p0631 H78-33142
fHBOTTLUG
Analytic construction of part-throttle GTE
characteristics
p0049 A78-13170
Convective heat transfer from a gas suspension to
the.flow area of a throttle with a blade-shaped
throttling element
p0581 A78-50792
Turboexpanders for energy conservation
p0588 A78-51621
A new technique for controlling the exit flow
periodicity of supersonic cascades
throttling with slotted tailboard
p0045 N78-11330
The influence of throttle augmented stability
(APCS) and short period control characteristics
on the landing approach
[AD-A055892] p0565 N78-31123
THBOST
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NT VABIABLE THBOST
Thrust-augmented vortex attenuation
pOOBO S78-12024
Effects of deflected thrust on the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a close-coupled
wing-canard configuration in the Langley
V/STOL tunnel
[NASA-TP-1090] p0092 B78-13014
Experimental determination and comparison with
theory of thrust, noise and driving weight of
propeller drives light aircraft Sportavia S5
[BHVG-FBST-77-16] p0245 N78-18072
THEOSI AOGBENTATIOB
Application of the thrust augmentation wing
principle for potential military use
p0110 478-17893
The prediction of the performance of low
pressure-ratio thrust-augmenter ejectors
[AIAA PAPEB 78-145] p0159 478-20704
Design and verification of a tnrbofan swirl
augmentor
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1040] p0465 A78-43568
The effects of nozzle geometry on the performance
of an axisymmetric thrust augmentor in
aircraft design
p0481 A78-46354
An analytical and experimental investigation of
diffnsers for VS101 thrust augmenting ejectors
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1509] p0516 A78-47945
Design and verification of a tnrbofan Swirl
augmentor
p0572 A78-50564
v-STOL ejector short diffnser study
[AD-A042319] p0029 N78-10104
Evaluation of a power-angmented-ram wing operating
free in heave and pitch over water
[AD-A045428] p0093 B78-13021
An investigation of corner separation within a
thrust angmenter having Coanda jets
[AD-A052131] p0366 878-23392
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Self-acting shaft seals
p0331 478-33219
THBOST COBTBOL
NT THBUST VECTOE CONTBOL
A singular perturbation analysis of optimal
aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control
p0183 478-23900
Analysis of optimal turning maneuvers in the
vertical plane for high thrust aircraft
[AIAA 78-1333] p0482 A78-46531
THBOST BEASOBEHEHT
Calculation of in-flight thrust and estimation of
the uncertainty for turbine powered aircraft
p0106 478-17410
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Thrnst computing system applications to increase
engine life and provide fael conservation
p0287 178-31311
Airflow and thrust calibration of an F100 engine,
S/B P680059, at selected flight conditions
[BASA-TP-1069] p0318 S78-21112
altitude calibration of an F100, S/8 P680063,
turbofan engine
[BASA-TP-1228] p0362 B78-23095
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0 THBOST
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Boise fron engine thrnst reversal of landing
aircraft
[BPL-AC-83] p0362 S78-23098
Acoustics and aerodynamics of over-the-wing thrnst
reversers <~) * •-'-
•p0392"B78-24071
TBBOST VECTOB COBTBOL
Thrust characteristics of thrust vector control
systens with blowing injection of chemically
nonreactive gases
p0187 A78-24254
A review of thrust-vectoring schemes for fighter
applications
[AIAA PAPBB 78-1023] p0465 A78-43556
The effect of throst vectoring and attitude
control concepts on the propulsion system of
V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 78-1020] p0520 A78-48481
Installed perforaance of vectoring/reversing
non-ajcisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPBB 78-1022] p0520 A78-U8482
Bon-ansymmetric nozzle design and evaluation for
F-111 flight demonstration
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1025] p0520 A78-48483
Vectoring non-aiisymmetric nozzle jet induced
effects on a V/STOL fighter model
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1080] p0521 A78-I»8I|96
An investigation on thrust vector control
using a pneumatic technique
[DLB-IB-151-76/15] p0043 878-11118
Optimal guidance and control for investigating
aircraft noise-impact reduction
[8ASA-TP-1237] p0363 878-23100
Effects of spanvise nozzle geometry and location
on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of a .vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at
snbsonic speeds
[NASA-TP-1215] p0406 B78-25060
The design and simulation of a takeoff
stabilization system for an aircraft with an air
cushion landing system
[AD-A053220] p0440 H78-26137
Aerodynamic characteristics induced on a
supercritical King due to vectoring twin nozzles
at Bach numbers from 0.40 to 0.95
r8ASA-TH-78746] p0543 H78-30039
Optimal terrain following controller for an
optimized spline reference path
[AD-A055234] p0565 878-31122
THBOST-BBIGBT BATIO
The impact of contingency power concepts on V/STOL
aircraft take-off-gross-weight
[AIAA PAPEB 78-926] p0519 A78-48451
Influence of the bypass ratio on jet-engine weight
p0581 A78-50787
THBDSTOBS
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THUBDBBSTOBHS
Aircraft response to boundary layer turbulence and
wind shear associated with cold-air-outflow from
a severe thunderstorm
P0055 A78-14964
Investigations of simulated aircraft flight
through thunderstorm outflows
[BASA-CB-3052] p0603 B78-32037
Two lightning-flash counter*systems
[AD-A057369] p0634 B78-33655
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Tilt-proprotor perspective —- VTOL aircraft
characteristics and development
p007S A78-16691)
XV-15 tilt rotor test - Progress report
[SAE PAPEB 770953] p0179 A78-23804
The promise of tilt rotor
p0508 A78-47266
Approach guidance logic for a tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA 78-1295] p05H2 A78-50202
Pilot evaluation of an advanced hingeless rotor
XT-15 simulation
[HASA-CB-152031] P0022 B78-10046
Aerodynamic interference effects on tilting
proprotor aircraft using the Green function
method
[HASA-CB-152053] p0092 B78-13007
Guidance logic for decelerating spiral approach of
a tilt-rotor aircraft in the presence of wind
p0452 F78-27110
TILT BOTOB BESBABCB AIBCBiPT PBOGBAB
Development of automatic and manual flight
director landing systems for the XV-15 tilt
rotor aircraft in helicopter mode
[HASA-CB-152140] p0348 B78-22071
Application of a cost/performance measurement
system on a research aircraft project
[NASA-TH-78498] p0446 B78-27043
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Aerodynamic interference effects on tilting
proprotor aircraft using the Green function
nethod
[HASA-CB-152053] p0092 B78-13007
Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt
rotor aircraft, volume 1
[NASA-CH-152050] p0095 B78-13038
Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt
rotor aircraft, volume 2 ,[HASA-CBrl52051] p0095 B78-13039
Evaluation* of the tilt rotor concept: The XV-15's
role
p0263 87,8-19142
Effect of high lift flap systems on the conceptual
design of a 1985 short-haul commercial STOL tilt
rotor transport
[HASA-TH-78474] p0316 B78-21094
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TIHE DEPBNDEBCE
Comparison of a finite difference method with a
time-marching method for blade to blade
transonic flow calculations
pOOII A78-12295
The evolution of the gamma prime phase in aircraft
turbine blades of Inconel 700
p0118 A78-19035
Time-dependent fire behavior of aircraft cabin
materials
[AD-A050923] p0324 878-21234
Flight demonstrations of curved, descending
approaches and automatic landings using time
referenced scanning beam guidance
f KASA-TH-78745] p0546 H7a>-30074
TIDE DIVISIOS HDLTIPLE ACCESS
Acceptance testing of the JTIDS class II terminal
by augmented minicomputer Joint Tactical
Information Distribution System for TDHA digital
communication and navigation
[AIAA 77-1415] p0014 A78-12677
DBF demand assigned multiple access /DBF DAHA/
system for tactical satellite communications
p0226 A78-27032
TIHE FCBCTIOHS
A new formulation for the epsilon method applied
to the minimnm-time-to-climb problem
p0357 878-23,028
TIHE 1AG
Transient speed response of a gas turbine
p0122 A78-19229
Time delay measurements for flight simulators
p0381 A78-38788
Dser delay cost model for a terminal control area
p0427 A78-43039
Airport improvement task force delay study: Delay
model validation plan
[AD-A048112] p0211 878-17077
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Evaluation of several secondary tasks in the
determination of permissible time delays in
simulator visual and motion cues
[NASA-TP-1214] p0547 N78-30089
Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion
time delays on pilot tracking performance with
an audio side task
[NASA-TP-1216] p0547 1178-30090
Parameters of future ATC systems relating to
airport capacity/delay
tAD-A057059] p0624 1178-33068
TIRE gEASOBBHEBT
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simulation
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Correlated data bases for the present and future
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flexibility
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acquirements for VLA systems
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Airline pilot scanning behavior during approaches
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conditions
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Decay and modification of trailing vortex
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Hake Vortex flinimzation
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Ground-based facilities for evaluating vortex
minimization concepts
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Flight test techniques for wake-vortex
oininization studies
p0080 S78-12022
Unsuccessful concepts for aircraft wake vortex
minimization
pOOSO H78-12023
Thrust-augmented vortex attenuation
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Ground development and flight correlation of the
vortex attenuating spline device
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Aircraft vake-vortex minimization by use of flaps
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The development and use of spoilers as vortex
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Vortex attenuation flight experiments
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Vortex breakdown. Some observations in flight on
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The effect of Hhitcomb winglets and other wingtip
modifications on vake vortices
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Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics of a general
research fighter configuration employing a jet
sheet vortex generator
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Aerodynamic characteristics of a jet sheet vortex
generator wind tunnel tests using thin, low
aspect ratio wings
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Acoustic properties of pneumatic swirl injectors
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Rake vortex turbulence and its effect on the
flight operations - Possibilities for its
exploration and prediction
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The analysis of wing-body combinations at moderate
angles of attack
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Calculation of nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of wing of complex planform
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Heasnred wake-vortex characteristics of aircraft
in ground effect
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Flow past nonconical wings with separation
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An extended vortex-lattice-method for the
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Vortex dynamics
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Two-dimensional model for the formation of vortex
sheets shed by the lateral edge of a wing
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Inviscid fluid models, based on rolled-op vortex
sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high
Beynolds number
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static aerodynamic characteristics of a general
research fighter configuration employing a jet
sheet vortex generator
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Numerical calculation of three-dimensional
unsteady flows with vortex sheets
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Aerodynamic characteristics of a ;jet sheet vortex
generator wind tunnel tests using thin, low
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sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high
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The role of atmospheric shear, turbulence and a
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vortex wakes
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An investigation into the ejects of shear on the
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Decay and modification of trailing vortex
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Determination of the vortex shedding frequency of
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Some aspects of aircraft wake behavior near the
ground
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Flow over a wing with an attached free vortex
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Hake turbulence detection and economic impact of
proposed improvements
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Hake vortex turbulence and its effect on the
flight operations - Possibilities for its
exploration and prediction
p007<l A78-16378
Axisymmetric flow in nozzles with or without
vortices
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Flight test of combat aircraft loads and dynamic
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Tossing of objects by the vortex formed below an
air intake
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Laser-velocimeter surveys of merging vortices in a
wind tunnel
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Progress in propeller aerodynamics
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Tortex dynamics
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Development and evaluation of a wake vortex
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•ake-vortex measurements
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Flight test techniques for wake-vortex
minimization studies
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Vortex attenuation flight experiments
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Compressor and fan wake characteristics
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tunnel models
[AD-A047204] p0201 N78-16073
PHABOS, processor for harmonic analysis of the
response of oscillating surfaces Bind tunnel
models
[SLB-BP-77012-B] p0238 H78-18019
Dynamic wind-tunnel tests of an aeromechanical
gust-alleviation system using several different
combinations of control surfaces
[BASA-TH-78638] p0253 H78-19059
Analysis and design of a cooled supercritical
airfoil test model wall temperature effect
on boundary layer stability
[AD-A048895] p0265 H78-19168
i brief examination of the flow external to an
F-111 intake at Bach 1.6
[iBL/HE-HOTE-357] p0313 H78-21054
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional
aerofoil sections. Determination of pressure
distribution and drag for an aerofoil with a
modified BACA 65 snb2-215 section in FFA wind
tunnel S5, part 2
[FFA-TH-aO-725] v p0313 H78-21062
Civil components program "Bing Section'.
Preliminary design of model wing and pylon
mock-ups
[BBFT-FB-B-77-27] p0350 H78-22085
Civil components program "Bing Section'. Concept
for large model tests at flodane
[BHFT-FB-B-77-31] p0350 B78-22089
The future of wind tunnel technology in Germany
[HASA-TB-75244] p0364 B78-23106
Effects of spanwise nozzle geometry and location
on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at
subsonic speeds
[SASA-TP-1215] pO«06 B78-25060
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of an
aircraft from a correlation of results on a
calibration model tested in various large
transonic tunnels
p0436 178-26088
Computational wing optimization and comparisons
with experiment for a semi-span wing model
[BAS»-IB-78»80J pO«38 B78-26106
Analysis of stability contributions of high
dihedral T-tails
[HASA-TB-78729] p0557 878-31044
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fixed arrow-wing
supersonic cruise aircraft at Bach numbers of
2.30, 2.70, and 2.95 Langley Unitary Plan
wind tunnel tests
1-415
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[HiSA-TH-78706] p0604 H78-32050
An investigation of drag reduction for tractor
trailer vehicles
[HASA-CB-11IB877] p0633 N78-3344U
BIBD TDHBE1 BOZZIES
A new technique for reducing test section noise in
supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA 78-817] p0297 A78-32371
Effect of inflow nonunifomity on low-speed
wind-tunnel nozzles
p0333 A78-3<I160
BIHD TDBBBL STABI1ITI TESTS
Status and operational characteristics of the
Rational Transonic Facility
[AIAA 78-770] p029K S78-32331
Investigation of a side force doe to ablation
reentry vehicle spin dynamic stability tests
p0571 A78-50H57
Circulation control airfoil study mnd tunnel
stability tests
[1D-10U8677] p0237 H78-18005
Measurement of the pitch damping on two SGAHD B
nodels in the FF1 SI and S5 Bind tunnels
[FFA-AD-556] p0138 H78-26112
Aerodynamic characteristics of a counter-rotating,
coaxial, hingeless rotor helicopter model vith
auxiliary propulsion
[NAS1-TH-78705] pOtSO H78-2708U
Stability and performance characteristics of a
fixed arrow wing supersonic transport
configuration (SCAT 15F-9898) at Hach numbers
from 0.60 to 1.20
[NASA-TH-78726] p05U7 H78-30087
nonlinear rolling motion analysis of a
Canard-controlled missile configuration at
angles of attack from 0 to 30 degrees in
incompressible flow
[AD-A056695] p0631 B78-33132
BIRD TDHBEL TESTS
Airfoil trailing edge noise measurements with a
directional microphone
[Alii PAPER 77-1269] p0001 178-10416
Energy conservation in aeronautical ground testing
p0002 A78-11103
A flight path correlation technique for assessing
the impact of turbulence in the atmospheric
boundary layer on aircraft during the landing
approach
p0055 A78-1U961
Conversion of a wind tunnel data acquisition
system to miniconpnter control
00106 A78-17373
Increasing data productivity with a minicomputer
based data acquisition system
p0106 A78-17371*
A preliminary wind tunnel investigation of the
aerodynamic characteristics of a simplified lift
plus lift-cruise strike aircraft model in the
VSTOL flight regime
p0114 A78-18427
F-16 flutter model studies with external wing stores
p0117 A78-18801
Bind tunnel experiments on a HACA 632-A215 wing
profile with boundary layer control through
blowing on the leading edge
p0121 A78-19075
Experimental study of the induced interaction of
lifting propellers, positioned according to
transverse and longitudinal schemes -— for
helicopters
p0126 A78-19639
Investigation of the influence of the boundary
layer's state on the aerodynamic characteristics
at transonic speeds
p0129 A78-19732
Experimental investigation of optimal balanced
delta wings in viscous hypersonic flow
p0129 178-19742
Gust response experiments of an airplane dynamic
•odel in the DAL gust wind tunnel
p0133 178-20374
Computational transonic airfoil design in free air
and a wind tunnel
tAIAA PAPEB 78-103] p0158 A78-20685
Laser-velociieter surveys of merging vortices in a
wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 78-107] p0158 A78-20687
Experimental investigation of support interference
on an ogive cylinder at high incidence
[AIAA PAPEB 78-165] p0160 A78-20717
Beynolds number criticality in dynamic tests
[AIAA PiPEB 78-166] p0160 A78-20718
An investigation of strut-wall intersection losses
[AHA PAPEB 78-205] p0161 178-20743
Measurements of noise produced by flow past
lifting surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 78-239] p0161 A78-20762
Preliminary comparison of model and prototype wakes
building wake effects on atmospheric
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPEB 78-254] p0162 178-20774
Pressure distribution over sharp-nosed cones
situated at angles of attack fron 0 to 10
degrees in supersonic flow
p0165 A78-20889
Approximate wind-tunnel simulation of the dynamics
of a system composed of a body with a trailing
cable
p0165 A78-20902
Determination of airfoil lift from pressure
measurement at the test section walls in a
subsonic wind-tunnel
p0167 A78-20973
Computational wing optimization and wind tunnel
test of semi-span model
[AIAA PAPEB 78-102] p0172 A78-22575
The low-speed air tunnel of the Institute of
Hydromechanics at the University of Karlsruhe
p0176 178-23297
An investigation into the effects of shear on the
flow past bluff bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 78-331] p0186 A78-24025
Profile design for an advanced-technology airfoil
for general aviation aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 77-027] p0189 178-2U418
Six degrees of freedom system for store separation
studies in OBEB1 wind-tunnels
[OSEBA, IP FO. 1977-100] p0191 A78-21160
Spanwise structure of the plane turbulent wake
p0221 A78-25777
Experimental research on high lift airfoil section
H1235
p0221 A78-25945
A free-oscillation test rig for pitch-damping
measurements in H.A.L. trisonic wind tunnels
p0224 178-26487
Experimental investigation of the temperature
field in a plane channel carrying a stratified
turbulent air stream
p0227 A78-27139
Application of a new test method and a new
wind-tunnel-data processing technique to the
study of unsteady heat conduction processes
p0228 178-27455
YAV-8B/AV-8B advanced Harrier program
p0233 178-28455
low-speed test limit of V/ST01 model located
vertically off-center
p0277 A78-29642
Performance of the ABA7A aircraft with wing-tip
winglets
p0282 A78-30256
Dynamic response of lift fans subject to varying
backpressure for Surface Effect Ships
[AIAA PAPEB 78-756] p0292 A78-32176
in intermittent high Beynolds number wind tunnel
[AIAA 78-766] p0293 178-32327
The induction driven tunnel T2 at OHERA-CBBT -
Flow qualities, testing techniques and examples
of results " '
[AIAA 78-767] p0294 A78-32328
Design and subscale tests of a diffnser system for
a Bach 4 scramjet test facility
[Alii 78-771] p0294 A78-32332
Supersonic aerothermal testing - A new requirement
[AIAi 78-773] p0294 A78-32333
Bind tunnel model and measuring techniques for the
investigation of three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layers
[illl 78-781] p0295 178-32310
A constant aerodynamic parameter testing technique
with automatic wind tunnel control
[AIAi 78-780] p0295 178-32342
A computer-controlled video instrumentation
technique for wind tunnel testing of full-scale
lifting parachutes
[llil 78-785] p0295 A78-32343
A-116
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Semispan wind tunnel test of a computer-controlled
self-optimizing flexible technology wing
filAA 76-786 J p0295 478-32344
Experiments on supercritical flows in a
self-correcting Kind tunnel
p0295 478-32315
The Boeing Aerodynamic Labs data system
[AIAA 78-789] p0295 478-32346
Farther experimental evaluation of the
electrostatic roll sensor at Bach 2.3 and 3.5
[AIAA 78-802] P0296 A78-32357
Kodel support systen interference on zero-lift
drag at transonic speeds
CAIAA 78-809] P0296 A78-32363
Applications of vind tunnels to investigations of
wind-engineering problems
[AIAA 78-812] P0296 A78-32366
An experimental,facility for vind engineering
research
[»IAA 78-813] p0297 A78-32367
(loving ground sinolation by tangential blowing
[AIAA 78-81H] p0297 A78-32368
Sting effects as determined by the measnrenent of
pitch-damping derivatives and base pressures at
Bach number 3
[AIAA 78-830] p0297 A78-32381
Study of gas flows with shearing interferometers
P0327 A78-32622
Flight and wind tnnnel measurements on the leading
edge of a Hord-2501 wing
[OBBBA, IP HO. 1978-40] p0342 A78-35894
The German-Dutch low speed wind tnnnel DBS
P0370 478-36447
Bind tnnnel tests of a slotted flapped wing section
p0375 A78-37537
Investigations of the transonic flow around
oscillating airfoils Thesis
p0383 A78-38978
Pulse tubes for aerodynanic studies Russian book
POU15 A78-40298
Testing techniques and interference evaluation in
the OSD transonic airfoil facility
[AIAA PiPEB 78-1118] p0420 A78-41828
Summary of the 1977 OSAF/OSB/ASEE Summer Design
Study program on the integration of wind tunnels
and computers
T A I A A PAPEB 78-1144] p042i A78-41845
Hot-wire, laser anemometer and force balance
measurements of cross-sectional planes of single
and interacting trailing vortices
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1190] pfll|22 A78-41885
Techniques for the experimental investigation of
the near wake of a circular cylinder
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1197] p0023 A78-41888
Height testing of heavy models in a pulsed wind
tnnnel
p0427 A78-I12983
VSTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stresses
[AIAA PAPEB 78-958] p0463 A78-43520
Effects of inlet airframe integration on the inlet
of an upper surface bloving four-engine ST01
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-959] p0463 A78-43521
Comparison of nozzle and afterbody surface
pressures from wind tnnnel and flight test of
the TF-17 aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 78-992] p0463 478-43540
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1081] p0466 478-13587
The effect of over-the-wing nacelles on wing-body
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPES 78-1083] p0466 478-43589
Investigation of turbine stages with radial blades
pOQ67 478-43643
Investigation or two-tier blade diffusors of
centrifugal compressors
pOi(67 478-43640
Design and vind tnnnel testing of the
supercritical wing with manoeuvre flaps for the
Alpha Jet as experimental aircraft
p0477 478-45231
Operational two-dimensional laser velocimeter for
various vind tnnnel measurements
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1978-74] p0479 A78-45276
Determination of nonlinearities of dynamic stability
—•- of vind tunnel models
[OHEBA. TP HO. 1978-52] p0479 A78-45280
Side-force alleviation on slender, pointed
forebodies at high angles of attack
[AliA 78-1339] p0483 A78-46536
Some observations on the mechanism of aircraft
wing rock
[AIAI PAPEB 78-t«56] pOSII 478-47907
Ring/store active flutter suppression -
Correlation of analyses and wind tnnnel data
CAIAi PAPBB 78-1159] pOSII A78-a7909
Status of aerial applications research in the
Langley Vortex Besearch Facility and the Langley
full-scale Bind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1181] p0514 478-47926
Aerodynamic hull design for HASPA LTA optimization
— High Altitude Snperpressnre Powered Aerostat
Lighter Than Air
p0517 478-08100
Bind Tunnel/Flight Test Correlation Program on the
B-1 nacelle afterbody/nozzle at transonic
conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 78-989] p0520 A78-48469
Application of cryogenics in experimental
aerodynamics
p0522 478-08982
Use of ground vibration test equipment to
determine unsteady aerodynamic forces
p0526 A78-49708
Blockage correction for aerodynamic measurements
in a closed subsonic wind tnnnel
p0570 A78-50303
Three-dimensional and relaminarization effects in
turbine blade cascades - An experimental study
p0576 478-50608
Influence of changes in bypass ratio on the
aerodynamic behavior of a fan
p0581 A78-50794
Interaction of turbulent boundary layers in a
right-angle corner
p0588 A78-51697
Bind tnnnel investigation of rotor lift and
propulsive force at high speed: Data analysis
[NASA-CH-145217-APP-1] p0019 1178-10020
Rind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and
propulsive force at high speed. Test data
appendix
[HASA-CB-115217-APP-2] p0019 1178-10021
Bind tnnnel investigation of rotor lift and
propulsive force at high speed: Test data
appendix
[HASA-CB-145217-APP-3] p0019 878-10022
Wind-tunnel tests of wide-chord teetering rotors
with and without outboard flapping hinges
[HASA-TP-1046] p0037 H7B-11053
Calibration and test capabilities of the Langley
7- by 10- foot high speed tnnnel
[HASA-TH-X-71027] pOO»3 H78-11121
Bind tnnnel study of an active flutter suppression
system —- wing with external tank
p0016 N78-11971
Effects of external stores on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 60 deg delta-wing fighter
model at Bach 1.60 to 2.87 conducted in the
Langley Onitary Plan wind tnnnel
[HAS4-TH-74090] pOOSI H78-12033
Subsonic wind tnnnel tests of a canard-control
missile configuration in pure rolling motion
[AD-A044957] p0082 1)78-12046
Effects of deflected thrust on the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a close-coupled
wing-canard configuration in the Langley
?/STOL tunnel
[HASA-TP-1090] p0092 H78-13011
Self streamlining wind tnnnel: Low speed testing
and transonic test section design
[HASA-CB-145257] p0099 H78-13076
Bind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibratory loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown
Jet-flap configuration
[HASA-TH-1-72794] p0140 B78-14031
Convection and refraction of acoustic waves in an
open wind tnnnel flov
p0146 H78-14986
Limits on low speed wind tnnnel tests of rotors
[AD-A046086] pOIIB H78-15008
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of an 18
percent thick airfoil section designed for the
all-flying tailplane of the H-300 sailplane
A-417
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[VTB-LB-226] P0118 B78-15019
Rind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibrator; loads, surface
tenperatares, and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blovn
jet-flap configuration
CB1S4-TB-D-8235J p0194 S78-15999
Two-dimensional vind tnnnel test of an oscillating
rotor airfoil, volume 1
rNASA-CB-2914} p0194 B78-16003
Two-dimensional vind tnnnel test of an oscillating
rotor airfoil, volume 2 tabulated test results
[BASA-CR-2915] P0203 N78-16998
Theoretical evaluation of high speed aerodynamics
for arrow wing configurations
[BASA-TB-78659] P0235 N78-17992
Two-dimensional transonic testing with splitter
plates
[BASA-TP-1153] P0236 R78-17999
Fundanental studies of subsonic and transonic flov
separation. Part 2: Second phase summary report
[AD-A0186153 P0237 H78-18007
Application of system identification to analytic
rotor modeling from simulated and vind tunnel
dynamic test data
p0240 H78-18040
Prediction of the severity of buffeting wind
tnnnel tests
P0249 H78-18382
Test data report, low speed vind tunnel tests of a
full scale lift/cruise-fan inlet, vith engine,
at high angles of attack
[BASA-CB-152055] p0252 N78-19049
Dynamic vind-tnnnel tests of an aeromechanics!
gust-alleviation system using several different
combinations of control surfaces
[HASA-TB-78638] p0253 S78-19059
Computational aerodynamics requirements in
conjunction vith experimental facilities
wind tnnnel test data
p0269 H78-19788
Onset of condensation effects vith a HACA 0012-64
airfoil tested in the Langley 0.3-meter
cryogenic taonel
[NASA-TH-78666] P0301 878-20074
Wind-tunnel investigation at Bach numbers from
1.90 to 2.86 of a canard-controlled missile vith
ram-air-jet spoiler roll control in the
Langley Unitary Flan Rind Tnnnel
[HASA-TP-1124] p0301 H78-20079
Comparison of measured and calculated helicopter
rotor impulsive noise vind tunnel test data
and prediction analysis techniques
rBASi-TH-78«731 P0311 878-20917
Acoustical effects of blade tip shape changes on a
full scale helicopter rotor in a vind tunnel
[SASA-CB-152082] P0311 B78-20918
Comparison of aerodynamic data measured in air and
Freon-12 wind-tunnel test mediums
[HASA-TB-786713 p0312 S78-21052
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics from
vind-tunnel tests of a large-scale advanced
arrov-ving supersonic-cruise transport concept
CHASA-CB-145280] p0312 N78-21053
Bean velocity, turbulence intensity and turbulence
convection velocity measurements for a
convergent nozzle in a free jet vind tnnnel
[HASA-CB-29H9] p0313 H78-21058
The measurement of film cooling effectiveness on
turbine components in short duration vind tunnels
P0322 H78-21152
APL radiometer vind tnnnel test program vith
simulated aircraft radome
[BSK-4230] p0325 H78-21402
Correlation of laser velocimeter measurements over
a ving vith results of tvo prediction techniques
in the Langley V/STOL tunnel
rRASA-TP-1168] p0325 N78-21410
Scaling problems in dynamic tests of aircraft-like
configurations
P0347 B78-22057
Civil components program "Ring Section1. Concept
for large model tests at Dodane
CBBFT-FB-S-77-31] p0350 S78-22089
Experimental results of vinglets on first, second,
and third generation jet transports
[BASA-TB-72674] p0358 H78-23052
Heasureoents of control-surface oscillatory
derivatives on a sveptback, tapered model ving
in tvo transonic tunnels
[ABC-H/S-3806]
 P0363 H78-23104
The future of vind tnnnel technology in Germany
[HASA-TB-752»a] p036» H78-23106
Bigb angle canard missile test in the Ames 11-foot
transonic vind tnnnel
rSASA-CH-2993] pOSOS B78-25057
Development of techniques and correlation of
results to accurately establish the lift/drag
characteristics of an air breathing missile from
analytical predictions, sub-scale and full scale
vind tunnel tests and flight tests
p0436 B78-26089
A comparison of predictions obtained from vind
tunnel tests and the results from cruising
flight (Airbus and Concorde)
p0436 878-26093
Correlation of vind-tunnel and flight-test data
for the Lockheed L-1011 Tristar airplane
p0436 S78-26094
Transonic vind tnnnel tests on a SACA 0012 aerofoil
[A8L/AEHO-BBPT-143] p0437 H78-26095
Effect of tvist and camber on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of a povered
close-coupled ving-canard configuration
[SAS&-TH-78722] pOU37 878-26096
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics of a general
research fighter model employing a strake-ving
concept
[BASA-TB-74071] p0437 B78-26103
Flight effects on noise by the JT8D engine vith
inverted primary/fan flov as measured in the
NASA-Ames 40 by 80 foot vind tunnel
[HASA-CH-2996] p0441 H78-26149
Development of improved 300F analysis capabilities
in the AEUC-VKF continuous vind tunnels
CAD-4053939] pOISO S78-27088
Self streamlining vind tunnel: Further lov speed
testing and final design studies for the
transonic facility
CSASA-CR-157111] p0456 H78-27KM
Computer-controlled video instrumentation
technique for vind tunnel testing of full-scale
lifting parachutes
[SAND-77-1773C] p0457 N78-27145
Effect of camber on the trimmed lift capability of
a close-coupled canard-ving configuration
test in the Langley high speed 7- by 10-foot
tunnel
[HASA-TB-78686] pO«87 N78-28052
Aerodynamic characteristics of a jet sheet vortex
generator vind tnnnel tests using thin, lov
aspect ratio vings
[HASA-C8-158904] p0487 N78-28054
Prediction of the severity of buffeting
structural response to the aerodynamic
excitation produced by separated flov
p0493 H78-28404
Rind tnnnel investigation of computationally
optimized variable camber ving configurations
[HASA-TB-78479] pO«97 B78-29067
Rind-tunnel testing of VTOL and STOL aircraft
[NASA-TB-78750] p0543 B78-30040
Status of aerial applications research in the
Langley vortex research facility and the Langley
full-scale vind tnnnel
[BASA-TB-78760] p0543 B78-30041
Static aerodynamic characteristics of a typical
single-engine lov-ving general aviation design
for an angle-of-attack range of -8 deg to 90 deg
[RASA-CE-2971] p051« B78-30048
notary balance data for a typical single-engine
low-wing general aviation design for an
angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to 90 deg
fSASA-CB-2972] p0544 B78-300U9
Investigation of a ving-rotor interaction system
for helicopters
[AO-A054093] p0548 B78-30092
F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion
methodologies studies. Volume 1: Technical
discussion
[NASA-CR-144866] p0551 H78-30123
Experimental investigation of gnst response of
hingeless helicopter rotors
CAD-A054752] p0552 B78-30142
Two-dimensional subsonic vind tunnel evaluation of
tvo related cambered 15-percent thick
circulation control airfoils
SUBJECT IBDSI BIBDPOiBBBD GBBEBATOBS
(AO-A055140] p0558 B78-31047
Bind tunnel tests on a tail-less svept Ming
span-distributed cargo aircraft configuration
[BiSA-TB-78767] p060« 878-32048
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/4 scale powered
helicopter model with a v-type empennage
conducted in the Laogley V/ST01 vind tonne1
CS*SA-TB-7«033] p060« S78-320S9
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fixed arro«-ving
sapersonic cruise aircraft at Bach numbers of
2.30, 2.70, and 2.95 Langley Unitary Flan
vind tunnel tests
[BASA-TB-78706] p0604 H7B-32050
Wind tunnel evaluation of YF-12 inlet response to
internal airflov disturbances »ith and vithout
control Levis 10 by 10 ft sapersonic vind
tunnel tests
p0605 B78-32062
Wind-tunnel investigation at sapersonic speeds of
a canard-controlled missile vith fixed and
free-rolling tail fins
[BASA-TP-1316] p060« 878-32067
11=3 turbulent boundary layer measurements at very
high Reynolds numbers supersonic vind tunnel
tests
[AD-A055952] p0607 H78-32072
Aerodynamic roll characteristics of a 0.00548
scale 146-inch solid rocket booster reentry
configuration (SSPC Bodel number 486) over a
portion of the reentry flight regime in the 8ASA
asp 14-inch trisonic vind tunnel
[BASA-T8-78195] p0613 B78-32173
Helicopter noise research at the Langley 7/STOI
tunnel
p0619 B78-32826
Exploratory vind-tnnnel investigation of the
effect of the nain rotor vake on tail rotor noise
langley anechoic noise facility
p0620 H78-32827
Rind tunnel investigations of model rotor noise at
lov tip speeds
p0620 R78-32828
& study of the noise radiation fro* four
helicopter rotor blades tests in Ames 40 by
20 foot vind tunnel
p0621 B78-32835
Laser-velocineter surveys of merging vortices in a
vind-tunnel: Complete data and analysis
[BASA-TB-78449] p0622 H78-33043
tffVD TOBSBL SAILS
A note on adaptive-wall wind tunnels
p0002 A78-11634
Experimental investigation of gas flovs in the
perforated test section of a transonic
effuser-induction vind tunnel
p0129 A78-19741
Experimental observations of vail interference at
transonic speeds'
[AIAA PIPE! 78-164] p0160 178-20716
Determination of airfoil lift from pressure
measurement at the test section vails in a
subsonic wind-tunnel
p0167 A78-20973
Tunnel interference assessment by boundary
measurements
p028Q A78-30689
Experiments on supercritical flovs in a
self-correcting vind tunnel
p0295 478-32345
1 parametric experimental study of the
interference effects and the boundary-condition
coefficient of slotted vind-tnnnel vails
[AIAA 78-805] p0296 A78-32359
An empirical correction for vind tunnel vail
blockage in tvo-dimensional transonic flow
[AIAA 78-806] p0296 A78-32360
Determination of high attitude vail corrections in
a lov speed vind tunnel
[AIAA 78-810]
 P0296 A78-3236Q
Optimum design of vind tunnel contractions
[AIAA 78-819]
 P0297 A78-32373
The DFVLB Transonic lind Tunnel Braunschweig -
Vail Interference corrections for the modified
test section and results for the supercritical
airfoil CAST 7
p0478 A78-45242
Induction of subsonic vind tunnels with slight
perforation
p0519 A78-Q8250
A study of acoustic disturbances and means of
suppression in ventilated transonic vind tunnel
vails
[AD-A045347] p0100 B78-13080
Design and performance evaluation of slotted vails
for tvo-dimensional vind tunnels
[BASA-TH-78648] p0247 B78-18085
Numerical design of streamlined tunnel vails for a
tvo-dimensional transonic test
[BASA-TB-78641] p0364 B78-23105
B1BD TOBBBLS
BT BLOHDORB 81HD TURBBLS
BT CASCADE RIBD TOBBELS
HI CBYOGEBIC RIBD TOBBELS
BT HOTSBOT RIBD TOBBELS
BT HYPBBSOBIC RISD TOBBBLS
HT BYPEBVELOCITY RIBD TONBELS
BT LOR SPEED BIBD TDBBELS
BT SHOCK TOBBELS
BT SLOTTED RIBD TOBBELS
BT SOBSOBIC RIBD TOBBELS
BT SOPEBSOBIC RIBD TOBBBLS
BT TBABSOBIC RIBD TOBBELS
Calculation of the induction of vind tunnels
p0132 A78-20277
A method for the construction of flov nozzles and
vind tunnel contraction sections
p0168 A78-21635
Acoustical properties of materials and muffler
configurations for the 80 by 120 foot vind tunnel
[BASA-CB-152065] p0030 B78-10116
The 4m x 2m industrial aerodynamics vind tunnel
[OOEL-1188/77] pOlOO B78-13085
Tvo-dimensional vind tunnel test of an oscillating
rotor airfoil, volume 1
[BASA-CB-2914] p0194 B78-16003
Mean velocity, turbulence intensity and turbulence
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Computational wing optimization and comparisons
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The technical conception of the IL-62H. VII -
Landing flap control
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Choice of wing flap type taking into account the
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Analysis of heat transfer in a sionlated
wing-elevon cove in hypersonic flow
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The flapwing, a unique fluid machine element
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method
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Analytical modeling of under-the-wing externally
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Experimental investigation of the supersonic gas
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Solution of an integral equation describing the
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Nonlinear aerodynamics of wing-body combination
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Strain gage calibration of a complex wing
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The evaluation of several finite elements for the
calculation of wing structures
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A method for determining the induced resistance of
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Influence of the principal parameters of a
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weight/ on the magnitude of the payload
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Turbulent boundary layer on a moving surface
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Experimental investigation of composite wing failure
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Aerodynamics of the annular wing
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flow-field velocity surveys
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Bing design for a future airliner
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Trailing vortices. II
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Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 3: Pressure and spanwise load
distributions for a semispan model at Bach 0.30
— in the Langley 8 ft transonic tunnel
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Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 1: Longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a semispan model at subsonic
speeds in the Langley 8 ft transonic tunnel
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Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 2: Pressure and spanwise load
distributions for a semispan model at high
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An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in
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elimination of aeroelastic vibrations
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section in transonic gas flow
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Influence of wing-attachment stiffness on the
stability of aeroelastic vibrations
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Theory of bending-torsional self-oscillations of
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Dynamic analysis of an in-flight refueling system
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Bigh-freguency subsonic flow past a pulsating thin
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The flapwing, a nnigne fluid machine element
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numerical study
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The unsteady motion of a two-dimensional aerofoil
in incompressible inviscid flow
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Simplified formulas for lift and moment in
unsteady thin airfoil theory
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Some observations on the aechanisn of aircraft
wing rock
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Some nixed boundary value problems for subsonic
flow past oscillating profiles
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Oscillating airfoils. I - Hedges of arbitrary
thickness in supersonic and hypersonic flow
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Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
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1 user's guide for T174, a program using a finite
difference method to analyze transonic flow over
oscillating wings
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Numerical calculation of unsteady aerodynamic
pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating wings in subsonic flow. Theory and
results for compressible flow, part 2
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Hnmerical solution for some problems concerning
unsteady motion of airfoils
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Two-dimensional wind tunnel test of an oscillating
rotor airfoil, volume 1
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The practical application of a finite difference
method for analyzing transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils and. wings
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The stall problem
P0204 B78-17006
1 numerical method for calculating the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wings with control
surfaces in subsonic flow. Theory and results
for compressible flow, part 2
[ESl-TT-430] p0205 H78-17029
Onsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
[BSl-TT-426] p0238 H78-18018
PB&SOS, processor for harnonic analysis of the
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models
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Development and application of an optimization
procedure for flutter suppression using the
aerodynamic energy concept
[H1S1-TP-1137] p0250 B78-18459
Doublet lattice aerodynamic predictions for an
oscillating F-5 wing with stores
[10-1048968] p0254 B78-19070
Calculation of unsteady airloads on oscillating
three-dimensional wings and bodies
p0346 B78-22038
The dynamic flow on a wing profile in the movement
of a screen. The influence of oscillation
parameters
P0347 B78-22061
Dnsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical
airfoil
[BLB-BP-77008-0] p0438 B78-26113
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Experience in using high-modulus carbon fibre —
in Viggen wing panels
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Concerning the relationship between element
stability and system stability in wing-truss
structure made from elastic and elasto-plastic
materials
p0169 178-21971
Raterial development for laminar flow control wing
panels
p0218 178-25200
1 fail-safe analysis of a spanwise wing-panel splice
[1IS1 78-487] p0279 178-29794
Optimization of the structure of a mnltibnlkhead
large-aspect-ratio wing
p0293 178-32275
(ing/store active flutter suppression -
Correlation of analyses and wind tunnel data
[1111 PIPES 78-1459] p0511 178-47909
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to unsteady three dimensional potential
flows
[1111 P1PEB 78-229] p0593 178-52630
In exploratory investigation of the effects of a
thin plastic film cover on the profile drag of
an aircraft wing panel
[B1S1-TB-74073] p0019 B78-10023
numerical calculation of unsteady aerodynamic
pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating wings in subsonic flow. Theory and
results for compressible flow, part 2
[DLB-FB-77-15] p0138 H78-14015
1 numerical method for calculating the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wings with control
surfaces in subsonic flow. Theory and results
for compressible.flow, part 2
[ESl-TT-430] p0205 1178-17029
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Ipplication of the thrust augmentation wing
principle for potential military use
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Bnmerical solution of the integral equation of a
subsonic lifting surface
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The computation of self-similar three-dimensional
separated flows
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solution to Laplace equation for wing-body
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Nearly wedge-shaped antisymmetric wing in
supersonic flow
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Three-dimensional canard-wing shape optimization
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strake-wing analysis and design
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Ring design for a future airliner
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Lateral-aerodynamic characteristics of
highly-dihedraled wings
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Wing planforms for large military transports
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structure for a man-powered aircraft wing
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Preliminary study of propulsion systems and
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User's guide for a nodular flutter analysis
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Aerodynamic load distributions at transonic speeds
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Tabulated pressure data
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A numerical procedure for the solution of the
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Rind tunnel experiments on a HACA 632-A215 wing
profile with boundary layer control through
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Influence of the principal parameters of a
hign-aspect-ratio wing /through its construction
weight/ on the magnitude of the payload
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Experimental investigation of optimal balanced
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Uniformly precise conformal mapping of the
exterior of a circle onto the exterior of a wing
section
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Rhy the flexible wing. II for glider design
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Design of a transonically profiled ving
[D6LB PAPEB 77-026] p0189 A78-24417
Basic considerations concerning the possibilities
of wing families in civil aviation
[DSLB PAPEB 77-029] p0189 A78-24420
Aircraft performance improvement through
retrofitting of winglets
[DGLB PAPEB 77-031] p0190 A78-24422
The supersonic flow past cnsped wings
p0230 A78-28056
Flight and wind tunnel measurements on the leading
edge of a Bord-2501 wing
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Rind tunnel tests of a slotted flapped wing section
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Calculation of transonic flows around wings
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The effect on block fuel consumption of a strutted
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considerations
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Section drag coefficients from pressure probe
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/DAST/ — A status report
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Uniformly exact conformal transformation of
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An alternative treatment of lifting-line theory as
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Calculation of local three-dimensional supersonic
fields
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Application of hypersonic favorable aerodynamic
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An exploratory investigation of the effects of a
thin plastic film cover on the profile drag of
an aircraft wing panel
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Effect of separation bubbles on the lift of wing
profiles
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Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 3: Pressure and spanwise load
distributions for a semispan model at Bach 0.30
-— in the Langley 8 ft transonic tunnel
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Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 1: Longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a semispan model at subsonic
speeds in the Langley 8 ft transonic tunnel
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Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport ving. 2: Pressure and spanwise load
distributions for a semispan model at high
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transonic tunnel
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Aerodynamics of the new generation of combat
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Choice of «ing flap type taking into account the
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1 study of the influence of slits on the
effectiveness of ving mechanization and controls
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Bind tunnel tests of a slotted flapped King section
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Influence of slots on effectiveness of ving
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Effects of spanvise circulation distribution on a
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Aircraft perfornance improvement through
retrofitting of vinglets
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transport ving. 5: Stability characteristics
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Nonlinear theory of a bearing surface of arbitrary
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Flight measurements of the ving tip vortex
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lerodynamic characteristics of a
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calculation
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The influence of unsteady aerodynamics on
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A simulation model for an
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An interaction solution algorithm for viscous
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Theoretical and experimental study of the drag
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CONTROL DATA COBP., ST. FA01, HIND.
Preliminary study for a numerical aerodynamic
simulation facility. Phase Is Extension
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COBNELL UNIV., ITBACA, N. I.
Calculation of transonic potential flowfields
about complex, three-dimensional configurations
p0011 A78-12300
COBTLAND LINE CO., N. Y.
Design and development of helicopter external
cargo sling legs made with Kevlar
[AD-A056951] p0626 N78-33093
CBANFIELD INST. OF TECHBOLOGI BEDFOBDSBIBE (ENGLAND) .
Interior noise studies for general aviation
types of aircraft. I - Field studies. II -
Laboratory studies
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Leading edge transition on swept vings
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An analysis of the force system of a propeller
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CUTLEB-HAHHEB, INC., lAHHIHGDALB, B.t.
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Executive summary
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DAITOH OBIT., OHIO.
Satellite images to aircraft in flight
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DAYTON OBIV. BESEABCB IBST., OBIO.
A comparative study of two computational methods
for calculating unsteady transonic flows about
oscillating airfoils
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DE BAVILLABD AIECBAFT CO. LTD., DOBNSVIEW (OHTABIO).
Some aspects of powerplant airframe integration
affecting fuel conservation
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DEFENCE BESEABCB ESTABLISBHEHT, OTTARA. (ONTABIO).
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Battery
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sensor temperature monitoring
[AD-A037722] p0311 N78-20635
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Multichannel
gassing-rate meter
[AD-A039735] p0311 N78-20636
DEFENSE DOCDBENTATION CENTEB, AlEXANDBIA, ?A.
Environmental Pollution. Noise pollution-noise
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DEFENSE STSTEBS BANAGBSEHf SCHOOL, FOBT BE1VOIB, Tt.
The problem of technology transfer: Beal or
imagined
[AD-AO«2961] p0213 N78-17943
The BSG-2 commercial airline concept: A
Department of Defense program for
reliability-centered maintenance
[AD-A050531] p03<)7 N78-22068
A proposed mini-management information system
for the program manager for Avionics Baval Air
Systems Command Headquarters
[AD-A052113] p0367 H78-23981
Three degree intermediate level maintenance of
Navy aeronautical materials
[AD-A052389] p0389 N78-24012
Life cost management, methodology, and case
studies
[AD-A052388] pO«04 C78-21999
Doctrine versus capabilities: A project
manager's dilemma with the CH-47 helicopter
[AD-A052376] pO«13 N78-25970
DELCO ELECTBONICS, SANTA BABBABA, CALIF.
Electromechanical flight control actuator,
volume 2
[HASA-CB-1517311] pOIIS N78-25986
Electromechanical flight control actuator,
volume 3
[NASA-CH-151735] p0013 N78-25987
DEPABTEBENT STBOCTOBES B. E. AEBOSPATIA1E, TOULOUSE
(FBANCE).
Hew structures made of composite materials for
high performance combat aircraft
pOSSO N78-3011*
DEPABTBENT OF TBE AIB POECE, BASHINGTON, B.C.
Propulsion test facilities - Capabilities and use
[AIAA PAPES 78-933] p0519 A78-48U53
DEPABTBENT OF THE NAVI, WASHINGTON, D. C.
OS savy/Hanne Corps rotary wing requirements
p0262 H78-19132
DEPABTBENT OF TBANSPOBTATIOB, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Project Plan: Tower automated ground
surveillance system development program
[AD-A051621] pOtOO N78-24155
DETBOIT DIESEL ALLISON, INDIANAPOLIS, ISO.
Pollution reduction technology program for
turboprop engines
p0039 S78-11069
The effect of splitter vane circumferential
location on the aerodynamic performance of a
supersonic compressor cascade
[AD-A043860] p0042 F78-11112
Aerodynamic phenomena in an oscillating
transonic BCA airfoil cascade including
loading effects
p03I|7 N78-22066
Besearch on aeroelastic phenomena in airfoil
cascades an experimental investigation of the
unsteady aerodynamic of a classical air foil
cascade in translation
[AD-A053931] pO«58 N78-27369
Aerodynamic performance of conventional and
advanced design labyrinth seals with
solid-smooth abradable, and honeycomb lands
[HASA-CR-135307] p0459 H78-27427
DEOTSCHE FOBSCHONGS- OND YEBSOCBSABSTALT FDEB LOFT-
OND BAOHFAHBT, BEBLIN (REST GEHBASY).
Acoustic interference effects and the role of
Helmholtz number in aerodynamic noise
[DLH-IB-257-77/11] p0251 N78-18878
DEOTSCHE FOBSCHONGS- OND VEBSOCHSABSTALT FOEB LOFT-
DND BAOBFAHBT, BBOBSWICK (REST GBBBANY).
Calculation of the nonlinear coefficients of low
and medium aspect ratio wings using the vortex
lattice procedure in incompressible flow
[DLB-IB-151-76/18] p0034 N78-11016
Parts tests for the landing flap support of the
Airbus A-300 B
[DLB-IB-152-77/07] p0038 N78-11056
Fatigue strength of the upper guide tail of the
A-300 no. 4 landing flap support (tests,
results, and evaluation)
[D1B-IB-152-77/09] p0038 B78-11057
wear and vibrational strength investigations on
the upper track, made of Ti A16 VI, of landing
flap 4 of the A 300 B
[0LB-IB-152-77/11] p0038 N78-11058
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COEPOB1TE SODBCE IBDEI DOBBIBB-REBKE 6.B.B.B.,
An investigation on thrust vector control
rDlB-IB-151-76/15] pOO«3 H78-11118
Description of the new regulating valve for the
transonic supersonic wind tunnel
[DLR-IB-151-76/6] pOOHU N78-11130
Strength investigations for the application of
fiber reinforced plastics to aeronautical
equipment fittings
[DLB-IB-152-75/25] pOO«1 N78-1120H
The thickness distribution of profiles for
shock-free flow without lift
CDIB-IB-151-77/9] p0138 N78-11008
Determination of dynamic characteristics from
flight test data
fOLH-FE-77-261 pOltl N78-11041
Hodern concepts for aerodynamic rotor design
CDLE-IB-151-77/11] p0213 H78-18058
DFVLE rotorcraft research
p0263 N78-19116
Accuracy considerations on new Hicrowave landing
cystems (Its) from an operational point of view
p0315 S78-21081
Improved aircraft tracking using nanenver
statistics enroute and in the terminal area
p0316 1178-21087
Low noise propulsion system for general aviation
[BBFT-FB-W-77-23] p0353 H78-22108
Hew model upwind distributions and their
influence on the design of gliders
[DLS-IB-151-76/12] pO»88 H78-28062
Calculation of pressure distribution, forces and
moments for the fighter configuration lAe 60
by panel method
[DLH-IB-151-77/13] pO«98 H78-29072
Flame stabilization in a ramjet combustion
chamber by means of a pilot gas generator
[DLB-FB-77-54] p0564 S78-31117
The influence of the environment on the
elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal
bonded joints
[DLR-FB-77-63] p0567 H78-31251
DBOTSCBE FOBSCBOSGS- OSD VEBSOCBSAHSTAIT FOEB 10FT-
OHD BAOHFAHBT, COLOGNE (REST GEBHAHT).
A new technique for controlling the ent flow
periodicity of supersonic cascades
pOOUS U78-11330
Investigation of the jet wake discharge flow of
a heavily loaded centrifugal compressor impeller
[DLB-FB-77-32] p02«5 N78-18073
Investigation on temperature distribution near
film cooled airfoils
p0320 N78-21127
DEDTSCBE FORSCHOHGS- USD VBBSnCHSiHSTALT FOEB 10PT-
OHO BAOBFAHBT, 60ETTISGES (WEST GEBBAHT).
Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
[DLB-FB-77-12] p003H 1178-11017
numerical calculation of unsteady aerodynamic
pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating wings in subsonic flow. Theory
and results for compressible flow, part 2
fDLB-FB-77-151 p0138 S78-14015
Contributions to steady and unsteady aerodynamics
[DIB-FB-77-31] p020i| B76-17001
Significance of structural nonlinearities from
the structural dynamics and aeroelasticity
point of view
p020i| N78-17005
The stall problem
p020D H78-17006
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on harmonically
oscillating pointed circular conical shells
with small aperture angle
p020» H78-17007
The interference problem of the oscillating
fuselage near ground
p020<l H78-17008
Effect of separation bubble's on the lift of wing
profiles
p0205 N78-17012
Cnsteady pressure distribution measurements at
two trapezoidal wings with unit aspect ratio
p0205 H78-17020
Kpolication and comparison of modal perturbation
methods and modal correction procedures
exemplified by a swept wing with two external
stores
tDLH-FB-77-21] p0238 >178-1801U
The influence of jets of cooling air exhausted
from the trailing edges of a supercritical
turbine cascade on the aerodynamic data
p0322 H78-211I18
Calculation of unsteady airloads on oscillating
three-dimensional wings and bodies
p0346 1178-22038
Two-dimensional viscous-flow past an airfoil in
an unsteady airstream
p03»7 B78-22058
Determination of the vortex shedding frequency
of cascade with different trailing edge
thickness
p03i»7 B78-22067
Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution
measurements in rotating systems
[DLB-FB-77-«3] p0566 B78-31135
DEBTSCBE FOBSCHOHGS- OHD VEBSOCBSAHSTALT FDEB LDFI-
08D EADSFAHBT, OBESPF1FPEHBOFE8 (REST SEBBiHT).
Assess II - A simulated mission of Spacelab
p0569 S78-50276
Supporting investigations during testing of the
HD1-1 airship in Ghana and Dpper Volta
[DLB-IB-536-76/3] p0137 H78-11002
Calculation of horizontal tail loads in
maneuvering flight
[D1B-IB-536-76/K] p0137 S78-14003
Control law design techniques
[D1B-IB-552-77/15] p01«3 H78-1i»059
The use of pyranometers onboard aircraft
[D1B-FB-77-24] pOIHS 1178-11)379
Test report on the application of the Linde fog
removal equipment at the Erding air base
[D1B-IB-75/8] p0115 H78-11763
Some results of tests on the helicopter-tank and
tank-helicopter visibility under idealized
conditions
[D1B-IE-553-75/9] p0146 H7S-1»895
Influence of gust modelling on the
identification of the derivatives of the
longitudinal motion of an aircraft
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-19»1»] p0210 N78-17071
Calculation of the horizontal tail loads froa
elevator actuation
[DLB-IB-536-76/*] p0238 H78-18011
Supporting investigations during testing of the
»D1-1 airship in Ghana and Opper 7olta
[DLB-IB-536-77/1] p0238 N78-18012
Optimal level controls of high performance
aircraft
[DLB-IB-552-77/20] p02U3 B78-18059
The geometrical theory of diffraction - a method
for the solution of electromagnetic boundary
value problems of complicated structures in
the high frequency case
p02«8 N78-18290
The integral equation method - a computational
method for diffracted and scattered fields of
complicated structures
p02«8 H78-18291
Control system design using vector-valued
performance criteria with application to the
control rate reduction in parameter
insensitive control systems
[DLB-FB-77-55] p0565 H78-31125
DIBEZIONE LABOS4TOBI AEEOHAOTIC* BILITAISE, BOHB
(ITALI) .
X-ray diffraction: Froo structural X-ray
diffractography to X-ray oscillographic
<3if fractoscopy
pOQII N78-26H68
DOBBIBB-SYSTEB 6.B.B.B., FBIBDSICHSHiFEH (WEST
GEBBAHT).
Influence of wing tapering on the development of
a three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
exemplified with a transonic wing
[BH7G-FBRT-77-7] p0237 H78-18010
Improvement of flight oeasnring data with a
Kalman filter
[BDVG-FBST-77-6] p02»3 H78-18057
Hodern wing technology for general aviation
aircraft
[BHFT-FB-«-77-10] p0307 H78-20127
open loop gust alleviation
[BBFT-PB-R-77-22] p0353 S78-22114
DOEHIEB-WBBKE G.H.B.B., FBIBDBICBSBAFEH (REST
GBBBAHT).
Tethered BPV-rotorcraft
p0263 878-19141
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DOBTBOHD DRIV. COBPOBATB SOOBCB IBDEI
Analysis of error sources in predicted flight
performance
p0435 K78-26087
Inspection of carbon fibre parts after
fabrication and during service
p044<l B78-26476
Advanced control concepts for future fighter
aircraft
p0549 1178-30104
DOBTBUHD 0HI7. (WEST GEBHAHT).
Non-welding joining, catting and thermal
spraying methods
pOOIS B78-11395
DOOGLSS AIBCBAFT CO., IIC., LOH6 BEACH, CA1IP.
Boron/aluminum skins for the DC-10 aft pylon
p0004 A78-12073
Transonic wing analysis using advanced
computational methods
[AIAA PAPER 78-105] p0158 A78-20686
HOT of DC-10 graphite-epoxy rudder
p0339 A78-35445
Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of
candidate aircraft passenger seat materials
p0589 A78-51838
Cost/benefit tradeoffs for reducing the energy
consumption of the conaercial air
transportation system
CNASA-CB-137925] p0020 H78-10035
Blade fragment energy analysis
p0025 R78-10074
Approaches to rotor fragment protection
P0026 H78-10076
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p0114 A78-18464
Flight-test measurements of ground effect - STOL
airplanes
p0123 A78-19U33
Calculation of unsteady transonic flows using
the integral equation method
[AIAA PAPEB 78-13] p0157 A78-20632
Transonic wing analysis using advanced
computational methods
[AIAA PAPEB 78-105] p0158 A78-20686
Laser-velocmeter surveys of merging vortices in
a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEE 78-107] p0158 A78-20687
Steady and unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PIPES 78-160] p0160 A78-20713
A split-recoupled-semidirect computational
technique applied to transonic flow over
lifting airfoils
[AIAA PAPEH 78-11] p0171 A78-22553
Measurements of unsteady vortex flow fields
[AIAA PAPES 78-18] p0171 A78-22554
Rake vortex measurements of bodies at high angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPEE 78-23] p0171 A78-22555
Computational wing optimization and wind tunnel
test of semi-span model
[AIAA PAPEE 78-102] p0172 A78-22575
Measured wake-vortex characteristics of aircraft
in ground effect
[AIAA PAPEE 78-109] p0173 A78-22578
XV-15 tilt rotor test - Progress report
[SAE PAPER 770953] p0179 A78-23804
Development of the propulsion simulator - A test
tool applicable to V/STOL configurations
[SAE PAPEB 770984] pOISO A78-23823
Robustness of linear quadratic state feedback
designs in the presence of system uncertainty
p018lt A78-23917
Comments on 'Feasibility study of a hybrid
airship operating in ground effect1
p0188 A78-24367
Three-dimensional canard-wing shape optimization
in aircraft cruise and maneuver environments
[AIAA PA»EB 78-99] p0223 A78-262711
Flight simulation - A vital and expanding
technology in aircraft development
[AIAA PAPEB 78-337] p0275 A78-29295
Bemotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0283 A78-30506
Influence of spin rate on side force of an
axisymmetnc body
p028U A78-30690
The shock tube as a device for testing transonic
airfoils at high Eeynolds numbers
[AIAA 78-769] p0294 A78-32330
New rotation-balance apparatus for measuring
airplane spin aerodynamics in the wind tunnel
[AIAA 78-835] p0298 A78-32386
A1C/50/ values for some polymeric materials
P0371 A78-36596
Notes on the transonic indicial method
F0376 A78-37732
Simulation replay - Implementation and flight
simulation applications
p0381 A78-38789
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over
delta wings with sharp subsonic leading edges
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1137] pO<!21 A78-IH8<H
Hot-wire, laser anemometer and force balance
measurements of cross-sectional planes of
single and interacting trailing vortices
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1194] pO<422 A78-41885
The spanwise lift distribution on a wing from
flow-field velocity surveys
[AIAA PAPER 78-1195] p0422 A78-1I1886
Effects of inlet airframe integration on the
inlet of an upper surface blowing four-engine
STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-959] pO»63 A78-43521
Estimating maximum instantaneous distortion from
inlet total pressure rms measurements
[AIAA PAPER 78-970] p0463 A78-II3525
Theoretical and experimental study of the drag
of multielement airfoils
[ A I A A PAPER 78-1223] p0476 J78-45148
The relative fire resistance of select
thermoplastic materials
pO«80 A78-45475
The numerical solution of viscous flows at high
Reynolds number
p0481 A78-4636C
A historical overview of stall/spin
characteristics of general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1551] pfli(82 A78-4651U
Flight tests of a simple airborne device for
predicting clear air turbulence encounters
[AIAA 78-1375] pO«85 978-1(6560
Quiet, Short-Haul Research Aircraft - Current
status and future plans
[AIA1 PAPEE 78-1468] p0512 A78-47916
Integrated avionics for future general aviation
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1482] p0514 A78-47927
Application of advanced high speed turboprop
technology to future civil short-haul
transport aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1487] p0514 A78-47930
Studies of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL
fighter/attack aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1511] p0516 A78-47946
Assessment of relative flammability and
thermochemical properties of some
thermoplastic materials
p0526 A78-49693
A method for localizing wing flow separation at
stall to alleviate spin entry tendencies
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1476] p0528 A78-49787
v/STOL aircraft simulation - Requirements and
capabilities at Ames Research Center
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1515] p0529 A78-49790
Navigation performance of'the Triscan concept
for shipboard VIOL aircraft operations
[AIAA 78-1293] p0542 A78-50200
Assess II - A simulated mission of SpacelaC
p0569 A78-50276
Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of
candidate aircraft passenger seat materials
p0589 A78-51838
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics
with a circulation controlled rotor
[NASA-TH-78443] pOOIT N78-10002
low speed aerodynamic characteristics of an
0.075-scale F-15 airplane model at high angles
of attack and sideslip
[NASA-TH-X-62360] p0019 N78-10019
Static aerodynamic characteristics of a
0.035-scale model of a modified NKC-135
airplane at a Hach number of 0.28
[NASA-TH-73250] p0079 N78-12011
Inviscid modeling of aircraft trailing vortices
pOOSO N78-12018
Application of laser velocimetry to aircraft
wake-vortex measurements
p0080 S78-1/I021
Flight test techniques for wake-vortex
minimization studies
pOOSO N78-12022
Aircraft wake-vortex minimization by use of flaps
p0081 N78-12026
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1
manned oblique-wing aircraft
[NASA-TH-78439] p0095 N78-13037
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-scale
straight and swept-back wing with knee-blown
jet flaps
[NASA-T1-78427] p0137 N78-13998
Aerodynamic characteristics of an F-8 aircraft
configuration with a variable camber ving at
Hach numbers from 0.70 to 1.15
[NASA-TH-78432] p0152 N78-15056
Aerodynamic characteristics of an F-8 aircraft
configuration with a variable camber wing at
Hach numbers from 1.5 to 2.0
[NASA-TH-73271] p0199 H78-16062
Study of the application of an implicit
model-following flight controller to lift-fan
VT01 aircraft
[NASA-TP-1040] p0199 H78-16063
Dynamic stall experiments on the SACA 0012 airfoil
[NASA-TP-1100] p0204 N78-17000
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Tvo-dimensional transonic testing with splitter
[BASA-TP-1153] p0236 H78-17999
Plight test results of the strapdovn hexad
inertial reference unit (SIED). volume 2:
Test report
[BASA-T1-73223] p0239 H78-18025
Aerooechanical stability of helicopters with a
bearingless Bain rotor. Part 1: Equations of
notion
[BASA-TB-78459] p0240 B78-18043
Foil color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10903-11 p02U6 K78-18083
Introduction to unsteady aspects of separation
in subsonic and transonic flov
p0249 B78-18381
Sole nnsteady separation problems for slender
bodies
p0209 1178-18383
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on
oscillating airfoils
p0250 H78-18387
Tvo-diapnsional oscillating airfoil test apparatus
p0251 N78-19042
The role of tine-history effects in the
fonulation of the aerodynamics of aircraft
dynanics
[BASA-TH-78U71] p0253 B78-19056
Sater-tunnel ezperineuts on an oscillating
airfoil at BE equals 21,000
[BASA-TH-78im6] p0253 H78-19058
A comparison of V/ST01 handling requirements
mth the VAK-191B
p0258 B78-19100
A piloted simulation of 7/STOL landings aboard a
non-aviation ship
p0259 B78-19106
Pilot centered requirements in control/display
design
p0259 878-19110
Evaluation of the tilt rotor concept: The
X7-15's role
p0263 N78-191II2
Future Computer Requirements for Computational
Aerodynamics
[8ASA-CP-2032] p0268 1178-19778
Computational aerodynamics and the numerical
aerodynamic simulation facility
p0268 B78-19779
Future requirements and roles of computers in
aerodynamics
p0269 B78-19786
Conservative implicit schemes for the full
potential equation applied to transonic flows
[NASA-TH-78U69] p0271 K78-19868
Flight test results of the Strapdown hexad
Inertial Reference Dnit (SIBO). Volume 3:
Appendices A-G
tNASA-TB-7322<O p0303 N78-20098
A simple method for estmating minimum
antorotative descent rate of single rotor
helicopters
[NASA-TB-781152] p0305 S78-20113
Comparison of measured and calculated helicopter
rotor impulsive noise
[NASA-TB-78173] p0311 B78-20917
Effect of high lift flap systems on the
conceptual design of a 1985 short-haul
commercial STOL tilt rotor transport
CBASA-TH-78U71] p0316 N78-21094
A note on multicyclic control by svashplate
oscillation
CDASA-TH-78175] p0323 B78-21159
Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of
candidate aircraft passenger seat materials
[BASA-TB-78068] p0324 N78-21214
Lou-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
0.08-scale TtP-17 airplane model at high angles
of attack and sideslip
CNASA-TH-781)38] p03«S N78-22025
Dynamic stall of an oscillating airfoil
P03H6 R78-22055
Optimum horizontal guidance technigues for
aircraft
p0356 N78-23016
Quasi-optimal control of a moving-base simulator
p0357 H78-23021
Optimal guidance and control for investigating
aircraft noise-impact reduction
[BASA-TP-1237] p0363 B78-23100
HASA aviation safety reporting systen
[BASA-TB-78476] p0406 U78-25071
Calculation of supersonic viscous flov over
delta wings with sharp subsonic leading edges
[BASA-TH-78500] p0437 H78-26101
Computational wing optimization and comparisons
with experiment for a semi-span wing model
[BASA-TH-78480] p0438 B78-26106
Trajectory module of the BASA Ames Besearcb
Center aircraft synthesis program ACSTHT
[HASA-TH-78497] p0439 B78-26133
A flight investigation of the stability,
control, and handling qualities of an
augmented jet flap STOL airplane
[BASA-TP-12511] pOH41 B78-26151
Application of a cost/performance measurement
system on a research aircraft project
[BASA-TB-78498J p0446 H78-27043
Application of special-purpose digital computers
to rotorcraft real-time simulation ',
[BASA-TP-1267] ._ ' pO»53 B78-27113
Loir density bismalei'mide-carbon microballoon D
composites '
[BASA-CASE-AHC-11040-2] p0457 H78-2718<4
Ring analysis using a transonic potential flow
computational method
[BASA-TB-78I*6»] pOU87 B78-28053
Phenomenological aspects of quasi-stationary
controlled and uncontrolled three-dimensional
flov separations
p0493 B78-28402
Some unsteady separation problems for slender
bodies
p0493 B78-28405
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on
oscillating airfoils
p0494 B78-28409
Status and future prospects of using numerical
methods to study complex flows at High
Reynolds numbers
p0494 N78-28410
Project plan for }oint FAA/NASA head-up display
concept evaluation
[HASA-Tfl-78512] pO«95 N78-28979
An experimental investigation of hingeless
helicopter rotor-body stability in hover
[MASA-TB-78489] p0496 B78-29044
Hind tunnel investigation of computationally
optimized variable camber wing configurations
[NASA-TM-78479] p0497 N78-29067
Closed-form equations for the lift, drag, and
pitching-moment coefficients of airfoil
sections in subsonic flov
[8ASA-TB-78492] p0498 B78-29068
Requirements for regional short-haul air service
and the definition of a flight program to
determine neighborhood reactions to small
transport aircraft
[HASA-CR-152151] p0546 N78-30070
Characteristics of constrained optimum
trajectories with specified range
[BASA-TB-78519] p05«6 N78-30072
An assessment of the effect of supersonic
aircraft operations on the stratospheric ozone
content
[NASA-BP-1026] p0556 B78-30774
High angle of incidence implications upon air
intake design and location for supersonic
cruise aircraft and highly maneuverable
transonic aircraft
[NASA-TB-78530] p0603 N78-320U4
BASA aviation safety reporting system
[NASA-TB-78511] p0608 N78-32075
Angle detector
[NASA-CASE-AHC-11036-1] p0616 S78-32395
Hovering impulsive noise: Some measured and
calculated results
P0620-K78-32831
A study of the noise radiation from four
helicopter rotor blades
p0621 N78-32835
Laser-velocimeter surveys of merging vortices in
a wind tunnel: Complete data and analysis
[BASA-TB-78449] p0622 N78-33043
HSTIOFAL AEBOBADTICS ABD SPACE ADBIHISTBATIOB. BDGR
L. DBtDEB FLIGHT BESEABCB CEBTEE, EDIABDS, CALIF.
Flight experience vith a fail-operational
digital fly-by-vire control system
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[AIAA 77-1507] p0007 478-12253
Strain gage calibration of a conplex ving
p0071 A78-16182
Shuttle carrier aircraft flight tests
p0234 A78-28464
High-flying Bini-Sniffer BPV - Bars boana
p0379 178-38521
Vortex attenuation flight experiments
p0081 H78-12028
Phagoid characteristics of a TP-12 airplane with
variable-geometry inlets obtained in flight
tests at a flach number of 2.9
[NASA-TP-1107] p0089 B78-12100
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 4: Stability characteristics
for a fall-span model at Hach 0.30
[NASA-TP-1119] p0235 S78-17997
Flight tests of a radio-controlled airplane mode
with a free-wing, free-canard configaration
*[NASA-TB-72853] p0240 B78-18042
Flight-determined stability and control
coefficients of the F-111A airplane
f[NASA-TH-72851 ] ' p0245 N78-18075
Analytical study of ride smoothing benefits of
control system configurations optimized for
pilot handling gaalities
[NASA-TP-1148] p02«6 N78-18076
An annular wing
[NASA-CASE-FBC-11007-1] p0253 S78-19055
A portable device particularly suited for use in
starting air-start units for aircraft
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10113-1] p0265 B78-19166
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport ving. 3: Pressure and spanwise
load distributions for a semispan model at
Hach 0.30
[HASA-m-D-8478] p0299 N78-20063
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. Is longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a semispan model at
subsonic speeds
[UASA-TN-D-8473] p0299 1)78-20064
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 2: Pressure and spanwise
load distributions for a semispan model at
high subsonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-8474] p0299 N78-20065
Development of systems and techniques for
landing an aircraft using onboard television
[BASA-TP-1171] p0305 N78-20114
Flight evaluation of the transonic stability and
control characteristics of an airplane
incorporating a supercritical wing
[BASA-TP-1167] p0309 N78-20140
Results from flight and simulator studies of a
Hach 3 cruise longitudinal autopilot
[NASA-TP-1180] p0323 N78-21160
Flight-measured buffet characteristics of a
supercritical wing and a conventional wing on
a variable-sweep airplane
[SASA-TP-1244] p0358 H78-23056
Flight-measured pressure characteristics of
aft-facing steps in high Beynolds number flow
at Hach numbers of 2.20, 2.50, and 2.80 and
comparison with other data
[BASA-TH-72855] p0405 S78-25055
Air speed and attitude probe
CNASA-CASE-FBC-11009-1] pOUOS N78-25088
Comparison cf concurrent strain gage- and
pressure transducer-measured flight leads on a
lifting reentry vehicle and correlation with
wind tunnel predictions
[KASA-TP-1331] p0623 N78-33053
Aerodynamic derivatives for an oblique ving
aircraft estimated from flight data by using a
maximum likelihood technique
[NASi-TP-1336] p0623 N78-33054
RATIONAL 4EROHAOTICS ADD SPACE ADBIHISTBATIOB.
ELECTBONICS BBSEABCH CEBTEB, CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Inertially-aided, all-weather landing systems
for C/TOI
p0356 M78-23017
A frequency donain approach to handling
qualities design
p0357 H78-23019
NATIONAL 1EBOBAOTICS AND SPAC1 ADHIBISTBATION.
FLIGHT BESEABCH CENTEB, EDRABDS, CA1IF.
Comparison of nozzle and afterbody surface
pressures from wind tunnel and flight test of
the IF-17 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 78-992] p0463 A78-43540
Haximnm likelihood estimation of translational
acceleration derivatives from flight data
[AIAA 78-1342] p0483 A78-46539
A technique for the assessment of fighter
aircraft precision controllability
[AIAA 78-1364] p0484 A78-46553
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe
traverses of a wing wake at low speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1479] p0514 J78-47924
Flight experience on the need and use of
inflight leading edge washing for a laminar
flow airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1512] p0516 B78-47947
Status of a nozzle-airframe study of a highly
maneuverable fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-990] p0520 A78-48470
Optimal regulator or conventional? Setup
techniques for a model following simulator
control system
p0357 N78-23020
A new formulation for the epsilon method applied
to the minimum-time-to-climb problem
p0357 S78-23028
YF-12 experiments symposium, volume 1
[BASA-CP-2054] p0605 H78-32055
Overview of the NASA YF-12 program
p0605 N78-32056
Becent load calibrations experience with the
YF-12 airplane
p0605 N78-32057
Flight-measured aerodynamic loads on a 0.92
aspect ratio lifting surface
pOEOS N78-32058
Flight experience with altitude hold and Hach
hold autopilots on the YF-12 aircraft at Hach 3
p0605 H78-32059
The YF-12 gust velocity measuring system
p0605 S78-32061
Flight-measured pressure characteristics of
aft-facing steps in thick boundary layer flow
for transonic and supersonic Hach numbers
p0606 S78-32063
Boundary layer, skin friction, and boattail
pressure measurements from the YF-12 airplane
at Bach numbers up to 3
p0606 N78-32064
In-flight compressible turbulent boundary layer
measurements on a hollow cylinder at a Hach
number of 3.0
p0606 H78-32065
NATIONAL AEBONAOTICS AND SPACE ADHINISTBATION.
GODDABD INST. FOB SPACE STUDIES, NEW YOBK.
A spectroradiometer for airborne remote sensing
p0298 A78-32396
NATIONAL AEBOBADTICS AND SPACE ADBINISTBATION.
CODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB, GBEENBELT, HD.
Atmospheric transformation of solar radiation
reflected from the ocean
P0052 A78-13803
Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at
121.5 HHz, 243HHZ and 406MHz
p0385 A78-39105
NATIONAL AEBONAOTICS AND SPACE ADHI8ISTFATION.
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CEBTEB, HOUSTON, TEX.
Stator rotor tools
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16000-1] pOl(02 N78-24544
Space shuttle separation mechanisms
[NASA-TH-58210] p0613 N78-32177
NATIONAL AEBONAOTICS AND SPACE ADHINISTBATION.
LANGLEY BESEABCB CEBTEB, HABPTOH, VA.
Application of a multi-level grid method to
transonic flow calculations
p0011 A78-12296
NASA's advanced control law program for the F-8
digital fly-by-wire aircraft
p0013 A78-12357
A moving window parameter adaptive control
system for the F8-DFBB aircraft
p0013 A78-12361
Direct-connect test of a hydrogen-fueled
three-strut injector for an integrated modular
scramjet engine
p0053 478-14254
A root locus property of the extended Bass
algorithm
p0053 H78-14349
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Radiation safety in high-altitude air traffic
p0071 A78-16184
Calcolated heating on the afterbody nozzle of a
hypersonic aircraft conctpt
p0072 S78-16186
Instrumentation complex for Langley Research
Center's National Transonic Facility
p0106 S78-17372
The vehicle design evaluation program - A
computer-aided design procedure for transport
aircraft
p0109 478-17891
Inlet boundary-layer shapes on four aircraft
forebodies at Hach 6
p0115 A78-18638
Automatic flight performance of a transport
airplane en complex mcrcvave landing system
paths
p0117 A78-.18799
Becent flight test results using an electronic
display format on the NASA B-737
p0117 A78-18800
F-16 flutter nodel studies with external wing
stores
p0117 A78-18801
Effects of external stores on the air combat
capability of a delta wing fighter
p0117 A78-18802
Hydrogen fueled subsonic aircraft - A prospective
p0118 A78-18843
Study of heat sink thermal protection systems
for hypersonic research aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-38] p0157 A78-20648
The application of dual fuel /JP-IH2/ for
hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 78-11)9] p0159 478-20705
An aerodynamic analysis of several hypersonic
research airplane concepts from H = 0.2 to 6.0
tAIJA PAPEB 78-150] p0159 A78-20706
Subsonic vortex-flew design study for slender
wings
[AIAA PAPEB 78-151] p0159 A78-20708
Toward scramjet aircraft
p0177 478-23421
Banjet propulsion for single-stage-to-orbit
vehicles
fSAE PJPEB 771011] p0182 478-238143
Technical and economic evaluation of advanced
air cargo systen concepts
p0216 478-24900
Besponse of periodic beam to supersonic
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
p0229 478-27886
The year for shaping a digital operations BSD
program
p0231 478-28218
Integrated ccntrols for a new aircraft generation
p0231 A78-28219
Coding cockpit avionics
p0231 478-28220
Investigation of interior noise in a twin-engine
light aircraft
p0277 A78-29641
Preliminary design of composite wings for
buckling, strength and displacement constraints
[AIAA 78-466] p0278 A78-29777
Terminal-area flight experience with the NASA
Terminal Configured Vehicle
p0291 A78-31972
4 critical eianination of expansion tunnel
performance
[AI4A 78-768] p029U A78-32329
Status and operational characteristics of the
National Transonic Facility
[AIAA 78-770] p0294 A78-32331
Design and subscale tests of a diffuser system
for a Bach 4 scramjet test facility
[AIAA 78-771] . p029» 478-32332
A parametric experimental study of the
interference effects and the
boundary-condition coefficient of slotted
wind-tunnel walls
fAIAA 78-805] p0296 A78-32359
Condensation and its growth down the
test-section of the Langley 0.3-m transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[AIAA 78-811] p0296 A78-32365
A new tecbnigue for reducing test section noise
in supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA 78-817] p0297 A78-32371
Comparative vibration environments of
transportation vehicles
p0331 A78-33442
Composite structures for commercial transport
aircraft
p0337 478-34901
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter
departure/spin susceptibility
p0337 A78-34906
Aircraft flyover noise prediction
p0340 A78-35657
Observed variability of aircraft noise footprint
measurements
p0341 A78-35662
Structural and assembly concepts for large
erectable space systems
[AAS 77-205] p0371 A78-36706
Bound jet in a cross flow - Influence of
injection angle on vortex properties
p0377 A78-37744
Prediction of nearfield jet entrainment by an j
interactive mixing/afterburning model
[AIAA PAPEH 78-1189] p0422 478-41382
Strake-wing analysis and design
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1201] p0423 A78-41891
Theoretical and experimental aerodynamics of
sttake-wing interactions up to high
angles-of-attack
[AIAA PAPEP 78-1202] p0423 A78-41892
Durability of foam insulation for 1H2 fuel tanks
of future subsonic transports
p0424 A78-41924
Interior noise studies for general aviation
types of aircraft. I - Field studies. II -
Laboratory studies
p0426 A78-42721
Air terminals and liquid hydrogen commercial air
transports
pOtt.27 A78-42860
CTO1 concepts and technology development
p0461 478-43358
Airfraoes and aerodynaoics
P0461 A78-43359
An improved analytical model of the separated
region on nozzle boattails
[AIAA PAPER 78-995] p0464 478-43542
A review of thrust-vectoring schemes for fighter
applications
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1023] p0465 478-43556
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1081] p0466 478-43587
The effect of over-the-wing nacelles on
wing-body aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1083] p0466 478-43589
VBLT parameter identification flight test
p0480 478-45439
A perspective of laminar-flow control
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1528] p0481 478-46503
The influence of unsteady aerodynamics on
extracted aircraft parameters
[AIAA 78-1343] p0483 A78-46540
An acoustic range for the measurement of the
noise signature of aircraft during flyby
operations
POS08 A78-47242
Canard configured aircraft with 2-D nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 78-1450] p0511 478-47904
Correlation of model and airplane spin
characteristics for a low-wing general
aviation research airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1477] p0513 A78-47922
Status of aerial applications research in the
Langley Vortex Research Facility and the
Langley full-scale wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1481] p0514 A78-U7926
Drones for aerodynamic and structural testing
/DAST/ - 4 status report
[4IAA PAPEB 78-1485] p0514 A78-47929
Improved aircraft dynamic response and fatigue
life during ground operations using an active
control landing gear system
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1499] D0515 A78-47939
Flight experience on the need and use of
inflight leading edge washing for a laminar
flow airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1512] p0516 A78-47947
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Status of a nozzle-airframe study of a highly
maneuverable fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 78-990] p0520 A78-18II70
A learning flight control system for the F8-DFBH
aircraft
f A I A A 78-1288] p0542 A78-50195
Guidance and navigation for automatic landing,
rollout, and tarnoff using BIS and magnetic
cable sensors
[ A I A A 78-1296] p0512 A78-50203
An exploratory investigation of the effects of a
thin plastic fi lm cover on the profile drag of
an aircraft wing panel
f N A S A - T H - 7 H 0 7 3 ] p0019 N78-10023
Effect of a simulated engine jet blowing above
an arrow wing at Bach 2.0
C N A S A - T P - 1 0 5 0 ] p0020 N78-10030
Light airplane crash tests at impact velocities
of 13 and 27 m/sec
CNASA-TP-10112] p0020 N78-10031
Effect of digitally computed drives on
performance of continuous linear systems
C N A S A - T N - D - 8 5 1 8 ] p0022 N78-1001I5
Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Take-Off and
landing Analysis (FATOLA)
[SASA-TP-1025] p0022 N78-100t9
Description of path-in-the-sky contact analog
piloting display
[NASA-TM-7IJ057] p0021 N78-10062
The Liguid Hydrogen Option for the Subsonic
transport: A status report
[BASA-TM-7I4089] p0031 N78-10306
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations:
International Airport Dulles
f N A S A - T M - 7 H 0 8 3 ] p0032 N78-10839
F-16 flutter model studies with external wing
stores
r NASA-T1-711078] p0033 S78-11001
Basic analysis of terminal operation benefits
resulting f rom reduced vortex separation minima
[NASA-TPl-78621] p0035 N78-11023
Experimental and analytical determination of
characteristics affecting light aircraft
landing-gear dynamics
f N A S A - T M - X - 3 5 6 1 ] p0037 N78-11052
Hind-tunnel tests of wide-chord teetering rotors
w i t h and without outboard flapping hinges
[HASA-TP-1016] p0037 N78-11053
Calibration and test capabilities of the langley
7- by 10- foot high speed tunnel
[ N A S A - T M - X - 7 U 0 2 7 ] p0043 N78-11121
Ground-based facilities for evaluating vortex
minimization concepts
pOOSO 1178-12020
Dnsuccessful concepts for aircraft wake vortex
minimization
pOOSO 1178-12023
Thrust-augmented vortex attenuation
pOOSO H78-12021
Ground development and flight correlation of the
vortex attenuating spline device
pOOSO N78-12025
The development and use of spoilers as vortex
attenuator5-
p0081 N78-12027
Effects of external stores on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 60 deg delta-wing fighter
model at Bach 1.60 to 2.87
[ BASA-TM-7<|090] p0081 H78-12033
Performance of twin two-dimensional wedge
nozzles including thrust vectoring and
reversing effects at speeds up to Mack 2. 20
tNASA-TS-D-8449] p0081 N78-12037
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers from
0.33 to 1.20 of a wing-body design concept for
a hypersonic research airplane
[HASA-TP-101U] p0081 N78-12038
Spin-tunnel investigation of the spinning
characteristics of typical single-engine
general aviation airplane designs. 2:
Low-wing model A, tail parachute diameter and
canopy distance for energency spin recovery
[NASA-TP-1076] p0082 N78-12040
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
Sparrow 3 type missile model with wing
controls and comparison with existing
tail-control results
[HASA-TP-1078] p0082 N78-1201H
Operational experience in the langley expansion
tube with various test gases
[1ASA-TH-X-7it945] p0089 S78-12105
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral directional
static stability characteristics of a variable
sweep fighter configuration employing various
control surface deflections at angles of
attack of 0 deg to 50 deg and large sideslip
angles
[HASi-TB-71050] p0092 H78-13010
Aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes at high
angles of attack
[NASA-TB-71097] p0092 1178-13011
Effects of deflected thrust on the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a close-coupled
wing-canard configuration
[HASA-TP-1090 ] p0092 N78-1301H
Theoretical and experimental analysis of
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of skewed wings at subsonic
speeds to high angles of attack
[NASA-TN-D-8512] p0093 N78-13015
Effects of roughness size on the position of
boundary-layer transition and on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a 55 deg. swept
delta wing at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-1027] p0093 N78-13016
Effects of landing approach methods and
separation intervals on single runway landing
capacity
[HASA-TP-1112] p009!4 N78-13029
A preliminary study of the performance and
characteristics of a supersonic executive
aircraft
[HASA-TB-7K055] p0095 N78-130QO
Botor systems research aircraft simulation
mathematical model
[SASA-TM-78629] p0095 R78-130»1
Aircraft energy efficiency laminar flow control
wing design study
[NASA-TB-7863U] p0095 B78-13042
Friction characteristics of three 30 by
11.E-11.5, type 8, aircraft tires with various
tread groove patterns and rubber compounds
[NASA-TP-1080] p0095 R78-130H3
Flight-test evaluation of two electronic display
formats for approach to landing under
instrument conditions
[ NASA-TP-10851 p0097 H78-1305B
Effects of control inputs on the estimation of
stability and control parameters of a light
airplane
[NASA-TP-1013] p0099 K78-13071
Hind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibratory loads,
surface temperatures and acoustic
characteristics of a large-scale twin-engine
upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration
[NASA-TB-X-"'279i;] p01«0 878-11031
Improvement of maneuver aerodynamics by spanwise
blowing
[NASA-TP-1065] p01U6 H78-14997
Considerations in the design of tip-coupled
air-transport systems
[SASA-TB-78645] p01H7 N78-15001
Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined
flapvise bending, chordwise bending, torsion,
and extension of twisted nonnniform rotor
blades in forward flight
CHASA-TS-7«059] p01«7 S78-15002
Operational experience in the Langley expansion
tube with various test gases
[HASA-TB-78637] p0152 H78-15060
Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas
[HASA-TH-78327] p0153 B78-1532»
Airborne antenna coverage requirements for the
TCV B-737 aircraft
C81S4-TH-78617] p0153 B78-15325
Hind-tnnnel investigation of aerodynamic
performance, steady atnd vibratory loads,
surface temperatures, and acoustic
characteristics of a large-scale tvin-engine
upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration
rSASi-TR-D-8235] p019U H78-15999
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics at Bach
0.60 to 2.86 of a fighter configuration with
strut braced wing
[HASA-TP-1102] p0191 N78-16000
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GEBPAK: in arbitrary aircraft geometry generator
(BASA-TP-1022] p0197 H78-160II2
Internal performance predictions for langley
scramjet engine module
[HASA-TB-I-71038] p0208 H78-17057
Filtering technique based on high-frequency
plant modeling for high-gain control
[BASA-CASE-lAB-12215-1] p0210 H78-17070
Theoretical evaluation of high speed
aerodynamics for arrov ving configurations
[BASA-TB-78659] p0235 B78-17992
A flight evaluation of a trailing anemometer for
• low-speed calibrations of airspeed systeas on
research aircraft
[HASA-TP-1135] p02U1 H78-18(W
Fuselage structure asing advanced technology
metal natrix fiber reinforced composites
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11688-1] ,. ,p0241 H78-180H5
laser velocineter survey about a BACA 0012 ving
at Ion angles of attack
CBASA-TB-7P040] p02Q7 H78-1808«
Design and perforaance evaluation of slotted
walls for two-diiensional vind tunnels
[8ASA-TB-786U8] p02«7 878-18085
Development and application of an optimization
procedure for flutter suppression using the
aerodynamic energy concept
[BASA-TP-1137] p0250 H78-18U59
Eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment using output
feedback
CBASA-TP-1118] p0251 S78-18823
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations John
F. Kennedy International Airport
[BASA-TB-78660] p0251 1178-18873
Dynamic wind-tunnel tests of an aeromechanical
gust-alleviation system using several
different combinations of control surfaces
[BASA-TB-78638] p0253 B78-19059
The rotor systems research aircraft: A nev step
in the technology and rotor system
verification cycle
p0263 B78-191<U
Airplane design for gusts
p0267 B78-19717
Viscous flow simulation regnirements
p0270 B78-19793
Subsonic roll damping of a model with swept-back
and swept-forward wings
CNASA-TM-78677] p0299 S78-20061
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 3: Pressure and spanwise
load distributions for a semispan model at
Hach 0.30
[8ASA-TB-D-8U78] p0299 N78-20063
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 1: longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a semispan model at
subsonic speeds
[BASA-TH-D-8473] p0299 B78-2006Q
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 2: Pressure and spanwise
load distributions for a semispan model at
high subsonic speeds
[BASA-TB-D-8474] p0299 B78-20065
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics of a
general research fighter configuration
employing a jet sheet vortex generator
[HASA-TH-7U049] p0300 B78-20071
Transonic static and dynamic stability
characteristics of a finned projectile
configuration
[NASA-TH-711058] p0300 B78-20072
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics for a model
with swept back and swept forward wings
[NASA-TB-7t093] p0300 H78-20073
Onset of condensation effects with a HACA
0012-61 airfoil tested in the langley
0.3-meter cryogenic tunnel
[BASA-TB-78666 ] p0301 B78-200711
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic
characteristics of two helicopter rotor airfoils
[BASA-TH-78680] p0301 H78-20075
Simplified sonic-boom prediction
[BASA-TP-1122] p0301 H78-20078
Rind-tunnel investigation at Bach numbers from
1.90 to 2.86 of a canard-controlled missile
with ram-air-jet spoiler roll control
CBaSA-TP-1120] p0301 B78-20079
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 5: Stability characteristics
of a full-span wing with a generalized
fuselage at high subsonic speeds
[HBSA-TP-1163] p0302 B78-20081
Technical and economic evaluation of advanced
air cargo systems
[B8SA-TB-78672] p0305 B78-20108
Ground distance covered during airborne
horizontal deceleration of an airplane
CBASA-TP-1157] p0306 B78-20115
A rotor-mounted digital instrumentation system
for helicopter blade flight research
measuremeats
[B8SA-TP-11II6] p0307 B78-20128
Simulator evaluation of a flight-path-angle
control system for a transport airplane with
direct lift control
CHaSA-TP-1116] p0309 B78-20139
Study of the use of a nonlinear, rate-limited
filter on pilot -.control signals
[HBSA-TP-1117] p0309 B78-20142
Pilot-model analysis and simulation study of
effect of control task desired control response
[HBSA-TP-11UO] p0309 B78-20113
TESTP1T: Interactive computer procedure for
wind-tunnel-data management, retrieval,
comparison, and plotting
[NSSA-TB-78663] p0309 H78-20Hlt
Investigation of a high speed data handling
system for use with mnltispectral aircraft
scanners
[HASA-TB-78689] p0310 B78-20481
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations, John
F. Kennedy International Airport
[HASA-TH-78676] p0311 B78-20919
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics for a
close-coupled wing-canard model in both swept
back and swept forward configurations
[8ASA-TB-7H092] p0312 B78-21049
A vectorization of the Jameson-Caughey HYD
transonic swept-wing computer program
F10-22-V1 for the STAB-100 computer
[HASA-TB-78665] p0312 N78-21050
Effect of leading-edge contour and vertical-tail
configuration on the low-speed stability
characteristics of a supersonic transport
model having a highly-swept arrow wing
[HASA-TB-78683] p0312 H78-21051
Comparison of aerodynamic data measured in air
and Freon-12 wind-tunnel test mediums
[HASA-TH-78671] p0312 B78-21052
Numerical study of transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils using the full potential
equation '
CHJSA-TP-1120] p0313 B78-21055
Results of a simulator test comparing two
display concepts for piloted flight-path-angle
control
[UASA-TB-78692] p0318 N78-2110U
Rectangular capture area to circular combustor
scranjet engine
[HASA-TB-78657] p0318 B78-21107
Correlation of laser velocimeter measurements
over a wing with results of two prediction
techniques
[H1SA-TP-1168] p0325 B78-21010
Effects of stores on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a fighter at supersonic
speeds
[ H1SA-IP-1175] p03«5 B78-22028
The promise of advanced technology for future
air transports
CH1SA-TB-78712] p03«8 N78-22075
Apparatus for measuring an aircraft's speed and
height
[H1SA-CASE-1AB-12275-1] p035« B78-22115
An approach to the determination of aircraft
handling qualities using pilot transfer
functions
p0356 B78-23018
Determination of optimal control using imbedding
of the terminal conditions
p0357 B78-23029
Progress in supersonic cruise aircraft technology
[BiSA-TB-78695] p0358 B78-23007
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Experimental results of winglets on first,
second, and third generation jet transports
[HASA-TB-72674] p0358 S78-23052
A computer program for calculating symmetrical
aerodynamic characteristics and
lateral-directional stability derivatives of
ving-body combinations tilth bloving jets
CNASA-TB-78684] p0358 N78-23054
Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
tHASA-TH-78685] p0359 H78-23070
Combustion of hydrogen in a two-dimensional duct
with step fuel injectors
[HASA-TP-1159] p0362 S78-23093
Interaction between step fuel injectors on
opposite walls in a supersonic combustor model
[NASA-TP-1174] p0362 B78-23094
Numerical design of streamlined tunnel vails for
a two-dimensional transonic test
[NASA-TB-78641] p0364 N78-23105
Configuration heating for a hypersonic research
airplane concept having a 70 deg swept
double-delta ving
[NASA-TP-1143] p0366 N78-23389
Noise prediction technology for CTOL aircraft
[HASA-TB-78700] p0366 N78-23875
High frequency sound attenuation in short flow
ducts
CNASA-TB-787081 p0366 N78-23876
Powered-Lift Aerodynamics and Acoustics
[NASA-SP-406] p0389 N78-24046
Opper-surface-blowing flow-turning performance
p0389 N78-24048
Results of static tests of a 1/4 scale model of
the Boeing IC-1U powered-lift system
p0389 N78-24049
Summary of low-speed aerodynamic characteristics
of upper-surface-blovn jet-flap configurations
p0389 N78-24050
Application of powered-lift concepts for
improved cruise efficiency of long-range
aircraft
p0390 N78-24051
Comparison of aerodynamic theory and experiment
for ]et-flap wings
p0390 H78-24052
Some measurements of an EBF povered-lift wake
p0390 N78-24054
Aerodynamic characteristics in ground proximity
p0390 N78-24055
Distributed upper-surface bloving concept
p0390 K78-21056
Theoretical predictions of jet interaction
effects for OSB and OWB configurations
p0391 N78-24059
Heasured and calculated steady aerodynamic loads
on a large-scale upper-surface blovn model
p0392 N78-24072
Acoustic-loads research for powered-lift
configurations
p0392 N78-24073
Tabulated pressure measurements of a NASA
supercritical-wing research airplane model
with and without fuselage area-rule additions
at Bach 0.25 to 1.00
[NASA-TB-X-2634] p0393 N78-24077
Wind-tunnel investigation of basic aerodynamic
characteristics of a supercritical-wing
research airplane configuration
[NASA-TH-X-2470] p0393 N78-24078
iind-tunnel measurements of aerodynamic load
distribution on an NASA supercritical-wing
research airplane configuration
[NASA-TH-X-2469] p0393 N7o-24079
Aerodynamic characteristics of an NASA
supercritical-wing research airplane model
with and without fuselage area-rule additions
at Mach 0.25 to 1.00
[NASA-TB-X-2633] p0393 N78-24080
Non-destructive method for applying and removing
instrumentation on helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11201-1 ] p0402 N78-24515
A distributed vortex method for computing the
vortex field of a missile
tNASA-TP-1183] p0405 N78-25058
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach number 0.2
of a ving-body concept for a hypersonic
research airplane >*
rNASA-TP-1189] pOUOS N78-25059
Effects of spanvise nozzle geometry and location
on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a vectored-engine-over-wing
configuration at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TP-1215] p0406 178-25060
Preliminary analysis of hub and spoke air
freight distribution system
[BASA-TH-72656] p0406 N78-25069
Preliminary study of a large
span-distributed-load flying-wing cargo
airplane concept
[BASA-TP-1158] p0407 178-25079
Modal control theory and application to aircraft
lateral handling qualities design
[BASA-TP-1234] p0410 H78-25101
Environmental effects on composites for aircraft
[NASA-TB-78716] pOUlO B78-25135
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation
systems
[NASA-TH-78696] p0412 N78-25545
Summary of NASA landing-gear research
[SASA-TS-78679] p0131 H78-26018
Recent flight test results using an electronic
display format on the NASA B-737
pO«32 N78-26063
Airline pilot scanning behavior during
approaches and landing in a Boeing 737 simulator
p0432 N78-26064
Automatic flight performance of a transport
airplane on complex microwave landing system
paths
p0433 N78-26066
Experimental determination of the navigation
error of the 4-D navigation, guidance, and
control systems on the NASA B-737 airplane
p0433 N78-26071
Effect of twist and camber on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of a powered
close-coupled wing-canard configuration
[HASA-TH-78722] p0437 N78-26096
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directaonal
static aerodynamic characteristics of a
general research fighter model employing a
strake-wing concept
[BASA-TH-74071] p0437 N78-26103
Induced velocity field of a jet in a crossflow
[NASA-TP-1087] pO««2 N78-26392
Light airplane crash tests at three flight-path
angles
[BASA-TP-1210] p0405 N78-26494
A ring-source model for ]et noise
tNASA-TB-73959] p04<l5 178-26877
CTOl transport technology, 1978
[NASA-CP-2036-PT-1 ] pOM6 178-270116
Environmental effects on composites for aircraft
p0148 S78-27061
Advanced structural sizing methodology
pOUUS S78-27064
Laminar flow control overview
p04U8 H78-27066
Flight investigation of insect contamination and
its alleviation
pOlIt" N78-27067
Development of advanced stability theory suction
prediction technignes for laminar flow control
pOU49 F78-27068
Design of a laminar-flow-control supercritical
airfoil for a swept wing
p0449 S78-27069
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of
trailing-edge geometry on a NASA supercritical
airfoil section
CNASA-TH-X-2336] pO«50 N78-27079
Aerodynamic characteristics of a
counter-rotating, coaxial, hingeless rotor
helicopter model with auxiliary propulsion
[NASA-TH-78705] p0450 H78-27084
A brief survey of rotary wing induced-velocity
theory
[HASA-T1-78741] pOISO S78-27085
The effect of landing system'coverage and path
geometry on lateral position errors at the
runway threshold
[1ASA-TB-78741] pOI.51 N78-27100
Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of
low-speed handling characteristics of two
supersonic cruise transport concepts
[NASA-TP-1240] p0453 H78-27111
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Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter model with a close-coupled canard at
lacb numbers froa O.qfl to 1.20
[HASA-TP-1206] p0456 B78-27136
Effects of errors on decoupled control systems
[HASA-TP-1184] p0456 S78-27138
Composite structures for commercial transport
aircraft
fBASA-TB-787301 p0457 H78-27183
Prediction of aircraft sideline noise attenuation
[BASA-TB-78717] pO<!60 H78-27871
Effect of camber on the trimmed lift capability
of a close-coupled canard-wing configuration
rBASA-TH-78686] p0487 H78-28052
Ao analysis of the gust-induced overspeed trends
of helicopter rotors
tHASA-TT-1213] p0488 H78-28056
Oser's gaide for a modular flatter analysis
software system (fast'version 1.0)
(SASA-TH-78720} p0492 H78-28101
A subjective field stud; of helicopter
blade-slap noise
[BASA-TB-78758] p0494 N78-28680
CToi Transport Technology, 1978
fBASA-CP-2036-PT-2J p0496 B78-29046
Advanced aerodynamics and active controls
technology
p0496 B78-29047
Experimental results of vinglets on first,
second, and third generation jet transports
p0496 N78-29048
Summary of BASA landing-gear research
pO<!97 H78-29056
Boise prediction technology for CTO1 aircraft
p0497 N78-29057
Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
p0497 B78-29058
Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation
systems
p0497 H78-29063
Aerodynamic characteristics induced on a
supercritical wing due to vectoring twin
nozzles at Hach numbers from 0.40 to 0.95
[HASA-TS-78746] p0543 B78-30039
Hind-tonne! testing of VTOL and STOL aircraft
[NASA-T'(-78750] p0543 B78-30040
Status of aerial applications research in the
Langley vortex research facility and the
Langley full-scale wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-78760] p0543 B78-30041
Sbockless airfoils with thicknesses of 20.6 and
20.7 percent chord analytically designed for a
lach number of 0.68 and a lift coefficient of
0.40
tBASA-TB-X-73917] p05«3 B78-30046
Static aerodynamic characteristics of a winged
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle at Hach numbers
from 0.3 to 4.63
fSASA-TP-12331 p0544 H78-30053
Approximate indicial lift function for tapered,
swept wings in incompressible flow
[BASA-TP-12411 p0544 H78-30054
Theoretical estimation of the transonic
aerodynamic characteristics of a
supercritical-wing transport model with
trailing-edge controls
[SASA-TE-1253] p0544 H78-30056
Description and performance of the Langley
visual landing display system
tBASA-?1-787421 p0546 B78-30073
Flight demonstrations of curved, descending
approaches and automatic landings using time
referenced scanning beam guidance
fBASA-TB-78745} p0546 B78-30074
Stability and performance characteristics of a
fixed arrow wing supersonic transport
configuration (SCAT 15F-989.8) at Nach numbers
from O.eo to 1.20
CBASA-TH-78726] p0547 B78-30087
Evaluation of several secondary tasks in the
determination of permissible time delays in
simulator visual and motion cues
fHASA-TP-1214J
 P0547 H78-30089
Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion
time delays on pilot tracking performance with
an audio side task
fHASA-TP-1216] p0547 178-30090
Computer program for the design and off-design
performance of turbojet and tnrbofan engine
cycles
[HASA-TN-78653] p0551 B7B-30122
Airplane stability calculations with a card
programmable pocket calculator
tHASA-TS-78678] p0552 B78-30138
Simulation study of the oscillatory longitudinal
motion of an airplane at the stall
[BASA-TP-1242] p0552 S78-30141
• Experimental determination of the rattle of
simple models
[BASA-TB-78756] p0555 B78-30291
Becent developments in analysis of crack
propagation and fracture of practical materials
[HASA-TH-78766] p0556 B78-30606
Control-surface hinge-aoment calculations for a
high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing
[BASA-TB-78664] p0557 H78-31043
Analysis of stability contributions of high
dihedral V-talls
[BASA-TB-78729] p0557 B78-31044
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a 70 deg
swept double-delta wing at Nach number 0.2
[ BASA-TP-1252] p0557 H78-31045
Simulation and flight evaluation of a head-up
landing aid for general aviation
[BASA-TP-1276] p0562 B78-31101
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter
suppression systems
p0566 B78-31128
Comparison of wing-span averaging effects on
lift, rolling moment, and bending moment for '
two span load distributions and for two
turbulence representations
[H1SA-TH-78.699] p0604 B78-32046
wind tunnel tests on a tail-less swept wing
span-distributed cargo aircraft configuration
[BASA-TH-78767] p0604 B78-32048
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/4 scale
powered helicopter model with a V-type empennage
[BiSA-TH-74033] p0604 B78-32049
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fixed
arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft at Bach
numbers of 2.30, 2.70, and 2.95
tSASA-TB-78706] p0604 H78-32050
Development of a nonlinear switching function
and its application to static lift
characteristics of straight wings
CBiSA-TH-78737] p0604 B78-32051
Rind-tunnel investigation at supersonic speeds
of a canard-controlled missile with fixed and
free-rolling tail fins
[HASA-TP-1316] p0606 N78-32067
A preliminary study of the benefits of flying by
ground speed during final approach
[HASA-T1-78777] p0608 B78-32076
Supersonic transport
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11932-1] p0609 B78-32086
Hypersonic airbreathing missile
[HASA-CASE-1AB-12264-1] p0613 1178-32168
Inverse boundary-layer theory and comparison
with experiment
[NASA-TP-1208] p0615 M78-32385
Independent power generator
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11208-1] p0617 H78-32539
Laboratory and community studies of aircraft
noise effects
[HASA-TK-78776] p0618 H78-32815
Helicopter Acoustics
[HASA-CP-2052-PT-1] p0618 B78-32816
Helicopter noise research at the Langley V/STOL
tunnel
p0619 H78-3282C
Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of the
effect of the main rotor wake on tail rotor
noise
p0620 B78-32827
Fall-scale testing of an Ogee tip rotor
p0620 B78-32830
Aerodynamic load distributions at transonic
speeds for a .close-coupled wing-canard
configuration: Tabulated pressure data
CBASA-TH-78780] p0622 178-33045
Geometry requirements for unsteady aerodynamics
in aeroelastic analysis and design
[NASA-TH-78781] p0622 B78-33046
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Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on the
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing
configuration
[NASA-TB-78787] p0622 N78-33047
Subsonic dynanic stability characteristics of
two close-coupled canard-wing configurations
[HASA-TP-1291] p0622 N78-33050
Estimation of leading-edge thrust for supersonic
wings of arbitrary planforn
[NASA-TP-1270] , p0623 H78-33051
Prospects for a civil/military transport aircraft
' [NASA-TB-78724] p0623 N78-33060
Characteristics of future air cargo demand and
impact on aircraft development: A report on
the Cargo/Logistic Airlift Systems Study
(CLASS) project
[NASA-TH-78774] p0624 H78-33061
Static pressure orifice systen testing and
apparatus
CNASA-CASE-LAB-12269-1] p0630 N78-33123
Impact tests on fibrous composite sandwich
structures
fNASA-TH-78719] p0631 N78-33152
Quantitative mapping ty remote sensing of an
ocean acid-waste dump
[NASA-TP-1275] p0634 N78-33617
Engineering and Scientific Data Management
[SASA-CP-2055] p0635 N78-33776
Comparison of low-frequency noise levels of the
Concorde supersonic transport with other
commercial service airplanes
CNASA-TM-78736] • p0635 H78-33873
Noise-induced building vibrations caused by
concords and conventional aircraft operations
at Dulles and Kennedy International Airports
fNASA-TN-78769] p0635 N78-33874
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Calculation of 3-dimensional choking mass flow
in tnrbomachinery with 2-dmensional flow models
p0010 A78-12289
Eeview of experimental work on transonic flow in
turbonachinery
p0012 A78-12312
A review of NASA's propulsion programs for civil
aviation
[AIAA PAPER 78-43] p0157 A78-20651
Temperature distributions and thermal stresses
in a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal
system for aircraft gas turbine engines
C A I A A PAPEE 78-93] poise A78-20683
Development and test of an inlet and duct to
provide airflow for a wing boundary layer
control system
[AIAA PAPEE 78-141] ' p0159 A78-20701
A combined potential and viscous flow solution
for v/STOL engine inlet's
[AIAA PAPEB 78-142] p0159 A78-20702
EEP noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties
[AIAA PAPEE 78-240] p0162 A78-20763
Friction and wear of sintered fibermetal
abradable seal materials
p0178 A78-23451
Preliminary QCSEE program - Test results
[SAE PAPEE 771008] p0181 A78-23840
The application of the Eouth approximation
method to tnrbofan engine models
p0183 A78-23891
Kinimum-time acceleration of aircraft turbofan
engines
p0183 A78-23892
Design of turbofan engine controls using output
feedback regulator theory
p0184 A78-23907
Solution of transient optimization problems by
using an algorithm based on nonlinear
programming
p0184 A78-23909
Noise of deflectors used for flow attachment
with STOL-OTi configurations
p0215 A78-24877
Combustor fluctuating pressure measurements
in-engine and in a component test facility - A
preliminary comparison
p021S A78-24878
in empirical model for inverted-velocity-profile
jet noise prediction
p0215 A78-24879
Effectiveness of an inlet flow turbulence
control device to simulate flight fan noise in
an anechoic chamber
p0215 A78-24880
The promise of eutectics for aircraft turbines
•p0215 A78-24882
Output feedback regulator design for ]et engine
control systems
p0215 A78-24898
Hydrocarbon group type determination in jet
fuels by high performance liquid chronatography
p0216 A78-24906
Progress in advanced high temperature turbine
materials, coatings, and technology
p0216 A78-24910
steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk
flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports
p0275 A78-29326
'Chain pooling' model selection as developed for
the statistical analysis of a rotor burst
protection experiment
p0276 A78-29327
General aviation energy-conservation research
programs at NASA-Lewis Eesearch Center
p0276 A78-29330
Effect of airstream velocity on mean drop
diameters of water sprays produced by pressure
and air atomizing nozzles
p0329 A78-33111
Gas path sealing in turbine engines
p0330 A78-33218
Self-acting shaft seals
p0331 A78-33219
State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control
p0340 178-35658
On the use of relative velocity exponents for
jet engine exhaust noise
p0376 A78-37683
Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan ,
[4IAA PAPEE 78-1121] p0120 A78-41831
A viscous-inviscid interactive compressor
calculation
[AIAA PAPEE 78-1140] p0421 A78-418H3
Propulsion
pO«61 A78-43360
Jet fuels from synthetic crudes
p0461 A78-43U15
Design approaches to more energy efficient engines
[AIAA PAPER,78-931] p04£2 A78-43504
General aviation internal combustion engine
research programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center
[AIAA PAPEE 78-932] pO<»62 A78-43505
VSTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stresses
[AIAA PAPEE 78-958] p0463 A78-43520
Design and preliminary results of a
semitranspiration cooled /Lamilloy/ liner for
a high-pressure high-temperature combustor
[AIAA PAPEE 78-997] , p0464 A78-43544
Combustor concepts for aircraft gas turbine
low-power emissions reduction
[AIAA PAPES 78-999] p0465 A78-43546
Eeal time digital propulsion system simulation
for manned flight simulators
[AIAA PAPEE 78-927] p0474 .A78-45095
Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including
application of a bicone variable geometry inlet .
[AIAA PAPEE 78-961] p0474 A78-45096
Fuel consumption improvement in current
transport engines
[AIAA PAPEE 78-930] p0475 .A78-45097
NASA/General Electric Engine Component
Improvement Program
[AIAA PAPEB 78-929] pO<!75 A78-45098
Seduction of aircraft gas turbine engine
pollutant emissions - A status report
p0480 A78-45129
aethods for calculating the transonic boundary
layer separation for V/STOL inlets at high
incidence angles
[AIAA 78-1340] pO«83 A78-46537
NASA engine system technology programs - An
overview
[AIAi PAPEB 78-928] p0519 A78-48452
Gas turbine engine emissions - Problems,
progress and future
p0524 A78-49336
Reaction diffusion in the NiCrAl and CoCrAl
systems
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pOS97 178-53063
Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-73647] p0020 S78-10026
Concepts for the development of light-weight
composite structures for rotor burst containment
p0026 1178-10084
Application of a flight-line disk crack detector
to a small engine
pfl027 878-10088
Tnrbine disks for improved reliability
P0027 H78-10089
Evaluation of an F100 mnltivariable control
using a real-time engine simulation
[BASA-TB-I-73648} p0028 578-10097
The promise of entectics for aircraft turbines
, [BASA-TH-73714] p0028 H78-10098
Fuel combnstor
[BASA-CASB-l.Ew-12137-1] p0031 B78-10224
Impact absorbing blade mounts for variable pitch
blades
CBASA-CASB-1EB-12313-1] p0032 H78-10468
Ezperiaental performance of a
13.65-centiaeter-tip-diameter tandem-bladed
sweptback centrifugal compressor designed for
a pressure ratio of 6
[BASA-TP-1091] p0032 H78-11002
Effect of coolant flow ejection on aerodynamic
performance of low-aspect-ratio vanes. 2:
Performance with coolant flow ejection at
temperature ratios up to 2
fHASA-TP-1057] p0033 B78-11008
Aircraft engine emissions
[BAS1-CP-2021] p0038 B78-11063
Emissions reduction technology program
p0039 B78-11065
Pollution reduction technology program for class
TU(JT8D) engines
p0039 H78-11067
Summary of emissions reduction technology programs
p0039 B78-11071
Emissions control for ground power gas turbines
p0039 B78-11072
General aviation piston-engine exhaust emission
reduction
p0040 H78-11073
Alternative fuels
pOOOO B78-1107B
Global atmospheric sampling program
pOOBO »78-11076
Stratospheric cruise emission reduction program
pOOUO 878-11077
Advanced low-NO(x) combnstors for supersonic
high-altitude gas turbines •
pOOHO 878-11078
Effect of endvall cooling on secondary flows in
turbine stator vanes
p0041 878-11098
Altitude test of several afterburner
configurations on a turbofan engine nith a
hydrogen heater to simulate an elevated
turbine discharge temperature
[BASA-TP-1068J p0041 U78-11106
Effect of fuel properties on performance of
single aircraft turbojet combustor at
simulated idle, cruise, and takeoff conditions
[BASA-TH-73780] p0097 878-13056
Flight-effects on predicted fan fly-by noise
[ITASA-TB-73798] p0098 878-13060
An empirical model for inverted-velocity-profile
jet noise prediction
[BASA-TB-73838] p0098 878-13061
An overview of aerospace gas turbine technology
of relevance to the development of the
automotive gas turbine engine
[BASA-TH-73849] p0098 878-13062
Mechanical characteristics of stability-bleed
valves for a supersonic inlet
CBASA-TH-J-3483] p0098 878-13063
Influence of oil-sgneeze-film damping on
steady-state response of flexible rotor
operating to supercritical speeds
CBASA-TP-10941 p0098 878-13064
Hydrocarbon group type determination in jet
fuels by high performance liquid chromatography
[BASA-TH-73829] p0101 H78-13233
Design considerations in mechanical face seals
for improved performance. 1: Basic
configurations
[BASA-TB-73735] p0101 B78-13439
Boise of deflectors used for flow attachment
with STOL-OTB configurations
IBASA-TB-73809] p0102 B78-13853
A parametric investigation of an existing
supersonic relative tip speed propeller noise
model
[BASA-TB-73816] p0102 878-13854
Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed
to drive a lift fan
[BASA-TP-1126] p0146 878-14993
Preliminary QCSBE program test results
[BASA-TB-73732] p0151 B78-15042
Computer program for calculation of a gas
temperature profile by infrared emission:
Absorption spectroscopy
[BASA-TB-73848] p0151 878-15043
Temperature distributions and thermal stresses
in a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal
system for aircraft gas turbine engines
[BASA-TB-73818] pOISI 878-15044
BBF noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties
[BASA-TB-73823] p0155 878-15852
Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed
to drive a lift fan. 3: Effect of simulated
fan leakage on turbine performance
[BASA-TP-1109] p0194 878-16001
Cold-air performance of free-power turbine
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive
gas-turbine engine. 1: Design
Stator-vane-chord setting angle of 35 deg
[HASA-TP-1007] p0198 878-16053
A review of BASA's propulsion programs for
aviation
[BASA-TB-73831] p0199 878-16055
Preliminary study of propulsion systems and
airplane wing parameters for a OS Navy
subsonic V/ST01 aircraft
[BASA-TB-73652] p0206 878-17041
Variable thrust nozzle for gniet turbofan engine
and method of operating same
[BASA-CASE-LEH-12317-1] p020B 878-17055
Ceramics in gas turbine: Powder and process
characterization
[BASA-TB-73875] p0208 878-17059
General aviation energy-conservation research
programs at BASA-Lewis Research Center
[BASA-TB-73884] p0208 878-17060
Alternative aircraft fnels
[BASA-TB-73836] p0212 878-17229
Automated meteorological data from commercial
aircraft via satellite: Present experience
and future implications
[8ASA-TB-73750] p0212 878-17558
Bibliography of Lewis Besearch Center technical
contributions announced in 1976
[BASA-TB-73860] p0213 878-17921
Effect of design changes on aerodynamic and
acoustic performance of translating-centerbody
sonic inlets
[BASA-TP-1132] p0236 878-17998
Integrated gas turbine engine-nacelle
[BASA-CASB-LBw-12389-2] p0244 878-18066
Variable mixer propulsion cycle
[BASA-CASE-LBB-12917-1] p0244 878-18067
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades
[BASA-TB-73842] p0264 B78-19157
High temperature environmental effects on metals
[BASA-TS-73878] p0264 878-19158
•let aircraft hydrocarbon fnels technology
[BASA-CP-2033] p0266 N78-19325
Effect of cooling-hole geometry on aerodynamic
performance of a film-cooled turbine vane
tested with cold air in a two-dimensional
cascade
tSASA-TP-1136] p0301 878-20080
Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
film-cooled turbine stator blade. 4:
Comparison of experimental and analytical
aerodynamic results for blade with 12 rows of
0.076-centimeter-(0.030-inch-) diameter holes
having streamwise ejection angles
[BASA-TP-1151] p0308 878-20130
Simulated flight effects on noise
characteristics of a fan inlet with high
throat Bach number
CBASA-TP-1199] p0308 878-20132
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Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
fill-cooled turbine stator blade. 5:
Comparison of experinental and analytical
aerodynamic results for blade with 12 rows of
0.038-centimeter-(0.015 inch) diameter coolant
holes having streamvise ejection angles
[HiSi-IB-1204] p0308 H78-20133
Gas path sealing in tarbine engines
[HASA-TH-73890] p0318 B78-21109
Airflow and thrust calibration of an FIDO
engine, S/S P680059, at selected flight
conditions
[BASA-TP-1069] p0318 N78-21112
Theoretical flow characteristics of inlets for
tilting-nacelle VIOL aircraft
[BASA-TP-1205] p0318 H78-21114
Boiling-element fatigue life of AISI a-50 and
18-1-1 balls
[BASi-TP-1202] p0325 B78-21473
Seduction of aircraft gas tarbine engine
pollutant emissions
tBASA-TB-78870] p0351 N78-22098
Lean combustion limits of a confined
premixed-prevaporized propane jet
[BASA-TB-78868] p0352 B78-22099
In-place recalibration technique applied to a
capacitance-type system for measuring rotor
blade tip clearance
[HASA-TP-1110] p0352 B78-22101
Normal shock and restart controls fox a
supersonic airbreathing propulsion system
p0357 B78-23023
Optimal control of a supersonic inlet to
minimize frequency of inlet nnstart
p0357 H78-23024
Supersonic through-flow fan engines for
supersonic cruise aircraft
fBASA-TB-78889] p0361 H78-23088
Altitude calibration of an F100, S/H P680063,
turbofan engine
[BASA-TP-1228] p0362 H78-23095
Effects of nozzle design and power on cruise
drag for upper-surface-blowing aircraft
p0391 B78-24058
Analytical modeling of under-the-wing externally
blown flap powered-lift noise
p0391 B78-24063
Overview of the QCSEE program
p0392 B78-24066
Acoustic design of the QCSEE propulsion systems
p0392 S78-24067
Inlet technology for powered-lift aircraft
p0392 H78-24069
Beverse-thrust technology for variable-pitch fan
propulsion systems
p0392 B78-24070
On the use of relative velocity exponents for
jet engine exhaust noise
[BASA-TB-78873] p0398 S78-24137
Design and preliminary results of a
semitranspiration cooled (Lamilloy) liner for
a high-pressure high-temperature combustor
[HASA-TB-78874] p0398 S78-24138
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft
engines and fuel systems
[BASA-TB-78866] p0401 878-24369
Characteristics and combustion of future
hydrocarbon fuels
[BASA-TB-78865] p0401 B78-24370
Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan
[BASA-TH-78878] pO«03 B78-24897
Gas turbine engine with recirculating bleed
tSASA-CASE-LEB-12lt52-1] p O U O S 878-25089
Counter pumping debris excluder and separator
[BASA-CASE-LEW-11855-1] p0408 B78-25090
VSTO1 tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stresses
[HASA-TB-78899] p0437 H78-26099
A viscous-inviscid interactive compressor
calculations
[BASA-1B-78920] p0437 N78-26100
Combustor concepts for aircraft gas turbine
low-power emissions reduction
[HASA-TB-78875] p0440 B78-26143
End-wall boundary layer prediction for axial
compressors
CBASA-TB-78928] p01»1 878-26144
Liquid-cooking technology for gas turbines
review and status
[NASA-TH-78906]
 P0t41 B78-26145
Filtration effects on ball bearing life and
condition in a contaminated lubricant
[BASA-TB-78907] p04«2 B78-26446
Design and operating experience on the OS
Department of Energy experimental Hod-0 100-kH
wind turbine
[BASA-TB-78915] p0445 S78-26552
ACEE propulsion overview
p04t6 N78-27048
Status of advanced turboprop technology
p0447 B78-2705S
Propulsion systems joise technology
pO<447 B78-27056
Advanced materials research for long-haul
aircraft turbine engines
p0447 S78-27057
Gas turbine engine emission reduction technology
program
p04U7 B78-27058
Impact of broad-specification fuels on future
jet aircraft
p0448 B78-27059
Supercritical fuel injection system
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12990-1] p0454 B78-27122
Inlet-engine matching for SCAB including
application of a bicone variable geometry inlet
[BASA-TB-78955] pO"54 1178-27125
A computer program for full-coverage film-cooled
blading analysis including the effects of a
thermal barrier coating
[8ASA-TB-78951] p0454 878-27126
Fuel conservative aircraft engipe technology
[NASA-TH-78962] pOISI 878-27127
Beverse-flow combnstor for small gas turbines
with pressure-atomizing fuel injectors
[BASA-TP-1260] p0455 H78-27130
Heal time digital propulsion system simulation
for manned flight simulators
[NASA-TB-78958] p0456 B78-27137
Investigation of means for perturbing the flow
field in a supersonic wind tunnel
tBASA-TB-78954] p0456 N78-27142
Design of an air elector for boundary-layer
bleed of an acoustically treated tnrbofan
engine inlet during ground testing
[HASA-TH-78917] pOU56 B78-271Q3
Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical
publications announced in 1977
[BASA-TH-78918] p0496 B78-28986
Effect of air temperature and relative humidity
at various fuel-air ratios on exhaust
emissions on a per-mode basis of an AVCO
Lycoming 0-320 diad light aircraft engine:
Volume 1: Besults and plotted data
[BASA-T1-73507-VOL-1 ] pOSOl N78-29100
Bub tolerance evaluation of two sintered NiCrAl
gas path seal materials
[BASA-TH-78967] p0503 N78-29215
Performance with and without inlet radial
distortion of a transonic fan stage designed
for reduced loading in the tip region
[BASA-TP-1294] p0545 N78-30057
Procedures for generation and reduction of
linear models of a turbofan engine
[BASA-TP-1261] p0556 1178-30896
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and
inside cabins of two B-747 airliners and a
Gates learjet business jet
[BASA-TB-78983] p0558 B78-31061
Gas path seal
[BASA-CASE-1ES-12131-2] p0562 878-31103
Wind tunnel evaluation of TF-12 inlet response
to internal airflow disturbances with and
without control
p0605 B78-32062
Redundant disc
[HASA-CASE-LSB-12496-1] p0627 178-33101
Besnlts and status of the NASA aircraft engine
emission reduction technology programs
[NASA-T3-79009] p0627 B78-33102
Performance of a transonic fan stage designed
for a low meridional velocity ratio
[BASA-1P-1298] p0628 B78-33107
Design and overall performance of four highly
loaded, high speed inlet stages for an
advanced high-pressure-ratio core compressor
[BASA-TP-1337] p0628 B78-33108
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Design and performance of a
427-meter-per-second-tip-speed two-stage fan
having a 2.10 pressure ratio
[NASA-TP-1314] p0628 S78-33109
DTGA8CD: A program for calculating linear A, B,
C, and D matrices from a nonlinear dynamic
engine simulation
[NASA-TP-1295] p0628 H78-33110
An airtorne meteorological data collection
system using satellite relay (ASDA3)
[NASA-TB-78992] p0632 N78-33283
Ozone concentration in the cabin of a Gates
Lear jet measured simultaneously vith
atmospheric ozone concentrations
[NASA-TP-131K3] p0634 N78-33618
NATIONAL AEBOBA07ICS AND SPACB ADMINISTRATION.
BABSBA11 SPACE P1IGHT CENTER, HOBTSVILLB, ALA.
Helicopter response in gusty vinds aboat a
building
p0055 A78-14954
Satellite mages to aircraft in flight
p0056 A78-1U982
Preliminary comparison of model and prototype
wakes
C A I A A EAPEB 78-251] pd62 J78-2077U
C/STOI flight in wind disturbed by the presence
of buildings
[AIAA 78-1332] p0482 A78-06530
Hind shear modeling for aircraft hazard definition
[ HASJ-CB-155223] p0031 1178-11022
A technique for Emulating turbulence for
aerospace vehicle flight simulation studies
[NASA-T9-781141] p0079 N78-1201U
Overview of lASA/Harshall Space Flight Center's
program on knowledge of atmospheric processes
p0267 S78-19714
RASA'S aviation safety research and technology
program
p0268 H78-19719
Hind shear modeling for aircraft hazard definition
[NASA-TB-79523] pOH51 N78-27093
Aerodynamic roll characteristics of a 0.00518
scale 116-inch solid rocket booster reentry
configuration (BSFC flodel Number <486) over &
portion of the reentry flight regime in the
NASA SSF 14-inch trisonic wind tunnel
[NASJ-TM-78195] p0613 S78-32173
NATIOBAL BEJ80NADTICS AND SPACE ADHIBISTBATION.
PASADENA OFFICE, CALIF.
Resolution enhanced sound detecting apparatus
tVASA-CHSE-NPO-14134-1] p0271 N78-19898
Thin conformal antenna array for microwave power
conversions
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13886-1] p0402 N78-24391
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AKD SPACE ADBIBISTBATION.
WALLOPS STATICS, BA110PS ISLAND, VA.
Airborne Oceanographic Lidar System
p0053 A78-1U878
Precision positional data of general aviation
air traffic in terminal air space
[NASA-BP-1020] p0404 N78-2E048
NATIONAL AEBOSPACE LAB., ABSTEBDAB (NETHERLANDS).
Application of failure analysis in aviation
[NLB-BP-77002-0] p0145 F78-14449
Exploratory investigation of decelerating
approaches of a twin-engined jet transport.
Volume 2: Boving-base simulation and
comparison with related experiments
[NLP-TB-76150-a] p0155 N78-15859
Collection of supercritical aerofoils obtained
with the MLB hodograph method
rNLR-TR-75115-0] p0237 N78-18009
PHABOS, processor for harmcnic analysis of the
response of oscillating surfaces
[NLB-1P-77012-0] p0238 N78-18019
Fatigue design of fighters; guidelines for
obtaining and maintaining adegaate fatigue
performance of tactical aircraft: General
survey
p02»1 B78-18017
Fatigue load monitoring
p02U2 N78-18052
,Flight-path reconstruction of synmetric
nonsteady flights
[NLB-TR-76133-D] p02«3 H78-18056
Flight test of stick force stability in
attitude-stabilized aircraft
[NLB-nP-77015-1] p0246 R78-18080
Detemination of antenna radiation patterns,
radar cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios
by flight tests
C HLB-gP-76023-tn p0248 H78-18289
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on
wing-store configurations in subsonic flow
p0346 N78-22042
A non-stationary model for atmospheric
turbulence patches for the prediction of
aircraft design loads •>
[NLB-TB-76131-0] p0361 N78-23085
The ground-attack/penetration model: A Bonte '_
Carlo simulation nodel to assess the v,
survivability and to evaluate tactics for
low-altitude military missions in an
environment of groundbased air defence systems
p0431 B78-26051
The analysis of operational mission execution:
An assessment of low-altitude performance,
navigation accuracy and weapon delivery
performance
p0433 B78-26070
Prediction of operational combat performance
p0435 B78-26086
Evaluation of a method for the predicton of
jet-airframe interference
[NL8-TB-76132-0J pO«38 N78-26111
nnsteady airloads on an oscillating
supercritical airfoil
[NLR-SP-77008-D] p0138 N78-26113
Preliminary investigation into the application
of magnetic rubber inspection (B.B.I.)
[NLE-TB-76083-D] p04U5 H78-26507
Design and analysis of a hodograph method for
the calculation of supercritical shock-free
aerofoils
[NLB-TR-77Q46-0] p0488 N78-28059
Airfoil design by the method of singularities
via parametric optimization of geometrically *
constrained least squares object function
[NLS-TR-76139-0] p0491 N78-28087
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands daring the period ipnl 1975
to February 1977
[BLB-BP-77005-0] pOMSI N78-28U9U
Effects of crack plane orientation transitions
on flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
in a high strength aluminium alloy (7050) i
[NLR-TR-76130-D] pO«9M N78-28495
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on
wing-store configurations in subsonic flow
[NLR-BF-77025-0] p0498 N78-29073
Investigations of the transonic flow around
oscillating airfoils
[HLB-TB-77090-0] p0498 N78-29074
Assessment of service load experience using
AIDS-recorded data
[NLB-BP-77011-0] pOSOO N78-29096
Compilation of test data from an investigation !
on the effect of environment on crack growth
under flight-simulation loading
[NLB-TB-76096-0] p0556 N78-30620
NATIONAL AEBOSPACE LAB., TOKIO (JAPAN).
Calculation of the lift of partially-stalled wings
(NAL-TB-U98T] p0252 N78-19054
A high-pressure, sector-shaped model combustor
test facility for development of turbofan '*
engines
[NAL-TB-517] p0409 N78-25093
Acoustics and performance of high-speed,
unequally spaced fan rotors
[NAL-TH-526] p0409 N78-25094
Relationship between scatter of fatigue life and
S-N curve of 202Q-TU aircraft structural
aluminum alloy specimens with a sharp notch
(Kt equals 8.25) under a constant temperature
and humidity condition
[BAI-TB-flm] pO«11 H78-254S3
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPBRIBEHTAL CEBTEB,
ATLANTIC CITY, R. J. I
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities of a general aviation
area navigation system
[ AD-AOU2816/6] p0021 N78-10041
Test and evaluation of the Dallas/Fort Borth
terminal communications switching system
[AD-AO10665/2] p0032 N78-10343
Simulation model for air traffic control
communications
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[AD-AO«It25e] p0037 N78-11045
Collision risk and economic benefit analysis of
composite separation for the Central East
Pacific track system
[AD-A044317] p0037 N78-11046
Full-scale aircraft crash tests of modified ]et
fael
tAD-A043843] p0045 H78-11251
Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS); active
mode
UD-A046757;) p0139 178-14028
Simulation tests of flight technical error in
2D/3D area navigation (BHAV) using a multiple
waypoint RNAV system with and without a flight
director system
[AD-A047246] p0195 H78-16029
Intermittent positive control. Phase 1:
Operational test and evaluation
[AD-A047249] p0195 N78-16030
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28276
28277
11017
30259
15337
33179
30092
21096
19073
30092
21133
21156
28093
30119
DASG60-76-C-0020
p0225 A78-26781
DFG-SPB-61
p0583 A78-51158
DPVLB-01-QV-276-ZK-SNA-SLN
p0163 A78-20792
DGEST-7U-7-0695
p0299 178-20060
DNA001-75-C-0051
p0630 D78-33128
DNA001-75-C-0179
p0191 K78-28181
DNA001-76-C-0106
p0190 S78-28085
DNA001-77-C-0012
p0218 N78-18272
DOT-FATQHA-3857
p0087 H78-12088
DOT-FA67SF-SP-21
p0217 N78-18158
DOT-FA68WAI-115
p0158 H78-27311
DOT-FA69SS-162
p0196 N78-16031
p0196 H78-16032
DOT-FA69WA-2066
p0021 N78-10063
DOT-FA70BA-2118
p0595 A78-52959
p02UO N78-18036
p0210 B78-18037
p0210 N78-18038
DOT-FA70HAI-175
p0090 N78-12281
p0139 H78-11025
p0205 B78-17031
p0303 H78-20099
p0301 H78-20101
p0318 H78-22069
p0360 N78-23071
p0193 N78-28297
DOT-FA71WAI-218
p0351 B78-22118
DOT-FA72HA-3098
p0021 R78-10010
DOT-FA72DAI-261
p0139 M78-11022
p0139 H78-11029
p0206 H78-17035
p0206 178-17036
p0395 N78-2K105
p0559 H78-31071
DOT-FA72HAI-356
p0036 H78-11011
DOT-FA72HAI-621
p0257 H78-19090
DOT-FA73DA-3233
p0021 H78-10037
p0013 H78-11116
DOT-FA73BAI-361
p0030 K78-10118
DOT-FA73WAI-377
p0099 N78-13079
pOlm N78-1U183
DOT-FA711A-3353
p0152 H78-27101
p0193 N78-28296
p0559 H78-31073
DOT-FA71BA-3185
p0128 A78-13011
DOT-FA7fl»J-3518
p0158 B78-27311
DOT-FA71WAI-121
p0158 N78-27311
DOT-FA71SAI-118
p0218 H78-18261
DOT-FA71WAI-187
p0200 N78-16068
DOT-FA75HA-3553
p0625 N78-33070
DOT-FA75BA-3610
p0013 N78-11122
DOT-FA75RA-3650
p0211 H78-17078
DOT-FA75WA-3658
p0317 N78-21097
DOT-FA75HA-3662
p0625 H78-33075
DOT-FA75HA-3686
p0632 N78-33313
DOT-FA75WA-3688
p0215 N78-18069
DOT-FA75HA-3707
p0190 H78-28082
p0199 S78-29081
p0199 B78-29085
p0560 N78-31088
DOT-FA75HA-3722
p0628 H78-33106
DOT-FA75DAI-570
p0031 N78-10312
DOT-FA76BA-3157
p0517 A78-18062
DOT-FA76WA-3788
p0517 N78-30080
p0615 S78-32330
DOT-FA76WA-3806
p0011 N78-11105
DOT-PA76»A-3821
p0329 A78-33088
p0310 A78-35660
DOT-FA76WA-3810
p0087 S78-12087
DOT-FA76HA-3813
p0112 K78-11019
DOT-FA76SA-3872
p0351 S78-22116
DOT-FA76WAI-589
p0163 A78-20783
p0230 A78-28117
DOT-FA76BAI-591
p0102 S78-21385
p0151 S78-27119
DOT-FA76WAI-609
p0151 N78-15712
p015I» H78-15713
DOT-FA76WAI-610
p0321 S78-21231
DOT-FA76HAI-612
p0193 N78-28295
DOT-FA76BAI-620
p0031 H78-11022
DOT-FA76WAI-622
p0635 N78-33692
DOT-FA76KA1-620
pOISI N78-27093
DOT-FA77WA-3872
p0256 S78-19081
DOT-FA77HA-3936
pOUBU A78-16551
DOT-FA77WA-3965
p0517 A78-18062
DOT-FA77WA-1018
p0365 N78-23285
DOT-FA77HAI-132
p0387 A78-39671
DOT-FA77HAI-723
p0631 H78-33615
DOT-FA77IAI-727
pOIII N78-11212
p0239 N78-18027
DOT-FA77WAI-711
p0628 B78-33105
DOT-FA78SA-1075
p0189 H78-28077
p0566 K78-31130
p0566 »78-31131
p0621 B78-33068
DOT-FA78WA-1091
p0566 S78-31131
DOT-FB-51089
p0557 B78-31007
DOT-OS-30031
p0028 H78-10100
p0031 578-10119
DOT-OS-50232
p0281 A78-30677
DOT-TSC-682
p0395 H78-21099
DOT-TSC-707-1
p0139 H78-11026
DOT-TSC-763
p0524 A78-19128
DOT-TSC-1008
p0019 S78-10021
DOT-TSC-1173
pO»28 A78-13013
DEHE-76/371
p0031 S78-11018
E{11-1)-3077
p0011 A78-12300
D-2
COHTBACT HOBBEB IHDBX
p0012 A78-12302
E<49-18)-2358
p0297 A78-32367
"(19-18)-2H65
p0578 &78-50635
E(49-26)-1028
p0445 N78-26552
EF-76-C-01-2256
P0297 A78-32372
EF-77-C-01-2664
P0457 H78-27279
EF-77-C-01-2786
p0632 878-33243
EPA-8-802925-02-2
pOOia A78-12566
P0373 A78-37297
EPA-68-02-2048
P0107 A78-17575
ET-76-C-02-0016
p0460 B78-27711
EY-76-C-02-3077
P0341 A78-35728
p0403 878-24808
EY-76-C-04-789
p0562 878-31099
EY-76-C-04-0613
P0567 878-31249
EY-76-C-04-0789
p0082 878-12049
p0093 N78-13022
p0457 B78-27145
p0493 878-28349
p0608 878-32078
p0630 878-33121
EI-76-C-06-1830
p0138 178-14019
F-INK-07-11966/02871
P0313 N78-21062
F-IBK-07-21898
p0313 H78-21062
F-IHF-11-12-02871
p0313 878-21062
F-IHK-11-12-73208
p0438 N78-26112
F-IBK-11-12-83343
p0313 N78-21062
F-INK-82223-75-007-07-001
p0488 U78-28061
F-INK-82223-76-001-21-001
p0313 N78-21062
p0488 878-28061
FAA ORDEE VM-77-2412-1
p0211 S78-17077
FAA PSOJ. 012-102-230
p0037 878-11046
FAA EBOJ. 034-241
p0439 178-26123
FAA PBOJ. 034-211-012
p0139 H78-14029
p0144 878-14212
p0206 878-17035
P0206 878-17036
P0257 B78-19090
p0395 1178-21(105
FAA PEOJ. 041-326-080
p0257 878-19088
FAA PHOJ. 044-326-340
p0489 178-28075
FAA PBOJ. 052-241-04
p0239 878-18027
FAA PBOJ. 061-221-100
p0037 878-11045
FAA PBOJ. 063-221-000
p0032 878-10343
FAA PBOJ. 072-424-500
p0400 B78-24153
FAA PBOJ. 073-320-100
p0257 N78-19089
FAA PBOJ. 073-320-510
p0491 878-28092
FAA PBOJ. 075-725-700
p0488 878-28070
FAA PBOJ. 075-725-710
p0489 878-28071
FAA PBOJ. 075-725-755
p0489 878-28072
FAA PBOJ. 151-462-060
p0452 878-27103
FAA PBOJ. 154-451-110
p0239 N78-18021
p0624 878-33063
FAA PBOJ. 171-252-200
P0458 N78-27313
FAA PBOJ. 181-520-000
p0045 N78-11251
FAi PPOJ. 184-521-100
p0490 B78-28081
FAi PEOJ. 213-661-10
P0348 H78-22069
FAA PBOJ. 216-102-100
p0400 H78-24154
F04606-76-A-0087
pOSOO H78-29098
F04701-75-C-0239
P0196 N78-16035
F04701-77-C-0078
p0153 H78-15368
p0254 N78-19064
F08635-77-C-0002
P0302 N78-20083
F08635-77-C-0062
p0623 N78-33055
F08635-77-C-0181
p0610 N78-32090
F08635-77-C-0210
p0534 A~78-49929
F09603-77-A-3104
p0314 M78-21066
p0547 078-30079
F19628-70-C-0218
P0538 A78-49975
F19628-73-C-0002
p0003 A78-11821
F19628-76-C-0001
p0085 N78-12075
F19628-76-C-0002
F0001 A78-10304
p0139 K78-14022
p0139 N78-14029
p0144 N78-14212
p0206 S78-17035
p0106 U78-17036
p0257 H78-19090
F19628-76-C-0017
p0090 N78-12281
p0139 N78-14025
p0304 B78-20101
P0348 N78-22069
F19628-76-C-0306
p0635 N78-33677
F19628-77-C-0033
p0537 A78-49965
F19628-78-C-0002
p0387 A78-39674
p0239 N78-18027
p0395 H78-24105
p0559 H78-31074
F19628-78-C-0006
p0360 H78-23074
p0493 H78-28297
F29601-71-C-0129
p0117 A78-18755
F29601-74-C-0010
P0169 178-21992
F29601-75-C-0120
p0169 A78-21992
F29601-76-C-0015
p0099 H78-13078
F29601-76-C-0064
p0126 A78-19580
P0372 A78-37124
F29601-76-C-0133
p0169 A78-21995
F30602-75-F-0256
p0524 A78-49439
F30602-76-C-0074
p0539 A78-49998
F30602-76-C-0193
p0085 S78-12077
p0086 K78-12078
F30602-77-C-0049
p0539 A78-49998
F33615-C-1303
p0063 A78-15627
F33615-68-C-1114
pOOIS K78-10009
F33615-72-C-1753
p0149 N78-15025
F33615-72-C-1796
p0154 H78-15521
F33615-73-C-0391
pl)096 H78-13044
F33615-73-C-0678
p0317 S78-21099
F33615-73-C-1221
p0243 N78-18062
F33615-73-C-2047
p0098 N78-13066
F33615-73-C-2070
p0029 B78-10108
F33615-73-C-3013
p0055 A78-14961
F33615-73-C-3051
p0482 A78-46527
p0482 A78-46528
F33615-73-C-4036
p0537 A78-49972
F33615-73-C-4155
p0125 A78-19442
F33615-73-C-5066
p0279 A78-29809
F33615-73-C-5171
p0614 H78-32270
F33615-74-C-1040
p0060 A78-15554
p0066 A78-15667
F33615-74-C-1173
p0031 N78-10124
F33615-74-C-2013
p0329 A78-33103
F336T5-74-C-2018
p0409 B78-25096
F33615-74-C-2036
p0410 S78-25239
F33615-74-C-2068
p0029 B78-10101
F33615-74-C-3083
p0061 A78-15563
F33615-74-C-5089
p0401 N78-24344
F33615-74-C-5141
p0261 H78-19125
F33615-75-C-1149
p0062 A78-15591
p0530 A78-49859
F33615-75-C-1206
p0244 B78-18065
F33615-75-C-1216
p0009 A78-12283
F33615-75-C-1269
p0249 B78-18321
F33615-75-C-2027
p0042 B78-11107
F33615-75-C-2035
pOS02 M78-29108
p0563 B78-31111
F33ei5-75-C-20S3
p0072 A78-16326
p0183 A78-23889
p0226 A78-26793
p0399 B78-24144
p0399 B78-24145
F33615-75-C-2057
p0101 B78-13446
F33615-75-C-2062
p0029 N78-10102
F33615-75-C-3016
p0626 B78-33095
F33615-75-C-3043
p0089 B78-12101
p0089 N78-12102
F33615-75-C-30S7
p0147 B78-15007
F33615-75-C-3068
p0043 H78-11117
p0200 N78-16065
F33615-75-C-3073
p0558 B78-31052
F33615-75-C-3093
p0617 N78-32504
p0633 N78-33483
F33615-75-C-3105
p0317 B78-21101
p0548 B78-30093
F33615-75-C-3109
p0153 B78-15239
F33615-75-C-3112
p0037 B78-11054
p0206 878-17044
F33615-75-C-3123
p0140 R78-14035
F33615->75-C-3136
p0260 H78-19121
F33615-75-C-3148
p0024 H78-10059
F33615-75-C-3152
p0407 B78-25082
F33615-75-C-3154
p0564 N78-31120
F33615-75-C-3159
p0096 B78-13046
F33615-75-C-5065
p0553 H78-30213
F33615-75-C-5087
p0100 B78-13081
F33615-75-C-5097
p0042 B78-11113
p0088 H78-12092
F33615-75-C-5112
p0003 A78-12068
F33615-75-C-5130
p0442 B78-26202
F33615-75-C-52T8
p0244 N78-18063
F33615-75-C-5224
p0504 B78-29509
F33615-75-C-5249
p0288 A78-31733
F33615-76-C-0013
p0096 H78-13044
F33615-76-C-0038
p0579 A78-50659
F33615-76-C-0039
p0266 N78-19170
F33615-76-C-0040
p0267 178-19362
F33615-76-C-OOC2
p0023 N78-100S8
pOOSS B78-12073
F33615-76-C-0064
p0364 H78-23108
F33615-76-C-0122
p0023 B78-10054
F33615-76-C-0507
p0271 178-19849
F33615-76-C-0528
p0265 N78-19164
F33615-76-C-1036
p0539 A78-50002
F33615-76-C-1099
p0198 B78-16049
F33615-76-C-1182
p0244 B78-1806II
F33615-76-C-1192
p0618 N78-32754
F33615-76-C-1216
p0083 N78-12062
F33615-76-C-124Q
p0627 B78-33100
F33615-76-C-1260
p0318 B78-21105
F33615-76-C-1299
p0627 B78-33097
F33615-76-C-1306
p0249 B78-18319
F33615-76-C-1308
p0562 N78-31102
F33615-76-C-1340
p0243 B78-18061
F33615-76-C-2019
p0504 H78-29458
F33615-76-C-2021
p0476 A78-45134
p0151 H78-15052
F33615-76-C-2051
p0558 B78-31064
F33615-76-C-2052
p0042 B78-11112
F33615-76-C-2070
p0329 A78-33113
p0088 B78-12093
F33615-76-C-2092
p0201 B78-16072
p0245 B78-18071
F33615-76-C-3002
p0450 N78-27089
F33615-76-C-3004
p0453 B78-27115
F33615-76-C-3018
p0137 B78-13999
F33615-76-C-3031
p0182 A78-23862
F33615-76-C-3035
p0394 B78-24098
D-3
COBTBACT H09BEB IBDEI
p0626 878-33088
"F33615-76-C-3066
p0408 N78-^5087
F33615-76-C-3073
p0408 B78-25085
F33615-76-C-3104
p0183 A78-23901
F33615-76-C-3107
p0520 A78-48483
F33615-76-C-3109
p0562 N78-31097
F33615-76-C-3111
pOOUS B78-11236
F33615-76-C-3133
p0500 178-29095
F33615-76-C-3K12
p0339 A78-35397
F33615-76-C-3145
•» p0464 A78-43541
F33615-76-C-3116
p0623 N78-3305&
F33615-76-C-5072
p0217 K78-18138
F33615-76-C-5111
pOSai 878-29457
F336"l5-76-C-5137
p0330 A78-33168
F33615-76-B-0029
p0536 A78-49957
F33615-77-C-0116
p0502 S78-29106
F33615-77-C-1044
p0490 N78-28079
F33615-77-C-1121
p0538 A78-49987
F33615-77-C-1227
p0539 A78-49998
F33615-77-C-2062
p0462 A78-43512
F33615-77-C-3008
p0226 A78-26791
F33615-77-C-3011
p0630 878-33120
F33615-77-C-3026
p0507 A78-16962
F33615-77-C-3041
p05l|1 A78-50186
F33615-77-C-3126
P0171 A78-22561
F33625-76-C-2018
p0322 878-21116
F33657-72-C-0206
p0030 B78-10110
F33657-72-C-0829
pOUOU 178-24900
F33657-74-C-0705
p0110 A78-17898
F33657-76-C-0792
p0015 A78-12695
F33657-77-C-0004
p0533 A78-49902
F33657-77-C-0189
p0532 A78-49876
F33657-15053
p0283 A78-31733
FCI0600-74-C-0009
p0237 B78-18007
F40600-76-C-0011
p0295 A78-32345
F11608-71-D-1383
p0091 N78-13000
p0091 B78-13001
p0092 878-13002
F41609-75-C-0028
p01i|1 N78-14045
F44620-6-C-0044
p0158 A78-20685
FI1I1620-71-C-0021
p0571 A78-50461
FI1H620-73-C-0032
p0076 A78-16810
F«»620-73-C-OOai
p0161 A78-20757
FH(|620-7l|-C-OOItO
p0615 178-32391
FUH620-7I1-C-0059
pOSOt N78-29U12
FI1I1620-75-C-0051
pOOSO H78-12019
FHI1620-76-C-0020
p0586 A78-51U66
F«'^620-76-C-00^9
p0098 K78-29069
F44620-76-C-0055
pOia2 H78-111050
F»»620-76-C-0062
p0423 A78-IH888
FU4620-76-C-0073
p05S8 H78-31018
F11620-76-C-0118
pOOdH S78-11127
pOOIH 178-11128
Ft9620-76-C-OOOIl
p0255 N78-19072
FU9620-76-C-0037
p0183 A78-23900
F19620-77-C-0023
p0198 178-160U8
p0308 H78-20135
p0562 H78-31100
F119620-77-C-0024
p0352 N78-22106
FI19620-77-C-0035
p0302 !J78-2008f
F19620-77-C-0044
pOH62 A78-43512
p0503 H78-29188
F49620-77-C-0055
p0385 A78-39135
p0609 N78-32088
F49620-77-C-0066
p0502 N78-29107
F41M21210
p0090 N78-12251
HDD-H-2196B
pOI451 H78-27096
ISO PBOJ. 1233
pO»12 H78-26153
JPL-954U92
p0633 H78-33405
HDA903-76-C-0220
p0612 H78-32103
BIPR-FQ-8952-76-66005
p0310 H78-20147
HIPB-FY-T4557-601611
pOU01 S78-2U380
N A S A OEDEB A-360714-B
p0028 H78-1009*
NASA OBDEB A-36079-B(TS)
p0213 H78-17931
NASA OBDEB C-41581-B
p0026 B78-10077
p0563 H78-31105
HASH-2183
p0038 N78-11061
NASS-2790
p0033 N78-11003
pOOU3 N78-11119
p0079 N78-12012
p0086 N78-12080
p0087 N78-12085
p0087 H78-12086
p0198 N78-16051
p0208 N78-17053
p0261 N78-19156
p036il S78-23106
p039K N78-2U085
p0398 S78-2mi2
pOil38 N78-26105
pO«a5 B78-26193
pO«50 H78-27081
pOU57 N78-27185
p0617 S78-326I12
NASS-2791
pOOH2 878-11111
p0240 H78-18041
p0252 N78-19053
p0312 N78-21018
p0393 878-24081
p0396 N78-21116
NASS-2792
p0206 H78-17042
NASS-3075
p0213 H78-17915
SASH-3198
p0604 F78-32052
p0614 N78-32261
p0615 N78-32381
NASW-3199
p0603 N78-32043
p0605 H78-32054
p0616 B78-32027
p0631 H78-33140
BAS1-9559
p0102 S78-13851
BAS1-11441
p0194 R78-16015
NAS1-11621
p0354 N78-22161
NAS1-11668
p0022 B78-10007
p0044 B78-11199
BAS1-11707
p0197 B78-16046
NAS1-12185
p0161 A78-20762
NAS1-12287
p0197 H78-16013
p0305 N78-20112
p0306 N78-20116
NAS1-12680
p0013 A78-12358
NAS1-12954
p0339 A78-35445
MAS1-12972
p0194 N78-16002
NAS1-13029
pOOOl A78-12073
NAS1-13267
p0304 B78-20102
SAS1-13383
p0013 A78-12358
NiSI-13500
p0087 N78-12089
p0235 B78-17994
p0312 B78-21053
pOIOS H78-2505P
p0195 N78-28830
p05«3 H78-30045
p0604 S78-32017
p0626 N78-33087
NAS1-13502
p0484 A78-46550
KAS1-13624
p0195 S78-16026
p0235 B78-17990
p0316 N78-21093
p0498 B78-29082
p0499 N78-29083
NAS1-13649
p0101 N78-13478
NAS1-13651
p0143 N78-11055
»AS1-1369«
p0592 A78-52626
BAS1-13795
p0194 N78-16003
p0203 B78-16998
HAS1-13842
p0195 N78-28861
BAS1-13817'
p0065 A78-15642
NAS1-13870
p0027 B78-10091
p0391 N78-21061
p0391 N78-21062
p0446 B78-26880
pO«60 N78-2787P
NAS1-13871
p0390 B78-21057
NAS1-13914
p0013 A78-12362
p0309 878-20141
NAS1-13932
pOOSO B78-12019
NAS1-13938
p0113 A78-18058
BAS1-13981
p0200 B78-16066
p0306 N78-20118
NAS1-14000
p0360 B78-23080
BAS1-14005
p0206 B78-17037
BAS1-14086
p0544 B78-30050
BAS1-1U110
p0306 N78-20117
NAS1-14114
p0064 A78-15633
NAS1-14151
p0484 A78-46558
HAS1-14192
pO«04 B78-21903
SAS1-11204
p0079 B78-12013
p0203 B78-16999
B1S1-14216
p0487 B78-28054
HAS1-1H284
p0303 S78-2009H
BAS1-14307
p0173 A78-22589
p0270 B78-19801
BAS1-14311
P0542 A78-50203
p0021 B78-10042
SAS1-11317
p0019 B78-10020
p0019 B78-10021
p0019 H78-10022
BAS1-11402
p0312 B78-21047
BAS1-11406
p0120 A78-41832
BAS1-14409
p0218 A78-25200
HAS1-14413
p0197 B78-16044
BAS1-14462
p0464 A78-43542
BAS1-14503
P0356 B78-22861
BAS1-11517
p0364 1178-23105
KAS1-14522
p0476 A78-15149
P0301 B78-20076
p0301 B78-20077
BAS1-11570
p0513 B78-30042
P0543 N78-30043
p0543 B78-30041
BAS1-14611
p0446 878-26881
BAS1-14614
p0560 878-31085
p0560 B78-31086
BAS1-14624
p0609 B78-32087
BAS1-14625
p0625 878-33086
BAS1-14631
pOi|I)9 B78-27071
BAS1-14641
p0251 H78-18797
BAS1-14686
p0389 N78-24013
NAS1-14696
p0495 878-28887
BAS1-14707
p0173 A78-22579
BAS1-14732
p0172 A78-22576
BAS1-14741
p0496 878-29050
8AS1-14742
p0174 A78-22590
BAS1-14743
p0196 878-29049
BAS1-14744
p0497 878-29052
BAS1-14756
P0541 878-30051
BAS1-11794
p0422 A78-41882
BAS1-14795
pO<!13 878-25985
BAS1-14797
p0251 B78-18871
BAS1-14849
p0544 878-30048
p0544 B78-30049
BAS1-14855
P0173 A78-22589
NAS1-14859
P0258 B78-19096
8AS1-14908
p0406 N78-25068
SAS1-14939
p0398 N78-24132
BAS1-14973
p0412 B78-25831
D-4
COSTEiCT BOBBBB IBDBX
HAS1-11981
p0212 878-17339
SAS1-15003
p0613 878-32185
p0613 878-32186
HAS1-15005
p0613 878-32188
NAS1-15145
p0610 878-32094
HAS1-15155
p0608 878-32079
HASl-28611
P0613 878-32187
BAS2-6690
p0297 A78-32368
HAS2-6901
pO»63 A78-43525
B1S2-7091
p0629 878-33113
P0629 S78-3311K
p0629 878-33115
P0629 878-33116
p0629 S78-33117
P0629 H78-33118
BAS2-7187
p0323 878-21161
HAS2-7729
p0593 A78-52628
P0593 ^78-52630
P0020 878-10027
p0450 B78-27087
HAS 2-7738
p0625 878-33085
SAS2-7806
P0052 A78-1II063
HAS2-7850
p0172 A78-22570
p0209 H78-17063
SAS2-8018
p0022 878-10046
p0095 878-13038
p0095 878-13039
8AS2-8364
p0030 878-10115
NAS2-8583
P0599 A78-5367U
BAS2-8606
P0152 878-15058
BAS2-8612
p0316 878-21095
BAS2-8618
p0020 B78-10035
BAS2-8671
P0092 878-13007
BAS2-8680
p0319 878-21115
NAS2-8699
P0324 B78-21223
BAS2-8734
p0511 A78-47907
NAS2-8745
P0297 A78-32368
BAS2-8790
p0490 N78-28083
NAS2-8799
p0182 A78-23883
BAS2-8832
p0411 878-25359
NAS2-8862
p0452 B78-27105
B&S2-8878
pOU63 A78-43525
BAS2-8889
P0504 B78-29699
p0612 B78-32106
8AS2-9050
P0546 B78-30070
BAS2-9104
P0287 A78-31306
BAS2-9112
P0209 878-17061
8AS2-9155
P0297 A78-32368
P0092 S78-13008
8AS2-9168
P0171 A78-22554
P0171 A78-22555
BAS2-9176
P0352 B78-22100
BAS2-9211
p0405 878-25057
BAS2-9242
p0197 B78-16045
BAS2-9302
p0441 878-26149
BAS2-9310
p002<l S78-10060
BAS2-9311
pOOOS A78-12243
p0024 878-10061
BAS2-9312
p0271 878-19899
BAS2-9337
p0036 878-11042
NAS2-9357
p0636 878-33876
BAS2-9374
p0308 878-20136
J0309 878-20137
p0309 H78-20138
BAS2-9392
p0348 878-22071
BAS2-9399
p0311 878-20917
p0311 878-20918
HAS2-9418
p0396 1178-24117
BAS2-9421
p0030 878-10117
BAS2-9456
p0252 K78-19050
p0252 B78-19051
8AS2-9457
p0252 B78-19052
BAS2-9506
p0348 M78-22074
BAS2-9549
p0030 S78-10116
NAS2-9640
p0209 B78-17062
P0252 S78-19049
SAS2-9748
p0257 878-19094
BAS2-9750
p0455 878-27128
HAS3-16726
p0361 878-23089
BAS3-16732
p0216 A78-24902
P0322 N78-21147
BAS3-17343
p0459 878-27429
SAS3-17863
p0311 B78-20920
BAS3-17866
p0235 878-17991
p0313 N78-21058
p0621 178-32836
' HAS3-18008
p0487 878-28043
p0491 178-28094
p0491 878-28095
p0491 878-28096
p0492 878-28097
BAS3-18021
p0106 A78-17396
p0183 A78-23893
p0184 A78-23918
BAS3-18523
p0616 B78-32433
BAS3-18526
p0627 878-33103
BAS3-18538
p0407 B78-25080
BAS3-18926
p0247 878-18131
BAS3-19080
p0035 B78-11024
BAS3-19424
p0086 878-12081
p0086 878-12082
NAS3-19447
P0150 878-15041
BAS3-19540
p0038 878-11062
BAS3-19544
p0097 B78-13058
BAS3-19737
p0097 B78-13057
BAS3-19738
p0012 A78-12307
BAS3-19747
p0461 A78-43415
BAS3-19770
p0141 B78-14047
8AS3-19898
p0455 B78-27129
BAS3-20031
p0028 878-10093
BAS3-20044
p0628 878-33104
BAS3-20047
p0209 B78-17064
P0209 B78-17065
p0209 878-17066
BAjJ-20050
p0422 A78-41852
BAS3-20051
p0325 878-21071
NAS3-20052
p0412 878-25827
p0412 878-25829
BAS3-20056
p0459 878-27427
BAS3-20070
p0501 878-29099
BAS3-20073
p0086 B78-12083
BAS3-20074
p0041 B78-11081
BAS3-20099
p0198 878-16052
8AS3-20219
p0606 B78-32066
BAS3-20292
p0097 878-13059
8AS3-20368
p0633 878-33478
BAS3-20378
p0027 878-10092
BAS3-20479
p0563 878-31106
BAS3-20S80
p0465 A78-43546
p0611 878-32097
NAS3-20581
p0492 878-28098
8AS3-20588
p0465 A78-43568
BAS3-20598
p0212 878-17390
8AS3-20608
P0245 878-18070
BAS3-20610
p0351 878-22096
BAS3-20613
p0610 878-32096
BAS3-20620
p0266 878-19326
p0410 878-25235
BAS3-20627
p0563 878-31108
BAS3-20629
p0475 A78-45098
BAS3-20630
p0475 A78-45097
NAS3-20631
p0475 A78-45098
p0446 878-27049
pOSOl 878-29103
KAS3-20632
p0475 A78-45097
p0446 878-27050
p0454 878-27124
pOSOl B78-29105
p0551 878-30121
HAS3-21032
p0208 878-17058
BAS3-21033
p0198 B78-16054
8AS3-21041
pOSOl 878-29104
NAS4-2248
p0349 878-22076
BAS4-2272
p0265 B78-19166
BAS4-2364
p0551 878-30123
p0551 878-30124
pOSSI 878-30125
p0551 878-30126
p0552 873-30127
pOS52 878-30128
p0552 B78-30129
p0552 B78-30130
p0552 B78-30131
BAS4-2378
p0236 B78-18000
BAS1I-2391
P0501 H78-29101
pOSOl B7B-29102
HAS4-2409
p0007 A78-12252
BAS7-100
p0289 A78-3191S
p0335 A78-34658
p0377 A78-37743
p0271 H78-19898
p0555 H78-30583
p0633 878-33105
NAS8-2686
pOOIT- H78-10007
BAS8-5338
p0160 A78-20718
NAS8-11238
p0160 A78-20718
HAS8-20354
p0160 A78-20718
SAS8-28130
p0160 A78-20718
p0347 H78-22057
BAS8-29584
pOOSS A78-14954
NAS8-30652
p0160 A78-20718
p03"17 878-22057
HAS8-31377
p0162 A78-20771
HAS8-32217
p0034 B78-11022
p0451 1I78-27093
p0603 878-32037
HAS8-32658
p0631 878-33134
BAS8-32666
p0631 878-33142
8AS9-14543
p0139 B7B-14021
BAS9-14943
p0094 N78-13028
BAS9-14952
p0413 N78-25986
p0413 B78-2S987
SA7AIR TASK AD3B-350D/004B
p0296 A78-32357
8A7SEA TASK SF32-302-41B
p0296- A78-32357
8AVSEA TASK SF32-399-592
p0296c A78-32357
RCA2-OB-745-602
p0346 B78-22055
BCA2-OS-745-720
pOI413 B7B-25979
HE PBOJ. 061-226
p0137 B78-14001
NGL-05-002-229
p0422 A78-41887
BGL-05-020-007
p0225 A78-26785
p0542 A78-50202
p0019 R78-10017
llGl-05-020-2«3 -
p0385 A78-39135
p0502 H78-29110
HG1-10-005-127
p0377 A78-377MU
KG1-33-016-119
p0017 H78-10006
p0018 H78-10011
p0018 H78-10012
HGL-36-008-138
p052« A78-19it27
p0153 B78-1532U
HGL-39-009-172
pOU09 H78-25092
SGL-H7-003-039
p0317 B78-21096
BGL-19-002-011
p0528 A78-H9781
BGB-05-003-«51
p0071 A78-16180
SGB-05-017-031
p0207 B78-17050
D-5
COHTBACT HtJHBBB IBDEX
p0208 B78-17051
BGB-14-001-008
p0239 B78-18024
NGB-16-002-038
p0421 A78-418U1
BGB-22-004-030
p0423 A78-41894
p0346 1178-22036
BGB-22-009-339
p0026 178-10078
NGR-22-009-378
p0319 H78-21116
BGB-33-Oie-119
p0018 N78-10010
BGB-33-016-131
p0017 178-10006
p0018 N78-10014
p0018 B78-10015
HGP-33-016-167
p0011 A78-12300
p0012 178-12302
P0341 A78-35728
p0403 N78-2U808
NGR-33-016-201
p0011 A78-12300
p0341 A78-35728
P01103 178-24808
NGB-33-018-152
p0177 A78-23433
p0232 178-28439
1GB-33-018-183
p0013 A78-12360
NGR-36-009-017
p0303 178-20100
p0558 N78-31068
1GB-39-009-270
p0356 878-22858
1GB-39-009-275
p0244 M78-18068
NGR-47-004-090
p0346 178-22035
NGB-47-OOS-181
pOOSO A78-13478
p0509 A78-47490
p0526 A78-49684
NGB-47-005-208
p0278 A78-296H3
NGB-47-005-219-03
p0300 178-20067
p0300 N78-20068
p0300 178-20069
p0300 M78-20070
BGF-47-102-001
p0011 A78-12296
HGB-It 8-002-035
p0277 A78-2961)2
1IVB-1725
p0556 B78-30620
SIVB-1747
pO'155 1178-15859
SI7B-1754
p0237 178-18009
NIVB-1761
p0438 178-26111
HI7B-1775
p0361 H78-23085
NIVB-1806
p0494 1178-281(95
NOAA-04-4-158-1
p0239 N78-18021
BOAA-04-6-022-44031
p0635 N78-33692
NB PEOJ. 207-007
p0083 178-12051
HE PEOJ. 212-225
P0205 B78-17028
MB PEOJ. 215-246
p003« N78-11013
NB PBOJECT 062-1431
pOOCH A78-10600
1BC A-1894
p0055 A78-14961
SBC A-2746
p0221 A78-25777
»BC A-2938
p0115 A78-18637
SBC A-3378
p0592 A78-52616
SBC A-U31&
P0481 A78-46354
p0600 A78-53764
NBC A-7934
p0055 A78-14961
p0353 N78-22112
NBC A-8927
P0229 A78-27542
NBC A-9185
p0279 A78-29785
HSC-66E-01I01-02(01)
P0580 A78-50673
NSP AEE-74-01101II-A03
P0170 A78-22232
BSF C-72U
P0450 N78-27086
NSF ESG-73-03855-A01
P0076 A78-16809
p0176 A78-23185
HSF ENG-75-22322
P0073 A78-16327
P0183 A78-23890
NSF EN6-76-03135
P0296 A78-32366
NSP EN6-76-07811
P0052 A78-14063
NSP GK-15251
p0168 A78-21635
NSP GK-37285
p0073 A78-16327
NSF GK-42159
p0502 N78-29107
SSF GK-42991
p0186 A78-24025
NSF HCS-76-0765U
P0419 A78-41452
NSG-1018
P0013 A78-12359
NSG-10116
P0235 N78-17993
NSG-1050
p0285 A78-31019
BSG-1080
P0324 178-21326
NSG-1107
p0405 N78-25056
NSG-1114
p0552 N78-30139
NSG-1128
p0609 N78-32080
NSG-1139
p020« H78-17002
p0391 N78-24059
p0499 N78-29086
NSG-1161
p0483 A78-46541
NSG-1169
p0413 N78-25966
NSG-1213
p0200 N78-16064
NSG-1227
P0152 N78-15055
NSG-1229
p0305 N78-20109
NSG-1261
p0270 N78-19801
NSG-1266
p0278 A78-29777
NSG-1284
p0360 P78-23081
SSG-1298
p0589 A78-51816
NSG-1300
pO«05 H78-2S056
p0437 N78-26102
HSS-1301
p0514 A78-47925
p0567 N78-31873
p0567 N78-31874
NSG-1307
p0445 N78-26879
NSG-1315
p0483 A78-46536
NSG-1318
P0171 A78-22556
NSG-1338
p0345 N78-22020
NSG-1374
p0530 A78-49858
NSG-1391
p0270 078-19801
SSG-1400
p0622 N78-33048
HSG-1421
p0305 K78-20110
p0305 N78-20111
NSG-1457
p0089 N78-12106
NSG-1474
p0621 N78-32834
SSG-2010
p0381 A78-38766
SSG-2039
p0371 A78-36596
BSG-2095
p0339 A78-35371
SSG-2112
p0475 A78-45127
NSG-2127
p0451 N78-27094
NSG-2140
p0313 N78-21059
SSG-2142
p0412 N78-25832
NSG-2145
p0406 N78-25078
NSG-2149
p0316 N78-21092
BSG-2152
p0294 A78-32330
p0442 B78-26153
BSG-2170
p0256 B78-19082
NSG-2171
p0225 A78-26599
BSG-2253
p0346 B78-22055
HSG-2319
p0422 A78-41887
BSG-3012
p0421 A78-41844
p0335 N78-17995
SSG-30H5
p0013 A78-12557
p0171 A78-22551
1SG-3048
p0073 A78-16327
p0183 A78-23890
p0428 A78-43055
p0563 N78-31107
BSG-3117
p0483 A78-46537
NSG-3148
p0572 A78-50560
NSG-4002
p0542 A78-50209
BSG-4003
p0226 A78-26795
p0484 A78-46554
NSG-4005
p0142 B78-14054
BSG-4006
p0101 B78-13476
p0310 N78-20534
NSG-4009
p0633 N78-33444
NSG-7172
p0099 N78-13076
p0247 B78-18086
p0456 B78-27141
NSG-7266
p0545 N78-30069
N0019-76-C-0435
p0162 A78-20770
H00014-67-A-0037
p0001 A78-10600
BOOO14-67-0226-0005
p0010 A78-12290
N00014-72-C-0102
p0295 A78-32345
N00014-72-C-0327
p0099 B78-13075
N00014-72-C-0351
p0347 B78-22066
p0458 B78-27369
N00014-74-C-0151
p0148 B78-15015
B00014-7»-C-031»»
p0205 B78-17028
B00014-75-C-0249
p0424 A78-11904
p0137 B78-14001
B00014-75-C-0257
p0253 N78-19061
N00014-75-C-0432
p0030 N78-10114
N00014-75-C-0722
p0476 A78-45150
N00014-75-C-0932
p0484 A78-46S59
B00014-75-C-1143
p0199 B78-16056
p0499 N78-29088
N00014-76-C-0170
pOSOO N78-29705
N00014-76-C-0182
p0475 A78-45127
p0254 B78-19068
B00014-76-C-0246
p0573 A78-50580
B00014-76-C-0253
p0322 B78-21146
p0399 N78-24149
B00014-76-C-0420
p0182 A78-23883
B00014-76-C-0494
p0034 B78-11013
p0269 N78-19791
B00014-76-C-0540
p0194 B78-16021
B00014-76-C-0576
p0159 A78-20707
N00014-76-C-0742
p0295 A78-32344
N00014-76-C-0780
p0363 N78-23103
N00014-76-C-0802
p0024 B78-10066
N00014-77-C-0032
p0403 B78-24S08
N00014-77-C-0052
p0295 A78-32345
B00014-77-C-0180
pOIOS S78-25051
N00014-77-C-0253
p0083 N78-12051
N00014-77-C-0461
p0396 N78-24124
B00017-73-C-1418
p0148 N78-15012
N00017-75-C-0722
p0033 B78-11011
N00019-74-C-0273
p0332 A78-33633
N00019-75-C-0208
p0332 A78-33633
B00019-75-C-0378
p0045 N78-11238
N00019-75-C-0528
p0565 N78-31123
N00019-76-C-0143
p0242 B78-18055
N00019-76-C-0524
p0099 N78-13073
N00019-76-C-0555
p0254 N78-19067
N00019-76-C-0675
p0411 B78-25240
N00019-77-C-0299
p0632 N78-33311
N00019-77-C-0309
p0404 N78-25050
N00019-77-C-0495
p0561 B78-31093
B00140-75-C-0034
p0409 N78-25097
p0409 N78-25098
B00140-76-C-0383
p0402 N78-24556
N00140-77-C-0105
p0530 A78-49852
H00383-73-C-3318
p0250 B78-18441
B00600-76-C-1494
p0160 A78-20710
N33615-77-C-3011
p0125 A78-19442
B61331-76-H-1839
p0325 B78-21358
B61339-74-C-0081
p0134 A78-20481
B61339-74-C-0141
P0247 B78-18087
N61339-75-C-0009
p0152 B78-15061
D-6
COHIEACT BOBBER INDEX
B61339-75-C-0104
p0134 A78-20481
S61339-76-C-0034
p0212 H78-17082
B61339-76-C-0046
p013« A78-20481
F62269-73-00906
P0314 B73-21068
S62269-75-00317
P0029 H78-10104
F62269-75-00326
P0090 S78-12299
B62269-75-00386
P0258 B78-19097
S62269-75-R-0372
P0258 B78-19098
B62269-76-00086
p01|65 A78-43555
P0033 B78-11009
B62269-76-00104
P0364 H78-23152
N62269-76-00239
POQ83 1178-12052
B62269-76-00289
p0083 B78-12053
B62269-76-00353
POIOO N78-13186
B62269-76-00355
P0355 B78-22165
B62269-76-00361
P0137 H78-14000
N62269-76-C-0370
POH84 A78-46552
F62269-76-00382
P0237 H78-18008
B62269-76-O0390
p0551 B78-30120
S62269-76-00402
P0366 1)78-23392
S62269-76-O0429
p0614 B78-32235
B62269-76-O0464
P0255 S78-19075
B62269-76-00493
p0082 B78-12047
B62269-77-O0074
p05U8 H78-30091
B62269-77-00138
P0325 S78-21363
N62269-77-00186
P0453 178-27118
B62269-77-00561
pOSUO A78-50161
F62269-77-H-3186
p0621 H78-32903
B62269-77-H-7197
P0614 H78-32273
OHEBA-1 8.884/SAT, 2/LL
p05«1 A78-50191
PEOJ. SQDID
p0199 B78-16056
P0199 B78-29088
PBOJ. 031»-21(1-012
P0559 B78-3107I1
PBOJ. 989156
P0621 H78-32903
PROJECT SQniD
P0010 A78-12290
BPIH«11801
p0205 H78-17028
BB1AP-BB-KI.D-1976.C12 ,
pOa«5 F78-26507
BB01<41184
P0030 B78-10111
P003U F78-11013
BR02302001
p019«t B78-16023
SB/1170/012
P0556 B78-30910
p0557 H78-30911
SBI PBOJ. 4364
p0211 N78-17078
T/BF-11/BP-IHO/41110
P0245 H78-18072
T/BF-41/BF-I110/51082
p02»3 H78-18057
T/BF-«1/BP-(110/51106
p0238 B78-18013
OSDJ-DEl-76-20
P0111 A78-17908
K-7405-ESG-08
p0553 H78-30182
p0617 N78-32601
BP1it51«02
p0138 S78-11I018
WF32300000
p0082 878-120U6
UP32323201
p0082 1178-12046
HP41000000
p0607 N78-32069
IF41411000
p05«8 1178-30091
UP41421200
p0085 N78-12074
SF41433301
p0087 H78-12090
KP51523400
p0083 1178-12052
Sr54593201
p0503 H78'-2915«
»I-77-3683-1
p0199 H78-16059
IB02302001
p0366 S78-23392
S1-77-5660-1
p0403 1178-24899
ZP54590001
p0631 H78-33197
. ZP57571004
p0264 S78-19162
ZP61112001
p0085 H78-12074
136-13-01
p0450 S78-27079
141-95-01
p0633 N78-33444
154-451-01-4A
pO«51 N78-27093
176-30-34-05
p0634 H78-33617
198-30-02
F0556 S78-30774
199-53-04
p0305 N78-20114
500-09-41-01
p0022 H78-100U5
505-01-11
p0268 N78-19778
505-02-13-01
p0020 N78-10034
505-02-13-14
p0410 1178-25135
505-02-13-42
p0631 N78-33152
505-02-21-01
p0313 B78-21055
505-02-23-01
p0492 H78-28101
505-02-33-02
p0445 B78-?6494
505-02-33-03
p0556 U78-30606
505-03-12
p0412 B78-25827
p0412 N78-25829
505-03-13-12
p0366 B78-23876
505-03-13-13
p0366 R78-23875
p0460 H78-27871
505-03-13-15
p0618 B78-32816
505-03-32
p0628 N78-33104
505-04 p0032 S78-11002
p0033 N78-11008
p0041 K78-11106
p0098 N78-13064
p0301 B78-20080
p0308 1178-20130
p0308 1178-20133
p0325 S78-21473
p0352 878-22101
p0455 N78-27130
p0545 B78-30057
p0628 N78-33107
p0628 B78-33108
p0628 878-33109
505-05 p0146 K78-14998
p0194 H78-16001
p0318 TI78-21112
p0318 H78-21114
P0362 1178-23095
p0556 H78-30896
P0628 B78-33110
505-05-22
P0627 B78-33103
505-05-41-07
p0362 1178-23093
505-05-41-08
P0208 B78-17057
p0362 H78-23094
505-06-11
p0438 B78-26106
P0497 N78-29067
505-06-14-01
p0093 F78-13015
505-06-23-01
P0495 B78-28887
505-06-31
P0309 B78-20140
505-06-31-03
p0543 B78-30046
505-06-33-08
 i;> ,
p0615 B78-32385
505-06-33-09
p0247 B78-18085
505-06-33-10
p0019 B78-10023
505-06-34
p0405 S78-25055
505-06-51-03-00
pO«87 N78-28053
505-06-63-01
p0456 N78-27138
505-06-63-02
p0306 B78-20115
p0544 B78-3005U
p0547 N78-30089
p0547 H78-30Q90
505-06-91
p0089 N78-12100
505-06-95-01
p0082 N78-12040
p0092 N78-13011
505-07-10
p0546 ^78-30072
505-07-33-04
J0410 N78-25101
505-08 p0634 B78-33618
505-08-21
p0324 B78-21214
505-08-23-01
p0552 B78-30138
505-08-31-01
p0095 S78-13043
505-08-33-12
p0431 B78-26048
505-09-13-01
p0032 B78-10839
505-09-13-11
p0251 B78-18873
p0311 B78-20919
p0404 N78-24903
p0494 B78-28680
p0555 B78-30291
p0618 B78-32815
p0635 H78-33873
p0635 B78-33874
505-09-33-03
p0309 B78-20142
505-09-42
p0453 H78-27113
505-09-42-02
p0495 H78-28979
505-10-11
p0439 B78-26133
505-10-11-01
p0099 H78-13071
505-10-13-00
p0552 B78-30141
505-10-13-01
p0241 S78-18044
505-10-13-02
p0562 S73-31101
505-10-13-03
p0604 B78-32046
505-10-13-04
p0604 H78-32051
505-10-13-07
p0544 H78-30049
5C5-10-14
p0240 R78-18042
505-10-21
p0311 B78-20917
p0323 B78-21159
p0625 H78-33085
505-10-22
p0017 B78-10002
505-10-23
p0305 H78- 20113
505-10-23-03
p0312 B78-21052
505-10-23-05
p0325 D78-21410
p0450 H78-27084
p0604 B78-32049
505-10-23-07
p0301 S78-20075
p0307 S78-20128
p0488 S78-28056
505-10-26-01
p0037 H78-11053
p0147 B,78-15002
505-10-31
p0319 B78-21115
p0603 S78-320U1
505-10-32
p0199 F78-16063
505-10-41
p0137 B78-13998
505-10-41-09
p0140 H78-14031
505-10-44-01
p0194 1178-15999
505-10-1307
p0544 H78-30048
505-11-12
p0095 N78-13037
505-11-13-01
p0604 H78-32050
p0623 N78-3305>-
505-11-13-02 ,
p0302 B78-20081
p0358 N78-23052
505-11-13-03
p0604 N78-32048
505-11-13-04
pO«06 B78-25060
505-11-15-02
p0020 B78-10030
p0093 N78-13016
505-11-16-07
p0235 N78-17993
p0544 B78-30056
505-11-16-08
p0299 B-78-20063
p0299 H^8-20064
p0299 BC78-20065
505-11-21-02 -
p0146 N78-14997
505-11-21-03 ,
p0194 1178-16000
505-11-22-01
p0082 B78-12011
p0301 B78-20079
505-11-23-02
pOOSI N78-12037
p0456 H78-27136
505-11-23-03
p0405 N78-25058
p0606 F78-32067
505-11-23-04
p0345 N78-22028
505-11-23-05
p0437 B78-26096
505-11-23-06
p0543 B78-30039
505-11-23-13
p0300 B78-20071
p0300 B78-20072
p0487 B78-28052
p0622 N78-33050
505-11-24
p0358 B78-23056
505-11-24-02
p0092 B78-13014
p0442 H78-26392
505-11-31-02 \
p0081 H78-12038
P0197 B78-16042p0366 B78-23389
D-7
COHTH4CT IOBBBB IHOBI
505-11-33-00
P0105 H78-25059
505-11-33-01
P0557 N78-31015
505-11-11
P0079 N78-12011
P0199 1178-16062
505-11-11-05
P0033 H78-11001
505-11-51
P0623 N78-33051
506-26-08-00-21
pO»37 S78-26101
506-26-23-01
P0152 N78-15060
506-26-33-03
p05»1 N78-30053
510-51-03-01
- P0635 178-33776
510-56-01
p032» 1178-21223
511-55-01
<• P0150 N78-15011
512-51-02-03
p0309 S78-20143
513-52-01-d9
P0318 N78-21101
513-52-01-16
. P0151 N78-27100
513-52-01-17
" P0021 1178-10062
'' p0097 N78-13051
513-52-01-31
P0094 N78-13029
513-52-13-52
P0309 H78-20139
513-52-13-53
P0359 1178-23070
513-53-05
P0239 H78-18025
p0303 N78-20098
513-53-06
P0363 N78-23100
511-51-01
P0551 N78-30123
P0551 H78-30121
P0551 178-30125
p0551 H78-30126
P0552 1178-30127
P0552 1178-30128
P0552 1178-30129
P0552 H78-30130
P0552 N78-30131
511-55-03-21
r p0095 S78-13012
515-51-11-01
0 p0106 S78-25071
0 p0608 N78-32075
515-52-10
1
 p0622 N78-33013
515-52-13-52
"' P0608 N78-32076
516-50-23-01
p0358 S78-23017
P0105 N78-25051
p0107 N78-25079
P0112 N78-25515
1
 P0150 N78-27085
POI195 N78-28830
, , p0196 B78-29016
P0513 S78-30010
p0513 U78-30015
P0626 H78-33087
516-51-01
P0323 178-21160
516-51-01
P0605 H78-32055
516-53-03-11
P0361 N78-23105
516-53-03-21
P0557 N78-31013
521-71-01
P0623 S78-33053
716-01-02
P0563 N78-31108
738-01 p0308 N78-20132
712-73-01-11
J p0393 H78-21078
p0393 H78-21079
P0393 H78-21080
743-01
713-03
713-01
713-01-
713-01
713-05'
711-01-
745-01
760-17-
761-72-
767-73-
791-40-
791-10-
791-40-
953-36-
992-21-
992-21-
992-22-
-12-03
p0022 H78-10049
p0037 S78-11052
p0098 N78-13063
13-01
p0309 H78-201H
p0153 H78-27111
p0551 178-30122
13-02
p0312 B78-21053
p0547 H78-30087
p0622 H78-33047
-31-01
p0301 B78-20078
•04-01
p0250 N78-18459
•01
p04«6 R78-27043
•01-01
P0095 R78-13041
-01
p0019 S78-10019
p0345 H78-22025
•02
p0441 H78-26151
•01-04
p0393 H78-24077
•11
p0316 N78-21094
•13-01
p0147 S78-15001
p0406 N78-25069
p0604 N78-32047
p0621 N78-33061
41
p0316 B78-21092
•00-00-72).
p0613 178-32177
01
P0496 R78-29044
01-90-01
P0210 H78-18013
08
p0498 N78-29068
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-6712 n0199 H78-A60E1**
-6973 .. . ......
-697«
-7068
-7096
-7121
-713(4
-7181
-7161
-721H
-7219
-7221
-7227
-7232
-7216
-7262
-7291
-7301-PT-1
-7308
-7328
-733* .................
-7338
-7343
-7355
-7361
-7367
-7373
-7399
-7395
-7399
-7430 .................
-7464
-7480
-7488
-7559
-7562
-7592
aAF-BT-77-06
AAF-BT-77-29
AAP-NT-77-25
IAF-ST-77-26
AAF-8T- 77-27
AAF-RT- 77-28
AAP-HT-77-29
AAF-8T-77-31
AAF-8T-77-35 "...
AAP-8T-77-36
AAF-8T-77-38
»»P-BT-77-an
p0239 B78-18025**
p0303 B78-20098**
p0079 878-12011**
00201 B78-17000**
p0363 578-23100**
p0305 878-20113**
p0199 878-16062**
p0137 S78-13998**
p0385 878-22025**
p0095 178-13037**
p0236 878-17999**
p0017 B78-10002**
p0253 878-19058**
p0622 878-33043**
p0268 878-19778**
p0240 878-18043**
p0487 878-28053**
p0253 178-19056**
p0324 878-21214**
p0271 878-19868**
p0453 N78-27113**
p0311 N78-20917**
p0316 878-21094**
p0323 878-21159**
p0106 1178-25071*1
pOU97 878-29067**
p0438 H78-26106**
p0556 878-30774**
p0496 878-29044**
p0498 878-29068**
p0439 878-26133**
p0446 878-27043**
p0608 B7B-32075M
p0034 878-11018 *
p0397 R78-24128 *
p0353 S78-22109 *
P0355 B78-222aO i
»S»F-HT-77-(4il p0355 H78-22383 *
SSE-TB-78-5 p0622 B78-33048**
»BS PiPEB 78-005 p0599 A78-53618 *
ASS 77-205 p0371 A78-36706*
AfiS 77-257 p0371 A78-36721
AC-76-02 p0099 B78-13069
-AC-76-03 p0102 H78-1363B
AC-77-02 ;: p03S3 B78-22110
AC-77-03 p0250 N78-18595
AD-A033681 p0302 H78-20088
AD-AQ37722 p0311 B78-20635
AD-A037790 p0196 S78-16038
AD-A038153 p0196 B78-16037
AD-A039335 p0311 B78-20632
AD-A039U83 p0195 H78-16028
AD-A039521 p0310 H78-20631
. AD-A039715 p0199 B78-16059
AD-A039735 p0311 K78-20636
AD-A040665/2 p0032 B78-10343
AD-&0111335/1 p0043 N78-11120
AD-&OU1561 p0022 H78-10043
AD-A041600 p01«5 N78-14691
AD-A041818 p0028 N78-10100
AD-AOH2181 p O O U 3 H78-1112U
AD-A01(2218 p0021 S78-10039
AD-A042225 p0043 B78-11123
AD-1042255 p0031 D78-10124
AD-A042319 p0029 H78-1010K
AD-A042320/2 p002« H78-10063
AD-4042326/9 p0034 B78-11022*
AD-1042327/7 p0031 B78-10119
AD-HO42328/5 p0021 B78-10037
AD-A042337 p0021 S78-10038
AD-A042338 p0022 N78-10051
AD-A042369 p0037 B78-11050
AD-J042378 p0029 H78-10101
AD-A042390 p0029 B78-10102
AD-A042441 pOO«2 N78-11108
A D - A 0 4 2 4 4 2 p0195 N78-16025
AD-A042450 p0033 U78-11009
A D - A 0 4 2 4 5 H p0024 S78-10064
A D - A 0 4 2 4 6 3 p0042 B78-11107
AD-A042478/8 p0019 B78-10024
AD-A002483 p0023 B78-10053
AD-A042514/0 p0031 B78-10342
AD-A042568 p0017 B78-10003
AD-A042581 p0022 H78-10052
AD-A042583 p0042 B78-11115
AD-A042593 p0030 H78-10113
JD-A0112623/9 p0030 B78-10118
AD-A042747 p0020 B78-10033
AD-A042785 p0206 878-17049
AB-A042796/3 p0021 B78-100110
AD-A042946/6 p0021 B78-100m
AD-A042961 p0213 B78-17943
AB-A043005
 P0044 B78-11126
AD-A043179 p0031 H78-10120
AL-A043239 p0044 B78-11128
AD-A043240 p0044 B78-11127
AD-A043269/0 p0020 N78-10036
AD-A043282 p0042 N78-11110
aD-A043350 p0044 N78-11201
AD-A043355 p0024 B78-10066
AD-A043367 p0032 K78-10873
AD-A043383 p0043 B78-11116
AD-AOK3399 pOOSO B78-10114
AD-AOU3408 p0029 878-10108
AD-AO"13it35 p0032 B78-10609
AD-AOU3q60 p0033 B78-11011
AD-A043469 p0045 878-11236
AD-AOU3518 p0034 B78-11013
HBPORT/ACCESSIOB NDflBBB IHDEI
AD-A043543 P0029 H78-10107
AD-A043578 P0031 B78-10126
AD-A043688 p0029 B78-10109
AD-A043707 p0038 878-11055
AD-A043741 p0045 B78-11238
AD-A043742 P0030 B78-10110
AD-A043785 p0354 B78-22117
AD-A043814 P0037 S78-11050
AD-A043826 P0033 878-11012
AD-A043836 , P0201 B78-16074
AD-A0438U3 p0045 B78-11251
AD-A043859 p0043 B78-11122
AD-A043860 p0042 N78-11112
AD-A043904 P0090 H78-12281
AD-A043907 P0036 B78-1104a
AD-A043969 p0084 B78-12070
AD-AOU3979 pOOU3 N78-11117
AD-A041I001 p0017 878-10004
AD-A04I*020 p0085 N78-12075
AD-A044028 p0084 S78-12067
AD-AOit(t037 p002fl N78-10059
AD-AOitltOt6 p0023 B78-10058
AD-A044063 pOOSS N78-12093
AD-A044076 p0096 B78-13044
AD-A044082 pOOSS B78-12094
AD-A044083 P0088 878-12095
AD-AOH4104 p0085 B78-12071
AD-A04U172 p0087 B78-12091
AD-A04U173 p0084 B78-12068
AD-A044181I p0079 H78-12001
AD-A044189 p0083 B78-12057
AD-A044190 P0023 B78-10057
AD-A044203 p0041 B78-11105
AD-A044211 p0083 B78-12056
AD-AOU4239 pOOM2 B78-11113
AD-A044256 P0037 878-11045
AD-A044257 p0023 B78-10056
AD-AOU4269/9 p0099 N78-13079
AD-A044292 P0023 N78-10055
AD-A04JJ293 p0084 N78-12069
AD-A044297 P0083 B78-12055
AD-A044317 p0037 S78-11046
AD-A044319 p0023 B78-100511
AD-A041327 p0025 N78-10067
AD-A01I4328/3 p0099 N78-13078
AD-AO«U420 p0088 N78-12092
ADTA0411I71 p0087 B78-12090
AD-A04tU74 pOOSI N78-12064
AD-A044II81 p0083 B78-12053
AD-A044483 p0083 N78-12052
AD-AO«t!582 p0090 S78-12109
AD-A044587 p0089 B78-12107
AD-A044635 pOOSS B78-12072
AD-A044670 p0082 H78-120»»
AD-A04(l672 p0088 N78-12096
AD-A04,|l690 p0082 N78-12042
AD-A044692 p0091 B78-12379
AD-A044693 p0091 B78-12387
AD-A044712 pOOSS S78-12073
AD-A04U,739 p0090 B78-12299
AD-AOK4754 p0085 N78-12074
AD-A044762 p0090 B78-12251
AD-A044847 p0083 H78-12051
AD-A044849 p0083 B78-12062
AD-A044956 p0086 H78-12079
AD-A044957 p0082 B78-120I16
AD-A045011 p0090 B78-12342
AD-A045034 p0085 B78-12077
AD-A045035 p0086 H78-12078
AD-A045073 p0093 B78-13020
»D-AOI(5087 p0087 B78-12087
AD-A045094 p0096 B78-13047
AD-A045165 pOlOO B78-13081
AD-A045170 p0096 B78-13046
AD-A045171 p0089 H78-12102
AD-A045172 p0089 H78-12101
AD-A045209 p0198 H78-16050
AD-A045221 p0099 H78-13073
AD-AOB5222 p0097 H78-13055
AD-A045237 p0096 B78-130U5
AD-A045272/2 p0144 B78-14183
AD-A045277 p0096 B78-13049
AD-A045314 p0087 H78-12038
AD-A045315 p0082 S78-12047
AD-A045319 p0091 N78-12381
AO-A045323 p0091 H78-12343
AD-A04H43 p0090 B78-12335
AD-A045347 p0100 H78-13080
AD-A045'361 p0103 N78-13918
AD-A045363 p0096 R78-130II8
AD-A045375 p0097 B78-13052
AD-A045399 ". p0091 S78-13000
AD-A045400 p0092 S78-13002
AD-A045409 p0102 B78-13857
AD-A045125 p0622 H78-33049
AD-A045428 p0093 B78-13021
AD-iO«S«29 p0083 S78-12050
AD-A045436 p0101 B78-13»52
AD-A045440 p0099 B78-13072
AD-A045464 p0102 H78-136HO
AD-A045467 p0101 878-13235
AD-A045U89 pOlOO B78-13186
AD-A045491 p0098 S78-13066
AD-A045533 p0095 B78-13036
AD-A045582 p0098 H78-13065
AD-A045603 p0099 B78-13075
AD-A045625 p0091 N78-13001
AD-A045670 pOIOI H78-134II6
AD-A045761 p0097 B78-13050
AD-A045877 p0102 B78-13482
AD-A045908 p0153 B78-1529H
AD-A045909 p01H5 S78-1l|lt11
AD-A045910 p0140 H78-14038
AD-A045914 p0144 B78-14173
AD-AOU5920 p0144 H78-1431I7
AD-AOK5921 p01l(5 B78-1I1348
AD-A045926 p0147 H78-15006
AD-A045932 p01»3 B78-1II150
AD-A0459UO p0139 B78-14022
AD-A0459U1 p01<!4 N78-14212
AD-A045950 p0147 B78-15007
AD-A045951 p0137 H78-14000
AD-A045977 p0196 B78-16035
AD-A046055 p0142 H78-14050
AD-A046065 p01»1 N78-1U045
AD-A046084 p0137 H78-14001
AD-A046086 ...7 p0148 B78-15008
AD-A046108 p0143 B78-1H057
AD-A046117 p0138 B78-14018
AD-A046152 p0140 B78-14035
AD-A046156 p0138 B78-14017
AD-A046163 p0143 S78-14056
AD-A046164 p0139 B78-14023
AD-S046176 p0140 B78-14037
AD-A046178 p0137 S78-13999
AD-A046180 p0154 N78-15521
AD-AOU6217 p0154 B78-15712
AD-A046218 p0154 B78-15713
AD-A046221 p0151 S78-150«8
AD-A046238 p0142 B78-1U051
AD-A046239/0 p0200 H78-16068
AD-A046255 p0142 S78-14049
AD-A046261 p0143 »78-1»058
AD-A046279 p0149 B78-15032
AD-A046340 p0151 H78-15052
AD-A046342 p0148 H78-15015
AD-A046359 P01Q8 B78-15012
AD-A046363 p0149 B78-15025
AD-A046368 p0149 B78-15031
AD-A046370 p01«9 B78-15030
AD-A0464U2 p0140 H78-14033
AD-A046462 p0201 B78-16075
AD-A046487 p0153 B78-15368
AD-A046490 p0150 B78-15034
AD-A046491 p0150 B78-15036
AD-A046500 p0150 B78-15038
AD-A046509 p0139 B78-14026
AD-A046543 p0195 B78-16027
AD-A046553 p0150 878-15037
AD-A046554 p0149 B78-15029
AD-A046580 p0139 878-14029
AD-A046585 p0151 B78-15053
AD-A046699 p0152 878-15061
AD-A046705 p0153 878-15239
AD-A046708 p0153 B78-15284
AD-A046709 p0150 878-15039
AD-A046710 p0148 B78-15010
AD-A046757 p0139 878-14028
AD-A046758 p0139 B78-14025
AD-A046786 pOISI B78-15050
AD-A046824 p0153 878-15287
AD-A046829 p0201 878-16245
AD-A046852 p0149 878-15033
AD-A047023 p0199 N78-16058
AD-A047076 p0199 878-16056
AD-A047081 p0399 878-24146
AD-A047083 p0195 B78-16024
AD-A047086 p0194 H78-16021
E-2
EEPOET/1CCESSIOB BDBBEB I1DBI
AD-A047120 p0201 B78-16071
AD-A047136 -. p0200 H78-16070
AD-A047141 -. p0193 H78-15992
AD-A047142 p0202 N78-U372
AD-A047144 p0256 873-19080
AD-A047150 p0194 1178-16023
AD-A047163 p0198 B78-16049
AD-A047166 p0200 B78-16069
AD-A047181 p0198 N78-16049
AD-A047204 p0201 B78-16073
AD-A047205 p0201 U78-16072
AD-A047226 p0193 N78-15991
AD-A047227 p0193 N78-15993
AD-A047246 p0195 B78-16029
AD-A047249 p0195 N78-16030
AD-A047251 p0200 H78-16067
AD-A047254 p0196 R78-16031
AD-A047260 p0202 H78-16376
AD-A047282 ; . p0199 1178-16057
AD-AOI47283 p0200 1178-16065
AD-AOI17297 p0197 B78-16047
AD-A047355 p0401 B78-24380*
AD-A047507 p0211 H78-17080
AD-A047558 p0307 B78-20123
AD-A047559 p0307 B78-20124
AD-AOI47S60 p0306 H78-20120
AD-A047568 p0306 S78-20121
AD-A047622/6 p0257 B78-19090
AD-A0117633 p0303 B78-20096
AD-A047659 p0211 B78-17079
AD-A047667 p0209 N78-17067
AD-A047670 p0196 S78-16032
AD-A047678 p0210 H78-17072
AD-A047714 p0212 B78-17398
AD-A0117801 p0207 B78-17046
AD-A047805 p0205 N78-17025
AD-A047814 p0210 N78-17073
AD-A047845 p0212 B78-17081
AD-A04781I7 p0205 H78-17034
AD-A047857 p0207 B78-170U5
AD-A047872 '. p0210 B78-17069
AD-A047882 p0210 N78-17068
AD-A047886 p0244 N78-18063
AD-A047919 p0212 B78-17082
AD-A047921 p0205 B78-17026
AD-A047949 p0243 B78-18061
AD-AOU7952 p0205 S78-17028
AD-A047961 p0258 178-19099*
AD-AOU7971 p0242 N78-18053
AD-A017985 p0211 N78-17078
AD-A047986 p02«8 H78-18272
AD-A017998 •... p021»Il B78-1806U
AD-A018059 p02»8 N78-18188
AD-A048110 p0236 B78-18002
AD-AOH8112 p0211 N78-17077
AD-AO«8161» p0207 B78-17047
AD-AOU8198 » p0243 B78-18062
AD-A018205 p0249 B78-18321
AD-A048207 p02»9 B78-18319
AD-A0482t« p0250 B78-184II1
AD-AOII82H6 ' p0206 B78-17035
AD-A048297 p0206 N78-17036
AD-A048253 p0247 178-18138
AD-A04827U p0236 K78-18001
AD-A048288 p0239 N78-18027
AD-A018306 - p0239 B78-18026
AD-A048331 p02»i( »78-18065
AD-A048354 p0239 B78-18021
AD-A048360 p0246 N78-18078
AO-A048364 p0266 N78-19208
AD-A048370 p0253 B78-19062
AD-A048382 p026i) H78-19162
AD-A048439 . . .'.'.'."f. p0253 B78-19061
AO-A048450 p0237 B78-18008
AD-A048468 p0258 B78-19097
AD-A048469 p0258 H78-19098
AD-A048475 p0247 B78-18158
AD-A048485 p0242 B78-18055
AD-A048498 p0247 B78-18087
AD-A048528 p0237 B78-18006
AD-A048551 p0245 H78-18071
AD-A048555 p0236 B78-18003
AD-A048580 p0242 878-18054
AD-A048589/6 p0303 B78-20099
AO-A048590 p0245 B78-18069
AD-A048611 p0248 B78-18264
AD-A048615 „-. p0237 B78-18007
1D-A048651 p0237 B78-18004
AD-A048655 p0248 N78-18226
AD-A048670 p0239 H78-18022
AD-A048677 p0237 H78-18005
AD-A048695 p0254 B78-19064
AD-A048722 p0239 H78-18023
AD-S048840 p0254 B78-19065
AD-A048847 p0260 B78-19121
AD-A048882 p0261 B78-19123
AD-A048884 p0310 178-20147
AD-A048891 p0261 B78-19124
AD-A048895 p0265 H78-19168
AD-A048898 p0254 B78-19069
AD-A048901 p0260 B78-19122
AD-A048966 p0254 H78-19071
AD-A048968 p0254 N78-19070
AD-A048975 p0256 N78-19084
AD-A048988 p0256 N78-19085
AD-A048999 p0255 B78-19077
AD-A049000 p0255 B78-19078
AD-A049001 p0255 H78-19079
AD-A049029 p0324 B78-21170
AD-A049039 p0265 H78-19163
AD-A049044 :: p0265 B78-19167
AD-A049067 p0265 B78-19164
AD-A049069 p0255 H78-19074
AD-A049070 p0271 B78-19849
AD-A049084 p0255 B78-19075
AD-A049164 p0254 B78-19067
AD-A049188 p0254 N78-19068
AD-A049199 p0255 N78-19072
AD-A049212 p0271 H78-20011
AD-A049213 p0271 H78-20012
AD-A049214 p0271 N78-20010
AD-A049247 p0266 N78-19169
AD-A049272 p0255 B78-19076
AD-A049277 p0257 H78-19089
AD-A049278 p0266 N78-19170
AD-A049279 p0267 N78-19362
AD-A049301 p0256 N78-19081
AD-A049305 p0559 S78-31075
AD-A049313 p0267 N78-19517
AD-A049315 p0257 N78-19088
AD-A049318 p0261 N78-19125
AD-A049334 p0308 B78-20134
AD-A049343 p0255 N78-19073
AD-A049393 p0319 B78-21117
4D-A049438 p0312 N78-21045
AD-A049440 p0324 N78-21165
AD-A049459 p0317 B78-21097
AD-A049522 p0323 H78-21t62
AD-A049579 p0317 H78-21098
AD-A049580 p0323 B78-21163
AD-A049620 p0313 N78-21060
AD-A049625 p0306 N78-20119
AD-A049636 p0302 H78-200'87
AD-A049637 p0303 B78-20095
AD-A049699 p0325 H78-213f63
SD-A049743 p0314 H78-210'66
AD-A049767 p0314 B78-21068
AD-A049795 p0325 H78-21358
AD-A049811/3 p0348 H78-22669
4D-A049859 p0318 H78-21105
AD-A049862 p0324 H78-21166
AD-A049870 p0304 B78-20102*
AD-A049876 p0317 H78-21102
AD-A049879/0 p0354 N78-22116
AD-A049882 p0304 B78-20101
AD-A049970/7 p0354 S78-22118
AD-A049981 p0317 H78-21101
AD-A050025 p0313 N78-21061 '
AD-A050050/4 p0360 N78-23074
AD-A050059 p0324 B78-21164
AD-A050152 p0317 H78-21099
AO-A050164 p0317 H78-21100
AD-A050214 p0307 B78-20125
AD-A050223 p0310 B78-20148*
AD-A050263 p0310 R78-20524
AD-A050267 p0302 B78-20083
AD-A050295 p0302 B78-20086
AD-AOS0349 p0308 B78-20135
AD-A050463 p0307 N78-20122
AD-A050494 p0352 B78-22103
AD-A050531 p0387 B78-22068
AD-A050592 p0349 1178-22081
AO-AOS0593 p0352 N78-22104
AD-A050595 p0355 H78-22165
4D-A050614 p035» H78-22120
AD-A050618 p0353 878-22113
AD-A050648 p0352 S78-22106
AD-A050649 p03«9 878-22080
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AD-A050698 P035S B78-22211
AD-A050765 p0345 B78-22021
AD-A050771 p0355 S78-22285
AD-A050819 p0349 S78-22078
AD-A050834 p0349 B78-22079
AD-A050891 p0345 N78-22032
AD-A050921 p0502 B78-29111
AD-A050923 00324 B78-21234
AD-A051128 p0395 B78-24105
AD-A051143 P0516 B78-30071
*0-A051150 pO«02 H78-24385
'AD-A0511S3 p0359 B78-23071
AD-A051158 p0364 1178-23108
AD-A051159 p0396 B78-24120
AD-A051163 p03€1 S78-23083
AD-A05117U pOUOO S78-2U154
AD-AOS1242 p036« B78-23109
AD-A051299 p0399 H78-2M1U3
AD-A051318 p0396 B78-2II118
AD-A051319 p0396 B78-24119
AD-A051337 p0398 H78-24133
AD-A051348 p0396 N78-24122
AD-A051385 p0391| N78-21I090
TD-A051425 p039i| B78-24089
A0-A051133 p0359 N78-23064
AD-A051B49 p0365 H78-23235
AD-A051456 p0360 N78-23075
AD-A0515U2 p0366 B78-23438
AD-A051621 p0400 N78-21I155
HD-A051637 p0363 878-23102
AD-A051651 p0400 B78-2U153
AD-A051657 p0360 B78-23152
AO-A051687 p036U B78-23107
AD-AOS1700 p0403 N78-24899
AD-A051710 p0367 S78-23986
AD-A051771 p0493 S78-28279
AD-A051797 p0359 B78-23060
A6-A051798 p0361 N78-23087
AD-AOS1850 p0363 K78-23103
AD-A051861) p0363 S78-23101
AD-A051881 p0358 N78-23059
AD-A051951 p0395 N78-21)107
AD-A051967 p0360 S78-23082
AD-A051978 p0359 1178-23062
AD-A051999 p0367 178-23879
AD-A052042 p0362 N78-23097
AD-A052113 p0367 N78-23981
AD-A052131 p0366 N78-23392
AD-AIS52162 p0365 N78-23285
AD-A052239 pOl tOH N78-25050
AD-A052303 pOi|07 N78-25081
AD-A0523112 pO«02 N78-211IH8
AD-A0523II6 p0399 N78-214U5
AD-A052351 pO«02 S78-2U556
AD-A052351 p0396 N78-2«12«
AD-AO"52362 pOt57 N78-271UH
AD-A052363 pOU39 N78-26123
AD-A052376 p0113 K78-25970
AD-A052388 pOUOH S78-2U999
AD-A052389 p0389 S78-2qoil2
AD-»052«05 p0398 S78-2II135
AD-A052H11 p0399 N78-2W150
AD-A052t17 p039« N78-2H096
AD-A052U20 p0399 S78-2«1U»
AD-A052II22 p039« H78-2q098
AD-A052U23 p0399 H78-2U1Q9
4D-A052835 pOSOIl H78-29699*f
AD-A052i|lI9 p039« H78-2109U
AD-A052546 p0158 N78-27313
AD-A052635 p0103 N78-211557
AD-A052652 pOtOO H78-2<1158
AD-A052662 pOH11 N78-25U66
AD-A052670 p0397 N78-20125
AD-A052707 p O U O O N78-24159
4D-A052721 pO«01 N78-2q320
AB-A052728 p0395 N78-2«102
AD-A052750 pO<409 N78-25096
AB-AOS2759 p0397 H78-2U126
AD-AOS276H p0107 S78-25082
AD-A052765 p0401 B78-2U318
AO-AOS2772 p04S2 N78-2710Q
AD-A052801 p f l q O O K78-2U156
AD-A052803 POU53 S78-27112
AD-A052809 FOI401 S78-243ait
AD-A052819 p0158 N78-27311
AD-A052869 pO«39 N78-26136
AD-A052870 p0452 N78-27103
AD-AOS2903 p f lq i3 H78-2597H
AD-AOS3078 pOU07 S78-2508U
AD-A053106 pO<t10 N78-25239
AD-A053108 pOUOS B78-25085
AD-A053178 p0151 B78-27093*
1D-AOS3180 pOtOS H78-25051
AD-AOS3196 pO»0« S78-25086
AD-AOS3220 pOIKO D78-26137
AD-AOS3221 P0113 B78-26MI19
AO-AOS32II2 pOH58 H78-27314
AD-A053252 pO«q2 H78-26202
AD-A053267 pOq39 H78-26135
»D-A05329a p0152 B78-27101
AD-A053299 pOU11 H78-252HO
AD-A053310 pOIIO K78-26141
AD-A053327 pOaOS H78-25087
AD-A0533U8 pO«07 N78-25083
AD-A053361 .- pO«09 S78-25Q97
AD-A053362 pOt09 N78-25098
AD-AOS3389 p049U H78-28I48H
»D-A053417 pO<!99 H78-29088
10-AOS3«23 pOi(99 N78-29089
AD-A0531)2ll pOU59 S78-27H32
AD-A053U11 pO«56 S78-27139
AD-AOS34II7 pOSOO N78-29097
AD-A053Q68 p0190 B78-28085
AD-A053170 p0190 H78-2808»
AD-A053U86 pOt91 H78-28093
AD-A053566 pOI»92 H78-28277
AD-A053583 pO«99 K78-29087
AD-A053592 pOU92 N78-28278
AD-A05359* pO«90 N78-28079
AD-A053604 pO«l87 N78-28051
AD-A053610 pfl i l92 1178-28276
AD-A053617 pOSOO N78-29091
AD-A053640 p0502 N78-29110*
AD-AOS36U2 pf lqSS N78-27295
AD-A053656 p0503 N78-29112
AD-A053686 pO«92 N78-28275
AD-A053691 pO«98 H78-29069
AD-A053700 pOd95 B78-28889
HD-A053701 pOU95 B78-28888
AD-A053733 pO»53 K78-27115
AD-A0537I»I| pOSOU N78-29II12
AD-A053775 p0153 N78-27118
AD-A053782 pO«53 N78-2711U
AD-A053791 pOtt55 B78-2713ft
AD-A053809 pOISO N78-27089
AD-A053831 pO«57 N78-27278
AD-A05383H p0455 N78-27133
AD-A053835 pO«59 N78-27H56
AD-A053862 p0060 N78-27628
4D-A053867 pO«55 N78-27132
AO-AOS3904 pO«59 N78-27455
AD-AOB3931 p0458 H78-27369
AD-A053938 pOi)52 B78-27106
AD-A053939 pOISO N78-27088
AD-A053951 pOU58 N78-27337
AD-A0539S3 p O U 6 0 B78-27979
AD-A05395H p0159 B78-271457
AD-A05UOOU pflaSS N78-27131
AD-A054016 p0550 N78-30119
AD-A05U023 p0504 S78-29509
AD-A054021I pOSOO 1178-29090
AD-A05UOU2 p0504 1178-29457
AO-A05HOH5 pOSOl S78-29U58
AD-A05HOD8 pOSOO 1178-29095
AD-AOS4093 p05U8 H78-30092
AD-A051102 pOSOO B78-29093
AD-A051138 p0495 B78-28893
AD-A0511II1 p0490 B78-28081
AD-A051151 p0490 B78-28082
AD-A05H157 p0498 N78-29077
AD-A05H173 p0502 K78-29107
AD-A051180 p05«5 B78-30058
AD-A054229 p0553 1178-30259
AD-A05I121I3 p0557 B78-310«6
AD-A051201 p05«6 N78-30078
AD-A0542't5 p0489 N78-28077
AO-10542U6 pOU91 K78-28092
AD-A054266 pO«99 B78-29085
AD-A051281 p0548 H78-30091
AD-AOSU298 p05U6 B78-30075
AD-AOSU317 p0499 N78-29081)
AD-A05D319 pOSO* N78-29705
AD-A051398 p0503 B78-29188
AD-A054415 pOI)93 H78-28296
AD-A054416 p0500 1178-29092
AO-A054437 p0551 1178-30120
AD-A054451 p0489 N78-28071
AD-A0544S2 p0489 B78-28072
E-4
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1D-A054461 , p0553 B78-30213
»D-A05»<I63 p0518 878-30093
AD-A05»I»65 p0503 S78-29262
1D-A054510 pOUB9 H78-28075
AD-A054531 p0502 B78-29108
AD-A051598 p0518 878-30099
AD-A054601 pO«93 B78-28295
AD-A051I605 pOU88 B78-28070
AD-A05U607 pfli|93 S78-28297
AD-A05U608 p0489 B78-28076
AD-A05H627 p0553 B78-30217
AD-A051637 p0503 B78-29151
AD-A05*6«5 pO»89 878-28073
AD-A051616 p0189 878-28074
AD-A05U672 p0502 B78-29106
AD-A054719 , pOSOO B78-29098
AD-A054720 p0503 178-29113
AD-A054752 p0552 878-30142
AD-A054791 p0610 878-32321
AD-A054797 p0607 B78-32069
AD-A054811 p05U7 B78-30088
AD-A054822 , p0547 H78-30079
AD-A05I4823 p0547 N78-30080
AD-A054827 p0548 B78-30095
AD-A054832 p0563 878-31112
AD-A054831 pOS62 178-31100
AD-A054963 p0607 878-32068
AD-A054974 p0614 878-32199
AD-A055026 p0558 B78-31064
AD-A055039 p0561 B78-31091
AD-A0550I40 p0561 878-31092
AD-A055104 p0560 B78-31089
AD-A055108 p0561 S78-31113
AD-A055116 p056« B78-31119
AD-A0551I10 p0558 878-31047
AD-A055175 p05«4 878-31120
AD-A055191 p0560 B78-31077
AD-A055196 p0565 878-31121
AD-A055197 p0567 H78-31335
AD-A055226 p0566 H78-31133
AD-A0552311 p0565 878-31122
AD-A055239 p0560 H78-31078
AD-A055252 p0611 K78-32099
AD-A055262 p0563 S78-31111
AD-A055276 p0611 878-32100
AD-A055286 pOSSS 878-31048
AD-A055317 p0559 H78-31071
AD-A055313 p0561 S78-31095
AD-A055385 p0612 178-32109
AD-A055417 p0612 878-32107
AD-A055443 p061t N78-32235
AD-AOSSHII p0615 B78-32330
AD-A0551H7 p0559 S78-31070
AD-A05516it p0630 N78-3312I)
AD-A055B82 p0566 N78-31130
AD-A05SU83 pOei7 N78-325011
AD-A055526 p O f 2 5 B78-33071
AD-A055529 p0559 B78-3107«
AD-A055538 p0611 N78-32102
AD-A0555»0 p0610 S78-32092
AD-A055590 p0568 B78-31952
AD-A055591 p0562 N7B-31102
AD-A055619 p0615 878-32392
AD-A055620 p0615 N78-32391
AD-A055637 p0610 178-32091
AD-A055619 pOS65 H78-3112a
AD-A055672 p0562 B78-31098
AD-A055678 p0559 H78-31073
AD-A05568U p061« N78-32270
AD-A055689 p0613 B78-32169
AD-A055703 p0610 N78-32090
AD-A055711 p0621 N78-32911
AD-A05571U p0631 D78-33197
AD-A055729 p0621 B78-32903
AD-A05S731 p0614 N78-32273
AD-A055751 p056« N78-31118
AD-A055765 p056« N78-31115
AD-A055766 p0560 S78-3111it
AD-A055767 p0607 B78-32071
AD-A05578» p0561 H78-31091
AD-A055789 p0562 B78-11097
AD-A055803 p0610 B78-32093
AD-A05580U p0608 N78-32077
AD-A05582a p0561 178-31096
AD-A055819 p0566 S78-3113I1
AD-A055887 p0561 N78-31093
AD-A055892 p0565 N78-31123
AD-A055895 pOd2 N78-32103
AD-A055898 p0560 N78-31088
AD-A055899 p0558 H78-31052
AD-A055902 p0618 B78-3275a
AD-A055920 p0559 B78-31072
AD-A055921 p0607 H78-32070
AD-A055922 p0609 B78-32089
AD-A055911 p0609 H78-32088
AD-A055952 p0607 B78-32072
AD-A055956 p0615 1178-32327
AD-A055991 p0611 F78-32101
AD-A056052 p0566 B78-31131
AD-A056105 p0627 B78-33098
AD-A056120 p0626 B78-33088
AD-AOS6127 p0609 K78-32081
AD-A0561«8 p0567 B78-31325
4D-A056200 p0566 B78-31132
AD-A056310 p0629 B78-33111
AD-A0563U3 p0623 178-33055
AD-A0563H8 p0627 H78-33097
AD-A05e372 p0633 B78-33U83
AD-A056390 p0630 B78-33128
AD-A056553 p0626 B78-33089
AD-A056570 pO£35 N78-33677
AD-A056695 p0631 B78-33132
AD-A056701 p0625 B78-33075
AD-A056770 pOC30 178-33119
AD-A056780 p062« B78-33063
AD-A056782 p0633 S78-33II13
AD-H056783 pOC28 F78-33105
AD-AOS6857 p0626 S78-33095
AD-A056867 p062« 878-33062
AD-A056930 p062S H78-33072
AD-A0569U1 p0625 B78-33070
AD-A0569«Ii p0627 S78-33099
AD-A0569U6 p0623 K78-33058
AD-A05£951 p0626 B78-33093
AD-A0569611 p0626 178-33092
AD-A056976 p0626 B78-3309U
AD-A056982 p0630 878-33120
AD-A057002 p0622 B79-33036
AD-A057059 p0621 B78-33068
AD-A057112 p062S H78-33069
AD-A057122 p0625 B78-33073
AD-A057159 p0627 S78-33100
AD-A057199 p0632 B78-33313
AD-A057231 p0626 N78-33091
AD-A0572H1 p0632 B78-33311
AD-A057369 p063il 878-33655
AD-A057370 p0628 B78-33106
AD-A057402 p0632 178-33290
AD-AOS7I151 p063U 178-33615
AD-E000121 p0399 N78-21!1<13
AD-Z0001H8 pO«57 S78-27278
AD-E000155 p0503 B78-291SM
AD-E3000H2 p02U8 878-18272
AD-E300171 P O U 9 H B78-28H8U
AD-Z300184 pO«90 N78-28085
AD-E300253 p0630 878-33128
AD-EH00118 p0397 N78-211125
AD-E500013 p O U O O 878-21156
AD-E500020 p0398 B78-214133
AD-E500025 p0550 178-30119
AD-E500026 p O U 9 1 H7P-28093
AEDC-TS-77-66 p0020 B78-10033
AEDC-TR-77-67 p0100 B73-13030
AEDC-TR-77-70 p0012 S78-11110
AEDC-TE-77-73 p0205 878-17026
AEDC-TB-77-75 p0210 B78-17068
AEDC-TE-77-80 p0029 878-10107
AEDC-TR-77-89 p0390 B78-2«08Q
AEDC-TR-77-97 p0359 878-23060
AEDC-TR-77-10U p03H5 P78-22032
AEDC-TR-77-117 p0607 878-32068
AEDC-TE-77-10321-PT-2 p0237 H78-18007
AEDC-TS-78-10 pOUSO 878-27088
A?EO-123« p0090 878-12251
AERO-1238 p0033 878-11012
AEIES-BP-H-76-3-9 p0359 N78-22120
AESES-TH-S-77-9 pOIOll 878-11183
AEWES-TH-S-77-11 p0351 B78-22118
AFA1-TS-76-61-VOI-2 p0219 873-18321
APAI-TB-7C-190 p0031 878-1012*
AFA1-TK-76-208-VOL-1 p0198 S78-16019
AFA1-TR-77-18 p02«3 878-18062
B-5
REPORT/ACCESSIOH NOBBES IHDEX
AFAL-TR-77-26
AFAL-TB-77-87
AFAL-TR- 77-90
AFAL-TH-77-91
AFAL-TR-77-110
AFAI-TS-77-167
AFAL-TB-77-179
AFAI-TE-77-190
AFAL-TB-77-208
JFAL-TB-78-59
AFAPL-TP-75-10-70L-3
AFAPL-TR-75-52-SUPPL-1
AFAPL-TR-76-81-VOL-1
AFAP1-TR-76-81-VOL-2
AFAP1-TS-76-115
AFAPL-TR-77-8-VOL-1
AFAPL-TR-77-11;
AFAPL-TS-77-16
AFAP1-TR-77-20
AFAPL-TR-77-22
AFAPL-TR-77-2t
AFAPL-TR-77-33
AFAP1-TR-77-35-V01-2
AFAPI-TR-77-IJ8
AFAP1-TR-77-56
AFAPI-T8-77-61
AFAPL-TR-77-62
AFAPL-T8-77-66
AFAP1-TR-77-79
iFAPL-TB-77-83
AFATI-TB-77-112
AFCEC-H-9-77
AFCEC-TP-76-27
AFFD1-TR-73-23-V01-1
AFFDL-T8-73-23-VOL-2
AFFDL-TR-73-U2-PT-2-70L-2 .
AFFDL-TR-7U-68-7OL-1
AFFD1-TR-76-115-V01-1
AFFDL-TP-76-45-70L-2
AFFDL-TB-76-107-VOL-1
BFFDL-TR-76-107-70L-2
AFFDL-TR-76-112
AVFDL-TR-76-125
AFFDL-TR-76-133
AFFD1-TB-76-156
AFFDL-TR-76-162
AFFDL-TR-77-9
AFFD1-T8-77-12
AFFDI-T8-77-23
AFFD1-TR-77-21
*FFDL-TR-77-30
AFFDL-TR-77-33
AFFDL-TR-77-36
AFFDL-TS-77-37
AFFDL-TR-77-39
AFFDL-TR-77-HO
AFFDl-TR-77-Ue
AFFDL-T8-77-5*
AFFDL-T8-77-56
AFFDL-TB-77-57
AFFDl-TS-77-58
AFFDL-TK-77-63
AFFDL-T8-77-65
AFFDL-TS-77-72
AFFDL-TB-77-73
AFFDL-T8-77-77
AFPDt-TB-77-78
AFFDL-TS-77-79-70L-1
AFPDL-T8-77-79-VOL-3
<FFDl-Ta-77-80
AFFDI-T8-77-91
AFPDl-TS-77-82
p02H9
p0618
p0017
p02U3
p02U<l
p0562
p024i|
p0627
p0318
p0190
p0627
pO«10
p0098
p0563
'. p0502
p0091
p0101
pOi)09
pOOU2
p0042
p0029
pOO?9
p0030
p0399
p0399
p0151
p0102
p0197
p0201
p0503
pOtOI
p021)5
pOSOO
p0558
p050<(
p0302
p0623
p0303
p0030
p0310
p032«
p032<4
p0089
p0089
p015«
p0089
p0089
p0089
p0089
p0021
p0021
p0037
p0206
p0096
p0260
p05«8
p0143
p0096
p0306
p01«0
p0021
pOOHS
...".... p0621
pO«99
p0037
p0147
p0137
p01«9
p0097
p0630
p0562
p0237
p0394
p01t9
p0153
p0212
p0633
p0617
p0607
pOU08
p0319
H78-18319
H78-12062
S78-32751
S78-10003
1178-18061
N78-1806lf
S78-31102
1178-18065
S78-33097
S78-21105
N78-28079
S78-33100
K78-25239
N78-13066
S78-31111
N78-29108
N78-12381
N78-131116
"78-25096
H78-11107
N78-11112
S78-10102
B78-10101
N78-10110
N78-21H1H
N78-2H1U5
N78-15052
N78-13857
S78-16047
N78-16072
N78-29262
N78-2U380*
1178-18071
K78-29092
S78-3106U
N78-29D58
N78-20083
N78-33055
S78-20095
1178-10118
N78-201U7
N78-21170
N78-21165
1178-12102
1178-12101
1178-15521
1178-12102
1178-12101
N78-12102
1178-12101
1178-10038
1178-10039
N78-1105H
N78-17011
S78-130U6
1178-19121
1178-30093
N78-1H057
S78-130U*
1178-20119
N78-1U035
N78-10059
H78-11117
1178-32911
1178-11236
1178-29087
1178-11050
H78-15007
K78-13999
S78-15030
1178-13050
S78-33120
K78-31097
1178-18006
N78-2a098
M78-15025
B78-15239
N78-17398
N78-27089
H78-33I183
S78-3250M
H78-32072
1178-25087
H78-22079
AFFD1
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDI
AFFDL-
AFFDI'
AFFDL
ATDL
AFFDL
AFFDL'
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL
AFFDL-
AFFDL-
AFFDL'
-TB-77-
-TE-77-
-TR-77-
•TB-77-
-TH-77-
•TB-77-
-TB-77-
-TB-77-
-TB-77-
-TB-77-
-TB-77-
-TB-77-
-TB-77-
-TB-77-
•TB-77-
-TB-78-
•TB-78-
•87
•88
89
91
92
101
112
118
119
122-
1211
125
135
136
139
6 .
16
pO«08 S78-25085
pO«07 1178-25082
p0310 H78-20520
p0200 H78-16065
p0317 1178-21101
pOSIlB S78-3009H
p056U H78-31120
p0623 B78-33058
pO«53 S78-27115
TOL-1 p0558 1178-31052
pOa53 S78-2711II
pOSOO H78-29095
p0626 H78-33095
p0545 S78-30058
p06T<l N78-32270
p0621 1178-32911
p0626 1178-33088
AFFTC-TIH-77-1-VOL-1-REV p0012 1178-11115
AFFTC-TIH-77-1-VOL-2 p0030 N78-10113
AFFTC-TB-76-36 p0086 1178-12079
AFGL-TB-78-0025 p0635 H78-33677
AFHEL-TB-77-2 p01<M »78-1«0«5
AFHBL-TB-77-31 p0017 H78-1000II
AFHBL-TB-77-33(1) p0267 H78-19362
AFHSL-TB-77-»5 p02»l» N78-18063
AFHBL-TR-77-U6 p0023 N78-10058
AFBRL-TB-77-H8 p0085 K78-12073
AFHRL-TR-77-50 p0266 H78-19169
AFHBL-TR-77-67 p036U 1178-23108
AFHBL-TB-77-70 p0266 N78-19170
AFIT-CI-77-15 p0210 B78-17073
AFIT-CI-78-53 ..» pO»01 »78-2«320
AFIT-LSSB-2-77B p0193 N78-15993
AFIT-LSSB-7-77B p0200 S78-16070
AFIT-LSSB-01-77A p0088 1178-12095
AFIT-LSSB-10-77B p0199 1178-16057
AFIT-LSSB-11-77A p0088 N78-1209U
AFIT-LSSB-13-77B p0193 B78-15991
AFIT-LSSB-15-77A p0083 S78-12056
AFIT-LSSB-19-77A p0096 1178-13049
AFIT-LSSB-21-77B p0303 N78-20096
AFIT-LSSB-22-77A p0083 H78-12057
AFIT-LSSB-23-77A pOOSO N78-12068
AFIT-LSSB-29-77A p0079 H78-12001
AFIT-LSSB-30-77A p0023 H78-10057
AFIT-LSSB-31-77B p0209 1178-17067
AFIT-LSSP-34-77A p0087 H78-12091
AFIT-LSSB-36-77B p0193 S78-15992
AFIT/EE/GGC/77-2 p0560 H78-31078
AFIT/GA/AA/77D-8 p025H H78-19071
AFIT/GA/EE/77-3 p0565 1178-31122
AFIT/GA/EZ/77-5 pO»39 H78-26135
AFIT/GAE/AA/77D-2 p0266 1178-19208
AFIT/GAE/AA/77D-7 p0260 H78-19122
AFIT/GAE/AA/77D-10 p025U 1178-19070
AFIT/GAE/AA/77D-11 p0265 N78-19168
HFIT/GAE/M/77D-13 p02Ut H78-18078
AFIT/GAE/AA/77D-14 p025l» S78-19069
AFIT/GAE/AA/77D-15 p0253 H78-19062
AFIT/GAE/AA/77D-17 p0261 H78-19123
AFIT/GAE/AA/78B-16 p0626 H78-33089
AFIT/GCS/EE/78-6 p0566 H78-31133
AFIT/GCS/EE/78-8 p0630 H78-3312U
APIT/GE/EE/77-11 pOSOO S78-29097
AFIT/GE/EE/77-13-VOL-2 p0610 1178-32091
AFIT/GE/EE/77-39 p0565 K78-31121
AFIT/GE/EE/77-U1 p0567 H78-31335
AFIT/GE/EE/77D-U3 pOSUO 1178-26137
AFIT/GE/BA/77-1 p0207 B78-170U7
AFIT/GGC/EE/77-5 p0407 N78-25083
AFIT/GGC/EE/77-7 p0612 H78-32107
AFIT/GGC/EE/77-8 p0456 1178-27139
AFIT/GGC/EE/78-U p0560 1178-31077
AFIT/GOB/SB/77D-U p03«5 H78-22021
AFIT/GSB/SB/77D-19 pO»13 B78-25974
AFLBL-85 p01l(2 B78-14051
AFLBL-101 p0553 1178-30259
AFBL-TB-76-176 p0088 1178-12092
AFBL-TB-76-176-PT-2 pOOI>2 1178-11113
AFBL-TB-77-90 p02U7 1178-18138
E-6
BEPOBT/iCCESSIOH HDHBBB IHDEX
APHL-TB-77-101 pO<!B2 H78-26202
APSL-TB-77-102 p0401 H78-24344
APBL-TB-77-163 p0504 176-29509
APHL-TB-77-171 p0504 H78-29457
APBL-TB-77-195 p0553 S78-30247
AFHL-TB-77-198 p0553 S78-30213
APHL-TB-77-206 p0614 878-32270
APOSB-76-1422TB p0302 878-20088
APOSB-77-0971TB p0044 N78-11128
APOSB-77-0990TB pOOHO S78-11127
APOSB-77-1238TB p0142 S78-1U050
APOSB-77-1306TB p0255 H78-19072
APOSB-78-0012TB p0323 878-21162
APOSE-78-0111TB p0302 878-20086
APOSB-78-0165TB p0352 B78-22106
APOSB-78-OE79TB p0399 878-24150
APOSB-78-0696TB p0502 H78-29107
APOSB-78-0697TB p0459 878-27457
APOSB-78-0758TB p0498 H78-29069
APOSB-78-0788TB pOi)59 S78-27455
APOSB-78-0855TB p0504 N78-29412
APOSB-78-0856TB p0502 878-29110*
APOSB-78-0878TB p0503 N78-29188
APOSB-78-0903TB p0558 878-31043
APOSB-78-1008TP p0611 1178-32199
APOSB-78-1027TB p0615 878-32392
APOSB-78-1028TB p0564 1178-31118
APOSB-78-1054TB '. p0565 H78-31124
APOSB-78-1055TB p061S 1178-32391
APOSK-78-1115TB p0609 1178-32088
APOSB-78-1220TB p0633 178-33413
AGABD-AG-220 p0353 N78-22111
ASABD-AG-226 p0017 878-10005
AGABD-AG-230 p0094 1178-13032
AGABD-AG-231 p0241 1178-18046
AGABD-AB-92
AGABD-AB-101-
AGABD-AB-108
AGABD-AB-10S
AGABD-AB-110
AGABD-AB-113
AGABD-AB-1HI
AGABD-AB-115
AGABD-AB-116
AGABC-AB-119
AGABD-AB-123
AGABD-AB-124
AGABD-AB-125
p02Il2 1178-18051
•701-1 p0151 878-15054
p0438 H78-26115
, p0142 878-14052
'. p0141 S78-14048
p0211 H78-17075
p0207 878-17049
p0452 878-27109
p0455 1178-27135
p0351 N78-22093
p0612 878-32101
p0612 878-32105
p0608 878-32074
AGABD-CP-214 p0041 B78-11083
AGABD-CP-220 p0314 1178-21071
AGABD-CP-227 p03I15 H78-22033
AGABD-CP-229 p0087 1178-12086*
AGABD-CP-229 p0319 N78-21118
AGABD-CP-233 p0261 178-19126
AGABD-CP-234 p0443 1178-261)60
AGABD-CP-240 p0431 N78-26049
AGABC-CP-241 p0519 N78-30099
AGABD-CP-2112 p0434 N78-26074
AGABD-LS-91 p0045 878-11391
AGABD-B-661 p0153 H78-15311
AGABD-8-663 p0211 878-17074
AGABD-B-664 p0207 S78-17048
AGABD-B-665 ~. p0211 1178-17076
AGABD-B-667 p0491 878-28088
AGABD-B-668 p0565 1178-31126
AIAA PSPEB 76-945 p0071 A78-I6183
AIAA PiPEB 77-178 p0593 A78-52629
AIAA PAPEB 77-1077 p0385 A78-39183
A I A A PAPEB 77-1195 p0333 A78-34014
AIAA PAPEB 77-1269 pOOOl A78-10416
A I A A PAPEB 77-1273 p0130 A78-19978
AIAA PAPEB 78-3 p0171 A78-22551*
AIAA PAPEB 78-4 p0157 A78-20627
AIAA PAPEB 78-11 p0171 A78-22553*
A I A A PAPEB 78-13 p0157 478-20632*
AIAA PAPEB 78-15 p0593 »78-52628»
AIAA PAPEB 78-18 p0171 A78-22554*
AIAA PAPEB 78-23 p0171 A78-22555*
A I A A PAPEB 78-37 p0157 478-20647
AIAA PAPEB 78-38 p0157 478-20608*
AIAA PAPEB 78-40 p0171 A78-22556*
AIAA PAPEB 78-43 p0157 A78-20651**
AIAA PAPEB 78-44
AIAA PAPEB 78-45
AIAA PAPEB 78-58
AIAA PAPEB 78-62
AIAA PAPBB 78-63
AIAA PAPEB 78-93
AIAA PAPEP 78-94
AIAA P4P2B 78-95
AIAA PAPEB 78-96
AIAA PAP2B 78-97
AIAA PAPEB 78-98
AIAA PAPEB 78-99
AIAA PAPEB 78-100
AIAA PAPEB 78-102
AIAA PAPEB 78-103
AIAA PAPEB 78-104
AIAA PAPEB 78-105
AIAA PAPZB 78-106
AIAA PAPEB 78-107
ATAA PAPEB 78-109
AIAA PAPEP 78-110
AIAA PAPEB 78-141
AIAA PAPEB 78-142
AIAA P4PEB 78-144
AIAA PAPEB 78-145
AIAA PAPEE 78-147
AIAA PAPEB 78-148
AIAA PAPEB 78-149
AIAA PAPEB 78-150
AIAA PAPEB 78-151
AIAA PAPEB 78-152
AIAA PAPEB 78-153
AIAA PAPEB 78-154
AIAA PAPEB 78-155
AIAA PAPEB 78-156
AIAA PAPEB 73-157
AIAA PAPEB 78-160
AIAA PAPEB 78-164
AIAA PAPEB 78-165
AIAA PAPEB 78-166
AIAA PAPEB 78-167
AIAA PAPEB 78-197
AIAA PAPEB 78-205
AIAA PAPEB 78-209
AIAA PiPEB 73-226
AIAA PAPEB 78-227
AIAA PAPEfi 78-228
AIAA PAPEB 78-229
AIAA PAPEB 78-235
AIAA PAPEB 78-239
AIAA PAPEB 78-240
AISA PAPEB 78-242
AIAA P4PEB 78-246
AIAA PAPEB 78-247
AIAA PAPEB 78-249
AIAA PAPEB 78-254
AIAA PAPEB 78-268
AIAA PAPEB 78-269
AIAA PAPEB 78-270
AIAA PAPEB 78-284
AIAA PAPEB 78-285
AIAA PAPEB 78-305
AIAA PAPEB 78-307
AIAA PAPEB 78-308
AIAA PAPEB 78-309
AIAA PAPEB 78-310
AIAA PAPEB 78-311
AIAA PAPEB 73-312
AIAA PAPEB 78-322
AIAA PAPEB 78-323
AIAA PAPEB 78-324
AIAA PAPEB 78-328
AIAA PAPEB 78-331
AIAA PAPEB 78-337
AIAA PAPEB 78-356
AIAA PAPEB 78-357
AIAA PAPEB 78-361
AIAA PAPEB 78-362
AIAA PAPEB 78-363
AIAA PAPEB 78-922
AIAA PAPEB 78-924 "..
AIAA PAPEB 78-925
AIAA PAPEB 78-926
AIAA PAPEB 78-927
AIAA PAPEB 78-928
AIAA PAPEB 78-929
AIAA PAPEB 78-930
AIAA PAPEB 78-931
p0157 A78-20652
p0171 A78-22558
p0171 A78-22561
p01S8 S78-20663
p0158 A78-20664
p0158 A78-20683»
p0172 A78-22570-
p0172 S78-22571
p0592 A78-52626'
p0172 A73-22572
p0158 A78-20684
p0223 478-26274'
p0172 A78-22573
p0172 A78-22575-
p0158 A78- 20685
p0172 A78-22576"
p0158 A78-20686"
p0172 A78-22577
p0158 A78-20687-
p0173 J78-22578-
p0173 878-22579'
p0159 A78-2070T
p0159 A78-20702'
p0173 A78-22581)
p0159 A78-20704
P0173 A78-22586
p0173 A78-22587
p0159 A78-20705'
p0159 A78-20706'
p0173 S78-22588
p0159 A78-20707
p0173 478-22589*
p0159 A78-20708-
p0160 A73-20709
p0174 A78-22590*
p0160 A78-20710
p0160 A78-20713*
p0160 478-20716
p0160 478-20717
p0160 A78-20718*
p0160 A78-20719
p0160 A78-20739<
p0161 478-20743
p0161 478-20746
p0161 478-20755
p0161 478-20756
p0161 478-20757
p0593 478-52630*
p0161 478-20759
p0161 478-20762*
p0162 478-20763*
p0162 478-20765
p0162 A78-20769
p0162 A78-20770
p0162 A78-20771*
p0162 A78-20774*
p0162 478-20781
p0163 478-20782
p0163 478-20791
p0163 478-20792
p0184 478-24007
p0184 478-24008
p0184 478-24009
p0185 478-24010
p0185 478-24011
p0185 478-24012
p0185 478-24013
p0185 478-24017
p0185 478-24018
p0186 478-24022
p0275 A78-29295*
p0186 A78-24031
p0186 478-24032
p0186 478-24033
p0186 478-24034
p0186 A78-24035
p0292 A78-32176
p0461 A78-43501
p0462 A78-43502
p0462 478-43503
p0519 478-48451
p0474 A78-Q5095*
p0475 478-45098*
P0475 478-45097*
p0462 478-4350l)*t
E-7
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH BOBBER IHDEX
A I A A PAPER 78-935
AI»A PAPEB 78-937
A I A A P4PEB 78-944
A I A A PAPBE 78-949
AI4A PAPEB 78-956
AliA P4PEB 78-958
AIAA PAPBB 78-962
A I A A PAPEB 78-9614
AIAA PAPEB 78-970
AIAA PAPEB 78-989
AIAA PAPEB 78-990
AIAA P4PER 78-991)
AIAA PAPEB 78-995
AIAA P4PIB 78-997
A I A A PAPEB 78-1020
AIAA PAPEB 78-1021
AIAA PAPEB 78-1022
AIAA PAPEF 78-1023
AIAA PAPIB 78-1025
AIAA PAPEB 78-1038
AIAA PAPEB 78-10110
A I A A PAPEB 78-1049
AIAA PAPEB 78-1050
A I A A PAPEB 78-1051
AIAA PAPEB 78-1052
AIAA PAPEB 78-1053
AIAA PAPEB 78-1079
AIAA PAPEB 78-1080
AIAA PAPEB 78-1082
AIAA PAPIB 78-1083
AIAA PAPEB 78-10811
AIAA PAPEB 78-1085
AIAA PAPEB 73-1087
AIAA PAPEB 78-1088
AIAA PAPEE 78-1089
AIAA PAPEB 78-1109
AIAA PAPEB 78-11111
A I A A PAPEB 78-1115
AIAA PAPEB 78-1118
AIAA PAPEB 78-1121
A I A A PAPEB 78-1122
AIAA PAPES 78-1136
AIAA PAPEB 78-1137
AIAA PAPEB 78-1138
»IAA PAPEB 78-111)0
AIAA PAPEB 78-11111
AIAA PAPEB 78-111(11
AIAA PAPEB 78-1149
AIAA PAPEB 78-1151
AIAA PAPEB 78-1152
AIAA PAPEB 78-1183
AIAA PAPEB 78-11811
AIAA PAPBB 78-119*
AIAA PAPEB 78-1195
AIAA PAPEE 78-1196
AIAA PAPEB 78-1198
AIAA PAPEB 78-1200
AIAA PAPEB 78-1201
AIAA PAPEB 78-1202
AIAA PAPEB 78-1203
AIAA PAPEB 78-1201
AIAA PAPBB 78-1206
AIAA PAPEB 78-1210
AIAA PAPEE 78-1221
AIAi PAPEB 78-1222
AIAA PAPEE 78-1223
AIAA PAPEB 78-1221
AIAA PAPEE 78-1225
AIAA PAPEB 78-1226
AIAA PAPEB 78-1115
AIAA PAPEB 78-1118
p0162 A78-43505**
p0519 A78-18153*
P0519 A78-48451
p0519 A78-18155
p0520 A78-18156
p0462 A78-13512
p0163 A78-13519
p0163 A78-13520*
p0163 A78-13521*
p0474 A78-15096*
pOI»63 A78-H3522
p0163 A78-13523
P0463 A78-13525*
p0520 A78-18169
p0520 A78-18170*
p0163 A78-13510*
p0464 A78-13511
p0520 A78-18171
p046» A78-43542*
p046» 478-13513
pO<)61 A78-13541*
pOU6H A78-13515
p0465 A78-13516*
pfll»65 A78-135U7
p0520 A78-18181
p0165 A78-13555
p0520 A78-18182
p0165 A78-13556*
p0520 A78-18183
pOU65 A78-13566
p0165 A78-13567*
p0165 A78-13568*
p0166 A78-13571
pO«66 A78-13575
p0521 A78-18486
p0521 A78-48487
p0521 A78-18188
p0166 A78-13576
p0521 A78-18191
p0521 A78-18195
p0521 A78-18196
p0166 A78-13587*
pOU66 A78-13588
pOU66 A78-13589*
p0522 A78-18U97
p0166 A78-13590
pOU67 A78-13591
p0167 A78-13592
p0467 A78-13593
p0522 A78-18199
p0475 A78-15127*
p0175 A78-15128
p0120 A78-11828
p0120 A78-11831*
p0120 A78-11832*
pO<*21 A78-11810
p0121 A78-11811*
p0421 A78-41812
p0121 A78-11813*
p0121 A78-11811*
p0121 A78-11815
p0121 A78-11819
p0421 A78-11851
p0476 A78-15131
p0122 A78-11852*
p0122 A78-11876
p0122 A78-11877
p0122 A78-11882*
pOU22 A78-41885**
p0422 A78-41886*»
p0122 A78-U1887**
p0123 A78-11888
p0476 A78-15138
p0123 A78-11890
p0123 A78-11891*
p0123 A78-11892*
pOU23 A78-11893
p0423 A78-11891*
p0476 A78-15113
p0424 A78-41897
pOU21 A78-11902
p0121 A78-11903
p0176 A78-15118*
p0176 A78-15119*
p0121 A78-11901
p0176 S78-45150
p0510 A78-17901
p0511 478-17903
AIAA PAPEB 78-1150
AIAA PAPEB 78-1151
AIAA PAPEB 78-1152
AIAA PAPEB 78-1151
AIAA PAPEB 78-1155
AIAA PAPEB 78-1156
AIAA PAPEE 78-1157
AIAA PAPEB 78-1158
AIAA PAPEB 78-1159
AIAA PAPEE 78-1160
AIAA PAPEE 78-1161
AIAA PAPEB 78-1162
AIAA PAPEB 78-1163
AIAA PAPEB 78-1165
AIAA PAPEB 78-1166
AIAA PAPER 78-1167
AIAA PAPEE 78-1168
AIAA PAPEB 78-1170
AIAA PAPEB 78-1*72
4144 P4PEB 78-1173
4I4A PAPEB 78-1171
AIAA PAPEB 78-1175
AIAA PAP3B 78-1176
AIAA PAPES 78-1177
AIAA PAPER 78-1179
AIAA PAPER 78-1180
AIAA PAPER 78-1181
AIAA PAPEE 78-1182
AIAA PAPEB 78-1183
AIAA PAPEB 78-1181
AIAA PAPEB 78-1185
AIAA PAPEB 78-1487
AIAA PAPER 78-1188
AIAA PAPEB 78-1489
AIAA PAPBB 78-1192
AIAA PAPER 78-1193
AIAA PAPEfi 78-1491
AIAA PAPER 78-1495
AIAA PAPEB 78-1496
AIAA PAPEB 78-1198
AIAA PAPEB 78-1199
AIAA PAPEB 78-1500
AIAA PAPEB 78-1501
AIAA PAPEE 78-1501
AIAA PAPEB 78-1505
AIAA PAPEB 78-1507
AIAA PAPEB 78-1509
AIAA PAPEB 78-1510
AIAA PAPER 78-1511
AIAA PAPEB 78-1512
AIAA PAPEB 78-1515
AIAA PAPEE 78-1526
AIAA PAPEB 78-1528
AIAA PAPER 78-1533
AIAA PAPEB 78-1539
AIAA PAPER 78-1545
AIAA PAPEB 78-1551
AIAA PAPEB 78-1552
AIAA PAPEB 78-1553
AIAA PAPEB 78-1637
AIAA 77-1389
AIAA 77-1115
AIAA 77-1410
AIAA 77-1411
AIAA 77-1168
AIAA 77-1169
AIAA 77-1470
AIAA 77-1472
AIAA 77-1174
AIAA 77-1475
AIAA 77-1477
AIAA 77-1479
AIAA 77-1480
AIAA 77-1181
AIAA 77-1482
AIAA 77-1488
AIAA 77-1494
AIAA 77-1496
AIAA 77-1497
AIAA 77-1498
AIAA 77-1499
AIAA 77-1500
AIAA 77-1502
AIAA 77-1503
AIAA 77-1504
AIAA 77-1506
AIAA 77-1507
p0511 478-47904**
p0528 478-49782
p0528 478-19783
p0511 478-17905
p0511 A78-17906
p0511 478-17907*
p0511 A78-17908
p0591 A78-52042
p0512 A78-17911
p0512 A78-47912
p0512 A78-17913
p0512 478-17915
p0528 478-49784
p0512 478-47916*
p0528 478-19786
p0513 478-17917
p0513 478-47918
p0513 478-17919
p0513 478-17920
p0513 478-47921
p0528 478-19787*
p0513 A78-47922*
p0513 A78-17923
p0511 A78-17921*
p0514 A78-47925*
p0514 478-47926*
p0514 478-47927*
p0514 478-47928
p0528 478-49781*
p0514 A78-17929*
p0511 478-17930*
p0511 A78-47931
p0511 A78-47932
p0515 478-47933
p0515 A78-47934
p0515 A78-47935
p0515 A78-47936
p0515 478-47937
p0515 478-47938
p0515 478-47939*
p0515 478-47940
p0516 478-47911
p0516 478-47942
p0529 478-49788
p0516 A78-47943
p0516 478-17915
p0529 478-49789
p0516 478-47917*
p0529 478-49790*
p0481 478-46502
p0481 478-46503*
p0527 478-49769
P0482 A78-46511
; p052S A78-49770
p0182 A78-16511*
p0182 478-16515
p0528 478-49771
p0591 A78-51977
p0011 A78-12661
pOOII A78-12677
p0014 A78-12694
p0015 A78-12695
pOOOl 478-12227*
pOOOS 478-12228
pOOOS 478-12229
pOOOS 478-12230
pOOOS A78-12231
pOOOS A78-12232
pOOOS A78-12234
p0009 A78-12275
p0009 A78-12276
p0009 478-12283
p0009 A78-12277
pOOOS A78-12238
pOOOS 478-12243*
p0006 478-12244
p0006 478-12245
p0006 478-12216
p0006 478-12247
p0006 478-12248
p0009 478-12280
p0006 A78-12250
p0006 478-12251
p0007 478-12252**
p0007 A78-12253**
E-8
BEPOBT/1CCESSIOH HDHBBB IBDEI
AIAA 77-1508
AIAA 77-1509
AHA 77-1511
AIAA 77-1512
AIAA 77-1513
AIAA 77-1511
AIAA 77-1515
AIAA 77-1517
AIAA 77-1521
AIAA 77-1522
AIAA 77-1524
AIAA 77-1525
AIAA 77-1527
AIAA 77-1529
SIAA 77-1531
AIAA 77-1553
AIAA 77-1551
AIAA 77-1560
AIAA 78-465
AIAA 78-1166
AIAA 78-1177
AIAA 78-1187
AIA.& 78-503
AIAA 78-505
AIAA 78-509
AIAA 78-512
AIAA 78-513
AIAA 78-581
AIAA 78-766
AIAA 78-767
AIAA 78-768
AIAt 78-769
AIAA 78-770
AIAA 78-771
AIAA 78-773
AIAA 78-775
AIAi 78-781
AIAA 78-784
AIAA 78-785
AIAA 78-789
AIAA 78-801
AIAA 78-802
AIAA 78-806
AIAA 78-809
AIAA 78-810
AIAA 78-811
AIAA 78-812
AIAA 78-813
AIAA 78-814
AIAA 78-817
AIAA 78-818 -
AIAi 78-819
AIAA 78-826
AIAA 78-830
AIAA 78-835
Alii 78-1237
AIAA 78-1238
AIAi 78-1240
AIAA 78-1243
AIAA 78-1269
AIAi 78-1271
AIAA 78-1272
AIAA 78-1273
AIAi 78-1274
AIAA 78-1276
AIAA 78-1277
AIAA 78-1279
AIAi 78-1286
AIAi 78-1287
AIAi 78-1288
AIAA 78-1293
AIAA 78-1295
AIAA 78-1296
AIAA 78-1308
AIAA 78-1326
AIAi 78-1328
AIAA 78-1332
AIAA 78-1333
AIAA 78-1335
AIAA 78-1338
AIAA 78-1339
AIAA 78-1340
AIAA 78-1342
p0007 A78-12254
p0007 A78-12255
p0007 A78-12256
pOOOV A78-12257
p0007 A78-12258
pOOOS A78-12259
pOOOS A78-12260
p0010 A78-12284
pOOlO A78-12285
pOOOS A78-12262
pOOOS A78-12263
pOOOS A78-12264
pOOOB ^78-12265
p0009 A78-12281
pOOOS A78-12267
pOOOS A78-12268
p0009 A78-12282
pOOSI A78-13684
p0051 A78-13652
p0051 378-13685
p0280 A78-29822
p0278 A78-29777*
p0279 A78-29785
p0270 A78-29794
p0280 A78-29820
p0279 A18-29805
p0279 A78-29806
p0279 A78-29809
p0279 A78-29811
p0279 A78-29812
p0328 A78-32921
p0293 A78-32327
p0294 A78-32328
p0294 A78-32329*
p0294 A78-32330*
P0294 A78-32331*
p0294 A78-32332*
p0294 A78-32333
p0294 A78-32334
p0295 A78-32340
pO?95 A78-32342
p0295 A78-32343
-p02<»5 VJB-323H4
p0295 A78-32346
p0295 A78-32356
p0296 A78-32357
p0296 A78-32359*
p0296 A78-32360
p0296 A78-32363
p0296 A78-32364
p0296 A78-32365*
p0296 A78-32366
p0297 A78-32367
p0297 A78-32368*
p0297 A78-32371*
p0297 A78-32372
p0297 A78-32373
p0298 A78-32388
p0297 A78-32381
p0298 A78-32386*
p0540 A78-50160
p0540 A78-50161
p0540 A78-50162
p0540 H78-50163
p0540 A78-50179
p0540 A78-50181
p0540 178-50182
p0541 A78-50183
p0541 178-5018H
p0541 A78-50185
p0541 A78-50186
p0541 A78-50187
p0541 A78-50193
p05<!1 A78-50194
p0542 H78-50195*
p054? A78-50196
p0542 178-50200*
p0542 A78-50202*
p05<!2 A78-50203*
p0542 A78-50209*
p0482 A78-46527
p0482 178-46528*
p0482 A78-46530*
pfll|83 A78-46533
p0483 i78-46535
p0483 i78-46536*
p0483 A78-46537*
p0483 A78-46539*
AIAi 78-1343 ...................... p0483 A78-46540»t
Alii 78-1344 ...................... p0483 178-46541**
ilil 78-1346 ...................... p0485 i78-46563 *
illi 78-1361 ...................... p048« A78-46550**
Alii 78-1362 ...................... p0489 i78-46551 *
ilii 78-1363 ...................... p0484 A78-46552 t
illi 78-1364 ...................... p0484 i78-46553»*
Alii 78-1365 ...................... p0484 A78-46554*t
Alii 78-1371 ...................... p0484 A78-46558*t
Alii 78-1372 ...................... p0484 i78-46559 *
illi 78-1373 ...................... p0485 178-46561 *
A I A A 78-1375 ...................... p0485 A78-46560**
AIAA 78-1578 ...................... p0579 A78-50659 t
1111 78-1579 ...................... p0579 A78-50660 f
AIM 73-1580 ...................... p0579 178-50661 *
AIA1 78-1581 ...................... p0579 178-50671 *
AIAA 78-1583 ...................... p0579 A78-50662 *
Alii 78-1595 ...................... p0579 A78-50669 *
AIli-PAPEB-73-1034 ................ p0018 H78-10012*i
AIli-PAPEH-74-UO ................. p0018 H78-10014**
AIAA-PAPBH-75-254 ................. p0017 N78-10006M
AI1A-PAPEB-78-999 ................. p0440 N78-26143**
AI11-PIPEK-78-1121 ................ p0403 N78-24897**
M8ESES.RCH-21-2391 ................ p0086 F78-12083**
AIEESEAECH-21-2817 ................ p0628 B78-33104*i
AISESE1SCH-31-2491B ............... p0400 H78-24158 *
AIBESE1RCH-41-18031 ............... p0265 N78-19163 t
1IRESEIBCH-41-1810A ............... p0360 B78-23082 *
1IRESE1BCH-77-14332 ............... p0439 578-26136 *
1IBESEASCH-77-14376 ............... p0317 N78-21097 *
USE/376 .......................... p0247 H78- 18087 *
lBl-77-3 .......................... p0021 N78-10042*»
iHHEC-CTE-77-21 ................... p0355 N78-22211 *
1B9BC-HS-77-5 ..................... p0102 878-13482 *
AB8BC-BS-78-2 ..................... p0401 N78-24348 *
K78-32099 *
iflllEC-TS-78-14-V01-2 .............. p0611 N78-32100 *
iHBL-TB-73-1lO-V01-2 .............. p0495 H78-28889 »
1BS1-TB-73-110-V01-3 .............. p0495 1178-28888 t
iMPL-TB-75-50-VOL-83 .............. p0495 STB- 28893 *
i9BL-TR-75-123 .................... p0100 N78-13081 *
ABR1-TR-77-75-1DD ................. p0271 N78-19849 *
itiBL-TR-77-76 ..................... p0265 S78-19164 *
ABBL-TR-77-811 ..................... p0609 H78-3208U *
AHS-TR-1318 ....................... p0395 H78-24099 *
ABS-TR-1339 ....................... p0082 N78-12047 »
1HS-TR-1351 ....................... p0255 N78- 19075 *
ASS-TB-1363 ....................... p0548 N78-30091 t
ABS-1325 .......................... p0565 N78-31123 *
APC1 PIPER 77-41,4 ................ p0220 178-25385
iPCl P1PEE 71-41,5 ................ p0220 178-25384
APC1 PiPEB 77-41,6 ................ p0220 178-25391
AE-2 .............................. p0044 H78-11199**
AB-2 .............................. p0503 N78-29151 *
AE-3 .............................. p0022 N78-10047**
1E-3 .............................. p0205 H78-17028 *
AE-4 .............................. p035» U78-22161*f
AE-000-244 p0437 H78-26095
AR-000-724 p0553 S78-30271
AE-000-734 p0562 H78-31104 *
1E-000-887 p0451 N78-27092
iE-000-933 p0147 N78-15005 *
iBBBI-CB-00358 p0407 N78-25081 *
ABC-CJ-1377 p O l O O S78-1308U »
iFC-CP-1379 p0093 H78-13024 *
iBC-CP-1391 p0545 178-30066 *
ABC-CP-1392 p0545 N78-30068 *
AEC-E/H-3798
AEC-R/B-3800
p0143 N78-14158 t
p0545 N78-30064 f
iBC-E/B-3801 p0141 N78-14042 *
AEC-R/B-3B04
AEC-E/B-3805
p0359 S78-23067 *
p0359 H78-23068 *
iEC-E/B-3806 p0363 N78-23104 t
ABC-E/B-3808 p0553 H78-30143 *
E-9
BEPOBT/1CCESSIOH BOBBER IHDBX
AHC-B/H-3809 p05<18 878-30098
ABC-B/B-3811 p0515 878-30065
*RC-B/H-3812 p0361 878-23086
ABC-34400 P0359 878-23068
ABC-36252 p0545 H78-30061
ABC-36355 p0553 878-30143
AEC-36716 p0363 878-23101
ARC-36721 p0143 878-14158
ASC-36787 p0100 N78-13084
ABC-36825 p0111 878-11042
ABC-369ia p0359 878-23067
ARC-37053 p0518 1178-30098
ABC-37080 p0361 N78-23086
ARC-37156 p0093 878-13021
AEC-37198 p0515 878-30065
ABC-37204 p0515 1178-30068
ABC-37207 p0545 N78-30066
ARL/AEBO-NOTE-361 p0196 H78-16040
ABL/AEEO-EEPT-1«8 p0137 178-26095
ARL/MAT-SEPT-104 p0553 878-30271
ABL/3E-SOTE-357 p0313 1178-21054
AEL/nE-363 p0399 878-24146
ARL/HSCH-E1G-BEPT-149 p0562 K78-31104
ABL/STBOC-REPT-363 p0553 878-30271
ARLCB-TB-77038 p0397 878-24125
ABO-ETF-TE-77-39 p0012 N78-11110
ABO-ETF-TB-77-I12 p0210 H78-17068
ABO-ETF-TB-77-47 p0029 878-10107
ARO-PBT-TR-77-36 p0100 878-13080
ABO-PWT-TB-77-69 p0345 878-22032
ARO-VKF-TR-77-35 p0020 878-10033
ABO-1357.2-" p0548 878-30092
ABO-10157.7-E p0255 H78-19073
ABO-10655.1-E p01148 N78-15008
ARO-11695.2-E p0391 878-24096
ARO-11945.2-E p0518 878-30092
ARO-14802.1-A-E p0394 1178-21091
ASC-P-116 pOIOS N78-25051
ASD-TE-76-7 p0083 N78-12055
ASD-TB-76-19 p0023 878-10056
ASD-TR-76-20 p0084 878-12070
ASD-TB-76-30 p0561 878-31095
ASD-TR-76-33 p0085 1178-12071
ASD-TB-77-8 p011|3 N78-1U056
A5D-TE-77-33 p0095 S78-13036
ASD-TE-77-76 p031l| H78-21066
ASD-TE-78-5 p0143 1178-261)1(9
ASD-TR-78-17 p0626 N78-33092
ASI-TE-76-28 p0092 N78-13007*
ASI-TS-76-38-V01-1 pO€07 N78-32070
ASI-1E-76-38-VOL-2 p0607 N78-32071
ASIE P R E P E I N T 77-1C-5C-1 p0232 A78-28H36
ASIE PREPBINT 77-LC-6B-2 p0232 A78-28H39*
ASIE P R E P R I N T TS-H1-3D-2 p0378 A78-38095
ASIE PREPBIST 78-X«-ftA-2 p0378 A78-38083
A S H E PAPEE 77-DET-21
A S H E PAPER 77-DET-23 ,
A S H E PAPEF 77-DET-26
A S M E PAPEE 77-DET-33
ASBF P 4 P E R 77-DET-72
A S H E P A P E B 77-DET-73
A S B E P A P E B 77-DET-103
ASBE P A P E R 77-BT-10
A S B E P A P E R 77-BA/BE-25
ASBE P A P E E 77-BA/GT-2
A S H E P A P E E 77-BA/HT-27
ASBE P A P E R 77-BA/HAT-1
A S B E P A P E E 77-SA/HAT-7
ASO-TEE-2-77
ASEL-TR-186-2 ,
ATC-B-91300/CCR-26
ATC-71
ATC-7S
p0131
p0226
p0131
p0135
p0169
p0338
p0135
p0106
p0330
p0330
p0330
p0177
p0177
p0250
p0562
p0029
p0206
p0139
A78-20592
A78-26796
A78-20595
A78-20598
A78-11116
A78-35231
A78-20607
A78-17483
A78-33142
A78-33168
A78-33179
A78-23373
A78-23372
878-18111
878-31097
878-10101
878-17035
878-11022
*
*
«
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
t
*
*
*
ATC-77 p01l|l) N78-10212 *
ATC-78 p0257 H78-19090 *
ATC-81 p0239 H78-18027 *
ATC-85 p0559 B78-31071) *
ATB-7802 P01145 B78-26561 *
ATH-78(76tO)-1 p0251 N78-18797*t
AV-FB-668 p0019 N78-10021 *
AVEADCOM-TH-78-15(AB) p0198 N78-29068**
A7RADCOS-TR-78-17(AH) pOU96 H78-29011**
A7EADCOH-TR-78-22(PL) pOQSS N78-27130*t
AVBADCOM-TB-78-23(PL) pOIIO N78-26113**
AVRADCCH-TE-78-211 pO»88 H78-28056**
AVBADCOH-TB-78-26 (PI) pOUIH N78-26ia5*»
AVRADCOH-TE-78-31(PI) p O U S H N78-27126**
AVRADCOH-TR-78-32(AM) pO»97 N78-29067**
AVRADCOM-TB-78-33(AH) p0438 N78-26106*t
AVEADCOH-IR-78-311 p0557 1178-3101(1**
AVBADCOS-TB-78-39(PL) p0503 N78-29215**
AVSD-0393-77-CE p0302 N78-20086 *
AHAVS-7 p0152 N78-15061 *
BAC-7167-92702i( pfl i (92 H78-28277 *
BAC-7167-928009 -. . . p0192 B78-28276 *
B4C-71167-928010 p0492 H78-28275 *
BBK-3i(25 p0199 H78-16059 *
BBB-3679 p0116 B78-26881**
BDX-613-1S36-EEV p0567 H78-31219 *
BHT-699-099-059 p0307 N78-20123 *
B1I-CE-TEANS-7083-(9022.09) p0197 N78-29066 *
BBFT-
BKFT-
BflFT-
BBFT-
BMFT-
B1FT-
BHFT-
EMFT-
BHFT-
BHFT-
BMFT-
BMFT-
-77-14 p0307
-77-20 p0349
-77-22 p0353
-77-23 p0353
-77-26 p0350
•FB-B
•FB-B
•FB-B-
•FB-B
•FB-H-
•FB-B-77-27 p0350 K78-22085
•FB-B-77-28 p0350 878-22086
•FB-K-77-29 p0350 N78-22087
N78-20127
N78-22083
H78-22111
1178-22108
N78-22081
'-FB-K-77-30 p0350 878-22088
•FB-W-77-31 p0350 878-22089
FB-B-77-36 p0350 878-22090
•FB-H-77-37 p0351 878-22091
BMVG-PBVIT-77-6 p0213 H78-18057 *
BHVG-FBBT-77-7 p0237 S78-18010 *
BHTG-FBBT-77-15 p0238 1178-18013 *
BMVG-FBHT-77-16 p0215 1178-18072 *
BMVG-FBHT-77-23 p0555 1178-30603 #
BN1-23633 p0160 H78-27711 f
BHWI-2030 p0138 M78-1H019 *
BBL-352 p0307 B78-20122 #
BB58309 p0152 K78-15057 t
BE58350 p0150 1178-15035 *
BB58372 p0016 1178-11802 *
BB58376 p0115 K78-1HK08 *
BR58103 p0118 N78-15017 *
BB58707 p0151 S78-15525 *
BB58839 pOIIS B78-1U109 »
BB59303 p0110 N78-11032 *
BB59113 p0139 S78-11020 *
BB59513 p0518 1178-30097 *
BH60629 p0257 N78-19095 *
BB61071 p0210 S78-17071 *
BB61581 p0515 N78-30061 *
BE61586 p0553 F78-30113 *
BB61587 p0515 H78-30065 *
BB61905 p0319 1178-22077 *
BB62233 p0356 H78-22388 *
BB62769 p0139 S78-2613U »
BR63467 - pOSOU H78-291452 «
BB64083 p0560 878-31087 *
BSR-1230 p0325 H78-21U02 *
BD-208 p0111 N78-14013 f
E-10
BEPOBT/1CCBSSIOB HtJHBEB IHDEI
CALSPAH-AB-5187-A-3 pOSOU S78-29112 *
CALSPAN-XE-5933-A-101 p0201 B78-1S072 *
CALSPAB-XE-5933-A-102 p0245 B78-18071 *
CED-77-12 p0032 S78-10624 I
CED-77-98 p0091 178-12552 *
CEEDO-TB-76-23 p0102 H78-136HO *
CEEDO-TB-77-UO p0310 H78-20118*!
CEEDO-TB-77-11 pOlOO B78-21159 *
CEEDO-TB-77-12 p0610 1178-32090 *
CEEDO-TR-77-11-VOL-1 p0310 H78-201I»7 »
CEEDO-TB-77-11-VOL-2 p032« H78-21170 «
CEEDO-TB-77-57 pfli|55 S78-27131 I
CEEDO-TB-78-2 p0361 B78-23107 *
CEEDO-TB-78-09 p0460 H78-27628 *
CEEDO-TB-78-20 pO«5S H78-27132 *
CEL-TN-1187 pOO<!3 S78-11121 I
rEL-TR-86S p0503 H78-29113 t
CEBP-AP-21 p0099 1178-13078 *
CEBL-TR-C-76-VOL-1 p0310 879-20117 «
CERL-TR-C-76-VOL-2 p0321 B78-21170 t
CERL-TR-B-38 p0367 B78-23879 »
CH-ISSB-0082-5255 p0246 H78-18077 *
CH-ISSN-0082-5255 p0353 B78-22112 *
CH-ISSB-0082-5263 p0081 H78-12030 *
CB-ISSB-0082-5263 p03«5 B78-22029 *
C1-ISSH-0082-5263 p0103 878-21755 *
CN-ISSH-0082-5263 pOISI N78-27123 *
CN-8 pOSOl B78-29705 *
COB-71-10868 pOU12 H78-25810 *
COBF-770151-7 p0495 H78-28891 I
CONP-771053-8 p0553 B78-30182 *
CONF-780112-3 p0160 H78-27711 *
COHF-780119-2 p0457 P78-271H5 *
CONF-780506-8 p0608 178-32078 *
COBF-780521-1 p0630 B78-33121 *
COBS/1011-12 p0198 B78-16053**
CRAHFIELD-AEBO-33 p0147 H78-15003 t
CB&HFIELD-AEBO-3U p0117 B78-15001 *
CBIHC-FBL-266-1 p0235 B78-17993**
CBISC-FR1-281-2 p0204 S78-17002**
CBINC-FBI-281-3 pOM99 S78-29086**
CSBEL-77-28 pO»93 S78-28279 »
CBBE1-78-8 p0615 N78-32327 fr
CSI8-HE-1521 pO«09 N78-25095 t
COED/A-TOBBO/TB-88 p0361 N78-23090 *
COED/A-TOBBO/TB-90 p0361 N78-23091 t
CDED/A-TDBBO/TB-91 p0362 N78-23092 *
C76-1391/034C p0096 S78-130»6 *
C6352-17 p0628 B78-33106 t
D-180-22888-1 p0209 B78-17062**
D-210-11188-2 p0203 B78-16998**
DDA-EDB-9127 p0042 N78-11108 t
DDA-EDB-9379 , p0352 N78-22106 »
DDC/BIB-77/077 p0145 R78-14691 *
D6IE PAPEB 77-005 p0188 A78-2H402 *
DGL8 PAPEB 77-007 p0188 A78-2a»Olt »
DGIB PAPEB 77-017 p0189 A78-2<U10
DGLR PAPEB 77-018 p0189 A78-2»U11 «
DOLE PAPEB 77-019 p0189 A78-2HII12 »
DGIB PAPEB 77-021 p0189 A78-2IKH4 t
DGLB PAPEB 77-026 p0189 A78-2D1H7
DGIB PAPEB 77-027 p0189 A78-2DU18 *
DGLB PAPEB 77-028 p0189 A78-2HI119
DGLB PAPEB 77-029 p0189 A78-2UH20 *
DGLB PAPEB 77-030 p0189 A78-2lt»21 i
DGLB PAPEB 77-031 ....
DGLB PAPER 77-033 ....
DGIB PAPER 77-035 ....
DGIB PAPBB 77-036
DGLB PAPER 77-037
DGLB PAPEB 77-011
DGLB PAtEB 77-015 .
DGLB PAPEB 77-016
DGLB PAPEB 77-047
DGLB PAPEB 77-018 ....
DGLB PAPER 77-019 .
DGIB PAPER 77-050
DGLB PAPEP 77-052 ....
DG1R PAPEB 77-062 ....
DGLB PAPER 77-063
DGLB PAPER 77-070
DGLR PAPEB 77-072 ....
DGIB PAPER 77-032 .
DGLB PAPER 77-083 .
DGIB PAPEE 77-087
DGLH PAPER 78-065
DGLB PAPER 78-067
DGLP PAPEB 78-071 .
DGLR PAPER 78-075 .
DGT-11-393/A
DGT-12-675
DLB-DE-552-76/12
DLB-FB-75-71
DLR-FB-77-12
DLB-FB-77-12
DLR-FB-77-15
DLR-FB-77-15
DLB-FB-77-21
DLR-FB-77-21
DLR-FB-77-21
DLR-FB-77-2U
D1H-FB-77-26
DIR-F3-77-26
DLB-FB-77-32
DLR-FB-77-31
DLB-FB-77-13
DLB-FB-77-51
DLR-FB-77-55
DLB-FB-77-63
DLR-IB-75/8
DLB-IB- 151-76/6
DLB-IB-151-76/12
D1R-IB-151-76/15
DLB-IB-151-76/18
DLB-IB-151-77/9
DLR-IB-151-77/11
DLR-IB-151-77/13
DLB-IB-152-75/25
DLR-IB-152-77/07
DLR-IB-152-77/09
DLH-IB-152-77/11
DLR-IB-257-77/11
DLR-IB-156-77/8
DLR-IB-536-76/3
DLR-IB-536-76/1
DLR-IB-536-76/U
DLR-IB-536-77/1
DLB-IB-552-77/15
DLR-IB-552-77/20
DLB-IB-553-75/9
DHA-1279T
DBA-1116F
DKA-1507F
p0190 A78-21122
p0191 A78-21118
p0190 A78-21U25
p0190 A78-2U126
p0190 A78-21427
p0190 A78-21H33
p0190 A78-21U3M
p0190 A78-21U35
p0190 A78-21U36
p0191 A78-2UH37
p0191 A78-2ia38
p0191 A78-21139
p0191 A78-21U11
p0117 A78-18707
p0116 A78-18701
p0116 A78-18705
p0116 A78-18703
p0289 A78-31911
p0289 A78-31912
p0290 A78-31950
p0290 A78-31915
pO«77 A78-15227
p0177 A78-15226
p0178 A78-15238
pOI|78 A78-15210
p0355 B78-22210
p0355 B78-22383
p0139 B78-11020
« p0031 F78-11017
p0238 S78-18018
p0138 H78-11015
p0205 H78-17029
p0238 B78-18011
pOIIS N78-11379
p0250 H78-18108
p0111 S78-11011
p0216 S78-18081
pOZIS B78-18073
p0566 N78-31135
p0561 F78-31117
p0565 B78-31125
p0567 B78-31251
pOIIS B78-11763
p0013 P78-11118
p003t S78-11016
p0138 B78-11008
p0213 N78-18058
p0198 1178-29072
p0038 B78-11056
p0038 B78-11057
p0038 B78-11058
p0365 B78-23258
p0238 N78-18012
p0137 N78-11003
p0238 B78- 18011
p0213 B78-18059
p0116 B78-11895
p0218 N78-18272
p0191 B78-28181
DOC-B77AEGUOO-VOL-1 p0501 S78-29099*»
DOC-B77AEG521 p0487 S78-28013**
DOC-B78&EGU08 p0611 N78-32097**
DOE/BASA/1028-78/18 pOIIS »78-26552»»
DOT-TSC-FAA-77-8 ' p0019 B78-1002H *
1-11
BEPORT/iCCESSIOB BOHBEB IBDEJ
DOT-TSC-FAA-77-19
DOT-TSC-FAA-78-2
DOT-TSC-OST-77-35
DOT-TSC-OST-78-1
DRDri-S-78-11
DRDH I-TD-77- 16
DREO-TN-77-3
DBEO-TN-77-5
DBEO-TN-77-8
DTNSBDC-77-0065
DTNSBDC- 77-0066
DTBSRDC-77-0073
DTNSBDC- 77-0 076
DTNSBDC- 77-0081
DTDS RDC-77-0 101 ,
D?NSRDC-77-0117
DTHSBDC/ASED-373
DTNSRDC/ASED-381
DTNSBDC/ASED-385
DTNSRDC/ASED-389
DTNSFDC/ASED-390
DTNSRDC/ASED-393
DTNSRDC/ASED-395
DTNSBDC/ASFD-396
DTNSRTC/ASED-397
DYTEC-R-7705
DYTEC-R-7708
D6-12138-3
D6-12138-1
06- 1213 8-5
D6-12877-PEV
D6-12968-PT-2
D6-11052-VOL-1
D6-11200-VCL-2
D6-11283
D6-11119
D6-11661
D6-15090
D6-45099
D6-15100
D6-U5118
D6-16317
oe-ies^o
D6-16316
D6-16373
D180-20526-1
D 180 -207 95-1
D2 10-1 10 25-1
D2 10- 11 091-2
D2 10 -11135-1
D2 10-1 11 35-2
D210-11135-3-APP
D210- 11 112-1
D2 10-1 1169-1
D210-11188-1 -701- 1
D2 10-1 12 25-1
D210- 11226-1
D210-11231-1
D210-11231-2
D2 10- 11 232-1
D210- 11 236-1
D210-11236-2-V01-2
D2 10 -11255-1
D210- 11278-1
D2 10-1 1328-1
D30 1-1 0280-1
D3 01-10322-1
D718 -10 113-3
E-8305
E-8852
E-8916-2
E-8961
E-8991
E-9005
E-9091
E-9151
p0239 B78-18026
POI189 S78-28076
p0395 1178-21099
p0395 N78-21099
P0613 B78-32169
pOOSI H78-12067
p0311 B78-20635
p0311 B78-20636
p0310 1178-20631
p0311 N78-20632
p062? N78-33049
P0236 N78-18001 )
p0118 N78-15010 <
p0085 S78-12071 1
p0090 R78-12251 f
p0033 1178-11012 1
p0191 N78-16023 )
p0256 1178-19085 i
p0558 B78-31017 1
p0096 N78-13018 t
p0093 B78-13021 1
p0313 B78-21060 (
p0236 B78-18002 1
p0352 1178-22103 *
p0359 B78-23061 (
p0302 1178-20087 1
p0610 N78-32092 i
p0103 B78-21899 1
p0251 1178-18871*1
p0197 B78-16013*!
p0305 N78-20112*!
p0306 N78-20116*!
p0303 N78-20091*
p0301 B78-20102*
p0139 B78-11026
p0013 1178-11116
pOIOI 1178-21900*
p0203 B78-16999*
p0151 N78-27124*
p O I I O N78-11035
p0301 B78-20077*
p0301 H78-20076*
p0391 N78-21098
p0626 1178-33088
p0318 K78-22071*
p0113 N78-11055**
pOISO H78-27087**
p0191 1178-16015*
pOOIS 1178-11236
pOU53 B78-27115
p0317 B78-21098
p0096 B78-13015
p0019 H78-10020*
p0019 N78-10021*#
p0019 B78-10022**
p0366 B78-23U38
p0256 1)78-19081
p0191 B78-16003*
p0212 1178-18051
p0306 1178-20121
p0095 B78-13038*
p0095 B78-13039*
p0397 B78-21126
p0560 878-31089
p0518 N78-30095
P0022 H78-10016*
p0199 1178-29083*
p0561 B78-31111
p0319 B78-22081
p0353 1178-22113
pOIOI N78-21900*
p0025 N78-10068**
p0098 N78-13063**
p0501 B78-29100**
p0198 K78-16053**
P0628 S78-33107**
p0628 B78-33109**
p0098 B78-13061**
p0020 N78-10026**
E-9155
E-9171
E-9187
E-9207
E-9213
E-9216
E-9253
E-9257
E-9258
E-9262
E-9283
E-9293
E-9298-1
E-9302
E-9323
E-9331
E-9336
E-9312
E-9350
E-9355
E-9387
E-9392
E-9395
E-9105
E-9112
E-9116
E-9118
E-9125
E-9136
E-9119-2
E-9153
E-9157
E-9160
E-9161
E-9175
E-9505
E-9517-1
E-9519
E-9596
E-9601
E-9605
E-9607
E-9612
E-9626
E-9635
E-9652
E-9655
E-9658
E-9668
E-9703
E-9706
E-9710
E-9719
E-9726
E-9760
E-9768
E-9793
E-23027
ECAC-PR-75-062
ECAC-PH-75-071-VOL-2
ECAC-PR-76-001 ,
ECAC-PR-76-017
ECAC-PR-76-078
ECAC-PR-77-012
ECAC-PR-77-037
ECAC-PP-77-067
ECOB-1503
EDB-9339
EDR-9177
EER-5-21
EPA-160/3-76-036 i
•EPF1-ITA-2
ERIH^122100-9-F
EB71-1135
p0028 N78-10097**
p0301 N78-200BO*»
p0308 N78-20130*f
pOOII B78-11106**
p0033 N78-11008*t
p05«5 H78-30057**
p0308 N78-20132*»
p0318 B78-21112*f
p0028 N78-10098*t
p0038 N78-11063**
p0236 N78-17998*i
p0116 N78-11998*f
pOIOI N78-13139**
p0628 N78-33108**
p0212 N78-17558*t
p0191 N7R-16001**
p0097 B78-13056**
p0308 N78-20133**
p0325 N78-21<I73**
p0362 N78-23095**
p0318 N78-21111*«
p0102 N78-13853*t
p0352 N78-22101*f
p0155 N78-15852**
p0101 B78-13233**
p0112 N78-26116**
p0098 N78-13061**
p0151 N78-15013**
p0213 N78-17921*
p0196 B78-28986**
p0352 H78-22099**
p0266 N78-19325*J
pO«55 N78-27130**
p0556 H78-30896**
p0628 B78-33110**
p0208 N78-17059**
p0318 1178-21109*1
p0111 N78-26115*»
p0206 N78-17011*t
pOIOI N78-21370**
pOIOI N78-21369**
p0351 N78-22098*t
p0398 B78-21137**
p0398 N78-21138**
p0103 H78-21897**
p0361 B78-23088*»
p0137 H78-26099**
p0115 H78-26552*t
p0631 N78-33618**
p0156 B78-27113*f
p0137 B78-26100**
p0111 N78-26111*t
p0151 B78-27126**
p0156 N78-27112*t
p0151 B78- 27125*'*
p0156 B78-27137**
pOISa S78-27127**
p0503 N78-29215*»
p0558 H78-31061*t
p0632 B78-33283*
p0627 H78-33102*
p0251 1178-19067
p0139 S78-11025
p0090 1178-12281
p0301 178-20101
p0318 H78-22069
p0193 H78- 28297
p0205 H78-17031
p0303 B78-20099
p0093 N78-28295
p0022 S78-10013 *
p0159 N78-27127*»
p0158 B78- 27369 ft
p0021 H78-10063 *
p0363 B78-23099 *
pO«08 B78- 25091
p0211 B78-18061 *
p0317 B78-21099 »
S-12
BEPOBT/iCCESSIOH HOBBEB IHDEI
ESA-TT-413 p0093 H78-13025
ESA-TT-426 p0238 878-18018
ESA-TT-430 p0205 H78-17029
ESA-TT-433 p0250 178-181408
ESA-TT-434 p0246 878-18081
ESA-TT-435 p0365 878-23310
ESA-TT-436 p0365 878-23311
BSA-TT-462 p036S H78-232S8
ESA-TT-463 p0488 878-28061
ESA-TT-177 p0556 878-30909
ESC-0239-1PB p0083 878-12052
ESC-0289-1FE p0083 878-12053
ESDO-77012 p0079 B78-12010
ESDO-77015 pOOSI 878-12066
ESDD-77030 p0366 878-23469
ESI.-78-2902 p0153 878-15324*
ESI-784685-11 p0632 878-33311
EXJO8/GRO.1KBC.77 p0411 878-25210
BJU08/GRU.3PEA.77-V01-3 pOI|10 N78-25239
FAA-AM-77-11 p0020 178-10036
FAA-AB-77-20 p0083 878-12050
FAA-ASP-76-2 p0351 878-22117
FAA-iSP-76-7 p0201 878-16071
FAA-ASP-77-3 p0201 878-16075
FAA-AVP-77-17 p0195 878-16027
FAA-A7P-77-34 p0559 878-31075
Fii-ED-03-1 p0625 878-33073
FAA-ED-18-3 p0630 878-33119
FA4-ED-21-1A p0516 P78-30071
FAA-EH-77-2 p0195 H78-16028
FAA-EH-77-5 , p0037 878-11016
FAA-EH-77-8 p0196 B7B-16035
FAi-EH-77-9 p0139 878-14023
FAA-EH-77-10 P0239 878-18026
FAA-EH-77-14 '. p0256 878-19081
FAA-EH-77-15 p0351 878-22116
FAA-E»-77-16 p0489 878-28076
?AA-EB-77-17 p0211 H78-17077
FAA-EH-77-18-PT-2 p0301 878-20102*
FAA-EH-78-2 p0402 N78-2U385
FAi-EM-78-lt p O H 8 9 N78-28077
FAA-EH-78-5-V01-1 p0625 N78-33072
FAA-Eil-78-8 p0566 H78-31130
FAA-EM-78-8A p0620 N78-33068
FAA-EH-78-9 p0566 178-31131
FAJ-EH-78-11 P0621 N78-33062
FAA-EQ-77-8 p0199 N78-16059
FAA-MS-77-2 p0198 N78-16050
FAA-HA-75-61 p0032 1)78-10343
FAA-NA-76-30 p0037 N78-11045
FiA-NA-77-1 p0021 N78-100111
FAA-NA-77-tt p0257 S78-190B8
FAA-UJ-77-10 p0195 S78-16029
FAA-»A-77-11 p0139 N78-1U028
FAA-NA-77-12 p0195 1178-16030
FAA-IH-77-18 p0634 N78-33655
FAA-1A-77-22 p0547 N78-30088
FAA-lA-77-27 p0452 N78-2710U
FAA-NA-77-28 p0257 S78-19089
FAA-NA-7''-32 p0037 N7S-11046
FAA-NA-77-33 pOlOO H78-2I115II
FAA-NA-77-35 p0045 S78-11251
FAA-NA-77-37 p0458 N78-27313
FAA-NA-77-38 p0453 N78-27112
FAA-1A-77-39 p0567 N78-31325
F A A - N A - 7 7 - U 1 p0239 H7B-18021
FAA-NA-77-1J2 pfli|91 H78-28092
FAA-HA-77-K7 p O t O O 1H8-21H53
FAA-11A-77-H8 pOH90 S78-28081
FAA-HA-77-H9 p0489 N78-28075
FAA-m-78-1 p0452 878-27103
FAA-NA-78-2 p0632 N78-33290
FAA-NA-78-5 p0624 N78-33063
FAA-KA-78-12 p0625 N78-33069
FAA-NA-78-13 pOt88 N78-28070
FAA-NA-78-1U p0439 878-28071
FAA-8A-78-15
FAA-FA-78-16
FAA-HA-78-17
FAA-BA-78-18
FAA-BA-78-19
FAA-BA-78-21
FAA-FA-78-22
FAA-KA-78-23
FAA-BA-78-30
FAA-ED-28-27
FAA-ED-7q-37
FAA-FD-75-110-2
FAA-BD-75-173-VOL-1
FAA-SD-75-201
FAA-HD-76-33
FAA-ED-76-6«
FAA-ED-76-79-1
FAA-ED-76-79-1-A-SOPPL-1
FAA-BD-76-102
FAA-BD-76-15U
FAA-ED-76-206
FAA-BD-76-222-VOI-1
FAA-BD-76-222-2
FAA-RD-77-U
FSA-ED-77-6
FAA-BD-77-9
FAA-ED-77-12.U
FAA-BD-77-13
FAA-ED-77-16
FAA-ED-77-23
FAA-ED-77-36
BAA-BC-77-37
FAA-FD-77-42
FAA-BD-77-»3
FAA-BD-77-UQ
FAA-ED-77-46
FAA-BD-77-47
FAA-BD-77-55
FAA-FD-77-56-2
FAA-BD-77-60
FAA-BD-77-69
FAA-BD-77-71
FAA-ED-77-75
FAA-BD-77-76
FAA-BD-77-77
FAA-EB-77-87
FAA-ED-77-89
FAA-BD-77-92
FAA-BD-77-96
FAA-ED-77-98
FAA-HD-77-99
FAA-BD-77-100
FAA-ED-77-101
FAA-ED-77-102
FA4-BD-77-105
FAA-BD-77-107
FAA-BD-77-110
FAA-BD-77-113
FAJ-RD-77-129
FAA-BD-77-134
JAA-ED-77-135
FAA-BD-77-110
FAA-BD-77-1113
FAA-BD-77-1«7
FAJ-BD-77-150
FAA-BD-77-151
JAA-BD-77-153
FHA-BD-77-157
FAA-BD-77-159
FAA-BD-77-163
FAA-BD-77-165
FAA-FD-77-166
IAH-RD-77-167
FAA-BD-77-169
TAA-BD-77-176
FAS-aD-77-132
FA/-BD-77-183
TA»-BD-77-185
FAA-RD-77-137
JAA-RD-77-188
F\A-RD-77-1S9-1-VOL-1
FAJ-8D-77-189-2-VOI-2
PAA-RD-7"'-ia9-3-VOI-3
JAA-BD-77-190
FAA-BD-77-191
FAA-HD-78-3
FAA-ED-78-«
TAA-BD-78-7
pO«89 H78-28072
p0559 578-31070
p0559 H78-31071
p05t6 H78-30075
p0559 N78-31072
pO«89 H78-28073
pO«89 878-2807U
p0625 H78-33071
p0566 M78-31132
p01(89 878-28075
p035« H78-22118
p0099 878-13078
p0139 878-11)026
p002fl 878-10063
p0021 873-10010
p0030 878-10118
p0028 878-10100
p0031 K78-10119
p0139 878-14025
p0031 N78-10312
p0200 K78-16068
p0021 876-10037
pOOI)3 "78-11116
p0245 N78-18069
p0099 U78-13079
p0196 N78-U038
p0625 878-33070
pOOIS 178-11251
p0196 878-16037
p0195 878-16025
p0031 878-11022*
p0144 H78-11183
pOO«3 N78-11120
p0021 B78-10011
p 0 1 U 2 878-114019
p0019 878-10021
p0217 N73-181C8
p0011 1(78-11105
p0090 N78-12281
p0158 N78-27311
p0037 1178-11015
p0013 878-11122
p0348 S78-22069
p0087 878-12087
p0139 S78-11022
pOUtl 878-14212
p0360 «!78-23074
p0257 N78-19090
p0205 878-17034
p0139 H78-11028
p0324 878-21231
p0087 N78-12088
p0031 N78-10120
p0036 878-11011
D0110 178-14033
p0139 878-14029
p0304 N7S-20101
p0395 178-24105
p0257 878-19088
p0239 878-18027
p0257 N78-19089
p0303 878-20099
p0206 N78-17035
p0317 178-21097
p0559 N78-31074
p0196 878-16032
p0248 1178-18264
p0200 N78-16067
p020£ N78-17036
p0196 H78-16031
p O £ 2 8 878-33106
p0211 N78-17078
p0403 878-24899
p0239 1178-18021
p0400 878-24153
p0452 878-27104
p0493 N78-28297
p0439 N78-26123
p0458 S78-27313
p0490 878-28082
p0560 S78-31088
p0499 878-29084
p0499 878-29085
p0400 178-24151
p0452 878-27103
p0451 878-27093*
pOlOO N78-24155
p0504 878-29699*
E-13
BEPORT/ACCBSSIOB StJHBBB IBDEX
FAA-BD-78-8
FAA-BD-78-1 0
FAA-BD-78-12
FAA-ED-78- 13
FAA-BE-78-14
t AA-BD-78- 1 5
FAA-BD-78-1 6
FA A- BD-78-17
FAA-BD-78-1 8
FAA-BD-78-1 9
FAA-BD-78-21
FAA-BD-78-22
T AA-BD-78-23
FAA-RD-78-25
F AA- BD-78-28
F4A-RD-78-30-2-VOL-2
FAA-BD-78-31
FAA-BD-78-3S
FAA-BD-78-3 9
FAA-BD-78-41
FAA-BD-78-42
FAA-BD-78-43
FAA-BD-73-H8
FAA-BD-78-55
FAA-RD-78-69
FAA-BD-78-76
FB-109
FE-2664-3
FE-2786-12
FFA-JUJ-556
FFA-A1-1431
FFA-TN-HO-725
FOR- R-2 132
FOK-B-2 162
TOK-S-144
FOK-3-1323
FP2-E-034-ADD
FB-78-14-287
FE-2 902-27
FB-8 100
FB-8 101
FB-8 18 7- VOL -1
FB-8 4 80
"B-8984
FP-9232
FB-9560
FE-9609 -
FB-10200A
FBAXCED-78/0 3
FTD-ID(BS) 1-0037-77
FTD- ID (B 5)1-00 40 -77
FT D- I D ( E S ) 1-001)1-77
FTD- ID (85)1-0042-77
FTD- ID (PS) 1-0013-77
FTD- ID ( B S ) 1-0073-77
F T D - I D f B S ) I- 0094-77
FT D- ID ( R S ) 1-0099-77
FTD- ID (BS) 1-0131-77
FTD-ID (BS) 1-0198-77
FTD- ID (PS) 1-0475-77
?TD-ID(RS) 1-0759-77
FTD- ID (BS) 1-1818-76
FTD-ID(BS)I -1857-76
FTD- ID (BS)T- 0763-77
FTD-ID(RS)T-0819-77
FTD-ID(BS)T-1237-77
FT D - I D ( R S ) T - 1238-77
F T D - I D ( P 5 ) T - 1249-77
FTD-ID(RS)"-1534-77-PT-2
FTD-ID(BS) I-1543-77-PT-1
«TD-ID(PS)T-1543-77-Pl-3
FTD-IO(BS)T-1567-77
FTD- ID (PS) T- 178 3-77
PTD-ID(fiS)T-1781-77
FTD- ID (B S ) 1-1818-77
p0193 B78-28295
P0628 S78-33105
p0457 B78-27144
p0188 H78-28070
P0189 S78-28071
p0189 H78-28072
p0559 B78-31070
p0559 B78-31071
p0546 N78-30075
p0559 N78-31072
p0489 B78-28073
p0489 B78-28074
p0625 B78-33071
pO«58 B78-27311
p0190 N7S-28081
p0625 N78-33075
p0491 S78-28092
p0634 S78-33615
p0634 S78-33655
p0559 1178-31073
pO«52 N78-27101
p0493 S78-28296
p0632 H78-33290
p0624 N78-33063
p0566 N78-31132
p0625 B78-33069
p0356 S78-22388
p0457 S78-27279
p0632 N78-33243
p0438 H78-26112
pO«88 N78-28061
p0313 H78-21062
00412 1178-26220
p0112 N78-26221
pOI IO 1178-26138
p0353 1178-22107
p0625 K78-33070
p0614 H78-32321
p0153 N78-15321*
p0042 1178-11113
p0088 1178-12092
p O I O I S78-13446
p0442 1178-26202
p0355 H78-22211
p0215 N78-18070*
p0564 N78-31113
p0208 N78-17058*
p0563 N78-31106*
p0557 K78-31007
p0082 S78-12012
p0144 S78-14347
p0091 S78-12379
p0145 N78-143U8
p0091 N78-12387
P0088 B78-12096
p0140 1178-14038
p0082 1178-12044
p0147 N78-15006
p01H4 H78-14173
p0151 1178-15048
p0093 1178-13020
p0101 N78-13452
P0153 N78-15291
p0145 N78-14411
p0099 K78-13072
p0143 H78-14150
p0236 1178-18003
P0237 B78-18004
p0255 B78-19074
p0319 B78-21117
P0255 U78-19078
p0255 B78-19077
p0255 B78-19079
p0394 178-24090
p0363 B78-2310?
p0358 B78-230S'-'
p0359 N78-23062
p0367 B78-23986
FID-ID (BS)T-2232-77-PT-1 .......... p0395 B78-24107 «
FTS-9169 .......................... p0042 B78-11112 *
GASI-TB-212 ....................... p0088 H78-12093 f
GAS1-TB-248 ....................... p0492 B78-28098»»
GDCA-AHD72-005 .................... p0091 B78-13000 *
GDCA-AHD72-006 .................... p0091 1178-13001 *
6DCA-AHD72-008 .................... p0092 B78-13002 *
GPO-91-591 ........................ p032e B78-21891 »
GPO-98-931 ........................ p05S9 B78-31076 t
GP77-0375-28 ...................... p0259 N78-19112**
H-916 ............................. p0309 N78-20140**
H-922 ............................. p0246 B78-18076**
H-940 ............................. p0323 B78-21160**
H-953 ............................. p0089 M78-12100**
H-956 ............................. p0405 B78-25055*f
H-973 ............................. p0305 B78-20114**
H-991 ............................. p0358 B78-23056*t
H-1003 ............................ p0623 B78-33054**
H-1008 ............................ p0240 B78-18012**
H-1035 ............................ p0623 B78-33053»*
H-1059 ............................ pO£05 B78-32055**
HAC-P76-527R ...................... p0243 B78- 18062 *
HAC-P77-197B ...................... p0024 B78-10066 *
HAC-P77-383 ....................... p0258 »78-19098 *
H4C-BEF-C9383 ..................... p0243 B78-18062 f
HAC-EEF-D4443 ..................... p0258 N78-19098 t
HAC-EEF-D7344 ..................... p0024 N78-10066 *
HDL-CB-77-129-1 ................... p0265 B78-19163 *
HE1-TH-3-78 ....................... pO«40 B78-26141 *
HEI-TH-21-77 ...................... p0032 N78-10873 *
HEL-TM-12-77 ...................... p0150 B78-15039 *
HH-76-219 ......................... p0085 B78-12072 *
HH-76-281-70L-1 ................... p01«0 1178-14037 *
HH-76-281-VOI-2 ................... p0149 N78-15032 *
HH-77-41 .......................... p0261 B78-19121 *
HH-77-307 ......................... p0564 N78-31119 *
HOBEYdELL-47212 ................... p0267 B78- 19517 *
HSEB-7342 ......................... p0568 B78-31952 *
HDD-1 ............................. p0495 S78-28979**
HDD/BES-1305 ...................... pO«51 B78-27096 t
HDBEEO-PP-2-77 .................... p0044 S78-11127 *
HDHBBO-TE-77-2 .................... pOOII N78-11128 *
1C-AEBO-77-102-701-1 .............. p0302 B78-20091 t
IC-AFBO-77-102-701-2 .............. p0302 B78-20092 *
IC-AEBO-77-102-VOI-3 .............. p0303 B78-20093 »
ICAF-977 .......................... p0202 B78-16392 *
ICAF-978 .......................... p0202 B78-16391 *
ICAF-1032 ......................... p0411 B78-25454 *
ICAF-1040 ......................... p0616 1178-32462 t
ICAS-PAPEB-70-23 .................. p O O I S 87S-10011*i
ICAS-PAPEB-74-29 .................. p O O I B B78-10015*f
IDA/HQ-77- 19170 ................... p0400 B78-24156 *
IDA/HQ-77- 19573 ................... p0398 S78-24133 *
IDA/HQ-77-19873 ................... p0491 H78-28093 *
IPSH-78-88 ........................ p04S9 B78-27455 *
IIEQ-78/05 ........................ p0617 S78-32620 *
18-2 .............................. p0410 1178-25199 i
IH-12-VOL-1 .............. . ..... p0611 B78-32099 t
;S-l?-YOL-2 ......... . ............. p0611 B78-32100 *
.Ltt-234 ............................ pOI^O B78-28079 t
ISBB-0-85679-183-0 ................ p0079 H78-12010
ISBH-0-85679-186-5 ................ p0084 B78-12066
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH BOBBZB IHDEX
ISBB-0-85679-203-9 p0366 B78-23D69
ISBB-2-7170-0423-8 p0034 878-11018
ISBB-2-7170-0425-4 p0034 N78-11019
ISBH-2-7170-0449-1 p0397 B78-20127
ISBS-2-7170-0150-5 p0397 878-2M128
ISB!»-2-7170-0«51-3 p0397 H78-21I129
ISBB-2-7170-01152-1 p0397 B78-21130
ISBB-2-7170-0453-T p0397 H78-2H131
I?PB-2-7170-0454-8 p0351 H78-22092
ISBH-2-7170-OU55-6 p0348 B78-22073*
ISBN-2-7170-0456-4 p0353 B78-22109
ISBB-2-7170-0460-2 pO!|03 1178-21)587
ISBB-2-7170-0461-0 p0355 B78-22223
ISBB-2-7170-0465-3 p0355 B78-22240
ISBH-2-7170-0469-6 p0355 H78-22383
ISBB-3-260-04048-X p0408 B78-25091
ISBH-92-835-0199-3 p0041 B78-11083
ISBB-92-835-0207-8 p0141 1)78-11)01)8
ISBS-92-835-0209-1) p0319 878-21118
ISBB-92-835-0211-6 p0314 B78-21071
ISBN-92-835-0212-4 p0345 878-22033
ISBN-92-835-0213-2 pfl i>43 878-26460
ISBB-92-835-0215-9 p05i)9 B78-30099
ISBU-92-835-1253-7 p0017 878-10005
ISBB-92-835-1255-3 p0153 N78-15311
ISBB-92-835-1259-6 p0151 878-15051)
ISBN-92-835-1263-a p0142 B78-14052
ISBB-92-835-126i)-2 c0211 B78-1"J075
ISBB-92-835-1268-5 p0211 H78-17071)
ISBB-92-835-1269-3 p0207 878-17048
ISBB-92-835-1270-7 p0211 D78-17076
ISBM-92-835-1271-5 p0241 B78-18046
ISBB-92-835-1272-3 p0261 N78-19126
ISBB-92-835-1273-1 p0207 N78-1701)9
ISBB-92-835-1275-8 p0351 878-22093
ISBN-92-835-1278-2 p0431 878-26049
ISBN-92-835-1279-0 pfl(|38 B78-26115
ISBN-92-835-1282-0 pOt3» B78-26074
ISBN-92-835-1286-3 pOi)91 N78-28088
ISBB-92-835-1289-8 p0612 B78-3210II
ISBS-92-835-1290-1 p0565 N78-31126
ISBB-92-835-1295-2 p0612 N78-32105
ISBM-92-835-1296-0 p0608 N78-32074
ISBM-92-838-0203-5 p0045 H78-11391
ISD-193 p0310 878-20551
ISSB-0082-5263 p0081 B78-12029
ISSB-0309-6521 p0361 878-23090
ISO-EBI-A11ES-78173 p056l) B78-31118
ISD-EBI-ABBS-78336 pfll)l)2 B78-26153*
ISVE-TB-92-PT-2 p0367 B78-23882
ISTH-TB-93-PT-3 p0367 N78-23883
JPI,-PaB-78-i)3 p0555 N78-30583*
JPFS-71612 -... p0621 178-33015
JPRS-71659 p0621 N78-33021)
JSC-11525-70L-1 p0139 B73-1i)021*
JSC-13792 p009i) N78-13028*
JTCG/AS-75-S-002 p0317 B78-21099
JTCG/AS-76-S-001 p0261 B78-19125
JTCG/AS-77-S-001 p0212 B78-17081)
KA-TR-137-V01-1 pfli)90 H78-28085
KA-TB-138 p0307 B78-20122
KA-TB-139 pOi|07 B78-25081
KA-TB-11)2 p01)9D B78-2SH8D
KO-FBI-203 p0152 B78-15055*
KO-FB1-313-5 pOH06 178-25078*
KO-FB1-317-8 p0567 B78-31873*
KO-FBL-317-9 p0567 H78-31871*
KD-FB1-322-1 p0633 878-331)1)!)*
KO-FB1-351-PT-B p0305 B78-20111*
L-7811) pfli)50 B78-27079*
L-7979 p0393 878-2^078*
1-7982 p0393 B78-2H079*
L-8422 p0393 B78-21080*
I-8i)i)3 p0393 B78-24077*
L-10753 p019l) 878-15999*
1-11026 p0299 878-20065*
L-11230 p0093 N78-13015*
1-11257 pOSDl) 1178-30056*
L-11277 pOOSI S78-12037**
I-1135D p0299 H78-2006D**
L-11355 p0099 B78-13071*!
L-11370 p0299 N78-20063*«
1-11Q26 p0020 878-10031)**
1-111)72 p0037 B78-11052**
1-11^91 p0022 878-1001)5**
1-11496 p0093 B78-13016**
1-11621) pO«l)2 S78-26392**
L-116U2 p01I)6 878-1U997**
1-11666 p0197 B78-160")2»*
1-11695 p0092 B78-13011*4
1-11701) p0022 878-1001)9**
1-11705 p0235 B78-17997**
1-11715 p0082 B78-1201)!**
1-11723 p0081 B78-12038**
1-1171)9 p0037 H78-11053**
1-11751 p0020 B78-10030**
1-11762 p0309 B78-201D2**
1-11794 p0301 H78-20078**
1-11801 p019« K78-16000**
1-11801) p0082 »78-120i)0*»
1-11808 p0095 B78-130i)3*t
1-11811 p0362 N78-2309D**
1-11812 p002D 878-10062**
l-VSSI) p009i) U78-13029**
1-1181)1 p0366 878-23389**
1-11867 p0097 H78-13050**
1-11869 p0251 N78-18823**
1-11873 p0301 S78-20079**
1-11871) p03D5 878-22028**
1-11886 p0092 878-13011)**
1-11909 .' p0250 S78-18tt59*»
1-11917 p0081 878-12033*
1-11918 p0253 B78-19059**
1-11927 p0631 878-33617**
1-1191)3 pOi)07 B78-25079**
1-119IH I p0309 878-20139**
1-11956 i.. p0307 878-20128**
1-11959 p O U 5 6 K78-27138**
1-11960 p02i)1 878-18041)**
1-11963 p O U 0 5 878-25058**
1-11966 p0300 178-20072**
1-11980 p0325 1178-211)10**
1-11981 p0362 K'78-23093**
1-11982 p0302 N78-20081**
1-1198U p0313 878-21055**
1-11996 p05i)7 B78-30090**
1-12006 p05i)7 N78-30089**
1-12008 p0306 S78-20115**
1-12011) p060!l B78-32046**
1-12015 pOU06 B78-2S060**
1-12043 p0635 878-33776**
1-12057 p0622 878-33050**
1-12060 pO«45 878-26494**
1-12063 -..-... p0405 B78-25059**
1-12064 p0552 878-30141**
1-12066 p0552 878-30138**
1-12081 p0456 B78-27136**
1-12102 p0487 B78-28052**
1-12110 p0544 B78-30054**
1-12159 p0488 B78-28056**
1-12165 p0453 B78-27111**
1-12177 p0410 873-25101**
-.-12178 p0446 178-27046**
^-12178 p0496 878-29046**
1-12190 p0615 878-32385**
1-12197 p0562 B78-31101**
1-12200 p0544 S78-30053**
.-12210 p0635 1178-33873**
1-12215 p0557 878-31045**
1-12219 pOSST B78-31043**
1-12234 00366 H78-23875**
1-12235 p0359 1)78-23070**
1-12249 p0604 878-32050**
1-12263 p0358 878-23052**
1-12270 p0604 878-32051**
1-12274 p0358 B78-23047**
1-12275 pO«12 B78-25545**
1-12277 p0557 878-31044**
1-12283 p0623 B78-33051**
L-12288 p0410 878-25135**
1-12297 p0606 B78-32067**
1-12339 p0618 178-32816**
L-12455 p0631 B78-33152**
j,By-S-133 p0046 878-11426 »
IBF-TH-72/73 .' p0145 878-14409 *
E-15
BBEOBT/ACCESSIOB BOHBBB IHDBX
LG77EB0198
LBSC-D555813-PT-3
LR-27797
LB-28200-VOL-1
LR-28272-VOL-1 .........
LR-28307-VOI,-1
LR^23307-V01.-2
LR-28307-VOt-3
LB-28384-VOI.-1
LR-28435-VOt"1 • ....
LR-28435-VOI--2
LR-28435-VOt-3
1R-28610-V01-2
LB-28611-V01-1
1R-28705 *
LYC-77-26
LYC-77-56-V0L-1
1TC-77-56-V01-3
H-263
HAN- 1031
BBB-OF-1 428-0
MBB-UFE-134Q
BDC-G7215
BDC-J694U
HDC-J7471
BDC-J7615
HOC- J7708
BDC-07733
BTP-7-3-518
BTP-7-3-520 . .
p0027 B78-10091*t
........... p01tl8 878-15015 f
p0045 B78-1123S f
p0631 H78-33134M
.......... pOlOl H78-13U78*f
p0194 H78- 16002**
p0308 H78-20136**
pQ309 H78-20137**
.., .5.. . p0309 N78-20138**
p0633 N78-33483 f
p0617 N78-32504 #
p0316 N78-21095**
p0490 N78-28082 *
p0560 B78-31088 *
.......... p0499 N78-29084 f
p0499 N78-29085 *
p0560 H78-31085**
... .... . p0543 B78-30042*ft
p0543 N78-30043*f
p0543 N78-30044*#
.......... p0396 N78-24124 #
p0613 N78-32188**
p06l3 H78-32187**
p0625 N78-33086**
... . p0202 N78-16392 #
... . p0202 H78-16391 S
p0210 N78-17069 #
p0362 N78-23097 f
p0412 N78-25827**
p04l2 H78-25829*#
p0603 H78-32037*#
p0634 H78-33615 S
pOU77 A78-45227
P0189 A78-24419
p0189 A78-24410
pOl91 A78-24439
p0190 A78-24426
p0189 A78-24U17
p0099 H78-13073 #
p0254 K78-19065 #
p0548 N78-30093 #
p03l7 H78-21101 #
p0020 TI78-T0035**
p0324 N78-21223**
p01*»2 N78-14049 *
, p0028 N78-10093**
p0306 H78-20118*f
p0312 U78-210U7**
., p0325 N78-21358 #
p0194 N78-16021 9
p0153 N78-15284 J
p02*t8 N78-18226 *
pO»M2 H78-25832*ft
pOU51 N78-27092
p0563 N78-31111 #
p0502 N78-29108 *
p0090 N78-12335 »
pOSOO N78-29091 1
pQ6lO N78-32093 *
p0500 N78-29091 9
pOSOO N78-29091 #
HTB-7047
HTE-7766 ....
BTB-7837 *.. .....
H77-52
H77-59
HA-77-180
UA-77-389
KA-77-938 • • ....
UA-78-24
M1DC- 13920-2 • ....
NADC-75207-30-1
NADC-76045-40 . ....
NADC-76077-30
KADC-76105-30 . .....
KiDC-76240-20 ....
HADC-76341-30 ....
NADC-770 80-30
NADC-77 165-30 , .
NADC-77 182-30 * ....
NADC-77187-30 ,
HADC-77209-40
NADC-77229-30 ..
B4DC-77252-30 ....
HADC-77264-30
NADC-77272-60 . ....
BADC-77287-60
NADC-77 292-60
NADC-77328-60 , ....
NADC-78 032-60
NADC-78055-60 ...
NAEC-AHS-571-BE7-A
KAEC-ENG-7945
NAEC-94-11UO
NAFI-TB-2195
NAFI-TB-2201 .. ....
NAL-TR-412T
NAL-TB-498T . .
NAL-TB-517 . , ...
KAL-TR-526 .
RABBI-BOBOGHAPH-23 . .
DAPC-PE-1 .
HAPC-PE-2 ..... ...
NAP^C-PE-88
NAPTC-PE-106 . *
HAPTC-PE-108
NAPTC-PE-110 .. ...
KAPTC-PE-112
NASA-CASE-ARC-10903-1
HAS A-CASE-ARC-1 1036-1
NASA-CASE- ABC- 11 040-2 ...
NASA-CASE-FBC-11007-1 ...
NASA-CASE- EEC- 11 009-1 ...
NASA-CASE-LAB- 11 201-1
NASA-CASE-LAH-11208-1 ...
NASA-CASE-LAB- 11 688-1
p0457 N78-27279
. p0632 H78-33243
p0085 B78-12075
p0240 H78-18037
p0240 N78-18038
p0240 H78- 18036
p0196 N78-16032
. . p0566 H7 8- 31130
...... p0566 N7 8- 31131
p0111 A78- 17904
p0247 N78-18158
.... p0558 N7 8-3 106 4
p0562 B7 8- 3 1098
.. p0083 N7 8- 12053
• . * p0237 N7 8- 180 08
pQ325 578-21363
p0548 N7 8- 30091
* . p0365 N7 8-23235
..... p0607 N7 8- 3 20 69
p0317 H78-21100
... . p0631 N7 8- 33197
p0453 N7 8-271 18
pOSOO N78-29093
p0265 N78-19167
. p0091 N7 8- 12343
p0252 B7 8- 19054
. p0409 N7 8- 250 9 3
p0409 N78-25094
... p0627 H7 8- 33099
p0264 N78- 19162
p0308 N78-20134
....... p0087 N78-12090
. p0563 N7 8-3110 5*
p0089 N78-12107
P0241 N78-18045**
E-16
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH BOBBEB ISDIX
HAS A -CASE-LAR-1 1932-1
H AS A -CASE-LAB- 12264-1
HAS A -CASE-LAB- 1226 9-1
HAS A -CASE-LAB- 12 275-1
HASA -CASE-LEW- 1 1855- 1
H ASA-CASE- LEi- 121 31-2
HAS A -CASE-LEW- 12137-1
BASA-CASE-LES-12313- 1
HASA-CASE-LES- 123 17-1
B AS A -CASE-LEW- 12389- 2 * .
HASA-CASE-LEW-12452-1 . .
H AS A -CASE-LEi- 12496-1
H ASA-CASE-LEW- 1 29 1 7- 1
HASA-CASE-LEW-12990-1
HASA-CASE-HSC-16000-1 « *
HASA-CASE-HPO-13886-1 .
BASA-CASE-NPO-14134-1
HASA-CP-2017 . .
HASA-CP-2021
HASA-CP-2032
HASA-CP-2033
RASA-CP-2036-PT-1 .
HASA-CP-2036-PT-2
HASA-CP-2052-PT-1
HASA-CH-2743 .
HASA-CR-2754
HASA-CB-2825 . . .
HASA-CR-2828
HASA-CR-2914
NASA-CR-2935
HASA-CR- 294 4
HASA-CH-2960
HASA-CR-2966 ... . .
NASA-CR-2967
PASA-CB-2970
HASA-CR- 2 971 ..................
HASA-CR-2972
HAS A-CR-2977
NASA-CB-2987
BASA-CR-2994 . . .
BASA-CR-2996
KASA-CR-3001 . '
HASA-CB-3004 .. .
HASA-CB-3018 . . . .
BASA-CR-3027 ......
N AS A-CR- 132333
HAS A -CP- 1323 95
NASA-CR-134953
HASA-CR- 1349 54
H AS A -CR- 1350 81
HASA-CR-135203
HASA-CR-1352 15
H AS A -CR- 1352 35
HASA-CR-1352 36
HASA-CR- 1 35239-701- 1-SECT-1
HASA-CR-135239-VOL-1-SZCT-2
HASA-CR-135239-VOL-1-SECT-3 ...
.... p0609 H78-32086*
.... p0210 H78-17070**
.... p0613 H78-32168*i
. ... p0630 178-33123**
. p0354 H78-221 15**
. ... p0408 B78-25090*
.... p0562 H78-31103**
.. p0031 H78-10224*
p0032 B78-10468*
p0208 H78-17055*
... p0244 B78-18066*
.... p0408 H78-25089*
p0627 B78-33101*
p0244 H78-18067*
... p0454 B78-27122**
. . . p0402 H78-24544*
p0402 H78-74391*
p0271 H78-19898**
. . p0025 H7 8- 10068**
p0038 H78- 11 063**
p0268 R78-19778**
p0266 B78- 19325**
. .. . p0446 H78-27046**
p0496 H78-29046**
p0618 H78-32816**
.... p0605 H78-32055**
p0635 B78-33776**
.... p0197 N78-16043**
... p0101 H78-13478*fl
.... p0460 H78-27870**
.... p0306 H78-20116**
.... p0306 H78-20117**
.... p0194 B78-16002**
.... p0021 H78-10042**
.... p0197 B78-16044**
.... p0194 H78-16003**
p0203 N78- 16998**
p0446 H7 8-26880**
.... p0152 B78-15058**
.... p0203 H78-16999**
.... p0152 B78-15055**
.... p0309 H78-20141**
p0236 H7 8-18000*8
p0313 B78-21058**
p0311 H78-20920**
.... p0360 B78-23081**
p0487 N7 8- 28043**
p0313 H78-21059*#
p0306 R7 8- 20118**
.... p0544 H78-30048**
.... p0544 N78- 30049**
.... p0319 H7 8-21116*5
p0317 H78-21096*S
.... p0356 ^78-22861**
.... p0405 N78-?5057*#
p0411 H78-25159*S
.... p0441 H78-26149**
.... p0404 N7 8-24903**
. . p0544 N78-"?0050*#
p0452 H78-27105**
. p0621 B78-32836**
p0544 S 78- 30051**
.... p0446 N7 8-26881**
p0495 N78-28887**
pOUS2 1178-2809 8**
p0495 178-28861**
. .. . p0606 N78- 32066**
.... p0616 H78-32433**
.... p0102 N78-13851**
.... p0194 H78-16015**
... . p0361 H78-23089**
.... p0627 N78-33103**
.... p0028 H78-10093**
.... p0407 878-25080**
.... p0459 H78-27429**
.... p0027 N7 8- 10 09 2**
.... p0097 N78-13057**
... . p0041 N78-11081**
.... p0097 N78-13058**
.... p0235 S78-1799l*f
p0491 H7 8- 28094**
P0491 H78-28096**
HASA-CR- 1352 39-VOL-2 ....
HASA-CR- 135240
HA SA-CB- 135241
HASA-CB-135252
HASA-CH-135265
HA SA-CB- 135273 ..........
HASA-CR- 135 277
BASA-CH-135293
HASA-CB-1 35294
HASA-CB-135295
HASA-CR- 135 2 97 ..........
HASA-CB-1 35300
HASA-CR- 135302
HASA-CR- 135304
HASA-CR- 135307
HASA-CR- 1353 13
BASA-CR-135332
HASA-CR- 135334
BASA-CR-135335
HASA-CH-135343
HA SA-CB- 135359 ..........
HASA-CR- 135360
HASA-CR- 13538 8
HASA-CR- 13 5391
NASA-CR-135404-VOL-3
HASA-CR-135427
HASA-CR- 135431
HASA-CR-135434
HASA-CR- 143848 .
HASA-CR- 144 866
HASA-CR- 144 867
HASA-CR-144870 ..........
WASA-CR-144871
B1SA-CR- 144873
HASA-CB-1 44 877
NASA-CR-1U4984
HASA-CR- 145 192
HASA-CR-145217-APP-2 ....
NASA-CB-145217-APP-3 ....
HASA-CR- 145 257
WASA-CP-1 45262
HASA-CR-145288
HASA-CR- 14530 5
H AS A-CB- 145322
NASA-CH- 145323
NASA-CR-1453?9
HA SA-CR- 145331 ..........
HASft-CR-145335 ..........
N A SA-CR- 14 534 4
p0492 H73-28097**
p0086 H78-12081**
p0086 B7 8- 12082**
p0245 N78-18070**
p0086 N78-12083**
p0038 B78-11062**
p0150 H78-1504'1**
p0209 B78- 17064**
p0209 B78-17065**
p0209 H78-17066**
p0141 B78-14047**
P0325 H78-21471**
p0212 H78-17390**
p0563 B78-31 105*9
p0459 178-27427**
p0097 B78-13059**
p0198 N78-16052**
p0266 K78-19326**
p0410 B78-25235**
p0247 B78-18131**
p0208 H78-17058**
p0198 N78-16054**
p0351 B78-22096*#
p0501 N78-29099**
p0454 N78-27124**
p0412 N78-25827**
p0412 H78-25829**
p0501 N7 8- 29 105**
p0501 B78-29104**
p0455 B78- 27129**
p0551 N78- 30121**
p0611 N78-32097**
p0563 N78-31108**
p0020 N78-10035**
p0142 N78-14054**
p0310 N7 8-2053 4**
p0349 B78-22076**
D0551 N78-30123**
p0551 N7S- 30124**
p0551 N73-30125**
p0551 N78-30126**
p0552 N78-30127**
p0552 N78- 30128**
p0552 N78-30129**
p0552 N78-30130*ft
p0552 K78-30131**
p0501 N7 8- 29 101**
p0501 N78- 29102**
pO£33 N7 8- 33444**
.......... pOOU4 N7 8- 1119 9* ft
p0360 178-23080**
p0027 N78-10091**
p0303 H78-20094**
p0305 U78-20112**
p0022 N78-10047**
p0079 N78-12013**
p0019 S78- 10020* ft
p0019 S78-10021**
p0019 N73-10022**
p0099 H78-13076**
p0195 N78-16026**
p0404 N78-24900**
p0087 N78-12089**
p0143 H7 8- 14055**
p0345 N78-22020**
p0312 N78-21053**
p0200 N78-16066**
p0235 "78-17990**
p0251 N78- 18797**
p0389 B78-24043**
p0251 N7 8- 18874**
\. ... p0206 B7 8- 17037**
'..,. p0235 N78-17993**
p0247 H78-18086**
p0235 H78-17994**
p0312 H78-210H7**
p0301 178-20076**
p0301 N78-20077**
p0354 B78-22161**
p0406 N78-250t8*#
.... . p0543 N7 8- 3004 2**
p0543 H78-30043**
p0543 N78- 30044**
p0316 H7 8- 21093**
p0393 N78-24132**
p0413 "78-25985**
P0204 H78-17002**
S-17
BBPOBT/iCCESSIOH HORBEB INDEX
HA S A -CB- 14535 9
S AS A -CR- 1453 64
»JASA-CS-l45369-VOL-2 ... ,
»JASA-CR-145376
NASA-CR-1U5377
M AS A -Off- 14 53 78
NA3* -CR-145379
NASA-CK-145381-1
MASA-CB-145381-2
N AS A -CR- 19 53 82-1
NASA-CR- 14 80 19
NASA-C*l-150822
N ASA -CR- 151573
HP S A -CP- 1^1 5 82
N ASA -CR- 151 735
NASA-CP-151959
NASA-CH-15197"?
N AS A -CP- 1520 26
N A S A -CE- 152030
KASA-CR-152032
N AS A -CF- 1520 40
NASA-CP-152050
NASA-CR- 1520 51
N AS A -CE- 152054
N ASA -CF- 152 055
NASA-CR-152065
N AS A -CB- 152 076
NASA-CP-152079-"VOL-2 . . . .
*USA-CP~152082
N A S A -CE- 152033
NASA-CR- 152 08.6
N AS A -CR- 152099
V AS A -Cn- 152 108
N A S A - C R - 1 ^ 2 1 0 9
N A S A - C R - 1521 11
N AS A -C"- 1521 14
N A S A -C 3-1 52 126
N AS A -CR- 152 134
N A S A - C R - 152 135
NflSA-CP, -152140
NASA-CR- 1521 U1
R ASA -C1*- 152 1**8
N A S A CR-152150
N A S A -CF- 152 151
N A S A - C R - 152 164
N AS A-CR-1 52181
N AS ft -r^- 152 185
N A 3 A - C R - 1 5 2 1 9 6
N A S A -CR- 155223
N A S A -CP- 155266
N A S A - C R - 1553 14
" US A -CP- 15 53 6 3
N A S A - C R - 1555 6 5
VA^A-CS- 155582
N AS A -C3- 1555 89
HASA-CR-155* '56
N AS A -CP- 15 57 71
S ASA -CR- 155810
» « 4 ^ A - C R - 156067
VA^A-C^-156 115
pOU99 H78-29Q83**
p0498 N78- 29082**
r>0613 B78-321S7**
p0019 W78-10017**
p0094 1S78-13028**
p0139 N78- 14021**
p0413 N78-25987*#
p0324 N78-21223*#
p0625 N78-33085*^
p0197 R78-16045*#
p0024 N78- 10061**
p0020 N78- 10027**
p0092 N78- 13008**
p0030 N78-10115**
p0095 N78-13038**
p0095 N78-13039**
p0092 N78- 13007**
p0028 N78-10094**
p0252 N78-19049**
p0030 N78-10116**
p0030 N78-10117**
p0209 N78-17062**
p0271 N78-19899**
......... p0309 U78-20137**
......... p0309 N78-20138**
p0311 N78-20918**
«... p0209 N78-17061**
p0256 N78-19082**
. . ..^. . . . p0257 N78- 19094**
......... p0348 N"?8-22074**
......... p0352 N78-22100**
p0252 N78-19052**
p0629 N78-33113**
p0629 N78-33115**
p06?9 N78-33116**
p06?9 N78-33118**
p0316 N78-21092**
p0450 B78-27087**
p0319 N78-21115**
p0323 N78-21161**
p0348 N78-22071**
pD455 B"?8-27128**
p0413 N78-?5979*#
p0412 N78-25832**
p0546 N78-30070**
p0490 N78-28083**
p0611 N78-32098**
p0612 H78-32106*ft
p0034 N78- 11022**
».. p0089 N78-12106**
p0101 N78-13476**
p0207 N78-17050**
p0208 H78-17051**
p0200 N78-16064**
p0235 B78-17995**
p024U B78-18068**
p0258 H78-19099**
p0303 H78-20109**
. p030i» N78-20102**
NASA-CR- 156 120
N&SA-CS-156123
N4SA-CE-157237 . . * .
NASA-CB-157470 ... . .
KASA-CB-157573 - . . . .
HAS A-CR-1 57582
NASA-CP- 157537
UASA-CB-157588 . .
N AS A-^B- 157777
NASA-CB-158904
HASA-CB-158909
NASA-CR- 15 8929 . * • .
NASA-CB-158932
NASA-CR- 15 8935
NASA -CB- 159390 .
NASA-CR- 15940 2
NASA-CR-159424 . . .
NASA-CR- 159433
BiSA-RP-1008 .
NASA-BP-1020
NASA-HP- 1026 .* .
NAS4-SP-394
NASA-TH-X-2336
NASA-T(1--263 t l
NASA-TM- -3483
N1SA-TM- -62360 .
NASA-TH-X-73648
NASA-Td-X-73917
BASA-T1-X-74027 .
HASA-T1-X-7U03Q
NASA-TM-X-74945
NASA-TH~58210
NASA-TH-72656
NASA-T3-72674 . • * . . .
NASA-TH-72851
NASA-TM-72853
NASA-TH-72855
NASA-TH-73224
NASA-TM-73250
NASA-TH-73507-VOL-1
NASA-TH-73652
NASA-TH-73714
N A S A — TH-73735
HASA-TH-73750
NASA-TB-73780
NASA-TH-73798 .
NASA-TM -73 8 09
NASA-TH-73816
NASA-TH-73818 .
HASA-TH-73823
NASA-TH-73829
p0305 N7 8- 20 109**
p0300 N78-20067*t
. p0300 N78- 20068**
p0300 N7 8- 2006 9**
.. ... p0300 N7 8- 2 00 70**
p0305 N7 8- 20110**
p0305 N76-20111**
p0356 N78-22858**
p0502 N78-29110**
. . p0403 H7 8- 248 08**
p0406 N78-25078**
.. .. p0442 N7 8- 26 153**
. .. p0504 N7 8- 2969 9**
. .. p0563 P78-31107**
. . .. p0567 R7 8- 3187 3**
p0633 N78-33405**
p0487 N78-28054**
* . . . p0609 N78-32087**
* .. p0604 N7 8- 320 4 7**
* . . .. pOSOl N78-29103**
*. . p0610 N7 8- 32096**
p0633 N78-33U78**
.. .. p0035 fl7 8- 11 024**
. . p0556 N78-30774**
p0033 N7 8-1 1007**
p0450 N7 8- 27079**
p0393 H78-24078**
.. .. p0393 N7 8- 24 077**
p0098 N7 8- 13063**
. . pOOl9 N7 8- 10019**
p0028 N78-1 0097**
p0543 N7 8- 3 004 6**
.. p0043 N7 8- 11121**
. p0208 H78- 17057**
p0089 N78-12105**
. p0613 N78-32177**
p0406 N7 8-2 50 6 9**
p0358 N78-23052**
.. p0245 N78-18075**
p0240 H78-18042**
pO 40 5 H7 8- 250 55**
p0239 N78-18025**
... p0303 N78-20098**
p0079 H78-1201 1**
p0199 N78-16062**
.... pOSOl N78-29100**
.. p0206 R78— 17041**
* . . p0101 N78- 13439**
. .. pOISI N7 8- 150 4 4**
p0155 K7 8- 1585 2**
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH HOHBEE IHDEI
BASA-TB-73831 p0199 B78-16055**
SASA-TB-73836 p0212 B78-17229*!
HASA-TB-73838 p0098 B73-13061**
BASA-TB-73842 p026Q B78-19157*»
BASA-T1-73848 p0151 B78-15043*»
BASA-T1-73849 p0098 B78-13062*S
BASA-TB-73860 p0213 B78-17921»
BASA-TB-73875 p0208 B78-17059**
iASA-TH-73878 p026t B78-19158**
BASA-TB-73834 p0208 178-17060*1
BASA-TS-73890 p0318 B78-21109*«
RASA-TB-73959 p0445 B78-26877*J
BASA-TB-74033 p060« 178-32049*»
BASA-T1-74040 p0247 B78-18084**
HASA-TH-740U9 p0300 B78-20071»*
BASA-TB-74050 p0092 B78-13010**
BASA-T1-74055 p0095 S78-13040**
BASA-TB-74057 p0024 B78-10062*t
BASA-TB-74058 p0300 B78-20072»f
BASA-TM-74059 p0147 B78-15002**
BASA-TB-74071 p0437 878-26103**
BASA-TB-74073 p0019 B78-10023**
BASA-TB-74078 p0033 B78-11004**
BASA-TB-74083 p0032 B78-10839**
BASA-TB-74089 p0031 B78-10306*f
BASA-TB-71(090 p0081 B78-12033*
BASA-T1-74092 p0312 B78-21049**
BASA-TB-74093 p0300 B78-20073**
SASA-TB-74097 J0092 178-13011*1
NASA-TH-75038 p0206 B78-17042**
BASA-TB-75059 p0033 B78-11003**
iASA-TB-75063 p0240 B78-18041**
BASA-TB-75138 p0038 B78-11061**
BASA-TB-75152 p0617 B78-32642**
BASA-TB-75156 p0043 H78-11119**
BASA-TB-75160 p0079 B78-12012**
BASA-~B-75161 p0042 B78-1111i|*»
5ASA-T1-75181 P0086 B78-12080**
BASA-TH-75196 p0252 S76-19048**
BASA-TH-75201 P0252 B78-19053*!
BASA-TB-75205. P0208 B78-17053*i
BASA-TB-75216 p0087 B78-12085**
HASA-TB-75217 P0087 B78-12086*t
BASA-TB-75232 p0198 »78-16051*f
BASA-TB-752<(t p036U N78-23106**
BASA-TH-75263 p02fiil H78-19159*«
BASA-TB-75261 p02€ll B78-19156**
BASA-TB-75272 p0312 B78-210U8**
BASA-TB-75277 p0393 N78-2H08U**
BASA-TB-7S282 pfll|38 B78-2€105*»
BASA-TB-75287 p0398 B78-2H1U2**
HASA-TB-75293 p0396 B78-211116**
BASA-TB-752911 p039H N78-211085**
BASA-TB-75302 p061U H78-32265*»
BASA-TB-75305 pOi|57 B78-27185*«
BASA-TB-75306 pOilllS N78-26193*!
BiSA-TH-75323 p0605 JJ78-3205D**
BASA-TB-7S32H p O U S O B78-27081**
BASA-TH-75<t10 p060U S78-32052**
BASA-TB-754II7 p0615 B78-3238<4*»
BASA-TB-751*8 p0616 S78-32127*f
BASA-TB-75157 p061U N78-32261**
HASA-TB-75535 p0603 U78-3201t3*#
BASA-TH-75577 p0631 N78-33mo*
MASA-TB-781II1 P0079 H78-1201U**
BASA-TB-78195 p0613 N78-32173*»
BASA-TB-78327 p0153 N78-1532H**
BASA-T1-78330 p03»S B78-22073**
HASA-TB-781127 p0137 B78-13998**
8ASA-TB-78U32 p0152 H78-15056*!
B»SA-T»-78«38 p0315 B78-22025**
BASA-TH-78139 p0095 H78-13037**
BASA-Ta-78»U3 P0017 S78-10002**
BASA-TB-78UU6 P0253 178-19058**
BASA-TB-78HU9 P0622 B78-330113**
BASA-TH-78K52 p0305 H78-20113*!
HASA-TB-781159 p02«0 B78-180q3*»
BASA-TH-78II61I p0487 S78-28053**
8ASA-TH-781I68 P032I) S78-2121H**
BASA-TH-78U69 P0271 S78-19868**
BASA-TB-78«71 P0253 H78-19056*!
BASA-TB-78M73 p0311 B78-20917**
BASA-TB-78474 P0316 S78-2109q»»
BASA-TH-78H75 p0323 H78-21159*!
BASA-TB-78476 P0106 1178-25071*1
•ASA-fH-78»79 pO<!97 N78-29067**
•ASA-TB-78480 pfli|38 H78-26106**
IASA-TB-78489 pO»% H78-290«H*f
BASA-TB-78492 p0198 H78-29068*t
HASi-TB-78197 pO<139 B78-26133**
SASA-TH-78198 pOlia6 N78-27013**
BAS1-TH-78500 pOq37 B78-26101**
BASA-TB-78511 D0608 B78-32075*f
SASA-TH-78512 p0495 B78-28979**
HASJ-TB-78519 p0516 S78-30072*»
BASA-TB-78530 p0603 B78-320UU**
HASA-TH-7862U p0035 B78-11023*!
HASA-TB-78629 pOOIS S78-130U1**
SaSA-TB-7863a p0095 H78-130<*2*»
SA-3A-TB-78637 p0152 P78-15060*!
HASA-TB-78638 p0253 B78-19059**
HASA-TB-7861H p0361 B78-23105**
BASA-TB-78615 p0147 B78-15001**
NASA-TH-786it7 p0153 B78-15325**
HASA-T1-78618 p0217 B78-18085**
MSSA-TB-78653 pOSSI S78-30122**
1HSA-TB-78657 p0318 B78-21107**
BASA-TF-78659 p0235 578-17992**
NASA-TB-78660 p0251 B78-18873**
BASA-TB-78663 p0309 N78-201««*«
BSSA-TB-78664 p0557 B78-31043*«
HASA-TB-78665 p0312 B7«-21050*»
NASA-TB-7866e p0301 178-20071**
NASA-TB-78671 p0312 178-21052*»
BASA-TB-78672 p0305 N78-20108*!
BASA-TB-78676 p0311 H78-20919**
NASA-TH-78677 p0299 B78-20061**
BASA-T1-78678 p0552 B78-30138**
KASA-TB-78679 p01|31 B78-260<t8*»
MASA-TB-78680 p0301 B78-20075**
NASA-TB-78683 p0312 B78-21051*»
BASA-TB-78684 p0358 B78-230St*»
HASA-TS-78685 p0359 B78-23070**
BASA-TB-78686 pO«87 B78-28052*!
BASA-TM-78689 p0310 F78-20«81*»
NASA-TB-78692 p0318 N78-2110<t*«
BASA-TB-78695 p0358 B78-230<t7*t
NASJ-TM-78696 p0112 N78-25515**
SASA-TB-78699 p060"t N78-320U6**
HASA-TH-78700 p0366 B78-23875**
BASA-TB-78705 pOI|50 B78-2708fl*f
HASA-TB-78706 p0601 H78-32050*«
BASA-TB-78708 p0366 B78-23876**
BASA-TB-78712 p03H8 H78-22075**
HASA-TB-78716 pOU10 B78-25135**
BASA-TB-78717 pOU60 B78-27871**
BASA-TS-78719 p0631 B78-33152**
BASA-TB-78720 pOH92 B78-28101**
BASA-TB-78722 pO(437 B78-26096**
BASA-1B-7872U p0623 B78-33060*«
NASA-TI1-78726 p05Q7 B78-30087*t
BASA-TB-78729 p0557 S78-31fl!Ht*t
HSSA-TB-73730 pO«57 B78-27183*t
SASA-TB-78736 p063S B78-33873**
BASA-TH-78737 p O C O U B78-32051**
HASi-TM-787l(1 pO^SO H78-27085*t
NASA-TB-78712 pOSflC B78-30073*»
KASA-T«-78711t pOISI B78-27100*f
BASA-TB-787U5 p0546 H78-30070*t
SASJ-TB-78716 p0513 R78-30039**
SASA-TH-78750 pOSa3 B78-300I10**
BASA-TB-78756 p0555 B78-30291*t
BASA-TH-78758 p019U B78-28680*»
BASA-TB-78760 p05»3 B78-30011**
BASA-TB-78766 p0556 178-30606*»
BASA-TB-78767 p0604 S78-32048*»
HASA-Ta-78769 p0635 S78-3387I)**
BASA-TB-78774 p0624 H78-33061*t
BASA-TB-78776 p0618 B78-32815**
HASA-T1-78777 p0608 B78-32076**
BASA-Tfi-78780 p0622 N78-33045**
BASA-TB-78781 p0622 B78-33046**
BASA-TB-78787 p0622 H78-33047**
BASA-TB-78865 p0401 B78-24370**
BASA-TB-78866 p0401 H78-24369*»
BASA-TB-78868 p0352 B78-22099*«
BASA-TH-78870 p0351 B78-22098*!
SSSA-TS-78873 p0398 S78-24137**
BASA-TH-78874 p0398 B78-24138*t
BASA-TB-78875 p0440 B78-26143**
BASA-TB-78878 p0403 B78-24897*!
BASA-TB-78889 p0361 B78-23088*»
SASA-TB-78899 p0437 B78-26099*!
BASA-TB-78906 p04H1 B78-26145*»
BASA-TH-78907 pO»42 B78-26146**
BASA-TB-78915 p04«5 B78-26552*!
BASA-TB-78917 p0456 878-27143*1
BASA-TB-78918 • p049e B78-28986*»
B-19
BBPOBT/ACCBSSION BDBBBB IBDEI
SASA-TH-78920 p0437 B78-26100**
NASA-TB-78928 p0441 B78-26144**
NASA-T1-78951 p0454 B78-27126**
NASA-TH-78954 p0456 B78-27142**
NASA-TH-78955 , p0454 B78-27125**
NASA-TH-78958 p0456 H78-27137**
BASA-TB-78962 pOU54 B78-27127**
HASA-TB-78967 p0503 B78-29215**
NASA-TS-78983 p0558 H78-31061*t
BASA-TB-78992 p0632 H78-33283**
BASA-TM-79009 p0627 B78-33102**
BASA-TH-79449 pOUOl B78-24292**
NASA-TS-79510 p09«2 S78-26223»
NASA-TH-79523 p0451 N78-27093**
BASA-TN-D-8235 p0194 B78-15999**
BASyk-TB-D-8449 p0081 B78-12037**
HASA-TN-D-8473 p0299 B78-20064**
BASA-TH-D-8474 p0299 »78-20065*#
BASA-TH-D-8478 p0299 B78-20063**
NASA-TH-D-8512 p0093 B78-13015**
NASA-TB-D-8518 p0022 S78-100115**
BffSA-TP-1007 p0198 H78-16053**
BASA-TP-1022 p0197 878-16042**
NASA-TP-1025 p0022 B78-10049**
HASA-Tp-1027 p0093 H78-13016**
BASA-TP-1040 p0199 B78-16063**
BASA-Tp-1042 p0020 B78-10034**
HASA-TP-10U3 p0099 S78-13071**
BASA-TP-1044 pOOSI B78-12038**
NASA-TP-1046 p0037 S78-11053**
NASA-TP-1050 p0020 B78-10030**
BASA-TP-1057 p0033 878-11008**
NASA-T^-1065 p0146 878-14997**
HASA-Tp-1068 p0041 B78-11106**
SASA-TP-1069 p0318 878-21112**
BASA-TP-107P p0082 878-12040**
BASA-TP-1078 p0082 K78-12011**
HASA-TF-1080 p0095 B78-13043*f
1ASA-TP-1085 p0097 N78-130S<I*#
RASA-Tp-1087 pO»f2 N78-26392**
NASA-TP-1090 p0092 B78-1301U**
NASA-TP-1091 p0032 H78-11002**
RASA-Tp-1094 p0098 N78-1306U**
HASA-TP-1100 p0201( S78-17000*#
HASA-TP-1102 p019lt M78-16000**
FASA-TP-1107 p0089 H78-12100**
NASA-TP-1109 ." p019!l S78-16001»*
NASA-TP-1110 p0352 N78-22101**
NASA-TP-1112 p009H N78-13029**
NASA-TP-1116 p0309 B78-20139**
HASA-TP-1118 P0251 N78-18823**
NASf-TP-1119 p0235 H78-17997**
HASA-TP-1120 p0313 B78-21055**
BASA-TO-1122 p0301 N78-20078*#
NASA-Tp-1124 p0301 K78-20079**
NASA-TP-1126 p01»6 B78-11I998**
BASA-TP-1132 p0236 S78-17998**
BASA-Tp-1135 p0241 H78-180«4*#
BASA-TP-1136 p0301 N78-20080**
HASA-TP-1137 p0250 S78-18U59**
BASA-TP-11UO p0309 B78-20113*#
H1SA-TP-11U3 p0366 B78-23389**
NASA-TP-11H6 p0307 B78-20128**
KASA-TP-1147 p0309 N78-20ia2*»
BASA-TP-11H8 p02U6 B78-18076**
BASA-TP-1151 p0308 B.78-20130**
NASA-Tp-1153 p0236 B78-17999*»
BASA-TP-1157 p0306 S78-20115**
BASA-Tp-1158 pO»07 878-25079**
BASA-TP-1159 p0362 B78-2'3093*»
HASA-TP-1163 p0302 N78-20081**
BASA-TP-1167 p0309 N78-20iaO*«
NASA-TP-1168 p032S B78-211HO**
BASA-TP-1171 p0305 B78-20114**
NASA-Tp-1174 p0362 B78-2309U**
BASA-TP-117S p0345 B78-22028*»
NASA-Tp-1180 p0323 S78-21160**
BASA-TP-1183 pOUOS B78-25058**
BASA-TP-1184 p0456 B78-27138**
BASA-TP-1189 p0405 B78-25059**
BASA-Tp-1199 p0308 B78-20132*#
BASA-TP-1202 p0325 B78-21173**
BASA-Tp-1204 p0308 B78-20133**
BASA-Tp-1205 p0318 B78-21110**
SASA-TP-1206 p0156 N78-27136**
BASA-TP-1208 p0615 B78-32385**
HASA-TP-1210 pOilltS B78-261(914*«
BASA-TP-1213 p0488 B78-28056**
NASA-TP-12111 p05»7 B78-30089*t
BASA-TP-1215 p0406 B78-25060**
BASA-TP-1216 p05<!7 B78-30090»«
BASA-TP-1228 p0362 B78-23095**
BASA-TP-1233 P054H B78-30053**
BASA-TP-1234 p0410 B78-25101**
BASA-TP-1237 p0363 H78-23100**
BASA-TS-1240 p0153 H78-27111**
HASA-TP-1241 p05i»P H78-3005«*»
BASA-TP-1212 p0552 B78-30141**
BASA-TP-1244 p0358 B78-23056**
SASA-TP-1252 pOS57 N78-31015**
BASA-TP-1253 p0544 B78-30056»*
SASA-TP-1254 p0141 B78-26151**
BASA-TP-1260 p0455 B78-27130**
NASA-TP-1261 p0556 B78-30896**
BASA-TP-1267 p04S3 B78-27113**
BASA-TP-1270 '. p0623 B78-33051**
BASA-TP-1275 p063<t B78-33617**
BASA-TP-1276 p0562 B78-31101**
SASA-TP-1291 p0622 H78-33050**
BASA-TP-1294 p0545 B78-30057**
NASA-TP-1295 p062S B78-33110**
BASA-TP-1298 p0628 B78-33107**
NASA-TP-1314 p0628 B78-33109**
HASA-TP-1316 p0606 B78-32067**
BASA-TP-1331 p0623 B78-33053**
HASA-TP-1336 p0623 B78-33054**
BASA-TP-1337 p0628 B78-33108**
BASA-TP-1340 p0634 B78-33618**
BASA-TT-F-17158 p0450 B78-27086**
BATC-TM-77-2-SA p0023 B78-10053 *
BATC-TB-78-1-SI p0455 B78-27133 *
HATC-TH-78-2-BW pO«07 K78-25084 *
HATC-TB-78-2-SA p0557 B78-31046 *
HATF-EN-1137 p0043 B78-11123 *
BATICK/TE-78/011 p0492 B78-28278 *
BAVTEAEQDIPC-IH-262 p0031 B78-10126 *
HAVTBAEQDIPC-74-C-0141-1 p0247 B78-18087 *
NAVTBAEQOIPC-75-C-0009 p0152 B78-15061 *
NAVTHAEQOIPC-76-C-0034-1 p0212 B78-17082 *
BBSIB-77-1386 p0402 B78-24385 *
NBSIB-77-1386 pOU54 B78-27119 *
BBSIB-78-1434 p0364 N78-23214 t
BCSD/EDC-77-1 p0142 B78-14050 *
BEAB-TB-134 p0405 878-25057**
NEAB-TB-141 • p0205 W78-17028 *
NEAB-TB-157 p0544 B78-30050**
NEAB-TB-171 p0636 B78-33876**
HGTE-B-345 p0046 B78-11802 *
BISC-TBABS-3945 p0084 H78-12069 *
BISC-THABS-3947 p0023 B78-10055 *
NIB-BP-76023-a p0248 B78-18289 *
H1B-BP-77002-D p0145 B78-144«9 *
B1B-BP-77005-0 p0494 B78-28494 *
NIB-BP-77008-0 p0438 B78-26113 *
H1B-BP-77011-0 pOSOO N78-29096 *
N1B-MP-77012-D p0238 B78-18019 *
BLB-BP-77015-0 p0246 B78-18080 *
BLB-HP-77025-0 p0498 B78-29073 *
BLB-BP-78011-0 p0477 A78-45230 *
N1B-TB-75115-D p0237 N78-18009 *
NLR-TB-76008-0 pO»10 B78-25199 *
StB-TB-76083-t) pO«45 178-26507 *
B1B-TB-76096-D p0556 B78-30620 #
BLB-TB-76104 p0556 B78-30620 *
MIB-TB-76130-0 p0494 B78-28495 *
BIB-TB-76131-0 p0361 N78-23085 *
BLB-Tfi-76132-D p0438 B78-26111 #
NIB-1B-76133-D p0243 B78-18056 »
BIB-TB-76139-0 pOH91 B78-28087 *
BlB-TB-76150-a p0155 N78-15859 *
KLR-TR-770<(6-0 p0488 N78-28059 *
BIR-TR-77090-D p0498 H78-29074 t
E-20
BBPOBT/1CCBSSXOI IOBBEB IRDBX
BOAA-Tli-EBL-lPL-28 p0356 B78-22551 t
HO»A-77101302 p0239 H78-1802«*l
ROAA-7801200II p0635 B78-33692 I
S08-711-309-PT-2-TOI-2 pOISI S78-15521
BOK-76-223 p0265 B78-19165
HOB-77-115 p050» B78-29157
BOB-78-21 pOH87 B78-28051*
BOSC/TB-17H p0355 S78-22285
BOSC/TH-198 p0102 B78-2«<118
1012-77-30 p03U8 878-22073*
SP1-AC-81 p0367 H78-23885
SPI-AC-83 p0362 B78-23098
BPL-QO-3S pOISU N78-15635
BPS-67LI77091 p0317 S78-21102
NPS-67NT77091 p032« B78-21166
BPS-67BT78061 p0611 H78-32101
HPS-67SX77111 p0237 S78-18005
NPS-69-77-001 p0255 H78-19076
NPS-69-78-010-PT-2 p0611 S78-32102
HPS52-78-001 p0627 H78-33098
BPS69-78-009 p0629 B78-33111
BBl-BP-78016-0 pO»77 J78-II522B
8BL-BR-3671 p0399 B78-24HI3
HBl-BB-3721 p0503 B78-29154
BBI.-820U P0457 S78-27278
BR77H-18 p0366 B7P-23392
1B78H-10 p0352 S78-22100*
BSHC/DL-TB-3615 p0082 878-120H6
HSWC/DL-TR-3808 p0631 878-33132
HT-77-CH-1 p0299 B78-200£0
BTIS/PS-7H/106 p063l| B78-3363H
NTIS/PS-75/116 pOi!59 B78-27380
BTIS/PS-75/221 pO«06 878-25067
NTIS/PS-75/351 p0112 B78-258UO
NTIS/PS-75/376 p0609 M78-32085
NTIS/PS-75/410 p0617 B78-32604
HTIS/PS-75/530 p063U B78-33639
FTIS/PS-75/Stl p063« H78-3363H
BTIS/PS-76/OOH2 p0412 B78-25787
BTIS/PS-76/0175 pO«10 B78-25100
NTIS/PS-76/0176 pO«10 N78-25099
HTIS/PS-76/0235 pOM12 S78-2581IO
NTIS/PS-76/0259 p0106 878-25067
NTIS/PS-76/033U pOH59 H78-27380
NTIS/PS-76/0392 p0617 178-32601
BTIS/PS-76/OU95 p0609 N78-32085
HTIS/PS-76/0538 p0621 N78-33066
NTIS/PS-76/0585 p063« N78-33631
NTIS/PS-76/0625 p063« 878-33639
BTIS/PS-77/0126 pOlt12 S78-25787
BTIS/PS-77/0203 pOU12 B78-258MO
NTlS/PS-77/0218 pOM10 B78-25100
STIS/PS-77/0219 pOUlO B78-25099
NTIS/PS-77/0317 pO«06 N78-25067
NTIS/PS-77/03U2 pOU59 B78-27380
BTIS/PS-77/037II pO«51 N78-27091
BTIS/PS-77/0375 p0607 S78-32073
NTIS/PS-77/0111 p0503 B78-2911Q
BTIS/PS-77/OU89 p0617 B78-32600
NTIS/PS-77/0552 p063U B78-33600
STIS/PS-77/0567 p0609 S78-32085
NTIS/PS-77/0606 p0621 S78-33066
HTIS/PS-77/0653 p063fl B78-33638
BTIS/PS-77/0701 p063« B78-33639
BTIS/PS-77/0800 p0630 878-33122
NTIS/PS-77/0801 p0632 B78-33278
NTIS/PS-78/0238 pO<!10 H78-25100
BTIS/PS-78/0239 p O U l O S78-25099
BTIS/PS-73/02110 pO«12 K78-258qO
BTIS/PS-78/0289 pO«12 B78-25787
BTIS/PS-78/0320 pO«06 878-25067
BTIS/PS-78/OU09/9 p O U S I 878-27091
BTIS/PS-78/OU10/7 p0607 N78-32073
HTIS/PS-78/0125/5
HTIS/PS-78/01126/3
SIIS/PS-78/0«»7/9
BTIS/PS-78/05H8/U
HTIS/PS-78/0598/9
BTIS/PS-78/0686/2
BTIS/PS-78/069K/6
B1IS/PS-78/0707/6
BTIS/PS-78/0708/a
HTIS/PS-78/0713/1
BT1S/PS-78/0807/H
BTIS/PS-78/0809/0
B1IS/PS-78/0810/8
BTISDB/C/1014-010
BTISOB/C/104-011
BTISDB/D/10U-001
BTSB-AAB-77-10
BTSB-AAB-77-11
BTSB-&AB-78-1
BTSB-A»B-78-3
BTSB-AAS-78-1
BTSB-ABC-78-1
NT3B-ABG-78-1
BWSC/CP/BDTB-61
OEBL-OI.AA-77-5
OBEB»-ST-1977-5
OHEBA-P-1977-1
OHER1-TP-1976
OHEBA-TP-1977-135
OHBRA, TP SO. 1977-100
OBEB4, TP SO. 1977-101
OSERA, TP BO. 1977-113
08EBA, TE BO. 1977-136
OHERA. TP BO. 1977-117
OSERA, TP HO. 1917-156
OHERA, TP HO. 1977-157
OHEBA, TP BO. 1977-161
OBERA, TP BO. 1977-170
C1EBA, TE BO. 1977-172
OHEBA, TP BO. 1977-176
OHEBA, TP »C. 1978-7
C8EBA, "P BO. 1978-16
OHERA, TP BO. 1978-22
OBERA, TE BO. 1978-25
ONEBA, TE BO. 1978-32
08EBA, TP BO. 1978-HO
ONEBA, TP BO. 1978-1(2
OHEBA, TE 80. 1978-D*
OHERA, TP »0. 1978-52
OHEBA, TP BO. 1978-53
OHEEA, TP HO. 1978-55
CBEBA, TP BC. 1978-65
OHEBA, TP BO. 1978-67
OBEBA, TP 80. 1978-7U
OHEBA, TP 10. 1978-93
ONEBA, TE 80. 1978-102
OHEBA, TP 80. 1978-103
OHEBA, TP MQ. 1978-10U
O N E P A , TP 80. 1978-105
ONB-CB-2 12-225-3
ONB-CE-213-1H2-1F
ONB-C*-215-230-3F
OBB-CB-215-233-3
ONB-CB-215-237-2
ORB-CB-21S-2!)1-1
OHB-CB-215-216-1
ONB-CB-215-218-1AS-1
OTB-77-125
OTSB-77-609~9-1
OTSD-77-609-9-2
03EL- 11 88/77
P-1275-TOL-1
P-1280
pO«58 B78- 27379 t
pO«5<> H78-27380 1
P0503 178-291111 *
p0617 R78-3260H t
p0609 878-32085 *
p0634 H78-33631 t
p0621 K78-33066 t
P0633 B78-33599 t
p063» N78-33600 1
p0636 878-33918 •
p063U B78-33639 *
p0630 S78-33122 *
p0632 H73-33278 »
p0257 S78-19087 »
p0256 B78-19086 t
pOOSI S78-27095 «
p0257 H78-19087 1
p0256 H78-19086 «
p0151 P78-27095 »
p0311 N78-21061 f
p031U 1)78-21063 «
p062« H78-330e5 *
p062U N78-330614 <
p0038 B73-11055 t
p0151 878-15053 f
p0093 B78-13025 »
p0556 N78-30909 »
p0398 N78-2U1U2**
p0615 N78-3238it*t
p0191 A78-2'XI60 »
p0192 f78-2Ui;ei »
p0192 A78-201J3 f
p0192 A78-2H16') If
p0003 A78-1203*
p0057 S78-15021
p0075 A78-1C619 »
p0075 A78-16618 «
pOIOS A78-17662
p0130 A78-20145
p0119 A78-11H20
p0386 A78-19582 *
p029!| A78-12328 t
p0386 A78-39579 *
p0386 S78-39580 »
p0291 A78-32037 *
pO"l79 A78-»5277 t
pOl!79 A78-K5282
p03«? A78-3589H
pO«79 A78-15280 *
p0380 A78-3869d *
p0380 A78-38698 t
p0383 J78-38892
p0^77 A7«-1522t «
p O M 7 9 A78-15276 t
p0507 A78-46915
p0503 A78-U73H6 *
p0508 A78-U73U7 »
p0508 A78-H731t8 »
pOSOB A78-97319 »
p0205 878-17028 *
p002» 878-10066 i
p0253 B79-19061 f
p01i>8 N78-15015 »
p0030 178-10111 t
p0033 S78-11011 »
p003fl U78-11013 *
p0363 B78-23103 *
p0091 178-13035 t
p0151 H78-15712 «
' D01514 878-15713 «
p0100 878-13085 «
pOQOO 178-2!4156 *
D0398 173-28133 »
E-21
.BEPOBT/ACCESSIOO IOHBER IIDBX
P-1292-YOI-1 pOSSO 078-30119 *
P-1292-VOL-2
 P0491 N78-28093 *
P-5994 p0487 078-28051 t
PAPEB-76-170 p0364 078-23106**
PAPEB-77-026 p0604 1)78-32052*1
PAPER-77-027 p060S 078-32054**
PAPEB-77-073 p0614 078-32264**
PB-268690/5 p0032 1178-10621)
PB-270864/2 p0102 1)78-13634
DB-270898/0 p0099 878-13069
PB-270944/2 p0094 078-13035
PB-271249/5 p0091 078-12552
PB-27H57B/4 p0240 078-18036
PB-274585/9 p0240 B78-18037
PB-274590/9 p0240 B78-18038
PB-275067/7 p0250 078-18595
PB-275090/9 p0239 078-18024*
PB-276123/7 p0318 078-21103
PB-276508/9 p03S3 078-22110
PB-277074/1 p0364 078-23214
PB-277351/3 p0363 078-23099
PB-277397/6 p0440 078-26139
PS-277401/6 p0440 078-26140
PB-277518/7 p0356 078-22551
PB-277674 p0395 078-24099
PB-277982/5 p0454 078-27119
PB-278815/6 p0453 H78-27116
PB-278857/8 p04S1 078-27096
PB-779970/8 p0557 078-31007
PB-280304/7 p0567 878-31946
PB-281148/7 p0617 078-32620
PB-281329/3 p0624 H78-33065
PB-281330/1 p0624 078-33064
PB-283425/7 p0635 S78-33692
P3A-TR-1031-90-58 p0630 N78-33128 *
POE-698-8 p0611 S78-32098**
PSC-77-2 p0413 N78-25970 t
P01I-C/XE-77-17 p0437 078-26102**
POLT-B/AE-78-17 p0405 B78-25056**
POB-3702 p0325 178-21402 t
PR-2 p0316 078-21092**
PB-4 p0237 078-18005 *
PROJ-aEPT-170 p0356 078-22858**
PSAD-78-18 p0440 078-26139 *
PSAD-78-27 p0453 078-27116 *
PSAD-78-3C p05£7 078-31946 *
P.SAD-78-61 p0440 078-26140 *
PSO/TORBC-F78-1 p0235 078-17995**
PTPT-78-8 p0459 078-27432 t
P33L-72-758 p0616 078-32427**
P'JBl-1319-01-4-1775 pOC32 H78-33313 *
PKA-FP-8499-VOI-1 p0086 078-12081**
P«A-FR-8i)99-V01-2 p0086 078-12082**
PHA-FR-861S p0402 878-24556 *
PHA-F<i-9S11 pO(14 078-32235 *
P4A-S501
PBA-5506
P4A-5512-
P^A-5512-
PHA-55H
PKA-552'
PHA-5590
PHA-5543
P W A - S S H U -
PSA-5547-
PilA-55118-
PKA-55119-
PKA-5S51
PHA-5551-
PMA-555U-
P»A-",C4-
PVA-5S90
P»A-e.f U
p0621 078-32836**
P0313 078-21058**
17 p0551 079-30121**
21 p0501 078-29105**
P023S 078-17991**
p0087 078-12087 *
p0150 F78-15041**
».... P0097 078-13059**
13 p0455 078-27129**
i| p0038 078-11062**
9 p06U 078-32433**
8 p0351 078-22096**
p0087 R78-12088 *
) p0209 078-17064**
a p0209 078-17065**
e
 p0209 078-17066**
p0198 078-16054**
p0610 078-32096**
flBC-EP-1019 p0545 078-30066 t
flB-5 p0406 078-25071**
QR-6 p0608 078-32075**
QTS-23 p0206 078-17036 t
QOAD-CALC-BLBTT-21 p0395 078-24111 «
R-1042 p0083 078-12062 *
B-1077 p0309 078-20141**
R-1087 p0244 078-18065
R-1393 p0625 078-33085*
E-1396-1-VO1-1 p0396 078-24118
E-1396-2-V01-2 p0396 078-24119
B-2103-AF p0308 078-20135
B-2194-Af p0198 078-16048
BADC-TB-77-216 p0086 N78-12083*
8ADC-TR-77-290-PT-1 p0085 078-12077
BADC-T8-77-290-PT-2 p0086 N78-12078
BADC-TB-77-392 p0360 878-23075
RAE-IIB-TBAOS-1903 p0139 078-14020
BAE-LIB-TBASS-1911 p0257 078-19095
BAE-1IB-TEASS-1912 p0140 078-14032
BAE-LIB-TBAOS-1920 p0145 078-14408
BAE-tIB-TBAOS-1921 p0145 078-14409
SAE-IIB-TBAOS-1923 p0504 078-29452
BAE-LIB-TBA8S-1934 p0349 078-22077
BAE-IIB-1BAOS-1939 p0356 078-22388
BAE-LIB-TBAOS-1942 p0439 078-26134
BAE-LIB-TBAOS-1944 p0210 078-17071
BAE-LIB-18AOS-1948 p0560 078-31087
BAZ-TS-AERO-1709 p0148 078-15017
BAE-TH-AEBO-1710 p0152 078-15057
EAE-TR-71177 p0359 078-23068
BAE-TB-75055 p0553 878-30143
RAE-TR-75131 p0143 078-14158
BAE-TB-76007 p0363 M78-23104
BAE-TB-76018 pOlOO H78-13084
BAE-TR-76029 p0141 078-14042
BAE-TB-76039 p0548 078-30098
BAE-TB-76059 p0359 F78-23067
BAE-TB-76079 p0091 078-13024
BAZ-TR-76117 p0361 078-23086
BAE-TR-77040 p0150 078-15035
BAE-TB-77073 p0154 078-15525
EAE-TB-77077 p0548 078-30097
BAOD/R-2243-AP p0562 178-31100
BCA-EASD-TP-2146 p0314 078-21068
BDA-TB-140801-008 p0248 078-18272
BDB-1817-22 p0141 H78-14047*
BE-543 p0033 078-11011
BE-548 p0205 N78-17025
BEPT-1 p0089
BEPT-1 p0251
REPT-2 p0311
BEPT-2-37100/7B-3442 p0453
BEPT-2-53300/7B-5977 p0137
BBPT-2-53400/7B-3428 pOlOO
BEPT-12AEI-200-1060B p0349
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